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Scott B. Noegel’s latest work o� ers a comparative study of the various 
functions that “wordplay” serves in ancient Near Eastern texts and 
provides a comprehensive taxonomy for the phenomenon. Languages 
covered include Sumerian, Akkadian, Egyptian, Ugaritic, Biblical Hebrew, 
and Aramaic. Noegel illustrates that wordplay was based not just on words 
but o� en on individual consonants, syllables, or signs (in cuneiform and 
hieroglyphic writing systems). Also discussed are issues of terminology, 
genre, audience, grammaticality, interpretation, and methodology. � e 
book further considers the distribution and preferences of these devices 
among the languages and discusses a number of principles and strategies 
that inform their creation, such as ambiguity, repetition and variation, 
delayed comprehension, metaphor and metonymy, clustering, and the 
use of rare words. � e book concludes by suggesting potential avenues 
for future research.

SCOTT B. NOEGEL is Professor of Biblical and Ancient Near Eastern 
Studies in the Department of Near Eastern Languages and Civilization 
at the University of Washington. He has authored, coauthored, and 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

PURPOSE 
 
This book has three intersecting goals. First, it aims to provide the tools neces-
sary for a comparative, in-depth study of “wordplay” in ancient Near Eastern 
texts. Second, it aspires to establish comprehensive taxonomies for the many 
kinds of devices that scholars have labeled as “wordplay” and for their proposed 
functions. Finally, it seeks to establish a consistent terminology that will offer 
students and scholars of ancient Near Eastern languages a useful template for 
documenting and understanding the devices they discover, and scholars of other 
disciplines access to the sophisticated devices of ancient Near Eastern writers. 
This, I hope, will lead to greater precision and interdisciplinary dialogue. 

The astute reader will notice that I have placed the term “wordplay” in quo-
tation marks. It is my contention that the term is problematic for many reasons, 
which I discuss in chapter 1. Nevertheless, I find it heuristically useful in com-
municating to those outside the discipline what sorts of devices this book will 
examine, even if the devices differ in technique and their functions and social 
contexts appear alien. 

Readers also will note that I have opted to use the word texts, in the title ra-
ther than literature. There are two reasons for this. First, one finds “wordplay” 
in texts of all kinds, including annals, letters, law codes, medical prescriptions, 
omen lists, and ritual descriptions. In fact, there appear to be no generic or 
chronological restrictions to the application of “wordplay” in the ancient Near 
East. A second reason is that the social background of textual production, which 
I discuss in the chapter 2, strongly suggests that many forms of “wordplay” have 
an illocutionary function. Thus “wordplay” is often as much a performative phe-
nomenon as a literary one. 

It is rather ironic that the presence of “wordplay” in ancient Near Eastern 
texts has been recognized for many years—in the case of the Hebrew Bible, for 
several centuries. Yet, large-scale publications on the phenomenon are rare. In 
addition, though we have benefitted from numerous articles on the subject, most 
have focused on select biblical passages rather than books. Moreover, until re-
cently, most scholars were content merely to illustrate examples without 
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discussing their functions, generic environments, or literary and social contexts. 
Consequently, despite the long-standing recognition, it is fair to say that many 
aspects of “wordplay” in ancient Near Eastern texts remain largely unexplored. 

Moreover, the disciplines represented in this study have long suffered from 
a vague, inconsistent, and, at times, even contradictory vocabulary that has done 
little to advance the study of the phenomena and all their permutations and ef-
fects. Consequently, many publications employ only the most basic terms for a 
number of devices that deserve individual attention. Thus, we find studies on 
alliteration that more accurately contain cases of homoeopropheron, homoiote-
leuton, parasonance, and the like, and publications on punning that ignore the 
visual register and do not distinguish devices of sound from those of meaning. It 
is my hope that this monograph will provide tools for advancing the comparative 
study of these phenomena with greater accuracy. 

 
ORGANIZATION 

 
I have organized the book’s contents to facilitate future research. In chapter 1, I 
discuss a number of difficulties that confront the contemporary study of “word-
play” in ancient texts such as the lack of a complete taxonomy and consistent 
vocabulary. After surveying some influential surveys on the subject with special 
attention to Biblical Hebrew, I offer a general description of the taxonomy I 
employ and I explain how it differs from previous proposals. 

Chapter 2 addresses several methodological issues that confront the study of 
ancient “wordplay.” Here I begin by examining the issue of intentionality. I then 
treat the complicated topic of reception by asking for whom such devices were 
intended. This naturally leads to an examination of the social contexts of textual 
production. Afterwards, I discuss the importance that proximity and the role of 
memory play in making such devices effective. This chapter also considers the 
generative roles that different scripts play in the production and meaning of 
“wordplay,” and it outlines the importance of distinguishing lingual manipula-
tion from grammaticality. 

Chapter 3 provides a taxonomy for the many different functions that “word-
play” might serve based on proposals found in previous scholarship. I offer no 
theoretical framework for the taxonomy, as I am interested only in gathering 
what we currently know (or think we know) about the topic.1 The chapter con-

 
1. The recent attempt by David M. Dalwood, “Solomon, God, and Sharon Walk into a 
Song: Dialoguing Polysemy in the Song of Songs,” JHS 17 (2017): 1–16, perhaps best 
embodies the opposite approach of using theory, in particular the ideas of Paul Ricoeur, 
to understand biblical polysemy. I do not feel we can apply theory to a topic for which we 
only have partial data. Moreover, as the following chapters will make clear, there is no 
one type of polysemy or paronomasia to which a single theory might apply. For useful 
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cludes with a brief discussion of the complexities that inform discussions of 
function. 

In chapter 4, I offer a taxonomy for the many kinds of devices labeled 
“wordplay,” and I demonstrate each device, wherever possible, in Akkadian, 
Egyptian, Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Aramaic texts. Periodically, I cite epigraphic 
materials in other Semitic languages such as Moabite, Phoenician, and the lan-
guage of Deir ʿAlla.2 I offer even fewer examples from Sumerian texts due to 

 
recent surveys on the variety of methods applied, see Chaim Cohen, “New Directions in 
Modern Biblical Hebrew Lexicography,” in Birkat Shalom: Studies in the Bible, Ancient 
Near Eastern Literature, and Postbiblical Judaism Presented to Shalom M. Paul on the 
Occasion of His Seventieth Birthday, ed. Chaim Cohen et al. (Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 2008), 441–73; Arthur Keefer, “Phonological Patterns in the Old 
Testament: A Century of Studies in Sound,” CBR 15 (2016): 41–64. 
2. There has been an increasing appreciation among scholars for the literary sophistication 
of ancient inscriptions, especially in terms of style and structure. See, e.g., Jonas C. 
Greenfield, “Stylistic Aspects of the Sefire Treaty Inscriptions,” AO 29 (1965): 1–18; 
Greenfield, “Early Aramaic Poetry,” JANES 11 (1979): 45–51; Terence Collins, “The 
Kilamuwa Inscription: A Phoenician Poem,” WdO 6 (1971): 183–88; Hayim Tawil, 
“Some Literary Elements in the Opening Sections of the Hadad, Zākir, and the Nērab II 
Inscriptions in the Light of East and West Semitic Royal Inscriptions,” Or 43 (1974): 40–
65; Michael O’Connor, “The Rhetoric of the Kilamuwa Inscription,” BASOR 226 (1977): 
15–29 (with some reservations on Collins’s study); Pierre Auffret, “Essai sur la structure 
littéraire de la stèle de Mésha,” UF 12 (1980): 109–24; William H. Shea, “The 
Carpentras Stele: A Funerary Poem,” JAOS 101 (1981): 215–17; Victor A. Hurowitz, 
“Literary Structures in Samsuiluna A,” JCS 36 (1984): 191–205; Hurowitz, “Some 
Literary Observations on the Šitti-Marduk Kudurru (BBSt. 6),” ZA 82 (1992): 39–59; 
Hurowitz, “ABL 1285 and the Hebrew Bible: Literary Topoi in Urad-Gula’s Letter of 
Petition to Assurbanipal,” SAAB 7 (1993): 9–17; Hurowitz, Divine Service and Its 
Rewards: Ideology and Poetics in the Hinke Kudurru (Beersheva, Israel: Ben-Gurion 
University Press, 1997); Hurowitz, “‘An Heir Created by Aššur’: Literary Observations 
on the Rassam Prism (A) of Ashurbanipal,” in Politics as Literature: Essays on the 
Ancient Near East in Honor of Peter Machinist, ed. David S. Vanderhooft and Abraham 
Winitzer (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2013), 223–68; Yitzhak Avishur, Phoenician 
Inscriptions and the Bible: Select Inscriptions and Studies in Stylistic and Literary 
Devices Common to the Phoenician Inscriptions and the Bible (Tel Aviv: Archaeological 
Center Publication, 2000); Michael G. Hasel, “The Structure of the Final Hymnic-Poetic 
Unit on the Merneptah Stela,” ZAW 116 (2004): 75–81; Jan-Wim Wesselius, “Language 
Play in the Old Testament and in Ancient North-West Semitic Inscriptions: Some Notes 
on the Kilamuwa Inscription,” in The Old Testament in Its World: Papers Read at the 
Winter Meeting, January 2003, The Society for Old Testament Study and at the Joint 
Meeting, July 2003, The Society for Old Testament Study and Het Oudtestamentisch 
Werkgezelschap in Nederland en België, ed. Robert P. Gordon and Johannes C. de Moor, 
OS 52 (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 253–65; Aaron Schade, “A Text Linguistic Approach to the 
Syntax and Style of the Phoenician Inscription of Azatiwada,” JSS 50 (2005): 35–58; 
Schade, “The Syntax and Literary Structure of the Phoenician Inscription of Yeḥimilik,” 
Maarav 13 (2006): 119–22; Scott B. Noegel, “The Zakkur Inscription,” in The Ancient 
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our limited knowledge of Sumerian poetics. Jacob Klein and Yitschak Sefati 
explain: 

 
A reliable analysis of Sumerian poetics, and especially the aspect of sound and 
word play, is hampered by the structure of cuneiform writing and our translit-
eration system, as well as by the fact that Sumerian literature was committed to 
writing by scribes whose mother tongue was Akkadian, and when Sumerian 
was no longer a spoken language.3 

 
Despite our limitations, a number of important publications on Sumerian com-
positions have shown that scribes employed several of the devices examined 
here, so I would be remiss to leave them out.4 Nevertheless, for the most part, I 

 
Near East: Historical Sources in Translation, ed. Mark W. Chavalas (London: 
Blackwell, 2006), 307–11; Gary A. Rendsburg, “Linguistic and Stylistic Notes to the 
Hazon Gabriel Inscription,” DSD 16 (2009): 107–16; Mario Liverani, “Literary-Political 
Motifs in the Assyrian Royal Inscriptions: Measuring Continuity versus Change,” in 
Vanderhooft and Winitzer, Politics as Literature, 269–84; Roland Enmarch, “Some 
Literary Aspects of the Kamose Inscriptions,” JEA 99 (2013): 253–63. 
3. Jacob Klein and Yitschak Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” in Puns and 
Pundits: Wordplay in the Hebrew Bible and Ancient Near Eastern Literature, ed. Scott B. 
Noegel (Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 2000), 25 n. 6. 
4. See, for example, M. Civil, “The Anzu-Bird and Scribal Whimsies,” JAOS 92 (1972): 
271; Bendt Alster, “An Aspect of ‘Enmerkar and the Lord of Aratta,’” RA 67 (1973): 
101–10; M. Civil, “Sumerian Riddles: A Corpus,” AuOr 5 (1987): 17–35; Bendt Alster, 
“Paradoxical Proverbs and Satire in Sumerian Literature,” JCS 27 (1975): 201–30; 
Jerrold S. Cooper, The Return of Ninurta to Nippur: An-gim dím-ma, AnOr 52 (Rome: 
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1976); Cooper, “Puns and Prebends: The Tale of Enlil and 
Namzitara,” in Strings and Threads: A Celebration of the Work of Anne Draffkorn 
Kilmer, ed. Wolfgang Heimpel and Gabriella Frantz-Szabó (Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 2011): 39–43; Adele Berlin, “Shared Rhetorical Features in Biblical and 
Sumerian Literature,” JANES 10 (1978): 35–42; Robert Seth Falkowitz, The Sumerian 
Rhetoric Collections (PhD diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1980); Thorkild Jacobsen, 
“Abstruse Sumerian,” in Ah, Assyria: Studies in Assyrian History and Ancient Near 
Eastern Historiography Presented to Hayim Tadmor, ed. Mordechai Cogan and Israel 
Ephʿal, ScrHier 33 (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1991), 279–91; Jacob Klein, The Royal 
Hymns of Shulgi, King of Ur: Man’s Quest for Immortal Fame, TAPS 71 (Philadelphia, 
PA: American Philosophical Society, 1981); Annette Zgoll, Der Rechstfall der En-ḫedu-
Ana im Lied nin-me-šara, AOAT 246 (Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 1997); Klein and Sefati, 
“Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 23–61; Graham Cunningham, “In the Company of 
ni2 ‘Self’ and ‘Fear(someness),’” in Analysing Literary Sumerian: Corpus-Based 
Approaches, by Jarle Ebeling and Graham Cunningham (London: Equinox, 2007), 70–
104; Bálint Tanos, “The Polysemy and Productivity of the Formative Element nam in Old 
Babylonian Literary Sumerian,” in Ebeling and Cunningham, Analysing Literary 
Sumerian, 250–72; Piotr Michalowski, “Where’s Al? Humor and Poetics in the Hymn to 
the Hoe,” in Cuneiform Studies in Honor of David I. Owen on His Seventieth Birthday, 
ed. Alexandra Kleinerman and Jack M. Sasson (Bethesda, MD: CDL, 2010), 195–200. 
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have left Sumerian out of my final analysis.5 Hittite is beyond my ken and thus 
not represented, though I hasten to refer to Ahmet Ünal, who observes that “Hit-
tite literature seems rather devoid of all kinds of sophisticated literary 
embellishments, eschewing, for instance, puns, puzzles, plays on words, riddles, 
any sort of poetry, verse, alliteration, paronomasia, and rhyme.”6 

I have placed the chapter on taxonomy after the chapter on proposed func-
tions, because it allows me to reconsider (and reorient) the proposed purposes for 
each of the devices by discussing the effect that each has on readers/listeners. Of-
ten, these effects offer insights that help to redefine what we mean by “function.”  

I have based the taxonomy of devices again on existing scholarship in order 
to provide an up-to-date presentation of known examples, though in the interest 
of comparative study and greater exactitude I employ terms that are less cultur-
ally bound or disciplinarily idiosyncratic. I distinguish devices that involve 
meaning (polysemy) from those that involve sound (paronomasia) and note 
wherever possible when a device operates aurally and/or visually. As in chapter 
3, my interest here is in surveying the devices that scholars already have discov-
ered in order to develop a taxonomy from them, rather than offering examples to 
fit a preconceived theoretical model. This enables me to present a consensus of 
scholarship, even if some might dispute particulars. In several cases, I have 
adopted terms that are Greek in origin, because they accurately identify the de-
vices and because they demonstrate that the devices are far more Eastern and 
ancient than their Greek usage might suggest (fig. 3). Throughout I have made 
no attempt to cite every scholar on every topic or every commentary for every 
passage, though I have labored to be as inclusive as possible in the bibliography. 
In many ways, I intend the book to serve as a reference work. 

The fifth and concluding chapter synthesizes the preceding research. Here I 
discuss what the evidence tells us about patterns of preference and distribution, 
and the fundamental strategies that inform “wordplay” in ancient Near Eastern 
texts. I also propose a number of directions for future research. 

 
TRANSLITERATION GUIDE 

 
Since it would be impossible for those unfamiliar with the languages studied in 
this book to grasp many of its techniques without seeing them in transliteration, 

 
5. On the difficulties confronting the study of Sumerian poetics, see Piotr Michalowski, 
“Ancient Poetics,” in Mesopotamian Poetic Language: Sumerian and Akkadian, ed. Ma-
rianna E. Vogelzang and Herman L. J. Vanstiphout, CM 6 (Groningen: Styx Publications, 
1996), 141–53. 
6. Ahmet Ünal, “Word Play in Hittite Literature,” in Hittite Studies in Honor of Harry J. 
Hoffner Jr. on the Occasion of His Sixty-Fifth Birthday, ed. Gary Beckman, Richard 
Beal, and Gregory McMahon (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2003), 377. 
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I herewith provide a guide. For pedagogical reasons, I resist explaining the na-
ture of the various writing systems until chapter 2. 

In Egyptology and Assyriology/Sumerology, it is customary to publish in 
transliteration, unless it is the first time a text appears. In such cases, a hand-
drawn copy and/or photograph of the text often accompanies the transliteration. 
In biblical studies, it is customary to cite the text in the original without a trans-
literation. However, since I intend to make this research accessible to those 
beyond biblical studies, I have provided both the original text and a translitera-
tion for all Hebrew and Aramaic passages. When discussing Egyptian, I 
sometimes provide portions of the hieroglyphic text, because a particular device 
is difficult to appreciate without it, but I do so always with an accompanying 
transliteration. 

Readers should be aware that our understanding of how some consonants 
were pronounced is an approximation based on comparative evidence and/or 
historical reconstruction—information that has emerged long after the translit-
eration systems were created. Consequently, in some cases there is something of 
a dissonance between the conventions used for teaching the sounds of a lan-
guage and the way we believe phonemes actually were pronounced. I point this 
out periodically in the guide below. While this creates a potential for confusion, 
it is crucial for understanding the types of sound devices covered in the ensuing 
chapters. For those phonemes that are peculiar to English speakers, I have 
equipped the guide below with their equivalent representation in the Internation-
al Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).7 Of course, it is important to note that regardless of 
how one pronounces a consonant, we can assume that it had an alliterative effect 
when repeated in subsequent words. 
 
SUMERIAN 

 
Sumerian is a language isolate, which is to say, it has no known relatives. More-
over, the writing system was mnemonic, and so it was never intended to render 
pronunciation. The morphophonemics of Sumerian have been reconstructed 
from this imperfect mnemonic system in conjunction with lexical lists and Ak-
kadian translations. Based on our current knowledge, we can say that the 
consonants represented in the script include: b, bʾ, d, g, ĝ, h, ḫ, k, kʾ, l, m, n, p, r, 
r̂, s, š, t, tʾ, z, though in standard transliteration practice, the post glottalized 

 
7. Nevertheless, I have resisted employing the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 
throughout the book for two reasons. First, each of the transliteration systems employed 
herein has a very long and intractable history in its discipline, and each continues to be 
the standard in publications. It only makes sense to retain these systems in order to make 
the research accessible to scholars within these disciplines. Second, whichever 
transliteration system I adopt inevitably will leave someone having to acquire it. 
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stops (bʾ, kʾ, tʾ) are rendered simply b, k, t. The consonant ĝ has been tentatively 
labeled a velar nasal or palatal. It can be seen in Akkadian translations that treat 
the sound as /ng/, as in the English word “sing” [IPA ŋ], and it is primarily rep-
resented by the syllabograms ĜÁ, ÁĜ, and MI.8 The consonant ḫ is pronounced 
like /ch/ in the Scottish “loch” but with more force [IPA x]. There is a lack of 
agreement on the consonant r̂. It perhaps represents a consonantal cluster /dr/. I 
have added it here for the sake of completion, but I have not reflected it in the 
transliterations. The consonant š is pronounced like /sh/ in “sheep” [IPA ʃ]. 
Some phonemes, like /h/, and the additionally proposed values /gw/ and /gb/, 
only can be inferred from the comparative evidence and certain linguistic envi-
ronments. I have not marked these in order to make the script as accessible as 
possible. Sumerian also contained short and long vowels: a, ā, e, ē, i, ī, u, ū, and 
possibly o, ō, though vowel length is usually inferred and not represented in the 
script. I have disregarded vowel length in the transliterations to simplify the sign 
values. There are various scholarly traditions on how to transliterate Sumerian. I 
have opted to capitalize Sumerian signs to differentiate them from Akkadian, 
which I italicize and place in lower case. Though Sumerologists sometimes em-
ploy H for the sound /ḫ/, I have used Ḫ to avoid confusion with the consonant h 
found in other languages in this book.9 

The two primary dialects of Sumerian are known as EME.ĜIR, the standard 
dialect, and EME.SAL, a much debated, perhaps literary dialect usually reserved 
for the direct speech of women and goddesses and the ritual activities of the so-
called gala-priests.10 I shall refer to them periodically. 

 
AKKADIAN 
 
Akkadian is an East Semitic language that is represented mainly by two major 
dialects, Babylonian and Assyrian, though there also were many peripheral dia-
lects. The language possesses the following consonants: ʾ, b, d, g, ḫ, k, l, m, n, p, 
q, r, s, š, ṣ, t, ṭ, w, y, and z. All of these occur in English except four: ḫ, š, ṣ, and 
ṭ. The ḫ and š are pronounced like their Sumerian counterparts; thus again, ḫ is 
like /ch/ in the Scottish “loch” [IPA x] but with more force, and š is like /sh/ in 
“sheep” [IPA ʃ]. The ancient sounds of the ṣ, ṭ, and the third emphatic (q) are 
unknown, so scholars have adopted the convention of pronouncing them like ts, 
t, and k, respectively. John Huehnergard offers possibilities based on modern 
cognate languages: 

 

 
8. The latter being the EME.SAL dialectical equivalent. 
9. For those seeking deeper information on the Sumerian language, see Dietz Otto 
Edzard, Sumerian Grammar, HOS 1, The Near and Middle East 71 (Leiden: Brill, 2003). 
10. EME.SAL means “thin” or “high-pitched” language. 
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The sounds corresponding to q, ṣ, ṭ in the modern Semitic languages of Ethio-
pia and South Arabia are glottalized, that is, pronounced like k, s, and t with 
accompanying glottal closure and sharp ejection of air (q = [kʾ]; ṣ = [sʾ]; ṭ = 
[tʾ]). In Arabic the phonemes corresponding to the Akkadian emphatics are 
pronounced as follows: q is articulated farther back than k (at the uvula); ṣ and ṭ 
resemble s and t, respectively, but with a simultaneous constricting of the throat 
(pharyngealization).11 
 

Since Akkadian employs a syllabic script, vowels are represented. The vowels 
are /a/, /e/, /i/, and /u/, and they can be short or long. I leave short vowels un-
marked and record long vowels with a macron. 
 
EGYPTIAN 
 
The consonants in the Egyptian language include: , , j, ʿ, w, b, p, f, m, n, r, h, ḥ, 
ḫ, ẖ, s, š, k, q, g, t, ṯ, d, and ḏ.12 Many appear in English except: , , j, ʿ, ḥ, ḫ, ẖ, š, 
ṯ, ḏ. The dissonance between the conventional and actual pronunciation of con-
sonants discussed above is especially noticeable in ancient Egyptian, a language 
that also underwent change over its more than three thousand year history.13 The 
conventional way of teaching the consonant  is to treat it as an a-vowel, but it 
once sounded like /r/ or perhaps /l/. It lost its consonantal value around 1500 
BCE. Meanwhile, the sign rendered r and usually pronounced as /r/ represented 
two different phonemes in early Egyptian: /r/ and /l/. When teaching the conso-
nants  and j, we typically pronounce the former like /y/ in “yes” and the latter, 
like /ee/ in “sleep.” However, the former was a voiceless glottal plosive that 
sounded like the last sound in uh-oh, while the latter may have been similar to 
/i/. If the double reed leaf sign (y) is used, it probably sounded like /y(a)/. The 
consonant ʿ too, we usually pronounce as an a-vowel, but it was a laryngeal fric-
ative that was pronounced by emitting an ah-sound from very deep in the throat, 
as if gargling [IPA ʕ]. It is identical to the consonant ʿ found in Ugaritic, He-
brew, and Aramaic. The ḥ is pronounced like the voiced /ch/ in German “Ich,” 
and it too appears in Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Aramaic as ḥ [IPA ħ]. The Egyptian 
ḫ [IPA x] is a much harder version of ḥ and is equivalent to the same sound in 

 
11. John Huehnergard, A Grammar of Akkadian, HSS 45 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 
1997), 2. 
12. I have opted to transliterate the sound /q/ as q rather than ḳ in order to aid 
comparative study with the other languages that contain this phoneme. 
13. For those seeking a more comprehensive linguistic approach to the Egyptian 
language, more information on the phonological changes that occurred over time, and an 
in-depth discussion of the different conventions for pronunciation that have emerged in 
Egyptology, see Carsten Peust, An Introduction to the Phonology of a Dead Language, 
MoÄS 2 (Göttingen: Peust & Gutschmidt Verlag, 1999). 
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Akkadian and Ugaritic. The value of ẖ is less certain, but it appears to have been 
a lateral form of ḥ, in some cases closer to the sound /š/, thus [IPA ç]. The con-
sonant š is again like /sh/ in “sheep,” and is found in each of the languages in 
this book. The conventional way of teaching the Egyptian ṯ is to pronounce it 
like /ch/ in “chowder.” However, it sometimes renders Semitic /z/ and voiced 
/th/, so it probably was more of an /s/ sound. The consonant transliterated as ḏ is 
conventionally taught as the /j/ sound in “journey” [IPA ɟ], but since it renders 
Semitic /z/ and all dental/sibilant emphatics, it was closer to /ts/. The consonants 
rendered as /k/, /g/, and /q/ are more complex than they might appear. In Old 
Egyptian, the three graphemes represent three distinct phonemes: /k/ renders an 
aspirate /kh/ or a phoneme that later develops into an aspirate, /q/ and /g/ repre-
sent two non-aspirate phonemes the distinction between which is impossible to 
know. The phoneme /q/ was likely labialized, as was /g/, which was an allo-
phone. In the Middle and New Kingdoms the consonants became even more 
complex. Carsten Preust explains: 

 
So in total we have 5 or 6 phonemes: /kh/, /k1/, /k1w/, /k2/, /k2w/ (or k2w), and /q/. 
They are rendered by only three different graphemes (or by four if we consider 
the marginal grapheme G). Labialization is largely ignored in writing, and there 
is no sign to unambiguously indicate /q/.14 

 
Indeed, the pronunciation of other consonants also changed over time. In 

particular, in Late Egyptian, we find the depalatilization of ṯ to /t/ and ḏ to /d/, 
though the latter change is not necessarily represented in the writing. The con-
sonants t and r also were often not pronounced in a variety of linguistic 
environments (e.g., in final position), but remained in writing.15 Note too that the 
signs S and s (both rendered with s) were once separate sounds (i.e., /s/ and /ts/), 
but the two became allographs from the Middle Kingdom on, when they perhaps 
approximated the English /s/.16 

Egyptian records no vowels, so Egyptologists reconstruct them mostly on 
the basis of Coptic. Since Coptic was written so much later than the texts cov-
ered in this book, we cannot know whether vowel change has occurred, so I 
have left assonance out of the study. 

There are various methods of transliterating grammatical relationships in 
Egyptian texts. I have opted to employ a dot to mark the verbal past tense and an 
equal sign (=) for affixed verbal and nominal pronouns. I also mark feminine 
singular nouns, masculine and feminine plural nouns, duals, and some other 

 
14. Peust, Introduction to the Phonology of a Dead Language, 114. 
15. See Peust, Introduction to the Phonology of a Dead Language, 151–54. 
16. On the various proposals of how these consonants were pronounced, see Peust, 
Introduction to the Phonology of a Dead Language, 126. 
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distinct elements of the language with a period. Thus, ḥm.t “wife,” ṯs.w 
“phrases,” nṯr.wt “goddesses,” and t.wj “the Two Lands.” 

 
UGARITIC 
 
The consonantal inventory for the Ugaritic language includes: a, i, u, b, g, d, ḏ, 
h, w, z, ḥ, ḫ, ṭ, ẓ, y, k, l, m, n, s, ś, ʿ, ǵ, p, ṣ, q, r, š, t, and ṯ. Do not be confused by 
a, i, u; Ugaritic does not record vowels. Instead, these are variations of the same 
aleph glottal plosive followed (or in some cases preceded, according to some) 
by an a, i, or u vowel. The sound of the consonant is identical to Hebrew and 
Aramaic ʾ (not to be confused with ʿ in each of them, which faces the other 
way). Because Ugaritic does not render vowels, we cannot delineate cases of 
assonance. As for the other consonants not found in English, I add: ḏ, ḥ, ḫ, ṭ, ẓ, s, 
ś, ʿ, ǵ, š, and ṯ. The consonants ḥ, ḫ, ʿ, and š are pronounced the same way as 
they are found in the languages discussed thus far. The problems that exist in 
ascertaining the true values of the emphatics ṭ, ṣ, q, in Akkadian are also realized 
in Ugaritic. Consequently, scholars regularly pronounce them as t, ts, and k, re-
spectively. Thus, the only new consonants to introduce include: ḏ, ẓ, s, ś, ǵ, and 
ṯ. In Ugaritic, ḏ is a voiced sound that is pronounced like /th/ in “there” [IPA ð] 
and sometimes also can represent /d/. The ẓ is pronounced like /th/ in “thought” 
but with the jaw open [IPA ðʼ]. The sign s is not like s in English, but a heavy 
/ss/, as in “hiss,” but articulated again with the jaw open [IPA ts]. The ś is iden-
tical to our s (as in “sun”), but readers might be unfamiliar with this 
transliteration. The ǵ is a richer, more guttural reflection of the consonant ʿ, and 
is produced as if saying the initial g in “gargle,” while gargling [IPA ɣ]. The ṯ is 
pronounced /th/, as in “thank” [IPA θ].17 
 
HEBREW AND ARAMAIC 
 
Hebrew and Aramaic consonants are identical: ʾ, b, g, d, h, w, z, ḥ, ṭ, y, k, l, m, n, 
s, ʿ, p, ṣ, q, r, ś, š, and t. All of these have been discussed already in conjunction 
with Ugaritic, except for ʾ. The phoneme ʾ is identical to the Ugaritic variants a, 
i, and u. It is a glottal plosive that one must distinguish from ʿ, which faces the 
opposite way. In Hebrew and Aramaic, the consonants b, g, d, k, p, and t also 
can be aspirated. Thus, when recorded, I have rendered their aspirated forms as 

 
17. For a deeper treatment of the Ugaritic language, consult John Huehnergard, Ugaritic 
Vocabulary in Syllabic Transcription, HSS 32 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1987); 
Daniel Sivan, A Grammar of the Ugaritic Language, HOS 1, The Near and Middle East 
28 (Leiden: Brill, 2001). 
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ḇ, ḡ, ḏ, ḵ, p̄, and ṯ.18 In inscriptions and other texts in which aspiration is not rec-
orded, I transliterate as if not aspirated. Note that while I transliterate every ח as 
ḥ and every ע as ʿ, evidence suggests that both consonants mask two potential 
phonemic values. The ח can represent ḥ or ḫ [IPA ħ or x], and the ע can repre-
sent ʿ or ǵ [IPA ʕ or ɣ]. In fact, the two sets of sounds, which are the same as 
those found in Ugaritic, were still articulated distinctly as late as 200 BCE, after 
which ḫ merged with ḥ, and ǵ merged with ʿ.19 I raise this issue periodically 
throughout when the underlying phonemic values matter to a word’s pronuncia-
tion and interpretation. As with Akkadian and Ugaritic, the ancient sounds of the 
consonants ṭ, ṣ, and q are unknown, so here too we adopt the convention of pro-
nouncing them as them as t, ts, and k. 

The reader should take care to note the difference between Hebrew and Ar-
amaic ḏ, the Egyptian ḏ, and the Ugaritic ḏ, each of which differs. As I noted 
above, the Hebrew and Aramaic ṯ similarly differs from the same transliteration 
signs found in Egyptian and Ugaritic. 

Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic possess a notation system for recording vow-
els, which consists of a number of diacritical marks (Hebrew דּוּקִנ  niqqūḏ 
“pointing”), though it was added to the biblical text at a much later date (see 
chapter 2). Periodically, I refer to this system as the vocalized text or the pointed 
text. Hebraists will be able to understand which vowels correspond to which 
transliterations, and so I will not provide this correspondence here. For those 
unfamiliar with Hebrew and Aramaic, suffice it to note that I transliterate the 
vowels as follows: short (a, ɛ, i, o, u), partial (ǝ, ă, ĕ, ŏ), and long (ā, ē, ī, ō, ū).20 
For those Hebrew and Aramaic texts that appear in inscriptions or elsewhere 
without vowels, I simply transliterate the consonants. I do the same for other 
Northwest Semitic scripts that do not record vowels. 

For the few terms cited from medieval and modern Hebrew, I have followed 
the common convention to leave the Hebrew unpointed and to transliterate it 
without attention to vowel length, for example, םילמ גווז  ziwwug millim “word 
pairs.” 

The chart below should help readers to distinguish the sounds of the conso-
nants that one could potentially confuse when moving from language to language. 

 
18. The fricativization of these letters occurred sometime around 400 BCE, possibly 
under Aramaic influence. See Gary A. Rendsburg, “Phonology: Biblical Hebrew,” in 
Encyclopedia of Hebrew Language and Linguistics, ed. Geoffrey Khan (Leiden: Brill, 
2013), 3:104–5. 
19. See Rendsburg, “Phonology: Biblical Hebrew,” 104–5. 
20. A note to Hebraists: I have elected to use h to transliterate cases of matres lectionis in 
final he forms and cases in which the consonant h is pronounced (with a mappiq), 
because I did not want the visual impression of the consonant marking a matres lectionis 
to be lost to readers unfamiliar with the script. Those wanting to see which of these cases 
an h represents in the transliteration can consult the adjoining Hebrew. 
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1 
THE PROBLEMS WITH PUNS 

 
 

1.1. PREVIOUS TAXONOMIES AND VOCABULARY 
 
One of the largest challenges confronting researchers on the topic of ancient 
Near Eastern “wordplay” is the inconsistent terminology used to describe its 
many devices. The terms “wordplay,” “pun,” and “paronomasia” appear with 
the greatest frequency in scholarly publications, and sometimes are used inter-
changeably, while elsewhere they appear to be distinct. When distinguished, 
scholars typically use “wordplay” and pun in a general way, whereas they usual-
ly restrict paronomasia to sound devices that have an alliterative effect, though 
here too there is inconsistency. I, too, readily admit to having employed the 
terms “wordplay,” pun, alliteration, and the like, more loosely in my earlier 
works. As I noted in the introduction, they can serve a heuristic purpose by mak-
ing the subject more accessible to those beyond our discipline. However, I now 
have come to believe that such terms can no longer be used without qualifica-
tion. With this work I hope to lend the discussion of these devices a greater pre-
cision and move the field forward. 

Another challenge to researchers has been a lack of a comprehensive and 
consistent taxonomy for all the devices labeled as puns or “word-plays.” To be 
sure, there have been small-scale attempts, but the points of departure for defin-
ing the varied phenomena have been very different and inconsistent.1 Let me 

 
1. See the fitting remark of Werner Diem, “‘Paronomasie’: Eine Begriffs-verwirrung,” 
ZDMG 157 (2007): 346: “Was den mehr literwissenschaftlichen Paronomasiebegriff 
betrifft, so hat er, inbesondere in der englishsprachigen Hebraistik, eine derartige 
begriffliche Erweiterung und Umformung erfahren und ist inzwischen, wie sich 
inbesondere an der ausgefeilten Subkategorisierung in Sassons zeigt, so stark 
differentziert worden, daß der Terminus ‘paronomasia’ nachgerade entbehrlich geworden 
ist; an seiner Stelle ließe sich ohne irgendeine Beeinträcht-igung der bereits sehr übliche 
Terminus ‘wordplay,’ also ‘wortspiel,’ verwenden, freilich ebenfalls unter starker 
Erweiterung dieses Begriffs.” Diem offers a fine survey of many, but not all, of the ap-
proaches to the topic examined here. 
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demonstrate by turning to six of the most cited case studies from within the dis-
cipline of biblical studies. My focus on this discipline is due to the fact that, 
though we possess several fine studies on “wordplay” in some of the other Near 
Eastern languages, they mostly tend to survey a variety of devices under the 
problematic rubrics discussed above. None has attempted to establish greater 
precision or to offer a complete taxonomy of types and functions. 

I begin with the now classic study by Immanuel Casanowicz authored in 
1893 entitled “Paronomasia in the Old Testament.”2 Casanowicz first outlines 
some methodological considerations for the study of paronomasia by establish-
ing which consonants he felt alliterate. His groupings include: 

 
aleph (ʾ ) and ʿayin (ʿ ) 
ʿayin (ʿ) and ǵayin (ǵ) 
bet (b) and pe (p) 
bet (b) and mem (m) 
dalet (d) and ṭet (ṭ) 
ḥet (ḥ) and kaph (k) 
ḥet (ḥ) and ḫet (ḫ) 
ṭet (ṭ) and taw (t) 
mem (m) and pe (p) 
qof (q) and gimmel (g) 
qof (q) and kaph (k) 
lamed (l) and reš (r) 
 

He excludes from consideration alliteration and assonance created by grammati-
cal necessity or verbatim repetition. Thus, cognate accusative and infinitive ab-

 
2. Immanuel M. Casanowicz, “Paronomasia in the Old Testament,” JBL 12 (1893): 105–
67. The article derives from work found in Casanowicz, Paronomasia in the Old 
Testament (PhD diss., Johns Hopkins University, 1892). Three earlier works deserve 
notice here, though often neglected in surveys on the topic. The first is Samuel Waldburg, 
Methods of (Hermeneutical) Transformations [Hebrew] (Lemberg: Menkes, 1870). 
Waldburg examined a number of devices for their exegetical use, like homoeopropheron, 
homoioteleuton, parasonance, anagrammatic paronomasia, and also gemaṭria and 
noṭariqon (see chapter 4 for definitions), but all under the rabbinic expression לפונ ןוׁשל 

ןוׂשל לע  lašon nop̄el ʿal lašon (lit.) “language/tongue falling upon language/tongue.” He 
even attempted to provide a taxonomy based on which words’ root consonants were 
transposed, yet because it was authored in Hebrew, it never received wide attention. 
Nevertheless, it offers a representative collection of several of the devices considered 
here in biblical and later rabbinic texts. The second two publications, by Julius Ley, 
Alliterierende Poesien der Hebräer (Leipzig, 1865); Ley, “Über die Alliteration im 
Hebräischen,” ZDMG 20 (1866): 180–83, mostly aim to differentiate alliteration in 
biblical Hebrew from that in Old Germanic texts. 
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solute constructions, as well as the repetition of the same root with a different 
vocalization (also called metaphony, polyptoton, polyprosopon) do not qualify. 

Casanowicz then briefly discusses and demonstrates cases of alliteration, 
assonance, rhyme, and epanastrophe.3 Afterwards, he moves to the category 
“Play upon Words,” which he subdivides into various types, and “Plays upon 
Proper Names.” He discusses diction as it relates to paronomasia and the use of 
hapax legomena in creating it. An appendix on paronomasia in postbiblical liter-
ature and an index of examples surveyed conclude the work. 

For Casanowicz, paronomasia represents a number of devices that involve 
the manipulation of sounds, and “wordplay” is one of these devices. Alliteration 
and assonance are the aural effects of paronomasia and not themselves types of 
paronomasia. A close look at the section on “Play upon Words” reveals that he 
includes examples of other devices classified differently by later scholars. 
Moreover, Casanowicz understood paronomasia as an elevated element of style. 
 

Paronomasia in the Old Testament is, like all other embellishments of speech, 
an element of higher style, that is, of the poetical and prophetical diction. In the 
historical books, except in the poetical passages embodied in them and the 
plays on the etymology of proper names, cases in which it occurs are few and 
far between. It is everywhere merely a casual, not an organic, element of dic-
tion. Hebrew poetical style hardly differs from the rhetorical; both have in 
common all the peculiarities which distinguish them from the lower style.4 

 
Casanowicz’s method and categories were largely adopted by scholars,5 though 
they contextualized them by employing more familiar contemporary nomencla-
ture.6 

 
3. Casanowicz spells rhyme as “rime.” 
4. Casanowicz, “Paronomasia in the Old Testament,” 120. 
5. See, e.g., Antoine-Jean Baumgartner, “L’humour dans l’Ancien Testament,” RTP 29 
(1896): 497–535; Johann Döller, Rhythmus, Metrik und Strophik in der biblisch-
hebräischen Poesie (Paderborn: Druck & Verlag von Ferdinand Schöningh, 1899); 
Eduard König, Stilistik, Rhetorik, Poetik in Bezug auf die Biblische Litteratur (Leipzig: 
Dieterich’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung Theodor Weicher, 1900); Hermann Reckendorff, 
Über Paronomasie in den semitischen Sprachen: Ein Beitrag zur allgemeinen Sprachwis-
senschaft (Giessen: Töpelmann, 1909); Franz M. T. Bohl, “Wortspiele im Alten Testa-
ment,” JPOS 6 (1926): 196–212; Bohl, “Wortspiele im Alten Testament,” OM (1953): 
11–25; Ignác Gábor, Der hebräische Urrhythmus, BZAW 52 (Giessen: Töpelmann, 
1929); David Yellin, “Polysemy in the Bible” [Hebrew], Tarbiz 5 (1933): 1–17; Ignác 
Gábor, “Paronomasia in the Bible” [Hebrew], Leshonenu 5 (1933): 274–94; Gábor, “On 
Biblical Rhetoric” [Hebrew], in vol. 2 of Selected Writings (Jerusalem: Kiryat Sepher, 
1939), 1–149; Asher Weiser, “Wordplay in the Book of Proverbs” [Hebrew], PIBRS 7 
(1959): 140–47; Weiser, “Wordplay in the Book of Isaiah” [Hebrew], BM 20 (1964): 25–
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Compare Casanowicz’s approach with Janus Glück’s 1970 article on “Paro-
nomasia in Biblical Literature.”7 Noting the lack of a comprehensive taxonomy, 
Glück attempts to provide one. His classification offers six types: equivocal pun, 
metaphonic pun, parasonantic pun, farraginous pun, associative pun, and asso-
nantic pun.8 Additionally, some of the categories he provides group together 
quite different devices. Under the metaphonic group, Glück includes the repeti-
tion of the same root with a different vocalization, a category excluded from 
Casanowicz’s definition. Glück’s treatment of parasonancy is broad enough to 
include “the replacement of a word in the sentence by a new and unexpected 
one.”9 Also unlike Casanowicz, his category assonantic treats assonance as a 
type of paronomasia, rather than as the aural effect of paronomasia.10 However, 
in keeping with Casanowicz, Glück regards paronomasia as a flourish of high 
style. 
 

In contrast with modern rhetorical concepts and with classical usage generally, 
the biblical paronomasia is no pun but an integral part of the elevated diction of 
the Bible.… Biblical paronomasia seems to be an inseparable part of the word-
magic, the subtle eloquence of the Bible.11 

 
Quite a different approach was taken by Jack Sasson in his 1976 entry on 

“Word Play in the O.T.” for the Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible. He begins 
 

32; Robert Gordis, “Rhetorical Usages in the Sacred Writings” [Hebrew], in Articles in 
Bible Research Presented to Dr. Moshe Seidel on the Occasion of His Seventy-Fifth 
Birthday, ed. A. Eliner et al. (Jerusalem: Kiryat Sefer, 1962), 253–67; Yair Zakovitch, 
Duplicated Midrashic Name Derivations [Hebrew] (Master’s thesis, Hebrew University, 
1972); Zakovitch, “The Status of the Synonymous Word and the Synonymous Name in 
the Creation of Midrashic Name Derivations” [Hebrew], Shenathon 2 (1977): 106–7; 
Meir Paran, “Double Meanings in the Bible” [Hebrew], Beersheva 1 (1973): 151–61; 
Raphael Weiss, “Derivation of Names in the Book of Chronicles” [Hebrew], in Biblical 
Essays: The Bible in Qumran, the Samaritan Pentateuch (Jerusalem: Rubenstein, 1976), 
90–91; Weiss, “Paronomasia in the Bible” [Hebrew], in Biblical Essays, 162–89. 
6. The terms encountered most frequently in aforecited publications include: Wortspiele 
(German), jeux de mots (French), and the Hebrew expressions ןוׁשל יקחׂשמ  miśḥǝqe lašon 
“plays of language,” תועמשמ לפכ  kɛp̄ɛl mašmaʿut “polysemy,” הארוה הנשמ  mišnɛh 
horaʾah “ambiguity,” לילצה גווז  ziwwug haṣṣǝlil “homonymic pairs,” תועמשמ לפכ  kɛp̄ɛl 
mašmaʿut “double entendre,” and םלש דומצ  ṣimmud šalem “antanaclasis.”  
7. J. J. Glück, “Paronomasia in Biblical Literature,” Semitics 1 (1970): 50–78. 
8. Chapter 3 provides definitions of these terms. 
9. Glück, “Paronomasia in Biblical Literature,” 66. 
10. See also J. J. Glück, “Assonance in Ancient Hebrew Poetry: Sound Patterns as a Lit-
erary Device,” in De Fructu Oris Sui: Essays in Honour of Adrianus van Selms, ed. Ian 
H. Eybers, PRS 9 (Leiden: Brill, 1971), 26–45. 
11. Glück, “Paronomasia in Biblical Literature,” 78. 
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by discussing how paronomasia was used “by ancient Greek commentators 
when referring to rhetoric devices designed to engage an audience.”12 He then 
subdivides the topic into visual wordplay, oral wordplay, and extended word-
play. Into the first group, he places gemaṭria (i.e., isopsephy), noṭariqon, acros-
tics, atbash, anastrophe, and epanastrophe. The second group includes equivocal, 
metaphonic, parasonancy, farrago, assonance, onomatopoeia, and antanaclasis.13 
The third section provides examples of Israelite writers employing these devices 
across extended pericopes. 

The reader will immediately note the shift from paronomasia to “wordplay” 
as the umbrella term of choice. Sasson’s taxonomic division between visual and 
aural devices provides a new and useful point of departure. Nevertheless, as I 
hope to make clear below, many visual devices also operate aurally and most 
aural devices simultaneously operate visually. Sasson’s taxonomy does not dis-
tinguish forms from functions, and it deviates in small, but significant ways 
from the earlier approaches of Casanowicz and Glück. Thus, for Sasson, para-
sonancy “involves the use of verbal or nominal roots which differ in one of their 
three consonants,”14 a more restrictive definition than offered by Glück.15 More-
over, in the same section, he includes examples in which two words share all 
three consonants, but in a different order. The example he provides (Job 3:15) 
constitutes an anagram and, thus, also must be considered a visual device. 

Sasson primarily sees “wordplay” as literary tool employed for serious and 
lighthearted purposes alike. 
 

The use of paronomasia promoted a certain aura of ambiguity, which was in-
tended to excite curiosity and to invite a search for meanings that were not 
readily apparent. It is not surprising, therefore, that divine revelations were 
couched in paronomastic forms. There were also times when Hebrew word-
plays expressed a spirit of playfulness.16 

 
Another influential treatment on the subject is that of Wilfred G. E. Watson. 

In his now classic guide to biblical Hebrew poetry, Watson devotes an entire 
chapter to the topic of sound in Hebrew poetry, which he divides into the fol-

 
12. Jack M. Sasson, “Word Play in the O.T.,” in IDB Supplement (Nashville: Abingdon, 
1976), 968. 
13. See chapter 3 for definitions. The approaches of Glück and Sasson were adopted with 
minor variations by Russell T. Cherry III, Paronomasia and Proper Names in the Old 
Testament: Rhetorical Function and Literary Effect (PhD diss., Southern Baptist Theo-
logical Seminary, 1988). 
14. Sasson, “Word Play in the O.T.,” 969. 
15. However, only two of the words that appear in the verse he cites (i.e., Isa 5:7) share 
two of the three radicals. 
16. Sasson, “Word Play in the O.T.,” 968. 
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lowing sections: assonance, alliteration, rhyme, onomatopoeia, and “word-
play.”17 Watson further divides the category “wordplay” into three types based 
on whether the words involved derive from the same or different roots. Under 
those that derive from identical roots (his first type), he includes: turn (root repe-
tition), rootplay (verbal roots used as the basis for alliterative transposition), and 
polysemantic pun (words that have multiple meanings in a single context). He 
labels his second type of “wordplay” “punning repetition” and applies it to true 
homonyms (words of apparent different derivation that appear identical). His 
third type, paronomasia, juxtaposes words of similar sound, but different mean-
ings (near-homonyms). 

Watson finds that “wordplay” can function to amuse and sustain interest, 
assist composition, lend authenticity (demonstrate mastery), link a poem or its 
parts, denote reversal, show that appearances can be deceptive, or equate two 
things. He further opines that it can instruct, assist memory, and even distract 
mourners when found in laments. 

Like Sasson, Watson employs the term “wordplay” as his overarching des-
ignation of choice, but he also uses pun synonymously. However, some of the 
types that Watson offers differ in important ways from those of the aforemen-
tioned scholars. Watson’s inclusion of “turn or root repetition” is identical to 
Glück’s metaphonic group, which Casanowicz rejected as outside the parame-
ters of paronomasia. Watson’s rootplay category combines anagrams and allit-
eration. His use of “polysemantic pun” is equivalent to polysemy and what Wat-
son calls “punning repetition” is what Sasson labels “antanaclasis.” The term 
paronomasia is here a subcategory of “wordplay,” just the opposite of the ap-
proach taken by Casanowicz. Though Watson understands the function of 
“wordplay” primarily in literary terms, he also considers the possibility of so-
cial, mnemonic, and didactic purposes. 

Another approach to the subject is that of Edward Greenstein’s 1992 entry, 
“Wordplay, Hebrew,” written for the Anchor Bible Dictionary. Greenstein be-
gins by defining “wordplay” as “use in close proximity of words that display 
similarity of sound with dissimilarity of meaning.”18 His method applies Cas-
anowicz’s definition of paronomasia to “wordplay” and adopts his method of 
excluding repetition that is verbatim or required by grammatical necessity. 
Greenstein’s approach usefully departs from previous attempts by distinguishing 
form from function. In addition, his subcategories also differ. Thus, under forms 
he includes “complete and incomplete sound repetition,” “explicit and implicit 
wordplay,” and “types of wordplay.” A perusal of the first subgroup shows that 
it includes, inter alia, antanaclasis, polysemy, farrago, and metathesis. His inclu-

 
17. Wilfred G. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry: A Guide to Its Techniques, 
JSOTSup 26 (Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1984), 222–50. 
18. Edward L. Greenstein, “Wordplay, Hebrew,” ABD 6:968. 
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sion of examples in which “inflection of a verb-stem alters sense”19 are what 
Glück and Sasson refer to as “metaphony” and what Casanowicz excludes. 

In the section on “Types of Wordplay,” Greenstein suggests that there are 
multiple ways of classifying “wordplay.” 
 

We may classify forms of biblical wordplay in a variety of ways.… One may 
distinguish between play on proper names and on common nouns…, or be-
tween explicit and implicit derivations.… One may taxonomize according to 
the sound patterns involved.… Alternatively, one may differentiate between 
polysemy in the strict sense and paronomasia, in which slightly dissimilar 
sounds or words are entailed. Such a distinction is not hard and fast for a pun 
may work in either way.20 

 
Greenstein divides his discussion of function into two categories: “general” and 
“proper names.” The former includes euphony, “to highlight an idea or associa-
tion,” the leading word, allusion, irony, and satire. The second category proper 
names encompasses etymology, “essence,” and “fate or destiny.” In a final sec-
tion, he briefly offers examples of bilingual wordplay, a category undiscovered 
when the previous studies appeared. 

Finally, I note the important article by Nathan Klaus, which appeared at 
roughly the same time as Greenstein’s contribution.21 Since Klaus wrote his 
study in Hebrew, it unfortunately has not enjoyed the circulation and influence 
of the other works examined here. Nevertheless, Klaus taxonomizes biblical 
Hebrew “word play” into thirty-four different types. While some of his taxa re-
flect the influence of previous works on the subject (e.g., transposition of conso-
nants, onomatopoeia, and polysemy), others appear as rubrics for a variety of 
types.22 Still others constitute cases of root, particle, and word repetition, various 
kinds of alliterative devices, poetic chains, ring structures, inclusio, and devices 
that derive from grammatical necessity—categories all rejected by Casanowicz 
and others, including myself. His title and taxonomy employ the partial calque 

ןוׁשל יקחׂשמ  miśḥǝqe lašon “plays of language.” 

 
19. Greenstein, “Wordplay, Hebrew,” 969. 
20. Greenstein, “Wordplay, Hebrew,” 970. He has recently taken up the topic again in 
“Verbal Art and Literary Sensibilities in Ancient Near Eastern Context,” in The Wiley 
Blackwell Companion to Ancient Israel, ed. Susan Niditch (Malden, MA: Wiley 
Blackwell, 2016), 457–75. 
21. N. Klaus, “Plays of Language in the Bible” [Hebrew], BM 129 (1991–1992): 170–81. 
22. For example, Klaus’s first category, “similar words in close proximity,” includes 
examples that one might classify more specifically as cases of homoeopropheron, 
homoioteleuton, polyptoton, and superlative expressions like םיִריִּׁשַה ריִׁש  šīr haš-šīrīm 
“the Song of Songs,” which are required by grammar. 
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The problems of taxonomy and terminology illustrated by these seminal 
case studies only multiply when one considers that they represent a mere cross-
section of approaches found in the study of Hebrew, Aramaic, Ugaritic, Akkadi-
an, and Egyptian literature. Moreover, the same terminology has changed in 
usage over time.23 Sasson’s aforecited statement with regard to the use of the 
term paronomasia among ancient Greek rhetors rightly captures its function in 
that cultural milieu, but it does not convey its original usage. In earliest parlance, 
paronomasia referred to the repetition of the first one or two consonants of a 
word (typically the word’s first syllable) in another word.24 A synonym for this 
device, and one that I prefer in this volume is homoeopropheron. 

However, scholars of the Hebrew Bible have long understood paronomasia 
more loosely and they have applied it to the repetition of same or similar conso-
nants regardless of where they appear in words or whether the words are etymo-
logically related. This follows the approach of the early rabbis, who referred to 
the device with the curious idiom ןוׂשל לע לפונ ןוׁשל  lašon nop̄el ʿal lašon. The 
expression resists a smooth translation into English and literally means “lan-
guage/tongue falling upon language/tongue” (see Gen. Rab. 18:6, 31:8).25 Simi-
larly, the term alliteration, as used by grammarians and literary theorists of the 
last several centuries, was restricted to the repetition of the initial consonants of 
words.26 Today scholars apply the term alliteration as broadly as “wordplay.” As 
a result, it has become too vague to be useful. In fact, as I show in chapter 4, the 
term alliteration only obscures the presence of several distinct devices. 

Even from this cursory chronological survey one can make the following 
observations. First, despite the best intentions and deep erudition of all the 
aforementioned scholars, a gradual shift in terminology has occurred from the 

 
23. One finds an inconsistency in spelling with regard to “wordplay,” “word play,” and 
“word-play.” The Oxford English Dictionary prefers “word-play,” but it is by far the least 
frequently attested of the forms. 
24. Already by the first century CE, Quintilian was using the term paronomasia loosely 
and equating it with adnominatio. See Quintilian, Inst. 9.3.66. 
25. The expression refers mostly to paronomasia. See chapter 2 for additional terms used 
by the medieval commentators. I wonder if the expression relates to that of ןושלב לפנ  npl 
b-lšwn “slip of the tongue” in Ben Sira (e.g., 25:8). On the latter, see Bradley C. Gregory, 
“Slips of the Tongue in the Speech Ethics of Ben Sira,” Bib 93 (2012): 321–39. 
26. Giovanni Pontano coined the term alliteration (from Italian alliteratio) in 1519 to 
describe the repetition of a word’s initial consonants. He used this term as a further 
specification of the term annominatio (Latin adnominatio), which was used for ascribing 
to a proper name its literal or homophonic meaning. Thus, pedantically speaking, 
alliteration is synonymous with homoeopropheron. On adnominatio, see Quintilian, Inst., 
9.3.66. Hence Glück, “Assonance in Ancient Hebrew Poetry,” 70–71: “Alliteration is 
repetition of the same or cognate sounds at the beginning of words—as the term is 
generally understood by literary dictionaries.” 
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technical to the broad, with “wordplay” replacing paronomasia as the most gen-
eral designation. Whether the works of biblical scholars on “wordplay” reflect 
the influence of rabbinic usage or the study of Western literature generally,27 
they have increasingly preferred flexibility over precision. Second, the survey 
reveals an increasing confusion between types and functions and a growing 
recognition that existing vocabulary and taxonomies are insufficient, or at least 
difficult to disentangle. Finally, it illustrates that there has been a rather con-
sistent tendency to treat the many devices found in the Hebrew Bible primarily 
as elements of literary style and rhetorical flare.28 

This last observation is one worth reconsidering. In a number of publica-
tions and conference papers I have drawn attention to the problematic nature of 
the term “wordplay.”29 Indeed, in recent years it has become increasingly obvi-
ous that there is little that is “playful” about most of the devices considered here. 
Second, the term “wordplay” implies that the word is the basic operative unit of 

 
27. See, e.g., the term “midrashic name derivation” coined by Zakovitch, Duplicated 
Midrashic Name Derivations (in Hebrew), and his other publications; and popularized in 
the English speaking academic world by Moshe Garsiel, Biblical Names: A Literary 
Study of Midrashic Name Derivations and Puns (Ramat Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 
1991); Garsiel, “Puns upon Names as a Literary Device in 1 Kings 1–2,” Bib 72 (1991): 
379–86; Garsiel, “Homiletic Name Derivations as a Literary Device in the Gideon 
Narrative: Judges VI–VIII,” VT 43 (1993): 302–17; Garsiel, “Puns upon Proper Names 
and Place Names in the Book of Samuel” [Hebrew], in Moshe Goshen-Gottstein—in 
Memoriam, vol. 3 of Studies in Bible and Exegesis, ed. Moshe Bar-Asher et al. (Ramat 
Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 1993), 105–19; Garsiel, “Wordplays, Puns and Puns 
upon Names as a Literary Rhetorical Device in the Book of Samuel” [Hebrew], BM 42 
(1998): 1–14; Garsiel, “Name Midrashim on People and Places as a Literary Device in 
the Book of Judges” [Hebrew], BM 53 (2008): 8–9*, 59–82; Garsiel and Robert Řehák, 
“Puns on Names as a Poetic Device in the Book of Judges,” in Ben Porat Yosef: Studies 
in the Bible and Its World: Essays in Honor of Joseph Fleishman, ed. Michael Avioz, 
Omer Minka, and Yael Shemesh, AOAT 458 (Münster: Ugarit Verpag, 2019), 271–87. 
See also H. Barazin and Y. Zakovitch, “Name-Derivations and Word-Plays on Names in 
the Book of Chronicles” [Hebrew], BM 13 (1968): 145–47; I. H. Eybers, “The Use of 
Proper Names as a Stylistic Device,” Semitics 2 (1971–1972): 280–81; Amos Frisch, 
“Midrashic Name Derivations of Solomon’s Name in the Book of Kings,” BM 44 (2000): 
84–96, Isaac B. Gottlieb, “Mashal le-Melekh: The Search for Solomon,” HS 51 (2010): 
107–27; Ekaterina E. Kozlova, “What Is in a Name? Rahab, the Canaanite, and the 
Rhetoric of Liberation in the Hebrew Bible,” OT 6 (2020): 573–86. 
28. A welcome exception is Stefan Schorch, “Between Science and Magic: The Function 
and Roots of Paronomasia in the Prophetic Books of the Hebrew Bible,” in Noegel, Puns 
and Pundits, 205–22. 
29. See most notably, Scott B. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers: The Allusive Language of 
Dreams in the Ancient Near East, AOS 89 (New Haven, CT: American Oriental Society, 
2007).  
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such devices. Yet, one could argue that consonants and syllables are the more 
meaningful components in Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Aramaic and that the individ-
ual sign is the most important constituent when examining Akkadian devices. In 
fact, Akkadian does not even possess a term for word as a distinct linguistic 
unit; the term usually so rendered, amātu (like Sumerian INIM), means “speech, 
utterance, news, report, text” and the like.30 In Egyptian, too, one could argue 
that the sign is the most significant component in the production of “wordplay,” 
though some Egyptologists, like Friedrich Junge, have argued that we should 
consider the colon as the basic unit—there being some flexibility between the 
Egyptian terms mdw.t “word” or “colon” and ṯs “phrase” or “verse.”31 As I shall 
show, these distinctions are not merely semantic quibbling but are critical for 
understanding how the ancients understood their many tools for manipulating 
language. This is especially important for the comparative study of the phenom-
ena, which I undertake here. Ancient Israel’s debt to the scribal cultures of Mes-
opotamia and Egypt has long been recognized, and the comparative study of the 
respective literatures has yielded numerous insights. However, few studies have 
offered a comparative analysis of these cultures’ literary craft.32 Nevertheless, if 
we are to appreciate the true influence of Israel’s neighbors on its scribal culture, 

 
30. CAD A/2, s.v. “amatu A.” The term amātu/awātu may be etymologically connected 
to the word “liver” (i.e., amūtum), as first suggested by Jean Nougayrol, “Note sur la 
place des ‘présages historiques’ dans l’extispicine babylonienne,” Annuaire EPHE 
(1944–1945): 14 n. 54. Cited also in Ulla Jeyes, Old Babylonian Extispicy: Omen Texts 
in the British Museum (Istanbul: Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch Instituut te 
Istanbul, 1989), 17, 46. Note the related remark of Herman L. J. Vanstiphout, “Miḫiltum, 
or the Image of Cuneiform Writing,” in The Image in Writing, ed. Hans G. Kippenberg, 
Van Den Bosch, L. Leertouwer, and Hazel A. Witte, VR 6 (Leiden: Brill, 1988), 160: “It 
may not be too bold to suggest that one of the reasons why the liver was by far the most 
frequently used organ in extispicy was a similarity they perceived between the liver and a 
clay tablet, perhaps guided in this matter by shape and texture.” 
31. Friedrich Junge, “Zur Sprachwissenschaft der Ägypter,” in Studien zu Sprache und 
Religion Ägyptens zu Ehren von Wolfhart Westendorf überreicht von seinen Freuden und 
Schülern, ed. Friedrich Junge, vol. 1, SAuK 1 (Göttingen: Friedrich Junge, 1984), 491–
506; Antonio Loprieno, “Puns and Word Play in Ancient Egyptian,” in Noegel, Puns and 
Pundits, 6–7. “Wordplay” has been used to demonstrate phonetic correspondence 
between the consonants  and ḥ in Egyptian. See Stefan Bojowald, “Der ägyptische 
Lautwandel zwischen  und ḥ,” JAOS 136 (2016): 831–34. 
32. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, is an important exception, as he discusses parallels 
with Akkadian, Ugaritic, and other Northwest Semitic languages. However, he does not 
cover Egyptian. 
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we must establish a neutral vocabulary and complete taxonomy of proposed 
devices and functions.33 

 
1.2. TERMS AND TAXONOMY IN THIS BOOK 

 
I concur with Greenstein that there are multiple ways to taxonomize the phe-
nomena under consideration here. However, as the previous survey demon-
strates, each of the proposed taxonomies has strengths and weaknesses. Herein I 
attempt to build upon the former by providing greater precision when distin-
guishing one device from another and by giving greater attention to the devices’ 
nonliterary functions. In short, I aim for greater exactitude and comprehensive-
ness. With Greenstein I distinguish sharply between forms and functions, though 
I shall offer a more specific and complete taxonomy for both based on our cur-
rent state of scholarship. I recognize that several devices can be employed sim-
ultaneously and that each can have multiple functions. With Sasson, I distin-
guish those “wordplays” that operate only on a visual register from those that 
operate aurally, though I acknowledge that some visual types work aurally and 
most aural types also operate visually. Since aural and visual registers can over-
lap, I differ from Sasson by treating this distinction as a register, rather than a 
taxon. 

Herein I divide “wordplay” into two broad types: polysemy and paronoma-
sia.34 I employ the term polysemy for devices that involve multiple meanings in 
a single context, and I use the term paronomasia for sound devices that function 
across word divisions and involve a dissimilarity in meaning.35 Thus, many (but 
not all) cases of polysemy operate on a purely visual register, whereas all cases 

 
33. It has been nearly three decades since the surveys by Greenstein and Klaus, and in 
that time, scholars have discovered many new devices and have made significant 
advancements. I integrated some of them into the taxonomy that I offered in the entries 
“Paronomasia,” in Khan, Encyclopedia of Hebrew Language and Linguistics, 3:24–29; 
and “Polysemy,” in Khan, Encyclopedia of Hebrew Language and Linguistics, 3:178–86. 
However, I wrote these articles specifically for Biblical Hebrew, and so some of the 
terms I employed were specific to the discipline, and thus not as neutral as those offered 
here. 
34. The publication of Hans Ausloos and Valérie Kabergs, “Paronomasia or Wordplay? 
A Babel-Like Confusion; Towards a Definition of Hebrew Wordplay,” Bib 93 (2012): 1–
20, is something of a curiosity. It offers a refutation of the taxonomy I employ in this 
book nine years before it has appeared. Not surprisingly, their characterization of the 
taxonomy is wholly inaccurate. 
35. The term πολύσηµος, whence “polysemy,” is first attested in Democritus, Frag. 26 
(sixth–fifth century BCE). We find παρονοµασία “paronomasia” first used by Cicero, Or. 
2.63.256 (first century BCE); Rutilius Lupus, Fig. Sent. 1.3 (first century BCE–first 
century CE). 
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of paronomasia operate both aurally and visually (in consonantal systems but 
not always in pictographic ones). Where I differ from previous treatments is that 
I treat alliteration not as a tool or type of paronomasia but as the sonic effect of 
some devices.36 In essence, it is an generic term that masks a number of distinct 
devices.37 I adopt Casanowicz’s approach that excludes from discussion cognate 
accusative and normative infinitive absolute constructions, as well as the repeti-
tion of the same root with a different vocalization (i.e., metaphony, polyptoton, 
polyprosopon).38 I reserve a discussion of the many subtypes of polysemy and 
paronomasia for chapter 4. 

 
36. The study of assonance in ancient Near Eastern texts is, with few exceptions, 
nonexistent. While a few Assyriologists and biblicists periodically have noted the 
presence of assonance, especially when discussing cases of paronomasia, the great 
majority of examples are produced by way of repeated grammatical forms. As I exclude 
from this study cases of paronomasia produced by grammatical necessity, I must do the 
same for cases of assonance. For a useful early attempt, see J. P. van der Westhuizen, 
“Assonance in Biblical and Babylonian Hymns of Praise,” Semitics 7 (1980): 81–101. In 
addition, the lack of vowels in Egyptian script makes the study of assonance in that 
language difficult. One must resort to using Coptic, which represents a much later form 
of the language. Ugaritic too does not record vowels, but scholars frequently reconstruct 
them based on a knowledge of comparative Semitic. In sum, we cannot say more about 
assonance in Near Eastern texts, even those written in scripts that document vowels, other 
than to note its presence in some passages. 
37. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 225–29, treats alliteration as a separate device. So 
too does Baruch Margalit, “Alliteration in Ugaritic Poetry: Its Role in Composition and 
Analysis,” UF 11 (1979): 537–57; Margalit, “Alliteration in Ugaritic Poetry: Its Role in 
Composition and Analysis (Part II),” JNSL 8 (1980): 57–80, who further distinguishes 
alliteration that is essential to the text (“constituitive”) from alliteration that is not 
(“ornamental”). See similarly O. S. Rankin, “Alliteration in Hebrew Poetry,” JTS 31 
(1930): 285–91; David F. Pennant, “Alliteration in Some Texts of Genesis,” Bib 68 
(1987): 390–92; Gary A. Rendsburg, “Alliteration in the Exodus Narrative,” in Cohen et 
al. Birkat Shalom, 83–100; Rendsburg, “Alliteration,” in Khan, Encyclopedia of Hebrew 
Language and Linguistics, 1:86–87; Rendsburg, “Alliteration in the Book of Genesis,” in 
Doubling and Duplicating in the Book of Genesis, ed. Elizabeth R. Hayes and Karolien 
Vermeulen (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2016), 79–95. Despite the important 
contributions of these studies, I submit that we can classify each of their cases of 
alliteration with greater precision. 
38. Thus, I exclude herein the topics covered by the following studies P. Trost, “Der par-
onomastiche-potenzierende Genitiv Pluralis,” ZSG 10 (1935): 326–28; G. Schäfer, “Kö-
nig der Könige”—“Lied der Lieder”: Studien zum paronomastischen (Heidelberg: 
Abghandlungen der Hiedelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1974); Mats Eskhult, 
“Hebrew Infinitival Paronomasia,” OrSu 49 (2000): 27–32. 
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2 
METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 
2.1. INTENTIONALITY 

 
When interpreting the devices of ancient texts, we must be aware of the possibility 
that we are engaged in an eisegetical, rather than exegetical, process. We must try 
to create, wherever possible, emic categories based on the literary and cultural 
frameworks provided by the cultures we study, in addition to the etic frames of 
reference derived from our own literary and cultural horizons. On the other hand, 
we also must caution ourselves not to give short shrift to the ancients, lest their 
lingual and literary sophistication be lost on us. 

Yet, establishing an emic taxonomy for ancient devices is a difficult task. The 
ancients have left us little in the way of terminology. Akkadian hermeneutical 
texts appear to understand “wordplay” as belonging to the niṣirtū u pirištū ša ilī 
“the hidden things and secrets of the gods,”1 but nowhere do they provide us with 
specific nomenclature for its diverse devices.2 Ludwig Morenz has shown that the 
Egyptian phrase šd r sp sn “to read in two ways” was employed for texts that could 
communicate different things phonetically and visually.3 A bilingual Egyptian-
Greek inscription discovered at Kanopis also informs us that the Egyptian word 
tj.t “hieroglyphic sign, image” can mean signs that cryptographically conceal a 
message.4 Yet, such terms represent hermeneutic strategies rather than the craft of 
composition. 

The Hebrew Bible provides no native terms for its many literary devices other 
than לָׁשָמ  māšāl “parable,” הָציִלְמ  mǝlīṣāh “figure, enigma,” and הָדיִח  ḥīḏāh “rid-
dle, ambiguous saying,” each of which the author of Proverbs presents as a key to 

 
1. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 36–45. 
2. See Eckart Frahm, Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries: Origins of 
Interpretation, GMTR 5 (Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 2011), 70–77. 
3. Ludwig D. Morenz, Sinn und Spiel der Zeichen: Visuelle Poesie im Alten Ägypten, 
PPISVLK 21 (Köln: Böhlau Verlag, 2008), 65–66. 
4. Morenz, Sinn und Spiel der Zeichen, 66. 
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unlocking the book’s hidden wisdom (Prov 1:6).5 Nevertheless, a few expressions 
have been proposed as references to polysemy and paronomasia, most of them 
from the dialogues in Job, a text filled with such devices.6 They include Eliphaz’s 
reference to Job’s םיִמּורֲע ןֹוׁשְל  lǝšōn ʿărūmīm “crafty language” (Job 15:5); 
Elihu’s use of the root קלח  ḥ-l-q “smooth, slippery” in reference to language (Job 
32:17);7 and his accusation about Job: רִּבְכַי ןיִּלִמ  תַעַד־יִלְבִּב  ּוהיִּפ־הֶצְפִי   yip̄ṣɛh pīhū 
bi-ḇlī ḏaʿaṯ millīn yaḵbīr “his mouth chirps without knowledge, he multiplies 
words” (Job 35:16). Glück proposed that Isaiah’s expression ןֹוׁשָלְבּו הָפָׂש יֵגֲעַלְּב  

תֶרֶחַא  bǝ-laʿăḡē śāp̄āh ū-ḇ-lāšōn ʾaḥɛrɛṯ “with a stammering lip and in a foreign 
(lit. ‘another’) tongue” (Isa 28:11) refers to paronomasia.8 Since diviners used 
polysemy and paronomasia to interpret dreams, the following verbs are also rele-
vant: טַלָח  ḥālaṭ “snatching” meaning (1 Kgs 20:33), בַנָּג  gānaḇ “stealing” words, 
and חַקָל  lāqaḥ “taking, learning” language (Jer 23:30–31, Prov 1:5, Job 4:12).9 It 
also may be that the oft-heard prophetic command to “listen” (e.g., Num 12:6, 
Amos 3:1, Hos 4:1) signals the importance of paying attention to the speech’s 
devices in addition to its content. 

As emic as these references appear, they offer no taxonomic distinctions. 
Even the terminology employed by the early rabbis and medieval sages is unhelp-
ful as it fossilizes very different cultural attitudes toward text and lingual dexterity 
in very different times and contexts.10 Nevertheless, though we lack native 

 
5. The three also appear together in Hab 2:6, apparently in reference to taunting, though 
the LXX reads πρόβληµα εἰς διήγησιν “obscure speech.” See too Ps 49:5, 78:2 (in Sir 47:17 

הָציִלְמ  mǝlīṣāh “figure” is parallel with ריִׁש  šīr “song”). The basic meaning of the root 
לׁשמ  m-š-l means “resemble” (HALOT, s.v. “ לָׁשָמ ”). The term הָציִלְמ  mǝlīṣāh derives from 
ץיִל  l-y-ṣ, meaning “allusive expression, figurative language” and possibly relating to 

“interpretation” (HALOT, s.v. “ הָציִלְמ ”; DISO, s.v. “lyṣ”). The term הָדיִח  ḥīḏāh perhaps 
means something “locked” (HALOT, s.v. “ הָדיִח ”), though Moshe Held, “Marginal Notes to 
the Biblical Lexicon,” in Biblical and Related Studies Presented to Samuel Iwry, ed. Ann 
Kort and Scott Morschauser (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1985), 93–103, suggested the 
Akkadian cognate ḫittu “utterance.” See CAD Ḫ, s.v. “ḫittu C.” Other native terms for 
literary forms not relevant here include: ריִׁש  šīr “song,” אָׂשָמ  māśāʾ “oracle,” and הָניִק  
qīnāh “lament-form.” 
6. See Scott B. Noegel, Janus Parallelism in the Book of Job, JSOTSup 223 (Sheffield: 
Sheffield Academic, 1996), 21–25. 
7. Observed by John Briggs Curtis, “Word Play in the Speeches of Elihu (Job 32–37),” 
PEGLMBS 12 (1992): 23–30. 
8. Glück, “Paronomasia in Biblical Literature,” 52. Nevertheless, most see the passage as 
a derisive reference to foreignness. 
9. On the ambiguity of oneiric experiences and the use of polysemy and paronomasia to 
interpret dreams, see Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 183–89. 
10. As mentioned in chapter 1, the early rabbis referred to the device as ןוׂשל לע לפונ ןוׁשל  
lašon nop̄el ʿal lašon “language falling upon language.” The medieval exegetes also 
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terminologies and classifications, we should not infer that such terms and taxon-
omies did not exist. We do not possess native terms for parallelism, word pairs, 
and chiasmus, perhaps the most commonly shared features of ancient Near East-
ern poetry, but few would deny their existence.11 A comparison with “wordplay” 
studies in Renaissance literature is enlightening. Experts in that field face similar 
problems of vocabulary and recovery, even though they work in languages much 
closer to our own in kind and time, and despite having a much larger textual cor-
pus.12 The unfortunate fact is that the bards of the ancient Near East did not leave 
us with the terms for their craft, largely because they transmitted it orally and 
regarded it insider information. 

Though we lack an emic classification, we still can ascertain whether a device 
represents ancient craft or modern imaginings. Three criteria aid this endeavor. 
First among them is whether a particular device appears with frequency. If we 
find multiple examples of a particular type of polysemy or paronomasia, then it 
is reasonable to understand it as a convention. A second criterion is whether a 
particular device displays a consistency in type and usage. Of course, we must 
remain somewhat flexible and acknowledge that some devices might be restricted 
to particular contexts and genres, which might diminish our ability to locate nu-
merous examples; but if they exhibit consistency in frequency and form, it stands 

 
employed the expressions תוחצ ךרד  dɛrɛk ṣahut “way of eloquence” or ןושלה תוחצ  ṣaḥut 
hal-lašon “eloquence of the language.” Those familiar with Islamic learning sometimes 
employ the Arabic term سینجت  tajnīs, but this can refer to many types of paronomasia as 
well as figura etymologica. See W. Heinrichs, “Tajnīs,” EncIs 10:67–70. On the 
problematic nature of applying Arabic terms to Western literary devices, see Hany 
Rashwan, “Arabic Jinās Is Not Pun, Wortspiel, Calembour, or Paronomasia: A Post-
Eurocentric Approach to the Conceptual Untranslatability of Literary Terms in Arabic and 
Ancient Egyptian Cultures,” Rhetorica 38 (2020): 335–70; Rashwan, Comparing the 
Incomparable in Post-Eurocentric Poetics: Arabic Jinās in Ancient Egyptian Literature 
(Cairo: American University in Cairo Press, forthcoming). 
11. The term chiasmus first appears in Hermogenes, Inv. 4.3 (second–third century CE) to 
refer to the reversed arrangement of clauses in a sentence. Saadia Gaon applies the 
expression ریخاتو میدقت  taqdīm wa-taʾḫīr for chiasmus. On the latter, see Richard C. Steiner, 
“Muqdam u-Meʾuḥar and Muqaddam wa-Muʾaḫḫar: On the History of Some Hebrew and 
Arabic Terms for Hysteron Proteron and Anastrophe,” JNES 66 (2007): 43. Abraham ibn 
Ezra and David Qimḥi sometimes refer to cases of parallelism as לופכ םעט  ṭaʿam kap̄ul 
“double sense.” On chiasmus, see also Elie Assis, “Chiasmus in Biblical Narrative: A Rhet-
oric of Characterization,” Prooftexts 22 (2003): 273–304. 
12. See the remark of Sophie Read, “Puns: Serious Wordplay,” in Renaissance Figures of 
Speech, ed. Sylvia Adamson, Gavin Alexander, Katrin Ettenhuber (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007), 82: “There is, to begin with, no very exact correspondence 
between the nomenclature of the rhetoricians and the slang terms—‘quibble’, ‘clench’, 
‘catch’, and above all ‘pun’ itself—that coexisted with and then supplanted it.” 
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to reason that they were deliberate and learned devices. A third supporting crite-
rion is whether a device appears in more than one ancient Near Eastern language. 
If it does, we again may postulate that it was acquired in scribal academies or 
other learned settings, or perhaps in the case of some of the Israelite prophets, in 
discipleship circles. All of the devices examined in this book meet these criteria, 
and thus, I contend that all of them were used intentionally. 

 
2.2. TEXT RECEPTION 

 
Studies on “wordplay” in ancient Near Eastern texts have focused primarily on 
cataloging examples. Consequently, they seldom discuss the issue of reception. 
Put simply, they do not address for whom such devices were intended. Neverthe-
less, depending on the function they attribute to the device, they imply one. If a 
device operates aurally and is understood to be aesthetic or rhetorical in function, 
the assumption is that the audience is public and perhaps large.13 However, if it is 
understood as a display of erudition or act of concealment, the audience is as-
sumed to be much smaller, usually scribal elites, or in some cases, the gods. 
Nevertheless, the situation was likely far more complex. 

In Mesopotamia, we know that scribal masters in the Neo-Assyrian period 
viewed themselves as integral links in a chain of transmission going back to the 
gods, and in some circles, traced their genealogy back to Enmeduranki, the ante-
diluvian king of Sippar. Elsewhere, we are told that they transmitted knowledge 
from the mouth of Ea, the patron god of scribes, whose recorded speeches abound 
in “wordplay.”14 Master scribes were an interdisciplinary lot in Mesopotamia who 
wielded enormous social and cosmological power, especially if they excelled in 
the divinatory arts.15 While recitation and oral tradition played important roles for 
Mesopotamian literate elites, it was the act of writing that was central to their 
identity.16 

 
13. Representative is the remark of Cherry, Paronomasia and Proper Names in the Old 
Testament, 115–16: “It is altogether likely that much of the Old Testament text was written 
chiefly for oral presentation. As a result, throughout much of its history the Hebrew Bible 
has had audiences rather than readers.” 
14. See Samuel Noah Kramer and John Maier, Myths of Enki, the Crafty God (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1989), 145; Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 27–28; H. A. Hoffner, 
“Enki’s Command to Atraḫasis,” in Kramer Anniversary Volume, ed. B. L. Eichler et al., 
AOAT 25 (Kevelaer: Verlag Butzon and Bercker; Neukirchener Verlag: Neukirchen-
Vluyn, 1976), 241–45; Keith Dickson, “Enki and the Embodied World,” JAOS 125 (2005): 
499–515. 
15. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 50–55; John Z. Wee, “Pan-Astronomical Hermeneutics 
and the Arts of the Lamentation Priest,” ZAW 107 (2017): 236–60. 
16. One can know something of the conception of writing by the words used for “sign.” 
See the interesting observation of Frahm, Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries, 70 
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Egyptians referred to the hieroglyphic script as mdw nṯr “the words of the 
gods” and the scribal art was to them a devotional occupation without equal. They 
describe Thoth, the divine inventor of writing, as mnḥ ḥk “excellent of magic” 
and nb md.w nṯr “Lord of hieroglyphs.”17 Artistic remains depict Thoth writing 
the hieroglyphic feather sign representing maat (mʿ.t), a word that stands for the 
cosmic force of equilibrium by which kings keep their thrones and justice prevails. 
The link between writing and maat underscores the importance that scribes placed 
on their craft for maintaining the cosmic order.18 Contributing to the perceived 
power of writing was the nature of the script, for each hieroglyphic sign could 
convey information far beyond its phonetic value, as Jan Assmann explains: 

 
Die Hieroglyphenschrift enthält daher eine Fülle von Zeichen, die keinen 
Lautwert haben, sondern nur semantische Informationen vermitteln. Während 
die durch die Alphabetschrift vermittelten Informationen ziemlich vollständig im 
lauten Lesen hörbar werden, enthält die Hieroglyphenschrift zahlreiche Infor-
mationen, die sich nur dem lesenden Auge erschließen.19 
 

Moreover, according to the Memphite Theology, the created universe was the cre-
ator god’s idea, put into the form of hieroglyphic writing.20 Even when expert 

 
n. 338: “Note that gù-sum, the logogram used to write miḫiṣtu ‘cuneiform sign,’ means 
‘sound-giver’ in Sumerian; it expresses the idea of a close connection between graphemics 
and phonemics. In contrast, the Akkadian miḫiṣtu, derived from maḫāṣu ‘to beat, to drive 
in,’ refers to the material realization of the signs.” 
17. Robert K. Ritner, The Mechanics of Ancient Egyptian Magical Practice, SAOC 54 
(Chicago, IL: Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1993), 35. Cf. the famous 
stela of Irtisen, overseer of artisans during the reign of Mentuhotep II, who describes the 
process of writing as an act of ḥk “magic.” See Winfried Barta, Das Selbstzeugnis eines 
altägyptischen Künstlers (Stele Louvre C 14), MÄS 22 (Berlin: Verlag Bruno Hessling, 
1970). 
18. See Chloé Ragazzoli, Scribes: Les artisans du texte en Égypte ancienne (1550–1000 
BCE) (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 2019), 379–82, 551–52. 
19. Jan Assmann, “Etymographie: Zeichen im Jenseits der Sprache,” in Hieroglyphen: 
Stationen einer anderen abendländischen Grammatologie, ed. Alieda Assmann and Jan 
Assmann, ALK 8 (München: Fink, 2003), 52. See also Assmann, “Creation through Hier-
oglyphs: The Cosmic Grammatology of Ancient Egypt,” in The Poetics of Grammar and 
the Metaphysics of Sound and Sign, ed. Sergio la Porta and David Shulman, JSRC 6 (Lei-
den: Brill, 2007), 17–34. 
20. James P. Allen, “From the ‘Memphite Theology,’” COS 1:22 nn. 5, 11. See the 
observation of Assmann, “Etymographie,” 56: “Die Hieroglyphen sind die Urbilder der 
Dinge, die die Gesamtheit der Wirklichkeit ausmachen. Indem Ptah die Urbilder der Dinge 
konzipierte, erfand er zugleich mit ihnen auch die Schrift, die Thoth nur aufzuzeichnen 
braucht, so wie er als Zunge die Gedanken des Herzen nur aussprechen muß. Ein 
Onomastikon, das heißt eine nach Sachgruppen geordnete Wortliste ist daher 
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poets are asked to speak eloquently, they often first commit their thoughts to writ-
ing. In the Prophecy of Neferti (P.St. Petersburg 1116B, l. 13), when the pharaoh 
instructs Neferti to speak mdw.t nfr.t ṯs.w stp.w “a nice speech (and) choice 
phrases,” Neferti immediately commits his thoughts to writing. Given the cosmo-
logical import of writing, it is easy to understand why Egyptian master scribes 
were considered powerful people whose knowledge of the divine was inherent to 
their craft.21 Indeed, throughout the ancient Near East, devices of sound and mean-
ing constitute applications of divine knowledge and the experts who employed 
them embodied that wisdom.22 

We know less about audience and the production of texts in ancient Israel, 
but given the Israelites’ shared sense of the ontology of words and their performa-
tive dimension, we may understand master Israelite scribes as operating among 
priestly and/or mantic circles.23 This would fit with what we know from the ar-
chaeological record, which is making us increasingly aware of the role that ritual 
professionals had in controlling a variety of textual materials, including literary, 
magical, and lexical texts.24 

 
überschreiben als Auflistung ‘aller Dinge, die Ptah geschaffen und Thoth 
niedergeschrieben hat.’” 
21. On this point, see Scott B. Noegel, “‘Sign, Sign, Everywhere a Sign’: Script, Power, 
and Interpretation in the Ancient Near East,” in Divination and Interpretation of Signs in 
the Ancient World, ed. Amar Annus, OIS 6 (Chicago: Oriental Institute of the University 
of Chicago, 2010), 143–62. 
22. On the relationship between literary devices, the literati, and conceptions of wisdom, 
see Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 27–35, 177–82.  
23. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 176–82; Noegel, “‘Sign, Sign, Everywhere a Sign.’” 
24. This is confirmed, in part, by the archaeological record, which shows that ritual 
professionals controlled a variety of textual materials, including literary, magical, and 
lexical texts (e.g., at Ugarit, Emar, and Sultantepe). See, e.g., W. G. Lambert, “The 
Sultantepe Tablets,” RA 3 (1959): 121–24; Jacques-Claude Courtois, “La maison du prêtre 
aux modèles de poumon et de foies d’Ugarit,” Ugaritica 6 (1969): 91–119; Dominique 
Charpin, “Les archives du devin Asqudum dans la résidence du ‘Chantier A,’” MARI 4 
(1985): 453–62; Daniel Arnaud, Textes sumériens et accadiens, vol. 6.3 of Emar: 
Recherches au pays d’Astarta (Paris: ADPF, 1985–1987); Antoine Cavigneaux, “A 
Scholar’s Library in Meturan? With an Edition of the Tablet H 72 (Textes de Tell Haddad 
VII),” in Mesopotamian Magic: Textual, Historical, and Interpretive Perspectives, ed. 
Tzvi Abusch and Karel van der Toorn, SAMD 1 (Groningen: Styx, 1998), 251–73. See 
especially his comment that “this library, with its diversity, bringing together popular and 
utilitary texts with higher literature, shows very concretely how Mesopotamian ‘holism’ 
coexisted with the intellectual production of the ‘hegemonic’, ‘theistic’ ideology” (257–
58). See also Olof Pedersén, Archives and Libraries in the City of Assur: A Survey of the 
Material from German Excavations, part 2, SSU 8 (Uppsala: Acta Universitatis 
Upsaliensis, 1986); Alasdair Livingstone, “Babylonian Mathematics in the Context of 
Babylonian Thought,” in Intellectual Life in the Ancient Near East: Papers Presented at 
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In sum, we may characterize the social context for the production of texts in 
the ancient Near East generally as elite and interdisciplinary, and one in which 
knowledge of divination and other ritual practices was transmitted by the same 
individuals who steeped themselves in the learned readings of their sacred and 
mythological texts. However, in some cases, we know that texts were transmitted 
or performed beyond the elite group, which suggests that some of its devices could 
have reached larger audiences.25 

Therefore, I propose that it is most useful to understand the reception of 
ancient Near Eastern “wordplay” as a continuum that works on two intersecting 
axes. The poles of the first axis are marked by a general and public audience, on 
the one hand, and an elite and private one, on the other. The second axis represents 
the abilities and erudition of any one individual to grasp the complexities of the 
writing system, from the illiterate to the master. It is important to acknowledge 
that both axes operate simultaneously and that people naturally possess different 
levels of textual perception depending on their backgrounds. There is no reason 
to assume that master bards expected or intended every learned device to be 
caught by their pupils, much less a public audience, any more than scholars of 
Shakespeare expect their students to catch all that is imbedded in his plays without 
further study. 

 
2.3. PROXIMITY 

 
A common assumption in scholarship on paronomasia is that the lexemes in-
volved must be in close proximity to be effective.26 Certainly this would appear 

 
the 43rd Rencontre assyriologique internationale, Prague, July 1–5, 1996, ed. Jiri 
Prosecky (Prague: Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Oriental Institute, 1998), 
215–19; Gregorio del Olmo Lete, “(Bn) ʾagpṯr / (Binu) Agapṯari’s House: A Functional 
Analysis of an Ugaritic ‘Archive’ (PH Room 10),” JAOS 137 (2017): 483–503. 
25. Though note the remark by Christopher J. Eyre, “Is Egyptian Historical Literature 
‘Historical’ or ‘Literary’?,” in Ancient Egyptian Literature: History and Forms, ed. 
Antonio Loprieno, PÄ 10 (Leiden: Brill, 1996), 433, concerning the relationship between 
historical and literary texts: “Such cross-reference and cross-fertilization between genres 
is an important indication that their audience was the same, and although the occasion for 
performance is different, their patrons and authors are likely to be the same: historical text 
and classical belles lettres, but both belong to a single context of the literary and 
performance ‘arts.’” 
26. Often such a view is grounded in the study of memory and retention in contemporary 
Western cultures, where memorization and retention are not practiced as widely. 
Notwithstanding the study of Ziony Zevit, “Cognitive Theory and the Memorability of 
Biblical Poetry,” in Let Your Colleagues Praise You: Studies in Memory of Stanley Gevirtz, 
part 2, ed. Robert J. Ratner et al. (Rolling Hills Estates, CA: Western Academic Press, 
1993), 199–212. 
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to be true of some devices that depend upon an immediate recognition of similar-
ity in sound, such as onomatopoeia. Nevertheless, some devices can operate over 
extensive bodies of text. This should compel us to rethink our assumptions con-
cerning proximity. If the way we understand the function of a device affects how 
we envision its audience, so also does our understanding of the audience for a 
device shape our understanding of proximity as a compositional factor. If we 
imagine a text being recited orally, we are likely to hold that paronomasia must 
occur in close proximity to be effective. Nevertheless, in cultures that place em-
phasis on the memorization of performed texts, writing also plays a role in 
preservation,27 and there are individuals who can learn by heart lengthy texts upon 
hearing them and recite them even after many years. Such is the case with modern-
day Somali and Ethiopian poets who not only memorize vast amounts of poetry 
but retain it accurately over many years.28 Moreover, there is a great deal of 
evidence that memorization by rote was standard practice in the ancient world.29 

David Carr has argued that Near Eastern literary texts generally served as 
aide-mémoire for the performance of their contents and the enculturation of their 
young, elite readers.30 If he is correct, and I believe him to be, we must ask how 
the literati handled the presence of polysemy during recitation. What occurred, 
for example, in a learning environment when bards recited Enuma Elish 7, fully 
cognizant of the numerous esoteric and polysemous readings of Marduk’s names, 
many of which communicate solely on a visual register? The sheer impossibility 
of transmitting polysemous meanings during recitation, without endless pauses 
and explanations, strongly suggests the existence of an accompanying oral tradi-
tion; an educational context in which master tradents passed on the learned 
readings to their pupils. In this context, the presence of polysemes would have 
offered teaching/learning moments of pause, reflection, and interpretation, and as 

 
27. Deut 31:19 commands that Moses’s song (Deut 32), which scholars generally feel to 
be representative of early Hebrew poetry, be committed to writing so that the Israelites may 
teach it to their descendants. 
28. See B. W. Andrzejewski and I. M. Lewis, Somali Poetry: An Introduction (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1964), 45. On memory as it relates to paronomasia and variation in Hebrew 
poetry, see Scott B. Noegel and Gary A. Rendsburg, Solomon’s Vineyard: Literary and 
Linguistic Studies in the Song of Songs, AIL 1 (Atlanta, GA: Society of Biblical Literature, 
2009), 109–11. 
29. See Paul Delnero, “Memorization and the Transmission of Sumerian Literary 
Compositions,” JNES 71 (2012): 189–208. On the practice of reading texts aloud, see A. 
K. Gray, “Murmuring in Mesopotamia,” in Wisdom, Gods, and Literature: Studies in 
Assyriology in Honour of W. G. Lambert, ed. Andrew R. George and Irving L. Finkel 
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2000), 301–8. 
30. David Carr, Writing on the Tablet of the Heart: Origins of Scripture and Literature 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2005). 
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items of special focus, they even might have abetted a text’s memorization.31 
Therefore, while we may see the learned interpretations contributing to an appren-
tice’s enculturation, the engagement with forms of polysemy had to have taken 
place prior to performance.32 The recitation of a text thus already constituted an 
authoritative interpretation of its ambiguities (see chapter 5).33 

One also should remember that many of the texts studied here were chanted, 
sung, and/or set to music, which may have helped listeners to remember them, 
and we should keep in mind that an audience that reads or hears a text recited 
many times is likely to catch more of its subtleties than a first-time reader/listener. 
The fact that most of the texts examined in this book were recorded in multiple 
copies demonstrates that they enjoyed repeated use. 

Finally, I note that most forms of polysemy and paronomasia operate on a 
visual register as well, and thus, they could be appreciated by a reader as much as 
a listener. Thus, proximity probably was less of a factor in the effectiveness of 
some forms of “wordplay” than others, depending on their functions, the audi-
ence, and the frequency with which a text was consulted. 

 
2.4. SCRIPTS, WRITING SYSTEMS, AND SCRIBAL POTENTIAL 

 
Since polysemy and paronomasia are conveyed in written texts, it is important 
that we consider more fully the natures of the various writing systems examined 
here. As will become clear, the potential for achieving polysemy and paronomasia 
depends entirely on the interrelationship between the script and the writing system 
in which it appears. 

 
2.4.1. SUMERIAN 
 
The Sumerian writing system is the oldest in human history, appearing first 
around 3100 BCE. It began as a pictographic and logographic script used for ad-
ministrative purposes, but developed over two millennia into a series of 
generalized logographic, and less so logosyllabic cuneiform signs. The script was 
never intended to be an exact, phonetic representation of the living tongue, but 
rather only a mnemonic system. Consequently, some aspects of the spoken lan-
guage were not expressed in writing. For example, in the earlier stages of the 

 
31. For a similar observation concerning Ugaritic, see Jack M. Sasson, “Literary Criticism, 
Folklore Scholarship, and Ugaritic Literature,” in Ugarit in Retrospect: Fifty Years of Uga-
rit and Ugaritic, ed. Gordon D. Young (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1981), 93. 
32. Thus, while in the main I concur with Carr’s findings, the existence of polysemous 
devices in Near Eastern literary texts generally reveals that written texts had to have 
possessed more than a mnemonic function. 
33. See Scott B. Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream,” AuOr 32 (2014): 299–316. 
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script, a scribe could employ the sign AK meaning “do, make, act, perform” with-
out any indication of conjugation: no person, mode, or tense. This is because the 
language and topic were known to the scribe, who could infer these things from 
context. However, scribes gradually wrote down more of the spoken language 
when Sumerian began to die. Indeed, much of what we know of Sumerian derives 
from later lexical lists and bilingual texts that offer Akkadian equivalents, written 
at a time when Sumerian had long ceased to be a living language. 

I refrain from explaining the complexities of the language here (e.g., its split 
ergativity and classification of nouns by animacy, etc.), since I am primarily in-
terested in providing readers with a sense of the writing system. Suffice it to say 
that as a primarily logographic system, its signs can convey nominal and verbal 
concepts or phonetic sounds. The signs are primarily consonant-vowel (e.g., BA, 
BE, BU) or vowel-consonant (e.g., AB, EB, UB). More rare are consonant-vowel-
consonant signs, as scribes preferred to render such sequences with consonant-
vowel and vowel-consonant signs, for example, PA.AG rather than PAG. 
Logosyllabic signs can have many different functions depending on where they 
appear. They can reproduce phonetic elements, vocalic sequences, and mark pre-
fixes or cases. 

The Sumerian script also masks a number of features that would be otherwise 
invisible to nonspecialists such as the change of final /m/ to /n/ at word boundaries 
and the use of consonant-vowel signs to represent a vowel as well as the last con-
sonant after a previous grapheme. Many final consonants also are omitted in the 
writing. In addition, the script contains determinatives that serve to classify words. 
In earlier times they appear to have been read aloud, but later they were not. 

Because there were so many similar-sounding words, some logograms pos-
sessed the same phonetic values as others, and so, as a matter of convention, 
scholars distinguish them with accents and numbers. Thus, ŠA, ŠÁ, ŠÀ, ŠA4, rep-
resent four different cuneiform signs that have the same phonetic value. The first 
is unmarked, the second takes an acute accent, the third a grave accent, and the 
rest from four and above take subscripted numerals. Scholars apply this transcrip-
tion system consistently to all similar cases, thus for BA, BÁ, BÀ, BA4, AḪ, ÁḪ, 
ÀḪ, AḪ4, and so on. 

 
2.4.2. AKKADIAN 
 
Akkadian is a syllabic system that employs hundreds of cuneiform signs, most of 
them with multiple phonetic, syllabic, and logographic values. So, for example, 
there are different signs for ba, bi, bu, ab, ib, ub, and likewise for the other con-
sonants. The system was adopted from Sumerian and adapted by Akkadian 
speakers to transcribe their own language, which we classify as East Semitic. 
Thus, scholars transliterate different Akkadian signs that share the same 
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pronunciation by way of the same accent and number system, that is, ša, šá, šà, 
ša4, et cetera. 

Some signs are used merely to classify words and are known as determina-
tives. They are read but not spoken. Akkadian also integrates many Sumerograms, 
but they are read as their Akkadian equivalents. Thus, when Akkadian scribes 
encountered the Sumerian sign DIĜIR meaning “god,” they read it as ilu, the Ak-
kadian word for “god.” When the DIĜIR sign was used as a determinative, scribes 
simply noted its presence while reading and did not say ilu aloud. An example of 
this in transcription would be dMarduk, in which the superscript d represents the 
determinative DIĜIR = ilu. When not used as a determinative, the same sign could 
be read as the phonetic syllables an, èl, le4, sa8, ána, or šubul, depending on the 
type of text in which it appeared and its date and provenance. Most cuneiform 
signs possess multiple and simultaneous phonetic, syllabic, and logographic val-
ues. In addition, the signs do not distinguish voiced, voiceless, and emphatic 
consonants. Consequently, a sign representing a syllable that contains a dental, 
sibilant, or velar could represent three different phonemes. A sign containing a 
labial could represent two. The following chart illustrates this. 
 

 Voiceless Voiced Emphatic 
Dentals t d ṭ 
Sibilant s z ṣ 
Velars k g q 
Labials p b 
 

So for example, a sign that has the value ib also could represent ip, eg could be 
read ek or eq, it could be id or iṭ, and so forth. In this book, I typically transliterate 
Akkadian texts in accordance with Assyriological practice in order to make the 
syllabic structure of the writing system obvious to the reader (e.g., še7-líb-bu “fox”). 
When the writing system is less important to my point or when I want to emphasize 
how a word or phrase was pronounced, I normalize it (e.g., šēlibu “fox”). 

The polyvalency of the cuneiform system allows for multiple readings in a 
single context. Note, for example, the narrator’s gruesome description of Mar-
duk’s handling of Tiamat’s corpse in Enuma Elish 4.138–40: 
 

138. mi-iš-lu-uš-ša iš-ku-nam-ma šá-ma-mi uṣ-ṣal-lil 
 Half of her he set up and made as a cover, (like) heaven. 
139. iš-du-ud maš-ka ma-aṣ-ṣa-ra ú-šá-aṣ-bit 
 He stretched out the skin and assigned watchmen, 
140. me-e-ša la šu-ṣa-a šu-nu-ti um-ta-ʾi-ir 
 And ordered them not to let her escape. 
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Of note here is the word written maš-ka “skin, hide,” the signs of which one also 
can read as pár-ka “dividing line.”34 As “skin,” the reading follows Tiamat’s dis-
membered body and the cover, which is made of her skin. As “dividing line,” it 
establishes the boundary that follows, which watchmen are to protect. In essence, 
the “skin” is literally a “dividing line.” This form of polysemy operates strictly on 
a visual level (see 4.1.5). 

Even when texts are written syllabically, the signs used to communicate one 
thing can evoke something altogether different by way of their logographic values. 
Thus, in the Tale of the Poor Man from Nippur we read: ana i-riš šīra (UZU) ù 
šikāra (KAŠ) rēšti (SAĜ) lummunu zīmūšu “due to his craving for meat and the 
best beer, his face was disfigured” (l. 8). Of note is the Sumerogram SAĜ, which 
we normally translate in Akkadian as rēšu “head.” Its use here as an adjective for 
beer requires that we render it rēšti “the best,” as in “head of the class.” However, 
the reader already has encountered the sign SAĜ read phonetically as riš in i-riš 
“craving.” Moreover, the Sumerogram UZU is read as šīru “meat,” which paro-
nomastically and anagrammatically reflects irīš(u) “craving.” Thus, in multiple 
ways the reader sees and hears the word “head” before ending the line appropri-
ately with zīmūšu “his face.” In this way, Akkadian can communicate aurally on 
one register and visually on another.35 In addition, all Akkadian signs were origi-
nally pictographic, even though they became more abstract in appearance over 
time. Thus, the sign SAĜ looks more like a head in Sumerian than it does in later 
Akkadian traditions that adopted and abstracted it. Nevertheless, Assyrian and 
Babylonian literati were well aware of the pictographic associations of their signs. 

 
2.4.3. EGYPTIAN 
 
The Egyptian writing system is similarly complex and contains hundreds of signs. 
It seamlessly integrates alphabetic signs with bi- and triconsonantal signs, as well 
as logograms, many of which permit multiple options for reading. Like Akkadian, 
Egyptian employs determinatives to classify words, and they too are read, but not 
spoken. Egyptian authors can exhibit great cleverness in their use of determina-
tives and communicate information visually that is not evident while reading 
orally.36 See, for example, the following dream omen: ḥr m ʿḥ wbn=f; nfr ḥtp 

 
34. For the rendering “dividing line,” see CAD M/1, s.v. “maṣṣaru.” The dual reading is 
noted by Benjamin R. Foster, Before the Muses: An Anthology of Akkadian Literature 
(Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 1993), 377, 402. 
35. On the complexity and abilities of the cuneiform writing system, see Alex de Voogt 
and Irving Finkel, eds., The Idea of Writing: Play and Complexity (Leiden: Brill, 2010). 
36. See already Hermann Grapow, Sprachliche und schriftliche Formung ägyptischer 
Texte, UÄS 7 (Glückstadt: Augustin, 1936), 17–20. See now more recently, Ludwig D. 
Morenz, “Visuelle Poesie und Sonnen-‘Mysterium: Von bild-textlicher Kohärenz und 
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n=f n nṯr=f “seeing the moon when it rises; good, (it means) being clement to him 
by his god” (P.Chester Beatty III.r.5.22). Of note is the determinative of the falcon 
god Horus », which occurs after the word wbn “rises” in the protasis. This is not 
the usual determinative for this word (which is f). Its presence here provides the 
interpreter with a reason for interpreting the omen as the sign of a nṯr “god.”37 

In the Egyptian Tale of Setna I, the author adds a phallus determinative (") 
next to four words that normally would not require one in order to lend those lines 
(i.e., 3:6, 5:9, 5:19, 5:22) an erotic nuance and to underscore the presence of sex-
ual euphemisms (see 4.1.2).38 

Consider also the Poetical Stela of Thutmosis III (CM 34010), in which we 
hear the following boast: tt=k wn.tjw stj r-mn-m š.t m mm.t=k “you trample the 
Nubian tribesmen; as far as Shat is in your grasp” (l. 22). Here the place name š.t 
is written with a bird-claw hieroglyph (C), thus evoking the image of pharaoh as 
Horus, and anticipating the word mm.t “grasp,” which is written with a human 
fist determinative (;).39 This is reminiscent of the famous Narmer palette on 
which Horus possesses both a bird claw and a human hand. 

Another way to create polysemy is to employ signs as acronyms, that is, read-
ing the first consonant or sign of successive words (see 4.1.11). See, for example, 
a Ptolemaic reading that stacks the signs: p.t “heavens,” ḥḥ “heaven’s pillars,” and 
t “land,” as    . The signs visually depict a personification of the pillars of heaven 
kneeling on the earth and supporting the sky with his hands. Yet they also are read 
acronymically as p + t + ḥ = ptḥ “(the god) Ptah.”40 Throughout its long history, 
hieroglyphic Egyptian remained pictographic. Consequently, even its cursive 
form, hieratic, retained is pictographic associations. 

Hieroglyphic Egyptian is extraordinary for its ability to communicate differ-
ent messages aurally and visually. Returning to the Poetical Stela of Thutmosis 
III (CM 34010), we find the god Amun claiming that he showed the king miracles 
on the battlefield: wr.w ḫs.wt nb.(w)t dmḏ.(w) m ḫfʿ=k “the princes of all foreign 

 
offener Intertextualität auf dem Schutzamulett des Butehamon,’” DE 56 (2003): 57–65; 
Hany Rashwan, “Ancient Egyptian Image-Writing: Between the Unspoken and Visual Po-
etics,” JARCE 55 (2019): 137–60. 
37. Scott B. Noegel and Kasia Szpakowska, “‘Word Play’ in the Ramesside Dream Man-
ual,” SÄK 35 (2007): 205. 
38. See Pieter Willem Pestman, “Jeux de déterminatifs en Démotique,” RdE 25 (1973): 
27–28; Steve Vinson, “Ten Notes on the First Tale of Setne Khaemwas,” in Honi soit qui 
mal y pense: Studien zum pharaonischen, griechen-römischen und spätantiken Ägypten zu 
Ehren von Heinz-Josef Thissen, ed. Hermann Knuf, Christian Leitz, and Daniel von 
Recklinghausen, OLA 194 (Leuven: Peeters, 2010), 459–60, and n. 57; Jacqueline E. Jay, 
Orality and Literacy in the Demotic Tales (Leiden: Brill, 2016), 103. 
39. Found in Eyre, “Is Egyptian Historical Literature ‘Historical’ or ‘Literary’?,” 421. 
40. Morenz, Sinn und Spiel der Zeichen, 47. 
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lands I gathered into your grasp” (l. 4). Pictorially this line conveys the added 
sense of trapping birds with one’s hand, for wr.w “princes” is written  and 
dmḏ “gathered” is written .41 In addition, following the word ḫfʿ “grasp” is the 
determinative of the clenched fist ;.42 The scribe also achieves a nice symmetry 
by writing ḫs.wt “foreign lands” as '''. 

In the Tale of Sinuhe (P.Berlin 3022), we similarly see how Egyptian can 
operate simultaneously on different aural and visual registers. In line 110, Sinuhe 
claims that a warrior of Retenu provoked him in m= “my tent.” This is followed 
immediately by pr.j pw nn sn.nw=f “a champion was this one without a peer.” 
The visual imprinting is striking: m= “tent” is written as ! with ⁄ resting below 
it, and pr.j “champion” as        , with the house sign (pr) resting above the mouth 
sign r (r). The juxtaposition not only uses the sign ! as a determinative and then 
immediately afterwards phonetically, it bring the images of “tent,” “men,” and the 
“mouthing off” of the champion into greater relief. 

In the Prophecy of Neferti (P.St. Petersburg 1116 B), Neferti predicts: tn 
ḥbs.w nn psḏ=f m rḫ.jt “the sun-disk is covered, it does not shine for people to 
see” (ll. 24–25). Usually psḏ “shine” takes the sun-sign determinative f. But it is 
nowhere present here in order to make a visual point and deprive the sun-disk of 
its rays. Similarly, in line 26 he predicts: trw šw n.w km.t “the waters of Egypt 
are empty.” Here šw “empty” appears without its usual solar-disk determinative 
d, thus, again removing any sunshine from the text. 

 
2.4.4. UGARITIC 
 
Ugaritic employs a cuneiform script, but unlike Akkadian, the writing system is 
not syllabic. Instead, the system uses a consonantal alphabet (in cuneiform script). 
Its Semitic consonantal inventory includes thirty signs, some of which preserve 
phonemes that merged and/or were written with the same consonantal sign in later 
Hebrew and Aramaic. The consonantal system lends itself well to paronomastic 
devices, but it provides fewer opportunities for polyvalency since each sign pos-
sesses a single value.43 The signs themselves are not polysemous, and so polysemy 
must be created via homonyms. So, for example, in the Baal myth we read: 

 
41. For a similar use of bird signs, see Barbara A. Richter, The Theology of Hathor of 
Dendera: Aural and Visual Scribal Techniques in the Per-Wer Sanctuary, WSEA 4 
(Atlanta, GA: Lockwood, 2016), 442. 
42. See similarly the abundant images of rams and crocodiles for similar effect at Esna. 
Christian Leitz, “Die beiden kryptographischen Inschriften aus Esna mit den Widdern und 
Krokodilen,” SÄK 29 (2001): 251–76. 
43. Ugaritology has advanced significantly in “wordplay” research since the remark, now 
nearly forty years old, by Sasson, “Literary Criticism, Folklore Scholarship, and Ugaritic 
Literature,” 93: “It must be admitted, however, that Ugaritic scholarship has not reached 
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yštn atrt l bmt ʿr 
 He sets Asherah on the back of an ass, 
l ysmsmt bmt pḥl 
 On the beautiful back of a donkey. 
qdš yuḫdm šbʿr 
 Qadish seizes. He šbʿr. 
amrr k kbkb l pnm 
 Even Amrar like a star before him, 
atr btlt ʿnt 
 Marches the maiden Anat. 
 (CAT 1.4.iv.14–18) 
 

The text exploits the homonyms bʿr I “shine (like a star)” and bʿr II “leave.”44 We 
may translate šbʿr as “he shines (like a star)” or “he causes to leave.”45 The men-
tion of a star just afterwards suggests the former, but the inherent movement of 
the caravan suggests the latter. 

 
2.4.5. HEBREW AND ARAMAIC 
 
Both Hebrew and Aramaic are written with an alphabet of twenty-two consonants, 
though not in a cuneiform script. Thus, like Ugaritic, ancient inscriptions and the 
earliest versions of the Hebrew Bible recorded no vowels. During the early Middle 
Ages, a rabbinic scribal group known as the Masoretes invented and added a vo-
calization system to the text. The system fossilized a particular tradition of 
recitation that sometimes obscured the polyvalency of the consonantal text, 

 
the stage in which paronomastic evidence is clearly recognized.” However, see M. Dahood, 
“Some Ambiguous Texts in Isaias: (30,15; 52,2; 33,2; 40;5; 45,1),” CBQ 20 (1958): 41–
49; Wilfred G. Watson, “An Example of a Multiple Wordplay in Ugaritic,” UF 12 (1980): 
443–44; Watson, “Ugaritic Poetry,” in Handbook of Ugaritic Studies, ed. W. G. E. Watson 
and N. Wyatt, HdO 39 (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 165–92; Watson, “Puns Ugaritic Newly Sur-
veyed,” in Noegel, Puns and Pundits, 124; Scott B. Noegel, “A Janus Parallelism in the 
Baal and ʿ Anat Story,” JNSL 21 (1995): 91–94; Noegel, “Geminate Ballast and Clustering: 
An Unrecognized Literary Feature in Ancient Semitic Poetry,” JHS 5 (2004): 1–18; 
Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers; Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream”; E. Shirly Natan-Yulzary, 
“The Transgression and Punishment of the Goddess ʿAnat in the ʾAqht Story: A Literary 
Perspective,” UF 41 (2009–2010): 581–99; Jonathan Yogev and Shamir Yona, “A Poetic 
Letter: The Ugaritic Tablet RS 16.265,” SEL 31 (2014): 49–56; Yogev and Yona, 
“Opening Alliteration in Biblical and Ugaritic Poetry,” ZAW 127 (2015): 108–13. 
44. The basic meaning of the verb bʿr is “burn, ignite,” unless put in the causative form as 
it is here. See DULAT s.v. “bʿr.” 
45. Noegel, “A Janus Parallelism in the Baal and ʿAnat Story,” 91–94. 
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because it imposed upon the text a single authoritative interpretation.46 The Mas-
oretes also proposed a number of corrections and alternative readings by placing 
them in the margins of the biblical text. These readings are known as the יֵרְק  qǝrē 
“(what is) read,” as opposed the ביִתְּכ  kǝṯīḇ “(what is) written.” Herein, I have 
placed these readings in brackets [ ]. 

Unlike Ugaritic, some signs in the Hebrew and Aramaic alphabets were used 
for multiple phonemes that we know were pronounced distinctly. Thus, as I noted 
in the Introduction, the letter ח may represent the sounds /ḥ/ or /ḫ/ and the letter ע 
may reflect /ʿ/ or /ǵ/, depending on the etymology of the word. In addition, the 
same letter ש is used for the phonemes /ś/ and /š/, and also can represent PS /ṯ/. 
Once the phoneme /ṯ/ had merged with /š/ (and no longer existed as an independ-
ent phoneme), the letter ש was used for both /ś/ and /š/. In Aramaic, the phoneme 
/ṯ/ became /t/ and was represented by ת. The Masoretes later distinguished the 
sounds /ś/ and /š/ by dotting their tops as ׂש and ׁש, respectively. 

Epigraphic evidence shows that the Israelite alphabet was borrowed from 
Phoenician and was pictographic in origin. The pictographic associations gave 
rise to the names of the consonants. Thus, for example, the letter bet derives from 
the word “house,” and was shaped like a tent, and the letter yod derives from the 
word “hand” and resembled one. As with Akkadian and Egyptian texts, there is 
evidence that Israelites were aware of these associations and exploited them in 
some contexts (see 4.1.12). 

Though Hebrew and Aramaic offer the same potential for creating paronomasia 
that one finds in the other languages, Hebrew and Aramaic polysemy is restricted 
to the word, phrase, and sentence levels, because, like Ugaritic, their individual 
consonantal signs do not permit multiple readings, as do Akkadian and hieroglyphic 
signs. Thus, there are three primary ways that Israelite authors could achieve poly-
semy—by exploiting homonyms, homographs, or single words with broad semantic 
ranges. I shall demonstrate each method with examples from the Hebrew Bible. 
Job’s lament demonstrates polysemy by way of homonyms (9:30–31). 
 

    ׃יָּפַּכ ֹרבְּב יִתֹוּכִזֲהַו גֶלָׁש]־יֵמְב[ ֹומְב יִּתְצַחָרְתִה־םִא
 יִנֵלְּבְטִּת תַחַּׁשַּב זָא

 
 

 
46. See Noegel, Janus Parallelism in the Book of Job; Choon Leong Seow, “Orthography, 
Textual Criticism, and the Poetry of Job,” JBL 130 (2011): 63–85. On further challenges 
that such devices pose for textual critics, see Viktor Golinets, “Considerations on Questions 
Philology Cannot Solve While Reconstructing the Text of the Hebrew Bible,” in Philology 
and Textual Criticism: Proceedings of the Second International Colloquium of the 
Dominique Barthélemy Institute held at Fribourg on 10–11 October, 2013, ed. Innocent 
Himbaza and Jan Joosten (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2020), 45–69. 
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ʾim hiṯrāḥaṣtī ḇǝmō [ḇǝ-mē] šālɛḡ wa-hăzikkōṯī bǝ-ḇōr kappāy 
ʾāz baš-šaḥaṯ tiṭbǝlēnī  
 
Even if I should wash my hands with snow water, 
 and clean my hands ֹרבְּב  bǝ-ḇōr, 
You still would dip me in the pit. 

 
In this passage the phrase ֹרבְּב  bǝ-ḇōr can mean “with lye” or “in a pit.” 

Though the readings derive from different roots, the former from ררב  b-r-r “pu-
rify,” and the latter from ראב  b-ʾ-r “pit,” the nouns are indistinguishable in sound. 
Of course, the primary meaning of ֹרבְּב  bǝ-ḇōr is “with lye,” since it makes little 
sense for Job to wash his hands in a pit. Nevertheless, the mention of a synonym 
for pit ( תַחַׂש  šaḥaṯ) just afterwards makes one recontextualize the meaning of ֹרבְּב  
bǝ-ḇōr.47 

Job 26:12–13 illustrates polysemy by means of homographs; words that look 
alike but whose pronunciations differ.48 This form of polysemy obtains strictly on 
a visual level. 

 בָהָר ץַחָמ ]ֹותָנּובְתִבּו[ ֹותָנְבּותִבּו םָּיַה עַגָר ֹוֹחכְּב
 ַח יִרָּב ׁשָחָנ ֹודָי הָלֲלֹח הָרְפִׁש םִיַמָׁש ֹוחּורְּב

 
bǝ-ḵōḥō rāḡaʿ hay-yām ū-ḇi-tūbnātō [ū-ḇi-ṯḇūnātō] māḥaṣ rāḥaḇ 
bǝ-rūḥō šāmayīm šip̄rāh ḥōlălāh yāḏō nāḥāš bārīaḥ 
 
By his power, he עַגָר  rāḡaʿ the sea, and by his skill he smashed Rahab. 
By his wind the heavens were calmed, his hand pierced the Fleeing Serpent. 
 
The verb עַגָר  rāḡaʿ in this passage usually is rendered “quieted,” “stilled,” or 

the like, if derived from the PS root r-g-ǵ. However, we also may derive it from 
the PS root r-g-ʿ and translate it “disturbed.” Both readings are possible, though 
they would have been distinguished in speech.49 Thus, this polyseme operates 
only on a visual register. Nevertheless, as a construction of opposites, it consti-
tutes a merism, expressing a totality of actions. 

To demonstrate the third way of creating polysemy, which exploits the seman-
tic range of a single word, I turn to Pharaoh’s command to Moses in Exod 5:18: 

 
47. There might be other additional layers of meaning here. The expression יָּפַּכ ֹרב  ḇōr 
kappāy also means “purity of my hands” (cf. Job 22:30, 2 Sam 22:21 [with דָי  yāḏ “hand”]), 
and the consonants of תַחָׁש  šaḥaṯ “pit” also connote “destruction” (e.g., Gen 6:17) and 
“misdeed” (e.g., Deut 32:5), though the word “pit” derives from a separate root (i.e., חוׁש  
š-w-ḥ). I thank one of the publisher’s anonymous reviewers for this observation. 
48. John H. Hospers, “Polysemy and Homophony,” ZAH 6 (1993): 114–23. 
49. See also Joshua Blau, On Polyphony in Biblical Hebrew, PIASH 6/2 (Jerusalem: Israel 
Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1982). 
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ּודְבִע ּוכְל הָּתַעְו  wǝ-ʿattāh lǝḵū ʿiḇḏū “now get to your work!” Umberto Cassuto ob-
served that the verb in this passage ּודְבִע  ʿiḇḏū can mean “work, labor” or “worship, 
serve.”50 In the former sense, the statement fits Pharaoh’s command that the task-
masters increase the workload of the Israelites. However, as “worship,” it prefigures 
Pharaoh’s release of the Israelites to worship Yahweh at Mount Sinai. 

 
2.5. GRAMMATICALITY 

 
An important point frequently unaddressed in publications on “wordplay” is that 
polysemy and paronomasia need not accord with our conception of what consti-
tutes “correct” grammar to be effective.51 Grammatically speaking, Shakespeare’s 
use of the word “grave” in Mercutio’s asseveration, “ask for me tomorrow, and 
you shall find me a grave man” can only mean “solemn.”52 However, its use as a 
synonym for “dead” is not lost on the audience who knows that Mercutio has just 
been stabbed. 

In Mesopotamian literature, one finds many examples of ungrammaticality 
in the service of polysemy and paronomasia. Stephen Lieberman points to Enuma 
Elish (7.95–96), in which one of Marduk’s fifty names is written as LU-
GAL.DUR.MAḪ, but interpreted as markas “center, bond,” a translation that 
reads his name as it if contains the cuneiform sign DÚR rather than DUR, even 
though that sign is not used.53 Eckart Frahm remarks that such examples 

 
demonstrate to what extent the Babylonian commentators’ idea of how etymol-
ogy was supposed to work differs from the more rigorous approach of the modern 
linguist. Mesopotamian scholars thought a fairly superficial similarity, which did 
not have to be based on universally applicable rules, was sufficient to link dif-
ferent words.… The reward for this apparent lack of rigor was that it opened up 
for the ancient scholars multiple avenues to achieve meaningful associations.54 

 
Egyptian texts too abound in nonnormative orthography, cryptographic 

practices, and ungrammatical usage. In his treatment of “wordplay” in the Mid-
dle Kingdom autobiographical eulogy of Intef-son-of-Min, Antonio Loprieno 
explains: 
 

 
50. Umberto Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book of Exodus, trans. Israel Abrahams 
(Skokie, IL: Varda, 1967), 71. 
51. See, e.g., Meir Malul, “A Possible Case of Janus Parallelism,” ASJ 17 (1995): 341–42; 
John F. Sawyer, “Root-Meanings in Hebrew,” JSS 12 (1967): 37–50. 
52. Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet, Act 3, Scene 1. 
53. Stephen J. Lieberman, “A Mesopotamian Background for the So-called Aggadic 
‘Measures’ of Biblical Hermeneutics?,” HUCA 58 (1987): 182. 
54. Frahm, Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries, 71. 
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The title “leader who opened the secret” is rendered here by means of a graphic 
pun in which the three words “leader,” “opener,” and “secret” are indicated by 
two juxtaposed human heads, the first crowed with bovine horns (the sign for the 
phonetic reading wp), the other with a fish (bz). Since both the sign <bovine 
horns> and the sign <fish> are placed on a sign <human head>, which is phonet-
ically tp, they also (crypto)graphically convey the value ḥrj-tp, lit. “Which is on 
the head,” whose primary meaning is “leader.” The entire group, therefore, is to 
be read ḥrj-tp wp bz “leader who opened the secret,” with a grapho-phonetic 
dialogue between <head>, <horns>, and <fish> on the one hand, ḥrj-tp, wp, and 
bz, on the other.55 

 
Genesis 2:23 informs us that the first man named the creature that Yahweh 

created from his rib an הָּׁשִא  ʾiššāh “woman,” because “she was taken from a man 
( ׁשיִא  ʾīš),” though the two terms are etymologically unrelated.56 Similarly, the 
name ַח ֹנ  nōaḥ “Noah” derives from a root that means “rest” (i.e., חונ  n-w-ḥ), yet 
the narrator tells us that his father named him saying ּונֵמֲחַנְי  yǝnaḥămēnū “he will 
comfort us” (Gen 5:29). Thus, his father “inaccurately” etymologizes his name by 
connecting it to the root םחנ  n-ḥ-m “comfort.” One more biblical example: Leah 
names her son ןֵבּואְר  rǝʾūḇēn “Reuben,” explaining that “surely Yahweh looked 
[ הָאָר  rāʾāh] at my affliction [ יִיְנָעְּב  be-ʿŏnyī],” though the word “affliction” can in 
no way explain or relate to the word ןֵב  bēn “son,” which is implicit in the birth, 
but never explicitly related to the name (Gen 29:32). Moreover, even if Leah had 
claimed that God had “seen” that she bore a “son,” it would not provide a true 
etymology for the name Reuben, which likely means “lion.”57 James Barr’s ob-
servation with regard to such “folk etymologies” is instructive. 
 

To us, indeed, it is clear that some of the etymologies do not fit.… But this is 
being too logical; the etymologies did not depend on having the same ‘root’, as 
we should call it. The phenomenon of popular etymology cannot be strictly sep-
arated from a whole series of other stylistic devices, such as assonance or 
paronomasia.58 

 
55. Loprieno, “Puns and Word Play in Ancient Egyptian,” 5. 
56. In fact, the words ׁשיִא  ʾīš “man” (PS ʾyš), הָּׁשִא  ʾiššāh “woman” (PS ʾṯy), םיִׁשָנֲא  ʾănāšīm 
“men” (sing. form ׁשֹונֶא  ʾɛnōš, PS ʾnš), and םיִׁשָנ  nāšīm “women” (PS nšy) are all 
etymologically unrelated; the four comprising a heteroclitic paradigm. 
57. See BDB, s.v. “ ןֵבּואְר ”; HALOT, s.v. “ ןֵבּואְר .” 
58. James Barr, Comparative Philology and the Text of the Old Testament (Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 1987), 47–48. The terms folk etymology and popular etymology remain in 
circulation, though I find them problematic. See, e.g., John F. A. Sawyer, “The Place of Folk-
Linguistics in Biblical Interpretation,” in Proceedings of the Fifth World Congress of Jewish 
Studies, ed. Pinchas Peli (Jerusalem: World Union of Jewish Studies, 1969), 109–13; Leonid 
Kogan, “Popular Etymology in the Semitic Languages,” in Studia Semitica, ed. Leonid 
Kogan, OPOI 3 (Moscow: Russian State University for the Humanities, 2003), 120–40. 
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Choon Leong Seow has shown that the numerous cases of defective spelling 
in the pre-Masoretic text of Job permitted many more double readings than usu-
ally recognized:  

 
the conservative orthography proves in many instances to serve a poetic function. 
This orthography allows homographic wordplays in addition to the numerous 
homophonic ones that scholars have long noticed. Poetry in Job, it seems, is writ-
ten not only for the ear. It is written as well for the eye. It is “visual poetry.”59 

 
Naphtali Meshel similarly has drawn attention to some biblical proverbs that 

rely on ungrammaticality to give readers pause for contemplating multiple read-
ings.60 One of his examples is Prov 19:18: ֹותיִמֲה־לֶאְו הָוְקִּת  ׁשֵי־יִּכ  ָךְנִּב  רֵּסַי    

ָךֶׁשְפַנ אָּׂשִּת־לַא  yassēr binḵā kī yēš tiqwāh wǝ-ʾɛl hămīṯō ʾal tiśśāʾ nap̄šɛḵā. As the 
verse stands, one can interpret it in two different ways: (1) “chastise your son 
since there is (still) hope, but do not strive to kill him,” or (2) “do not seek to have 
your son killed, chastise him while there is (still) hope,” renderings supported by 
a parallel in the Proverbs of Ahiqar (C1 1:177).61 However, the pre-Masoretic text 
would have read ֹותיִמֲה  hămīṯō as ותימה , thus also permitting the vocalization 

ֹותָיְמֶה  hɛmyāṯō “his pleading/whining,” and the interpretation: “beat your son 
while there is (still) hope, and pay no heed to his whining.” Meshel thus concludes 
that Israelite poets often were “forced to resort to rare or awkward grammatical 
constructions in order to retain the desired duality.”62 

Such attestations—and the phenomenon is widespread in ancient Near Eastern 
texts—should caution us not to impose our contemporary sense of what constitutes 
“proper” orthography and grammar. Quite the contrary, as Niek Veldhuis keenly 
asserts: “Ungrammaticality, or deviant grammar, is often a mark in that it draws 
attention to something special, as readers of modern poetry well know.”63 

 
59. Seow, “Orthography, Textual Criticism, and the Poetry of Job,” 83–84. 
60. Naphtali Meshel, “Whose Job Is This? Dramatic Irony and Double Entendre in the 
Book of Job,” in Aesthetics, Ethics, Hermeneutics, ed. Leora Batnitzky and Ilana Pardes, 
(Berlin: de Gruyter, 2015), 51–52. Meshel refers to cases of “double-edged wording” as a 
subcategory of double entendres. I would classify them simply as cases of polysemy or 
amphiboly that have ironic or theological functions. In some cases, when touching on the-
ologically subversive themes, we also may consider them as double entendres, but not all 
serve in this way. 
61. The numbering system for the Proverbs of Ahiqar throughout is that of Bezalel Porten 
and Ada Yardeni, Textbook of Aramaic Documents from Ancient Egypt, vol. 3 (Jerusalem: 
Magnes, 1993). 
62. Meshel, “Whose Job Is This?,” 53. 
63. Niek C. Veldhuis, “The Fly, the Worm, and the Chain,” OLP 24 (1993): 46. I argue the 
same in Noegel, Janus Parallelism in the Book of Job, 146–47. See also Veldhuis’s article, 
“The Poetry of Magic,” in Abusch and van der Toorn, Mesopotamian Magic, 35–48. 
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3 
FUNCTION 

 
 
When one compares studies on “wordplay” in the Hebrew Bible with those that 
focus on Akkadian and Egyptian texts, one finds that the disciplines contextualize 
its function in very different ways. We have seen above that scholars of the He-
brew Bible tend to treat “wordplay” as having primarily literary or rhetorical 
functions.1 The situation is quite different in Assyriology and Egyptology, where 

 
1. Representative examples include E. W. Bullinger, Figures of Speech Used in the Bible 
(London: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1898; repr. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1968); 
E. A. Russell, Paronomasia and Kindred Phenomena in the New Testament (PhD diss., 
University of Chicago, 1920); A. First, “Duplication in Our Language” [Hebrew], Lesho-
nenu 16 (1948–1949): 196–208; Asher Weiser, “Letter Reversal as an Expression of 
Reversal of Meaning in the Bible” [Hebrew], in The Study of the Bible in Memory of Tzvi 
Karl, ed. A. Weiser and B. Z. Lourie (Jerusalem: Qiryat Sefer, 1960), 226–63; D. Leibel, 
“Variant Readings” [Hebrew], BM 8 (1964): 187–97; D. F. Payne, “Old Testament Exege-
sis and the Problem of Ambiguity,” ASTI 5 (1967): 48–68; D. Lys, “Notes sur le Cantique,” 
in Congress Volume: Rome, 1968, ed. J. A. Emerton et al., VTS 17 (Leiden: Brill, 1969), 
170–78; William L. Holladay, “Form and Word-Play in David’s Lament over Saul and 
Jonathan,” VT 20 (1970): 153–89; L. Peeters, “Pour une interprétation du jeu de mots,” 
Semitics 2 (1971–1972): 127–42; William L. Holladay, “The Covenant with the Patriarchs 
Overturned,” JBL 91 (1972): 305–20; Yosef Roth, “The Intentional Double-Meaning Talk 
in Biblical Prose” [Hebrew], Tarbiz 41 (1972): 245–54; Stanley Gevirtz, “Of Patriarchs 
and Puns: Joseph at the Fountain, Jacob at the Ford,” HUCA 46 (1975): 33–54; W. Her-
zberg, Polysemy in the Hebrew Bible (PhD diss., New York University, 1979); J. Levenson, 
“The Paronomasia of Solomon’s Seventh Petition,” HAR 6 (1982): 135–38; Stanislav 
Segert, “Paronomasia in the Samson Narrative in Judges XIII–XVI,” VT 34 (1984): 454–
61; S. Shaviv, “nabi and nagid in 1 Samuel ix 1–x 16,” VT 34 (1984): 108–19; Raphael 
Sappan, “Literal Meaning and Metaphorical Meaning by Way of Ambiguity in Biblical 
Poetry” [Hebrew], BM 30 (1985): 406–12; Gary A. Rendsburg, “The Mocking of Baal in 
1 Kings 18:27,” CBQ 50 (1988): 414–17; Richard S. Hess, “Achan and Achor: Names and 
Wordplay in Joshua 7,” HAR 14 (1989): 89–98; David F. Pennant, The Significance of Root 
Play, Leading Words and Thematic Links in the Book of Judges (PhD diss., Council for 
National Academic Awards, 1989); Robert P. Gordon, “Word-Play and Verse-Order in 1 
Samuel XXIV-5–8,” VT 40 (1990): 139–44; Thomas P. McCreesh, Biblical Sound and 
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Sense: Poetic Sound Patterns in Proverbs 10–29, JSOTSup 128 (Sheffield: Sheffield Ac-
ademic, 1991); Al Wolters, “Untying the King’s Knots: Physiology and Wordplay in 
Daniel 5,” JBL 110 (1991): 117–22; C. G. den Hertog, “Ein Wortspiel in der Jericho-
Erzählung (Jos. 6)?,” ZAW 104 (1992): 99–100; Patrick N. Hunt, “Subtle Paronomasia in 
the Canticum Canticorum: Hidden Treasures of the Superlative Poet,” in Goldene Apfel in 
silbernen Schalen: Collected Communications to the XIIIth Congress of the International 
Organization for the Study of the Old Testament, Leuven 1989, ed. Klaus-Dietrich Schunck 
and Matthias Augustin (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1992), 147–54; Benjamin Qedar-
Kopfstein, “Paronomasia in Biblical Hebrew—Logical and Psychological Aspects” [He-
brew], in Moshe Goshen-Gottstein—in Memoriam, vol. 3 of Studies in Bible and Exegesis, 
ed. Moshe Bar-Asher et al. (Ramat Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 1993), 383–400; A. 
Hurvitz, “Toward a Precise Definition of the Term ʾAmon in the Book of Proverbs 8:30” 
[Hebrew], in The Bible in the Light of Its Interpreters: Sarah Kamin Memorial Volume, ed. 
Sara Japhet (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1994), 647–50; Gary A. Rendsburg, “Talpiyyôt 
(Song 4:4),” JNSL 20 (1994): 13–19; Amiqam Gai, “‘You Are a Garden Locked Up, My 
Sister, My Bride; You Are a Spring Enclosed, a Sealed Fountain’” [Hebrew], BM 42 
(1996): 50–51; N. Lunn, “Paronomastic Constructions in Biblical Hebrew,” Notes on 
Translation 10 (1996): 31–52; Shalom M. Paul, “Polysemous Pivotal Punctuation: More 
Janus Double Entendres,” in Texts, Temples, and Traditions: A Tribute to Menehem Haran, 
ed. Michael V. Fox et al. (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1996), 369–74; N. Waldman, 
“Some Aspects of Biblical Punning,” Shofar 14 (1996): 38–52; Shalom M. Paul, “A 
Lover’s Garden of Verse: Literal and Metaphoric Imagery in Ancient Near Eastern Love 
Poetry,” in Tehillah le-Moshe: Biblical and Judaic Studies in Honor of Moshe Greenberg 
(Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1997), 99–110; Edward L. Greenstein, “Jethro’s Wit: An In-
terpretation of Wordplay in Exodus 18,” in On the Way to Nineveh: Studies in Honor of 
George M. Landes, ed. S. L. Cook and S. C. Winter (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1999), 
155–71; Victor A. Hurowitz, “Nursling, Advisor, Architect? ןומא  and the Role of Wisdom 
in Proverbs 8,22–31,” Bib 80 (1999): 391–400; Mazal Dori, “The Ambiguity of Double 
Meaning” [Hebrew], Hagige Giva 7 (1999): 11–23; Nachman Levine, “Twice as Much as 
Your Spirit: Pattern, Parallel, and Paronomasia in the Miracles of Elijah and Elisha,” JSOT 
85 (1999): 25–46; Bill T. Arnold, “Word Play and Characterization in Daniel 1,” in Noegel, 
Puns and Pundits, 231–48; Nachman Levine, “The Tower of Babel Deconstructed: Lin-
guistic Structure, Social Structure, and Structural Structure,” Nachalah: The Yeshiva 
University Journal for the Study of Bible 2 (2001): 131–45; Gary A. Rendsburg, “Hebrew 
Philological Notes (II),” HS 42 (2001): 187–95; John S. Kselman, “Ambiguity and Word-
play in Proverbs XI,” VT 52 (2002): 545–47; Nachman Levine, “Suffering and Thought in 
Lamentations 3: Form and Content” [Hebrew], Megadim 35 (2002): 93–99; D. Dan, “Re-
flected Meaning, Sound Meaning and Sound in Song of Songs” [Hebrew], BM 48 (2003): 
207–14; Amos Frisch, “Three Syntactical Discontinuities in I Regum 9–11,” ZAW 115 
(2003): 88–93; Nili Shupak, “A Fresh Look at the Dreams of the Officials and of Pharaoh 
in the Story of Joseph (Genesis 40–41) in the Light of Egyptian Dreams” [Hebrew], JANES 
30 (2003): 103–38; Lawrence Zalcman, “Prov 5, 19c: ןיבי ימ תואיגש ,” ZAW 115 (2003): 
433–34; David Henshke, “‘When One Sets Out on a Journey’: On Double Meanings and 
Their Consequences” [Hebrew], Leshonenu 67 (2004): 87–102; Nachman Levine, 
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scholars generally ascribe to it magical, theological, or mantic hermeneutical 
functions.2 Sheldon Greaves’s comment is representative: 

 
“Semantic-Sonant Chiasmus in the Torah: Reversed Sound and Reversed Sense” [He-
brew], BM 183 (2005): 313–28; Levine, “Sarah/Sodom: Birth, Destruction, and Synchronic 
Transaction in Gen. 18–19,” JSOT 31 (2006): 131–46; Patrick N. Hunt, Poetry in the Song 
of Songs: A Literary Analysis, SBL 96 (Bern: Peter Lang, 2008); Edward L. Greenstein, 
“Reanalysis in Biblical and Babylonian Poetry,” in Birkat Shalom: Studies in the Bible, 
Ancient Near Eastern Literature, and Postbiblical Judaism Presented to Shalom M. Paul 
on the Occasion of His Seventieth Birthday, ed. Chaim Cohen et al. (Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 2008), 499–510; Lénart J. de Regt, “Wordplay in the OT,” NIDB 5:898–900; 
Aaron D. Rubin, “Gen. 49:4 in Light of Arabic and Modern South Arabian,” VT 59 (2009): 
499–502; Charles Halton, “Samson’s Last Laugh: Ś/ŠḤQ Pun in Judges 16:25–27,” JBL 
128 (2009): 61–64; Karolien Vermeulen, “Eeny Meeny Miny Moe: Who Is The Craftiest 
To Go?,” JHS 10 (2010): 1–13; Francis Landy, Paradoxes of Paradise: Identity and Dif-
ference in the Song of Songs, 2nd ed. (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2011); Karolien 
Vermeulen, “The ‘Song’ of the Servant—Gen 24:23,” VT 61 (2011): 499–504; Vermeulen, 
To Play or Not to Play: The Role and Function of Wordplay in Genesis 1–11 (PhD diss., 
University of Antwerp/Ghent University, 2013); Moshe Garsiel, From Earth to Heaven: A 
Literary Study of the Elijah Stories in the Book of Kings (Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 2014); 
David B. Schreiner, “Why רינ  in Kings,” JSOT 39 (2014): 15–30; Valérie Kabergs, “Lovely 
Wordplay in Canticles 8,6a,” ZAW 126 (2014): 261–64; Zvi Ron, “Wordplay in Genesis 
2:25–3:1,” JBQ 42 (2014): 3–7; Karolien Vermeulen, “The Intentional Use of Polysemy: 
A Case Study of רתס רבד  (Judg 3:19),” in Approaches to Literary Readings of Ancient 
Jewish Texts, ed. Karolien Vermuelen (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 115–36; Vermeulen, “Mind 
the Gap: Ambiguity in the Story of Cain and Abel,” JBL 133 (2014): 29–42; Roland Mey-
net, Les huit psaumes acrostiches alphabétiques (Rome: Gregorian & Biblical Press, 
2015); Robin Baker, Hollow Men, Strange Women: Riddles, Codes, and Otherness in the 
Book of Judges (Leiden: Brill, 2016); Jeff Hayes, “Intentional Ambiguity in Ruth 4:5: Im-
plications for Interpretation of Ruth,” JSOT 41 (2016): 159–82; Karalina Matskevich, 
“Double-Plotting in the Garden: Stylistics of Ambiguity in Genesis 2–3,” in Doubling and 
Duplicating in the Book of Genesis: Literary and Stylistic Approaches to the Text, ed. Eliz-
abeth R. Hayes and Karolien Vermeulen (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2016), 167–82; 
Jonathan Grossman, “The Ambiguity of ‘ םחר ’ in Deuteronomy, Second Isaiah, and Enûma 
Eliš,” in Ben Porat Yosef: Studies in the Bible and Its World: Essays in Honor of Joseph 
Fleishman, ed. Michael Avioz, Omer Minka, and Yael Shemesh, AOAT 458 (Münster: 
Ugarit Verlag, 2019), 253–69. 
2. Representative in Egyptology are Kurt Sethe, “m-hnw ‘Im Innen’: Eine Rebusspielerei,” 
ZÄS 59 (1924): 61–63; Siegfried Schott, Mythe und Mythenbildung im alten Ägypten (Leip-
zig: Hinrichs, 1945); Constantin Emil Sander-Hansen, “Die phonetischen Wortspiele des 
ältesten Ägyptischen,” AO 20 (1946–1947): 1–22; Fritz Hintze, Untersuchungen zu Stil 
und Sprache neu-ägyptischer Erzählungen, DAWB 6 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1952); 
O. Firchow, Grundzüge der Stilistik in den Altägyptischen Pyramidentexten, UÄS 2 (Ber-
lin: Akademie-Verlag, 1953); Siegfried Morenz, “Wortspiele in Ägypten,” in Festschrift 
Johannes Jahn zum XXII. November MCMLVII (Leipzig: Seemann, 1957), 23–32; Jan 
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Zandee, “Das Schöpferwort im alten Ägypten,” in Verbum: Essays on Some Aspects of the 
Religious Function of Words, Dedicated to Dr. H. W. Obbink, ed. T. P. van Baaren et al., 
STRT 6 (Utrecht, Holland: Drukkerij en Uitgeverij, 1964); 33–66; Gerhard Fecht, Lit-
erarische Zeugnisse zur ‘persönlichen Frömmigkeit’ in Ägypten: Analyse der Beispiele aus 
den ramessidischen Schulpapyri (Heidelberg: C. Winter, 1965); Gerhard Fecht, Stilistiche 
Kunst, HdO 1/2 (Leiden: Brill, 1970), 19–51; Helmut Satzinger, “A Pun in the Lansing 
Papyrus,” JEA 59 (1973): 227–28; E. S. Meltzer, “A Possible Word-Play in Khamuas I?,” 
ZÄS 102 (1975): 78; Ariel Shisha-Halevy, “A Shenoutean Pun and the Preservation of a 
Precoptic Lexemic Distinction,” JEA 64 (1978): 141; Joris F. Bourghouts, “Magie,” LÄ 2 
(1980): cols. 1137–1151; Waltrund Guglielmi, “Eine ‘Lehre’ für einen reiselustigen Sohn,” 
WdO 14 (1983): 147–66; Pascal Vernus, “Écriture du rêve et écriture hiéroglyphique,” Lit-
toral 7–8 (1983): 27–32; Jan Assmann, Ägypten: Theologie und Frömmigkeit einer frühen 
Hochkultur (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer Taschenbücher, 1984); Herman te Velde, “Egyptian 
Hieroglyphs as Signs, Symbols, and Gods,” VR 4–5 (1985–1986): 63–72; Waltraud 
Guglielmi, “Zu einigen literarischen Funktionen des Wortspiels,” in Junge, Studien zu 
Sprache und Religion, 491–506; Guglielmi, “Wortspiel,” LÄ 6 (1986): cols. 1287–1291; 
John L. Foster, “Wordplay in The Eloquent Peasant: The Eighth Complaint,” BES 10 
(1989–1990): 61–76; O. Goldwasser, “The Allure of the Holy Glyphs: A Psycholinguistic 
Perspective on the Egyptian Script,” GM 123 (1991): 37–50; Joachim Friedrich Quack, 
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Word play was thought to play an active role in magic by taking advantage of 
the linkage that was thought to exist between the word for an object and the ob-
ject itself. In practical terms this means that if the magician can use a verb or an 
object in the incantation that puns with the object or condition he or she is trying 
to alter, the association creates a link to that object that will achieve the desired 
result.3 

 
The difference in contextualization is due in part to the different textual cor-

pora that have comprised the focus of “wordplay” research, but also to the fields 
of literary and rhetorical criticism, which have had more sustained forays into 
biblical studies than Assyriology and Egyptology.4 Moreover, even when consid-
ered literary or rhetorical in aim, there still remains a great deal of variety within 
biblical studies with regard to the specific functions that “wordplay” can possess 
and the terminology used to describe them. Given this complex state of affairs, I 
herewith provide a list and description of previously proposed functions. I have 
adopted most of the terminology from other scholars, though in some cases, I offer 

 
“‘Shutting Up’ the Enemy–Literary Gleanings from Sargon’s Eighth Campaign,” in Treas-
ures on Camels’ Humps: Historical and Literary Studies from the Ancient Near East 
Presented to Israel Ephʿal, ed. Mordechai Cogan and Dan’el Kahn (Jerusalem: The He-
brew University Magnes Press, 2008), 104–20; J. Bilbija, “Interpreting the Interpretation: 
Protasis-Apodosis-Strings in the Physiognomic Omen Series Šumma Alamdimmû 3.76–
132,” in Studies in Ancient Near Eastern World View and Society Presented to Marten Stol 
on the Occasion of His Sixty-Fifth Birthday, 10 November 2005, and His Retirement from 
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, ed. R. J. van der Spek (Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 2008), 
19–27; Illya Vorontsov, “Bemerkungen zu einigen in der Komposition an.gim.dím.ma zu 
findenden Korrespondenzen zwischen einzelnen Trophäen von Ninurta und deren Veror-
tung,” NABU (2008): 31–33; Vorontsov, “Adapas Licht,” in Organization, Representation, 
and Symbols of Power in the Ancient Near East: Proceedings of the 54th Rencontre Assyr-
iologique Internationale at Würzburg 20–25 July 2008, ed. Gernot Wilhelm (Winona Lake, 
IN: Eisenbrauns 2012), 795–804; David Danzig, Name Word Play and Marduk’s Fifty 
Names in Enūma Eliš (Master’s Thesis, Yale University, 2013); Enrique Jiménez, “‘As 
Your Name Indicates’: Philological Arguments in Akkadian Disputations,” JANEH 5 
(2018): 87–105. On the disciplinary disconnect between Egyptology, biblical studies, and 
Assyriology, see Antonio Loprieno, “Defining Egyptian Literature: Ancient Texts and 
Modern Theories,” in Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 39–58. 
3. Sheldon W. Greaves, “Ominous Homophony and Portentous Puns in Akkadian Omens,” 
in Noegel, Puns and Pundits, 113. 
4. Michael V. Fox, “Ancient Egyptian Rhetoric,” Rhetorica 1 (1983): 9–22, includes 
wordplay in his discussion of Egyptian rhetorical features. See similarly L. Coulon, “La 
rhétorique et ses fictions: Pouvoirs et duplicité du discours à travers la littérature égyp-
tienne du Moyen et du Nouvel Empire,” BIFAO 99 (1999): 103–32; Nadine Dokoui-
Cabrera, “La rhétorique dans le conte du Paysan Eloquent ou le Maître de Parole,” CCdE 
9 (2006): 143–53. 
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different labels in order to obtain greater specification or to organize the functions 
more efficiently. In this chapter, I resist classifying the types of “wordplay” that 
appear in the proof texts in order to focus on the topic of function. Thus, as in 
chapter 2, I simply refer to the device used with the terms paronomasia or poly-
semy, as I already have defined them. In general, I demonstrate each of the 
functions that scholars have proposed for multiple Near Eastern languages, though 
I have made no attempt to illustrate each function with all of the languages in 
consideration. Instead, I intend the list to be representative and to prepare the 
reader for the next chapter, in which I detail the many different polysemous and 
paronomastic devices. I have organized the entries to proceed from the aesthetic 
to the rhetorical to the performative, though throughout I draw attention to the 
nebulous nature of these distinctions. The seventeen functions, which I label 
wherever possible in adjectival form, include: aesthetic, onomatopoeic, emphatic, 
rhetorical, humorous, ironic, deceptive, referential, allusive, appellative, struc-
tural, mnemonic, hermeneutic, concealing, theological/didactic, displaying 
erudition, and performative. All of the previously proposed functions for various 
types of polysemy and paronomasia fit neatly into one (or more) of these broad 
headings. 

 
3.1. AESTHETIC 

 
Some scholars have understood certain forms of “wordplay” as purely aesthetic 
in purpose, sometimes referring to it as euphonous. The remark of the biblicist 
Pietru Saydon is illustrative. He viewed paronomasia as “an endeavor to repro-
duce by means of the close connexion or juxtaposition of like-sounding words 
that internal sensation of the Beautiful which is intended to affect the ear.”5 My 
choice of the term aesthetic over euphonous for this function recognizes that the 
ancients appreciated texts on a visual level as well. This is most certainly the case 
with monumental inscriptions, but also with texts on scrolls and tablets. 

In Akkadian, scribes sometimes show a fondness for the visual effect of a 
text. Thus, an Akkadian hymn to Nergal spells certain keywords first logograph-
ically and then syllabically.6 Akkadian acrostics, discussed in the next chapter 
(4.1.12), also furnish a visibly structural aesthetic. The cuneiform signs them-
selves also had their own aesthetic—what Herman Vanstiphout has called 
“orthocalligraphy”—and writing them properly was held in high esteem.7 More-
over, the tablets on which the scribes wrote their texts also possess their own 
aesthetic. One also finds cuneiform texts written directly over artistic reliefs in 

 
5. P. P. Saydon, “Assonance in Hebrew as a Means of Expressing Emphasis,” Bib 36 
(1955): 37. 
6. Noted by Foster, Before the Muses, 624. 
7. See Vanstiphout, “Miḫiltum, or the Image of Cuneiform Writing,” 152–70. 
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palaces and on statues in a way that permits a blending of textual and artistic aes-
thetics. As the reliefs and Akkadian texts were painted, the visual effect must have 
been stunning. Moreover, the placement of texts at eye level, which only a minor-
ity could have read, only reified the gap between those privy to divine secrets and 
those outside the inner circle. 

An excellent demonstration of the Akkadian aesthetic occurs on Sennach-
erib’s so-called King’s Prism, in which the signs KUR.U2 in one line (col. 1, l. 
10) appear directly over U2.KUR in the next (l. 11).8 In the first line, KUR.U2 is 
read šadû “mountain,” whereas in the second, U2.KUR is read syllabically (i.e., 
ú-šat) as part of the verb ú-šat-(li-ma-an-ni-ma) “granted me.” The juxtaposition 
of one over the other is visually striking. 

Egyptian inscriptions too exhibit a highly developed sense of aesthetics, often 
displaying significant interconnections between images and texts.9 Arlette Da-
vid’s characterization is particularly insightful. 

 
Wordplays (puns, rebuses) and sound-plays based on alliteration and paronoma-
sia are well known in ancient Egyptian literature, and this somewhat legitimizes 
the idea that the same devices hide in representational contexts when the name 
of a depicted object is associated by paronomasia with another meaningful con-
cept in the given environment. Such visual/scriptural plays and associations 
would have been recognized by a member of the Egyptian elite, familiar with a 
language and an iconography whose transparency is lost to us.10 

 
New Kingdom royal stelae (e.g., those of Ramesses II, Merneptah, and Ramesses 
IV) sometimes distribute their cartouches in well-organized zigzag patterns.11 
Other inscriptions are even more elaborate. Such is the case with the Shabaka 
Stone (BM no. 498), which contains the well-known Memphite Theology. The 
stela’s top horizontal register simultaneously provides the titulary from the middle 
outwards in both directions. The one running right to left reads: ʿnḫ sb[]q t.wj 

 
8. Observed by Vanstiphout, “Miḫiltum, or the Image of Cuneiform Writing,” 158. For the 
inscription, see A. Kirk Grayson and Jamie Novotny, The Royal Inscriptions of 
Sennacherib, King of Assyria (704–681 BC), part 1, RINP 3 (Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 2012), 128. 
9. See Herman te Velde, “Egyptian Hieroglyphs as Linguistic Signs and Metalinguistic 
Informants,” in Kippenberg et al., The Image in Writing, 169–79; John Baines, Visual and 
Written Culture in Ancient Egypt (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007). 
10. Arlette David, “Hoopoes and Acacias: Decoding an Ancient Egyptian Funerary Scene,” 
JNES 73 (2014): 236. 
11. See the excellent discussion in Kenneth A. Kitchen, Poetry of Ancient Egypt, DMA 1 
(Jonsered: Paul Åströms Förlag, 1999), 476–77. 
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nb.t sb[]q t.wj ḥr.w-nb.w sb[]q t.wj nsw.t-bt nfr-k -rʿ s rʿ [š-b-k] mr.j ptḥ 
rs nb.w=f mrr ʿnḫ.(w) m rʿ ḏ.t (l. 1a).12 

 
The living Horus, who illuminates the Two Lands, who belongs to the Two La-
dies, who illuminates the Two Lands, the Golden Horus, who illuminates the 
Two Lands, King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Neferkare, the son of Re, [Sha-
baka], beloved of Ptah-South-of-his-Wall, who lives like Re forever. 
 
Note here the three-fold use of sb[]q “splendid,” which paronomastically an-

ticipates the name šbk “Shabaka” and recalls his Horus and Nebty name: sb[]q-
t.wj “Illuminator of the Two Lands.” Enhancing the symmetrical composition, 
common in Egyptian inscriptions, is the rest of the text, which contains a number 
of less common features, such as a reversal of the normal order of reading. One 
reads the majority of the inscription left to right in vertical columns, even though 
the individual signs face to the right. The elaborate visual register permits a six-
fold representation of Horus to appear side by side in different lines on the left 
side of the stone. A similar composition appears near the center of the stela. Else-
where horizontal registers cut into the vertical readings. So, for example, one 
reads nṯr.w ḫpr.w m ptḥ “the gods who came into being in Ptah” (l. 48), horizon-
tally above four different vertically-oriented columns, each of which begins with 
the name Ptah and contains an image of him. These lines visually underscore the 
central message of the inscription—that Ptah is the creator of all other gods. 

Concerns with sonic aesthetics appear to govern the creation of a Ramesside 
period love poem, whose opening line classifies the work as: ḥ.t-ʿ m r.w n.w t 
sḫmḫ.t-b ʿ.t “the beginning of the words of the great entertainer (lit ‘heart 
pleaser’),” perhaps a songstress for the goddess Hathor (P.Chester Beatty I 1.1).13 
Such texts were performed on special occasions like a hrw nfr “party” (lit. “good 
day”). Since the love poem is filled with polysemy and paronomasia, it is likely 
that it was meant to be appreciated for its sonic aesthetics. Indeed, as Christopher 
Eyre reminds us: 

 
The oft repeated modern myth that “the Egyptians” never created art for art’s 
sake derives from inappropriate cultural assumptions, and essentially trivial com-
parisons. It is not based on any coherent argument from data, and should be 
dismissed, to be replaced by a proper analysis of the integration of aesthetic 

 
12. The right side has skr “Sokar” instead of “Ptah.” On the text, see A. El Hawary, 
Wortschöpfung: Die Memphitische Theologie und die Siegesstele des Pije—Zwei Zeugen 
kultureller Repräsentation in der 25. Dynastie, OBO 243 (Fribourg: Academic Press; 
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2010), 115. 
13. See Michael V. Fox, The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs (Madi-
son: University of Wisconsin Press, 1985), 51–77, 393–99. 
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motivation and reception with the context of patronage in which individual works 
were produced.14 

 
We also should recall that the poem was sung and accompanied by instru-

ments, so some of the sonic pleasure might have derived from its musical 
performance or the interaction of words and music. Eyre’s comment with regard 
to the use of paronomasia in the Eloquent Peasant is ad rem. 

 
The art lies in a technique that bears some comparison to a variation on a musical 
theme—a theme of sounds—but little to that of a development of a philosophical 
or narrative thesis. The limited number of sounds is central to the sophistication 
of the thematic performance.15 

 
At the same time, we do well to recognize that a dichotomy between “enter-

tainment texts” and “cultural texts” (e.g., rituals and myths), categories coined by 
Assmann,16 may be more apparent than real. In particular, Eyre and Richard Par-
kinson have drawn attention to the problematic nature of the dichotomy, the 
former calling for “a more inclusive definition of literature, where liturgy and rit-
ual overlap in performance categories with more autonomous literary genres.”17 
Therefore, while we still can distinguish between “performed texts” and “per-
formative texts” (see 3.17), the same types of devices can operate in both for 
aesthetic and nonaesthetic purposes. 

Northwest Semitic inscriptions also exhibit a strong visual aesthetic. For ex-
ample, some Ugaritic texts employ anaphora, the repetition of words at the start 
of successive lines, in a way that forms an extended vertical pattern of cuneiform 
that is as evident visually as it is aurally.18 In many ways, such arrangements an-
ticipate the later Masoretic stichometry of Biblical Hebrew texts.19 Sometimes 
texts are arranged in order to exploit polysemy and paronomasia, as in the Ugaritic 
Tale of Kirtu (CAT 1.16.vi.22–23), in which the verb yṯb “he returns” (from the 

 
14. Christopher J. Eyre, “The Performance of the Peasant,” LingAeg 8 (2000): 11. 
15. Eyre, “Performance of the Peasant,” 23. 
16. Jan Assmann, “Kulturelle und Literarische Texte,” in Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian 
Literature, 59–82. 
17. Eyre, “Performance of the Peasant,” 12; Richard B. Parkinson, “Imposing Words: The 
Entrapment of Language in The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant,” LingAeg 8 (2000): 27–51. 
18. Jonathan Yogev and Shamir Yona, “Visual Poetry in the Ugaritic Tablet KTU 1.4,” 
JANES 33 (2018): 203–10. I thank the authors for sharing their work with me. 
19. On this, see Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible, 2nd ed. (Assen: 
Royal Van Gorcum; Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 2001), 212–13, pls. 10–12. 
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root ṯ-w-b) appears just over yṯb “he sits” (from y-ṯ-b). Though the former is not 
precisely atop the latter, the proximity brings the two into contrast.20 

An even more obvious example was engraved into the famous Mesha stela 
(KAI 181.12–13), where the verb בשאו  w-ʾšb (l. 12) appears directly above the 
verb בשאו  w-ʾšb (l. 13) in the very center of the stela. Their visual juxtaposition 
draws attention to the fact that the two visually identical forms are unrelated. The 
first means “and I captured,” whereas the second is read “and I caused to settle.”21 
In addition, two uses of ךנא  ʾnk “I” are similarly juxtaposed in lines 28–29.22 The 
combined visual imprint of the inscription reinforces the king’s actions: “I cap-
tured and I settled.” 

Even aside from the physical arrangement of a particular text, some cases of 
polysemy and paronomasia appear to have little function other than enhancing the 
aesthetic of the text. For instance, the Egyptian Harper Song on the north wall of 
the passage in the tomb of Neferhotep (TT 50) describes the arrival of funeral 
processions to tombs by noting: sʿḥʿ.t sʿḥ.w=sn “their mummies are erected” (l. 
15). Here the scribe has employed the causative conjugation of the verb ʿḥʿ 
“stand” in order to anticipate the same consonants found in sʿḥ.w “mummies.”23 
Though used to describe a funerary ritual, the paronomasia occurs in the literary 
context of a song, and thus, it likely enhanced the music that accompanied it. 

Similarly, in the poetic narrative of the Tale of the Shipwrecked Sailor, the 
sailor recounts his sea voyage in perfect paronomastic parallelism: pḥ.n=n pḥ.wj 
ww.t sn.n=n snmw.t “we ended at the end of Wawat, we sailed alongside 
Senmut” (ll. 9–10).24 Here the pḥ.wj “end” of Wawat, echoes the verb pḥ “reach 
an end” in the first stich, and the name snmw.t “Senmut” resounds the verb sn 
“pass” in the second. Note also that the verb pḥ “reach an end” occurs at the start 
of the line, which adds an aesthetic dimension to the stich.25 Even if we assume 
the sailor is trying to impress his superior with his linguistic skills, the devices 
appear to be primarily aesthetic in function. 

 
20. Frank H. Polak, “The Discourse Structure of the Mesha Inscription: ‘I-Style,’ 
Intonation Units, and Oral Performance,” in Marbeh Ḥokmah: Studies in the Bible and the 
Ancient Near East in Loving Memory of Victor Avigdor Hurowitz, ed. Shamir Yona et al. 
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2015), 422, observes the “wordplay” here but not the 
placement of the verbs in the inscription. 
21. On the rendering of the first verb, see Gary A. Rendsburg, “ בשאו  in Mesha Stela, Line 
12,” Maarav 14 (2007): 9–25. Paronomasia between the two Semitic roots also obtains in 
the biblical book of Ruth. See Jonathan Grossman, Ruth: Bridges and Boundaries, ATD 9 
(Bern: Lang, 2015), 186–89. 
22. I thank my former student Clinton Moyer for the latter observation. 
23. See Miriam Lichtheim, “The Songs of the Harpers,” JNES 4 (1945): pl. VI. 
24. G. A. Rendsburg, “Literary Devices in the Story of the Shipwrecked Sailor,” JAOS 120 
(2000): 20. 
25. I thank one of the publisher’s anonymous reviewers for this catch. 
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In the Egyptian Admonitions of Ipuwer (P.Leiden 1.344.r), some of the elo-
quent remarks of the prophet also look to be aesthetic in purpose. One such 
statement occurs when the prophet describes the future by predicting: wnm=tw m 
smw sʿm=tw m mw “one eats plant-fodder and one swallows water” (6.1). The 
repetition of the sounds /m/ and /w/, as well as the two-fold use of /s/, lend the 
line an impressive, yet softened, sing-song effect. 

Greenstein categorizes the function of some biblical Hebrew “rhyming word-
plays” as having a euphonic function.26 Among the expressions he cites are the 
description of the Israelite tabernacle as having םיִּדַבְל םיִּתָבְל  lǝ-ḇāttīm lǝ-ḇaddīm 
“holders for the poles” (Exod 25:27) and the mention of ויָׁשָרְק־תֶאְו ויָסָרְק־תֶא  ʾɛt 
qǝrāsāw wǝ-ʾɛṯ qǝrāšāw “its hooks and its frames” (Exod 35:11). Indeed, it is 
difficult to ascribe to such cases a nonaesthetic purpose. However, we also must 
remember that it is difficult to know what sounds pleased or displeased, and so 
assessing a passage’s euphony or cacophony/dissonance remains a value judg-
ment. As for the kinds of device that the two examples represent, see hendiadic 
paronomasia (4.2.10). 

 
3.2. ONOMATOPOEIC 

 
When paronomasia invokes the sound of something to which a text refers, it con-
stitutes onomatopoeia.27 A fine Akkadian example noted by Watson occurs in the 
Song of Erra, in which the line šikar našpi duššupi “sweet light ale” evokes the 
foaminess and drinking of beer (1.58).28 Andrew George has observed that one 
hears the sounds of kisses when the officers bid Gilgamesh and Enkidu farewell 
to the Cedar Forest in the Epic of Gilgamesh: šakkanakkūššu unaššaqū šēpīšu “the 
officers were kissing his feet” (3.211).29 Onomatopoeia occurs elsewhere in the 
epic, when Ishtar proposes marriage to Gilgamesh, who resists her advances by 
listing the fates of her former lovers. His reference to Dumuzi is of special rele-
vance: 

 
26. Greenstein, “Wordplay, Hebrew,” 970. 
27. See Leo I. Weinstock, Onomatopoeia and Related Phenomena in Biblical Hebrew: A 
Survey of Certain Correlations between Sound and Meaning in the Lexical and 
Phonological Levels of a Semitic Language (PhD diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1979); 
Weinstock, “Sound and Meaning in Biblical Hebrew,” JSS 28 (1983): 49–62; Anne-
Caroline Rendu Loisel, Les Chants du monde: Le paysage sonore de l’ancienne 
Mésopotamie (Toulouse: Presses universitaires du Midi, 2016), 68–74. 
28. Noted by Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 235. On other devices in this text, see 
Scott B. Noegel, “‘Word Play’ in the Song of Erra,” in Heimpel and Frantz-Szabó, Strings 
and Threads, 162–93. 
29. Noted as alliteration by Andrew R. George, The Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic, vols. 1–
2 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003), 817. 
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46. a-na dDUMU-zi ḫa-mi-ri ṣu-uḫ-re-ti-ki 
 To Dumuzi, the husband of your youth, 
47. šat-ta a-na šat-ti bi-tak-ka-a tal-ti-meš-šú 
 to him you have allotted perpetual weeping, year on year. 
48. al-la-lá bit-ru-ma ta-ra-me-ma 
 You loved the speckled allallû-bird, 
49. tam-ḫa-ṣi-šu-ma kap-pa-šu tal-te-eb-ri 
 You struck him and broke his wing, 
50. iz-za-az ina qí-šá-tim i-šas-si kap-pi 
 (Now) he stands in the woods crying “my wing”! 
 (SB 6.46–50) 
 
Here the bird’s cry kappī “my wing” is onomatopoeic.30 Moreover, informing 

Gilgamesh’s remark is a lexical tradition that first equates the Akkadian allallu-
bird with the Sumerian bird known as SIPAD.TURmušen, that is, “little shepherd-
bird,” hence its connection to the shepherd Dumuzi.31 In addition, as George in-
forms us, another lexical tradition reveals that the allallu is a homonym of allallu 
“warrior.”32 In fact, we learned this a bit earlier in the epic when Gilgamesh asked 
Ishtar: 

 
42. a-a-ú ḫa-me-ra-ki i-b[u]r ana da-ris 
 “What bridegroom of yours endured forever?” 
43. a-a-ú al-lal-ki [šá ana šamê] i-lu-ú 
 “What brave warrior [allalki] of yours is there [who] went up  

[to heaven]?” 
 (6.42–43)33 
 
Carleton Hodge has pointed out a fine Egyptian example that appears on the 

gable in the west antechamber of the tomb of King Unas, where the Pyramid Texts 
call for the cleansing of the deceased king in the field of rushes. The text invokes 

 
30. See the commentary ḪAR-gud (recension C) to ḪAR-ra = ḫubullu (MSL 8:2, p. 172, 
18): al-lal-lum kap-pa ip-pu-uš “the allallû-bird makes a kappa-noise.” Noted by George, 
Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic, 834. 
31. See Hh 18; CAD A1, s.v. “allallû.” Also noted by George, Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic, 834. 
32. Malku 1.27: al-lal-lu = qar-ra-du. On the interpretation of animal sounds as demonstrations 
of mantic ability, see Scott B. Noegel, “When Animals Speak,” JANES 34 (2020): 107–35. Our 
understanding of Mesopotamian divinatory practices also has been applied fruitfully to the 
famous serpent in Genesis. See Duane E. Smith, “The Divining Snake: Reading Genesis in the 
Context of Mesopotamian Ophiomancy,” JBL 134 (2015): 31–49. 
33. George, Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic, 833, states that this passage “involves an 
untranslatable word play.” “The former meaning anticipates the story of the bird maimed 
by Ishtar and the latter provides a human parallel with ḫāmeru in the first line of the couplet, 
and so introduces an implicit contrast between the capabilities of the bird and the man.” 
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the wind god Shu by uttering: šw sšw sw šw sšw sw “O Shu, lift him up! O Shu, 
lift him up!” (Spell 253, §275f).34 One can hear the sound of the wind in the divine 
name šw “Shu,” the verb sšw “lift,” and the pronoun sw “him.” Since the text is 
an incantation, we may regard this case of onomatopoeia as also having a per-
formative function (see 3.17). 

The Tale of the Shipwrecked Sailor illustrates onomatopoeia when the giant 
serpent threatens the sailor by saying: “I will turn you into ash” (l. 72). Here the 
noun “ash” ss, imitates the hissing of a snake. Jacqueline Jay points to another 
example in the same text in the narrator’s description of the snake’s approach: 
ḫt.w ḥr gmgm t ḥr mnmn “the trees were shaking, the ground was quaking” (ll. 
59–60). Here the forms gmgm and mnmn, as well as the repeated sound /ḥ/ mimic 
the creaking of trees and grinding of the earth. This line also constitutes geminate 
parallelism (see 4.2.12).35 

Eyre also draws our attention to the following example of onomatopoeia in 
the poetical stela of Thutmosis III, in which Amun-Ra inspires pharaoh by saying: 
ḫ.t= m.jt tp=k sswn=s st r=s s ḥq m nbd.w-qd “my uraeus at your brow, she 
burns them up and she makes easy prey of those of warped character” (l. 9). The 
line brilliantly repeats the sibilant /s/ to reproduce the snake’s hissing sound.36 

In Ugaritic, paronomasia has an onomatopoeic function in the Tale of Aqhat, 
in a passage that announces the coming of a drought: bl ṭl bl rbb bl šrʿ thmtm bl 
ṭbn ql bʿl “no dew, no shower, no roiling of the great deeps, no goodly voice of 
Baal” (CAT 1.19.i.44–46). Though the text proclaims the lack of Baal’s voice, 
that is, thunder, it evokes it in the rumbling of the repeated sounds /b/, /ʿ/, /l/, /m/, 
and /r/, all of which resound the word “thunder” (cf. םַעַר  raʿam) and the very 
name of the stormgod bʿl “Baal.” 

A similar case appears in the Hebrew Bible. The repetition of the sounds /b/ 
and /ʿ/, the sibilants /s/ and /š/, and the consonants in the words “mighty sound” 
( לֹודָּג לֹוק  qōl gāḏol) permit one to hear a peal of thunder and howling wind in 
Isaiah’s prophecy: הָרָעְסּו הָפּוס לֹודָּג לֹוקְו ׁשַעַרְבּו םַעַרְּב  bǝ-raʿam ū-ḇ-raʿaš wǝ-qōl 
gāḏol sūp̄āh ū-sǝʿārāh “with thunder and quake and mighty sound, storm and 
tempest” (Isa 29:6).37 In another of Isaiah’s well-known pronouncements we hear: 

תֹורֵמְזַמ ְל םֶהיֵתֹותיִנֲחַו םיִּתִאְל םָתֹובְרַח ּותְּתִכְו  wǝ-ḵittǝtū ḥarḇōṯām lǝ-ʾittīm wa-
ḥănīṯōṯēhɛm lǝ-mazmērōṯ “they will beat their swords into plowshares and their 
spears into pruning hooks” (Isa 2:4). As Watson cleverly espied, the seven-fold 

 
34. Carleton T. Hodge, “Ritual and Writing: An Inquiry into the Origin of Egyptian Script,” 
in Linguistics and Anthropology: In Honor of C. F. Voegelin, ed. M. Dale Kinkade et al. 
(Lisse, The Netherlands: Peter de Ridder Press, 1975), 343. 
35. Jay, Orality and Literacy in the Demotic Tales, 103. 
36. Eyre, “Is Egyptian Historical Literature ‘Historical’ or ‘Literary’?,” 420. 
37. One similarly hears the wind whistling when Eliphaz says that, because of the wind, 

יִרָׂשְּב תַרֲעַׂש רֵּמַסְּת  tǝsammēr śaʾăraṯ bǝśārī “the hair of my flesh bristled” (Job 4:15). 
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rhythmic appearance of the consonant ת (i.e., /t/ and /ṯ/) along with the repeated 
consonants ḥ and k reproduce the sounds of pounding metal.38 

Isaiah uses the sibilants /š/ and /s/, and the bilabials /m/, /b/, and /p/ (the latter 
two mostly aspirated as /ḇ/ and /p̄/), to capture the sound of beating wings in his 
description of the seraphim: םִיַּתְׁשִבּו ויָנָפ הֶּסַכְי םִיַּתְׁשִּב דָחֶאְל םִיַפָנְּכ ׁשֵׁש םִיַפָנְּכ ׁשֵׁש  

ףֵפֹועְי םִיַּתְׁשִבּו ויָלְגַר הֶּסַכְי  šēš kǝnāp̄ayīm šēš kǝnāp̄ayīm lǝ-ʾɛḥāḏ bi-štayīm 
yǝḵassɛh p̄ānāw ū-ḇi-štayīm yǝḵassɛh raḡlāw ū-ḇi-štayīm yǝʿōp̄ēp̄ “six wings, six 
wings to each, with two he covered his face, and with two he covered his legs, 
and with two he flew” (Isa 6:2).39 

As Victor Hurowitz observed, Num 21:9 is equally onomatopoeic: הֶׁשֹמ ׂשַעַּיַו  
יָחָו תֶׁשֹחְּנַה ׁשַחְנ־לֶא טיִּבִהְו ׁשיִא־תֶא ׁשָחָּנַה ְךַׁשָנ־םִא הָיָהְו סֵּנַה־לַע ּוהֵמִׂשְיַו תֶׁשֹחְנ ׁשַחְנ  

way-yaʿaś mōšɛh nǝḥaš nǝḥōšɛṯ wa-yǝśīmēhū ʿal han-nēs wǝ-hāyāh ʾim nāšaḵ 
han-nāḥāš ʾɛṯ ʾīš wǝ-hibbīṭ ʾɛl nǝḥaš han-nǝḥōšɛṯ wā-ḥāy “and Moses made a 
bronze serpent, and placed it on a pole, and it was that if the snake bit a person he 
would look at the bronze serpent and survive.” In this short passage, we hear the 
sound of the pharyngeal fricative /ḥ/ six times and the sibilants /s/, /ś/, and /š/ 
eleven times. The paronomasia reproduces the sound of serpent’s hiss.40 A similar 
case appears in Jer 8:17 (see 4.2.5). Richard Freund similarly has heard a snake’s 
hissing in the explanation of the first woman: יִנַאיִּׁשִה ׁשָחָּנַה  han-nāḥāš hiššīʾanī 
“the serpent deceived me” (Gen 3:13).41 

The narrative depicting the plague of frogs offers an extraordinary display of 
onomatopoeia. Not only do we hear croaking in the very word םיִעְּדְרַפְצ  
ṣǝp̄ardǝʿīm “frogs,” itself an onomatopoeia, we hear it eleven times in only six-
teen verses, far more often than the story demands.42 Three of the consonants in 
the noun “frog” (p, r, ʿ ) repeat eight times in the title ֹהעְרַּפ  parʿōh “pharaoh.”43 
Four times we also hear the sounds /r/ and /ṣ/ repeated in םִיָרְצִמ  miṣrāyīm “Egypt” 
(Exod 8:2) and םִיָרְצִמ ץֶרֶא  ʾɛrɛṣ miṣrāyīm “the land of Egypt” (Exod 8:1, 2, 3). In 
Exod 8:5, Moses asks pharaoh, “do you glorify yourself ( רֵאָּפְתִה  hiṯpāʾēr)?,” using 
a verb that reverberates the consonants p and r. The /ṣ/ sound then echoes again, 

 
38. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 236. 
39. Luis A. Schökel, A Manual of Hebrew Poetics, SB 11 (Roma: Pontifical Biblical 
Institute, 1988), 31, viewed the reduplication of consonants in Isa 6:4 as evoking the trem-
bling of the temple: ןָׁשָע אֵלָּמִי תִיַּבַהְו אֵרֹוּקַה לֹוּקִמ םיִּפִּסַה תֹוּמַא ּועֻנָּיַו  way-yānuʿū ʾammōṯ has-
sipīm miq-qōl haq-qōrēʾ wǝ-hab-bayīṯ yimmālēʾ ʿāšān “and the doorposts and thresholds 
trembled at the voice of the one who called and the house was filled with smoke.” 
40. See Victor A. Hurowitz, “Healing and Hissing Snakes: Listening to Numbers 24:4–9,” 
Scriptura 87 (2004): 278–87. 
41. Richard A. Freund, “Lying and Deception in the Biblical and Post-biblical Tradition,” 
SJOT 5 (1991): 46. 
42. Exod 7:27, 7:28, 7:29, 8:1, 8:2, 8:3, 8:4, 8:5, 8:7, 8:8, 8:9. 
43. Exod 7:26, 8:4, 8:5, 8:8 (2x), 8:11, 8:15 (2x). 
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when the narrator states that “Moses and Aaron went out ( אֵצֵּיַו  way-yēṣēʾ) and 
cried ( קַעְצִּיַו  way-yiṣʿaq) to Yahweh” (Exod 8:8). We next hear that the dead frogs 
began to pile up in the ֹתרֵצֲח  ḥăṣērōṯ “courtyards” (Exod 8:9), again repeating the 
sounds /ṣ/ and /r/. The story reaches a fever-pitch of croaking in Exod 8:10, when 
we learn that “they gathered ( ּורְּבְצִּיַו  way-yiṣbǝrū) them together in heaps ( םִרָמֳח  

םִרָמֳח  ḥŏmārīm ḥŏmārīm) and the land ( ץֶרָאָה  hā-ʾārɛṣ) stank.”44 Not only does 
the rare verb for “gather” and the noun “land” again employ the sounds /ṣ/ and /r/, 
but the repeated plural for the heaps (lit. “heaps, heaps”) imitates the rhythmic 
feel of croaking. 
 

3.3. EMPHATIC 
 

Polysemy and paronomasia can serve an emphatic function in several ways. They 
can underscore a keyword (Leitwort) or theme (Leitmotiv) of a text, or, as Green-
stein observes, they can draw attention to an idea or association.45 

An example from Akkadian that serves to emphasize and connect ideas ap-
pears in the Legend of Sargon, King of Battle, where we read: šarru-gi-en šar 
kiššati šum ni-iz-kur ur-ri-da-nu ni-ma-aḫ-ḫa-ra ki-iš-šú-ti ú-ul qar-ra-da-nu “we 
have invoked [Sargo]n, king of the universe. ‘Come down to us, that we may 
receive strength for we are no warriors’” (verso 18). Connected here are the nouns 
kiššatu “universe” and kiššūtu “strength,” both of which emphasize the king’s ab-
solute rule.46 The paronomasia must have been appreciated since Sennacherib 
uses it again later.47 

Another example that emphasizes an idea or association occurs in the Song 
of Erra (4.123–125), where the god threatens: 

 
 

 
44. Rendsburg, “Alliteration in the Exodus Narrative,” 89, examines Exod 8:15 as a case 
of alliteration, but he does not treat the larger function of onomatopoeia operative here. 
More accurately speaking, the paronomasia between the noun “frog” and the verb “gather” 
in this verse demonstrates parasonance. 
45. This category includes two separate functions proposed by Greenstein, “Wordplay, 
Hebrew,” 970, i.e., “To Highlight an Idea or Association” and “The Leading Word,” since 
both of them share emphasis as a motive. 
46. In the previous verse (l. 17), in a fragmentary portion of the text, we also find kiššu 
“strength”: ina qereb akkadi kišši lilqut “may he plunder in the midst of strong Akkad.” 
However, according to Ernest F. Weidner, “Der Zug Sargons von Akkad nach Kleinasien: 
Die älttesten geschichtlichen Beziehungen zwischen Babylonien und Ḫatti,” BS 6 (1922): 
71, ki-iš-ši might also be read as ki-mil-lim “revenge” or possibly kî mîllim “like a flood,” 
even though the latter is “Sehr unwahrscheinlich.” Foster, Before the Muses, 252, sees l. 
18 as an example of “wordplay.” 
47. See Sennacherib’s Annals 2.1–2, discussed below. 
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123. ir-kal-la lu-un-niš-ma li-is-bu-ʾu-ú šá-ma-mi 
 “I want to make Irkalla quake. May the heavens roll too! 
124. šá šul-pa-è-a šá-ru-ru-šu lu-šam-qit-ma kakkabāni (MUL.MEŠ) šá-ma-

m[i] lu-šam-sik 
 As for Shulpea, I want to annihilate its brilliance. I want to do away with 

the stars in the heavens.  
125. šá iṣ-ṣi šu-ru-us-su lip-pa-ri-ma la i-šam-mu-ḫa pi-i-ri-šú 
 As for the tree, I want to cut its roots so that it sprouts cannot shoot.” 
 
Each of the highlighted words repeats the sounds /š/ and /m/, while the terms 

šamāmū “heavens” (2x), lušamqitma “I want to annihilate,” lušamsik “I want to 
do away with,” and išammuḫa “shoot,” each contains the sound /šam/. The verb 
lunnišma “quake” comes close with the sound /šma/. The repetition of these con-
sonants plus the relative pronoun ša (2x) reinforce the noun šamāmū “heavens,” 
which is the focus of the passage. Observe too how paronomasia emphasizes 
Erra’s intention to cut šurussu “(its) roots” off the cosmic tree and destroy the 
šarūrušu “(its) brilliance” of the heavens.48 

An example of paronomasia emphasizing a keyword in Egyptian comes from 
the Tale of the Shipwrecked Sailor, where the verb dp “taste” reminds us of the 
dp.t “ship” that is central to the entire narrative (ll. 124, 181).49 Line 124 is par-
ticularly pertinent: rš.wj sḏd dp.t.n=f sn ḫ.t mr “how happy is the man who relates 
what he has tasted after a bitter thing passes.” Another case of polysemy in the 
same text serves to emphasize the serpent’s wisdom. In particular, Parkinson has 
drawn our attention to the sailor’s description of the serpent as ʿrq sw r ḫnt “bent 
forward” (l. 66), which suggests by homonymy ʿ rq ḫnt “wise beforehand.”50 Such 
polysemy foreshadows the serpent’s foreknowledge that unfolds later in the story. 

Elsewhere, paronomasia can emphasize a contrast. In the Tale of Sinuhe 
(P.Berlin 3022, l. 252), Sinuhe contrasts his fear of pharaoh with the pharaoh’s 
stately presence by recalling: “I found his majesty (ḥm=f) on a great throne, on a 
dais of electrum. I stretched out on my belly. I did not know (ḫm.n=) myself in 
his presence.” Here the near homonyms ḥm “majesty” and ḫm “be ignorant” are 
brought into sharp relief. Emphatic paronomasia also emphasizes a Leitwort when 
Sinuhe describes the pharaoh to the king of Byblos: 

 
He is the one who strides ahead to shoot those falling back, 
 giving no end [pḥ.wj] to the one who turns his back [s]. 
He is the one who is stout-of-heart in the moment of the attack [ss]. 
He is the turner who never gives his back [s]. 

 
48. Discussed in Noegel, “‘Word Play’ in the Song of Erra,” 170.  
49. Rendsburg, “Literary Devices in the Story of the Shipwrecked Sailor,” 21. 
50. Richard B. Parkinson, The Tale of Sinuhe and Other Ancient Egyptian Poems, 1940–
1640 BCE (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 99 n. 10. 
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He is the broad-of-heart when he sees the soldiering-pack [ʿš.t]. 
(ll. 56–59) 

 
Note that the end of each stich is related paronomastically. The second and 

fourth lines end with s “back,” but the former is the back of the enemy, while the 
latter is the back of pharaoh. The third line concludes with ss “battle charge,” 
which echoes the two-fold use of s “back.” The fourth line’s ʿš.t “soldiering-
pack” reinforces the paronomasia by employing the sibilant /š/ with //. In the 
second of these lines, the scribe utilized the noun pḥ.wj “end,” written with the 
hind-quarter sign ‰, thus visually providing a “backside.” 

An emphatic use of paronomasia appears in the autobiography of Ahmose 
from his tomb at El Kab (ll. 1–11).51 In his account of how Thutmosis I ran an 
arrow through a Nubian rebel, Ahmose relates how the pharaoh returned to Kar-
nak nʿ.t m ḫd “sailing downstream” with the corpse m sḫd m ḥ.t bk n ḥm=f “hung 
upside-down on the prow of his boat, ‘Falcon’” (l. 35). Here ḫd “downstream” 
reverberates in sḫd “upside down,” even though the former takes the boat deter-
minative A, while the latter illustrates the act with the upside down man sign 8. 

In the Dispute between a Man and His Ba, the crocodile serves as a visual 
Leitmotiv, sometimes featuring in the text and other times possessing solely a vis-
ual function. During the dispute, the ba-spirit offers an anecdote about a man who 
rs m dp.t rʿ ḥr ʿq pr.(t) ḥnʿ ḥm.t=f ms.w=f q tp š šn m grḥ ẖr mr.jt msḥ.w “gazing 
from his boat, as the sun was setting, (he) disembarked with his wife and children 
and got lost by a lake at night surrounded (by a) bank of crocodiles” (ll. 72–75).52 
Here the verb šn “surrounded” atypically carries the crocodile determinative 1. 
The reader (but not the listener), thus sees a crocodile before hearing the noun 
msḥ.w “crocodiles” (which is written with the pluralized logogram 1). A few lines 
later, the man in the ba’s story laments: mḥj= ḥr ms.w=s sd.w m swḥ.t m.w ḥr n 
ḥnt n ʿnḫ.t=sn “I will grieve for her (the mother’s) children, who were crushed 
in the egg, who saw the face of Khenti before they had lived” (ll. 78–80). Here 
the determinatives 1 and » follow the name of the crocodile god Khenti. Soon 
afterwards the man complains to his ba-spirit: bʿḥ rn= mk r st() msḥ.w r ḥmsj.t 
ẖr ʿ ḏ.w ẖr mr.jt msḥ.w “my name reeks, behold, more than the smell of crocodiles, 
more than a slaughter site with sandbanks of crocodiles” (ll. 96–97). In the first 
stich, msḥ.w “crocodiles” is spelled phonetically and takes the determinative 1. 
In the second, it is simply spelled logographically as 1. The ba-spirit then con-
tinues: bʿḥ rn= m-ʿ=k dm n tj šnn bšt.w m s=f “my name reeks through you, 
(more than) the city of a ruler that conspires against him when he turns his back” 

 
51. Kurt Sethe, Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, vol. 1.4 (Leipzig: Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 
1905), 9.  
52. The word here rendered “crocodiles” might also be understood as a determinative for 
mr.jt “bank,” and thus as a visual depiction of a riverbank filled with crocodiles. 
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(ll. 102–103). Here tj “ruler” is written logographically as 1. Aurally and visually 
the text teems with crocodiles. 

Polysemy and paronomasia on keywords or themes can occur over an ex-
tended distance in Near Eastern texts.53 In the biblical narratives concerning Noah, 
one frequently hears the flood survivor’s name echoed paronomastically.54 In the 
previous chapter, I discussed the naming of ַח ֹנ  nōaḥ (meaning “rest”) based on 
his father’s prediction that ּונֵמֲחַנְי  yǝnaḥămēnū “he will comfort us” (Gen 5:29). 
Yet paronomasia also obtains in the explanation for why Yahweh decided to save 
Noah: “Noah found grace ( ןֵח  ḥēn) in Yahweh’s eyes” (Gen 6:8). When the flood-
ing stops, the narrator recalls the name by recording that the ark חַנָּתַו  wa-tānaḥ 
“rested” on a mountain (Gen 8:4). When Noah sends out a dove to look for dry 
land, we learn that it could find no ַח ֹונָמ  mānōaḥ “resting place” (Gen 8:9). As 
Herbert Marks observes, the narrator references his name again when Noah offers 
a sacrifice to God: “Yahweh smelled the smell of the soothing-odor ( ַח ֹחיִּנַה  han-
nīḥoaḥ)” (Gen 8:21).55 

 
3.4. RHETORICAL 

 
Scholars ascribe a rhetorical function to polysemy and paronomasia particularly 
when they perceive it as serving to impress or persuade. Usually, this occurs in 
direct discourse, whether the recorded speech of individuals or prophecies. 

In Akkadian, we find a particularly clever use of rhetorical polysemy in a 
letter from Mari.56 The missive seeks to impress the recipient with the scribe’s 
verbal prowess in a way that bespeaks his adroitness with managing large military 
projects.57 The relevant portion of the letter reads: 

 
 

 
53. See similarly, Karolien Vermeulen, “To See or Not to See: The Polysemy of the Word 
ןיע  in the Isaac Narratives (Gen 17–35),” JHS 9 (2009): 2–11. 

54. Sasson, “Word Play in the O.T.,” 970. 
55. Herbert Marks, “Biblical Naming and Poetic Etymology,” JBL 114 (1995): 21–42, 
argues for an even more extended use of the appellative paronomasia here. 
56. Such devices occur with some frequency in Akkadian and Sumerian letters. In addition 
to those discussed herein, see, e.g., Hayim Tadmor, “The Aramaization of Assyria: Aspects 
of Western Impact,” in Mesopotamien und seine Nachbarn: Politische und kulturelle 
Wechselbeziehungen im Alten Vorderasien vom 4. bis 1. 595 Jahrtausend v. Chr., ed. Hans-
Jörg Nissen and Johannes Renger, BBVO 1 (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer, 1982), 451; Jack M. 
Sasson, “Water Beneath Straw: Adventures of a Prophetic Phrase in the Mari Archives,” 
in Solving Riddles and Untying Knots: Biblical, Epigraphic, and Semitic Studies in Honor 
of Jonas C. Greenfield, ed. Ziony Zevit, Seymour Gitin, and Michael Sokoloff (Winona 
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1995), 599–608; Michalowski, “Ancient Poetics,” 148–49. 
57. ARMT 26/2, ll. 9′21′. 
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9′. Ia-tam-ri-im u ìr-meš-šu al-li-ik-ma 
 “I went (without taking the time to inform) Atamrum and his servants 
10′. i-na ṣa-bi-im ša be-lí-ia ṣí-ri-im-tam 
 into the army of my lord; I introduced the ṣirimtam and 
11′. aš-ku-un-ma 8 gi-ḫá bu-ur-t[a]-am ep-[t]e[-e-ma] 
 I opened a well eight measures deep. 
12′. me-e ú-še-li-ma a-na a-tam-ri-im me-e 
 I made the water rise, and Atamrum 
13′. ú-ṭe4-ḫi-ma a-tam-rum ma-di-iš iḫ-du 
 I supplied with water, so that Atamrum is rejoicing greatly. 
14′. ù ki-a-am iq-bé-em um-ma-a-mi i-na qa-li-ka-m[a] 
 At that time, he said to me: ‘Certainly, by your care (alone) 
15′. i-na É DIĜIR še-tu na-ra-am ša [be-l]í-ka 
 in this temple, there is a nārum/narūm of your lord. 
16′. a-na wa-ar-ki-it u4-mi tu-[uš]-zi-iz 
 For all the days to come you have erected (it)!’ 
17′. i-na-an-na mu-ú ša iš-tu ṣi-it ni-ši 
 Since the departure of the people, there is no water 
18′. i-na bīt (É) ilu (DIĜIR) še-tu ú-ul i-ba-aš-šu-ú 
 in that temple. 
19′. a-[n]a-[k]u [ú-š]a-ab-ši ṣa-al-ma-am 
 I have created a statue 
20′. [ša be-lí-i]a a-na wa-ar-ki-it u4-mi 
 of my lord. For all the days to come, 
21′. [i-na É dnè-iri11-gal ša ḫu-ub-ša-limki uš]-zi-iz 
 I have erected (it) in the temple of Nergal of Hubšalum.” 
 
Jean-Georges Heintz has pointed out that na-ra-am (l. 15′) can mean both 

“water course” (nārum) and “stela” (narūm). As the former, it recalls the mention 
of water and the clearing of a well (ll. 11′–12′), and as the latter, it looks ahead to 
the erection of a commemorative stela in line 19′.58 In addition, ṣābim, certainly 
means “army” here, but its appearance with šakānu suggests a “waterwork, irri-
gation.”59 The author’s rhetorical use of polysemy allows him to dazzle the ruler 

 
58. See J. G. Heintz, “Myth(olog)èmes d’époque amorrite et amphibologie en ARMT 
XXVI, 419, ll.3′–21′?,” NABU (1994): 59. 
59. See CAD Ṣ, s.v. “ṣabû.” See Scott B. Noegel, “Yasîm-El’s Sophisticated Rhetoric: A 
Janus Cluster in ARMT XXVI, 419, l. 10′,” NABU (1995): 81–82. Wolfgang Heimpel, 
Letters to the King of Mari: A New Translation, with Historical Introduction, Notes, and 
Commentary (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2003), 358 n. 256, aptly notes that the text 
reads ina ṣābim “among the army/waterworks” and not ana ṣābim “for the 
army/waterworks.” Nevertheless, as discussed in chapter 2, polysemy does not need to be 
grammatically perfect to be effective. 
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with his skill and to identify his concise mastery over words with his efficient 
handling of the army and waterworks projects. 

The Egyptian Tale of the Eloquent Peasant tells the story of a man who is 
robbed and continuously mistreated by the district governor, whom he tries to 
persuade by means of nine lengthy poetic pleas.60 At the end of his second peti-
tion, he bemoans: dr-sr n mw nb mk w ẖr mtnw w mn mḥ nb “O, remover of 
all distress on the water. See, I am underway without a boat, as one, one who 
moors all of the drowned” (P.3023 + P.Amherst 1, ll. 167–168). According to 
John Foster, the repetition of the sounds //, /m/, and /n/ create paronomasia be-
tween nearly every word in the line, indicating that the author wanted these 
passages to impress and persuade. Nevertheless, the aesthetic, rhetorical, and the 
literary often blur in ancient texts. Persuasive here is Eyre’s comment that the Tale 
of the Eloquent Peasant 

 
is therefore worth encouraging and recording for re-performance. Whether or not 
the text was, in local terms, of overwhelming aesthetic quality, we must assume 
that the formal literary devices and structure found in both the speeches and the 
narrative are characteristic of the aesthetic purpose, expectation and interaction 
between author/performer and audience. They are the devices of “fine speak-
ing.”61 

 
Moreover, we must be cautious not to emphasize the rhetorical and literary over 
the performative, because in this same tale the peasant claims that the magistrate 
cannot compensate him for his speech, because it prr.t m r n rʿ ḏs=f “emanates 
from the mouth of Ra himself” (l. 350).62 

Paronomasia for apparent rhetorical effect also appears in monumental in-
scriptions. In the chronicle of Thutmosis III’s battle at Megiddo inscribed at 
Karnak we find the pharaoh addressing his troops before the final capture of the 
city: 

 
mḥ=ṯn [qr mšʿ= nḫt] mk rd [ḫs.wt nb.t m dm ḫtf wḏ] m hrw pn r ntt sr.w nb.w 
n ḫs.wt [mḥ.]t štbw m ẖnw=f r ntt mḥ pw m dm ḫ p mḥ m mkt mḥ=ṯn ḏr sp 2. 
 
Grasp well, [my excellent army]. Behold, [the foreign lands] are placed [in the 
city according to the decree] of Ra today, because every chieftain of all 

 
60. No manuscript of this text is complete, but there exist four copies, from which a 
composite can be made: P.Berlin 3023, P.Berlin 3025, P.Berlin 10499, and P.Butler 527 
(= P.BM 10274). See Richard B. Parkinson, The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant: A Reader’s 
Commentary, LASM 10 (Hamburg: Widmaier Verlag, 2012). 
61. Eyre, “Performance of the Peasant,” 11. 
62. See Foster, “Wordplay in The Eloquent Peasant,” 67. 
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[northe]rn lands is shut up inside it; the capture of Megiddo is the capture of a 
thousand towns. Grasp well, grasp well. (l. 90) 
 

Here the form mḥ occurs several times for “grasp,” alongside mḥ.t “northern,” and 
the two-fold use of mḥ “capture.” Pharaoh’s remarks rhetorically connect his 
troop’s ability to grasp fully what he is saying with the intended capture of Me-
giddo. 

Arguably the most common function ascribed to polysemy and paronomasia 
in biblical texts is a rhetorical one.63 Indeed, this view has dominated biblical 
scholarship on the prophetic corpus, the Psalms, and the Jobian dialogues.64 

 
63. See already David Yellin, “On Biblical Rhetoric” [Hebrew], in Selected Writings, vol. 
2 (Jerusalem: Kiryat Sepher, 1939), 1–149. 
64. Prophetic corpus: J. Jacobowitz, “Paronomasia: Mic 1:9–16” [Hebrew], Sinai 32 
(1953): 196–208; James Muilenburg, “A Study in Hebrew Rhetoric: Repetition and Style,” 
in Congress Volume: Copenhagen 1953, ed. G. W. Anderson et al., VTSup 1 (Leiden: Brill, 
1953), 97–111; Alexander M. Honeyman, “Māgôr Mis-sābîb and Jeremiah’s Pun,” VT 4 
(1954): 424–26; P. Wernberg-Moller, “The Pronoun ʾtmh and Jeremiah’s Pun,” VT 6 
(1956): 315–16; Dahood, “Some Ambiguous Texts in Isaias,” 41–49; William L. Holladay, 
“Style, Irony, and Authenticity in Jeremiah,” JBL 81 (1962): 44–54; D. W. Thomas, “A 
Pun on the Name Ashdod in Zephaniah ii.4,” ExpT 74 (1962–1963): 63; Asher Weiser, 
“Double Meanings in the Book of Isaiah” [Hebrew], BM 20 (1964): 25–32; James Barr, 
“Did Isaiah Know About Hebrew ‘Root Meaning,’” ExpT 75 (1964): 242; D. F. Payne, 
“Characteristic Word-Play in ‘Second Isaiah’: A Reappraisal,” JSS 12 (1967): 207–29; 
Shalom M. Paul, “The Image of the Oven and the Cake in Hosea 7:4–1,” VT 18 (1968): 
114–20; Michael Fishbane, “Jeremiah IV.23–26: A Recovered Use of the Creation 
Pattern,” VT 21 (1971): 161–62; Jean Ouellette, “Le mur d’étain dans Amos VII.7–9,” RB 
80 (1973): 329–30; William H. Irwin, “Syntax and Style in Isaiah 26,” CBQ 41 (1979): 
240–61; Michael De Roche, “Zephanaiah I 2–3: The ‘Sweeping’ of Creation,” VT 30 
(1980): 104–9; P. Doron, “Paronomasia in the Prophecies to the Nations,” HebAbst 20–21 
(1979–1980): 36–43; Yehoshua Gitay, “Deutero-Isaiah: Oral or Written?,” JBL 99 (1980): 
185–97; J. N. Carreira, “Kunstsprache und Weisheit bei Micha,” BZ 26 (1982): 50–74; 
Lawrence Boadt, “Intentional Alliteration in Second Isaiah,” CBQ 45 (1983): 353–63; E. 
D. Mallon, “A Stylistic Analysis of Joel 1:10–12,” CBQ 45 (1983): 537–48; Shalom M. 
Paul, “ םירׂש ךלמ אׂשמ : Hos 8:8–10 and Ancient Near Eastern Royal Epithets,” ScrHier 31 
(1986): 193–204; Lawrence Zalcman, “Ambiguity and Assonance at Zephaniah II 4,” VT 
36 (1986): 365–71; Baruch Halpern, “‘The Excremental Vision’: The Doomed Priests of 
Doom in Isaiah 28,” HAR 10 (1986): 109–21; Robert B. Chisholm, “Word Play in the 
Eighth-Century Prophets,” BSac 144 (1987): 44–52; B. Renaud, “La composition du livre 
de Nahum,” ZAW 99 (1987): 198–218; D. Schmidt, “Critical Note: Another Word-Play in 
Amos?,” Grace Theological Journal 8 (1987): 141–42; Al Wolters, “Wordplay and Dialect 
in Amos 8:1–2,” JETS 31 (1988): 407–10; Ivan Jay Bell, A Rhetorical Study of Zephaniah 
(Berkeley, CA: BIBAL Press, 1988); T. J. Finley, “‘The Apple of His Eye’ (bābat ʿênô) in 
Zechariah II 12,” VT 38 (1988): 337–38; R. D. Patterson and M. E. Travers, “Literary 
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Analysis and the Unity of Nahum,” GTJ 9 (1988): 45–58; John H. Walton, “Vision 
Narrative Wordplay and Jeremiah XXIV,” VT 39 (1989): 508–9; Ellen F. Davis, “A 
Strategy of Delayed Comprehension: Isaiah LIV 15,” VT 40 (1990): 217–20; Anthony J. 
Petrotta, Lexis Ludens: Wordplay and the Book of Micah, AUS 7, TR 105 (New York: 
Lang, 1991); Knut Holter, “The Wordplay on לֵא  (“God”) in Isaiah 45, 20–21,” SJOT 7 
(1992): 88–98; Katrina Larkin, The Eschatology of Second Zechariah: A Study of the 
Formation of a Mantological Wisdom Anthology (Kampen: Kok, 1994); Anthony R. 
Ceresko, “Janus Parallelism in Amos’s ‘Oracles against the Nations’ (Amos 1:3–2:16),” 
JBL 113 (1994): 485–90; H. G. M. Williamson, “Sound, Sense and Language in Isaiah 24–
27,” JJS 46 (1995): 1–9; Amos Frisch, “Wʿnthʿ (Hosea 2:17)—An Ambiguity” [Hebrew], 
Tarbiz 69 (1999): 445–47; James R. Linville, “What Does ‘It’ Mean? Interpretation at the 
Point of No Return in Amos 1–2,” BI 8 (2000): 400–24; Al Wolters, “Wordplay in Zecha-
riah,” in Noegel, Puns and Pundits, 223–30; Hyun Chul Paul Kim, Ambiguity, Tension, 
and Multiplicity in Deutero-Isaiah, SBL 52 (New York: Lang, 2003); Jonathan Grossman, 
“‘Structural Ambiguity’ in Ezekiel 33–38” [Hebrew], BM 49 (2004): 194–224; David Mar-
cus, “Recovering an Ancient Paronomasia in Zechariah 14.5,” in Inspired Speech: 
Prophecy in the Ancient Near East. Essays in Honour of Herbert B. Huffmon, ed. John 
Kaliner and Louis Stulman (New York, NY: T&T Clark, 2004), 130–43; Herbert Migsch, 
“Jeremia XXXV 8b–9—Eine Indirekte Rede?,” VT 54 (2004): 119–24; James R. Linville, 
“Letting the ‘Bi-word’ ‘Rule’ in Joel 2:17,” JHS 5 (2004): 1–15; Daniel I. Block, “What 
Has Delphi to Do with Samaria? Ambiguity and Delusion in Israelite Prophecy,” in Writing 
and Ancient Near East Society: Essay in Honor of Alan Millard, ed. E. A. Slater, C. B. 
Mee, and Piotr Bienkowski (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2005), 189–216; 
Theodore A. Perry, “Cain’s Sin in Gen. 4:1: Oracular Ambiguity and How to Avoid It,” 
Prooftexts 25 (2005): 258–75; James D. Moore, The Common-Sense of Wordplay: A Soci-
olinguistic Study of the Function of Wordplay in the Book of Nahum (Master’s Thesis, 
Vanguard University of Southern California, 2007); Michael Rosenbaum, “‘You Are My 
Servant’: Ambiguity and Deutero-Isaiah,” in Bringing the Hidden to Light: Studies in 
Honor of Stephen A. Geller, ed. Kathryn F. Kravitz and Daniel M. Sharin (Winona Lake, 
IN: Eisenbrauns, 2007), 187–216; Benjamin D. Sommer, “Ambiguity and the Rhetoric of 
Turning in Isaiah,” in Cohen et al., Birkat Shalom, 321–45; Christopher B. Hays, 
“Damming Egypt/Damning Egypt: The Paronomasia of skr and the Unity of Isa 19, 1–10,” 
ZAW 120 (2008): 612–17; Yair Hoffman, “The Wandering Lament: Micah 1:10–16,” in 
Treasures on Camels’ Humps: Historical and Literary Studies from the Ancient Near East 
Presented to Israel Ephʿal, ed. Mordechai Cogan and Dan’el Kahn (Jerusalem: Hebrew 
University Magnes Press, 2008), 86–98; Nili Wazana, “Wordplays in the Visions of Amos” 
[Hebrew], in Yona et al., Marbeh Ḥokmah, 101–21*; Ronald L. Androphy, Paronomasia 
in the Former Prophets: A Taxonomic Catalogue, Description, and Analysis (DHL diss., 
Jewish Theological Seminary, 2011); Tania Notarius, “Playing with Words and Identity: 
Reconsidering ׁשֵאָּב ביִרָל, ְךָנֲא , and ץִיַק/ץֵק  in Amos’ Visions,” VT 67 (2017): 59–86. 
 Psalms: J. W. Bowker, “Psalm CX,” VT 17 (1967): 31–41; Pirmin Hugger, “Die Al-
literation im Psalter,” in Wort, Lied, und Gottesspruch: Beiträge zu Psalmen und 
Propheten; Festschrift für Joseph Ziegler, ed. J. Schrenier (Würzburg: Katholisches Bi-
blewerk, 1972), 81–90; A. Fitzgerald, “A Note on Psalm 29,” BASOR 215 (1974): 61–63; 
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An excellent example of this is Benjamin Sommer’s keen insight into a num-
ber of Isaiah’s prophecies. In particular, he has shown that we may read some of 
them both positively or negatively (Isa 6:11–13, 7:15–22), and others, as nega-
tively at first, but positive in the end (Isa 31:1–5, 29:1–24). As he explains, the 
tension between the two readings “stands at the core of Isaiah’s rhetoric and in-
deed of his world view.”65 In essence, the prophet wants the negative view to 
linger and to keep his audience entertaining an ominous edge. James Roberts sim-
ilarly has remarked concerning Isaiah’s use of polysemy: “Some ambiguities, far 
from impoverishing the impact of the message in which they are embedded, actu-
ally represent an intentional enhancement of its power.”66 

 
3.5. HUMOROUS 

 
Ascertaining what the peoples of the ancient Near East considered humorous is 
extremely difficult, because humor is culturally defined and we lack an ability to 

 
Patrick D. Miller, “Poetic Ambiguity and Balance in Psalm XV,” VT 29 (1979): 416–24; 
Wilfred G. E. Watson, “Reversed Rootplay in Ps. 145,” Bib 62 (1981): 92–95; Edward L. 
Greenstein, “Mixing Memory and Design: Reading Psalm 78,” Prooftexts 10 (1990): 197–
218; Lowell K. Handy, “Sounds, Words and Meanings in Psalm 82,” JSOT 47 (1990): 51–
66; Paul R. Raabe, “Deliberate Ambiguity in the Psalter,” JBL 110 (1991): 213–27; Gary 
A. Rendsburg and S. L. Rendsburg, “Physiological and Philological Notes to Psalm 137,” 
JQR 83 (1993): 385–99; Sheri L. Klouda, “The Dialectical Interplay of Seeing and Hearing 
in Psalm 19 and Its Connection to Wisdom,” BBR 10 (2000): 181–95; James R. Linville, 
“Psalm 22:17b: A New Guess,” JBL 124 (2005): 733–44; John S. Kselman, “Double 
Entendre in Psalm 59,” in The Book of Psalms: Composition and Reception, ed. Peter Flint 
and Patrick D. Miller Jr. (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 184–89; Samuel W. Jess, Hooked on Word-
plays: Concatenation with Psalm Titles (Master’s Thesis, Acadia Divinity College, 2012). 
 Jobian dialogues: David R. Blumenthal, “A Play on Words in the Nineteenth Chapter 
of Job,” VT 16 (1966): 497–501; Yair Hoffman, “The Use of Equivocal Words in the First 
Speech of Eliphaz (Job IV–V),” VT 30 (1980): 114–19; J. C. Holbert, “‘The Skies Will 
Uncover His Iniquity’: Satire in the Second Speech of Zophar (Job XX),” VT 31 (1981): 
171–79; Shalom M. Paul, “Job 4:15—A Hair Raising Encounter,” ZAW 95 (1983): 119–
21; Curtis, “Word Play in the Speeches of Elihu (Job 32–37)”; Ellen van Wolde, “A Text 
Semantic Study of the Hebrew Bible, Illustrated with Noah and Job,” JBL 113 (1994): 19–
35; Stanley M. Burstein, “Greek Contact with Egypt and the Levant, ca. 1600–500 B.C.: 
An Overview,” Ancient World 27 (1996): 20–28; Edward L. Greenstein, “The Language 
of Job and Its Poetic Function,” JBL 122 (2003): 651–66; Greenstein, “Features of 
Language in the Poetry of Job,” in Das Buch Hiob und seine Interpretationen. Beiträge 
zum Hiob-Symposium auf dem Monte Verità vom 14.19. August 2005, ed. Thomas Krüger 
et al. (Zürich: Theologischer Verlag Zürich, 2007), 81–96. On such devices in the prose of 
Job, see Michael Carasik, “Janus Parallelism in Job 1:20,” VT 65 (2015): 1–6. 
65. Sommer, “Ambiguity and the Rhetoric of Turning in Isaiah,” 334. 
66. J. J. M. Roberts, “Double Entendre in First Isaiah,” CBQ 54 (1992): 48. 
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comprehend fully the cultural matrices that inform it. We must be especially 
careful not to classify a text as funny, simply because it appeals to our 
contemporary Western sense of humor. Even if we broaden our definition of 
humor to include satire and sarcasm, as I have done here, our task remains 
difficult.67 Nevertheless, I share below a few of the proposals that scholars have 
offered. 

Sumerologists have seen a number of texts as having a humorous and/or 
satirical effect, even if not exclusively so, including the Tale of the Three Ox 
Drivers from Adab, the Song of the Hoe, the Rulers of Lagash, The Class Reunion, 
paradoxical proverbs, and so-called nonsensical texts.68 Most of these employ 
some sort of polysemy and paronomasia. To demonstrate, I offer a couple of 
proverbs drawn from the work of Bendt Alster: 
 

Ì.ĜIN.ĜIN.NA.KE4.EŠ 
Ì.KAŠ4.KAŠ4.NA.KE4.EŠ 
BA.AN.DU BA.AN.DU 
MU.MU.ŠÈ BA.AN.DUG4 
 
Because he always went, 
Because he always ran, 
“He went! He went!” 
—They called him as a name. 

 

 
67. An examination of terms for “laugh” in ancient Near Eastern languages demonstrates 
this well. In Sumerian, ZÚ.LI9.LI9 “laugh,” sometimes appears in contexts that we would 
not consider funny. For simple joy and merry-making, Sumerian employs ḪÚL (= 
Akkadian ḫidûtu). I.SI.IŠ.LÁ “break down, give way” occurs in reference to tears or 
laughter. The Akkadian ṣāḫu “laugh,” like its Ugaritic and Hebrew cognates, does not 
always correlate with the “funny” or “comical” by modern Western standards. See Benno 
Landsberger, “ṣāḫu = ‘lachen,’” ZA 40 (1931): 297–98; Landsberger, “Lexikalisches 
Archiv,” ZA 42 (1934), 163–65; Benjamin R. Foster, “Humor in Cuneiform Literature,” 
JANES 6 (1974): 69–85. 
68. See, e.g., Foster, “Humor in Cuneiform Literature”; Alster, “Paradoxical Proverbs and 
Satire in Sumerian Literature,” 201–30; Alster, “Literary Aspects of Sumerian and Akka-
dian Proverbs,” in Vogelzang and Vanstipout, Mesopotamian Poetic Language, 9–10; 
Edmond Sollberger, “The Rulers of Lagaš,” JCS 21 (1967): 279–91; Civil, “Anzu-Bird and 
Scribal Whimsies,” 271; Eckart Frahm, “Humor in assyrischen Königsinschriften,” in 
Prosecky, Intellectual Life in the Ancient Near East, 147–62; Michalowski, “Where’s Al? 
Humor and Poetics in the Hymn to the Hoe,” in Cuneiform Studies in Honor of David I. 
Owen on His Seventieth Birthday; J. Cale Johnson and Markham J. Geller, The Class 
Reunion—An Annotated Translation and Commentary on the Sumerian Dialogue Two 
Scribes, CM 47 (Leiden: Brill, 2015). 
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The proverb draws a paronomastic relationship between BA.AN.DU “he 
went” and BA.AN.DUG4 “they called him” in order to “etymologize” a name.69 
See similarly, another proverb that operates on the meaning of a name. 

 
The lion had caught a helpless she-goat: 
(She said) “Let me go! I will give you an ewe, a companion of mine, in the 

bargain!” 
(The lion said) “If I am to let you go, tell me your name!” 
The she-goat gave the lion the following answer: “You do not know my name? 
‘I cheated you’ [UMUMx MU.E.DA.AK.E] is my name.”70 
When the lion came to the fold, “I have released you!” he shouted. 
She answered from the other side: “You have released me, You were clever 
[UMUMx MU.E.AK]: As far as sheep are concerned, there are none of them 
here!” 

 
Here the name UMUMx MU.E.DA.AK.E “I cheated you” provides the raw 
materials for the nearly identical sounding response: UMUMx MU.E.AK “you 
were clever.”71 Thus, both of the Sumerian examples also share an appellative 
function (see 3.10). 

Examples of humorous texts in Akkadian include a number or proverbs, love 
poem parodies, a few royal inscriptions, At the Cleaners, the Aluzinnu texts, and 
the Tale of the Poor Man of Nippur.72 The latter story offers some of the most 
convincing examples. It follows a destitute man named Gimil-Ninurta who brings 
a goat offering as a tribute to the mayor of Nippur. The mayor mistakenly assumes 
that he is bribing him and so he throws him out. Gimil-Ninurta then takes 

 
69. Alster, “Paradoxical Proverbs and Satire in Sumerian Literature,” 209. 
70. The parallel to Homer, Od. 9.366 is remarkable. 
71. Alster, “Paradoxical Proverbs and Satire in Sumerian Literature,” 214. 
72. See F. R. Kraus, “Altmesopotamisches Lebensgefühl,” JNES 19 (1960): 117–32; C. J. 
Gadd, “Two Sketches of from the Life of Ur,” Iraq 25 (1963): 177–88; Foster, “Humor in 
Cuneiform Literature”; Willem H. P. Römer, “Der Spassmacher im alten Zweistromland, 
zum ‘Sitz im Leben’ altmesopotamischer Texte,” Persica 7 (1975–1978): 43–68; Erica 
Reiner, “Why Do You Cuss Me?,” PAPS 130 (1986): 1–6; Alasdair Livingstone, “‘At the 
Cleaners’ and Notes on Humorous Literature,” in Ad bene et fideliter seminandum: 
Festgabe für Karlheinz Deller zum 21. Febraur 1987, ed. Gerlinde Mauer and Ursula 
Magen, AOAT 220 (Neukirchen-Vluyn: Verlag Butzon & Bercker; Kevelaer Neukirchener 
Verlag, 1988), 175–87; Franco d’Agostino, “Some Considerations on Humour in 
Mesopotamia,” RdSO 72 (1988): 273–78; d’Agostino, Testi umoristici babilonesi e assiri, 
TOA 2/4 (Brescia: Paideia, 2000); Frahm, “Humor in assyrischen Königsinschriften”; 
Andrew R. George, “Ninurta-Pāqidāt’s Dog Bite, and Notes on Other Comic Tales,” Iraq 
55 (1993): 63–75; Baruch Ottervanger, The Tale of the Poor Man of Nippur, SAACT 12 
(Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus Project: Helsinki, 2016). On humor in Hittite texts, see Gary 
Beckman, “Proverbs and Proverbial Allusions in Hittite,” JNES 45 (1986): 19–30. 
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vengeance on the mayor three times through trickery, beating him senseless each 
time. In his study of the text, Jerrold Cooper remarks: “The humor of deception 
and satire is both created and maintained by numerous devices of language and 
style, among which irony and sarcasm are prominent.”73 Bolstering Cooper’s 
observation is the text’s extensive use of polysemy and paronomasia.74 For 
example, the tribute (i.e., biltu) that Gimil-Ninurta brings the mayor resounds 
when the mayor refers to it as an outrage (ḫibiltu), and when Gimil-Ninurta, 
disguised as a doctor, lures the mayor into a dark room by saying “my cures 
(bulṭūya) only work in the dark.”75 Such cases abound in the text, and perhaps 
may be considered as contributing to the story’s humor. On the other hand, the 
devices also demonstrate the principle of lex talionis (see 3.15.3). 

A number of Egyptian texts have been classified as humorous and/or satirical, 
including The Tale of Sinuhe, The Contendings of Horus and Seth, The Tale of 
Setne I, and the so-called Demotic Satirical Poem,76 and these also display 

 
73. Jerrold S. Cooper, “Structure, Humor, and Satire in the Poor Man of Nippur,” JCS 27 
(1975): 167. 
74. Scott B. Noegel, “Word Play in the Tale of the Poor Man of Nippur,” ASJ 19 (1996), 
169–86; see also Manfred Dietrich, “‘Armer Mann von Nippur’: Ein Werk der 
Krisenliterture des 8. Jh. v. Chr,” in Of God(s), Trees, Kings, and Scholars: Neo-Assyrian 
and Related Studies in Honour of Simo Parpola, ed. Mikko Luuko, Saana Svärd, and Raija 
Mattila, StudOr 106 (Helsinki: Finnish Oriental Society, 2009), 333–52. 
75. As observed by Foster, Before the Muses, 447 n. 1, paronomasia on the noun biltu 
“tribute” also occurs in the dream accounts of the Etana Myth (Middle Assyrian version), 
where it appears in conjunction with biltu “weight” and epeltu “reeds.” On the intimate 
relationship between paronomasia, polysemy, and dream accounts, see Noegel, Nocturnal 
Ciphers. 
76. See Baudouin van de Walle, L’humour dans la littérature et l’art de l’ancienne Égypte, 
SABMD 4 (Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor Het Nabije Oosten, 1969). For The Tale of 
Sinuhe and The Contendings of Horus and Seth as satires, see Patrick F. Houlihan, Wit and 
Humor in Ancient Egypt (London: Rubicon, 2001), 7–8, 10–12. On the Tale of Setne I, see 
Richard Jasnow, “‘And Pharaoh Laughed…’: Reflections on Humor in Setne I and Late 
Period Egyptian Literature,” Enchoria 27 (2001): 62–81. For the Demotic satirical poems 
known as the Harpist’s Song and the Song for the Bastet Festival, see Friedhelm Hoffmann 
and Joachim Friedrich Quack, Anthologie der demotischen Literatur, EAL 4 (Münster: 
Münster Lit, 2007), 305–20, 370–72. For the Demotic tale of Amasis and the Skipper, see 
Robert K. Ritner, “The Tale of Amasis and the Skipper,” in The Literature of Ancient 
Egypt: An Anthology of Stories, Instructions, and Poetry, ed. William Kelly Simpson (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2003), 450–52; Guglielmi, “Der Gebrauch rhetorischer 
Stilmittel in der ägyptischen Literatur,” 495–97. Ironically, the famous Satire on the Trades 
is mostly regarded as a serious text. See also the joke examined by Nicole B. Hansen, “Still 
Laughing after All These Years: An Ancient Egyptian ‘Joke’ Survives the Millennia,” 
JSSEA 38 (2011): 77–79, which also reads like a parable. 
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evidence of polysemy and paronomasia.77 Patrick Houlihan explains: “The 
ancient Egyptians undoubtedly chuckled at writing that employed wit, satire, 
word-plays, irony, puns, metaphors, similes, and other sophisticated literary 
devices.”78 Nevertheless, the use of the same devices in Egyptian incantations and 
in other ritual and mythological texts gives cause to wonder whether we fully 
understand ancient humor.79 Waltraud Guglielmi reminds us: 

 
Im Unterschied zu unserem Sprachgebrauch überwiegt in Äg. die ernsthafte 
Verwendung des Wortspiels. Es ist kein geistreiches oder heiteres Spiel, sondern 
bekundet und begründet durch Klangähnlichkeit Wesensähnlichkeit. Der gleiche 
oder ähnliche Klang zweier Wörter, sei es auch nur der im Konsonantenbau, 
suggeriert einen Zusammenhang in der Sache.80 
 
Humor has been ascribed to a number of texts in the Hebrew Bible,81 though 

again, often they illustrate irony or mockery rather than humor, per se. Sasson 
asserts that Hebrew paronomasia can exhibit “a spirit of playfulness,” though he 
does not specify with an example.82 Watson similarly suggests that biblical 
“wordplay” can “amuse.”83 Greenstein argues that one function of Hebrew 
“wordplay” is to satirize, and points to Isaiah’s quip: ־יֵׁשְנַאְו ןִיָי תֹוּתְׁשִל םיִרֹוּבִּג יֹוה

רָכֵׁש ְךֹסְמִל לִיַח  hōy gibbōrīm li-štōṯ yāyin wǝ-ʾanšē ḥayil li-msōḵ šēḵār “Ah, to 
those heroes in drinking wine, men of valor in mixing beer” (Isa 5:22). He 
observes that the line references םיִרֹוּבִּג  gibbōrīm “warriors” and לִיַח־יֵׁשְנַא  ʾanšē 
ḥayil “men of valor,” normally military men, in a new and ironic context.84 Yet, 
while the passage does appear satirical, it involves neither polysemy nor 
paronomasia. 

 
77. See Waltrund Guglielmi, “Probleme bei der Anwendung der Begriffe ‘Komik,’ 
‘Ironie,’ und ‘Humor’ auf die altägyptische Literatur,” GM 36 (1979): 69–85. 
78. Houlihan, Wit and Humor in Ancient Egypt, 1. 
79. On the problems with defining humor in ancient Egypt, see Jasnow, “‘And Pharaoh 
Laughed…,’” who notes that irony is often the primary operative feature. 
80. Guglielmi, “Wortspiel,” col. 1287. 
81. See, e.g., Baumgartner, “L’humour dans l’Ancien Testament”; Francis Landy, 
“Humour as a Tool in Biblical Exegesis,” in On Humour and the Comic in the Hebrew 
Bible, ed. Athalya Brenner and Yehuda T. Radday (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1990), 
101–17; E. A. Russell, “Some Reflections on Humour in Scripture and Otherwise,” IBS 13 
(1991): 199–210; John Ellington, “Wit and Humor in Bible Translation,” The Bible 
Translator 42 (1991): 301–13; David Marcus, From Balaam to Jonah: Anti-prophetic 
Satire in the Hebrew Bible, BJS 301 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1995). 
82. Sasson, “Word Play in the O.T.,” 968. 
83. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 245. A similar approach also dominates such studies 
in contemporary settings. See, e.g., Walter Redfern, Puns (Oxford: Blackwell, 1984). 
84. Greenstein, “Wordplay, Hebrew,” 970. 
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3.6. IRONIC 
 
As the previous discussion illustrates, polysemy and paronomasia in the service 
of humor, satire, or sarcasm also can demonstrate irony. Nevertheless, irony 
differs as a functional category in that it is not always humorous, satirical, or 
sarcastic. In its most basic sense, irony involves incongruity; it involves opposites. 
It can be verbal, when words are used to convey something different from what 
they appear to mean, or situational, when the outcome of events is contrary to 
what one expects.85 Some texts exhibit dramatic irony in that they withhold 
information from the character that is known to the reader/audience.86 Polysemy 
is uniquely fitted to accomplish all three types of irony, as scholars of ancient 
Near Eastern literature well know. 

Thus in the Akkadian Song of Erra, we find an ironic use of polysemy in the 
repeated noun šipṭu, used for both “governance” and “destruction.”87 Peter 
Machinist explains: 
 

Lastly, there is the šipṭu (= “governing order”) of heaven and earth, which, as we 
have observed, dissolves if Marduk leaves his seat (I 132, 170). So when Erra 
promises, in taking Marduk’s place, that he will keep this šipṭu strong (I 182), 
we are treated to the patent irony that Erra does indeed maintain šipṭu–but the 
šipṭu of “destruction,” as is made explicit later (IV 76–77; V 53, 58).88 

 
One expects Erra’s šipṭu to be righteous “governance,” but it turns out to mean 
“destruction” for his subjects. 

Irony pervades a number of Egyptian texts.89 In the Tale of the Eloquent Peas-
ant, we find a string of eulogistic statements that one can read ironically in more 

 
85. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 308–9. 
86. The opposite also can occur, when information is withheld from the reader/audience, 
but known to the character. See Scott B. Noegel, “A Crux and a Taunt: Night-Time Then 
Sunset in Genesis 15,” in The World of Genesis: Persons, Places, Perspectives, ed. Philip 
R. Davies and David J. A. Clines, JSOTSup 223 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1998), 
128–35; Serge Frolov, “The Semiotics of Covert Action in 1 Samuel 9–10,” JSOT 31 
(2007): 429–50. 
87. See, Noegel, “‘Word Play’ in the Song of Erra,” 175. 
88. Peter Machinist, “Rest and Violence in the Poem of Erra,” JAOS 103 (1983): 224–25. 
89. See, e.g., Gerhard Fecht, Der Habgierige und die Maat in der Lehre des Ptahhotep, 5. 
und 19. Maxime, ADAIK 1 (Glückstadt: Augustin, 1958); Richard B. Parkinson, “Literary 
Form and the Tale of the Eloquent Peasant,” JEA 78 (1992): 163–78; Christopher J. Eyre, 
“Irony in the Story of Wenamun: The Politics of Religion in the Twenty-First Dynasty,” in 
Literatur und Politik im pharaonischen und ptolemäischen Ägypten. Vorträge der Tagung 
zum Gedenken an Georges Posener 5.-10. September 1996 in Leipzig, ed. Jan Assmann 
and Elke Blumenthal, BdE 127 (Le Caire: Institut français d’archéologie orientale, 1999), 
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than one way. The peasant’s claim is a case in point: nn gr rḏ.n=k mdw=f “there 
is none whom you have made to speak (who is still) silent” (B1 316). About this 
statement, Parkinson remarks: “(It) may express the High Steward’s power, but, 
since ‘silence’ is a desired state for the peasant and his speaking a result of agony, 
it implies a denunciation.”90 In fact, words previously used by the peasant in praise 
of the high steward are used ironically to rebuke him later. At first, he is the “lord 
who eradicates falsehood [grg], who creates [sḫpr] truth and creates [sḫpr] every 
good thing [bw], who destroys every (evil) thing [bw]” (B1 272–273). Yet, later 
we hear that “the cultivator of the wicked thing (bw) is watering his garden with 
evil, to grow [sḫpr] his garden with falsehood [grg]” (B1 294–96). Parkinson 
adds: 

 
The effect of this irony has been considered humorous, but humour is not easily 
identified and is not an inevitable concomitant or irony. Irony is, rather, ‘common 
ground between tragedy and comedy’, and the context determines whether a 
particular instance is humorous.91 

 
In the Ugaritic Tale of Kirtu, Kirtu has a dream in which the god El predicts 

an oncoming siege during which a number of individuals who normally would be 
exempt from service must join the expedition. One of these is the yḥd “sole 
survivor” (CAT 1.14.ii.43). The yḥd designates someone, like a widow or orphan, 
who is bereft of family.92 Yet, technically speaking, Kirtu too is a yḥd, since he 
also has lost his family. The use of yḥd offers an ironic critique of the king, for it 
brings into contrast the sole survivor, who must leave home and enter military 
service, and Kirtu, who conscripts him, risking the survivor’s life, for the very 
purpose of finding a wife and starting his own family.93 

Later in the text, verbal irony again obtains in the hungry cries of the people 
who are faced with a drought while the king remains sick in his bed. They lament, 
“emmer in the furrows, like wheat crowns [ʿl tl[m] k ʿṭrṭrt] in the tilth … spent is 
all the bread from their storage” (CAT 1.16.iii.9–14)!94 Here the use of ʿṭrṭrt 
“crowns” for “heads of grain,” allusively underscores the irony that normally it is 

 
235–52; Jean Winand, “The Report of Wenamun: A Journey in Ancient Egyptian 
Literature,” in Ramesside Studies in Honour of K. A. Kitchen, ed. Mark Collier and Steven 
Snape (Bolton: Rutherford, 2011), 541–59. 
90. Parkinson, “Literary Form and the Tale of the Eloquent Peasant,” 173. 
91. Parkinson, “Literary Form and the Tale of the Eloquent Peasant,” 175. 
92. DULAT, s.v. “yḥd.” 
93. Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream,” 307. When the narrator describes the actualization 
of the event (CAT 1.14.iv.21), he instead employs the numeral aḥd “one,” which removes 
any allusion to Kirtu. 
94. The words appear to be placed in the mouth of El, though the beginning of the column 
is missing some thirty lines. 
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the king’s responsibility to ensure the land’s fertility through sacrifice to Baal. 
Further emphasizing the irony is the phrase tl[m] k “furrows, like,” which 
paronomastically suggests mlk “king.” Moreover, enforcing the allusion to a royal 
crown immediately afterwards is the mention of “heads” in the narrator’s 
description: nšu riš ḥrṯm l ẓr [ ] ʿbd dgn “the plowmen raise their heads, toward [  
], the servants of Dagan.” 

Watson has drawn our attention to a euphemistic use of ironic language in 
the narrator’s account of Anat’s search for the deceased Baal: “she reached 
‘Pleasure’ [nʿmy], land of pasture, ‘Delight’ [ysmt], the fields by the shore of 
Death’s realm” (CAT 1.5.vi.28–30). As he describes, “The immediate context 
converts the euphemisms ‘Pleasure’ and “Delight’ into their opposites, both 
belonging to the ‘code’ of death.”95 On euphemism and polysemy, see Double 
Entendres (4.1.2). 

Edwin Good has proposed a number of cases in the Hebrew Bible.96 One of 
his finest comes from Isaiah’s pronouncement against the king of Babylon, which 
brings into ironic contrast the king, whose oppression תַבָׁש  šāḇaṯ “has ceased” 
(Isa 14:4, 2x), and Yahweh, who רַבָׁש  šāḇar “broke” his טֶבֶׁש  šɛḇɛṭ “staff” on 
account of his hubris (Isa 14:5).97 An ironic use of polysemy involves the figure 
of לָבָנ  nāḇāl “Nabal,” whose name ostensibly means “noble, generous,” a 
definition one is inclined to accept at first given the narrator’s introduction of him 
as a powerful man with many possessions (1 Sam 25:2).98 We hear his name no 

 
95. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 309. 
96. Edwin M. Good, Irony in the Old Testament (Sheffield: Almond, 1981), 121–25. 
Good’s types correlate with what I call antanaclasis, polysemy, contronym, parasonance, 
and allusive paronomasia. His work focuses entirely upon irony, which he sharply 
distinguishes from sarcasm, invective, parody, and satire. 
97. Good, Irony in the Old Testament, 163, observes the paronomasia between “cease” and 
“break,” but he did not catch the additional case with “staff,” which I add here. More 
accurately, these are cases of homoeopropheron (see 4.2.1). 
98. The meaning “noble” for this root is attested in Arabic. See William Lane, Arabic-
English Lexicon: Supplement, vol. 8 (Beirut: Librairie du Liban, 1968), 3027, s.v. “ لبن .” 
However, the earliest attestation appears to be in the ninth century CE, which makes it 
possible that the word entered Arabic via French or Latin. On the other hand, the name also 
appears in a Neo-Punic inscription, where it cannot mean “fool.” See KAI 105. Whether 
the name relates to the Hebrew לֶבֵנ  nēbɛl “jar, pitcher, wineskin” or “harp, lute,” or to 
Ugaritic (nbl) and Akkadian (nablu) “flame,” seems unlikely, though the story does 
associate Nabal with a wineskin by way of paronomasia in 1 Sam 25:37. See Peter J. 
Leithart, “Nabal and His Wine,” JBL 120 (2001): 525–27. In any event, even in a literary 
context, we must assume that the primary meaning of the name Nabal in ancient Israel (and 
in Phoenician) was not “fool,” since no parent would give a child such a name. For a 
comprehensive discussion of the etymology and use of this root in Hebrew, see TDOT 
9:157–71. 
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less than seven times,99 until his wife informs David: “as his name is, so is he: 
Nabal ( לָבָנ  nāḇāl) is his name and foolishness ( הָלָבְנּו  ū-nḇālāh) is with him” (1 
Sam 25:25).100 Such cases are made explicit by figures in the story. However, 
there are many cases of paronomasia on names in 1 and 2 Samuel that shape our 
understanding of literary figures without doing so explicitly. As Moshe Garsiel 
observes, such cases are “linked to the characterization of these personages and 
the evaluation of their acts. At times the exposition derived from the name bears 
an ironic character.”101 

Some biblical scholars have shown polysemy to be an effective tool for 
dramatic irony as well. For example, Meshel argues that the author of Job employs 
polysemy in key passages that combine with 

 
dramatic irony to serve as an organizing principle of the book, allowing for two 
simultaneous, incompatible readings to coexist—one from the limited 
perspective of one or more of the characters; the other from the privileged 
perspective of the reader.102 

 
Thus, in Job 4:6, Eliphaz asks: ָךיֶכָרְּד םֹתְו ָךְתָוְקִּת ָךֶתָלְסִּכ ָךְתָאְרִי ֹאלֲה  hă-lōʾ yirʾāṯḵā 
kislāṯɛḵā tiqwāṯḵā wǝ-ṯōm dǝrāḵɛḵā “is not your piety your confidence, your 
blamelessness your hope?” Operative here are an odd syntax and polysemy. One 
would expect to find the copula ְו wǝ “and” joined to ָךְתָוְקִּת  tiqwāṯḵā “your hope,” 
but it is not. In addition, ָךֶתָלְסִּכ  kislāṯɛḵā means “your confidence,” but also 
echoes “your foolishness.”103 As a result, Eliphaz could be understood to ask “is 
not your piety, your hope, and your blamelessness your foolishness?” One reading 
belongs to Eliphaz, while the other is the reader’s. Meshel concludes: “Eliphaz 
certainly did not intend to denote that it was folly on Job’s part to be so righteous; 

 
99. 1 Sam 25:3, 25:4, 25:5, 25:9, 25:10, 25:14, 25:19. 
100. This chapter offers a veritable cornucopia of paronomasia and polysemy. See Moshe 
Garsiel, “Wit, Words, and a Woman: 1 Samuel 25,” in Brenner-Idan and Radday, On Hu-
mour and the Comic in the Hebrew Bible, 161–68; Garsiel, “The Story of David, Nabal 
and Abigail (1 Samuel 25): A Literary Study of Wordplay on Names, Analogies, and 
Socially Constructed Opposites,” in Abigail, Wife of David, and Other Ancient Oriental 
Women, ed. Daniel Bodi (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2013), 66–78. 
101. Moshe Garsiel, “Word Play and Puns as a Rhetorical Device in the Book of Samuel,” 
in Noegel, Puns and Pundits, 182. See similarly the treatment of “wordplay” in Falkowitz, 
Sumerian Rhetoric Collections; Cherry, Paronomasia and Proper Names in the Old 
Testament; and Guglielmi, “Der Gebrauch rhetorischer Stilmittel in der ägyptischen 
Literatur,” in Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 479–81. 
102. Meshel, “Whose Job Is This?,” 48. See also Carolyn J. Sharp, Irony and Meaning in 
the Hebrew Bible (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2009). 
103. Though the meaning “fool” is spelled ליִסְּכ  kǝsīl, the paronomasia is effective. 
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the reader, however, knows that in a very concrete sense it was Job’s greatest 
error.”104 

 
3.7. DECEPTIVE 

 
Scholars have suggested three different ways in which polysemy and paronomasia 
serve deceptive ends. The first occurs when authors employ crafty words or signs 
to trick their readers/audience. The second obtains when literary figures employ 
polysemy in their speeches to deceive. Often the reader/audience also is gulled by 
the ruse. The third happens when authors instill ambiguity in narratives that 
involve deception and/or tricksters. 

Concerning the first type: one could characterize many polysemous devices 
as inherently deceptive. In fact, many types encourage readers and listeners to 
interpret a sign, word, or line in one way as a kind of set up, only to prompt a 
reinterpretation thereafter. The effect can be unsettling and produce uncertainty, 
even anxiety, especially when it occurs in omens, oracles, or prophetic 
discourse.105 

Of course, it is important to stress that while readers/listeners might feel 
deceived in the process, the motive may not have been deception, but de-
stabilization. In fact, Isaiah sometimes uses polysemy to demonstrate that the 
divine message is not what it might appear at first (see 3.4).106 Jeremiah at times 
employs polysemy and paronomasia to illustrate the transformative power of the 
divine word.107 Indeed, while such devices may seem deceptive, they may simply 
embody the process of revelation—the act of seeing one thing in another, like 
seeing דֵֹקׁש  šōqēḏ “(divine) watchfulness” in an דֵקָׁש  šāqēḏ “almond tree” (Jer 
1:11–12). Nevertheless, a few cases do appear patently deceptive in purpose. 

Miguel Civil has found especially misleading a number of composite 
Sumerian logograms that suggest one reading on the surface, but must be 
understood as learned references to Akkadian.108 One such usage occurs in the 
hymn known as Inanna and Ebiḫ. In this text, Inanna threatens to attack the people 
of the mountains of Ebiḫ for showing her no respect, and lists a number of 

 
104. Meshel, “Whose Job Is This?,” 60. 
105. See Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 46–50; Noegel, “Augur Anxieties in the Ancient Near 
East,” in Ancient Divination and Experience, ed. Lindsay G. Driediger-Murphy and Esther 
Eidinow (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019), 17–43. 
106. Davis, “Strategy of Delayed Comprehension: Isaiah LIV 15”; Sommer, “Ambiguity 
and the Rhetoric of Turning in Isaiah,” 334. 
107. See Scott B. Noegel, “‘Literary’ Craft and Performative Power in the Ancient Near 
East,” in Approaches to Literary Readings of Ancient Jewish Texts, ed. Karolien 
Vermuelen (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 19–38. 
108. See Civil, “Anzu-Bird and Scribal Whimsies,” 271. 
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weapons she will ready against them: “I shall prepare arrows in the quiver. I 
shall... slingstones with the rope (ÉŠ.MAḪ.GINx). I shall begin polishing my 
lance. I shall prepare the throwstick and the shield” (ll. 41–44). Instead of 
employing the signs ÉŠ.MAḪ.GINx “rope,” the text reads EN.TI.GINx, that is, 
EBIḪ.GINx. The peculiar writing draws attention to the fact that the Sumerian 
reflects both the Akkadian ebīḫu “rope” and ebiḫKI “mount Ebiḫ.” 

Similarly, in the Curse of Akkade, we find an idiomatic expression for putting 
a population under administrative control: marḫašiKI li-um-ma GUR.RU.DÈ “to put 
the (people of) Marḫaši back on the tablets” (l. 20). One can read the Akkadian 
signs li-um-ma as referring to lēʾū “writing tablets,” hence the translation, or as 
leʾū “wild bulls,” thus producing the translation: “to turn the (people of) Marḫaši 
into wild bulls.”109 Benjamin Foster also has characterized a case of bilingual 
polysemy in the annals of Sargon as particularly misleading.110 I treat this passage 
below under Bilingual Polysemy (4.1.7). 

Deceptive polysemy and paronomasia of the second type, in direct speech, 
also occurs in ancient Near Eastern texts. In the Epic of Gilgamesh 11.43–47, the 
god Ea, himself a trickster figure,111 instructs Utnapishtim on what to tell the 
villagers when he starts building the boat. He is to say: “he (Ea) shall rain upon 
you abundance... in the morning, cakes [kukkū], and in the evening, he shall rain 
down a pouring of wheat [kibātu].” Almost a century ago, Carl Frank noticed that 
Ea’s kukkū “cakes” and kibātu “wheat” paronomastically suggest impending 
kukkû “darkness” and kibittu “heaviness.”112 Utnapishtim was able to “read 
between the lines” of the deceptive message. The village would suffer for not 
sharing his wisdom. 

Others have argued that Ea’s advice to Adapa in the Tale of Adapa and the 
Southwind is polysemously deceptive. To prepare Adapa for his presentation 
before the divine tribunal, Ea instructs him: akala ša mu-ti ukallūnikkūma lā 
takkal mē mu-ú-ti ukallūnikkūma lā tašatti “they will offer you food of death, but 
you must not eat, they will offer you water of death, but you must not drink” (B 
29′–33′). However, later Anu offers him akal “food” and mē “water” of balāṭi 
“life” (B 60′–62′). Adapa does not accept the offering, and as a consequence, he 
misses an opportunity to become immortal. Stephanie Dalley proposes that the 
ruse hinges on reading akala ša mu-ti “food of death” as akala šamūti “food of 

 
109. Civil, “Anzu-Bird and Scribal Whimsies,” 271. 
110. Foster, “Humor in Cuneiform Literature,” 82–83. 
111. Kramer and Maier, Myths of Enki; Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 27–28; Martin 
Worthington, Ea’s Duplicity in the Gilgamesh Flood Story: The Ancient Word (London: 
Routledge, 2019). 
112. Carl Frank, “Zu den Wortspielen kukku und kibâti in Gilg. Ep. XI,” ZA 36 (1925): 218. 
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heaven.”113 Anne Kilmer suggests that we read the mē mu-ú-ti “water of heaven” 
as mē emūti “water of transformation.”114 Sasson opines that the polysemy here 
involves understanding akala ša mūti “food of death” as akala ša muti “food of 
humankind.”115 Shlomo Izre’el further argues that Ea’s deception rests on the 
double meaning of balāṭi, which not only means “life,” as opposed to “death,” but 
“immortality.”116 Clearly, Ea’s words, which gain him the epithet “the crafty one,” 
require careful contemplation before they are heeded, for  misunderstanding them 
has serious consequences. 

Deceptive paronomastic speech in Egyptian texts occurs in the Contendings 
of Horus and Seth (P.Chester Beatty I, recto), in which the two gods compete for 
the throne of Osiris and thus the “office” of kingship. Since the literary context 
involves trickery, this example represents the latter two types of deceptive 
“wordplay” defined above. According to Miriam Lichtheim, one finds 
paronomasia on the noun w.t “office” ( ) in the myth, which, of course, is 
the object of the competition (1.2, passim).117 We first see this when Isis plans a 
ruse on the ferryman, who is given strict orders not to transport her to the island 
court. In 5.7, she transforms herself into an w.t “old woman.” Though perhaps 
etymologically related to the noun “office,” w.t is written here as  (with the 
elderly man determinative), thus anticipating the theme. When Isis arrives at the 
dock (5.10), she apprises the ferryman that she came to deliver flour to a hungry 

 
113. Stephanie Dalley, Myths from Mesopotamia: Creation, the Flood, Gilgamesh and 
Others (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), 88 n. 9. 
114. Anne D. Kilmer, “Verse Translation of Adapa (Amarna Version),” in Mesopotamian 
Poetic Language, 111–14. 
115. Jack M. Sasson, “Another Wrinkle on Old Adapa,” in Studies in Ancient Near Eastern 
World View and Society Presented to Marten Stol on the Occasion of His Sixty-Fifth Birth-
day, ed. R. J. van der Spek et al. (Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 2008), 1–10. However,  
Sasson argues that there is no deception here, but rather a misunderstanding on Adapa’s 
part. He also questions whether Dalley and Kilmer’s proposals constitute “puns,” since 
they are not homonyms. Nevertheless, as will be shown numerous times in this work, the 
word is not the operative linguistic unit in Akkadian, but rather the sign. 
116. Shlomo Izre’el, Adapa and the South Wind: Language Has the Power of Life and 
Death (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2001), 137. See also Frank H. Polak, “Some 
Aspects of Literary Design in Ancient Near Eastern Epic,” in kinattūtu ša dārâti: Raphael 
Kutscher Memorial Volume, ed. Anson F. Rainey, TAUOP 1 (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv 
University, Institute of Archaeology, 1993), 135–46. 
117. Miriam Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, vol. 2 (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 1973), 223 n. 10, notes that the nouns “office” and “cattle” sound alike, 
but she does not note the extent to which they are homonyms or how important the 
paronomasia is to the central theme of the narrative. I note that “office” (written as ) 
appears in 1.2, 1.4, 1.11, 2.1, 3.2, 3.8, 4:5, 4.7 (2x), 4.10, 6.12–13, 8.7, 8.8, 8.11, 12.3, 13.3, 
13.5, 15.13 (2x), 16.8 (final verse). 
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young boy who herds flocks on the island. The word she uses for “herd” is ʿw.t. 
The normative orthography for “herd” is , but here it appears as  (with 
the standard and scroll determinatives). Thus, ʿw.t “herd” and w.t “office” are 
written identically. After gaining access to the island, Isis then magically 
transforms herself into a beautiful young woman (6.9), and she discloses to Seth 
that she is the wife of a man who died and that she had borne a son who now herds 
the flocks. The word for “flocks” is again ʿw.t. This time it is written slightly 
differently, with an amphibolous orthography (see 4.1.14), employing both the 
standard and animal tail determinatives, that is, . In 6.11, Isis again refers 
to the ʿ w.t “flock” and there it is spelled . In fact, Isis’s story to Seth appears 
to be a parable in which paronomasia give clues to the true meaning of a 
statement.118 

 
Let me say, my great lord [»]; as for me, I was the wife of a herdsman and I bore 
him a son. My husband died, and the boy began to tend the flock [ ] of his 
father [»]. But then a stranger came. He sat down in my stable and said to my 
child [»]: “I shall beat you. I shall take the flock [ ] of your father [»], and 
I shall throw you out.” (6.8–6.11) 

 
In addition to the repetition of “flock,” which suggests “office,” note that the 
divine horus determinative » appears after the personal pronouns in her statement, 
thus suggesting the divine nature of the characters in her story, without orally 
stating such. When Seth repeats the story to Pre-Ra-Horakthy, the falcon 
determinative appears again (7.4–7.8). The trickster god Seth did not miss the 
paronomastic allusion to the “office,”119 for in 7.7, he himself refers to the “flock” 
in Isis’s story as an w.t “office” ( ).120 

 
118. A similar use of paronomasia obtains in Nathan’s parable to David (2 Sam 12:1–12). 
See below. 
119. See Herman te Velde, “The Egyptian God Seth as a Trickster,” JARCE 7 (1968): 37–
40. 
120. Paronomasia abounds in this text. After Seth’s own statement tricks him, Isis turns 
herself into a ḏr “kite” and alights upon the ḏḏ “tip” of an acacia tree. The former reminds 
us of the ḏrḏr “stranger” (6.10, 6.12), and the latter of the ḏ “ferrying” that brought Isis 
to the island. In 9.9, Horus cuts off the head (ḏḏ) of his mother Isis. Later still, in 11.8, 
Isis makes Horus’s penis drip semen into a cooking pot (ḏḏ). In 10.8, after Seth removes 
Horus’ eyes, Hathor finds Horus in the desert, milks a gazelle, and says to Horus: -wn 
r.t=k d= n= r.t m “Open your eyes, that I may put this milk in it.” Paronomasia 
obtains between the nouns r.t “eyes” and r.t “milk.” Moreover, both words contain the 
sign p. She pours it into the right eye, then the left (10.8). In 10.9, she commands him 
again saying “open your eyes,” and “she looked at them and found that they were whole.” 
In 11.3, Seth’s penis (ḥnw) stiffens (nḫt) and so he moves quickly (ḥnw) to put it in between 
the thighs of Horus. In 12:2, they stand in the presence of the Ennead. The words “in the 
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Deceitful speech in the Hebrew Bible abounds, perhaps most famously in the 
mouth of the serpent in the garden of Eden. Immediately after we hear of the 
couple’s םיִּמּורֲע  ʿărūmmīm “being naked” (Gen 2:25), the narrator paron-
omastically alerts us to the snake’s םּורָע  ʿārūm “cunning” (Gen 3:1).121 The clue 
that deceptive speech is afoot is soon realized when the serpent gets the woman 
to question what God had commanded by asking, “has God said ‘you shall not eat 
of any tree of the garden?’” (Gen 3:1). The query reverses what God had said and 
leaves out a crucial piece of information, for his words were “from any tree of the 
garden you may indeed eat, but from the tree of knowledge of good and evil you 
shall not eat, for on the day you eat from it you will surely die ( תּומָּת תֹומ  mōṯ 
tāmūṯ)” (Gen 2:16–17). The woman’s response to the serpent represents an 
eisegetical, albeit mistaken, paraphrase of the divine command: “of the fruit of 
the trees of the garden we may eat, but of the fruit of the tree that is in the midst 
of the garden, God said: ‘you shall not eat of it, neither shall you touch it, lest you 
die ( ןּותֻמְּת־ןֶּפ  pɛn tǝmuṯūn)’” (Gen 3:3). The woman not only changed the 
emphatic verbal construction to an ordinary finite verb form, she added the 
mention of “fruit” and the notion of “touching.” It is at this point that the snake 
emphatically informs her: ןּותֻמְּת תֹומ־ֹאל  lōʾ mōṯ tāmūṯūn “you shall not die” (Gen 
3:4). Of course, the serpent meant “you shall not die … immediately,” whereas 
God meant “eventually,” since breaking the command resulted in human 
mortality. 

Another textbook example of deceptive speech comes from the mouth of 
Nathan the prophet, who offers a “parable” to David: 

 
There were two men in one city: one rich, and one poor [ ׁשאָר  rāʾš]. The rich man 
had many flocks and herds; but the poor man [ ׁשָר  rāš] had nothing except one 
little ewe lamb, which he had acquired [ הָנָק  qānāh] and reared; and it grew up 
together with him, and with [ םִעְו ֹוּמִע  ʿimmō wǝ-ʿim] his children; it ate from his 

 
presence of” (m-bḥ) are written with the sign ', which of course, has been used for the 
nouns “phallus” and “semen.” (It also is used in 13.9 when Seth builds his stone boat in 
the presence of the Ennead.) In 12.3–12.4, Seth tells the Ennead that he has done “the work 
of a man” to Horus, which causes them to spit in Horus’ face. The word “man” is ʿḥ.t 
(HatY¶). The word “work” is k.t, which is homophonous with k.t “vulva,” used of 
Hathor in 4.2. The word “work” usually takes the determinative ‹, but in this passage it is 
spelled , thus making the paronomasia visually more obvious. In 4.2, “vulva” is spelled 
as . The bard underscores the connection when Hathor reveals her vulva, and the Lord 
of All laughs (sb.t) in response. After Seth makes his claim, Horus similarly laughs (sb.t) 
in 12.4. 
121. Discussed fully by Ellen Robbins, The Storyteller and the Garden of Eden (Eugene, 
OR: Wipf & Stock, 2012). Cf. תֶלֶּוִא אָרְקִי םיִליִסְּכ בֵלְו תַעָּד הֶֹסּכ םּורָע םָדָא  ʾāḏām ʿārūm kōsɛh 
dāʿaṯ wǝ-lēḇ kǝsīlīm yiqrāʾ ʾiwwɛlɛṯ “a wise man conceals what he knows, but the heart of 
the foolish proclaims folly” (Prov 12:23). 
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morsel (of bread), and drank from his cup, and lay in his bosom, and it was like 
a daughter [ תַב  ḇaṯ] to him. And a traveler came to the rich man, and he spared 
to take [ תַחַקָל  lā-qaḥaṯ] from his own flock and from his own herd, to prepare 
for the wayfarer who had come to him, but took [ חַּקִּיַו  way-yiqqaḥ] the lamb of 
the poor man [ ׁשאָרָה ׁשיִאָה  hā-ʾīš hā-rāʾš], and prepared it [ ָהֶׂשֲעַּיָו  wāy-yaʿăśɛhā] 
for the man who had come to him. (2 Sam 12:1–4) 

 
David apparently realized that the parable was about adultery since he first 
pronounced a death sentence upon the man (2 Sam 12:5), but then realizing it was 
about him, he commanded a four-fold restitution for the lamb in accordance with 
the law (Exod 21:37). It is then that Nathan reveals its meaning: “you are the 
man!” (2 Sam 12:7). Nathan’s speech tricked David into passing judgment upon 
himself. Yet, had David listened more closely, he would have realized that 
Nathan’s words were loaded. Thrice the prophet refers to the victim as “poor.” 
While imperceptible to the ear, readers will note that the text spells it defectively 
once as ׁשָר  rāš and twice as ׁשאָר  rāʾš. The defective spelling draws our focus to 
the paronomasia implicit in the forms, as the root ׁשאר  r-ʾ-š also suggests “first, 
former.” The effect is especially striking near parable’s end when Nathan uses the 
full expression ׁשאָרָה ׁשיִאָה  hā-ʾīš hā-rāʾš “the poor man,” thus paronomastically 
identifying him as the “first husband,” (cf. Hos 2:9 ןֹוׁשאִרָה יִׁשיִא  ʾīšī hā-riʾšōn “my 
former husband”). Moreover, the words ׁשאָר  rāʾš “poor” and ריִׁשָע  ʿāšīr “rich” 
constitute a paronomastic word pair that features especially in proverbs that 
contrast the two (Prov 14:20, 28:6).122 The verb הָנָק  qānāh “acquire” also can be 
used for betrothal (Ruth 4:5),123 and the verb חַקָל  lāqaḥ “take” twice used, can 
refer to marriage (Gen 4:19, 12:19, 25:1). Nathan’s addition that the lamb ֹוקיֵחְבּו  

בָּכְׁשִת  ū-ḇ-ḥēqō ṯiškāḇ “lay in his bosom” also is rich in sexual overtones (cf. 
Gen 19:33, Exod 22:15, Mic 7:5), and by fronting the words “his bosom” before 
the verb, the phrase underscores Bathsheba’s rightful place with Uriah. The 
prophet’s mention of the lamb’s treatment like a תַב  ḇaṯ “daughter” also evokes 
the first part of the name עַבֶׁש־תַּב  baṯ-šɛbaʿ “Bathsheba,”124 especially following 

 
122. Studied by Solfrid Storøy, “On Proverbs and Riddles: Polar Word Pairs and Other 
Poetic Devices, and the Words for ‘Poor and Needy’ in the Book of Proverbs,” SJOT 7 
(1993): 270–84. 
123. Noted already by David Qimḥi (1160–1235 CE). Cf. Ben Sira (D II Recto 36:29): הנק  

ן]ינ[ק ]תישא[ר השא  qnh ʾšh r[ʾšyt] q[ny]n “One who acquires a wife gets the best 
acquisition.” 
124. Observed also by Peter W. Coxon, “A Note on ‘Bathsheba’ in 2 Samuel 12,1–6,” Bib 
62 (1981): 247–50, who notes that the LXX records the restitution as seven-fold, which 
reflects on the second half of her name, עַבֶׁש  šɛḇaʿ “seven.” Noted also by Moshe Garsiel, 
The Story and History of David and His Kingdom, part 1 of The Book of Samuel: Studies 
in History, Historiography, Theology and Poetics Combined (Jerusalem: Rubin Mass, 
2018), 463. 
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the juxtaposed prepositions םִעְו ֹוּמִע  ʿimmō wǝ-ʿim “with him and with,” which 
elicit the patronymic element םַע  ʿ am “people” in her father’s name ( םָעיִלֱא  ʾ ĕlīʿām 
“Eliam” in 2 Sam 11:3, and לֵאיִּמַע  ʿammīʾēl “Amiel” in 1 Chr 3:5). Note too the 
use of the verb ָהֶׂשֲעַּיָו  wāy-yaʿăśɛhā “and he prepared it” (lit. “and he did her”), a 
sexual double entendre found elsewhere (Gen 9:24, Ezek 23:3, 23:8, 23:21).125 
Finally, Nathan’s repetition of the phrase “the man who had come to him” (once 
with “wayfarer” instead of “man” [2 Sam 11:4]) recalls David’s summoning of 
Uriah, who “came to him” from the battlefield (2 Sam 11:7).126 

A final example of deceitful speech appears in the mouth of King Jehu who 
gathered all the people as a trick to sort out and kill all those who worshiped Baal. 
At first, he told them: 
 

Ahab worshiped [ דַבָע  ʿāḇaḏ] Baal a little; Jehu will worship him [ ּוּנֶדְבַעַי  
yaʿaḇḏɛnnū] much. Now summon to me all the prophets of Baal, all his 
worshipers [ ויָדְֹבע  ʿōḇḏāw], and all his priests, let none be missing, for I will 
make a great sacrifice to Baal. All who are missing [ דֵקָּפִי  yippāqēḏ] will not live. 
(2 Kgs 10:18–19) 

 
The narrator then clarifies his motive since it otherwise would be ambiguous: 
“Jehu did it deceptively ( הָּבְקָעְב  ḇǝ-ʿŏqbāh) with the intent that he may destroy 
( דיִבֲאַה  ha-ʾăḇīḏ) the worshipers ( יֵדְֹבע  ʿōḇḏē) of Baal” (2 Kgs 10:19). According 
to Ora Prouser, the ruse is embodied in the paronomasia between דַבָע  ʿāḇaḏ 
“worship” and דַבָא  ʾāḇaḏ “destroy.”127 Moreover, Jehu’s threat that “whoever 
shall be missing ( דֵקָּפִי  yippāqēḏ) shall not live,” masks a polysemous promise, 
since the verb דֵקָּפִי  yippāqēḏ “be missing” also means “shall be punished.”128 

One also finds deceptive polysemy and paronomasia in stories that involve 
acts of trickery. Usually this takes the form of ambiguous passages or structural 
arrangements that compel one to remain uncertain with regard to events or a 

 
125. The story prepares the reader for the twist of meaning by employing the infinitive 

תֹוׂשֲעַל  la-ʿăśōṯ “to prepare” (lit. “do”) in 2 Sam 12:4. 
126. In 2 Sam 12:4, we find both ֹול־אָּבַה ַח ֵרֹא  ʾorēaḥ hab-bāʾ lō “the wayfarer who had 
come to him” and ויָלֵא אָּבַה ׁשיִא  ʾīš hab-bāh ʾēlāw “the man who had come to him,” with a 
change of nouns and prepositions. In 2 Sam 11:7, we hear that ויָלֵא הָּיִרּוא ֹאבָּיַו  way-yābōʾ 
ʾūriyyāh ʾēlāw “And Uriah came to him.” That Uriah is the wayfarer in the parable is clear 
in David’s query to Uriah: אָב הָּתַא ְךֶרֶּדִמ אֹולֲה  hălōʾ mid-dɛrɛḵ ʾattāh ḇāʾ “did you know 
come from a journey?” (2 Sam 11:10). 
127. Found in Ora Horn Prouser, The Phenomenology of the Lie in Biblical Narrative (PhD 
diss., Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1991), 96–97. 
128. On the many meanings of this verb, see Bernard Grossfeld, “The Translation of Biblical 
Hebrew דקפ  in the Targum, Peshitta, Vulgate, and Septuagint,” ZAW 96 (1984): 83–101. 
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figure’s character.129 Aside from the cases of polysemy and paronomasia I 
discussed above in the Tale of the Poor Man of Nippur, I know of no other uses 
of these devices in Akkadian texts involving deception. For an Egyptian example, 
I already have discussed the Contendings of Horus and Seth. With regard to the 
presence of positive use of lying and deception in the Bible, Prouser’s 
contextualization is worth stressing. 

 
While the ideal of the truth is conveyed in biblical wisdom literature as well as 
elsewhere in the Bible, in biblical narrative lying was not considered a moral 
issue of absolutes. Rather, deception was considered an acceptable and generally 
praiseworthy means for a weaker party to succeed against a stronger power. It 
was not deemed appropriate, however, for a more powerful person to dissemble 
in order to achieve his or her goals.130 
 

The account of Jacob and Esau will illustrate. When the twins’ mother cooks up 
a scheme to hoodwink Esau out of his blind father’s blessing, Jacob reminds her, 
“behold my brother Esau is a hairy man, and I am a smooth man. Should my father 
feel me, I shall seem to him like a deceiver” (Gen 27:11–12). Jacob’s contention 
is polysemous for “smooth man” ( קָלָח ׁשיִא  ʾīš ḥālāq) also means a “deceitful 
man.”131 When Esau’s father informs him “your brother came with deceit and has 
taken away your blessing,” Esau replies: 

 
Is he not rightly named Jacob [ ֹבקֲעַי  yaʿăqōḇ]? For he has deceived me [ יִנֵבְקְעַּיַו  
way-yaʿqǝḇēnī] these two times: he took away my birthright [ יִתָֹרכְּב  bǝḵorāṯī], 
and behold, now he has taken away my blessing [ יִתָכְרִּב  birḵāṯī]. (Gen 27:36) 

 

 
129. Though here too one can find polysemous or paronomastic speech. See Jonathan 
Grossman, “The Use of Ambiguity in Biblical Narratives of Deception and Deceit” [He-
brew], Tarbiz 73 (2006): 483–515. 
130. Prouser, Phenomenology of the Lie in Biblical Narrative, i (abstract). Other useful 
publications on the subject include: David Marcus, “David the Deceiver and David the 
Dupe,” Prooftexts 6 (1986): 163–71; Susan Niditch, Underdogs and Tricksters (San 
Francisco, CA: Harper & Row, 1987); Freund, “Lying and Deception in the Biblical and 
Post-biblical Tradition”; Michael James Williams, Deception in Genesis: An Investigation 
into the Morality of a Unique Biblical Phenomenon, SBL 32 (New York: Lang, 2001); 
Dean Andrew Nichols, The Trickster Revisited: Deception as a Motif in the Pentateuch 
(New York: Lang, 2009); John E. Anderson, Jacob and the Divine Trickster: A Theology 
of Deception and Yhwh’s Fidelity to the Ancestral Promise in the Jacob Cycle, Siphrut 5 
(Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2011). 
131. Observed by Prouser, Phenomenology of the Lie in Biblical Narrative, 194. There is 
additional polysemy here in that the line “I shall seem to him” literally reads “I will be in 
his eyes,” thus reminding us that Isaac is blind (Gen 27:1). 
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While polysemy and paronomasia are not here used to deceive, they feature 
prominently in the narrative, because it is about trickery. Deception, polysemy, 
and paronomasia combine also in the continued narratives involving Jacob and 
Laban.132 

The story of Judah and Tamar offers another case study. It reports how Tamar 
disguised herself as a prostitute in order to trick Judah into fulfilling the law of 
the levir (Gen 38). After Tamar’s first husband dies, and also his younger brother, 
Tamar waits for the last brother, Shelah, to reach marriageable age. Yet fearing 
that his last son also would die (Gen 38:11), Judah reneges on his promise, and so 
Tamar takes matters into her own hands. As Yair Zakovitch long ago espied, the 
name הָלֵׁש  šēlāh “Shelah” means “deceive” (cf. 2 Kgs 4:28), a connotation 
amplified by the reference to his birth at ביִזְּכ  kǝzīḇ “Kezib” (Gen 38:5), which 
also connotes “lie.”133 Moreover, the narrator describes Tamar’s disguise by 
saying ָהיֶלָעֵמ ּהָתּונְמְלַא יֵדְגִּב רַסָּתַו  wa-tāsar biḡḏē ʾalmǝnūṯāh mēʿālɛyhā “and she 
put off from her the garments of widowhood” (Gen 38:14). Here the verb רַסָּת  
tāsar means “put off” as one would a garment, but also “reject, turn away” (Josh 
11:15, Ps 66:20). In addition, the noun דֶגֶּב  bɛḡɛḏ “garment” also connotes an act 
of “wickedness,” in this case one involving deception.134 Thus, we also may hear 
“and she rejected the deceptive-wickedness of widowhood,” encapsulating in a 
single line the means and motive of her actions. In many such cases, one finds 
polysemy and paronomasia illustrating the principle of lex talionis, so that the one 
who dupes is duped in kind (see 3.15.3).135 

 
132. See Garsiel, Biblical Names, 53–54, who suggests that the root המר  r-m-h “deceive” 
plays a key role as a Leitwort that identifies Laban the “Aramaean” as Laban the 
“deceiver.” For additional devices at work in Genesis and elsewhere, see Scott B. Noegel, 
“Drinking Feasts and Deceptive Feats: Jacob and Laban’s Double Talk,” in Noegel, Puns 
and Pundits, 163–80; Noegel, “Evil Looms: Delilah—Wicked Weaver of Wiles,” CBQ 79 
(2017): 187–204. 
133. Zakovitch, “Status of the Synonymous Word and the Synonymous Name in the Cre-
ation of Midrashic Name Derivations”; Garsiel, Biblical Names, 124–25. 
134. Cf. 1 Sam 19:13, in which Michal helps David escape from her father by an act of 
deception: “Michal then took the teraphim, placed it on the bed, and (put) a net of goat hair 
at its head, and covered (it) with the cloth [ דֶגָּבַּב  bab-bāḡɛḏ]. The phrase “with the cloth” 
also suggests “deceptive-wickedness.” Underscoring the ambiguity is the use of the verb 
“cover” without a direct object, which allows one to think that she also “covered up (the 
matter).” On the etymology and semantic range of the verb דַגָּב  bāḡaḏ “wickedness, 
wrongful behavior, breach of trust,” see Edward L. Greenstein, “On the Use of Akkadian 
in Biblical Hebrew Philology,” in Looking at the Ancient Near East and the Bible through 
the Same Eyes, ed. Kathleen Abraham and Joseph Fleishman (Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 
2012), 335–53. 
135. See Noegel, “Drinking Feasts and Deceptive Feats”; Noegel, “Evil Looms.” 
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A final example, discovered by Gerald Morris, occurs in the prophecy of 
Hosea against Ephraim: 

 
As for the merchant, the balances of deceit are in his hand. 
He loves to oppress. 
And Ephraim said: “Surely I have found myself wealth [ ןֹוא  ʾōn]. 
In all my labors, they have found in me no iniquity [ ןֹוָע ʿāwōn] that was sin.”  
 (Hos 12:8–9) 

 
Underscoring the context of mercantile deception are the parallel lines ןֹוא יִתאָצָמ  
יִל  māṣāʾṯī ʾōn lī “I have found myself wealth” and יִל־ּואְצְמִי ֹאל  ןֹוָע  lōʾ yimṣǝʾū lī 
ʿāwōn “they have found in me no iniquity,” which force one to recognize the 
paronomasia between ןֹוא  ʾōn “wealth” and ןֹוָע  ʿāwōn “iniquity.” As Morris 
explains, the passage clarifies “that Ephraim’s wealth is inseparable from his 
iniquity and guilt. Ephraim is hoist with his own petard.”136 

It is important to note that the very use of polysemy and paronomasia as tools 
for conveying deception in narratives reveals that the authors were aware that such 
devices indeed could deceive. As such, this function anticipates later Greek 
works, like those of Homer, wherein one similarly finds polysemy and 
paronomasia employed to deceive and to convey deception.137 

 
3.8. REFERENTIAL 

 
Polysemy and paronomasia also can have a referential function. As such, they 
often establish comparisons and contrasts.138 Two demonstrations of this function 
occur in the Akkadian Epic of Gilgamesh, in the account of Enkidu and the 
prostitute, Shamhat. The first appears in the narrator’s statement that “Shamhat 
undid her skirts [didāša],” (1.188) which paronomastically references the hunter’s 
prediction just two lines earlier: “his (Enkidu’s) love [dadūša] will caress and 
embrace you” (1.186). The second occurs shortly thereafter, in the narrator’s 
report that “she treated the man [lulla] to the work of a woman” (1.192), which 
anticipates the line “afterwards, he (Enkidu) was sated with her delights [lalāša]” 
(1.195). The paronomasia ties Shamhat’s skirt to his love and Enkidu to her 
delights. 

 
136. Gerald Morris, Prophecy, Poetry, and Hosea, JSOTSup 219 (Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic Press, 1996), 87. 
137. See Bruce Louden, “Categories of Homeric Wordplay,” TAPA 125 (1995): 27–46; 
Scott Richardson, “The Devious Narrator of the Odyssey,” CJ 101 (2006): 337–59. 
138. This includes the function labeled by Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 245, as “to 
equate two things.” 
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In Akkadian, a referential function can operate on the level of individual signs 
as well. In the Descent of Ishtar, the narrator describes the underworld by saying 
that it is a place “where dust is their sustenance, their food is clay. They do see 
not light, in darkness they dwell” (ll. 8–9). Here the first sign used to write “see,” 
that is, im (in im-ma-ru) also constitutes a logogram read as IM, which means ṭiṭṭu 
“clay,” the very word in the previous verse. The informed reader cannot help but 
catch the reference. In fact, the Sumerogram appears later in line 33, in Ereškigal’s 
rhetorical query, “should I eat clay (IM) like bread?” Similarly, in line 29, the sign 
for the wood determinative GIŠ classifies the noun GIŠbīni “tamarisk,” but in the 
very next line it is read phonetically as iṣ in iṣ-li-ma “became dark.” To offer just 
one more example, I turn to line 33, in which the kal sign is read phonetically in 
the verb a-kal “I shall eat,” but logographically in the very next line as GURUŠ 
meaning eṭlu “young man.”139 

In Egyptian, one finds a referential function in the Autobiography of Ankhtifi 
inscribed in his tomb at Moʿalla. 
 

[w] n.n [w] ḥr r wṯs-ḥr n ʿ w=s r grg=s [r].n=<> ḫr wn ḥr ḥr mr.t grg=s ḥr n=f 
w r=s r grg=s gm.n=<> pr ḫww ṯtf m grg.t 
 
Horus brought me to the nome of Edfu to reestablish it, and I did. For Horus 
desired it to be reestablished, because he brought me to it to reestablish it. I found 
the House of Khuu inundated like a marsh. (1a.2–1a.3) 
 

Here the three-fold repetition of grg “reestablish” concludes by references to an 
inundated grg.t “marsh,” thus identifying the reconstruction of the temple with 
the primeval time of Egyptian creation. 

The Ugaritic Tale of Kirtu also illustrates a referential use of polysemy. In 
Kirtu’s dream, El informs him that the king will soon issue a call to arms so 
complete that even those normally spared from conscription will serve. Even zbl 
ʿršm yšu “the sick man will carry (his) bed” (CAT 1.14.ii.45–46). El’s nocturnal 
message is polysemously potent. Since the noun zbl can mean “sick man” or 
“prince, ruler,” and the verb yšu can mean “carry” or “take,” we may also render 
zbl ʿršm yšu “the ruler will take (his) bed.”140 When the conscription occurs, Kirtu 
is healthy (CAT 1.14.iv.23–24), so zbl must refer to a drafted sick man.141 
However, the alternative rendering of the god’s ominous missive is realized later 

 
139. The defective spelling of a-kal for akkal perhaps serves to draw attention to the special 
device. 
140. DULAT, s.v. “zbl I” and “zbl III”; s.v. “nša.” On such devices in this epic, see Noegel, 
“Kirtu’s Allusive Dream.” 
141. Though yšu, rather the preterite nša, remains problematic. Perhaps we should render 
it as a jussive. 
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when Kirtu finds himself on a sickbed for neglecting his vow to the goddess 
ʾAthirat. At that time, Kirtu’s son Yaṣṣib chides him in a way that recalls El’s 
prediction. Perceiving that his father’s illness had caused him to neglect his royal 
duties, including those affecting those previously conscripted by him (!), he 
berates him: km aḫt ʿ rš mdw anšt ʿ rš zbln “illness has become your lover, sickness 
a bed companion” (CAT 1.16.vi.35–36),142 thus again utilizing zbl for its allusive 
charge. 

The Hebrew Bible contains numerous examples of polysemy and 
paronomasia used for referential ends. Such a function is attested most famously 
in the one-upmanship that takes place during the debates between Job and his 
friends. As the repartee unfolds, one hears the words of one character used with 
different meanings by another.143 For example, Job first uses the root הוק  q-w-h 
“hope” when lamenting the day of his birth (3:9): “let one hope ( וַקְי  yǝqaw) for 
light and have none.” Eliphaz then employs the nominal form הָוְקִּת  tiqwāh “hope” 
in 4:6, but alludes to its other meaning “thread” by employing it with the noun לַּד  
dal “poor,” which is related to הָּלַּד  dallāh “thread of a loom.” Job then retorts, 
“my days go swifter than a weaver’s shuttle ( גֶרָא  ʾārɛḡ); they go without הָוְקִּת  
tiqwāh” (Job 7:6). In light of what Eliphaz has said, one cannot tell here if הָוְקִּת  
tiqwāh means “thread” or “hope.” Moreover, the former meaning matches the 
previous stich, while the latter finds support in the next line. Bildad then enters 
the debate and likens the “hope” ( הָוְקִּת  tiqwāh) of the godless to the web of an 

ׁשיִבָּכַע  ʿakkāḇīš “spider” (8:13–14). The impact of his statement derives from the 
fact that Job’s “weaver’s shuttle” ( גֶרָא  ʾārɛḡ) also suggests a “spider.”144 Yet, 
Job’s friends do not best him, for in the end Yahweh vindicates Job from a 
whirlwind and asks, “who has laid its (the earth’s) pillars, do you know? Or who 
has measured it with a plumbline [ וָּק  qāw] (38:5)? 

 
 

 
142. Koowon Kim, Incubation as a Type-Scene in the ʾAqhatu, Kirta, and Hannah Stories: 
A Form Critical and Narratological Study of KTU 1.14 I–1.15 III, 1.17 I–II, and 1 Samuel 
1:1–2:11, VTSup 145 (Leiden: Brill, 2011), 224, observes the irony but not the polysemy. 
143. Noegel, Janus Parallelism in the Book of Job, 131–36. 
144. Though the root גרא  ʾ-r-g does not occur in the Bible as a noun meaning “spider,” we 
do find the verb referring to a spider’s actions in Isaiah’s rebuke of liars who ּוֹגרֱאֶי יֵרּוקְו  

ׁשיִבָּכַע  wǝ-qūrē ʿakkāḇīš yɛʾĕroḡū “they weave the webs of a spider” (Isa 59:5). We also 
hear how דֶגֶבְל ּויְהִי ֹאל םֶהיֵרּוק  qūrēhɛm lōʾ yihyū lǝ-ḇɛḡɛḏ “their webs do not become a 
garment” (59:6). In the Near East, spiders are generally thought of as little “weavers.” The 
Akkadian word for “spider” (uttūtu/ettūtu) informs the name of the Sumerian goddess of 
weaving, Uttu. CAD E, s.v. “ettūtu.” The Sumerian and Akkadian terms for “weave,” i.e, 
ZÉ-ZÉ = DUN-DUN (Akk. šatû), also refer to a “spider’s web.” CAD Š/2, s.v. “šatû B.” 
The Akkadian qû “thread” also means “spider web.” CAD Q, s.v. “qû A.” 
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3.9. ALLUSIVE 
 
Allusive paronomasia (sometimes called “translexical punning”) occurs when a 
text evokes a word, text, or tradition that does not occur in the present context.145 
Cases of allusive paronomasia appear already in Sumerian texts. See the following 
proverb: KASKAL NÍĜ.KÚ.DA LÚ.NU.KÚŠ.Ù U4.ŠÚ.UŠ.E KI BÍ.IB.RI.RI.GE 
“the widow scavages evenings on the road for something to eat.” According to 
Robert Falkowitz, the signs U4.ŠÚ.UŠ.E allude to the reading U4.ŠÚ.A (= 
Akkadian berû) “hungry,” thus suggesting that the widow scavages hungrily/at 
night.146 Another proverb reads: ŠÀ.SUR NU.UB.RA.KAR ZÌ.NI NU.ŠUB.BÉ 
GI.ŠÀ.SUR NU.UB.RA.KAR ZÌ.NI NU.ŠUB.BÉ “he did not take away the sieve 
and his flour does not fall (through) it.” Here the signs GI.ŠÀ.SUR evoke ŠÀ.SUR 
“diarrhoea,” and the sign ZÌ doubles for ŠÈ “feces.” The result alters the rendering 
to “(though) the diarrhoea was not taken away, his feces do not fall.”147 

Allusive paronomasia occurs in an Old Assyrian text from Kanesh about 
Sargon of Agade, about which Marc van der Mieroop states: “The author of this 
text was extremely skillful and produced a piece of literature that contains 
numerous puns and wordplays.”148 Indeed, in the text the king reports, “for seven 
days and fifteen days I stayed with my creditors (ummiānu) at the meal” (l. 43), a 
statement that van der Mieroop sees as an allusion to the royal ummānu “troops.” 

 
There is a strange statement that he had spent his time with his creditors, a 
common Old Assyrian term which can easily be confused with the term for 
troops or soldiers. To an Old Assyrian audience, used to deal with these people 
in their business practices, this may have had a special resonance.149 

 
We find allusive paronomasia at work in some Akkadian omen texts as well, 

such as the following extispicy reading: “when (the) lobe is (shaped) like (the 
grapheme) kaškaš, (then) Adad (the storm god) will inundate (with rain).”150 The 

 
145. Cherry, Paronomasia and Proper Names in the Old Testament, 33–34, employs the 
adjective “adumbrative.” However, to my mind, this term suggests shadowing and/or 
concealment and thus mischaracterizes the function. See similarly many of the observa-
tions found in Yair Zakovitch, The Hidden Biblical Dictionary [Hebrew] (Jerusalem: 
Carmel, 2014). 
146. Falkowitz, Sumerian Rhetoric Collections, 165. 
147. Falkowitz, Sumerian Rhetoric Collections, 245. 
148. Marc van der Mieroop, “Sargon of Agade and his Successor in Anatolia,” Studi 
Micenei ed Egeo-anatolici 42 (2000): 148. 
149. Van der Mieroop, “Sargon of Agade and his Successor in Anatolia,” 156. 
150. Stephen J. Lieberman, “The Names of the Cuneiform Graphemes in Old Babylonian 
Akkadian,” in Essays on the Ancient Near East in Memory of Jacob Joel Finkelstein, ed. 
Maria de Jong Ellis (Hamden, CT: Archon Books, 1977), 148 n. 24. 
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grapheme known as kaškaš echoes the adjective kaškaššu “overpowering,” which 
is an epithet of the storm god Adad. Thus, the feature of the exta portends a flood 
by the stormgod, even though Adad appears nowhere in the protasis. 

Baruch Ottervanger observed a particularly clever use of allusive 
paronomasia in the use of the interjection ua “woe, alas” in The Tale of the Poor 
Man of Nippur: KI.MIN ina maḫrīšu u8-a ānḫakuma qib[i] “Likewise, he (the 
chief), said in his presence: ‘Alas, am I tired!’” (l. 93).151 The scribe has employed 
the sign u8 in the interjection, because it doubles as a logogram for laḫru “sheep,” 
and thus, it stands as a fitting follow-up to the pasillu-sheep, which the poem 
mentions in the preceding line. 

One also finds allusion at work in the Epic of Gilgamesh. Kilmer has 
demonstrated how the two items seen in the hero’s dream, a kiṣru “meteorite” that 
fell on top of him from anu “heaven,” and a ḫaṣṣinnu “axe” that one embraces as 
“a wife,” paronomastically allude to a kezru “male prostitute” and an assinu a 
“male servant of Ishtar,” respectively.152The allusions prefigure the hairy Enkidu 
(2.iii.23), whose dalliance with a prostitute transforms him from an animal of the 
steppeland to a civilized human, and whose relationship with Gilgamesh becomes 
intimate. Underscoring the force of the allusions is the prostitute’s statement to 
Enkidu that Uruk is “the abode of Anu and Ishtar” (mūšab dAnim dIštar, 1.iv.37, 44). 

The Ramesside dream manual demonstrates allusive paronomasia in 
Egyptian. One of its omens reads: ḥr wnm wf n msḥ nfr wnm ḫ.t sr [pw] 
“consuming the flesh of a crocodile; good, it means consuming the possessions of 
an official” (r. 2.22). The dream’s protasis connects to its apodosis by way of the 
repeated action of “consuming.” Yet, the crocodile in the dream alludes to an 
official, because, as we have seen already, the logogram 1 can be read as tj 
“ruler.”153 Officials are often likened to crocodiles in other Egyptian texts, 
because of their alleged greed. Elsewhere in the manual we find another example: 
ḥr st ḥ m dr.t=f nfr sm p[]=f r-n-ʿḥ.(t) “cutting up a bull with his own hand; 
good, (it means that) his (own) opponent will be killed” (r. 4.16). The bovine sign 
(i.e., ⁄) is read as ḥ “bull.” Nevertheless, it also forms a lexical association with 
ʿḥ “killed” by way of the noun sm “wild bull” (the determinative for which is 
also ⁄ or ¡), because sm also can mean “kill.” Nevertheless, the sm “wild bull” 

 
151. Ottervanger, Tale of the Poor Man of Nippur, 36. 
152. Anne D. Kilmer, “A Note on an Overlooked Word-Play in the Akkadian Gilgamesh,” 
in Zikir Šumim: Assyriological Studies Presented to F. R. Kraus on the Occasion of His 
Seventieth Birthday, ed. G. Van Driel, Th. J. H. Krispijn, M. Stol, and K. R. Veenhof (Lei-
den: Brill, 1982), 128–32; Kilmer, “More Word Play in Akkadian Poetic Texts,” in Noegel, 
Puns and Pundits, 89–101. On additional polysemy in this passage, see Noegel, Nocturnal 
Ciphers, 59–65. The Epic of Zimri-Lim (1.24) exploits the polysemy of kiṣru for “knot” of 
rope and “soldiers.” See Adam Miglio, “Epic of Zimri-Lim,” COS 4:232 n. 14. 
153. As shown above in reference to the Dispute between a Man and His Ba, l. 102. 
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does not appear in the text. Strengthening the allusion are a number of well-known 
cases of paronomasia that connect bovines to smiting and killing in the Pyramid 
Texts (Spell 580, §1543–1544). 
 

O you who smote [ḥw] my father, who killed one greater than himself. 
You have smitten [ḥw] my father, you have killed one greater than you. 
O my father Osiris this king, I have smitten [ḥw] for you him who smote you as 
an ox [ḥ]. 
I have killed [sm] for you him who killed [sm] you as a wild bull [sm]. 
I have broken [ng] for you him who broke [ng] you as a long-horn [ng]. 
On whose back [ḥr s=f] you were, as a subjected bull [ḥr s=f]. 

 
Janet Johnson and Robert Ritner proposed another example from the Demotic 

Chronicle. In that text, a prophecy associates bj “honey” with the tšr “red crown” 
(of Lower Egypt), based on paronomasia between bj “honey” and b.t “crown of 
Lower Egypt,” even though the latter does not appear (5.23–24).154 

Sometimes allusion is created solely on a visual register. Witness the 
following description in the Memphite Theology (Shabaka Stone, BM 498): rd.n 
wr.t ḥk.w m tp=f “then there sprouted the two great magicians from his head” (l. 
14b–c). Appearing after wr.t ḥk.w “the two great magicians” are the 
determinatives ™ and  !, thus suggesting visually, but not audibly, that the crowns 
of upper and lower Egypt are meant. 

Similarly, much of the Tale of Wenamun (P.Moscow 120) is taken up with 
Wenamun’s attempt to keep a statue of Amun out of sight of the Byblian king and 
with the question of whether Amun is still present as lord over the Lebanon (and 
Cyprus) as he was in times past. When a Byblian seer prophesies in an ecstatic 
trance, “bring the god up! Bring the envoy who is carrying him up! It is Amun 
who sent him! It is he who made him come!” (1.39–40), Wenamun allows him to 
be entranced well into the night. Then, under cover of darkness, Wenamun hides 
the statue of Amun, saying: hj=f tp= p nṯr r tm d.t ptr sw k.t r.t “when it 
(night) descends, I will load the god so that no other eye can see him” (1.42).155 
Though the verb mn “hide” does not occur, it is implicit in the act of hiding Amun 

 
154. Janet H. Johnson and Robert K. Ritner, “Multiple Meaning and Ambiguity in the 
‘Demotic Chronicle,’” in Studies in Egyptology Presented to Miriam Lichtheim, ed. Sarah 
Israelit-Groll, vol. 1 (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1990), 496–97. For additional polysemy in the 
Demotic Chronicle, see Sandra L. Lippert, “Komplexe Wortspiele in der Demotischen 
Chronik und im Mythus vom Sonnenauge,” Enchoria 27 (2001): 88–100. 
155. For the text, see Bernd U. Schipper, Die Erzählung des Wenamun: Ein Literaturwerk 
im Spannungsfeld von Politik, Geschichte und Religion (Fribourg: Academic Press; Göt-
tingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2005). 
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from sight, in the name of the god mn “Amun” (“Hidden One”), and in the name 
of the central character Wenamun (i.e., wn-mn lit. “Amun is present”).156 

A particularly savvy use of allusive paronomasia in Ugaritic appears in the 
Tale of Aqhat, in which Baal refers to the hero Danel as one: d in bn lh km aḫh w 
šrš km aryh “who has no son like his brothers, no offspring like his kinsmen” 
(CAT 1.17.i.18–19). The phrase d in bn lh “who has no son” subtly evokes the 
name dnil “Danel.” Elsewhere in the story, we find another example in Danel’s 
call to his daughter Paghit (CAT 1.19.ii.1–5): 

 
1. šmʿ pǵt ṯkmt [ ] my 
 Listen, Paghit, bearer of water, 
2. ḥspt l šʿr ṭl ydʿ[t] 
 Collector of dew from the fleece, 
3. hlk kbkbm mdl ʿr 
 Who knows the course of the stars. Bridle the donkey. 
4. ṣmd pḥl št gpny dt ksp 
 Harness the ass. Lay on my silver bridle, 
5. dt yrq nqbny 
 My golden harness. 
 

Of note here is the verb mdl, which only can mean “bridle” in this context. 
However, mdl also means “meteor, thunderbolt.”157 Its use following kbkbm 
“stars” cannot be accidental. 

Paronomasia also has an allusive purpose in the Epic of Baal. When the god 
Yam sends El a message demanding that he deliver Baal to him so Yam might 
attack him, Yam prefaces his dictate by labeling the missive tḥm ym bʿlkm “the 
decree of Yam, your master” (CAT 1.2.i.17). Since Yam’s use of bʿlkm “your 
master” usurps Baal’s authority by placing him below Yam, the use of bʿlkm here 
belies Yam’s intention to harm bʿl “Baal.” 

See too the following Ugaritic incantation against venomous reptiles (CAT 
1.100.73–76). 
 
 

 
156. For an additional paronomastic reference to the name Wenamun, see Winand, “Report 
of Wenamun,” 550. 
157. The meaning “thunderbolt” occurs in the Epic of Baal (CAT 1.5.v.7) where Baal is 
commanded to take his clouds, winds, mdl, and rains and head for the underworld. Of 
interest is that, in l. 11, he also is commanded to take his daughter ṭly Tally (i.e., “Dew”). 
The passage thus similarly joins mdl to dew. Cf. CAT 1.3.ii.40–41: ṭl šmm tskh [r]bb nskh 
kbkbm “Dew which the heavens pour on her (Anat), showers the stars pour on her.” The 
belief that dew came from the stars was widespread. See Erica Reiner, Astral Magic in 
Babylonia, TAPS 85.4 (Philadelphia, PA: American Philosophical Society, 1995). 
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tn km [mhry] nḥšm 
 Give as my [bride-price] snakes. 
yḥr tn km mhry 
 A serpent give as my bride-price,  
w bn bṯn ittny 
 And the sons of adders as my gift. 
ytt nḥšm mhrk  
 I herewith give snakes as your bride-price, 
bn bṯn itnnk 
 The sons of adders as your gift. 

 
Since the charm uses three terms for snake in close succession, two of which 
repeat, it is difficult not to hear and see in the repeated noun itnn “gift” the 
primordial serpent tnn “Tannīn.”158 

The Hebrew Bible contains abundant demonstrations of the allusive function 
of polysemy and paronomasia.159 Ezekiel’s prophecy against Egypt rails against 
“the young men of iniquity ( ןֶוָא  ʾāwɛn)” (Ezek 30:17) in a way that alludes to the 
city of Heliopolis ( ןֹוא  ʾōn), spelled with the same consonants. 

In 1 Kgs 18:4, the narrator informs us that Obadiah had hidden one hundred 
of Yahweh’s prophets from Jezebel, who sought to kill them. The expression 

םֵאיִּבְחַּיַו  way-yaḥbīʾēm “and he hid them” offers a not-so-subtle allusion to 
Jezebel’s husband, king בָאְחַא  ʾaḥʾāḇ “Ahab.” 

Job’s comparison of his brothers to unreliable streams represents another fine 
allusion: “(they) are dark [ םיִרְֹדּקַה  haq-qōḏrīm], because of the ice, and in which 
[ ֹומיֵלָע  ʿālēmō] the snow hides itself [ םֶּלַעְתִי  yitʿallɛm]. At the time they grow 
warm, they vanish.… The caravans of Tema looked, the companies of Sheba 
waited for them” (Job 6:16–19). As Moshe Garsiel points out, the toponyms רָדֵק  
qēḏār “Qedar” and םָליֵע  ʿēlām “Elam” do not appear in the text, but their 
association with Sheba and Tema elsewhere in the Bible suggests that they are 
invoked by paronomasia—the former via םיִרְֹדּקַה  haq-qōḏrīm “dark” and the latter 
by way of ֹומיֵלָע  ʿālēmō “in which” and םֶּלַעְתִי  yiṯʿallɛm “hides itself.”160 

 
158. Wilfred G. E. Watson, “Allusion, Irony and Wordplay in Mic. 1, 7,” Bib 65 (1984): 
103–5, uses this text to shed light on the similar use of the cognate ןָנְתֶא  ʾɛṯnān “gift” twice 
in Mic 1:7. Watson sees the lexeme as an allusion to ןיִּנַּת  tannīn “dragon.” I would add an 
additional allusion to the dragon via םיִּנַּת  tannīm “jackals” in Mic 1:8. For a similar con-
nection between the two words, see the discussion of Jer 51:34–37 (3.17). I merely have 
extended Watson’s keen insight to the Ugaritic charm. I thank Wilfred Watson for his per-
sonal communication on the subject, September 11, 2017. Dennis Pardee, “Ugaritic Liturgy 
against Venomous Reptiles (RS 24.244),” COS 1:298, translates ʾtnn as “wife-price.” 
159. On allusion in the Hebrew Bible generally, see Ziony Zevit, ed., Subtle Citation, 
Allusion, and Translation in the Hebrew Bible (Sheffield: Equinox, 2017). 
160. Garsiel, Biblical Names, 142–43. 
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Numerous allusions in the book of Jonah suggest that the fish that swallowed 
the prophet was none other than Leviathan.161 When Jonah cries out: יִנֵכיִלְׁשַּתַו  

יִנֵבְבֹסְי רָהָנְו םיִּמַי בַבְלִּב הָלּוצְמ  wa-tašlīḵēnī mĕṣūlāh bi-lḇaḇ yammīm wĕ-nāhār 
yĕsōḇĕḇēnī “you cast me into the deep, in the heart of the seas, River surrounded 
me” (Jon 2:4), we hear an identification of the fish with Judge River (i.e., 
Leviathan) in יִנֵבְבֹסְי רָהָנְו  wĕ-nāhār yĕsōḇĕḇēnī “River surrounded me.” 
Implicit in the root בבס  s-b-b is a twisting, undulating, or encircling motion, as 
one would use of a watery serpent. Jonah’s complaint that ׁשֶפֶנ־דַע םִיַמ יִנּופָפֲא  

יִנֵבְבֹסְי םֹוהְּת  ʾăp̄āp̄ūnī mayīm ʿaḏ nɛp̄ɛš tǝhōm yǝsōḇǝḇēnī “waters engulfed me, 
even to (my) throat, Deep surrounding me” (2:6), employs the noun םֹוהְּת  tǝhōm 
“Deep,” the lair of the tannīn (Isa 51:9–10, cf. Job 41:24, Ps 148:7). 

A related form of allusive paronomasia examined recently by Jonathan Kline 
draws upon earlier textual traditions in order to reconfigure them to meet new 
theological needs.162 For example, Mal 1:11–12 employs the idiom ׁשֶמֶׁש־חַרְזִּמִמ  

ֹואֹובְמ־דַעְו  mim-mizraḥ šɛmɛš wĕ-ʿaḏ mǝḇōʾō “from the rising of the sun to its 
setting” found only in Ps 50:1 and 113:3, to evoke the Psalms’ context of universal 
praise for Yahweh’s name. However, whereas Ps 113:3 refers to the לָּלֻהְמ  
mǝhullāl “praise” of his name, Mal 1:12 refers to the priests םיִלְּלַחְמ  mǝḥallǝlīm 
“profaning” it. We may consider such examples generally as also having a 
referential or hermeneutic function, though their lack of specific reference forces 
me to classify them as allusions.163 

A later example of an allusion of this kind appears in b. Ketub. 10b, in which 
R. Abaye shares his mother’s advice on the best times to eat dates: ימקמ ירמת  

אשדל ארבע יכ אמהנ רתב ,אלוקידל אגרנ יכ אמהנ  tmry mqmy nhmʾ ky nrgʾ l-dyqwlʾ 
btr nhmʾ ky ʿbrʾ l-dšʾ “eating dates before ‘bread’ (a meal) is like an ‘axe’ to a 
date palm,’ and after ‘bread’ (a meal) is like a ‘bolt to a door.’” Though the advice 
is in Aramaic, it nonetheless depends on understanding it in Akkadian, though 
Akkadian is nowhere present. As Markham Geller notes, understanding the advice 
depends on knowing that the Akkadian aru can mean “frond of a date palm,” “to 
cut branches (of a date palm),” but also “to vomit.” In addition, the “door” is here 
a euphemism for the anus. The bolt, when understood as the Akkadian sikkūru 

 
161. See Scott B. Noegel, “Jonah and Leviathan: Inner-Biblical Allusions and the Problem 
with Dragons,” Henoch 37 (2015): 236–60, for the complete evidence. 
162. Jonathan G. Kline, Allusive Soundplay in the Hebrew Bible, AIL 28 (Atlanta, GA: 
SBL Press, 2016), 93–99, based on his dissertation Transforming the Tradition: Soundplay 
as an Interpretive Device in Innerbiblical Allusion (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2014). 
163. Benjamin D. Sommer, A Prophet Reads Scripture: Allusion in Isaiah 40–66 (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 1998), 36–61, sees the allusions in Isa 40–66 as having six 
main functions: reversal, reprediction, repetition of a promise, fulfillment of earlier 
prophecies, historical recontextualization, and typological linkage. Each of these is a 
variant within the broader hermeneutic category. 
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“bolt,” and derived from sekēru “stop up,” then becomes a subtle reference to 
constipation.164 

 
3.10. APPELLATIVE 

 
Some forms of paronomasia reflect on the name of a god, person, place, or thing. 
This function also has been called nomen omen and midrashic name derivation.165 
The former expression is unhelpful,166 because not all appellative forms of 

 
164. Markham J. Geller, “Akkadian Healing Therapies in the Babylonian Talmud,” MPIW 
259 (2004): 1–60. 
165. On nomen omen, see G. B. Gray, Studies in Hebrew Proper Names (London: Black, 
1896); J. Fichtner, Die altorientalische Weisheit in ihrer israelitisch-jüdischen Aus-
prägung, BZAW 62 (Giessen: Töpelmann, 1933); A. Bertholet, Wortanklang und 
Volksetymologie in ihrer Wirkung auf religiösen Glauben und Brauch, APAWPHK 6 (Ber-
lin: Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1940); J. Fichtner, “Die Etymologische Ätiologie in 
den Namengebungen der Geschichtlichen Bücher des Alten Testaments,” VT (1956): 372–
96; Andrezej Strus, Nomen Omen (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1978); Lester L. 
Grabbe, Etymology in Early Jewish Interpretation: The Hebrew Names in Philo, BJS 115 
(Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1988); Beat Weber-Lehnherr, “‘Nomen est omen.’ Einige 
Erwägungen zu Gen 32,23–33 und seinem Kontext,” BN 61 (1992): 76–83; Shamma 
Friedman, “Nomen est Omen: Dicta of the Sages Which Echo the Author’s Name,” in 
These Are the Names: Studies in Jewish Onomastics, ed. Aaron Demsky (Ramat Gan: Bar-
Ilan University Press, 1999), 51–77. On the midrashic name derivation, see Yair Zakovitch, 
“Explicit and Implicit Name-Derivations,” HAR 4 (1980): 167–80; Zakovitch, “Status of 
the Synonymous Word and the Synonymous Name in the Creation of Midrashic Name 
Derivations”; E. Marino, Etimologia o paronomasia? Il significato dei nomi del libro della 
Genesi (Lugio, 1993); Yair Zakovitch, “Yabbok, Peniel, Mahanaim, Bethel: Name 
Midrashim as Reflections of Ideological Struggles” [Hebrew], Ariel 100–101 (1994): 191–
204; Garsiel, Biblical Names; Marks, “Biblical Naming and Poetic Etymology”; Richard 
S. Hess, Studies in the Personal Names of Genesis 1–11 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
2009); Greg Goswell, “Royal Names: Naming and Wordplay in Isaiah 7,” WTJ 75 (2013): 
97–109. 
166. Despite the seminal contribution of Strus, Nomen Omen. With regard to classics, 
paronomasia and polysemy on proper names in Greek and Latin is well known. See, e.g., 
Eugene S. McCartney, “Puns and Plays on Proper Names,” CJ 14 (1919): 343–58; Max 
Sulzberger, “ΟΝΟΜΑ ΕΠΩΝΥΜΟΝ: Les noms propres chez Homère et dans la 
mythologie Grecque,” RdEG 183 (1926): 381–447; C. J. Fordyce, “Puns on Names in 
Greek,” CJ 28 (1932–1933): 44–46; J. Enoch Powell, “Puns in Herodotus,” CR 51 (1937): 
103–5; Nathan A. Greenberg, “Epanastrophe in Latin Poetry,” RO 2 (1972): 1–17; Barbara 
Weiden Boyd, “Cydonea Mala: Virgilian Word-Play and Allusion,” HSCP 87 (1983): 169–
74; M. I. Davis, “The Tickle and Sneeze of Love,” AJA 86 (1982): 115–18; Frederick Ahl, 
“The Art of Safe Criticism in Greece and Rome,” AJP 105 (1984): 174–208; Ahl, 
Metaformations: Soundplay and Wordplay in Ovid and Other Classical Poets (Ithaca, NY: 
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Cornell University Press, 1985); Ahl, “Ars est celare artem (Art in Puns and Anagrams 
Engraved),” in On Puns: The Foundation of Letters, ed. Jonathan D. Culler (Oxford: Black-
well, 1988), 17–43; D. P. Kubiak, “Piso’s Madness (Cic. In Pis. 21 and 47),” AJP 110 
(1989): 237–45; K. Sara Myers, “The Lizard and the Owl: an Etymological Pair in Ovid, 
Metamorphoses Book 5,” AJP 113 (1992): 63–68; Anne Helttulla, “Epigraphical Laugh-
ter,” in Laughter Down the Centuries, ed. Siegfried Jäkel and Asko Tomonen, vol. 2. 
(Turku: Turun Yliopisto, 1994–1997), 145–59; Nicholas M. Horsfall, “Style, Language, 
and Meter,” in A Companion to the Study of Virgil, ed. Nicholas M. Horsfall, MS 151 
(Leiden: Brill, 1995), 217–48; Michael Paschalis, “Names and Death in Horace’s Odes,” 
CW 88 (1995): 181–90; Louden, “Categories of Homeric Wordplay”; Kenneth J. Reckford, 
“Horatius: The Man and the Hour,” AJP 118 (1997): 583–612; Howard Jacobson, “Violets 
and Violence: Two Notes,” CQ 48 (1998): 314–15; W. H. Keulen, “Significant Names in 
Apuleius: A ‘Good Contriver’ and His Rival in the Cheese Trade (Met 1,5),” Mnemosyne 
53 (2000): 310–21; Barbara Weiden Boyd, “Arms and the Man: Wordplay and the 
Catasterism of Chiron in Ovid, ‘Fasti’ 5,” AJP 122 (2001): 67–80; Joan Booth and Robert 
Maltby, eds., What’s in a Name? The Significance of Proper Names in Classical Latin 
Literature (Wales: Classical Press of Wales, 2006); Richardson, “Devious Narrator of the 
Odyssey”; Norman Austin, “Name Magic in the Odyssey,” in Oxford Readings in Classical 
Studies: Homer’s Odyssey, ed. Lillian E. Doherty (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 
91–110; Jan Kwapisz, David Petrain, and Mikołaj Szymański, eds., The Muse at Play: 
Riddles and Wordplay in Greek and Latin Poetry, BA 305 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2013); 
Philip Mitsis and Ioannis Ziogas, eds., Wordplay and Powerplay in Latin Poetry, TCSV 
36 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2016); James J. Clauss, “The Near Eastern Background of Aetio-
logical Wordplay in Callimachus,” in Callimachus Revisted: New Perspectives in 
Callimachean Scholarship, ed. J. J. H. Klooster et al. (Leuven: Peeters, 2019), 65–96. Such 
devices also appear in the New Testament. See Neil J. McEleney, “153 Great Fishes (John 
21,11)—Gematriacal Atbash,” Bib 58 (1977): 411–17; Earl Richard, “Expressions of Dou-
ble Meaning and Their Function in the Gospel of John,” NTS 31 (1985): 96–112; Karen H. 
Jobes, “The Function of Paronomasia in Hebrews 10:5–7,” TrinJ 13 (1992): 181–91; S. 
Fisher, “How Many Angels Can Dance on the Head of a Pun?,” BARev 19.3 (1993): 19, 
76; J. A. Fitzmeyer, “Reply to Charles Abraham’s ‘The Pun on Peter,’” BARev 19 (1993): 
68, 70; Thomas William Thatcher, The Riddles of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel (PhD diss., 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1996); Craig S. Keener, The Gospel of John: A 
Commentary, vol. 2 (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2003), 1231–33; T. J. Lang, “‘You Will 
Desire to See and You Will Not See [It]’: Reading Luke 17.22 as Antanaclasis,” JSNT 33 
(2011): 281–302; Michael P. Knowles, “Serpents, Scribes, and Pharisees,” JBL 133 (2014): 
165–78. For similar devices found farther afield, see H. Kökeritz, “Rhetorical Word-Play 
in Chaucer,” PMLA 69 (1954): 937–52; Roberta Frank, “Some Uses of Paronomasia in Old 
English Scriptural Verse,” Speculum 47 (1972): 207–26; C. D. Orzech, “Puns on the Hu-
mane King: Analogy and Application in an East Asian Apocryphon,” JAOS 109 (1989): 
17–24. 
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paronomasia prefigure future moments or destinies.167 The latter expression 
derives from the study of rabbinic texts and implies a context and usage that is not 
applicable to Akkadian and Egyptian materials. It usually also has been treated as 
a device rather than a function, as it is here. Greenstein employs the taxon proper 
names for what I call appellative, and groups them according to whether they 
provide an etymology (signaling the past), comment on a person’s essence (set in 
the present), or portend someone’s destiny (future).168 Jan Assmann has coined 
the term etymography for this phenomenon in Egyptian texts, and this term has 
been adopted by some Assyriologists.169 However, not all appellative 
paronomasia is based on etymology, nor does it always focus on a proper name. 
Rather it functions to resound or reflect on the name of a thing and/or its 
(potential) meaning or essence, or to draw connections—it is correlative in nature. 
Hence my choice of the adjective appellative, which encompasses both proper 
names and common nouns. 

Informing many kinds of appellative paronomasia in ancient Near Eastern 
texts is a widespread belief that knowing the name of a thing gave one a degree 
of power over that thing. This belief lies at the heart of the Mesopotamian tradition 
of composing vast lexical and omen collections, which Mogens Trolle Larsen 
observes represent an effort “to present a systematic and ordered picture of the 
world.”170 Joan Goodnick Westenholz similarly remarks: “On the intellectual 

 
167. The etiological nature of such texts also has been called into question. See, e.g., Burke 
O. Long, The Problem of Aetiological Narrative in the Old Testament, BZAW 108 (Berlin: 
Töpelmann, 1968); Friedemann W. Golka, “The Aetiologies in the Old Testament: Part 1,” 
VT 26 (1976): 410–28; Golka, “The Aetiologies in the Old Testament: Part 2,” VT 27 
(1977): 36–47; Petrus J. van Dyk, “The Function of So-Called Aetiological Elements in 
Narratives,” ZAW 102 (1990): 19–33. However, see still John Briggs Curtis, “A Folk 
Etymology of ‘Nābîʾ,’” VT 29 (1979): 491–93. 
168. Greenstein, “Wordplay, Hebrew,” 970. Appellative paronomasia may be related to 
the literary use of names whose meanings convey information about their characters or 
destinies. This phenomenon is well known to students of the Hebrew Bible, but it has been 
studied most closely by Egyptologists, who sometimes refer to such names as 
“charactonyms.” See Steve Vinson, “The Names ‘Naneferkaptah,’ ‘Inhweret,’ and 
‘Tabubue’ in the ‘First Tale of Setne Khaemwas,’” JNES 68 (2009): 283–303, and n. 1, for 
additional references. 
169. See Assmann, “Etymographie,” 37–63; Eckart Frahm, “Reading the Tablet, the Exta, 
and the Body: The Hermeneutics of Cuneiform Signs in Babylonian and Assyrian Text 
Commentaries and Divinatory Texts,” in Divination and Interpretation of Signs in the 
Ancient World, 96 n. 9; Enrique Jiménez, “‘As Your Name Indicates’: Philological 
Arguments in Akkadian Disputations,” JANEH 5 (2018): 87–105. 
170. Mogens Trolle Larsen, “The Mesopotamian Lukewarm Mind: Reflections on Science, 
Divination, and Literacy,” in Language, Literature, and History: Philological and 
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level, knowing the organization of the world made it possible to affect the universe 
by magical means.”171 Marduk’s fifty esoteric names appear to provide him a 
means of being invulnerable. Egyptian gods are also said to possess secret names, 
so that the power of sorcerers could not be used against them.172 In Ugaritic, we 
see this power deployed when the craftsman god Kothar-wa-Ḫasis names Baal’s 
weapons, thus empowering their flight (CAT 1.2.iv.7–27). The belief is 
manifested in various ways in the Hebrew Bible too. We see it in Yahweh’s secret 
name (Exod 3:13–14), and in the angel’s refusal to let Jacob know his name (Gen 
32:30).173 Indeed, regardless of whether one refers to a common object or a divine 
name, the ancients perceived the name to embody its identity, essence, and power. 

There are two kinds of appellative paronomasia in ancient Near Eastern texts. 
The first reflects on the name of a god, person, place, or thing within a text. The 
second type, which is far more rare, reflects on the name of the author (or presmed 
author) of a text. 

 
3.10.1. APPELLATIVE PARONOMASIA WITHIN THE TEXT 
 
Appellative paronomasia of the first kind occurs already in Sumerian texts. In 
Gudea’s cylinder B 6.21–22, we find: 

 
IG.GAL DIM ĜÍR.NU.NA 
GAL5.LÁ GAL ĜIR.SUKI 
dIG.ALIM DUMU KI ÁĜ.ĜÁ.NI 
 
The great door, the post of Girnum, 
the chief bailiff of Girsu, 
Igalim, his beloved son. 
 

As Klein and Sefati observe, paronomasia identifies the IG.GAL “great door” 
with the minor deity  dIG.ALIM “Igalim.”174 

In Cylinder A 2.20, the phrase GÙ.DÉ.A.NI ĜIŠ BA.TUKU.ÀM “his call 
having been heard” echoes the name “Gudea.”175 A praise poem of Shulgi 
similarly employs the sign ŠUL “young man” instead of the usual ĜURUŠ to echo 

 
Historical Studies Presented to Erica Reiner, ed. Francesca Rochberg-Halton (New Haven, 
CT: American Oriental Society, 1987), 209–12, refers to lexical lists. 
171. Joan Goodnick Westenholz, “Thoughts on Esoteric Knowledge and Secret Lore,” in 
Prosecky, Intellectual Life in the Ancient Near East, 453. 
172. Pascal Vernus, “Name,” LÄ 4 (1982): cols. 320–326; Guglielmi, “Wortspiel,” col. 
1288. 
173. H. B. Huffmon, “Name םׁש ,” DDD, 610–12. 
174. Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 56. 
175. Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 59. 
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the name Shulgi in a statement about his name: “your father, who begot you, holy 
Lugalbanda, called your name: ‘Youth (ŠUL)-Whom-Anu-Knows-Among-the-
Gods’” (Shulgi P b 38–39).176 

Perhaps the most prolonged case of appellative paronomasia in Sumerian 
appears in the myth of Enki and Ninḫursaĝa, which recounts how Ninḫursaĝa 
placed Enki in her vulva and gave birth to eight gods, each from a different part 
of Enki’s body.177 Each of the gods’ names derives from the connection to the 
name of the body part. Thus, dAB.Ú is created from the UGU.DÍLI “brainpan,”178 
dNIN.SIKI.LÁ from the PA SIKI “top of the hair,” dNIN.GIRI17.Ù.DÚ from the 
GIRI17 “nose,” dNIN.KA.SI from the KA “mouth,” dNA.ZI from the ZI “throat,” 
dÁ.ZI.MÚ.A from Á “arm,” dNIN.TI from the TI “rib,” and dEN.SA6.AG from the 
ZAG “side” (ll. 250–268).  

An excellent demonstration in Akkadian is the Babylonian treatment of the 
name Babylon as if it derives from bāb ilīm “gate of the gods,” despite it being of 
substrate origin (written as Pabil or Babil) and of unknown etymology.179 
Elsewhere we find appellative paronomasia providing what William Hallo has 
referred to as a “scurrilous etymology.”180 This device could be used negatively 
to shame, lampoon, or invite invective speculation about a person or place. With 
regard to the way Akkadian scribes wrote the ethnonym ḫābiru, Hallo observes: 

 
The earlier (Old Babylonian) orthography used a logogram, SA.GAZ, which 
may be a loanword from Akkadian šaggāšu “murderer” and which was also used 
to express Akkadian ḫabbātu “robber.” The later (Middle Babylonian) 
orthography employed logograms like LÚ.GAZ, ERIM.GAZ, and 
(LÚ).SAG.GAZ, which may be interpreted as “smiter” or “crusher,” “people-
smiter” and “head-crusher,” respectively.181 

 
176. Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 58. 
177. See Pascal Attinger, “Enki et Ninḫursaĝa,” ZA 74 (1984): 27–31, 45–48; Klein and 
Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 55–56. 
178. As pointed out by M. Civil, “From Enki’s Headaches to Phonology,” JNES 32 (1973): 
57–58, the sign UGU in UGU.DÍLI “brainpan” was pronounced /agwu/, and thus was close 
in sound to ABU. 
179. See I. J. Gelb, “The Name of Babylon,” JIAS 1 (1955): 25–28; William W. Hallo, 
“Nebukadnezar Comes to Jerusalem,” in Through the Sound of Many Voices: Writing 
Contributed on the Occasion of the Seventieth Birthday of W. Gunther Plaut, ed. Jonathan 
V. Plaut (Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys, 1982), 768. The Babylonians also created 
KÁ.DIĜIR.RA “gate of the gods” as a back translation into Sumerian. 
180. William W. Hallo, “Scurrilous Etymologies,” in Pomegranates and Golden Bells: 
Studies in Biblical, Jewish, and Near Eastern Ritual, Law, and Literature in Honor of 
Jacob Milgrom, ed. David P. Wright et al. (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1995), 767–76. 
181. Hallo, “Scurrilous Etymologies,” 776. See similarly, Christopher Rollston, “Ad No-
men Argumenta: Personal Names as Pejorative Puns in Ancient Texts,” in In the Shadow 
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A similar case appears in an Assyrian administrative letter addressed to the 
king, which refers derogatively to a recent wave of forced immigrants to Nineveh. 
In that dispatch, the Ninevite native employs the noun šaglūti “deportees,” so as 
to suggest saklūti “ignorants.”182 

The Akkadian use of polysemy and paronomasia for appellative ends also 
can make theological points. The Atra-ḫasis Epic underscores the divine origins 
of humankind by imbedding the noun awīlu “human being” cryptographically into 
the name of the god Wê-ila, who is slaughtered in order to create him.183 
 

223. dwe-e-i-la ša i-šu-ú ṭe4-e-ma 
 Wê-ila, who had intelligence, 
224. i-na pu-úḫ-ri-šu-nu iṭ-ṭa-ab-ḫu 
 They slaughtered in their assembly. (1.223–224) 

 
Note that the sign PI, here read as we, also has the phonetic value aw,184 thus, 
producing daw-e-i-la “divine human being.” Stephen Geller explains: 
 

The god Wê(ila) was chosen to be slaughtered because his name contained the 
phoneme /w/ through which the new creature, man [awīlum], was to be 
distinguished from divinity [ilum]. In the first line of the epic the phrase ilu-
awīlum is to be regarded as a compound term.… It reflects an original unity of 
humanity and divinity that was sundered by slaughter of the god and the resulting 
differentiation of ilum and awīlum.185 

 
of Bezalel: Aramaic, Biblical, and Ancient Near Eastern Studies in Honor of Bezalel Por-
ten, ed. Alejandro F. Botta (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 367–86. 
182. Observed by Tadmor, “Aramaization of Assyria: Aspects of Western Impact,” 451. 
183. As observed by Karl Oberhuber, “Ein Versuch zum Verständnis von Atra-ḫasīs I 223 
und I 1,” in Zikir Šumim, 279–81; Jean Bottéro, “La Création de l’Homme et sa Nature 
dans le Poème d’Atrahasîs,” in Societies and Languages of the Ancient Near East: Studies 
in Honor of I. M. Diakonoff, ed. M. A. Dandamayev et al. (Warminster, England: Aris & 
Phillips, 1982), 24–32; followed by Stephen A. Geller, “Some Sound and Word Plays in 
the First Tablet of the Old Babylonian Atramḫasis Epic,” in Frank Talmage Memorial 
Volume I, ed. B. Walfish (Haifa: University of Haifa Press, 1993), 63–70; and Tzvi Abusch, 
“Ghost and God: Some Observations on a Babylonian Understanding of Human Nature,” 
in Self, Soul and Body in Religious Experience, ed. Albert I. Baumgarten, Jan Assmann, 
and Gedaliahu Stroumsa (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 363–83; Bendt Alster, “ilu awilum: we-e il-
a, ‘Gods: Men’ versus ‘Man: God’: Punning and the Reversal of Patterns in the Atraḫasis 
Epic,” in Riches Hidden in Secret Places: Ancient Near Eastern Studies in Memory of 
Thorkild Jacobsen, ed. Tzvi Abusch (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2002), 35–40. 
184. Gelb, “WA = aw, iw, uw in Cuneiform Writing,” 194–96. 
185. Geller, “Some Sound and Word Plays in the First Tablet of the Old Babylonian 
Atramḫasis Epic,” 41. Cited also in Abusch, “Ghost and God,” 368. Note that just as the 
human was given an eṭemmu “spirit,” the god We-ila is said to have ṭēmu “intelligence.” 
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Wilfred Lambert has pointed to an excellent example in an exorcistic prayer from 
the first millennium BCE. The prayer employs the epithet amaru TUKUL “deluge 
weapon” in order to evoke the name dAMAR.UD “Marduk.”186 

Some cases in Akkadian demonstrate incredible erudition. In the Song of 
Erra, we find: den-gi6-du-du bēlu muttallik mūši muttarrû ru-bé-e “O Engidudu, 
lord who goes about the night, who always is a guide to the prince[s]” (1.21). 
Steve Tinney has shown how the sign gi6 in the name den-gi6-du-du “Engidudu” 
evokes the Sumerian GI7 (= Akkadian ru-bé-e  “prince[s]”) by homophony, and 
how du-du suggests DU.DU (= Akkadian muttarrū “guides”), thus providing an 
appellative etiology for the name. As he points out, ru-bé-e “prince[s]” is 
ambiguous as to whether it is singular or plural, and as a singular, it naturally 
evokes prince Marduk. 
 

When one remembers that Marduk himself is practically always referred to in 
Erra as rubû Marduk it becomes clear that this epithet is a key point in the 
intertwining of the roles and characters of Išum, Erra and Marduk.187 

 
A particularly interesting demonstration appears in the Epic of Gilgamesh in 

reference to the monstrous Humbaba, about whom the counselors of Uruk ask: 
mannu ša igerrūšu ina digi[gi] “who is there among the Igigi that can oppose him 
(Humbaba)?” (2.226).188 Here the phrase igerrūšu “oppose him” (from gerû) 
evokes dgirru (GÌR) “divine fire,” which was just said to issue from the monster’s 
mouth (l. 222). Since fire is divinized (and carries the divine determinative), we 
may see this as paronomasia with an appellative purpose.189 

 
On the productive employment of paronomasia connecting these words, see Nils P. Heeßel, 
Babylonisch-assyrische Diagnostik, AOAT 43 (Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 2000), 269. 
186. Observed by W. G. Lambert and reported by Foster, Before the Muses, 594. 
187. Steve Tinney, “den-gi6-du-du: muttarû rubē A Note on Erra I 21,” NABU (1989): 4. 
188. The two lines are repeated by Enkidu to the elders of Uruk in 2.279, 283, and again 
by the elders to Gilgamesh in 2.293, 296. 
189. The Epic of Gilgamesh contains numerous cases of appellative paronomasia. See, e.g., 
the description of the battle against Ḫumbaba in 5.134–135: ina sârišunu uḫtappû sirara u 
labananu iṣṣalim urpatum peṣītum “in their whirling around Sirara and Lebanon were 
sundered. White cloud was turned to black.” Here sârišunu “their whirling around” 
anticipates the name sirara “Sirara.” For other cases in Akkadian, see Victor A. Hurowitz, 
“dNarru and dZulummar in the Babylonian Theodicy (BWL 88:276–77),” JAOS 124 (2004): 
777–78; Hurowitz, “As His Name Is, So Is He: Word Play in Akkadian Texts” [Hebrew], 
in Jubilee Volume for Avi Hurvitz, ed. Steven E. Fassberg and A. Maman (Jerusalem: He-
brew University, 2008), 69–88; Hurowitz, “Name Midrashim and Word Plays on Names 
in Akkadian Historical Writings,” in A Woman of Valor: Jerusalem Ancient Near Eastern 
Studies in Honor of Joan Goodnick Westenholz, ed. Wayne Horowitz, Uri Gabbay, and 
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That such examples were not intended to be literary whimsy can be seen in a 
commentary to the Gula Hymn of Bulluṭsarabi, which reads: dAnum abī kīma 
šemīšūma im-ba-an-ni “as Anu, my father, according to his name, called me.” As 
Alasdair Livingstone observes: “The phrase ‘according to his name’ seems to 
imply a play on Anu’s name: that is apparently imbanni, ‘he called me,’ 
understood as imbi dani, ‘Anu called.’”190 Indeed, the expression kīma šemīšūma 
“according to its name” appears also in Akkadian debate poetry, where it serves 
to reveal the essence and character of gods, people, and objects. Enrique Jiménez 
explains: 

 
Such endeavors are extremely common in ancient Mesopotamian texts, where 
etymology is an exploration into the true, hidden nature of the denotata. Thus, an 
ancient commentary explains that the name of the wisdom god Ea, dissected into 
its two syllables, means “the creator of the incantation,” since /e/ means “to 
create” and /a/ means “incantation.” The purpose of this explanation is not only, 
and certainly not primarily, to elucidate the linguistic origin of the god’s name: 
rather, it aims to reveal his character and divine functions.191 

 
A well-known example involving a common noun appears in the Egyptian 

Coffin Texts (Spell 1130, §465a), in which the Lord of All proclaims: w rmṯ m 
rm.wt r.t= “I made humankind from tears,” a statement that recalls Spell 80, 
§33d, in which Atum asserts: rmṯ pr.t m r.t= “humankind emerged from my eye.” 
The same paronomasia occurs in the Hymn to Aten,192 and in the Book of the Cow 
of Heaven, where rmt “humankind” issues from the eye of the solar god.193 

 
Filip Vukosavovic, PBOA 8 (Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 
2010), 87–104. 
190. Alasdair Livingstone, Mystical and Mythological Explanatory Works of Assyrian and 
Babylonian Scholars (Oxford: Clarendon, 1986), 45. See also W. G. Lambert, “The Gula 
Hymn of Bulluṭsa-rabi,” Or 36 (1967): 105–32. Cf. the statement of Jesus in John 5:43, “I 
have come in my Father’s name,” which underscores the fact that Yahweh’s name is 
imbedded in Jesus’ name (i.e., Yehoshua, meaning “Yahweh saves”). 
191. Jiménez, “‘As Your Name Indicates,’” 88–89. 
192. In the Hymn to Aten it appears in column 6, where Aten is characterized as m-sḫpr 
mj m ḥm.wt rj mw m rmṯ sʿnḫ s m ẖ.t n mw.t=f sgrḥ sw m tm.t rm.j=f “one who grows 
seed in women, who turns semen into people, who sustains the son in the mother’s womb, 
who soothes him, to hush his tears.” The same hymn contains another clever use of 
paronomasia in column 7: w ṯ m swḥ.t mdw.j m nr d=k n=f ṯw m-ẖnw=s r sʿnḫ=f “the 
chick in the egg chirps in its shell, you give him breath in it to keep him alive.” Note 
specifically the use of ṯ “chick” and ṯw “breath.” 
193. Noted also by Miriam Lichtheim, “Destruction of Mankind,” COS 1:36 n. 5. The same 
paronomasia also occurs in the Demotic Chronicle 4.21. 
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In a similar way, P.Westcar [= P.Berlin 3033] etymologizes infant names. 
When performing birth rituals, the goddess Isis addresses the forthcoming infants: 
“may you not kick [sḥ] in her womb, in this name of yours Sahure [sḥ-rʿ] … may 
you not stay dark [kkw] in her womb, in this name of yours Keku (kkw)!” (10.16–
17, 10.23–24).194 

In the Poem of Victory in honor of Ramesses III, several cases of 
paronomasia tie the pharaoh’s exploits to his many titles. After referring to 
Ramesses by his title ḥq-wn.w “ruler of Heliopolis,” the text boasts that ḥq.n=f 
ḫs.t [ṯmḥ.jw] “he captured the foreign land of Temehu” and n.w r km.t “carried 
(them and their spoils) to Egypt” (1.2–2.3). Here the verb ḥq “capture” echoes 
ḥq “ruler,” and the verb n.w “carried” resounds wn.w “Heliopolis.” The poem 
later calls the king a [m] ḥr ḫrw “lion against Hurru” (3.8), an epithet that recalls 
his name wsr-mʿ.t-rʿ “Powerful One of Maat and Ra” (3.9).195 

The Poetical Stela of Thutmosis III (CM 34010) similarly trumpets the 
king’s exploits by suggesting his name (i.e., ḏḥwtj-mss). Hence the use of mss 
“totter” in ḫr mss n sḫm.w=s “the enemies were tottering before her (the uraeus’) 
might” (l. 10). 

Deities too could be referenced by way of paronomasia. Such is the case in a 
stela of Ramesses II from Abu Simbel (C 20, ll. 9–10), on which the pharaoh’s 
military prowess is inscribed: m sḫm.t nšn.t m-ḫt d.t hb šsr.w=f r=sn sḫm m 
ʿ.wt=sn “like Sekhmet raging during a plague, he flings his arrows against them, 
seizing on their limbs.” Here the verb sḫm “seizing” resounds the name sḫm.t 
“Sekhmet.”196 

The Pyramid Texts of Pepi I also illustrate this: ḫr r=f t wr pw ḥr gs=f nd 
r=f m. nd.t “truly this great one has fallen on his side. He who is in Nedyt (i.e., 
the place where Osiris was killed) was cast down” (Spell 442, §819a). Note how 
the verb nd “cast down” serves as an inherent etymology for the toponym nd.t 
“Nedyt.”197 

 
194. Laura Parys, Le récit du Papyrus Westcar: Texte, traduction et interprétation, Textes 
égyptiens 1 (Brussells: Safran, 2016), 70–73, 123. See similarly the many appellative cases 
of paronomasia and polysemy studied by H. W. Fairman, “The Myth of Horus at Edfu-I,” 
JEA 21 (1935): 26–36. Cf. the Ramesside Hymn to Sobek l. 53: ḏd.n=k sk pn r it=f m rn=f 
skr “you said, this one wipes (sk) the mouth (r) of his father in his name Sokar (skr).” 
Found in Alan Gardiner, “Hymns to Sobk in a Ramesseum Papyrus,” RdE 11 (1957), 49 
and n. 6. 
195. Found in Kitchen, Poetry of Ancient Egypt, 211–12. 
196. The god Ra exploits the same paronomasia for appellative purposes in the Destruction 
of Mankind, ll. 14–15: w= r sḫm m=sn [m nsw] tw m sʿnḏ.w st ḫpr sḫm.t “‘I shall have 
power (sḫm) over them as king, diminishing them.’ Thus, Sekhmet (sḫm.t) came into 
being.” 
197. See similarly the following excerpt from the Book of the Night: ḫpr m ḫpr ḥfd r ḫ.t 
ʿq m r pr.<t> m k.t “coming into being as Khepri, rising toward the horizon, entering the 
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Narrative texts like the Tale of Wenamun (P.Moscow 120) also exhibit this 
function. See, for example, the seemingly banal line n-sw n-sw-b-nb-ḏd.t n-sw 
ḥr.-ḥr. “it belongs to (pharaoh) Smendes (Nesubanebjed), it belongs to Herihor” 
(1.15), in which the phrase n-sw “it belongs” immediately anticipates and follows 
the first part of Smendes’ name. 

Similarly, in the Tale of Sinuhe (P.Berlin 3022), we hear the name s-nht 
“Sinuhe” (“son of the sycamore”): nm.n= mʿ.tj m-hw nh.t “I traversed the Seas 
of Truth in the area of Nahat” (l. 8). Pharaoh’s children similarly illustrate their 
lingual abilities when they refer to Sinuhe as s-mḥ.jt “son of the northwind,” 
rather than s-nh.t “Sinuhe” (l. 276).198 

One finds an appellative function for paronomasia in Ugaritic texts as well. 
In El’s report to Shapash, we hear the name of the goddess Anat (CAT 1.6.iv.1–3, 
12–14): 
 

1. pl ʿnt šdm y špš 
 “Parched are the furrows of the fields O Shapash, 
2. pl ʿnt šdm [ ] il yštk 
 Parched are the furrows of the divine fields. 
3. bʿl ʿnt mḥrṯt 
 May Baal restore the furrows of the plowed land.” 

 
Each of the lines employs the noun ʿnt “furrows,” which is visually identical to 
the name ʿnt Anat. It is impossible to know how similar the two words’ 
pronunciations were, but it is difficult to think the allusion would have been 
missed, and in any event, the appellative function is visually obvious. 

There are also echoes of the god Yam in CAT 1.6.v.1–4: 
 

1. yiḫd bʿl bn aṯrt 
 Baal seizes the sons of Athirat. 
2. rbm ymḫṣ b ktp 
 The mighty he strikes with a mace, 
3. dkym ymḫṣ b ṣmd 
 The attackers he strikes with a weapon. 
4. ṣǵr ym ymṣḫ l arṣ 
 The young of Yam he drags back to the earth. 

 
(birth) opening, emerging from the vulva.” Observed by Peter F. Dorman, “Creation on the 
Potter’s Wheel at the Eastern Horizon of Heaven,” in Gold of Praise: Studies on Ancient 
Egypt in Honor of Edward F. Wente, ed. Emily Teeter and John A. Larson, SAOC 58 
(Chicago: Oriental Institute, 1999), 86.  
198. The appellative s-mḥ.jt also can be understood “son of Mehit,” a lion-headed goddess 
of Thinis in central Egypt. See also Scott B. Noegel, “Appellative Paronomasia and 
Polysemy in the Tale of Sinuhe,” Lingua Aegyptia 26 (2018): 233–38. 
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The name Yam in line 4 is anticipated visually by the two-fold use of ymḫṣ 
“(he) strikes” and dkym “attackers.” The passage is abetted by paronomasia 
between ymḫṣ “(he) strikes,” ṣmd “weapon,” and ymṣḫ “(he) drags.”199 

In CAT 1.15.v.19–21 we find paronomasia on the name of Kirtu’s son Yaṣṣib: 
 

19. … ṣbia špš 
 … the niche of the sun,  
20. bʿlny w ymlk 
 our lord, therefore Yaṣṣib will reign 
21. [y]ṣb ʿln … 
 over us. 
 

Observe how the noun ṣbia “niche” anticipates the name Yaṣṣib, and how the 
connection is enhanced by paronomasia between bʿlny “our lord” and ʿln “over 
us.”200 

Paronomasia has an appellative function also in the Tale of Aqhat, in which 
Yaṭpan, the Sutean (št) warrior, informs the goddess Anat that Aqhat has št ṯrm 
“set (down) a meal” (CAT 1.18.iv.14). In line 17 of the same text, Anat uses the 
same verb št “set” in her reply to the Sutean: aštk km nšr b ḥbšy “I will set you 
like a raptor in my belt.” 

A final demonstration in Ugaritic occurs in Anat’s threat to El. After warning 
that she will kill him, she adds: aqht w yplṭk bn [dnil …] w yʿḏrk “(Then cry) to 
Aqhat and he will save you, to the son of Danel … and he will rescue you” (CAT 
1.18.i.13–14). Note how yplṭk “he will save you” paronomastically anticipates 
El’s title lṭpn “Benevolent” in the next line (l. 15). 

Biblical scholars have long attributed an appellative function to paronomasia, 
especially in narratives involving the naming of infants.201 For example, ֹבקֲעַי  

 
199. Yam’s name appears elsewhere in the same text when Yam does battle with Baal. 
There we are told: ʿz ym l ymk “Yam is fierce, he does not sink” (CAT 1.2.iv.17). The Tale 
of Kirtu also alludes to the names of gods in the description of how Kirtu lost his progeny: 
“a third, in health they died (tmt), a quarter by disease (zblnm) (CAT 1.14.i.16–17. Here tmt 
“died” resounds mt “Mot” and zblnm “disease” echoes zbl “prince (Baal).” The two lines 
immediately following explicitly attribute Kirtu’s loss of progeny to “Reshep” and the 
“Lad of Yam.” Note also that the seventh portion of his progeny was felled by šlḥ “the 
sword,” which could allude to the chthonic deity šlḥ “Shaleḥ” (l. 20). 
200. This pericope contains another example of appellative paronomasia between the noun 
bḫr “lad” and the toponym ḫbr “Hubur.” 
201. See A. Guillaume, “Paronomasia in the Old Testament,” JSS 9 (1964): 282–90; 
Andrew F. Key, “The Giving of Proper Names in the Old Testament,” JBL 83 (1964): 55–
59; Martin Noth, Die israelitischen Personnenamen im Rahmen der gemeinsemitischen 
Namengebung (Hildesheim: Olms, 1966); James Barr, “The Symbolism of Names in the Old 
Testament,” BJRL 52 (1969–1970): 11–29; Cherry, Paronomasia and Proper Names in 
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yaʿăqōḇ “Jacob” receives his name, because he grabbed the בֵקָע  ʿāqēḇ “heel” of 
his brother during birth (Gen 25:26). However, it is Garsiel’s seminal work that 
has revealed how truly pervasive this device is in biblical texts.202 

As I have discussed in reference to the name Noah (see 2.5 and 3.3), some 
cases that have an appellative function are based on an aural connection, but not 
an etymological one. This is the case also in 1 Sam 1:20, in which Hannah names 
her son לֵאּומְׁש  šǝmūʾēl “Samuel” explaining: ויִּתְלִאְׁש הָוהְיֵמ  mē-YHWH šǝʾiltīw 
“I asked Yahweh for him.” Though the etymology of the name Samuel is debated, 
scholars agree that it is unrelated to the verb לַאָׁש  šāʾal meaning “ask.”203 
Nevertheless, the presence of the sounds /š/, /ʾ/, and /l/ in both “Samuel” and 
“ask,” and in the same order, was sufficient to connect the two.204 

Lawrence Zalcman has uncovered a particularly pronounced case of 
paronomasia that serves an appellative function in Zeph 2:4: הֶיְהִת הָבּוזֲע הָּזַע יִּכ  

רֵקָעֵּת ןֹורְקֶעְו ָהּוׁשְרָגְי םִיַרֳהָּצַּב דֹוּדְׁשַא הָמָמְׁשִל ןֹולְקְׁשַאְו  kī ʿazzāh ʿăzūḇāh ṯihyɛh wǝ-
ʾašqǝlōn lišmāmāh ʾ ašdōḏ baṣ-ṣŏhŏrayīm yǝg̱āršūhā wǝ-ʿɛqrōn tēʿāqēr “for Gaza 
shall be forsaken, and Ashkelon a desolation, they shall drive out Ashdod at noon, 
and Ekron shall become barren.”205 The name הָּזַע  ʿazzāh “Gaza” resounds in the 
verb הָבּוזֲע  ʿăzūḇāh “forsaken” and ןֹורְקֶע  ʿɛqrōn “Ekron” in the verb רֵקָעֵּת  tēʿāqēr 
“shall become barren.”206 In addition, the name דֹוּדְׁשַא  ʾašdōḏ “Ashdod” suggests 
the verb דַדָׁש  šāḏaḏ “destroy.” Moreover, as Zalcman adds: 

 
the Old Testament; David Bivin, “The Pun on Peter Works Better in Hebrew,” BARev 19 
(1993): 18–19; Robert Řehák, Synchronní metody výkladu hebrejských proprií ve Starém 
zákoně a v rabínské literatuře [Synchronic Methods of Interpreting of Hebrew Proper 
Names in the Old Testament and Rabbinic Literature] (PhD diss., Charles University, 
2007). 
202. Garsiel, Biblical Names. This work has been taken up by some of his students as well. 
See, e.g., Jonathan Grossman, Ambiguity in Biblical Narrative and Its Contribution to the 
Literary Formation [Hebrew] (PhD diss., Bar-Ilan University, 2006), 157–59; Grossman, 
Esther: The Outer Narrative and the Hidden Reading, SLTHS 6 (Winona Lake, IN: Ei-
senbrauns, 2011); Grossman, Text and Subtext: On Exploring Biblical Narrative Design 
[Hebrew] (Tel Aviv: Hakibbutz Hameuchad, 2015); and Grossman, Ruth. 
203. Cf. Klaas Spronk, “Shamgar ben Anat (Judg 3:31)—A Meaningful Name,” ZAW 128 
(2016): 684–87, argues that the name should be understood as suggesting םָׁש  šām and רָּג  
gār, meaning “a foreigner there.” The name would then mark his role as a foreign hero, 
comparable to that of Jael. This reading depends on the device known as noṭariqon, see 
4.1.11. 
204. Similar appellative paronomasia informs the account of the necromancer of Endor in 
1 Sam 28:3–25, in which we find לֵאּומְׁש  šǝmūʾēl “Samuel,” לּואָׁש  šāʾūl “Saul,” לַאָׁש  šāʾal 
“ask,” and לֹואְׁש  šǝʾōl “Sheol” brought into close relief. 
205. Zalcman, “Ambiguity and Assonance at Zephaniah II 4.” 
הָּזַע .206  reflects PS ǵazzāh, whereas הָבּוזֲע  represents PS ʿăzūḇāh, so the paronomasia 
between them is effective primarily visually. 
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Indeed, the verse comprises an elaborate sequence of double entendres, in which 
the cities of the Philistines are personified as women and consigned to four of 
the most bitter fates a woman can endure: abandonment, spinsterhood, divorce, 
and barrenness.207 

 
As Isaac Kalimi has shown, some cases of appellative paronomasia found in 

the Chronicles represent changes that the Chronicler has made to Samuel and 
Kings in order to drive home theological points or to draw hermeneutical lessons 
from someone’s life. For instance, see the following addition to 1 Sam 31 found 
in 1 Chr 10:13: “So Saul [ לּואָׁש  šāʾūl] died because of his unfaithfulness to 
Yahweh … and also for asking [ לֹואְׁשִל  li-šʾōl] counsel of a necromancer to seek 
(advice).”208 See also 1 Chr 28:9: “And you Solomon [ הֹמֹלְׁש  šǝlōmōh], my son, 
know the God of your father, and serve him with a perfect [ םֵלָׁש  šālēm] heart and 
a willing spirit.”209 

Paronomasia with an appellative purpose also informs the pious boast of the 
Moabite king Mesha: “I built a high place of salvation [ עשי  yšʿ], because Chemosh 
saved me [ ינעשה , h-šʿny] from all kings” (ll. 3–4). Here the highlighted words 
recall the king’s name עשמ  [mšʿ] “Mesha.”210 

The Phoenician inscription of Azitawadda (KAI 26C, l. 7) offers a particularly 
clever example of paronomasia for appellative ends. After telling how he founded 
a city that he named after himself, Azitawadda asks Baal of the Mace ( לעב  

שירתנרכ  bʿl krntryš) to bless it with prosperity: שרתו עבש תלעב ז תרקה ןכו  w-kn 
h-qrt z bʿlt šbʿ w-trš “and may this city possess grain and new wine” (C, l. 7).211 
The petition echoes the name Baal in the verb תלעב  bʿlt “possess” and the noun 

שירתנרכ  krntryš “mace” in the words תרק  “city” and שרת  trš “wine.”212 

 
207. Zalcman, “Ambiguity and Assonance at Zephaniah II 4,” 367. 
208. Isaac Kalimi, “Paronomasia in the Book of Chronicles,” JSOT 67 (1995): 37; Kalimi, 
“Utilization of Pun/Paronomasia in the Chronistic Writing,” in An Ancient Israelite 
Historian: Studies in the Chronicler, His Time, Place, and Writing, ed. I. Kalimi (Assen, 
the Netherlands: Royal Van Gorcum Press, 2005), 67–82. 
209. Kalimi, “Paronomasia in the Book of Chronicles,” 38. 
210. The repeated use of בא  ʾb “father” in the inscription (ll. 2–3) in conjunction with the 
repeated name באמ  “Moab” mʾb (ll. 1–2) also constitutes an appellative form of 
paronomasia. Cf. Gen 19:37, in which the author understands the etymology of the name 
“Moab” pejoratively to mean בָא  ʾāḇ + ןִמ  min “from the father,” i.e., by way of incest. 
Zakovitch, “Explicit and Implicit Name-Derivations,” 168, notes that “in the Moabite 
dialect the Hebrew ô-vocalization is pronounced ē. The name being derived, then is 
Mēʾāb.” He compares the forms with ֵמ mē- in Gen 19:32, 19:34, 19:36.  
211. Cf. Prov 3:10. 
212. On the interpretation “mace-bearer,” from the Greek κορυνητήριος, see Philip C. 
Schmitz, “Phoenician KRNTRYŠ, Archaic Greek *ΚΟΡΥΝΗΤΗΡΙΟΣ, and the Storm 
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One also finds an appellative use of paronomasia in the Aramaic Levi 
Document from Qumran. When the mother of Merari ( יררמ  mrry) recalls his birth, 
she states: 

 
for I was bitter [ יל רמ  mr ly] on his account particularly, for when he was born 
he was dying. And I was very bitter [ יל רירמ הווהו  whwwh mryr ly] on his account 
since he was about to die, and I implored and beseeched on his account, and there 
was bitterness [ ררמ  mrr] in everything. (XI, 8) 

 
Amram  ( םרמע  ʿmrm) too is given his name in XII, 4, as his grandmother recalls, 
“for I said [ תרמא  ʾmrt] when he was born, ‘This one will raise up [ אמע םירי  yrym 
ʿmʾ] the people from the la[nd of Eg]ypt. Accordingly [his name] will be called 
the exalted pe[ople] [ אמאר אמ   ʿmʾ rʾmʾ].’”213 ע

The Aramaic acrostic poem entitled The World Trembled provides a fine 
example of appellative paronomasia when providing an explanation for the name 
of the river Nile. In line 6, we read: “the morning [ הרחש  šḥrh] star shone forth 
like light [ הרהונ  nwhrh], to redeem the black one [ הרוחש  šḥwrh] from the land of 
the Nile [ הריחש  šḥyrh].” Though the Hebrew term for the Nile derives from the 
Egyptian š-ḥr “pool of Horus,” the consonants provide ample opportunity for a 
false etymology that connects it to the “morning,” and notions of “blackness,” 
with its connotation of “pollution.”214 Adding to the paronomasia is הרהונ  nwhrh 
“light,” which repeats the final sound /ra/.215 The employment of paronomasia for 
appellative purposes would enjoy continued use by the later rabbis, as we find in 
the Talmud and various midrashic texts.216 

 

 
God of Aleppo,” KUSATU 10 (2009): 119–60, who also surveys previous interpretations 
of this difficult word. 
213. See Jonas C. Greenfield, Michael E. Stone, and Esther Eshel, The Aramaic Levi 
Document: Edition, Translation, Commentary, Studia in Veteris Testamenti Pseudepigrapha 
19 (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 94–95, 98–99, 191, 198. The first example in the passage about 
Merari is in Hebrew, not Aramaic. The authors use the expression “name midrash” for the 
device, which also occurs on the names Kohath, Jochebed, and Gershom in 11:6–7, 11:10, 
18:3. 
214. Alphons S. Rodrigues Pereira, Studies in Aramaic Poetry (c. 100 B.C.E.–c. 600 C.E.): 
Selected Jewish, Christian and Samaritan Poems, SSN 34 (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1997), 
63. 
215. This late poem also might constitute paronomasia between the sounds /h/ and /ḥ/, 
since the gutturals might have been confused or might have lost some of their force by this 
time. 
216. See J. D. Wynkoop and P. Van den Biesen, “A Peculiar Kind of Paronomasia in the 
Talmud and Midrash,” JQR 2 (1911): 2–23; Nachman Levine, “On Midrash on Talmudic 
Names: A Literary Device and Its Significance” [Hebrew], JSIS 11 (2012): 1–21. 
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3.10.2. APPELLATIVE PARONOMASIA ON THE AUTHOR’S NAME 
 
An appellative function appears evident also in cases of polysemy and 
paronomasia that invoke the name of an author (or supposed author) of a text, 
which Garsiel has referred to as a “subtle colophon.”217 Enthusiasts of classical 
music are familiar with this device in the work of Johann Sebastian Bach, who 
imbedded his name into the notes that comprised his musical compositions.218 

An excellent demonstration of colophonic paronomasia in Akkadian occurs 
in the famous code of Hammurapi. Bill Arnold has shown that the king’s name 
(ʿammu + rapi = “The [Divine] Kinsman Heals”) resounds in the noun ammi 
“people” in the prologue: mušēpi kīnātim mušūšir ammi “[I am the king] who 
proclaims truth, who puts the people in order” (4.53–54). In this way, the text 
subtly avows that “the great ‘Kinsman-Heals’ has himself healed his people by 
ordering them with truth and justice.”219 

On the Šitti-Marduk kudurru (land grant stone inscription), one finds the 
epithet nāṣir kudurrēti “guardian of the land-grant stones,” placed in the center of 
the inscription. Hurowitz observed that the title is unique to this kudurru and that 
it serves as a colophonic reference to the main subject of the inscription, 
Nebuchadrezzar (i.e., Nabû-kudurrī-uṣur, lit. “O Nabû, guard my heir/land-grant 
stone”).220 

The Egyptian Tale of the Shipwrecked Sailor illustrates this function as well. 
The text’s colophon informs us that the text is sš sš.w qr n ḏbʿ.w=f mn.j s mn-
ʿ “a writing of the writer, clever-fingered, Ameny’s son Amenaa” (ll. 188–189). 
According to Parkinson, the epithet “clever-fingered” recalls the sailor’s 
“cleverness” at the start of the story (l. 1) and the count’s dismissal of it at the end 

 
217. Moshe Garsiel, “Implicit Puns upon Names as Subtle Colophons in the Bible,” in 
Haim M. L. Gevaryahu Memorial Volume, ed. Joshua J. Adler (Jerusalem: World Jewish 
Bible Center, 1990), 1–8; Garsiel, “Puns upon Names: Subtle Colophons in the Bible,” 
JBQ 23 (1995): 182–87. 
218. For example, the last original page of Bach’s Art of the Fugue contains the cryptic 
spelling of Bach’s name with musical notation. In music, the B-A-C-H motif is the 
sequence of notes B flat, A, C, B natural. See Douglas R. Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach: 
An Eternal Golden Braid (New York: Basic Books, 1979), 80. 
219. Bill T. Arnold, “Wordplay on ‘Hammurapi’ in CH iv 54,” NABU (2016): 72. 
220. Hurowitz, “Some Literary Observations on the Šitti-Marduk Kudurru (BBSt. 6),” 47–
48. Perhaps related to this device is the poet’s clever demonstration of the “truth of his 
title” bin šar dadmī in the Standard Babylonian version of the Anzu Myth. See Marianna 
E. Vogelzang, “Kill Anzu! On a Point of Literary Evolution,” in Keilschriftliche 
Literaturen Ausgewählte Vorträge der XXXII. Rencontre assyrio-logique internationale, 
Münster, 8.–12.7.1985, ed. Karl Hecker and Walter Sommerfeld, BBVO 6 (Berlin: 
Dietrich Reimer Verlag, 1986), 70. 
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(l. 183), thus creating a distance between the author of the story and its didactic 
message: 

 
The audience of the Tale can experience the incertainty of reality, and learn of 
the cataclysmic end of the earth, but at a safe distance: the scribe is distanced 
from all the cataclysms and is safely assured of his “cleverness”, although the 
narrator cannot be.221 
 

In addition, the name Amun, twice contained in mn.j s mn-ʿ “Ameny’s son 
Amenaa,” also recalls the mn.t “mooring-post” at the start of the tale.222 

In Ugaritic, we find the name of the scribe Ilimilku (ilmlk) imbedded in the 
Tale of Kirtu in the queries of El to the grief-stricken hero: “what ails Kirtu that 
he weeps, the gracious one, heir of El? Is it the kingship of Bull El, his father that 
he desires?” (CAT 1.14.i.40–42). Here the name il “El” and the noun mlk 
“kingship” are juxtaposed in a way that allows one to see il mlk as a subtle 
colophon. See also CAT 1.4.iv.38–39, where the line hm yd il mlk yḫss “does the 
‘hand’ of El the king excite you?,” permits the reading: “Does the hand of Ilimilku 
instruct you?”223 

There are many examples of colophonic paronomasia in the Hebrew Bible. 
The Song of Songs contains several cases of paronomasia on the name of its 
supposed author Solomon ( הֹמֹלְׁש  šǝlōmōh). These occur in the lines “for why 
( הָמָּלַׁש  šallāmāh) should I be as one who strays” (1:7); “return, return, O 
Shulammite ( תיִּמַלּוּׁשַה  haš-šūlammīṯ)” (7:1), and in the noun םֹולָׁש  šālōm “peace” 
(8:10). The name הֹמֹלְׁש  šǝlōmōh itself follows the latter paronomasia closely in 
8:11. Several lexemes in the Song reference Solomon’s other name ּהָיְדיִדְי  
yǝḏīḏyāh “Beloved of Yah(weh)” (2 Sam 12:25),224 in particular the repeated 
forms ָךיֶֹדד  ḏōḏɛḵā “your love” and יִדֹוד  ḏōḏī “my beloved” (e.g., Song 1:4, 2:9, 
2:17, etc.).  

Another subtle colophon in Isa 12:2–3 exploits the root עׁשי  y-š-ʿ “triumph, 
deliver” to echo the name ּוהָיְעַׁשְי  yǝšaʿyāhū “Isaiah.” 

 
 

221. Richard B. Parkinson, “The Dream and the Knot: Contextualizing Middle Kingdom 
Literature,” in Definitely: Egyptian Literature. Proceedings of the Symposium “Ancient 
Egyptian Literature: History and Forms,” Los Angeles, March 24–26, 1995, ed. Gerald 
Moers, LASM 2 (Göttingen: Seminar für Ägyptologie und Koptologie, 1999), 63–82, 
quotation on p. 78. 
222. As observed by Rendsburg, “Literary Devices in the Story of the Shipwrecked Sailor,” 
20. 
223. I thank my graduate student Corinna Nichols for these observations. 
224. Garsiel, “Puns upon Names,” 187. I add to Garsiel’s fine collection paronomasia on 
Job’s name ( בֹוּיִא  ʾīyyōḇ) in Job 13:24 and 33:10, which suggests בֵיֹוא  ʾōyēḇ “enemy.” See 
also Scott B. Noegel, “Another Look at Job 18:2,3,” JBQ 23 (1995): 161. 
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Behold the God of my triumph [ יִתָעּוׁשְי  yǝšūʿāṯī]! I am confident, unafraid! For 
my strength [ יִּזָע  ʿŏzzī] and might is Yah, Yahweh, and he will be my deliverance 
[ הָעּוׁשיִל  lī-šūʿāh]. Joyfully shall you draw water, from the fountains of triumph 
[ הָעּוׁשְיַה  ha-yǝšūʿāh]. 

 
In addition, the use of יִּזָע  ʿŏzzī “my strength” (12:2) represents a subtle allusion 
to King Uzziah ( ּוהָּיִּזֻע  ʿuzzīyyāhū), the king during whose reign Isaiah began 
prophesying. The counterpart passages in 2 Chr 26:8–16 also demonstrate a 
knowledge of the paronomasia by repeating the root קזח  ḥ-z-q “be strong, 
strengthen,” a synonym for ֹזע  ʿōz. Garsiel concludes: “These two implicit 
references to the names of the prophet and the first king of his period seem to 
constitute a subtle colophon.”225 I add to Garsiel’s observations that the repetition 
of the root קזח  ḥ-z-q recalls the name Hezeqiah ( ּוהָּיִקְזִחְי  yǝḥizqīyyāhū), another 
king in whose reign Isaiah prophesied. 
 

3.11. STRUCTURAL 
 
Some forms of paronomasia function to organize and connect textual units. This 
category includes Watson’s proposed functions “to assist composition” and “to 
link a poem or its parts.”226 Structural paronomasia differs from referential 
paronomasia in that the former functions as a reason for a text’s organization and 
composition, whereas the latter invites readers to compare and contrast the use of 
lexemes within a text. 

Paronomasia serves as an organizational principle in some Akkadian lexical 
series like ERIM.ḪUŠ = anantu, AN.TA.GÁL = šaqû, and SIG7.ALAN = 
nabnītu.227 The latter series, for example, places the entry erû “be pregnant” 
closely before erû “grinding slab,” erû “eagle,” erû “copper,” and urû “to cut a 
branch.”228 Indeed, as the editors of the series observe: “Any given entry that 
occurs in a tablet may stimulate the inclusion of an item that is either 

 
225. Garsiel, “Puns upon Names,” 184. 
226. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry,  245. 
227. Antoine Cavigneaux, et al., eds., The Series Erim-huš = anantu and An-ta-gál = šaqû, 
MSL 17 (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1985); I. J. Finkel and M. Civil, eds., The 
Series SIG7.ALAN = Nabnītu, MSL 16 (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1982). See now 
also Nick C. Veldhuis, History of the Cuneiform Lexical Traditions, GMTR 6 (Münster: 
Ugarit-Verlag, 2014), 106, 169, 220–22. 
228. Finkel and Civil, Series SIG7.ALAN = Nabnītu, 32. A similar use of the polyseme erû 
for “eagle,” “nakedness,” and “conception,” and possibly “copper” occurs in the Etana 
myth. Noted by Abraham Winitzer, “Etana in Eden: New Light on the Mesopotamian and 
Biblical Tales in Their Semitic Context,” JAOS 133 (2013): 441–65. 
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homophonous, or shares at least one, usually two, of its radicals.”229 Paronomasia 
also links several omens in the omen series for malformed animal births known 
as Šumma Izbu.230 

A similar strategy appears in some Egyptian texts. The Ramesside dream 
manual contains several examples. The omen in r. 2.8 reads: [ḥr] rd.t n=f ḥmt m 
[…] [nfr] ḫ.t [q]=f m=sn “giving him copper as […]; [good], [it means] 
something at which he will be exalted.” It is followed in r. 2.9 by [ḥr …] ḥm.t=f 
n hj [nfr] ḥm ḏw.wt pw rj=f  […] “his woman to a married man; [good], it means 
that the bad things related to him will retreat.”231 The two omens were written in 
sequence, because ḥr “upon” and ḥmt “copper” in the protasis of the first omen 
resound in ḥr “upon,” ḥm.t “woman,” and ḥm “retreat” in the second omen. 

Some Egyptian poems use paronomasia to connect the first verse to the last 
in a way that forms an inclusio. Such is the case, as Loprieno has shown, with the 
love poem in P.Harris 500, which begins with the line “Absynth [sʿm] plants are 
there, and one feels great [sʿ] in front of them,” and concludes, “if I am met by 
any of your glances, it would be better than food and drink [wm-swf].”232 

To date no Ugaritic texts have provided evidence for an organizational 
structure based on polysemy or paronomasia. The scribes of Ugarit did produce 
lexical texts, wherein one might expect to find such a feature, especially as these 
are not local traditions, but the result of Mesopotamian influence. Nevertheless, 
many remain unpublished.233 

However, the Hebrew Bible contains several examples of paronomasia 
serving as an organizing principle.234 In Gen 4:20–22, the narrator states that 

 
229. Finkel and Civil, Series SIG7.ALAN = Nabnītu, 31. 
230. See Nicla De Zorzi, La Serie Teratomantica Šumma Izbu: Testo, Tradizione, Orizzonti 
Culturali, vols. 1–2, HANEM 15 (Padova: S.A.R.G.O.N. Editroce e Libreria, 2014), 194–
96; Markham J. Geller, “The Concept of the Semitic Root in Akkadian Lexicography,” in 
Multilingualism, Lingua Franca and Lingua Sacra, ed. Jens Braarvig and Markham J. 
Geller, Studies 10 (Berlin: Max Plank Institute for the History of Science, 2018), 299–306. 
231. Noegel and Szpakowska, “‘Word Play’ in the Ramesside Dream Manual.” 
232. Cited by Loprieno, “Puns and Word Play in Ancient Egyptian,” 15, with some 
variation. See also Guglielmi, “Zu einigen literarischen Funktionen des Wortspiels,” 491–
505. This is group C, no. 18, lines A, E in Fox, Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian 
Love Songs, 26. 
233. See Veldhuis, History of the Cuneiform Lexical Traditions, 279–80, 297–99. 
234. Joel Kaminsky, “Reflections on Associative Word Links in Judges,” JSOT 36 (2012): 
411–34, has shown how certain keywords can serve to link individual stories in Judges. He 
notes (430) how William L. Holladay once “presented an example of an associational 
method of scribal editing in Jeremiah 18 in which a passage concerning a potter (Jer. 18.1–
12) sits next to an oracle that mentions Lebanon (Jer. 18.13–17). He pointed out that this 
same juxtaposition of topics occurs in Isaiah 29, in which a potter and his clay are 
mentioned in 29.16, immediately followed by 29.17, a verse that mentions Lebanon. Of 
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Lamekh’s first wife was named Adah, and that she bore Yabal and Yubal, the 
latter of whom was the “father of all those who play the lyre and flute.” The very 
next verse begins with the name of his second wife Zillah ( הָּלִצ  ṣillāh), whose 
name derives from a root meaning “musical tone or ring,” whence םִיַּתְלִצְמ  
mǝṣiltayīm “cymbals.” Thus, the passages about Adah and Zillah are connected 
by means of paronomasia.235 Moreover, the same verses relate the births of three 
children with similar sounding names: לָבָי  yāḇāl “Yabal,” לָבּוי  yūḇāl “Yubal,” and 

ןִיַק לַבּוּת  tūḇal qayīn “Tubal-cain.” 
Some of the legal materials also appear to have been organized according to 

paronomastic principles. Alexander Rofé has noticed that the law forbidding 
prostitutes in the temple was placed after the law concerning the ill treatment of 
runaway slaves (Deut 23:17–19), because the latter contains the noun ןַנְתֶא  ʾɛṯnan 
“fee” and the former the similar sounding verb ּוּנֶנֹוּת  tōnɛnnū “oppress him.”236 

Cassuto similarly opined that the list of Moses’s spies draws upon 
paronomastic associations of their names. Thus, יִדֹוס ןֶּב לֵאיִּדַּג  gaddīʾēl bɛn sōḏī 
“Gaddiel the son of Sodi” naturally preceded the similar sounding יִסּוס ןֶּב יִּדַּג  
gaddī bɛn sūsī “Gaddi the son of Susi,” and רּותְס  sǝṯūr “Sethur” was followed by 

יִּבְחַנ  naḥbī “Nahbi,” because both names bear the meaning “hide” (Num 13:10–
11, 13:13–14).237 

Nachman Levine has argued that paronomasia can function to connect a 
literary unit or even form an inclusio when carried on vertically through a poem 
(much like the Egyptian poem cited above). For example, Ps 26 begins, “judge 
me, O Yahweh, for I have walked in my integrity, and I have trusted in Yahweh 
without wavering [ דָעְמֶא  ʾɛmʿāḏ]” (26:1), and concludes: My foot stands [ הָדְמָע  
ʿāmḏāh] in an even place, in the congregation will I bless Yahweh” (26:12). The 

 
course, one still needs to explain why these two topics sit next to each other in Isaiah 29. 
It turns out that this juxtaposition in Isaiah is most likely due to the fact that 29.16 and 
29.17 each contain the same niphal third masculine singular imperfect form of בשח , ‘will 
be accounted’ or ‘will be reckoned’. Once the two oracles in Isaiah were firmly grouped 
together it seems that the editors of Jeremiah drew on other elements of the already close 
association between Isa. 29.16 and 29.17. In short, whoever edited Jeremiah remembered 
that the idea of a potter and his clay creation resided next to a passage invoking Lebanon 
in Isaiah, whereupon this associative link was used to order some of the random oracles in 
Jeremiah. Holladay’s insight provides evidence of an ancient filing system based on 
associations, which is exactly what one would expect to find in Israelite scribal culture in 
which scribes living in a primarily oral culture were seeking to order scrolls of diverse 
materials in associative ways.” 
235. Garsiel, Biblical Names, 95. 
236. See Alexander Rofé, “The Arrangement of the Laws in Deuteronomy,” ETL 64 
(1988): 265–85. 
237. “Sethur” from the root רתס  s-t-r and “Nahbi” from אבח  ḥ-b-ʾ. Cassuto’s observations 
are cited by Rofé, “Arrangement of the Laws in Deuteronomy,” 265. 
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two verbal stems are anagrams and antonyms of each other and form an 
inclusio.238 

He also points to Ps 64:9–10: 
 

  ׃םָב הֵֹאר־לָּכ ּודֲדֹנְתִי םָנֹוׁשְל ֹומיֵלָע ּוהּוליִׁשְכַּיַו
 ׃ּוליִּכְׂשִה ּוהֵׂשֲעַמּו םיִהֹלֱא לַעֹּפ ּודיִּגַּיַו םָדָא־לָּכ ּואְריִּיַו

 
way-yaḵšīlūhū ʿālēmō lǝšōnām yiṯnoḏăḏū kŏl rōʾēh ḇām 
way-yīyrǝʾū kŏl ʾāḏām way-yaggīḏū pōʿal ʾĕlōhīm ū-maʿăśēhū hiśkīlū 
 
And they shall cause themselves to stumble on account of their own tongues, 
they shall shudder, all who see them. 
And all men shall fear, and they shall declare the work of God and they shall 
understand his doing. 

 
The first verb in the first line ( ּוהּוליִׁשְכַּיַו  way-yaḵšīlūhū “and they shall cause 
themselves to stumble”) and the last in the second line ( ּוליִּכְׂשִה  hiśkīlū “they shall 
understand”) are paronomastic. So too are the penultimate word in the first line 
( הֵֹאר  rōʾēh “who see”) and the first word in the second line ( ּואְריִּיַו  way-yīyrǝʾū 
“they shall fear”).239 To these fine observations I add the inherent paronomasia 
between ּודֲדֹנְתִי  yiṯnoḏăḏū “they shall shudder” and ּודיִּגַּיַו  way-yaggīḏū “and they 
shall declare,” the former derived from the root דונ  n-w-d and the latter from דגנ  
n-g-d. 

The Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar similarly employ paronomasia as an 
organizational principle. In particular, proverbs C1 1:126, 1:128, and 1:129 
appear to have been grouped together, because the first proverb contains the noun 
טח  ḥṭ “arrow,” the second טח  ḥṭ “arrow” and אטח  ḥṭʾ “sin,” and the third אתטנח  

ḥnṭtʾ “wheat.”240 
 
 
 

 
238. Nachman Levine, “Vertical Poetics: Interlinear Phonological Parallelism in Psalms,” 
JNSL 29 (2004): 73, notes additional (nonparonomastic) lexical items tying the beginning 
to the end. He argues for seeing the vertical use of paronomasia as a new device. However, 
all texts are, in essence, vertical structures in which one finds paronomasia. So I see his 
examples simply as additional cases of extended paronomasia, as found elsewhere in 
biblical poetry and prose. See also John S. Kselman, “Semantic-Sonant Chiasmus in 
Biblical Poetry,” Bib 58 (1977): 219–23, for related observations. 
239. Levine, “Vertical Poetics,” 74. 
240. Proverbs C1 1:127 and 1:129 also have nearly identical endings. On other poetic 
features in the text, see Wilfred G. E. Watson, Traditional Techniques in Classical Hebrew 
Verse, JSOTSup 170 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1994), 72–86. 
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3.12. MNEMONIC 
 

A mnemonic function has been attributed to some cases of polysemy and 
paronomasia. Nathan Wasserman has argued that such devices abetted the 
memorization of proverbs in Mesopotamian culture.241 Loprieno has suggested 
that aiding the memory was one of the primary functions of paronomasia in 
Egyptian texts since it produced a rhythmic effect.242 Since many poems were 
sung or enchanted and enjoyed a musical accompaniment, it is likely that the 
music also helped memorization. Aramaic paronomasia similarly served the later 
Masoretes as memory aids.243 

However, the most frequent claims for a mnemonic function relate to the 
creation of acrostics. Acrostics work by reading vertically the initial letter or sign 
of each successive word in a poem (see 4.1.12). In the Hebrew Bible, many 
acrostics proceed through the alphabet. Indeed, the compositional use of the 
alphabet in some of these same acrostics is so sophisticated that a mnemonic 
function seems likely. 

Others have suggested that biblical acrostics functioned to convey a sense of 
order,244 or in the case of the book of Lamentations, to provide readers with a 
mechanism for interacting with their emotions through reason.245 Still other 
acrostics appear to demonstrate the erudition of a scribe or to perform a ritual 
function (see 4.1.12). Thus, an Akkadian acrostic found in The Dialogue of 
Saggil-kinam-ubbib reads: “I, Saggil-kīnam-ubbib, the exorcist, am adorant of the 
god and the king.” Other Akkadian acrostics spell out divine names and appear to 
add power to prayers.246 One Egyptian acrostic appears equally performative in 
that it reads in multiple directions and contains a hymn to the goddess Mut.247 
Another from Egypt records the prayer of a man who is deceased.248 Therefore, 

 
241. In Akkadian proverbs, for example. See Wasserman, Style and Form in Old 
Babylonian Literary Texts, 171. 
242. Loprieno, “Puns and Word Play in Ancient Egyptian,” 15–17. 
243. See David Marcus, Scribal Wit: Aramaic Mnemonics in the Leningrad Codex, TS 10 
(Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias, 2013). 
244. Delbert R. Hillers, Lamentations: Introduction, Translation, and Notes, AB 7A (New 
York: Doubleday, 1992). 
245. Elie Assis, “The Alphabetic Acrostic in the Book of Lamentations,” CBQ 69 (2007): 
710–24. 
246. On biblical and Mesopotamian acrostics, see John F. Brug, “Biblical Acrostics and 
Their Relationship to Other Ancient Near Eastern Acrostics,” in The Bible in the Light of 
Cuneiform Literature: Scripture in Context III, ed. William W. Hallo et al., ANETS 8 
(Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 1990), 283–304. 
247. H. M. Stewart, “A Crossword Hymn to Mut,” JEA 57 (1971): 87–104. 
248. Jan Zandee, An Ancient Egyptian Crossword Puzzle (Leiden: Ex Oriente Lux, 1966). 
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while some acrostics likely functioned as aides-mémoire, others appear to have 
been demonstrations of piety and/or devices of ritual empowerment. 

 
3.13. HERMENEUTIC 

 
Polysemy and paronomasia can function as hermeneutical tools. One primarily 
finds them employed this way in four corpora: divinatory accounts, medical 
diagnoses, commentaries, and riddles, though in some cases, paronomasia for 
appellative purposes also can serve in this capacity (see 3.10). 
 
3.13.1. DIVINATORY 
 
Divinatory texts throughout the ancient Near East demonstrate strong 
paronomastic connections between their protases and apodoses.249 Thus, in an 
Akkadian dream omen compendium one finds: “if one dreams he is eating a raven 
[ārbu]; it means he will have plenty [irbu].”250 Here the similarity in sound 
between the two highlighted nouns leads to the dream’s interpretation. Nicla De 
Zorzi has discovered a number of examples in the omen series for malformed 
animal births known as Šumma Izbu.251 For example, “if a sow gives birth, but 
(the babies) die [imūtū]: its master will soon receive an order [amāta].” The verb 
imūtū “they will die” in the protasis connects paronomastically to amāta “order” 
in the apodosis (22.86). See also omen 6.42: “if there is a malformed birth, and in 
its belly [libbišu] there is an egg [pelûmma], and inside [libbi] the egg [pelî] there 
is a chick [atmu]: the throne will change; the lake [tâmtu] will dry up [ibbal].” As 
De Zorzi notes, paronomasia obtains between atmu “chick” and tâmtu “lake.” To 
her astute observations, I add that the repeated noun libbu “inside, heart” finds a 
match in ibbal “it will dry up.” I further suggest that the change of throne in the 
apodosis derives from the two-fold mention of the pelû “egg,” which suggests 
palû “reign, length of reign.” 

 
249. See Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers; Noegel, “Dreams and Dream Interpreters in Meso-
potamia and in the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament),” in Dreams and Dreaming: A Reader 
in Religion, Anthropology, History, and Psychology, ed. Kelly Bulkeley (Hampshire, UK: 
Palgrave-St. Martin’s Press, 2001), 45–71. 
250. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 11–18; Stefania Ermidoro, “Eating and Drinking in 
Dreams: Tablet A of the Assyrian ‘Dream Book,’” in Libiamo ne’ lieti calici: Ancient Near 
Eastern Studies Presented to Lucio Milano on the Occasion of His Sixty-Fifth Birthday by 
Pupils, Colleagues and Friends, ed. Paola Corò et al., AOAT 436 (Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 
2016), 172–74, 177–78. 
251. De Zorzi, La Serie Teratomantica Šumma Izbu, 192; De Zorzi, “The Omen Series 
Šumma Izbu: Internal Structure and Hermeneutic Strategies,” KASKAL: Rivista di storia, 
ambienti e culture del Vicino Oriente Antico 8 (2011): 43–75. 
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A more complex example is the following dream omen: 
 

If (in a dream) he seizes a fox (KA.A = Akkadian šēlibu); he will seize a Lamassu 
(AN.KAL), but if he seizes a fox in his hand (ŠU), and it escapes; he will have 
seized a Lamassu, but it also will escape from his hand (ŠU).252 

 
The interpretation derives from the knowledge that if one writes the word for 
“fox” syllabically as še7-líb-bu, the same signs also have the values (A).AN.KAL-
u, meaning “Lamassu.” Though the reading is not exactly equivalent, it provides 
enough of a correlation to justify the interpretation. Indeed, as I have discussed 
above (2.5), polysemy need not be grammatically perfect to be effective. 
Moreover, the dreamer is said to seize the fox in his ŠU (= Akkadian qātu) “hand.” 
Elsewhere we find the following identification: dLAMMA = dŠU, LAMMA being 
Sumerian for Lamassu.253 

Not only do Akkadian divinatory texts employ polysemy and paronomasia as 
a hermeneutic, but literary texts that report divinatory activity do so as well.254 In 
the Old Babylonian version of the Epic of Gilgamesh, the interpretations that 
Gilgamesh’s mother offers are linked to the objects in his dream by way of 
polysemy and paronomasia. He reports his dream as follows (1.i.7–14): 
 

7. [kiṣ]-rum ša a-nim im-qú-tam a-na ṣe-ri-ia 
 A [meteor]ite of Anu fell down upon me. 
8. aš-ši-šu-ma ik-ta-bi-it e-li-ia 
 I picked it up, but it was too heavy for me. 
9. ú-ni-ís-su-ma nu-uš-ša-šu ú-ul el-ti-ʾi 
 I pushed at it, but I could not budge it. 
10. urukki ma-tum pa-ḫi-ir e-li-šu 
 The land of Uruk gathered around it. 
11. eṭ-lu-tum ú-na-ša-qú ši-pi-šu 
 The young men were kissing its feet. 
12.  ú-um-mi-id-ma pu-ti  
 I braced my forehead 
13. i-mi-du ia-ti 
 and they supported me. 
14. aš-ši-a-šu-ma at-ba-la-aš-šu a-na ṣe-ri-ki 
 I picked it up and carried it off to you. 

 

 
252. Scott B. Noegel, “Fox on the Run: Catch a Lamassu by the Pun,” NABU 73 (1995): 
101–2. 
253. CAD L, s.v. “lamassu.” 
254. For other Akkadian dream accounts, see Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 57–88. 
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Of particular interest is the noun kiṣru, which in the context of the dream means 
“meteorite,” but also can mean a “steppeland plant” as well as “strength.” The 
word ṣērīya appears to be the preposition and suffix, that is, “upon me,” though 
ṣēri also can mean “steppeland.” His mother draws upon the alternate meanings 
of these words when she says that his dream portends the coming of one who is 
Gilgamesh’s equal and ina ṣēri iwalidma “born of the steppeland.”255 

In the Egyptian dream manual, one finds that if a man dreams of: d=tw n=f 
t ḥḏ nfr ḫ.t pw ḥḏ ḥr=f [n=sn] “white bread being given to him; good, it means 
something at which his face will brighten” (r. 3.4). Here the appearance of t ḥḏ 
“white bread” in the protasis resounds in the verb ḥḏ “brighten” in the apodosis.256 
The same device appears in the only extant literary report of a dream interpretation 
in Egypt.257 

Examples of polysemy and paronomasia as hermeneutical tools in the Bible 
abound, especially in prophetic contexts. Thus, in the vision of Amos in 8:1–2, 
Yahweh shows the prophet a basket of ץִיַק  qayīṣ “summer fruits,” which is 
interpreted as signaling the ץֵק  qēṣ “end” of Israel.258 Similarly, in the book of 
Jeremiah, Yahweh shows the prophet a דֵקָׁש  šāqēḏ “almond-branch,” which is 
decoded to mean that Yahweh will דֵֹקׁש  šōqēḏ “watch” to ensure that his word is 
fulfilled (Jer 1:11–12). 

As in Akkadian texts, polysemy and paronomasia can serve a hermeneutical 
purpose in biblical literary texts that report divinatory practice. Elsewhere I have 
shown how the interpretation of the Midianite’s dream in Judg 7:13 derives from 

 
255. The connection to strength is emphasized even more in the Standard Babylonian 
version of the text where Gilgamesh says of the meteorite aššīšuma dan elīya “it was too 
strong for me” (l. 249), which his mother interprets as ina māti (KUR) dan emūqi īšu “he 
is the mightiest in the land, he has strength” (l. 269). Here the noun dannu “strength” ties 
the omen to its interpretation (contra OB 1.i.8: iktabit elīya “it was too heavy for me”). For 
a complete discussion of the dreams in the Epic of Gilgamesh, see Noegel, Nocturnal 
Ciphers, 57–82. 
256. Noegel and Szpakowska, “‘Word Play’ in the Ramesside Dream Manual,” 200. 
“Wordplay” as a divinatory hermeneutic appears first in the New Kingdom in Egypt. See 
Scott B. Noegel, “On Puns and Divination: Egyptian Dream Exegesis from a Comparative 
Perspective,” in Through a Glass Darkly: Magic, Dreams, and Prophecy in Ancient Egypt, 
ed. Kasia Szpakowska (Swansea, Wales: The Classical Press of Wales, 2006), 95–119. 
Such devices also appear in the Demotic dream manual. See Aksel Volten, Demotische 
Traumdeutung (Pap. Carslberg XIII und XIV Verso), AA 3 (Copenhagen: Einar 
Munsgaard, 1942). 
257. The dream stela of Tantamani, now housed in the Nubian Museum in Aswan, Egypt. 
For a discussion, see Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 100–106. 
258. See Shalom Paul, Amos, Hermeneia 30 (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 1991), 253–54; 
Noegel, “‘Sign, Sign, Everywhere a Sign,’” 143–62. 
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the polyvalent meanings inherent in the words used to describe the dream.259 As 
we are told, Gideon overheard the man saying: “Listen, I had this dream. (In it) 
there was a moldy loaf of barley rolling through the Midianite camp. It came to 
the tent and struck it, and it fell; it turned it upside down, and the tent collapsed.” 
Immediately afterwards, the other soldier interprets his dream: “That can only 
mean the sword of the Israelite Gideon, son of Joash. God is delivering Midian 
and the entire camp into his hands” (Judg 7:13–14). 

There are several words in the dream that inform its interpretation. First is 
[ ליִלְצ[ לֹולְצ  ṣǝlōl [ṣǝlīl] “moldy, stale,” which also can mean “quivering” or a 
“tingling sound” implying terrifying news (e.g., 2 Kgs 21:12, Jer 19:3, Hab 
3:16).260 The second is the expression םיִֹרעְׂש םֶחֶל  lɛḥɛm śǝʿorīm “loaf of barley,” 
which David Yellin brilliantly espied as an echo of םיִרָעְׁש םֶחָל  lāḥɛm šǝʿārīm 
“fighting in the gates” in the Song of Deborah (Judg 5:8).261 Another Hebrew 
word used in the account of the dream, which also carries military overtones, is 
the verb ְךַפָה  hāp̄aḵ “overturn, overthrow,” used both of the whirling bread loaf 
and the tent which the bread strikes. The verb appears in conjunction with violent 
destruction so frequently that it will suffice to cite a few references: the overthrow 
of Sodom and Gomorrah (Gen 19:21), the city of Ammon (2 Sam 10:3), and 
Nineveh (Jon 3:4). When combined, the polysemes inherent in the words used to 
describe the dream, much like the Mesopotamian omen and literary texts 
discussed above, offer the raw materials for interpreting the dream. 

The use of polysemy and paronomasia as hermeneutical tools anticipates its 
later use in Greek oracles and divinatory texts, and rabbinic dream 
interpretation.262 

 
3.13.2. MEDICAL DIAGNOSES 
 
Since various physical afflictions were deemed generally to be the result of 
transgressions, impurity and/or the act of ghosts or demons in the wider Near 

 
259. See Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 141–46, which offers additional evidence beyond that 
provided here. See too now Robin Baker, “Double Trouble: Counting the Cost of 
Jephthah,” JBL 137 (2018): 29–50. 
260. Noted independently by Michael Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel 
(Oxford: Clarendon, 1985), 506 n. 1. However, the observation was first made by M. Th. 
Houtsma, “ הָמָחְלִמ־םּוחְל־םֶחֶל ,” ZAW 22 (1902): 329–31, see 330. 
261. Yellin, “Polysemy in the Bible,” 2. Noted also by Robert G. Boling, Judges: A New 
Translation with Introduction and Commentary, AB 6A (New York: Doubleday, 1975), 148. 
262. See Konrad Ohlert, Rätsel und Rätselspiele der alten Griechen (Berlin: Mayer & 
Müller, 1912); Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 191–251; Simone Beta, Il labirinto della 
parola: Enigmi, oracoli e sogni nella cultura antica, Saggi 956 (Torino: Giulio Einaudi 
editore, 2016). 
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East,263 the difference between divinatory compendia and medical diagnoses may 
seem subtle to some. However, since medical diagnoses were the result of 
observation alone and not based on the performance of divinatory acts (e.g., 
reading oil in water, animal entrails, or celestial bodies), I offer them here as a 
separate category. 

An example from Akkadian will demonstrate: 
 

U4 GIG SAG-sú NIGIN-šu ri-ta-šu ù GÌR.MEŠ-šu i-ra-ú-ba ŠU ra-bi-ti šà ki 
šà-aš-šà-ṭì-ma 
If the patient’s head seems to spin (and) his hands tremble: ‘hand’ of the great 
one who is like tetanus.” 
 

Here a connection between the symptom and the cause is based on paronomasia 
between raʾābu “tremble” and rabû “great one.”264 

The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus also employs paronomasia at times to 
diagnose a symptom: 

 
It is seminal emission [mnsʾ ] which befalls his penis. (It means) that his penis is 
erect and has a discharge [nšw] from the end of his penis. It is said, “It remains 
stationary [mn sʾw],” when it cannot sink downward (and) it cannot lift upward. 
(10.19–21)265 
 

Here the mnsʾ “seminal emission” and nšw “discharge” paronomastically suggest 
the explanation mn sʾw “remains stationary.” 
 
3.13.3. COMMENTARIES 
 
The use of polysemy and paronomasia as hermeneutical tools also occurs in 
ancient commentaries. A Babylonian commentary on the creation story Enuma 
Elish extrapolates many fanciful and sublime interpretations from Marduk’s fifty 

 
263. See Markham J. Geller, “Akkadian Healing Therapies in the Babylonian Talmud,” 
MPIW 259 (2004): 1–60; JoAnn Scurlock, Magico-Medical Means of Treating Ghost-
Induced Illnesses in Ancient Mesopotamia, AMD 3 (Leiden: Brill/Styx, 2006); Scurlock 
and Burton Andersen, Diagnoses in Assyrian and Babylonian Medicine: Ancient Sources, 
Translations, and Modern Medical Analyses (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2005); 
Susanne Beck, Exorcism, Illness, and Demons in an Ancient Near Eastern Context: The 
Egyptian Magical Papyrus Leiden I 343 +345, PALMA 18 (Leiden: Sidestone, 2018). 
264. Examined in Scurlock and Andersen, Diagnoses in Assyrian and Babylonian 
Medicine, 68, with the “pun” noted on 693 n. 203.  
265. Adopted from James Henry Breasted, Hieroglyphic Transliteration, Translation, and 
Commentary, vol. 1 of The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, OIP 3 (Chicago, IL: University 
of Chicago Press, 1930), 329–30, with some minor changes. 
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names. His first name is “Asari, bestower of civilization, who established surveys, 
creator of grain and fibrous plants, who causes vegetation to sprout.” The 
commentary explains Marduk’s epithets by deriving them from the polyvalent 
syllabic and logographic components used to write them. Thus, in reference to the 
name Asari it records that the sign RU (used for RI) = “bestow” (= Akkadian 
šarāku), the sign SAR = “cultivation,” and the sign A = “border.” SAR also 
suggests “grain” and “herbs,” and when SAR is read as MA4 it means “cause to 
sprout” (= Akkadian aṣû). Moreover, SAR can refer to “vegetation.”266 As Hallo 
explains, the names “represent transparently ‘unscientific’ etymologies based on 
the syllabic or logographic orthography of the name, and many others constitute 
equally imaginative displays of linguistic acrobatics.”267 

One Mesopotamian medical commentary goes a step farther in attempting to 
explain the word GUDUM2 “ghost.” The exorcist’s gloss on this word splits the 
cuneiform sign into two separate signs, in this case BAR “to open” and U (read 
as BÙR) “ear,” and renders it “the one who opens the ears.”268 The same method 
is applied elsewhere to the sign designating the gallû-demon, that is, ḪUL. In this 
case, the cuneiform sign is read as if composed of ŠI and UR, and understood as 
pseudo-Sumerian signs that yield IGI TÉŠ meaning “the eye that comes to 
shame.”269 

Though some Egyptian texts show evidence of hermeneutical glosses based 
on polysemy and paronomasia, the Egyptians never developed the commentary 
as a literary genre.270 The same can be said for the scribes of Ugarit and ancient 
Israel. 

Nevertheless, a tradition of textual commentary does emerge in formative 
Judaism, as represented in the Dead Sea scrolls. Of particular interest are the 

 
266. Jean Bottéro, “Les noms de Marduk, l’écriture et la ‘logique’ en Mésopotamie 
ancienne,” in Memoirs of the Academy of Arts and Sciences: Essays on the Ancient Near 
East in Memory of Jacob Joel Finkelstein, ed. Maria de Jong Ellis, vol. 19 (Hamden, CT: 
Archon Books, 1977), 5–28. See similarly in Alan Lenzi, “Scribal Hermeneutics and the 
Twelve Gates of Ludlul bēl nēmeqi,” JAOS 135 (2015): 733–49. 
267. Hallo, “Scurrilous Etymologies,” 768. 
268. As espied by Scurlock and Andersen, Diagnoses in Assyrian and Babylonian 
Medicine, 437. 
269. Scurlock and Andersen, Diagnoses in Assyrian and Babylonian Medicine, 437. They 
also point out the connection between this demon, eye pain, and shame in the following 
diagnosis for a psychiatric affliction: [DIŠ NA ma-a]m-ma IGI-ma TÚG-su it-ta-na-as-
suk- ú-rap-pad IGIII-šú ú-ma-ḫa-aṣ NA BI ḪUL DIB-su “[if a person] sees somebody and 
continually throws off his garment, he wanders about (and) strikes his eyes, a gallû afflicts 
that person.” 
270. Phillipe Derchain, “Theologie et Littérature,” in Loprieno, Ancient Egyptian 
Literature, 351–60. 
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commentaries on biblical texts known as pesharim.271 The root רׁשפ  p-š-r, whence 
“pesharim,” essentially means “interpret,” and it has its origins in divination, 
especially by way of dreams.272 In fact, as Alex Jassen remarks, “the pesharim 
seem to reflect a systematic incorporation of several recurring structural and 
formal aspects found in dream and omen literature.”273 

A fine demonstration of paronomasia in the service of hermeneutics occurs 
in the Qumranic text known as the Pesher to Habakkuk (1QpHab XIII, 9). In Hab 
2:6, the prophet proclaims that the righteous will make of the defiant a לָׁשָמ  māšāl 
“proverb.” The Pesher to Habakkuk interprets the passage as alluding to the Priest 
of Wickedness who became a לשמ  mšl “ruler.”274 

In the Pesher to Nahum (3–4, III, 1–5), ְךיִּתְמַׂשְו  wǝ-śamtīḵ “I will make you 
(a spectacle)” in Nah 3:6, is understood to mean םתמשא  ʾšmtm “I will make you 
guilty.” As Shani Berrin observes, the interpretation relies on reading the 
consonant śin (ׂש) in ְךיִּתְמַׂשְו  wǝ-śamtīḵ as a šin (ׁש), and thus deriving the verb 
from the root םמׁש  š-m-m “be guilty.”275 Elsewhere in the Pesher to Nahum (3–4 
III, 8–9), we find the prophet’s reference to a ליֵח  ḥēl “rampart” (Nah 3:8), 
interpreted as ליח ישנא  ʾnšy ḥyl “men of power.”276 

 
271. Lou H. Silberman, “Unriddling the Riddle: A Study in the Structure and Language of 
the Habakkuk Pesher,” RdQ 11 (1961): 323–64; Michael Fishbane, “The Qumran Pesher 
and Traits of Ancient Hermeneutics,” in Proceedings of the Sixth World Congress of 
Jewish Studies: Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 13–19 August, 1973, ed. Malka Jagendorf 
and Avigdor Shinan (Jerusalem: World Union of Jewish Studies, 1977), 97–114; Robert 
Eisenman, “Playing on and Transmuting Words—Interpreting ‘Abeit-Baluto’ in the Hab-
akkuk Pesher,” in Mogilany 1989: Papers on the Dead Sea Scrolls Offered in Memory of 
Jean Carmignac. Part II: The Teacher of Righteousness, Literary Studies, ed. Z. J. Kapera 
(Krakow: The Enigma Press, 1991), 177–96; G. Doudna, “Wordplay in Pesher Nahum,” 
in 4QPesher Nahum: A Critical Edition (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 2001), 253–65; 
Alex P. Jassen, “The Pesharim and the Rise of Commentary in Early Jewish Scriptural 
Interpretation,” DSD 19 (2012): 363–98. 
272. See Isaac Rabinowitz, “‘Pēsher/Pittārōn’: Its Biblical Meaning and Its Significance in 
the Qumran Literature,” RdQ 8 (1973): 219–32; Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 24, 131. 
273. Jassen, “Pesharim and the Rise of Commentary in Early Jewish Scriptural Interpreta-
tion,” 397. 
274. Noted by William H. Brownlee, The Midrash Pesher of Habakkuk, SBLMS 24 
(Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1979), 133, 143–44. 
275. Shani I. Berrin, The Pesher Nahum Scroll from Qumran: An Exegetical Study of 
4Q169, STDJ 53 (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 259 n. 89. 
276. Berrin, Pesher Nahum Scroll from Qumran, 279. 
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The hermeneutic application of polysemy and paronomasia would continue 
in Judaism, often under some degree of Mesopotamian influence, and as such, it 
appears in the Talmud and later midrashic literature.277 

 
3.13.4. RIDDLES 
 
Riddles have long been associated with polysemy and paronomasia. The earliest 
riddles appear in Sumerian tablets from Lagash dating to the twenty-fourth 
century BCE.278 A local product, they provide clues to the names of a number of 
towns by referring to a canal, divine name, name of a fish, and name of a snake. 
The reader is left to ponder the solution as the text offers none. However, a number 
of other riddles, perhaps known by the rubric A.DA “contest,” and dating to the 

 
277. Norman Walker, “The Masoretic Pointing of Jeremiah’s Pun,” VT 7 (1957): 413; 
Lieberman, “A Mesopotamian Background for the So-Called Aggadic ‘Measures’ of 
Biblical Hermeneutics?”; Jonah Fraenkel, “Paronomasia in Aggadic Narratives,” ScrHier 
27 (1978): 27–35; R. Brown, The Enjoyment of Midrash: The Use of the Pun in Genesis 
Rabba (PhD diss., Hebrew Union College, 1980); Jeffrey H. Tigay, “An Early Technique 
of Aggadic Exegesis,” in History, Historiography, and Interpretation: Studies in Biblical 
and Cuneiform Literatures, ed. Hayim Tadmor and Moshe Weinfeld (Jerusalem: Magnes, 
1983), 169–89; Antoine Cavigneaux, “Aux sources du Midrash: L’herméneutique baby-
lonienne,” AO 5 (1987): 243–55; H. Eilberg-Schwartz, “Who’s Kidding Whom? A Serious 
Reading of Rabbinic Word Plays,” JAAR 55 (1988): 765–88; D. Stern, Parables in Mid-
rash: Narrative and Exegesis in Rabbinic Literature (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1991); S. T. Lachs, “Sexual Imagery in Three Rabbinic Passages,” JSJ 23 (1992): 
244–48; Daniel Boyarin, “Thoughts on Midrashic Hermeneutics: Manna and Quails in the 
Mekhilta” [Hebrew], in Moshe Goshen—Gottstein-in Memoriam, vol. 3 of Studies in Bible 
and Exegesis, ed. Moshe Bar-Asher et al. (Ramat Gan: Bar-Ilan University Press, 1993), 
41–52; Galit Hasan-Rokem and David Shulman, eds., Untying the Knot: On Riddles and 
Other Enigmatic Modes (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996); Zvi Malachi, “‘Cre-
ative Philology’ as a System of Biblical and Talmudic Exegesis: Creating Midrashic 
Interpretations from Multi-Meaning Words in the Midrash and the Zohar,” in Noegel, Puns 
and Pundits, 269–87; Chaim Milikowsky, “Rabbinic Interpretation of the Bible in the Light 
of Ancient Hermeneutical Practice: The Question of the Literal Meaning,” in “The Words 
of a Wise Man’s Mouth are Gracious” (Qoh 10,12): Festschrift for Günter Stemberger on 
the Occasion of His Sixty-Fifth Birthday, ed. M. Perani, SJ 32 (de Gruyter: Berlin, 2005), 
7–28; Shamir Yona, “Rhetorical Features in Talmudic Literature,” HUCA 77 (2006): 90; 
Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 235–51; Jonathan Grossman, “The Abarbanel’s Stance to-
wards the Existence of Ambiguous Expressions in the Bible” [Hebrew], BM 52 (2007): 
126–38; Victor M. Armenteros, “La Creatividad en el Reposo: La Sinagoga como Marco 
Hermenéutico en el Judaísmo Antiguo,” DL 9 (2010): 69–102; Uri Gabbay, “Akkadian 
Commentaries from Ancient Mesopotamia and Their Relation to Early Hebrew Exegesis,” 
DSD 19 (2012): 267–312. 
278. Robert D. Biggs, “Pre-Sargonic Riddles from Lagash,” JNES 32 (1973): 26–33. 
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eighteenth century BCE, conclude with the formula KI.BÚR.BI “its solution,” and 
then give the answer.279 Civil remarks: “Phonological ambiguities, double-
entendres, and all kinds of word plays are everywhere essential features of the 
genre.”280 
 

1. É AN.GIN7 URU4 KI.GAR.RA 
2. É DUB.ŠEN.GIN7 GADA MU.UN.DU 
3. É UZ.GIN7 KI.GAL.LA GUB.BA 
4. IGI.NU.GÁL BA.AN.KU4 
5. IGI Ì.GÁL BA.AN.TA.È 
6. KI.BÚR.BI É.DUB.BA.ÀM 
 
A house based on a foundation like the skies, 
A house one has covered with a veil like a (secret) tablet box, 
A house set on a base like a “goose,” 
One enters in blind, 
Leaves it seeing. 
Its solution: the school. 
 

The DUB sign in DUB.ŠEN “chest” (l. 2) offers a clue to its interpretation, as 
does the repetition of É “house” three times (ll. 1–3), for both combine to suggest 
the É.DUB.BA “school.” In addition, several signs are polysemous. AN can mean 
“heaven,” but also “god” or “ear of grain.” URU4 “foundation” can be read as 
ENGAR “farmer” or ABSÌN “furrow.” We may understand DUB.ŠEN as “tablet 
box,” but also URUDAŠEN “kettle” or URUDADUR10 “ax.” As a result, we also may 
read the first line as “a house placed in a furrow like an ear of grain.”281 
 

1. ḪE.EL.ṢU KA […] Á BÍ.IN.[GAR?] 
2. GÚ.MU.DA ḪÉ.[IM.DA.LÁ] 
3. KI.BÚR.BI GAL4.LA.[ÀM] 
 
The […] mouth (?) has vanquished the fortress, 
so that I can embrace it (?). 
Its solution: the vagina. 

 

 
279. Civil, “Sumerian Riddles,” 17–35; Civil, “Sumerian Riddles, Additional Remarks,” 
NABU (1988): 29–30, adds also the noun I.BIL.U, which Izi = išātu 5.31–32 identifies with 
the Akkadian ḫittu and tēltu, the former cognate with Hebrew הָדיִח  ḥīḏāh “riddle.” The list 
(l. 33) also offers I.BIL.U.DUG4.GA = ḫi-a-du, which appears to be cognate. See also Held, 
“Marginal Notes to the Biblical Lexicon.” 
280. Civil, “Sumerian Riddles,” 17. See pp. 18–19 for the original sources. 
281. Civil, “Sumerian Riddles,” 19–20. 
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Here the Sumerian ḪE.EL.ṢU is a loanword from Akkadian ḫalṣu “fortress” (with 
a by-form ḫilṣu), a noun selected to evoke the Sumerian ḪI.LI.SÙ “full of (sexual) 
charm.”282 
  

1. ŠUŠKINKI.ŠÈ Ì.DU.DÈ.EN.MA.A 
2. EĜIR.MU.ŠÈ I.IM.GUR.RE.EN 
3. [KI].BÚR.BI GIŠNIMBAR.À[M] 
 
I had to go to Susa, 
and then I have come back. 
Solution: the date palm. 

 
The solution to this riddle rests on the realization that Susa was in the NIM “upper 
country,” and on the knowledge that one of the words for “back” was BAR. Thus, 
NIM + BAR = NIMBAR “palm tree.”283 A few other Sumerian riddles are known, 
but their interpretations are difficult.284 

The production of Sumerian riddles at a time when the language was no 
longer spoken would suggest that we should find riddles in Akkadian. Indeed, 
several do exist, though most of them are too fragmentary to know if they employ 
polysemy or paronomasia. Those from the Old Babylonian period provide their 
own solutions, albeit without the formula “its solution,” whereas the few Kassite 
exemplars provide the Sumerian formula.285 

The Egyptians have not left us riddles as a distinct literary genre.286 However, 
some texts appear to function like riddles. Michael Fox has suggested some 
Egyptian love poems as cases in point. Concerning P.Harris 500 B, in which a 
young girl works bird traps, he explains: 

 

 
282. Civil, “Sumerian Riddles,” 26. 
283. Civil, “Sumerian Riddles,” 28. 
284. A. Cavigneaux, “Miettes de l’edubbâ,” in Tablettes et images aux pays de Sumer et 
d’Akkad. Mélanges offerts à Monsieur Limet, ed. Ö. Tunca and D. Deheselle (Liège: 
Université de Liège, 1996), 11–26. There also are “quasi-riddles” or seemingly impossible 
challenges imbedded in the plotline of the Sumerian tale of Enmerkar and the Lord of 
Aratta. See Herman L. J. Vanstiphout, Epics of Sumerian Kings: The Matter of Aratta, 
WAW 20 (Atlanta, GA: Society of Biblical Literature, 2003), 49–96. 
285. Jan J. van Dijk, Texts of Varying Content, Texts in the Iraq Museum 9 (Leiden: Brill, 
1976), 53;  M. Stol, “Malz,” RlA 7 (1989): 328; Niek Veldhuis, “Kassite Exercises: Literary 
and Lexical Extracts,” JCS 52 (2000): 72; Michael P. Streck and Nathan Wasserman, 
“Dialogues and Riddles: Three Old Babylonian Wisdom Texts,” Iraq 73 (2011): 123–24. 
286. Thus, Guglielmi, “Der Gebrauch rhetorischer Stilmittel in der ägyptischen Literatur,” 
495 n. 191, who cites Fox and states: “Die literarische Gattung Rätsel ist nicht belegt; zur 
Rätselesung in Liebesliedern, die zugleich kühne Metaphorik darstellt.” 
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This song presents a riddle. At the end of the song we learn that the girl did not 
set her trap today, but at the start we are told that the goose was trapped in a net. 
How so? To solve a riddle one must look for levels of meaning beyond the 
obvious, and indeed this song may be understood in two ways.287 

 
The solution to the problem is that the “trap” is “love.”288 In a similar way, the 
capture of the wḏ dšr “red fish” in the Cairo Love Songs (Group A), presents a 
riddle, to wit: “the fish is identified with the boy’s heart. The girl ‘captures his 
heart’ as one captures a fish.”289 Another poem poses the following conundrum: 
 

How skilled is she, (my) sister, at casting the lasso, 
 yet she’ll [draw in] no cattle! 
With her hair she lassoes me, 
 with her eye she pulls (me) in, 
 with her thighs she binds, 
 with her seal she sets the brand.290 

 
The reader is forced to ponder how the man’s beloved can be skilled with a rope, 
but can catch no cattle. The answer, which is metaphorically laid out in the next 
few lines, is that the lover is the catch, and she has captured him with her very 
being. While such texts certainly force one to explore the meaning of extended 
metaphors, they do not constitute riddles in a formal sense, as they are not pithy 
puzzles that possess a formula for alerting the audience to a solution. They are not 
posed as problems to be solved, and they do not rely on polysemy or paronomasia. 
On the other hand, the most ancient Sumerian riddles provide no answers to their 
puzzles and the Old Babylonian riddles offer no formula before providing the 
answers. Therefore, it would seem that the difference between riddles and 
metaphorical puzzles may be one of degrees. 

Riddles do not appear in Ugaritic texts, but they do appear in the Hebrew 
Bible.291 In fact, the start of the book of Proverbs informs us that in order to obtain 
wisdom and insight into the proverbs one must try: םיִמָכֲח יֵרְבִּד הָציִלְמּו לָׁשָמ ןיִבָהְל  

םָֹתדיִחְו  lǝ-hāḇīn māšāl ū-mlīṣāh diḇrē ḥăḵāmīm wǝ-ḥīḏōṯām “to understand 
parables and figures, the words of the wise and their riddles” (Prov 1:6).292 See 

 
287. Fox, Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs, 18–20, 34, 73, 289. 
288. I thank Michael Fox for discussing his use of the title “riddle” here, which is not in a 
formal generic sense. “Sort of riddle” is perhaps more apt. Personal communication, 
September 22, 2017. 
289. Fox, Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs, 34. 
290. Fox, Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs, 73. 
291. James L. Crenshaw, “Riddles,” ABD 5:721–23. 
292. See similarly the Sumerian proverbs examined in Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in 
Sumerian Literature,” 55–56. 
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similarly Samson’s famous riddle: קֹותָמ אָצָי זַעֵמּו לָכֲאַמ אָצָי לֵכֹאָהֵמ  mē-hā-ʾōḵēl 
yāṣāʾ maʾăḵāl ū-mē-ʿaz yāṣāʾ māṯōq “out of the eater, something to eat; out of the 
strong, something sweet” (Judg 14:14), the answer to which, as Joshua Porter has 
shown, hinges on the polysemy of יִרֲא  ʾărī for both “lion” and “honey.”293 Levine 
suggests that additional ties to the riddle come from its geographic setting, which 
the narrator places in Timnah just west of the camp of ןָּד  dān “Dan,” which settled 
between הָעְרָצ  ṣŏrʿāh “Tzorah” and Eshtaol (Jud 13:25). The Danites lived in ׁשִיַל  
layiš “Laish” (Judg 18:29), meaning “lion,” and the place name Tzorah means 
“hornet, bee” (Exod 23:28), which evokes the “honey.”294 

It may be that, much like the evidence from ancient Egyptian, some biblical 
texts themselves appear to function like riddles. They are inherently ambiguous, 
offer extended metaphors, and demand interpretation that is not readily obtainable 
without linguistic clues, either explicitly found in the text or implicit to it. In fact, 
Greenstein argues that we may understand the entire story of Sampson like a 
riddle.295 Such also is the account of Daniel’s “writing on the wall,” which Al 
Wolters observes, functions like a riddle.296 Karel Deurloo has made similar 
arguments for Ps 19.297 For Doug Ingram, the entire book of Qoheleth constitutes 
a riddle—a deliberate didactic tool to encourage his audience to question the 
meaning of his words and the ambiguities of life.298 

It bears stressing that riddles can have very different functions depending on 
the social setting in which they are posed, many of which are serious affairs—
initiations, weddings, funerals, and verbal contests (recall the Sumerian term 
A.DA). Samson’s riddle took place at a wedding. The queen of Sheba presented 
riddles to Solomon to test him (1 Kgs 10:1, 2 Chr 9:1). Ezekiel and Habakkuk 
understood the riddle as a synonym to the לָׁשָמ  māšāl “proverb,” in essence, an 
extended metaphor (Ezek 17:2, Hab 2:6). Other texts suggest that the riddle has a 
didactic function (Ps 49:5, 78:2, Prov 1:6). Still elsewhere the riddle is connected 

 
293. J. Roy Porter, “Samson’s Riddle: Judges XIV, 18,” JTS 13 (1962): 106–9. The 
meaning “honey” for יִרֲא  ʾărī is not attested in biblical Hebrew, but it does appear in 
Ugaritic. 
294. Nachman Levine, “Samson The Riddle: Place Names, Wordplay, Structure, and 
Meaning” [Hebrew], Megadim 45 (2007): 61–72. Levine also argues that the answer to the 
riddle may be Samson himself. 
295. See Edward L. Greenstein, “The Riddle of Samson,” Prooftexts 1 (1981): 237–60. 
296. Al Wolters, “The Riddle of the Scales in Daniel 5,” HUCA 57 (1991): 155–77. 
297. Karel A. Deurloo, “Psalm 19: Riddle and Parable,” in Goldene Apfel in silbernen 
Schalen: Collected Communications to the XIIIth Congress of the International Organiza-
tion for the Study of the Old Testament, Leuven 1989, ed. Klaus-Dietrich Schunck and 
Matthias Augustin, BEATAJ 20 (Frankfurt am Main: Lang, 1992), 93–100. 
298. Doug Ingram, Ambiguity in Ecclesiastes, LHBOTS 431 (New York: T&T Clark 
International, 2006); Ingram, “The Riddle of Qohelet and Qohelet the Riddler,” JSOT 37 
(2013): 485–506. 
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to oracles received through indirect means (Num 12:8, Dan 8:23). As a formal 
literary genre, the riddle continued to have a long life in Judaism and in the 
Mediterranean world generally.299 

 
3.14. CONCEALING 

 
Some forms of “wordplay” were intended to conceal secrets. We find this already 
in a number of Sumerian texts composed by Akkadian scribes in a highly artificial 
style best labeled as “Crypto-Sumerian.” Thorkild Jacobsen explains: “such a 
style was considered a proof of supreme learning and that what to us appears as 
blunders and ignorance, to them was seen rather as profound erudition posing 
challenging riddles to less acute minds.”300 These texts were Sumerian 
translations of Akkadian. To demonstrate, I turn to a bilingual inscription of 
Shamash-shum-ukin commemorating his rebuilding of the city wall of Sippar. In 
line 18, we encounter the Sumerian ZÉ.EB.BI.DA.AŠ ḪU.MU.NI.IN.RI, which 
the scribe used to render the Akkadian ṭābiš lu irme “he comfortably took up 
residence.” Without the Akkadian as a guide, one usually would render the signs 
ZÉ.EB.BI.DA.AŠ as containing ZEBBED, the EME.SAL dialectal equivalent for 
DUGUD, meaning “heavy, importantly.” Instead, it is read as ZEB.ED.A.Š(E) 
“become good,” and thus, “took up residence that he would enjoy (i.e., be 
comfortable in).” Moreover, ZEBBED suggests by dint of sound, ZEBED 
“honored.”301 

In the same text, the Sumerian KUŠ4.BI MUŠ.GA.E.NE oddly renders the 
Akkadian pilludūšunu nussuqūtu “their choice rituals” (l. 21). Though MUŠ.GA 
is EME.SAL for MÚŠ.TÚM naparkû “cease work,” the Akkadian reads 
nussuqūtu “choice.” The writing constitutes a learned extrapolation on naparkû, 
for naparkû also translates Sumerian SAḪx (ḪA.A), which the author identifies 
with SUḪ nasāqu “choose, pick out.”302 

 
299. Dan Pagis, A Secret Sealed: Hebrew Baroque Emblem Riddles from Italy and Holland 
[Hebrew] (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1986); Pagis, “Toward a Theory of the Literary Riddle,” in 
Untying the Knot: On Riddles and Other Enigmatic Modes, ed. Galit Hasan-Roken and 
David Shulman (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 81–108; Galit Hasan-Rokem, 
“‘Spinning Threads of Sand’: Riddles as Images of Loss in the Midrash on Lamentations,” 
in Hasan-Roken and Shulman, Untying the Knot, 109–24; Dina Stein, “A King, a Queen, 
and the Riddle Between: Riddles and Interpretation in a Late Midrashic Text,” in Hasan-
Roken and Shulman, Untying the Knot, 125–47; Kwapisz, Petrain, and Szymański, Muse 
at Play. 
300. Jacobsen, “Abstruse Sumerian,” 291. 
301. See Jacobsen, “Abstruse Sumerian,” 287. 
302. Jacobsen, “Abstruse Sumerian,” 287. 
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A number of Akkadian commentaries employ cryptographic writing in order 
to keep their contents from the non-initiated.303 Often these involve the use of 
signs that double as numbers. I treat these in the next chapter under Isopsephy 
(4.1.10). Elsewhere it involves a sophisticated rendering of Akkadian into 
Sumerian or vice versa, as we saw in the inscription of Shamash-shum-ukin 
above. George’s comment on cryptography in Mesopotamian texts is worth citing 
in full: 

 
The purpose of cryptography in the scribal life of ancient Mesopotamia, whether 
employed in the body of a text … or, as is more common in the late period, in 
the colophon, was to restrict understanding to the small band of élite scholars, 
who were initiated, presumably by a long apprenticeship, into the most esoteric 
traditions of cuneiform learning. As the scribal commentaries and other 
expository texts show, the intellectual traditions of Sumero-Babylonian learning 
were intimately bound up with the inherent ambiguity and flexibility of 
cuneiform orthography. The invention of Sumerian versions of Akkadian names 
can thus be seen as a device typical of the learned scribe, who seeks at once to 
show off his scholarship and to render his work inaccessible to those of lesser 
learning. The use of this device throughout our story clearly marks the text out 
as belonging to the world of scholarship.304 
 
There are numerous examples of cryptographic writing in Egyptian texts,305 

most notably in later Ptolemaic inscriptions, like those at the temples of Esna and 

 
303. Otto Neugebauer, “Unusual Writings in Seleucid Astronomical Texts,” JCS 1 (1947): 
217–18; Ernst F. Weidner, “Geheimschrift,” RlA 3 (1957): 185–91; Hermann Hunger, 
“Kryptographische astrologische Omina,” in Lišān mitḫurti. Festschrift Wolfram Freiherr 
von Soden zum 19.4.1968 gewidmet von Schülern und Mitarbeitern, ed. Wolfgang Röllig, 
AOAT 1 (Kevelaer: Verlag Butzon & Bercker; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 
1969), 133–45; Erica Reiner, “Deux cryptogrammes akkadiens,” RA 63 (1969): 170–71; 
Henri Limet, “Le secret et les écrits: Aspects de l’ésotérisme en Mésopotamie ancienne,” 
Homo Religiosus 13 (1986): 243–54; Livingstone, Mystical and Mythological Explanatory 
Works of Assyrian and Babylonian Scholars; George, “Ninurta-Pāqidāt’s Dog Bite, and 
Notes on Other Comic Tales,” 64–65; Eckart Frahm, “The ‘Exorcist’s Manual’: Structure, 
Language, ‘Sitz im Leben,’” in Sources of Evil: Studies in Mesopotamian Exorcistic Lore, 
ed. Greta Van Buylaere et al., AMD 15 (Leiden: Brill, 2018), 9–47. 
304. George, “Ninurta-Pāqidāt’s Dog Bite, and Notes on Other Comic Tales,” 64. 
305. See Étienne Drioton, “Essai sur la cryptographie privée de la fin de la XVIIIe dynas-
tie,” RdE 1 (1933): 1–50; Drioton, “Une figuration cryptographique sur une stèle du Moyen 
Empire,” RdE 1 (1933): 203–29; Drioton, “La cryptographie égyptienne,” CdE 9 (1934): 
192–206; Drioton, “La cryptographie égyptienne,” Revue lorraine d’anthropologie 6 
(1934): 5–28; Drioton, “Les jeux d’écriture et les rébus de l’Egypte antique,” Le Rayon 
d’Egypte 8 (1935): 173–75; Drioton, “Notes sur le cryptogramme de Montouemhet,” 
AIPHO 3 (1935): 133–40; Drioton, “Un rébus de l’ancien empire,” MIFAO 46 (1935): 
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Dendera.306 While there is consensus that such writing served to conceal, the 
purpose of the concealment is debated. Some suggest that the writing was 
intended solely for the gods, and thus hidden from mortal eyes. However, it could 
have been concealed because it contains the secrets of priests. Alternatively, it 

 
697–704; Drioton, “Le cryptogramme de Montou de Médamoud,” RdE 2 (1936): 21–33; 
Drioton, “Les protocols ornementaux d’Abydos,” RdE 2 (1936): 1–20; Drioton, “Note sur 
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“Deux Cryptogrammes de Senenmout,” ASEA 38 (1938): 231–46; Drioton, “Senenmout 
cryptographe,” in Atti del XIX Congresso internazionale degli Orientalisti, Roma, 23–29 
settembre 1935–XIII (Roma: Tipografia del Senato, G. Bardi, 1938), 132–38; Drioton, 
“Cryptogrammes de la reine Nefertari,” ASEA 39 (1939): 133–44; Drioton, “Recueil de 
cryptographie monumentale,” ASAE 40 (1940): 305–429; Drioton, “La cryptographie du 
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phonique ou principe consonantal?,” ASEA 43 (1943): 319–49; Drioton, “Chawabtiou à 
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could have had a ritually performative function or simply could have 
demonstrated a scribe’s expertise. Still others view it merely as visual poetry.307 

Some Akkadian texts equate the use of polysemy with “the hidden things and 
secrets of the gods.”308 One finds this especially in hermeneutic texts and those 
that read cuneiform signs for their numerical values (see 4.1.10).309 Moreover, 
hiddenness in itself can constitute a divine attribute, and so concealment via 
polysemy can provide a means of demonstrating a theological tenet (see 3.15.2). 

There is little evidence that Israelite writers employed polysemy in order to 
conceal secrets, though one cannot rule it out entirely, for as Prov 25:2 relates: 

רָבָּד רֵּתְסַה םיִהֹלֱא ֹדבְּכ  kǝḇōḏ ʾɛ̆lōhīm hastēr dāḇār “the glory of God is to conceal 
a matter (lit. “word”).” Indeed, the Israelites appreciated clever speech, as the 
following proverb informs us: ויָנְפָא־לַע רֻבָּד רָבָּד ףֶסָּכ תֹוּיִּכְׂשַמְּב בָהָז יֵחּוּפַּת  tapūḥē 
zāhāḇ bǝ-maśkīyyōṯ kāsɛp̄ dāḇār dāḇur ʿal ʾāp̄ǝnāw “apples of gold in settings of 
silver are (like) a word skillfully spoken in the (right) circumstance” (Prov 25:11). 
If there is any one type of polysemy in Hebrew that we might consider a form of 
concealment it is transposition (see 4.1.13). Nevertheless, even these polysemes 
must be revealed to be understood. 

 
3.15. THEOLOGICAL/DIDACTIC 

 
One often finds polysemy and paronomasia making theological or other didactic 
points. This usually has one of four primary aims. The first is to show that two 
things, whether people, cities, divinities, or objects, possess a shared essence in 
substance and/or character. The second intends to illustrate the ineffable, to 
express incomprehensibility of a divine text, even the impenetrability of the 
godhead. The third is to demonstrate the principle of lex talionis “the law of 
retribution” and thus to posit a relationship of cause and divine consequence. The 
fourth aim is to offer lessons by way of moral precepts, advice on statecraft, or 
other forms of wisdom. 
 
3.15.1. DEMONSTRATE SHARED ESSENCE 
 
In the Atra-ḫasis Epic, the god Nintu creates the first mortal by mixing clay with 
the flesh and blood of the slain god Wê-ila (1.225–226). In order to demonstrate 

 
307. On this form of writing, see especially Morenz, Sinn und Spiel der Zeichen. 
308. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 36–45. 
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1964), 147–54; Laurie E. Pearce, Cuneiform Cryptography: Numerical Substitutions for 
Syllabic and Logographic Signs (PhD diss., Yale University, 1982); Pearce, “The Number-
Syllabary Texts,” JAOS 116 (1996): 453–74. 
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shared essence, the text draws a paronomastic connection between the divine 
eṭemmu “spirit” of the god Wê-ila and the ṭemu “intelligence” of the first awīlu 
“man.”310 

The biblical counterpart to this account is the stream of paronomastic terms 
that inform how God created the first םָדָא  ʾāḏām “human” from the הָמָדֲא  
ʾăḏāmāh “soil” (Gen 2:7). The paronomastic association between the two, which 
we also may see as serving an appellative purpose (see 3.10), compels one to infer 
that the two possess a shared essence. Indeed, the reddish color (i.e., ֹםדָא  ʾāḏōm) 
inherent in both terms suggests their fertility.311 Moreover, the implicit suggestion 
in both of םָּד  dām “blood” (implied, but not present in the text),312 and the use 
of דֵא  ʾēḏ “subterranean water” to form the clay from which God creates Adam 
(Gen 2:6), together invoke the common Semitic idiom for giving birth: “water and 
blood.”313 The paronomasia between the terms for “human,” “soil,” “blood,” and 
“subterranean water,” naturally places the water used to make clay in contrast 
with blood, for both are vital to human existence. In fact, man’s procreation 
ultimately depends upon the soil and water as much as it does upon his own life-
giving blood and the blood of menstruation and parturition.314 Likewise, the land 
depends on the man to till the field as much as it does upon water to produce the 
blood of grapes and all other seed-bearing plants. Thus, the land and the man not 
only share essence, they are codependents.315 

 
3.15.2. DEMONSTRATE DIVINE INEFFABILITY 
 
The ability of polysemous signs and words to convey multiple meanings also can 
illustrate the incomprehensibility of the godhead. A Sumerian exemplar occurs in 
the poem Ninmešarra, composed by Enḫeduanna, the first poet in the historical 
record. Annette Zgoll has shown that there are two entirely different ways of 
reading the opening line of her poem: NIN ME ŠÁR.RA U4 DALLA È.A. The 

 
310. On the allusive paronomasia in the Akkadian text, see Abusch, “Ghost and God”; 
Alster, “ilu awilum,” 35–40. 
311. Scott B. Noegel, “Scarlet and Harlots: Seeing Red in the Hebrew Bible,” HUCA 87 
(2017): 1–47. 
312. The terms for blood and human are linguistically related. See A. Militarev, 
“Etimologija i interpretacija drevnepis’mennyh pamjatnikov: Biblejskie terminy ‘sem’ja,’ 
‘potomstvo,’ ‘plemja,’ ‘narod,’ ‘čelovečeskij rod,’” Vestnik Eurejskogo Universiteta 7 
(2002): 7–58. 
313. On water and blood in reference to births, see M. Stol, Birth in Babylonia and the 
Bible: Its Mediterranean Setting, CM 14 (Groningen: Styx Publications, 2000), 125. 
314. Gen 2:7 identifies God’s breath as giving life to the first human, though elsewhere we 
find blood as a source of life (e.g., Gen 9:4, Lev 17:11).  
315. See Noegel, “Scarlet and Harlots.” 
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first underscores the positive aspects of Inanna: “queen of all the MEs, too 
numerous to count, rising forth as glorious light.” The second emphasizes her 
destructive leanings: “queen of innumerable battles, (as) a rising raging storm.”316 
The readings pivot on a double polysemy (see 4.1.6): the sign ME means “divine 
properties that permit cosmic activity” (= Akkadian parṣu) or “battle” (= 
Akkadian tāḫāzu); and the sign U4 means “light, day” (= Akkadian ūmu) or 
“storm” (= Akkadian ūmu). In one line, Enḫeduanna has portrayed the dual nature 
of Inanna, a goddess of paradoxes and liminality.  

Demonstrating this function in Akkadian are a number of polysemous 
merisms in Ludlul bēl nēmeqi (Poem of the Righteous Sufferer), which force one 
to realize the unknowable nature and character of Marduk.317 Throughout the 
opening hymn the poet describes Marduk as a god of extreme contrasts. Indeed, 
we hear that he is ēziz mūši muppašir urri “furious at night, relaxed at dawn” 
(1.2.4). The line does more than characterize the god’s fickleness, for as Lambert 
observes, the Marduk cult held that “all other powers of the universe were but 
aspects of him.”318 Moreover, many of the merisms are ambiguous and impel one 
to contemplate the meaning of Marduk’s actions. With regard to the 
aforementioned expression muppašir urri, William Moran observes that it: 

 
compels attention, and by leaving us to supply the object it also creates rich 
ambiguity. The indefiniteness allows us to think not only of Marduk’s wrath but 
of the “loosening” of other things as well—the sins that provoke wrath, the clutch 
of the demon, disease and pain, the tangle of troubled dreams … or does (it) 
depart even further from expectation and make urru … (the) object, the day 
cleared and the cloudless symbol of Marduk’s mercy…?319 

 
The poem continues: 
 

8. mu-us-saḫ-ḫir ka-ra-as-su ka-bat-ta-šú ta-a-a-rat 
 His mood turns, his emotion pivots, 
9. šá nak-bat qa-ti-šú la i-na-áš-šu-ú šá-ma-ʾu-ú 
 The force of whose hand, the heavens cannot hold, 
 

 
316. Zgoll, Der Rechstfall der En-ḫedu-Ana im Lied nin-me-šara, 2–3, 177. 
317. See Scott B. Noegel, “Suffering Ambiguity in Ludlul bēl nēmeqi: On Erudition, 
Ideology, and Theology in Tablet I,” BiOr 73 (2016): 613–36. 
318. W. G. Lambert, “The Historical Development of the Mesopotamian Pantheon: A 
Study in Sophisticated Polytheism,” in Unity and Diversity: Essays on the History, Litera-
ture, and Religion of the Ancient Near East, ed. Hans Goedicke and J. J. M. Roberts 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1975), 198. 
319. William Moran, “Notes on the Hymn to Marduk in Ludlul Bēl Nēmeqi,” JAOS 103 
(1983): 256. 
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10. rit-tuš rab-ba-a-ti ú-kaš-šu mi-i-ta 
 Whose palm is gentle, it assists the dying. 
11. dAMAR.UTU šá nak-bat qa-ti-šú la i-na-áš-šu-ú šá-ma-ʾu-ú 
 Marduk, the force of whose hand, the heavens cannot hold, 
12. rab-ba-a-ti rit-ta-šú ú-kaš-šu mi-i-ta 
 Gentle is his palm, it assists the dying. 
13. šá i-na lib-ba-ti-šú up-ta-at-ta-a qab-ra-a-tum 
 On account of whose wrath, graves are opened. (1.9–13) 

 
Here the poet simultaneously lauds and arraigns Marduk’s extreme qualities. 

Observe the ambiguity of 1.8: musaḫḫir karassu kabattašu târat “his mood turns, 
his emotion pivots.” One can read the line positively or negatively; it is impossible 
to know in which direction Marduk’s mood is said to swing. In addition, the verbs 
saḫāru and târu have semantic parameters that permit the meanings “turn, return, 
repeat, and transform.”320 Further, since Marduk is the subject of the previous line, 
it is possible to read him as the subject of musaḫḫir rather than his karašu “mood.” 
This becomes meaningful when we recognize the paronomasia by which karašu 
“mood” suggests karašû “catastrophe,” and kabattu “passion” suggests kabittu 
“grievous matter.”321 The allusions characterize Marduk as the one who brings 
catastrophe and his emotion as a grievous matter. Polysemy also obtains in the 
repeated verb kâšu (1.10, 12), which means “help, assist” or “delay.”322 When 
understood as the former, the hymn describes Marduk’s care for the dying, but 
when read as the latter, it casts him as a god who cruelly prolongs the death of the 
sufferer. The former finds support in Marduk’s rittuš rabbât “whose palm is 
gentle,” whereas the latter anticipates the mention of Marduk’s wrath and open 
graves (1.13) and the sufferer’s own protracted illness for which others prepare 
an open tomb (2.114).323 Note too the two-fold use of rabbâtu, which means 
“gentle, calm” or “large, powerful, grievous, overbearing.”324 One simultaneously 
hears that the very palm that is gentle can be overbearing, even for the heavens 
(1.9, 11). The combined polysemes characterize Marduk as the one who brings 
compassion and understanding, or conversely, catastrophe. His being and actions 
are unpredictable and incomprehensible; even a master diviner cannot fully know 
what Marduk intends, whether for weal or woe. The union of all things into his 
godhead also forces one to contemplate the ultimate source of human suffering. 

Pondering the source of human suffering has a biblical analogue in Eliphaz’s 
quip to Job: דָּלּוי לָמָעְל םָדָא־יִּכ  kī ʾāḏām lǝ-ʿāmāl yūllāḏ “for mankind is born 

 
320. CAD S, s.v. “saḫāru”; CAD T, s.v. “târu.” 
321. CAD K, s.v. “karašû”; CAD K, s.v. “kabittu.” 
322. CAD K, s.v. “kâšu A, B.” 
323. Ludlul 2.114: peti kimāḫḫī (KI.MAḪ) ersû šukānūa “open is my tomb, my grave-
ornaments prepared.” 
324. CAD R, s.v. “rabābu”; CAD R, s.v. “rabbu A”; CAD R, s.v. “rabâtu (rabbâtu).” 
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for toil/trouble” (Job 5:7).325 Typically, scholars suggest repointing the verb to 
make it a passive (niphal) form דֵלָּוִי  yiwwālēḏ. However, before the Masoretes 
added vowels, the verb דלוי  also permitted the reading דֵלֹוי  yōlēḏ (qal active 
participle) or דִלֹוי  yōlīḏ, a causative (hiphil) conjugation, thus allowing us to 
render the line with quite the opposite sense: “humankind begets trouble.”326 In 
fact, many manuscripts also read דלי , which would permit a reading דַלֻי  yulaḏ (a 
qal or hophal passive) or דִֹלי  yolīḏ (hiphil).327 Thus, the pre-Masoretic text leaves 
ambiguous whether humans are born into a divinely created world of suffering or 
if they cause their own suffering. Meshel’s comment with regard to Hebrew 
polysemy is apposite: 

 
It could be viewed as an art of subversive writing in the face of intellectual 
persecution, or it could be viewed as reflecting the authors’ fundamental doubt 
with regard to the nature of the divine. Alternatively, it may be viewed more 
generously as reflecting a religious experience that encapsulates the tension 
between diametrically opposite understandings of the workings of Yhwh.328 

 
Perhaps the most well-known biblical example of polysemy to express divine 

ineffability is the divine name that God reveals to Moses: הֶיְהֶא רֶׁשֲא  הֶיְהֶא   ʾɛhyɛh 
ʾăšɛr ʾɛhyɛh (Exod 3:14). Given the modal possibilities of the Hebrew imperfect 
verb, one may render variously as “I am who I am,” “I will be who I will be,” “I 
am who I will be” or “I will be who I am.” It also is ambiguous whether רֶׁשֲא הֶיְהֶא   
ʾăšɛr ʾɛhyɛh is part of the name or the explanation the deity offers for why his 
name is הֶיְהֶא  ʾɛhyɛh.329 The deity’s name is a first person imperfect verb that 
defies a single translation, and thus it remains beyond the certainty of human ken. 
Of course, typically the name appears in the third person: הוהי  “Yahweh” (lit. “he 
is who he is, will be who he will be, etc.”). 

 
3.15.3. DEMONSTRATE LEX TALIONIS 
 
Lex talionis is a legal, theological, and literary principle sometime called 
“measure for measure” or “poetic justice.” It is operative in law, e.g., “an eye for 
an eye” (Hammurapi’s Code 196–201; Exod 21:23–25), and in prophecies and 

 
325. See Seow, “Orthography, Textual Criticism, and the Poetry of Job,” 77. 
326. Suggested already by Ferdinand Hitzig, Das Buch Hiob, übersetzt und ausgelegt 
(Leipzig: Winter, 1874), 35. 
327. The alternative readings are widely discussed in commentaries on Job and require no 
citation here. 
328. Meshel, “Whose Job Is This?,” 73. 
329. For this latter observation I thank one of the publisher’s anonymous reviewers. 
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narratives that seek to link cause and consequence. As such, this category 
incorporates the function “to denote reversal,” suggested by Watson.330 

Sennacherib’s Annals (2.24–25) offer a fine demonstration.331 
 

1. UN.MEŠ KUR.KUR ki-šit-ti ŠU.II-ia INA lìb-bi ú-še-šib 
 I populated the land with those that I had conquered. 
2. UN.MEŠ KUR LÚkaš-ši-i ú KUR LÚia-su-bi-gal-la-a-a 
 The people of the land of the Kassites and the land of the Yasubigallai … 

 
Here the name kašši “Kassites” echoes LÚkišitti “I conquered,” thus drawing a 
connection between the peoples and their punishment. Reinforcing the 
paronomasia is the word order of the two verses, which both begin with UN.MEŠ 
KUR = nišī māt (mātāti for KUR.KUR). This particular example also serves an 
appellative function (see 3.10). 

Paronomasia in the service of lex talionis also occurs in the Akkadian Tale of 
the Poor Man of Nippur. When the poor man is wronged by the mayor, he 
threatens him by saying: “For the single offense that you inflicted on me (piltu 
tēm[id]anni), I, for one, will pay you back three-fold” (ll. 67–68). Here the noun 
piltu is a by-form of pištu “offense, insult.” Its appearance here with the verb 
emēdu suggests that we also read piltu as biltu “tribute, load” (cf. the idiom bilta 
emēdu “impose tribute”).332 The polysemy reinforces the connection between the 
tribute that the mayor exacts unfairly on the poor man and the offense that will 
justify his punishment. 

In Egyptian, the concept of lex talionis appears in the Prayer of Paheri in his 
tomb in El Kab: w b=k m sk=k m šd=k n sḫ.t r.w ḫpr ẖr.t=k m r.t.n=k “your 
heart rejoices as you plow in your plot in the Field of Reeds. You are rewarded 
for what you have done” (ll. 15–16).333 In the Tale of Sinuhe (P.Berlin 3022), 
Sinuhe boasts the principle after felling the foreign champion: “what he planned 
to do to me, I did to him” (ll. 144–145). 

We see the concept of lex talionis expressed positively in paronomastic form 
in the Poetical Stela of Thutmosis III (CM 34010), in which Amun specifically 
credits the pharaoh with building his sanctuary: r n= mrr.t nb.t k= sʿḥʿ.n=k 
wnn= m k.t nḥḥ “who does for me all that my ka desires. You have built my 

 
330. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 246. 
331. Grayson and Novotny, Royal Inscriptions of Sennacherib, 3. 
332. Noegel, “Word Play in the Tale of the Poor Man of Nippur,” 173–74. See also Nicla 
De Zorzi, “Literature as Scholarship: Some Reflections on Repetition with Variation and 
the Construction of Meaning in Šamas̀ Hymn 112–117,” KASKAL: Rivista di storia, 
ambienti e culture del Vicino Oriente Antico 16 (2019): 159–82. 
333. Sethe, Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, 116. 
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sanctuary as a work of eternity” (l. 24). Note how the connection is realized by 
way of paronomasia between k “ka-spirit” and k.t “work.” 

The demonstration of lex talionis is intimately related to the use of polysemy 
and paronomasia to interpret omens of all kinds. We have seen several instances 
of Akkadian and Egyptian omens connected to their apodoses by way of a 
similarity of sounds and/or the learned readings of individual signs used to record 
the omens (3.13.1).334 This is because omens are divine messages and their 
interpretations are divine judgments. They must in fact demonstrate a causal 
relationship between an omen and its consequence. 

In the Hebrew Bible, prophets often draw attention to the punishment that 
Yahweh will mete out by tying it paronomastically to the people’s 
transgression.335 Often this serves, with Watson, to denote reversal.336 Jeremiah’s 
prophecy illustrates this well: 

 
Make known in Noph [ ףֹנְב  ḇǝ-nōp̄] and in Tahpanes [ סֵחְנַּפְחַתְבּו  ū-ḇ-ṯaḥpanḥēs]; 
say, “stand forth and prepare yourself, for the sword has devoured round about 
you. Why is your strong one overthrown [ ףַחְסִנ  nisḥap̄]? He did not stand, 
because Yahweh thrust him down.” (Jer 46:14–15) 
 

The sounds /n/ and /p/ in ףַחְסִנ  nisḥap̄ “overthrown” appear in the toponym Noph, 
and all of its consonants occur in the toponym Tahpanes, thus creating a link 
between the transgressors and their shared punishment. 

Isaiah similarly declares: 
 

But as for you who forsake Yahweh and forget my holy mountain, who spread a 
table for Fortune [ דַּג  gaḏ] and fill bowls of mixed wine for Destiny [ יִנְמ  mǝnī], I 
will destine [ יִתיִנָמ  mānīṯī] you for the sword, and you will all bend down for the 
slaughter. (Isa 65:11–12) 
 

Two cases of paronomasia obtain here. The first connects the worship of יִנְמ  mǝnī 
“Destiny” with Yahweh’s promise יִתיִנָמ  mānīṯī “I will destine.”337 The second is 
the punishment by “sword,” which reminds us of the audible connections between 

 
334. See Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers. 
335. On lex talionis as a literary device, see Marcus, “David the Deceiver and David the 
Dupe”; Yael Shemesh, “Measure for Measure in Biblical Narrative” [Hebrew], BM 158 
(1999): 261–77; Shemesh, “Measure for Measure in the David Stories,” SJOT 17 (2003): 
8–10; Noegel, “Drinking Feasts and Deceptive Feats.” 
336. Levine, “Vertical Poetics,” 65–82, also examines cases of paronomasia that demon-
strate reversal. 
337. See Shalom M. Paul, Isaiah 40–66: Translation and Commentary (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Eerdmans, 2012), 600. 
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דַּג  gaḏ “Fortune” and the verb דַדָּג  gāḏaḏ “cut off,” even though the latter does 
not appear (see 3.9). 

Francis Landy has drawn attention to similar use of paronomasia and 
polysemy in Hos 10:5: 

 
The inhabitants of Samaria feel dread [ ּורּוגָי  yāḡūrū] for the calves [ תֹולְגֶע  ʿɛḡlōṯ] 
of Beth-aven. Its people mourn for it, and so do its idolatrous priests—those who 
rejoiced [ ּוליִגָי  yāḡīlū] over it and over its glory—for it has departed [ הָלָג  ḡālāh] 
from them. 
 

The paronomasia that obtains between ּוליִגָי  yāḡīlū “rejoiced” and הָלָג  ḡālāh 
“departed” underscores a connection between the act (idolatrous worship) and 
consequence (exile). Moreover, as Landy remarks, the verb הָלָג  ḡālāh “also may 
mean ‘to uncover’. In that case, the motif of exposure, associated in the Hebrew 
Bible with sexual shame, combines with that of captivity.”338 To his observations, 
I note the presence of additional paronomasia between these words, the verb ּורּוגָי  
yāḡūrū “feel dread,” and noun תֹולְגֶע  ʿɛḡlōṯ “calves.” 

Paronomastic demonstrations of lex talionis in biblical narratives often 
illustrate how characters receive measure-for-measure for what they do to others. 
The biblical stories of Jacob are replete with this use of paronomasia.339 To cite 
one example, one hears the name ןָבָל  lāḇān “Laban” echoed in the narrative 
involving Jacob’s manipulation of Laban’s flocks (Gen 30:25–43), when Jacob 
selects all the animals that have ןָבָל  lāḇān “white” on them (Gen 30:35), and 
collects fresh rods of הֶנְבִל  liḇnɛh “poplar” (Gen 30:37), in which he peels תֹונָבְל  
lǝḇānōṯ “white streaks” in order to reveal their ןָבָּלַה  hal-lāḇān “whiteness” (Gen 
30:37). The reader will note that each of the examples cited in this group 
simultaneously functions appellatively. The use of polysemy and paronomasia to 
demonstrate lex talionis would enjoy a long life in later Jewish texts as well.340 

Illustrating lex talionis in Aramaic is a wisdom saying in the Proverbs of 
Ahiqar: “[if] you have [dr]awn your bow and shot your arrow ( טח  ḥṭ) at a more 
righteous man than yourself, it is a sin ( אטח  ḥṭʾ) against the gods” (C1 1:128). 
Here paronomasia connects the act of shooting the arrow and the sin. 
 
 
 

 
338. Francis Landy, Hosea, 2nd ed. (Sheffield: Sheffield Phoenix, 2011), 128. 
339. Noegel, “Drinking Feasts and Deceptive Feats.” 
340. Note the rabbinic expression: ול ןידדומ הב דדומ םדאש הדמב  b-mdh š-ʾdm mwdd bh 
mwddyn lw “by the measure that a man measures, by it he is being measured.” See also 
Ishay Rosen-Zvi, “Measure for Measure as a Hermeneutical Tool in Early Rabbinic 
Literature: The Case of Tosefta Sotah,” JJS 58 (2006): 269–86.  
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3.15.4. DEMONSTRATE LESSONS 
 
Polysemy and paronomasia also can serve didactic purposes that are less 
theologically motivated, whether to demonstrate moral precepts, offer advice on 
statecraft, or impart wisdom to apprentices. Such is the case in the Akkadian 
Counsels of Wisdom, where a wise man warns his son against getting into dis-
putes by saying: ṣaltumma šuttatum šeṭītum “disputes are a covered pit” (l. 38).341 
The repetition of the /t/, /m/, and /š/ sounds, combined with the two emphatics (ṣ 
and ṭ), strengthens the connection between disputes and a covered pit. Later, we 
also hear: 

 
81. ma-ri lu-u lìb-ba-šú-ma šá ru-bé-e at-ta 
 My son, if it be the wish (lit. “his heart”) of the prince that you are his, 
82. na-aṣ-ra-am-ma ZÁKIŠIB (kunukka)-šá lu al-lat 
 If you attach his closely guarded seal (around your neck), 
83. pi-ti-ma na-ṣir-ta-šú e-ru-ub ana lìb-bi 
 Open his treasury, enter within.342 
 

Note how the sounds /b/ and /š/ in libbašu “his heart,” repeat in ša rubê “of the 
prince” (l. 81). Echoes of rubû (l. 81) are heard again in erub “enter” (l. 83), and 
libbu (l. 83). Moreover, the first libbu (l. 81) is used of the king’s mind (lit. 
“heart”), while the second refers to the inside of the treasury (l. 83). The advice 
also offers a subtle twist in that by guarding (naṣramma) the seal, the son will 
have access to the naṣirtu “treasury.” 

In the Egyptian Instructions of Ptahhotep (P.Prisse 9.9–9.13 [ll. 281–297]), 
Ptahhotep urges against having illicit sex with women of the household.343 

 
Be mindful of getting near the women. 
 No place in which it is done can be good. 
No face can be sharp while splitting it open [ḥr pḫ st], 
 For a thousand men are diverted from what is best for them: 
A short moment, the likeness of a dream; 
 One attains death by experiencing it [ḥr rḫ st]. 
It is a wretched liaison [ṯs], an inimical shooting [st], 
 One emerges from doing it with the mind of rejecting it. 
As for him who fails by lusting for it, 
 No plan can succeed with him. 

 

 
341. BWL, 100–1. 
342. BWL, 102–3. 
343. The versification of P.Prisse is that of Zbynëk Zába, Les Maximes de Ptahhotep 
(Prague: Éditions de l’Académie Tchécoslovatique des Sciences, 1956). 
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According to James Allen, a number of polysemes present in the text comprise 
sexual innuendos.344 The expression ḥr pḫ st “splitting it open” can refer to the 
private area of the house and also female sexual organs. The words ḥr rḫ st “ex-
periencing” (lit. ‘knowing’) it can mean “have sexual relations.” The ṯs “liaison” 
(lit. ‘knot’) too can mean “sex.” Finally, we may understand the verb st “shooting” 
as “ejaculation” as well. For similar examples of Egyptian polysemy, see 4.1.2). 

A didactic use of polysemy that similarly informs matters of statecraft occurs 
in the biblical book of Proverbs, in which one is instructed on how to deal with 
the shifting moods of a king (Prov 16:14–16). 

 
The king’s wrath is a messenger of death, 
 But a wise man can appease it. 
By means of the light of the king’s face there is life. 
 His favor is like a rain cloud in spring. 
 

We are then told: ףֶסָּכִמ רָחְבִנ הָניִּב תֹונְקּו ץּורָחֵמ בֹוּט־הַמ הָמְכָח־הֹנְק  qǝnoh ḥŏḵmāh 
mah ṭōḇ mēḥārūṣ ū-qnōṯ bīnāh niḇḥār mik-kạsɛp̄ “how much better to acquire 
wisdom than gold, and to acquire understanding is to be chosen more than silver!” 
Tying this line to the previous two is the polyseme is ץּורָח  ḥārūṣ, which one can 
read as the noun “gold,” and thus a perfect parallel with ףֶסָּכ  kạsɛp̄ “silver,” or as 
a passive participle from the root ץרח  ḥ-r-ṣ, meaning “decree, decision” (e.g., 2 
Sam 5:24, 1 Kgs 20:40, Isa 10:22). The latter reading permits us to understand the 
preposition ןִמ  min, not in the comparative sense (i.e., “more than”), but with a 
causative force (i.e., “due to”). Thus the first stich of l. 16 allows us to see it as a 
follow-up to the previous verse: “how good it is to acquire wisdom due to a (royal) 
decree.” The alternative reading underscores the importance of currying the king’s 
favor. Moreover, the appearance of רָחְבִנ  niḇḥār “be chosen” before ףֶסָּכ  kạsɛp̄ 
“silver” in this passage offers an ironic turn of phrase on the expression רָחְבִנ ףֶסֶּכ  
kɛsɛp̄ niḇḥār “high-grade (i.e., select) silver” (Prov 10:20). 

In Prov 22:22, we find polysemy and paronomasia used for delivering moral 
precepts: רַעָּׁשַב יִנָע אֵּכַדְּת־לַאְו אּוה־לַד יִּכ לָּד־לָזְגִּת־לַא  ʾal tiḡzāl dāl kī ḏal hūʾ wǝ-
ʾal tǝḏakēʾ ʿānī ḇaš-šāʿar “Do not rob the poor for he is poor/a door, and do not 
crush the needy at the gate.” Of interest is the word לָּד  dāl used here for its dual 
meaning “poor” and “door.” When read as the former it emphasizes the poverty 
of the victim. When read as the latter, it offers a fitting parallel for רַעָׁש  šāʿar 
“gate.” G. R. Driver explains: 

 

 
344. The translation is also that of James P. Allen, Middle Egyptian Literature: Eight Lit-
erary Works of the Middle Kingdom (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 191–
92. 
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The meaning is that a poor man must not be robbed simply because he is poor 
and helpless and, having little or nothing to lose, does not take the trouble to shut 
the door of his house when he goes out, thus leaving it open as invitation to a 
thief to enter and take what he can find.345 

 
We find a similar purpose behind such devices in the Hebrew text of Ben 

Sira, which Eric Reymond has shown, “evinces numerous expressions whose 
impact depends, to some extent, on ambiguity created through various kinds of 
wordplay and metaphor, the purpose of some of which seems to be increasing the 
linguistic dexterity of his students.”346 Indeed, as Ben Sira (8:8; Ms A) instructs 
us: 
 

 שטרתה םהיתדיחבו     םימכח החיש שטת לא
 םירש ינפל בציתהל    חקל ד]ו[מלת ונממ יכ

 
ʾl tṭš śyḥh ḥkmym w-b-ḥydtyhm htrṭš 
ky mmnw tlmwd lqḥ  lhtyṣb lpny śrym 
 
Do not forsake the meditation of the wise, 
 In their riddles abandon yourself. 
For from it you will learn understanding, 
 To stand before princes. 

 
3.16. DISPLAYING ERUDITION 

 
Scholars also have suggested that some forms of polysemy and paronomasia serve 
to demonstrate an author’s mastery of the scribal arts—what Watson categorizes 
as “lending authenticity.” Throughout the ancient Near East, scribal expertise in 
polyvalent readings belonged to a privileged few who kept their knowledge secret. 
We may characterize this as an ideology of privilege and erudition.347 

This ideology wielded a great deal of perceived social and cosmological 
power. When the decoding of divine omens is involved, the act of interpretation 

 
345. G. R. Driver, “Playing on Words,” in Proceedings of the Fourth World Congress of 
Jewish Studies. Papers, vol. 1 (Jerusalem: World Union of Jewish Studies, 1967), 123. 
346. Eric D. Reymond, “The Wisdom of Words in the Wisdom of Ben Sira,” Bib 95 (2014): 
226. See also Nicolas Seger, L’Utilisation de la polysémie des racines hébraïques chez Ben 
Sira (PhD diss., Université Strasbourg, 2005). 
347. Note the similar view of Chaim Cohen and Jacob Klein, “Akkadian Hapax Legomena: 
Scribal Ego and Foreign Words,” Maarav 21.1–2 (2014): 103–25, who note concerning 
hapax legomena in cuneiform lexical texts: “Thus the rationale for such massive usage of 
hapax legomena in the lexical lists (including the large percentage of foreign words therein) 
can only be the scribes’ desire to take pride in and exhibit their vast erudition” (105). On 
the ideology of Egyptian scribes, see Ragazzoli, Scribes, 467–89. 
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shapes behaviors and beliefs. By harnessing the performative power of a divine 
message, interpreters determined an individual’s fate. Thus, the interpretation of 
signs by way of polysemy and paronomasia functioned also as a form of social 
control. Since one must go to the experts to obtain an interpretation, the display 
of erudition empowers the interpreter while demonstrating and promoting his/her 
cosmological and ideological systems.348 It is possible that such a function also 
lies behind the polysemy and paronomasia that appear in colophons and acrostics 
(see 4.1.10 and 4.1.12). 

Moreover, when literary figures decode divine messages, they typically do so 
with great success. Their abilities therefore justify the divinatory or insider 
establishment that they represent, and reify the ideologies that support the notion 
that such work demands well-trained and divinely inspired experts. In this way, 
figures like Utnapishtim, Joseph, and Daniel are not merely literary characters in 
a story, but embodiments of the divinatory establishment. We find this already in 
the Sumerian Tale of Enlil and Namzitarra. There we learn of a gudug-priest 
named Namzitarra who, while hurrying home from serving in Enlil’s temple, 
meets a raven that asks: “where (are you coming) from Namzitarra?” (l. 3).349 
Though he hears the message in Sumerian, the context clarifies that the raven was 
croaking. 
 

12. dEN.LÍL.LE IGI.NI MU.NI.IN.GI4 
 Enlil had changed his appearance: 
13. UGAmušen-AŠ Ù.MU.NI.IN.KU4 
 having turned into a raven, 
14. GÙ AL.DÉ.DÉ.E 
 he was croaking. 
 

Namzitarra then realizes that this is no ordinary raven, but the god Enlil in 
disguise, and he immediately replies: “you are not a raven, you are Enlil!” (l. 15). 
Amazed, the raven asks: “how did you recognize that I am Enlil, the one who 
decrees the fates?” (l. 16).350 Namzitarra responds: 
 

17. U4 dEN.ME.ŠÁR.RA ŠEŠ AD.DA.ZU EŠE5.DA.A 
 When Enmesharra, your uncle, was captured, 
18. NAM.dEN.LÍL BA.E.DE6.A U4.DÈ EN.GIM NAM GA.ZU.E.ŠÈ 

 
348. See Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 50–55, 176–82; Noegel, “‘Sign, Sign, Everywhere a 
Sign.’” 
349. See M. Civil, “Enlil and Namzitarra,” AfO 25 (1974–1977): 65–71. Bendt Alster, 
Wisdom of Ancient Sumer (Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 2005), 327, classifies the text as a 
fable, but I see no personification here. 
350. W. G. Lambert, “A New Interpretation of Enlil and Namzitarra,” Or 58 (1989): 508–
9, translates this line: “How do you know that I, Enlil, am the one who decrees the fates?” 
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 And you carried Enlilship away (from him), (you) said: “Now I shall surely 
know the fates, like a lord.” 

 
Civil points out that Namzitarra’s discovery derives from his ability to decode the 
croaking.351 Specifically, Namzitarra’s statement in line 18 evokes the words 
UGA ZU, that is, “to know the raven.”352 Vanstiphout also observes that the last 
few signs in line 18 permit the reading NAM.GA.ZU meaning “I surely know 
this/you.”353 Namzitarra’s special ability to understand the language of the animal 
kingdom is a literary trope in ancient Near Eastern texts that is founded in bona 
fide divinatory praxis.354 It marks his wisdom and priestly status. Indeed, as a 
reward for his wisdom, Namzitarra receives a hereditary prebend.355 
 

3.17. PERFORMATIVE 
 
The ubiquity of polysemy and paronomasia in so many diverse textual contexts 
tells us much about the perceived utility that it had in erudite circles. It also 
underscores the importance of recognizing the underlying conceptual framework 
that informs them, for it evidences the existence of a perception in which written 
signs and words have the potential to be a great deal more than what they 
signify.356 Lying behind this is a belief in the performative or “illocutionary” 
power of words, a concept made familiar by more theoretical works on “magic.” 
Scholars who discuss this concept (also known as “speech act theory”), point out 
that words can function at times not merely as expressions, but as vehicles of 
performance, in that they themselves affect a particular action. Thus, in a more 
contemporary context, saying “I do” in a wedding ceremony constitutes the very 
means by which a wedding becomes legal. Though often discussed in juridical 
and ritual contexts (like the wedding), the performative dimension of words was 

 
351. Civil, “Enlil and Namzitarra.” See also Bendt Alster, “Scribes, Sages, and Seers in 
Ancient Mesopotamia,” in Scribes, Sages, and Seers: The Sage in the Eastern 
Mediterranean World, ed. Leo G. Purdue (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2008), 
47–63. 
352. Civil, “Enlil and Namzitarra,” 67, and Herman L. J. Vanstiphout, “Some Notes on 
‘Enlil and Namzitarra,’” RA 74 (1980): 67–71, attribute l. 18 to Enmesharra, whereas 
Alster, Wisdom of Ancient Sumer, 329, and Lambert, “A New Interpretation of Enlil and 
Namzitarra,” 508–9, attribute the line to Enlil. 
353. Vanstiphout, “Some Notes on ‘Enlil and Namzitarra,’” 68. 
354. See Noegel, “When Animals Speak,” 107–35. 
355. See Vanstiphout, “Some Notes on ‘Enlil and Namzitarra,’” 68; Cooper, “Puns and 
Prebends.” 
356. See Noegel, “‘Sign, Sign, Everywhere a Sign,’” and the essays in Magali De Haro 
Sanchez, ed., Écrire la magie dans l’antiquité: Actes du colloque international (Liège, 13–
15 octobre 2011), PL 5 (Liège: Presses Universitaires de Liège, 2015). 
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far more pervasive in antiquity. In ancient Mesopotamia, the very act of writing 
was credited with divine origins, and so the illocutionary element of language 
naturally played a more significant role. Georges Contenau explains: 

 
Since to know and pronounce the name of an object instantly endowed it with 
reality, and created power over it, and since the degree of knowledge and 
consequently of power was strengthened by the tone of voice in which the name 
was uttered, writing, which was a permanent record of the name, naturally 
contributed to this power, as did both drawing and sculpture, since both were a 
means of asserting knowledge of the object and consequently of exercising over 
it the power which knowledge gave.357 
 
This mindset has been used to explain the paronomastic connections between 

protases and apodoses in divinatory contexts, as Jean Bottéro remarks: 
 

In Mesopotamia, where nouns were not considered to be arbitrary epiphenomena 
and consequently subjective elements, but were thought to be the real objective 
expression of the proper essence of things, each phonetic similarity was to be 
considered serious and very significant: two realities whose names coincided 
were bound as closely together as their designations.358 

 
Given such a context, we should not be surprised to find polysemy and 
paronomasia operative in Akkadian magical texts. Indeed, as Wasserman 
observes, incantations are “the richest genre in rhetorical inventiveness.”359 
Witness for example the following potency incantation: a-kan-nu MIN re-mu 
MIN man-nu ú-[ram-me-k]a ki-ma qi-i ra-mu-ti “Wild ass, wild ass, wild bull, 
wild bull! Who made you as limp as untied cords?”360 The spell connects rēmu 
“wild bull” with ramû “untie” and ramūti “slack.”361  

 
357. George Contenau, Everyday Life in Babylon and Assyria (London: Edward Arnold, 
1955), 164. 
358. J. Bottéro, Mesopotamia: Writing, Reasoning, and the Gods (Chicago, IL: University of 
Chicago Press, 1992), 121. 
359. Wasserman, Style and Form in Old Babylonian Literary Texts, 178. 
360. Robert D. Biggs, ŠA.ZI.GA: Ancient Mesopotamian Potency Incantations, TCS 2 
(Locust Valley, NY: Augustin, 1967), 19. 
361. It is of some note that Akkadian and Babylonian scholars made productive use of the 
similarity in sound between “untie” (CAD R, s.v. “ramû”), rīmu “love” (CAD R, s.v. 
“râmu”), “wild bull” (CAD R, s.v. “rīmu”), rēmu “womb, pity” (CAD R, s.v. “rēmu”), 
and ramû “set, bestow, occupy” (CAD R, s.v. “ramû”). A few examples will demonstrate. 
In a Hymn to Sin, we find: rīmu ālid napḫari ša itti šiknat napišti šubtu elleti ramû 
“womb that gives birth to all things, that has occupied a holy residence among mankind.” 
The line ties rīmu “womb” to ramû “set, bestow, occupy” Cited in CAD R, s.v. “ramû.” 
The text appears in Edmund Guthrie Perry, Hymnen und Gebete an Sin (Leipzig: 
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An Akkadian ritual for pacifying a crying baby offers the following 
instructions: “in a tavern, where the beer barrels [ḫubūru] are, during the silent 
time [qūltu] of night you sweep together dust from between them.” The dust from 
the vats of ḫubūru “beer” linguistically assists in making a salve to silence (qūltu) 
the infant’s ḫubūru “noise.”362 

See also the Akkadian anti-witchcraft series Maqlû 1.126–130, which 
contains twenty-five consecutive words that derive either from the root kašāpu 
“bewitch” or epēšu “do (magic)”: 
 

kaššāpu ikšipanni  kišpī ikšipanni kišipšu 
kaššāptu takšipanni  kišpī takšipanni kišipši 
ēpišu īpušanni  ipšū īpušanni epussu 
ēpištu tēpušanni  ipšū tēpušanni epussi 
muštēpištu tēpušanni  ipšū tēpušanni epussi 
 
The (male) witch who bewitched me, 
 bewitch him with the witchcraft with which he bewitched me. 
The (female) witch who bewitched me, 
 bewitch her with the witchcraft with which she bewitched me. 
The hexer who hexed me, 
 hex him with the hex with which he hexed me. 
The hextress who hexed me, 
 hex her with the hex with which she hexed me. 
The sorceress who hexed me, 
 hex her with the hex with which she hexed me.363 
 
The repetition of the sounds /p/, /š/, or /s/ evokes the verb pasāsu “break, 

annul, cancel,”364 while muštēpištu suggests the pištu “revilement” of the witch.365 

 
Hindrichs, 1907), 1. In the Epic of Gilgamesh 1.35–36, the hero is described as: rīmu 
(AM) ša dlugalbanda dGIŠ-gimmaš gitmālu emūqi ēniq arḫi ṣīrti rimat-dninsun “wild bull 
of Lugalbanda, Gilgamesh, perfect of strength, suckling of the exalted cow, Wild-Bull-
Ninsun!” Concerning rīmu, which could mean “beloved” or “wild bull,” George, 
Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic, 783, notes: “There may be intentional ambiguity in the 
expression rīm Lugalbanda,” even though the meaning “wild bull” takes preference. 
362. Observed by Farber, “Associative Magic,” 448; Farber, Schlaf, Kindlein, Schlaf!: 
Mesopotamische Baby-Beschwörungen und Rituale (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
1989), 44–45. 
363. On this series, see Tzvi Abusch, The Witchcraft Series Maqlû, WAW 37 (Atlanta: 
SBL Press, 2015), 50–53. 
364. CAD P, s.v. “pasāsu.” 
365. The latter was suggested by Victor A. Hurowitz, “Alliterative Allusions, Rebus Writ-
ing, and Paronomastic Punishment: Some Aspects of Word Play in Akkadian Literature,” 
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Daniel Schwemer’s remark with regard to first millennium Akkadian incantations 
is apposite: 

 
The marked word order and parallelisms are often further augmented by phonetic 
figures of speech; especially common are the repetition of vowel patterns 
(assonance) or the repetition of sounds in the stressed syllables of words or at the 
end of words (alliteration; homoioteleuton).366 
 
According to James Ford, polysemy empowers an Akkadian incantation 

against the demoness Lamaštu.367 The pertinent passage reads: ušēṣiaši a-pa-ni 
ušaḫlipašši ṣé-er-re-nim (YOS 11:19.13–14). It is ambiguous whether one should 
read a-pan-ni as “window” (appānu) or “cane-brake” (apu), and ṣé-er-re-nim as 
“door-pivot” (ṣerru), “snake” (ṣerru), or “steppe” (ṣēru). Therefore, the 
incantation permits multiple options: “they made her [Lamashtu] go out through 
the window/to the cane brake, they made her slip (out) through the door-pivot/like 
a snake/to the steppe.” Ford summarizes the performative impact of the multiple 
readings: “Lamaštu is not only expelled from the house but at the very same time 
is also sent back to the place from which she came, thus ensuring a far more 
effective exorcism.”368  

The Egyptian conception of text was very similar, as David Frankfurter points 
out: “Egyptian letters were the chief technology of a hierocratic scribal elite who 
preserved and enacted rituals—and by extension the cosmic order itself—through 
the written word.”369 In fact, there is good reason to see many of the so-called 
“literary devices” of Egyptian scribes as possessing a performative function. Not 
only did Egyptian scribes conceive of their writing system as divine in origin, they 
were particularly concerned with being ḫ r “effective in speech,” spd ḏs.w 
“clever of sayings,” and mnḫ tpj.w-r “excellent of utterances,” notions grounded 
in the proper performance of magical texts.370 As the text known as the 
Immortality of Scribes (P.Chester Beatty IV, BM 10684, verso 2.5–3.11) informs 
us: mn=st ḥk.w=sn r t tmm šd m sb.jt “they (scribal masters) hid their magic 
from the whole land, to be read in (their) instructions” (8.6–7). According to the 

 
in Noegel, Puns and Pundits, 86–87, who also opined that the repetition of the consonants 
might have served like the spitting sounds “pooh pooh” to ward off evil. 
366. Daniel Schwemer, “‘Form Follows Function’? Rhetoric and Poetic Language in First 
Millennium Akkadian Incantations,” WdO 44 (2014): 281. 
367. J. N. Ford, “Wordplay in the Lamaštu Incantations,” in Cohen et al., Birkat Shalom, 
585–95. 
368. Ford, “Wordplay in the Lamaštu Incantations,” 595. 
369. David Frankfurter, “The Magic of Writing and the Writing of Magic: The Power of 
the Word in Egyptian and Greek Traditions,” Helios 21 (1994): 192. 
370. See, e.g., Richter, Theology of Hathor of Dendera, 17–19. See also Ragazzoli, Scribes, 
506–10. 
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Memphite Theology, the entire world is essentially a hieroglyphic text that 
records the god Ptah’s concept of creation. Therefore, we may understand 
polysemy and paronomasia in Egyptian texts as a manipulation of the cosmos 
through the written word.371 This perceived power explains a Coffin Text spell 
(§647) that invokes Ptah by referring to him as “creative” (ptḥ) and “strong” 
(pḥ.tj), adjectives that evoke his name.372 

Equally performative are Amun’s declaration to Thutmosis III in his so-called 
Poetical Stela (CM 34010): sn.t=k ḏ.n= sn s ḥw=k ʿ.wj ḥm= ḥr ḥr ḥr sḥr ḏw.t 
“(as for) your sisters (i.e., Isis and Nephthys), I have placed them as protection 
behind you. The arms of my majesty are raised to crush evil” (l. 23). Note how 
the act of crushing is amplified by the four-fold repetition of the consonants ḥr, 
once as the verb “raise,” twice as the preposition “up” or “upon,” and then in 
embedded form in the verb sḥr “crush.” Strengthening the connection visually is 
the appearance of the face sign π ḥr in each word.373 

On a situla in the Louvre is an inscription that ritually connects Osiris with 
Khnum of Elephantine by employing the following words: ẖnm=s n=k ẖnm.w 
“she (Sothis) associates you with Khnum.”374 Here the ritual of identification 
takes place in the very word ẖnm “associate,” which anticipates ẖnm.w “Khnum.” 

One finds paronomasia in the service of magic also at Ugarit. Consider the 
following incantation, in which the deity Horon removes the poison of a snakebite 
(CAT 1.100, 65–67).375 

 
ʿrʿrm ynʿrnh 
 With the tamarisk, he scatters it, 
ssnm ysynh 
 With the date-palm branch, he slashed it, 
 

 
371. Assmann, “Etymographie: Zeichen im Jenseits der Sprache,” 54–56. 
372. A connection between execration texts and the Tale of Sinuhe demonstrates well the 
difficulty in distinguishing performative from the literary. See the keen observations of 
Hans-Werner Fischer-Elfert, “The Hero of Retjenu: An Execration Figure (Sinuhe B 109–
113),” JEA 82 (1996): 198–99. 
373. Additional paronomasia obtains between sn.wt “sisters” and sn “them.” A similar 
paronomastic use of ḥr appears in the Tale of Sinuhe (P. Berlin 3022), ll. 277–278, where 
pharaoh’s children say of Sinuhe: rw.n=f t n ḥr.(t)=k nn jt ḥr n m ḥr=k “he abandoned 
the land for dread of you. There will be no destruction for the face that sees your face.” 
Here ḥr is used for “dread,” then twice for “face,” each time using the sign π. 
374. Cited in Martin Bommas, Der Temple des Khnum der 18. Dyn. auf Elephantine (PhD 
diss., Ägyptisches Institut, 2000), 8. From Paul Pierret, Recueil d`inscriptions inédites du 
musée égyptien du Louvre, vol. 2 (Paris: F. Vieweg, 1878), 116. 
375. Sheldon W. Greaves, “Wordplay and Associative Magic in the Ugaritic Snake-Bite 
Incantation RS 24.244,” UF 24 (1994): 165–67. 
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ʿdtm yʿdynh 
 With a flowing current, he made it disappear, 
ybltm yblnh 
 With a stream, he took it. 

 
Note how the spell embeds the sounds of the noun ʿrʿr “tamarisk” in the verb nʿr 
“shake,” the ssn “date-palm” in the verb nsy “slash,” the ʿdt “current” in the verb 
ʿdy “cause to disappear,” and the yblt “stream” in the verb ybl “took.” In essence, 
the success of the charm depends on the sympathetic connection between the 
names of the ritual objects and the purpose they effect. 

A similar use of paronomasia occurs in the following Ugaritic performative 
charm. 

 
1. ydy dbbm d ǵzr … tg ḫṭk r[ ] 
 (Baal) shall drive off the young man’s accuser, the affliction of your staff [ ]. 
2. bʿl tg ḫṭk w tṣu lpn ql ṯʿy 
 Baal, the affliction of your staff. So, you shall depart before the voice of the 

incantation priest, 
3. k qṭr urbtm k bṯn ʿmdm 
 Like smoke through an aperture, like a snake up a pillar,  
4. k yʿlm ẓrh k lbim skh 
 Like goats to a rock, like lions to a lair. 
5. ḫṭ nqh u qrb ḫṭ tḫṭa l gbk 
 Staff, attention! Draw near, staff! May it harm your back 
6. w tršʿ l mntk tlḥm lḥm 
 And waste your figure. (CAT 1.169)376 
 
It is unclear whether the spell aims to protect one from sorcery or to heal 

impotence, because the noun ḫṭ “staff” serves elsewhere in Ugaritic texts as a 
euphemism for “penis” (e.g., CAT 1.23, 37–49). Nevertheless, the performative 
nature of the text obtains by way of voice-empowered similes that involve 
polysemy and paronomasia. The first identifies the removal of the pain of a ḫṭ 
“staff” with yḫṭa “harm.” The second relies on reading tg ḫṭk “the affliction of the 
staff” as a single word tgḫṭk “may you cast out!”377 The latter echoes the start of 
the spell: “(Baal) shall drive off [ydy]!” 

Polysemy and paronomasia can have a performative function in the Hebrew 
Bible as well. This occurs in two different ways. Either an author can make 
reference to a performative act and employ it in a way that captivates the 
transformation, or a text can represent a speech act itself and embody 

 
376. Adopted from Daniel Fleming, “Ugaritic Incantation Against Sorcery,” in COS 
1:301–2, with some variation. 
377. See DULAT, s.v. “gḫṭ.” 
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transformation via polysemy and paronomasia. For an example of the former, I 
turn to Ps 107:33, where Yahweh’s power is described: יֵאָצֹמּו רָּבְדִמְל תֹורָהְנ םֵׂשָי  

ןֹואָּמִצְל םִיַמ  yāśēm nǝhārōṯ lǝ-miḏbār ū-mōṣāʾē mayīm lǝ-ṣimmāʾōn “he 
transformed rivers into a desert, flowing springs into drought-land.” Here the 
Psalmist captures the transformation by rearranging the letters of the spring that 
is יֵאָצֹמ  mōṣāʾē “flowing” to create ןֹואָּמִצ  ṣimmāʾōn “drought-land.”378 

For an example of an extended speech act that embodies the performative 
transformation via polysemy and paronomasia, I refer to Jer 51:34–37, a prophecy 
of Yahweh’s judgment against Babylon.379 

 
34. Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon has devoured us: 

He has thrown us into confusion; he has made us an empty jar.  
Like the primordial dragon [ ןיִּנַּת  tannīn] he has swallowed us and filled his 
stomach with our delicacies, and then he has spewed us out. 

35. “May the violence done to us and our children be upon Babylon,” say the 
dwellers of Zion.  
“May our blood be on those who live in Babylonia,” says Jerusalem. 

36. Therefore, this is what Yahweh says: 
“See, I will defend your cause and avenge you; 
I will dry up her sea, and make her fountain run dry. 

37. Babylon shall become rubble heap [ םיִּלַּג  gallīm], a den of jackals [ םיִּנַּת  
tannīm], an object of horror and hissing, without inhabitant.” 

 
In this prophecy a series of powerful devices serves as the ritual instruments 

by which the spoken word enacts Babylon’s violent reversal of fortunes. The first 
is םיִּלַּג  gallīm in line 37, a polyseme that can mean “rubble heap” or “water 
waves.” Since God has just stated that he will dry up Babylon’s waters, gallīm 
first suggests the meaning “waves.” It is only when we hear the remainder of the 
passage and its reference to wasteland that we realize it must mean “rubble heap.” 
The prophecy has transformed Babylon’s abundant “waters” into “rubble” simply 
by changing the linguistic context of the word—the transformation happens in the 
recitation. 

Bolstering these connections in line 37 is the noun םיִּנַּת  tannīm “jackals.” Just 
previously, Yahweh had described the king as a ןיִּנַּת  tannīn, i.e., “the primordial 
dragon,” who was swallowing Jerusalem (l. 34). By altering one consonant, the 
prophet transforms the dragon of chaos into wasteland jackals.  

The prophecy continues with performative language in l. 44 where Yahweh 
issues his sentence: “I shall punish Bel ( לֵּב  bēl) in Babylon ( לֶבָבְּב  bǝ-ḇāḇɛl), and 
I will make him disgorge what he has swallowed ( ֹועְלִּב  bilʿō).” The paronomasia 

 
378. Ps 107:33 is nearly identical to Isa 41:18. Only the person is different: the former in 
third person, the latter in first person. 
379. See also Noegel, “‘Literary’ Craft and Performative Power in the Ancient Near East.” 
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between “Bel,” “Babylon,” and “swallow,” reminds us of the primordial dragon, 
while providing a talionic tie between the nation’s crime and God’s verdict against 
its national god (see 3.15.3). 

The combined impact of these cases of paronomasia and polysemy, like those 
in divinatory texts, is more than literary or rhetorical style. It constitutes the ritual 
means by which divine judgment is put into effect and by which the divine word 
is understood to transform one reality into another. In this case, the prophet’s 
words quite literally transform Babylon the dragon into a lair for jackals and its 
abundant water into wasteland rubble.380 
 

3.18. COMPLEXITIES 
 
It is important to recognize that many of the proposed functions surveyed here are 
not mutually exclusive and depend to some degree on perspective. A device in a 
prophetic utterance may have a rhetorical effect, demonstrate lex talionis, draw 
attention to erudition, and also pack a performative punch. Paronomasia can be 
both appellative and allusive.381 Acrostics may help in the memorization of texts, 
but also demonstrate erudition and serve as a ritual means of giving order to the 
cosmos. Applicable here is Yuri Lotman’s observation: “Texts, as a rule, are 
multifunctional: the same text fulfills not one, but several (sometimes many) 
functions.”382 

Scholars often draw a sharp distinction between the literary and the 
performative, but the ancients did not share this view.383 Wasserman’s comment 
with regard to the “literary” aspects of Old Babylonian incantations is on point: 

 
There was no such intrinsic Mesopotamian concept of “literary corpus,” or of 
belles lettres at all, and the modern concept of the “belletristic text” is totally 
alien to the Mesopotamian literary system. This does not mean, however, that we 
should deprive the Mesopotamian mind from admiring and enjoying 
aesthetically their own literary tradition.384 

 

 
380. See Scott B. Noegel, “The Ritual Use of Linguistic and Textual Violence in the He-
brew Bible and Ancient Near East,” in State, Power, and Violence , ed. Margo Kitts et al., 
RDSR 3 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2010), 33–46. 
381. See Sheree E. Lear, “The Daughter of a Foreign God: Wordplay as an Interpretive 
Key in Malachi 2:11,” VT 65 (2015): 467–73. 
382. Yury Lotman, Analysis of the Poetic Text, trans. D. Barton Johnson (Ann Arbor, MI: 
Ardis, 1976), 6. Quoted by Wasserman, Style and Form in Old Babylonian Literary Texts, 
183. 
383. On this point, see Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers. 
384. Wasserman, Style and Form in Old Babylonian Literary Texts, 183. 
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I concur with Wasserman that literary approaches to ancient Near Eastern 
texts have contributed profoundly to our understanding of their subtleties and 
complexities, but I also contend that our modern conceptions of “literature” and 
the impact of literary and rhetorical criticism (especially in biblical studies) 
sometimes deter us from deriving the full import of many Near Eastern textual 
devices. Elsewhere I have shown how “wordplay” served as a techne of 
performative power and how it reveals mantic preoccupations and anxieties.385 I 
aver that it might be worthwhile to consider whether performative functions lie 
behind the early use of other “poetic” devices such as parallelism, chiasmus, and 
keywords. Perhaps we similarly should see intertextual references as efforts to 
embed the power of one text or tradition into another. Such are very real 
possibilities given the interdisciplinarity of ancient literati and their ontological 
understanding of speech and script. 
 

 
385. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers; Noegel, “‘Literary’ Craft and Performative Power in the 
Ancient Near East”; Noegel, “Augur Anxieties in the Ancient Near East.” 
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4 
TAXONOMY 

 
 
In this chapter, I provide a taxonomy for the study of “wordplay” in ancient Near 
Eastern texts. This taxonomy divides the phenomenon into two major classes. The 
first is that of polysemy, of which there are fourteen types, and the second is 
paronomasia, of which there are twelve types. All forms of polysemy involve 
multiple meanings and/or readings in a single context. All forms of paronomasia 
operate across word divisions and involve a dissimilarity in meaning. Thus, many 
(but not all) cases of polysemy are effective on a purely visual register, whereas 
all cases of paronomasia (in a consonantal writing system) are effective both 
aurally and visually. If accomplished in a nonconsonantal writing system, some 
cases of paronomasia may not operate simultaneously on aural and visual 
registers. With Casanowicz, I treat alliteration and assonance not as types of 
paronomasia, but as the audible effects of many different devices. 

Since we lack an emic terminology, I have elected to use terms from ancient 
Greek for those devices that have counterparts in that language. In addition to the 
rubric terms, polysemy and paronomasia, these include: acrostic, amphiboly, 
anagram, anastrophe, antanaclasis, epanastrophe, homoeopropheron, homoio-
teleuton, homonymy, isopsephy, and noṭariqon.1 The fact that these terms 
accurately identify the Near Eastern devices makes their adoption wholly 
felicitous. Moreover, my use of Greek terminology serves to clarify that the 
devices are far more ancient and Eastern than Greek usage might suggest. It is 
likely that they made their way west along with the itinerant seers and diviners 
who transmitted so many other aspects of their craft.2 Wherever possible, I 

 
1. The Greek terms are attested from the fifth century BCE–fifth century CE, depending 
on the device. In fig. 3, I list all of the devices and their first attested textual references in 
chronological order. 
2. Literature on the transmission of Near Eastern thought to the Mediterranean world is 
voluminous. Representative publications include: Walter Burkert, Greek Religion, trans. 
John Raffan (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1985); Burkert, “Homerstudien 
und Orient,” in Zweihundert Jahre Homer-Forschung: Rückblick und Ausblick, ed. 
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demonstrate each type of polysemy and paronomasia as it appears in Akkadian, 
Egyptian, Ugaritic, Hebrew, and/or Aramaic, and less often in Sumerian and 
Northwest Semitic epigraphic remains. 

 
4.1. TYPES OF POLYSEMY 

 
To date scholars have identified fourteen types of polysemy. These include: 
contronymic polysemy, double entendre, antanaclasis, unidirectional polysemy, 
multidirectional polysemy, double polysemy, bilingual polysemy, polysemy 
clusters, numerical polysemy, isopsephy, noṭariqon, acrostics (also telestichs and 
menostichs), transposition, and amphiboly. Each of these may perform different 
functions depending on its context. Moreover, these types and their functions can, 
and often do, overlap. Thus, a case of double polysemy or of amphiboly may also 
constitute a multidirectional polysemy, and be part of a polysemy cluster; 
unidirectional polysemy and antanaclasis also can serve as double entendres, and 
so on. There appears to be no limit to the sophistication of ancient writers. 
 
4.1.1. CONTRONYMIC POLYSEMY 
 
A word that bears its own meaning and its opposite is called a contronym (also 
called auto-antonym or enantiosemy). Those familiar with Semitic languages 

 
Joachim Latacz, ColR 2 (Stuttgart: de Gruyter, 1991), 155–81; Scott B. Noegel, “Greek 
Religion and the Ancient Near East,” in The Blackwell Companion to Greek Religion, ed. 
Daniel Ogden (London: Blackwell, 1993), 21–37; Martin L. West, “Ancient Near Eastern 
Myths in Classical Greek Religious Thought,” in Civilizations of the Ancient Near East, 
ed. Jack M. Sasson (New York: Scribner, 1995), 33–42; Stanley M. Burstein, “Greek 
Contact with Egypt and the Levant, ca. 1600–500 B.C.: An Overview,” Ancient World 27 
(1996): 20–28; Stephanie Dalley, “Occasions and Opportunities: 1. To the Persian 
Conquest,” in The Legacy of Mesopotamia, ed. by Stephanie Dalley (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1998), 9–33; Dalley and A. T. Reyes, “Mesopotamian Contact and 
Influence in the Greek World: 1. To the Persian Conquest,” in Dalley, Legacy of 
Mesopotamia, 85–106; Robert Rollinger, “The Ancient Greeks and the Impact of the 
Ancient Near East: Textual Evidence and Historical Perspective (ca. 750–650 BCE),” in 
Mythology and Mythologies: Methodological Approaches to Intercultural Influence: 
Proceedings of the Second Annual Symposium of the Assyrian and Babylonian Intellectual 
Heritage Project Held in Paris, France, October 4–7, 1999, ed. Robert M. Whiting 
(Helsinki: Neo-Assyrian Text Corpus Project, 2001), 233–64; Christopher A. Faraone, 
“From Magic Ritual to Semiotic Game: The Transformation of Neo-Assyrian Love Spells 
in Classical and Hellenistic Greece,” in Ideologies as Intercultural Phenomena: 
Proceedings of the Assyrian and Babylonian Intellectual Heritage Project, Chicago, 
October 27–31, 2000, ed. A. Panaino and G. Pettinato, MelS 3 (Helsinki: Associazione 
Culturale Mimesis, 2002), 61–74; Jan N. Bremmer, Greek Religion and Culture, the Bible 
and the Ancient Near East, JSRC 8 (Leiden: Brill, 2008). 
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sometimes refer to the phenomenon as دادضا  ʾaḍdād, a term that derives from 
medieval Arabic parlance.3 An example of a contronym in English is “cleave,” 
which means both “join” and “separate.” Contronymic polysemy occurs in ancient 
texts when writers exploit contronyms for their opposing meanings. For the 
present purpose, it does not matter whether contronyms are the result of two 
unrelated words that have assimilated or a widening semantic range of a single 
lexeme. Such linguistic matters mattered little to the ancients. 

Contronyms appear to be a rare phenomenon in Mesopotamia. In Sumerian, I 
can think only of one possible example, GALAM.MA. Usually, the signs carry a 
positive meaning as “artful, exalted one,” but in the Instructions of Shuruppak (l. 
255), they take on the negative meaning “despot.”4 Nevertheless, GALAM.MA 
simply may be an oxymoron meaning something like “clever fool.”5 

To my mind, the only possible case of contronymic polysemy in Akkadian 
occurs in a hymn to the god Shamash, in which the poet employs the noun arnu 
for its meanings “crime” and “punishment”: “you give the unscrupulous judge 
experience of fetters. Him who accepts a present and yet lets justice miscarry, you 
make bear his arnu” (ll. 97–98).6 Here the mention of fetters in the previous line 
suggests that we understand it as “punishment.” However, the reference to bribery 
and injustice forces us to understand it also as “crime.” As such, the contronymic 
polysemy underscores the notion of lex talionis (see 3.15.3). 

Contronyms are difficult to locate in Egyptian texts.7 Indeed, the appearance 
of contronyms is sometimes the unintended result of translation. For example, one 

 
3. The first major work on the subject is that of Abū Bakr ibn al-Anbāri (885–940 CE), 
Kitāb ʾal-Aḍdād. See also Carl Abel, “Über den Gegensinn der Urworte,” in 
Sprachwissenschaftliche Abhandlungen (Leipzig: Verlag Wilhelm Friedrich, 1885); 
Theodor Nöldeke, Neue Beiträge zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft (Strassburg: 
Trübner, 1910), 67–108; Robert Gordis, “Studies in Hebrew Roots of Contrasted 
Meaning,” JQR 27 (1936–1937): 33–58; David Cohen, “Aḍdad et ambiguïté linguistique 
en arabe,” in Études de linguistique sémitique et arabe (Paris: Mouton, 1970), 79–100; 
Cohen, “Ambivalence, indifférence et neutralization de sèmes,” in Études de linguistique 
sémitique et arabe, 101–4; Rudolf Meyer, “Gegensinn und Mehrdeutigkeit in der althebr. 
Wort- und Begriffsbildung,” UF 11 (1979): 601–12; Hans-Peter Müller, “Polysemie im 
semitischen und hebräischen Konjugationssystem,” Or 55 (1986): 365–89; John H. 
Hospers, “Das Problem der sogenannten semantischen Polarität im Althebräischen,” ZAH 
1 (1988): 32–39. 
4. Observed by Alster, “Paradoxical Proverbs and Satire in Sumerian Literature,” 203. 
5. See Bendt Alster, The Instructions of Shuruppak: A Sumerian Proverb Collection, 
Mesopotamia 2 (Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1974), 113. 
6. See W. G. Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
1996), 132–33, who does not discuss the contronym. 
7. I would like to thank Thomas Schneider for his insights on contronyms in Egyptian, all 
of which inform this section. Schneider has pointed out to me that the proposed cases of 
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might think that the common Egyptian lexeme tm is a contronym since it can mean 
“complete, whole,” but also serve as a verb of negation. However, the basic 
meaning of tm may simply be “exhaustion,” and thus it can have positive and 
negative applications. Consider the similar case of the lexeme nfr “perfection, 
goodness,” which also is employed for “zero” and for negation. It too may simply 
express ineffability. Some have considered the nouns ḥm “majesty” and ḥm 
“servant” a single contronym, but they are unrelated homonyms.8 In any event, I 
know of no case in which ḥm is exploited for both potential meanings in a single 
context. The two nouns šw “light” and šw or šw.t “shade” are perhaps 
contronyms,9 but again, I know of no place where they are employed 
polysemously in a single context. Moreover, since we do not know whether any 
of the proposed contronyms were pronounced the same, at most they would 
function paronomastically and/or visually. 

Ugaritic texts also give no evidence of contronyms. In addition, the Ugaritic 
script records no vowels, so the same restrictions apply concerning visual 
contronyms as in Egyptian. 

Contronyms do exist in biblical Hebrew and sometimes they are employed 
for paronomastic purposes.10 We already have seen a strictly visual Hebrew 
contronym in Job 26:12, in which Yahweh both stilled and stirred the sea, thus 
creating a type of merism (see 2.4.5). A contronym that operates aurally appears 
in the account of Saul, who tells Samuel that he rushed to perform the sacrifice in 
his absence: “ קַּפַאְתֶאָו  wā-ʾɛṯʾappaq and I offered the burnt-offering” (1 Sam 
13:12). As Jonathan Grossman observes, the verb קַפָא  ʾāp̄aq, here in the reflexive 
conjugation, can mean “I compelled myself” or “I restrained myself.”11 In one 
strike, the author has captured in Saul’s own words his impetuousness and his 
attempt to soften his statement upon realizing that he had usurped Samuel’s cultic 
role. 

Targum Pseudo-Jonathan captures well the latter contronym in Aramaic by 
translating the verb with another contronym תיֵנְסַחְתִאְו  wǝ-ʾiṯḥasnēṯ, which 

 
Egyptian contronyms found in Abel, “Über den Gegensinn der Urworte,” 311–67, are all 
erroneous. 
8. See Thomas Schneider, “Contextualizing the Tale of the Herdsman,” in Egyptian 
Stories: A British Egyptological Tribute in Honour of Alan B. Lloyd on the Occasion of 
His Retirement, ed. Thomas Schneider and Kasia Szpakowska, AOAT 347 (Münster: 
Ugarit-Verlag, 2007), 311–12 n. 12. 
9. Unless the one is a nisba form of the other, in which case “shade” is simply “that which 
belongs to the light.” 
10. See already David Yellin, “The Full Contronym in the Bible” [Hebrew], Leshonenu 5 
(1938): 276–94. 
11. Grossman, Ambiguity in the Biblical Narrative and Its Contribution to the Literary 
Formation, 154–57. 
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similarly means both “I strengthen myself” and “I restrained myself.”12 On the 
rendering of polysemy in the textual witnesses, see chapter 5 (5.3.7). 

Due to its inherent polarity, contronymic polysemy has a particularly 
unsettling effect on readers/listeners, for it is one thing for a sign or word to have 
multiple meanings, but quite another for those meanings to be opposite to each 
other. For traditional exegesis, such divergent readings are impossible. Yet the 
tension between contradictory meanings is precisely the point of the device. It can 
encapsulate conflicting actions and intents, as in the case of Saul, or embody all 
actions, as a type of merism, as in the case of Yahweh and the sea. Contronymic 
polysemy can be effective visually and/or aurally. 
 
4.1.2. DOUBLE ENTENDRES 
 
A double entendre is an idiom or other figure of speech that may be understood 
in two ways. The first is straightforward and innocuous, whereas the second is 
usually risqué. This is what Arab grammarians referred to as ةیروت  tawrīya or مھیإ  
īhām.13 

Often double entendres serve as euphemisms.14 Consider the following 
Sumerian proverb. 

 
[NU.UM.ME.D]A.NÁ AL.PEŠ4.A 
[EN?.E.Š]E NU.KÚ.DA.AN.NI 
[A]L.KUR4.RE.EN.E.ŠE 
 
Can she be pregnant without having had sex? 
Without having eaten 
Can she be fat? 

 
Here the verb for “eat” (KÚ) constitutes a sexual euphemism for sex. 

See also the poem Ninmešarra, which describes the cessation of all 
lovemaking that resulted when the goddess Inanna forsook her city: “its (the 
city’s) woman no longer speaks of love with her husband. At night she does not 
‘speak’ (AD NA.AN.DI.NI.IB.GI4.GI4) with him” (ll. 55–56). As Hallo and Van 

 
12. Jastrow, p. 489. 
13. Tawrīya is the use of a word with multiple meanings by an author in order to exploit 
its secondary (“hidden”) meaning. S. A. Bonebakker, “Tawriya (a.),” EncIs 10:395. 
14. Though note the comment of Guglielmi, “Wortspiel,” col. 1289. “Ein amphibolischer 
Gebrauch als Euphemismus, etwa für ‘Tod’, ist selten.” On euphemisms in Egyptian 
generally, see Guglielmi, “Der Gebrauch rhetorischer Stilmittel in der ägyptischen 
Literatur,” 490–91. See also Antonio Loprieno, “Sprachtabu,” LÄ V (1984): cols. 1211–
1214. 
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Dijk point out, the highlighted Sumerian can be read as referring to “speaking” or 
“intercourse.”15 Indeed, Sumerian is rich in sexual euphemisms. 

A first millennium Mesopotamian incantation for increasing the prosperity of 
a tavern keeper offers several examples of the device. It prescribes a series of 
rituals and incantations that employ several types of polysemy and paronomasia 
in an effort to secure Ishtar’s aid. Addressing the goddess, the charm reads: 

 
Come, enter our house! With you, may the sweet one, who sleeps with you, enter 
your seducer and your paramour. Let my lips be lallaru-syrup, let my hands be 
a sexual charm! Let the lip of my “ring” be a lip of date syrup. Like a snake, 
going out from a hole, and birds twittering over it. (ll. 28–33)16 
 

Here the “ring” and “snake” constitute double entendres for “vulva” and “penis.” 
Moreover, at the end of one of the incantations, the tavern keeper is instructed to 
say “may the malt-baskets (kuruppū) become plentiful!” (l. 34). As Walter Farber 
informs us, the statement’s use of the rare noun kuruppū “malt-baskets” evokes 
the verb qarābu “draw near,” and thus, functions as a double entendre that is 
tantamount to a proposition for sex.17 Mesopotamian poets often employ rare 
words to make their devices effective (see 5.2.6).18 

Egyptian texts too employ polysemy in order to create double entendres.19 In 
the Instructions of Ptahhotep one learns: r sk=k rd m sḫ.t d st ntr wr m ʿ=k “if 
you plow for plant(s) in the field, god will make it great in your hands (lit. ‘arm’)” 
(ll. 161–162). As in Near Eastern languages generally, the verb sk “plow” can 
mean “have sex.”20 In fact, elsewhere this text teaches that a man should love his 
wife and treat her well, because ḥ.t pw ḫ.t n nb=s “she is a field of fertility for 

 
15. William W. Hallo and J. J. A. van Dijk, The Exaltation of Inanna, YNER 3 (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1968), 22, and 53 n. 20. See also Markham J. Geller, 
“Discourse or Intercourse Revisited,” NABU (2005): 86–87. 
16. Adopted with slight changes from Strahil V. Panayotov, “A Ritual for a Flourishing 
Bordello,” BiOr 70 (2013): 285–310, who also provides the text’s publication history. 
17. See Farber, “Associative Magic,” 449. 
18. See Cohen and Klein, “Akkadian Hapax Legomena.” 
19. Double entendres are not restricted to belles-lettres in Egypt. See Steven Blake Shubert, 
“Double Entendre in the Stela of Suty and Hor,” in Egypt, Israel, and the Ancient 
Mediterranean World: Studies in Honor of Donald B. Redford, ed. Gary N. Knoppers and 
Antoine Hirsch, PÄ 20 (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 143–65. 
20. David Marcus, “A Famous Analogy of Rib-Haddi,” JANES 5 (1973): 281–86; Stefan 
Schorch, Euphemismen in der Hebräischen Bibel, OBC 12 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 
2000), 121–122; Shalom M. Paul, “‘Plowing with a Heifer’ in Judges 14:18—Tracing a 
Sexual Euphemism,” in Sacred History, Sacred Literature: Essays on Ancient Israel, the 
Bible, and Religion in Honor of R. E. Friedman on His Sixtieth Birthday, ed. Shawna 
Dolansky (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2008), 163–67. 
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her lord” (l. 330).21 Note too that the scribe has written the noun “plant(s)” as  
(i.e., dr) instead of  (i.e., rd). Scholars usually note this and add sic!, assuming 
it to be a textual error.22 However, as we have seen, non-normative orthography 
often draws attention to the presence of cleverness. In this case, it is particularly 
fitting that the hand-sign (d) appear first, since the noun “hand” (i.e., ḏr.t), can 
serve as a euphemism for “penis.”23 

The Egyptian Tale of Setna I also employs a sexual euphemism as a double 
entendre. In the dialogue between Tabubu and Setna, Tabubu thrice repeats her 
promise that w=k r pḥ pj=k ʿ wj p n.tj w w=k n-m=f “you will reach your house, 
the thing that you are in” (ll. 5.19, 5.23, 5.25). According to Ritner, the verb pḥ 
“reach” is rich in sexual connotation also meaning “to penetrate” and “attain 
orgasm.”24 Steve Vinson observes that ʿwj means “house,” but that entering a 
woman’s house is a euphemism for sexual penetration. Moreover, as he notes, ʿ wj 
paronomastically intimates ʿ .wj “two arms, two hands,” thus suggesting that Setne 
will reach orgasm only by masturbating.25 Moreover, as Pieter Pestman has 
discussed, the nouns mr “love” and sḏm “sleep” take a phallus determinative (") 
in the text, contrary to typical usage, thus nuancing said lexemes to mean “sexual 
desire” and “sleeping with a woman,” respectively.26 

 
21. Günter Burkard, Textkritische Untersuchungen zu ägyptischen Weisheitslehren des 
Alten und Mittleren Reiches, ÄgAbh 34 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1977), 250, treats this 
passage as a case of amphiboly. 
22. Noted by Burkard, Textkritische Untersuchungen zu ägyptischen Weisheits-lehren des 
Alten und Mittleren Reiches, 250. 
23. See already Siegfried Schott, Altägyptische Liebeslieder: Mit Märchen und 
Liebesgeschichten (Zürich: Artemis, 1950), 56. This also is the case in Hebrew and 
Akkadian. See conveniently in Schorch, Euphemismen in der Hebräischen Bibel, 127–30; 
Shalom M. Paul, “The ‘Plural of Ecstasy’ in Mesopotamian and Biblical Love Poetry,” in 
Zevit, Gitin, and Sokoloff, Solving Riddles and Untying Knots, 593 n. 30. The use of ḏr.t 
“hand” for “penis,” is also suggested in the Memphite Theology (Shabaka Stone, BM No. 
498, l. 55): psḏ.t=f m bḥ=f m bḥ.w sp.t() mtw.t ḏr.tj tm.w “his Ennead is before him as 
teeth and lips. They are the semen and hands of Atum” (but lit. “his Ennead is before him 
as teeth, semen, lips, two hands of Atum”). Note that the phrase bḥ=f “before him” 
employs the sign ", and that “hands” appears as . Teeth and semen are equated by reason 
of color and their connection to the skeleton, whereas the lips and hands are associated by 
their duality. The line implicitly connects “hands” with the “penis.” On the connection 
between semen and the skeleton, see Carleton T. Hodge, “Egyptian Beliefs about the Bull’s 
Spine: An Anatomical Origin for ANKH,” AL (1982): 445–79. 
24. Robert K. Ritner, “The Romance of Setna Khaemuas and the Mummies (Setna 1),” in 
Simpson, Literature of Ancient Egypt, 464 n. 31. Noted also by Jay, Orality and Literacy 
in the Demotic Tales, 103. 
25. Vinson, “Ten Notes on the First Tale of Setne Khaemwas,” 457–58, 460–61. 
26. Pestman, “Jeux de déterminatifs en Démotique,” 27–28. Cited also by Jay, Orality and 
Literacy in the Demotic Tales, 103–4 n. 73. 
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At Ugarit we find a similar use of the word “hand” in El’s advance to Athirat: 
hm yd ilmlk yḫssk ahbt ṯr tʿrrk “does the ‘hand’ of El, the king, excite you, the 
love of the Bull arouse you” (CAT 1.4.iv.38–39)? The same usage appears in The 
Birth of the Gracious Gods in the narrator’s description of the god’s “prowess” 
(CAT 1.23, 33–35): 
 

tirkm yd il kym 
 El’s “hand” grows long like the sea, 
wyd il kmdb 
 Indeed, El’s “hand,” like the flood, 
ark yd il kym 
 El’s “hand” is long like the sea, 
wyd il kmbd 
 Indeed, El’s “hand,” like the flood. 

 
El then lowers his ḫṭ “scepter” and is “generous with the ‘staff’ (mṭ) in his hand” 
(CAT 1.23, 37). After charming two maidens, they cry out: “O husband! Husband! 
Lowered is your ‘scepter,’ generous is the ‘staff’ in your hand” (CAT 1.23, 40). 
We then learn that “the pair became his wives, wives of El, his wives forever” 
(CAT 1.23, 48–49). 

A double entendre in Hebrew occurs in the command of David to Uriah, 
whom he has just summoned from the battle field: ָךיֶלְגַר ץַחְרּו ָךְתיֵבְל דֵר  rēḏ lǝ-
ḇēṯḵā ū-rḥaṣ raḡlɛḵā “go down to your house and wash your feet” (2 Sam 11:8). 
Though one could read his command literally—after all Uriah had just come from 
the campaign—Uriah understands it to mean “go down to your house and have 
sex with your wife.”27 This is clear by his reply the next morning. When David 
asks him why he did not return to his home, Uriah responds: יִתיֵּב־לֶא אֹובָא יִנֲאַו  

יִּתְׁשִא־םִע בַּכְׁשִלְו תֹוּתְׁשִלְו ֹלכֱאֶל  wa-ʾănī ʾāḇōʾ ʾɛl-bēṯī lɛ-ʾĕḵōl wǝ-li-štōṯ wǝ-li-
škaḇ ʿim ʾištī “and I should go to my home to eat and drink and sleep with my 
wife!?” (2 Sam 11:11).28 

 
27. Gary A. Rendsburg, “Wordplay in the Hebrew Bible: An Eclectic Collection,” in 
Noegel, Puns and Pundits, 152–53. On other euphemistic cases of double entendre, see S. 
H. Smith, “‘Heel’ and ‘Thigh’: The Concept of Sexuality in the Jacob-Esau Narratives,” 
VT 40 (1990): 464–73; Shalom M. Paul, “Polysemous Pivotal Punctuation: More Janus 
Double Entendres,” in Texts, Temples, and Traditions: A Tribute to Menehem Haran, ed. 
Michael V. Fox et al. (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1996), 369–74; Paul, “A Double 
Entendre in Job 15:32 in the Light of Akkadian,” in Emanuel: Studies in Hebrew Bible, 
Septuagint and Dead Sea Scrolls in Honor of Emanuel Tov, ed. Shalom M. Paul et al. 
(Leiden: Brill, 2003), 755–57; Paul, “‘Plowing with a Heifer’ in Judges 14:18,” 163–67. 
28. The pericope about Tamar and Amnon that follows this story is equally loaded with 
double entendres. See Pamela Tamarkin Reis, “Cupidity and Stupidity: Woman’s Agency 
and the ‘Rape’ of Tamar,” JANES 25 (1997): 43–60. 
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John Kselman has discovered a sophisticated double entendre in Ps 59:7 
(repeated in 59:15): ריִע ּובְבֹוסיִו בֶלָּכַכ ּומֱהֶי בֶרֶעָל ּובּוׁשָי  yašūḇū lā-ʿɛrɛḇ yɛhĕmū ḵak-
kālɛḇ wī-sōḇǝḇū ʿīr. As he has shown, one can interpret the Hebrew text as either 
“In the evening they return, they howl like dogs, they prowl about the city” or “by 
night they prove faithless, they roar like dogs, they surround the city.” The former 
refers to the national enemies of the king, while the latter refers to the “rebels who 
treacherously attack the city of their suzerain.”29 

A final case of double entendre occurs in Hebrew text of Ben Sira from 
Qumran (Sir 51:19, 11Q5 XXI, 17, Ms A): 
 

 ]הירעש ה[חתפ ידי
 ןונובתא הימרעמ]בו[

 
ydy ptḥ[h šʿryh] 
[w-b]-mʿrmyh ʾtbwnwn 
 
My hand open[ed her gates], 
[That] I could consider hidden things. 

 
Here the nouns “hand,” “opened,” “gates,” and “hidden things” all function as 
sexual euphemisms. As Reymond put it: “The effect of this language is, in the 
context of Sir 15:13–30, an emphasis on the idea that Wisdom should be pursued 
with the enthusiasm one might (but perhaps should not) show in the pursuit of a 
human bride.”30 

Double entendres need not always be sexual in import. In the Phoenician 
inscription of Azitawadda (KAI 26), the king brags that he brought peace to the 
peoples under his rule by saying יתמיב לל םיננדל  l-dnnym ll bymty “As for the 
Danunians, there was no night in my days” (KAI 26B, 16–17). Rather than use the 
term for “evil,” the king elected to employ the word לל  ll “night,” which creates a 
perfect fit for יתמיב  bymty “my days,” which follows. 

 
29. See also Kselman, “Double Entendre in Psalm 59,” 187. See also K. Fullerton, “Double 
Entendre in the First Speech of Eliphaz,” JBL 49 (1930): 320–74; Shalom M. Paul, “An 
Overlooked Double Entendre in Jonah 2:5,” in The Honeycomb of the Word: Interpreting 
the Primary Testament with André LaCoque, ed. W. Dow Edgerton (Chicago: Exploration 
Press, 2001), 155–57. 
30. Eric D. Reymond, “Wordplay in the Hebrew to Ben Sira,” in The Texts and Versions 
of the Book of Ben Sira: Transmission and Interpretation, ed. Jean-Sébastien Rey and Jan 
Joosten, JSJSup 150 (Leiden: Brill 2011), 41. For additional double entendres see 
Reymond, “Sirach 51:13–30 and 11Q5 (=11QPsa) 21.11–22.1,” RdQ 23 (2007): 207–31. 
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An example of a double entendre in Aramaic occurs in the description of 
Belshazzar’s fearful reaction to the mysterious writing on the wall.31 The narrator 
relates: “then the king’s color changed, and his thoughts alarmed him, his limbs 
gave way, and his knees knocked together” (Dan 5:6). Wolters has shown that the 
line “his limbs gave way” ( ןִיַרָּתְׁשִמ ּהֵצְרַח יֵרְטִקְו  wǝ-qiṭrē ḥarṣēh mištārayīn) 
literally means “the knots of his loins were loosened (or untied),” and refers 
euphemistically to the king soiling himself as his sphincter muscle loosens out of 
fear. The tale recalls this event again when Daniel is said to have the power to 

ןיִרְטִק אֵרָׁשְמ  mǝšārēʾ qiṭrīn “loosen the knots,” that is, “solve enigmas” or “break 
spells” (Dan 5:12).32 

The Proverbs of Ahiqar offer a case of double entendre in the form of a 
wisdom saying: “I have tasted ( תמעט  ṭʿmt) even the bitter medlar, and have eaten 
endives, but there is nothing more bitter ( רירמ  mryr) than poverty” (COS 1:89). 
The proverb hinges on the dual meaning of תמעט  ṭʿmt, both “taste” and 
“experience,” and רירמ  mryr, both “bitterness” and an “unpleasant experience.”33 

Double entendres offer gentler ways of conveying matters that otherwise 
might be too explicit, offensive, or discomfiting. They also permit poets an escape 
from potential censure should they cross the line between decorum and taboo. 
Accordingly, double entendres can be as subversive as they are elusive. Since 
they primarily serve as euphemisms, they often blur the boundary between 
polysemy and metaphor. While poets often convey the literal or surface meaning 
of double entendres with exquisite literary artistry, they do not encourage 
listeners/readers to focus upon that reading, but instead compel them to entertain 
the euphemistic or risqué meaning. Thus, double entendres differ from other 
forms of polysemy that prompt one to contemplate both meanings simultaneously. 
They operate aurally and visually. 
 
4.1.3. ANTANACLASIS 
 
Antanaclasis is the repetition of the same sign, word, or expression, each time 
with a different meaning.34 It can be obtained by use of homonyms or by way of 

 
31. For an example of double entendre from later Aramaic, see Matthew Morgenstern, “A 
Rather Risqué Pun in Jewish Babylonian Aramaic,” in Cohen, Birkat Shalom, 881–90, who 
discusses the use of אתרופ  pwrtʾ in a Yemenite midrashic text for “a little bit” and “a turd.” 
32. On the latter meaning, see Shalom M. Paul, “Decoding a ‘Joint’ Expression in Daniel 
5:6, 16,” JANES 22 (1993): 121–27. 
33. Cf. the realization of the sailor in the Tale of the Shipwrecked Sailor: rš.wy sḏd dp.t=n=f 
sn ḫ.t mr “how happy is the man who relates what he has tasted after a bitter thing passes” 
(l. 124). 
34. ἀντανάκλασις “antanaclasis” refers originally to a reflection of light or echo. It did not 
become a literary term until much later. Quintilian, uses “contraria significatio” in Inst. 
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signs, words, and expressions of a single etymological derivation, but with a wide 
enough semantic range to provide sufficiently different meanings. Therefore, 
while antanaclasis can have a paronomastic effect, it belongs more properly to the 
realm of polysemy. It differs from homonymic paronomasia in that the signs, 
words, and expressions employed do not merely sound alike, but appear identical 
(see 4.2.6). 

Antanaclasis occurs in the Sumerian text known as the Self Praise of Shulgi 
(Shulgi D 216–218). 

 
GAL.GAL.BI ŠU.GI4.TA GA.ÀM.GI4 
NU.MU.Ù.GI4.ÉŠ 
NU.MU.Ù.DAĜAL.E.ŠA.A 
U4 LA.BA.DA.AB.SUD.RÁ.AŠ 
LUGAL.ME.ÈN ŠU URU.ĜÁ GA.GÀM.GI4 
 
Its (the foreign land’s) adults, I will kill in revenge. 
Those whom I will not kill, 
those whom I will not disperse, 
they will not live long! 
I, the king, will avenge my city. 
 

As Klein and Sefati note, the scribe has used the sign GI4 “return,” along with ŠU 
“hand,” to mean “kill in revenge” (= Akkadian gimilla turru “return vengeance”). 
However, in line 218, he used GI4 to mean “smite (Akkadian dâku).”35 

A similar case occurs in The Return of Ninurta (ll. 94–97), as Cooper 
observes: 

 
UR.SAĜ KUR SAĜ UM.MA.AB.GI4.A.AŠ 
ZÀ.ZU A.A.ZU DIĜIR.DIŠ NU.UM.MA.ŠI.IN.GI4.GI4 
 
Warrior, because you have smitten the mountains, 
Your father need send out no other god beside you. 

 
In this passage, the sign GI4 means “smite” in the first line, but reduplicated as 
GI4.GI4 in the second line, it means “send.”36 

An excellent demonstration of antanaclasis in Akkadian occurs in the 
Gilgamesh Epic 1.65–66, in which the poet exploits two meanings of the verb 
tebû in close succession: ul īši šāninamma tebû kakkūšu (TUKUL.MEŠ) ina 
pikkīšu tebû rūʾūšu “the attack of his weapons verily has no equal, on account of 

 
9.3.68 (first century CE). The Greek term occurs in the Scholiast to Apollonius Rhodius, 
Argonautica 1.746 (fifteenth century CE). 
35. Observed by Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 31. 
36. Cooper, Return of Ninurta, 72; Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 31. 
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his ball (game) his companions are (constantly) aroused!”37 The first occurrence 
of tebû means “attack,” whereas the second means “arouse.”38 

Enuma Elish also contains antanaclasis. In 1.14, the noun mummu means 
“creator”: mummu tiāmat muallidat gimrišun “the creator Tiamat, who gave birth 
to them all.” However, later it refers to “thunder”: mummu erpēti lištakṣibamma 
“may the cloud’s thunder diminish” (7.121).39 

Given the polysemous values of Akkadian signs, it is not surprising that 
erudite scribes often obtained antanaclasis by exploiting the signs’ multiple values 
within the same text. An excellent demonstration of this appears in the Descent of 
Ishtar, where the sign GAB occurs eighteen times, most often with the 
logographic reading LÚatû “gatekeeper,” where it is read as DU8 (i.e., 
LÚ.Í.DU8).40 However, we first encounter it with the phonetic value kap in line 
10 in the noun kap-pi “wings.” In line 21, it possesses the value qab in i-qab-bi 
“he spoke” (repeated l. 66). In line 40, the same sign is again read logographically 
as DU8, but this time in the name of the city of the underworld “Kutha” (i.e., 
GÚ.DU8.A.KI). Ten lines later, the same sign appears logographically as GABA 
meaning irtu “breast” (ll. 50, 52, 122). The last time it occurs it is read as gab in 
gab-bi-šá-ma “all of her” (l. 75). There are numerous cases of this device in the 
Descent of Ishtar and other cuneiform masterpieces. 

Since hieroglyphic Egyptian does not record vowels we cannot know whether 
examples of antanaclasis were pronounced the same way. Nevertheless, we can 
note cases of visual antanaclasis.41 An excellent example appears in the Tale of 
Wenamun (P.Moscow 120). In this text, the author has employed the verb ṯ 
“take” cleverly in multiple contexts in order to exploit its rather wide semantic 
range. We first hear it in 1.10 and 1.13 in reference to the thief who ṯ “stole” 
Wenamun’s gold and silver. Soon afterwards, Wenamun asks the king of Byblos 
to ṯ “take” him back to Egypt (1.36). Two lines later we hear about a Byblian 
god who ṯ “possesses” a seer in the harbor (1.38). Then in 2.15, the prince 
rhetorically asks Wenamun to give him the sails and ropes he brought so that he 

 
37. See Jacob Klein, “A New Look at the ‘Oppression of Uruk’ Episode in the Gilgameš 
Epic,” in Abusch, Riches Hidden in Secret Places, 187–201. 
38. See CAD T, s.v. “tebû.” Mesopotamian scribes were acutely aware of homonyms, as 
their lexical texts attest. For example, Miguel Civil, Margaret W. Green, and Wilfred G. 
Lambert, Ea A = nâqu, Aa A = nâqu, with their Forerunners and Related Texts, MSL 14 
(Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1979), 194 (1.342–343), list two near homonyms for 
the Sumerian sign ŠÚ: erēbu ša šamši “entering of the sun (i.e., ‘setting’)” and erēpu ša 
ūmi “darkening of the day.” 
39. On the various meanings of mummu, see already Alexander Heidel, “The Meaning of 
Mummu in Akkadian Literature,” JNES 7 (1948): 98–105; CAD M/2, s.v. “mummu A”; s.v. 
“mummu B”; s.v. “mummu C.” 
40. The title occurs in ll. 13, 14, 21, 25, 37, 39, 43, 46, 49, 52, 55, 58, 61. 
41. Antanaclasis has been treated extensively with regard to the inscriptions in Hathor’s 
temple by Richter, Theology of Hathor of Dendera. 
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might ṯ “move” (lit. “take”) his ships. We find the lexeme again in the prince’s 
words, “take (ṯ) him to see the tomb wherein they (previous merchants from 
Egypt) lie” (2.52). The verb ṯ appears yet again in 2.69, when the prince sends 
Wenamun an Egyptian singer and tells her to sing for him and not to let his heart 
be anxious (i.e., ṯ ḥ.t=f sḫr.w, lit. “let his heart take plans”), which is repeated 
in 2.70 by the singer. Such visual antanaclasis lends the story greater coherence 
by providing a Leitwort. 

Visual antanaclasis occurs in P.Westcar. The papyrus contains several 
pericopes concerning high-ranking priests who demonstrate their expertise in 
magic by performing miraculous acts. One of these involves the transformation 
of a wax crocodile made into a living one of seven cubits (mḥ) that promptly seizes 
(mḥ) a man from the shore (3.13–14). The text exploits the semantic range of the 
root mḥ for two different meanings.42 The relationship is underscored visually; the 
arm sign that comprises part of the word “cubit” (∆) grasps a stick in the verb 
“seize” (˚).43 In addition, the same consonants resound in the nouns msḥ 
“crocodile” and mnḥ “wax” (3.13).44 

Another case of visual antanaclasis appears in the Pyramid Texts of Unas.45 
In Spell 217, §152a, we read: tm.w  n=k wns pn ḫ. ḫm sk “Atum says, he 
comes to you this Unas, an akh-spirit of the circumpolar stars.” Yet, a few lines 
later (§152d) the text lauds: wbn=ṯn m ḫ.t m bw ḫ.n=ṯn m “you shine in the 
horizon in the place that is beneficial to you.” Observe how ḫ is first used for 
“akh-spirit” and then ḫ “shine.” It also resounds paronomastically in ḫ.t 
“horizon.” Moreover, all three words employ the ḫ-sign ``Ì.46 

The scribes of Ugarit employed antanaclasis in the Epic of Baal (CAT 1.5.i.7–
15). In the persiflage between Mot and Baal, Mot first tells his messengers to tell 

 
42. A cubit is the length of the elbow to the fingertip, thus its relationship to “seize.” 
43. For antanaclasis in the Tale of the Eloquent Peasant, see the treatment of the noun zp 
(i.e., sp) “time,” “occasion,” “fortune,” “moment,” etc., discussed by Foster, “Wordplay in 
The Eloquent Peasant,” 67 (though Foster does not use the term “antanaclasis”). 
44. Parys, Le récit du Papyrus Westcar, 30–31. 
45. There are numerous cases of antanaclasis in the Pyramid Texts of Unas. So, for 
example, in Spell 217, §155b we read: dw s ḥr.() h(ʿ)p “like the morning star above 
Hapi,” and in §155c: dw sw ḫ.w m.w mw “who, the spirits of the water worship,” where 
dw “morning” appears as dw “worship” in the next line; both words suggesting dw.t “the 
Duat.” Similarly, in §160c ḏ.t occurs for both “yourself” and “forever” (i.e., s=k pw n ḏ.t=k 
n ḏ.t “he is your [Ra-Atum] son, of yourself, forever”). In Spell 440, §815a (Pyramid Texts 
of Pepi I) we find: n mr=k ʿ nḫ=k ḥr.w ḥr.(j)-tp mʿnḫ.t=f n.t mʿ.t “If you love life, O Horus, 
upon his staff of truth.” Note the use of ʿnḫ “life” and mʿnḫ.t “staff,” also observed by 
Miriam Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature (Berkeley, CA: University of California 
Press, 1973), 1:45 n. 1, as a “wordplay.” 
46. In §153a, the text instructs Seth and Nephthys to proclaim the arrival of Unas to the 
gods of lower Egypt and their ḫ.w “spirits” (repeated §156a, §156d, §157a with Thoth to 
the gods of the West and also elsewhere with different gods and cardinal directions). 
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Baal the following: lyrt bnpš bn ilm mt “surely you will descend into the throat of 
the son of the gods, Mot” (6–7). Baal then responds by asking: pnp [ ] š npš lbim 
thw “Is my appetite the appetite of a lion in the wasteland?” (14–15). In Mot’s 
remark npš means “throat,” but in Baal’s response it means “appetite.” 

Note too the goddess Anat’s threat to Aqhat in the Tale of Aqhat: km qṭr baph 
u ap mprh ank laḥwy “like smoke from his nose, indeed, (in) his convulsing, I 
shall take his life” (CAT 1.18.iv.25–26). The passage is not without its 
difficulties,47 but it is clear that it uses ap first as “nose” and then as the particle 
“indeed.” 

A well-known example of antanaclasis in the Hebrew Bible noted by David 
Marcus appears in the prose narrative that reports the portended results of the 
dreams of Pharaoh’s chief cupbearer and chief baker (Gen 40). In this short 
pericope, we find three variations of the phrase  ׁשֹאר תֶא אָׂשָנ nāśāʾ ʾɛṯ rōʾš “lift up 
the head of (+ noun/pronoun),” always with a different meaning.48 In Gen 40:13, 
Joseph uses it to predict that Pharaoh will “lift up his (the cupbearer’s) head,” that 
is, pardon him. However, when interpreting the baker’s dream, Joseph employs 
the same idiom for his death by “beheading” or perhaps “impaling” (Gen 40:19). 
Finally, the narrator uses the expression in Gen 40:20 in reference to the 
exoneration of the cupbearer. 

Gary Rendsburg has spotted a particularly clever example of antanaclasis in 
the prose account of the fifth plague רֶבֶּד  dɛḇɛr “pestilence” (Exod 9:3, 9:15). As 
he observes, the story differs here with regard to the verb that Yahweh uses to 
address Moses. Instead of using the usual ָּתְרַמָאְו  wǝ-ʾāmartā “and you shall say,” 
he uses ָּתְרַּבִדְו  wǝ-ḏibbartā “and you shall speak” (Exod 9:1).49 In addition, the 
author employs the related form רָבָּדַה  had-dāḇār “the thing (lit. ‘word’)” three 
times in the brief account (Exod 9:4, 9:5, 9:6), but nowhere else in the lengthy 
saga of the plagues.50 Thus, the author has employed antanaclasis to connect 
Yahweh’s word with the fifth plague. 

An example of antanaclasis in poetry occurs in Qoh 4:1. 
 
 

 
47. Just how qṭr “smoke” would come from a nose in unclear. The u-aleph also lacks 
explanation. Furthermore, the word mprh is difficult. I relate it to the Egyptian npp 
“convulsion,” with Richard M. Wright, “Egyptian npp: A Cognate for Ugaritic mpr 
‘convulsion,’” UF 26 (1994): 539–41. 
48. David Marcus, “‘Lifting up the Head’: On the Trail of a Word Play in Genesis 40,” 
Prooftexts 10 (1990): 17–27. 
49. Rendsburg, “Alliteration in the Exodus Narrative,” 89–90. 
50. The use of the same root for “speak” and “thing” derives from the ontological conception of 
language that informs the Israelite view of speaking and script (a general ancient Near Eastern 
view). See Isaac Rabinowitz, A Witness Forever: Ancient Israel’s Perception of Literature and 
the Resultant Hebrew Bible (Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 1993). 
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  םֵחַנְמ םֶהָל ןיֵאְו םיִקֻׁשֲעָה תַעְמִּד הֵּנִהְו
 ׃םֵחַנְמ םֶהָל ןיֵאְו ַחֹ ּכ םֶהיֵקְֹׁשע דַּיִמּו

 
wǝ-hinnēh dimʿaṯ hā-ʿăšuqīm wǝ-ʾēn lā-hɛm mǝnaḥēm 
ū-miy-yaḏ ʿōšqēhɛm kōaḥ wǝ-ʾēn lā-hɛm mǝnaḥēm 
 
Behold the tears of the oppressed with no one to comfort them; 
And the power of their oppressors with no one to avenge them. 
 
As Sasson has pointed out, Qoheleth employs the same phrase twice: ןיֵאְו  

םֵחַנְמ םֶהָל  wǝ-ʿēn lā-hɛm mǝnaḥēm. The first time it means “no one to comfort 
them,” but the second time we must translate “no one to avenge them.”51 This 
example of antanaclasis is in step with other uses of the device in this work.52 

A final, well-known demonstration of antanaclasis in the Bible occurs in 2 
Sam 7, in which תִיַּב  bayīṯ is used for “palace” (7:2), “temple” (7:5–7), and 
“dynasty” (7:11–16)—a flexible semantic parameter attested also in the Aramaic 
stela of Panammuwa (ca. 730 BCE).53 

In the Hebrew text of Ben Sira from Qumran, we also find cases of 
antanaclasis. See, in particular, Sir 13:10 Ms A: 

 
קחרתה ןפ ברקתה לא  
 אנשת ןפ קחרתה לאו

ʾl htqrb pn htrḥq 
w-ʾl htrḥq pn tśnʾ 
 
Do not bring yourself forward lest you become a stranger. 
But do not keep far off, lest you are hated. 
 
As Reymond observes, the verb קחר  rḥq, “in the Hithpael implies in its first 

occurrence a passive notion, ‘to be made far off,’ and in its second implies a 
reflexive notion, ‘to make oneself far off.’”54 As such, Ben Sira demonstrates “that 
an utterance made in one context can have a different meaning or significance in 

 
51. Sasson, “Word Play in the O.T.,” 970. 
52. See A. R. Ceresko, “The Function of Antanaclasis (mṣʾ “to Find”// mṣʾ “to Reach, 
Overtake, Grasp”) in Hebrew Poetry, Especially in the Book of Qoheleth,” CBQ 44 (1982): 
551–69; Scott B. Noegel, “‘Wordplay’ in Qoheleth,” JHS 7 (2007): 21–23. See also Mi-
chael Carasik, “Qohelet’s Twists and Turns,” JSOT 28 (2003): 192–209. 
53. See K. Lawson Younger, “Panammuwa and Bar-Rakib: Two Structural Analyses,” 
JANES 18 (1986): 91–103. It also occurs in 2 Kgs 22:7. I examine these in Scott B. Noegel, 
“The Women of Asherah: Weaving Wickedness in 2 Kgs 22:7,” CBQ 83 (2021): 208–19, 
and also treat the Panammuwa inscription. 
54. Reymond, “Wordplay in the Hebrew to Ben Sira,” 43. 
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another context. That is, the same words uttered at two different times and/or by 
two different people can have two entirely different meanings and effects.”55 

Antanaclasis also appears in the eighth century BCE Phoenician stela of 
Prince Kilamuwa (KAI 24), which also exhibits a great deal of repetition and a 
complex literary structure.56 In line 2, the prince informs us that י דאי לע רבג ךלמ  

]לע[פ לבו  mlk gbr ʿl yʾdy w-bl pʿl “Gabbar ruled over Yaudi, but he did nothing.” 
At the end of this section of the inscription, he then describes the plight of the 
war-stricken Danunians: תוסב רבגו שב ןתי  ytn bš w-gbr b-swt “They gave a slave 
girl for a sheep, and a man for a garment.” The first use of רבג  gbr is the personal 
name “Gabbar,” the second is the noun “man.”57 Moreover, both uses contain רב  
br “son,” which recalls Kilamuwa  br ḥyʾ “son of Haya,” immediately ]א[יח רב 
prior. The stela also employs לעב  bʿl for the deity Baal (ll. 15, 16) and the noun 
“lord, owner” (ll. 11 [2x], 12 [3x], 16).58 Abetting the antanaclasis is parasonance 
with the repeated negative particle לב  bl (ll. 2, 3 [2x], 4, 5, 11 [2x], 12) and the 
verb לעפ  pʿl “make, do” (ll. 3 [2x], 4 [2x], 5).59 

The Aramaic text of Daniel contains several cases of antanaclasis. See, for 
example, the use of the verb אָרְׁש  šrʾ for “dwell” (Dan 2:22), “loosen” (Dan 3:25), 
and “solve” (Dan 5:12, 5:16). Similarly exploited is the root םעט  ṭ-ʿ-m for 
“counsel” (Dan 2:14), “decree” (Dan 3:10, 3:29), “regard” (Dan 3:12), “eat, taste” 
(Dan 4:22, 4:29, 5:21), and “account” (Dan 6:3). The root רזג  g-z-r occurs in Dan 
4:4 for אָּיַרְזָג  gāzrayyāʾ “astrologers,” but in Dan 4:14 for gǝzērāh הָרֵזְּג  “decree.” 
See also the use of רַפְׁש  šǝp̄ar “pleased” to introduce Dan 6:2, and אָרָּפְרַּפְׁשִּב  bi-
šparpārāʾ “in the morning” in Dan 6:20. The text also employs the verb הָעְּב  bǝʿāh 
antanaclastically for “seek” to harm (Dan 6:5), “pray” (Dan 6:8, 6:14), and “make 
a petition” (Dan 6:12).60 

Since antanaclasis operates across text it generally invites comparison. When 
readers/listeners encounter it, they naturally place the two or more signs or 
lexemes in mental juxtaposition, which results in a differentiation of literary 
contexts. The comparison and contrast that ensues prompts readers/listeners to 

 
55. Reymond, “Wisdom of Words in the Wisdom of Ben Sira,” 226. 
56. See Collins, “Kilamuwa Inscription.” O’Connor, “Rhetoric of the Kilamuwa 
Inscription,” raises doubts concerning some of Collins’ examples of alliteration, as they 
are more aptly considered cases of repetition. The devices illustrated here are of a different 
nature. 
57. The personal name also occurs at the end of the inscription in l. 15. 
58. Antanaclasis on this root appears also in the Bible (e.g., Hos 2:18–19). 
59. The closeness between the phonemes /b/ and /p/ in the dialect of the stela is clear also 
in the repeated nouns שבנ  nbš “affection, life, appetite,” instead of the more usual שפנ  npš 
(l. 13 [2x]). The same form appears also in other Yaudi inscriptions and in the Aramaic 
inscriptions from Sefire. Noted by Avishur, Phoenician Inscriptions and the Bible, 168. 
60. See Bill T. Arnold, “Wordplay and Narrative Technique in Daniel 5 and 6,” JBL 112 
(1993): 483–84. For a general discussion of literary features in biblical Aramaic, see 
Stanislav Segert, “Aramaic Poetry in the Old Testament,” ArOr 70 (2002): 65–79. 
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draw mutual inferences concerning the literary figures, plots, and/or 
circumstances involved. The effect, therefore, is connective, referential, and 
contrastive, and it is both aural and visual. 

 
4.1.4. UNIDIRECTIONAL POLYSEMY 
 
Unidirectional polysemy occurs when a polyseme produces two meanings that 
both face a single direction, either back to a previous line or ahead to one that 
follows.  

An early demonstration occurs in a Sumerian proverb, in which we find: 
UR.GI7 MÁŠ.ĜI6 MUD5.ÀM “to a dog a dream means joy.” Klein and Sefati have 
shown that the signs MÁŠ.ĜI6 can mean “dream” or “black goat.” In addition, the 
sign MUD5, suggests by way of paronomasia the sign MUD (= Akkadian gilittu) 
“fright, terror.”61 The devices leave us with the following interpretations: “to a 
dog a black goat/dream means joy/fear.” Both polysemes face back to the dog. 

The following Sumerian proverb takes advantage of the sign KUR, meaning 
“mountain” or “underworld”: 

 
NÌ Ú NU.GU7 AM.KUR.RA.KA 
NÌ A NU.NAĜ MAŠ.DÀ.KUR.RA.KA 
 
That which does not eat food 
 is a wild bull of the mountain/underworld. 
That which does not drink water 
 is a gazelle of the mountain/underworld.62 

 
When read as mountain or as underworld, the meanings face back to the animals 
of the liminal steppe that do not eat or drink. 

For an Akkadian example, I refer to the case of contronymic polysemy I 
discussed above (4.1.1), in which a hymn to Shamash used the noun arnu for both 
“crime” and “punishment.” In that case, both meanings face backwards, the 
former to “fetters” and the latter to the description of bribery and injustice. 

I demonstrate unidirectional polysemy in Egyptian by returning to P. 
Westcar. In that story the pharaoh’s son tells him about a chief priest named Djedi, 
who is great of “magic”: w=f rḫ.w rḏ.t šm m ḥr-s=f 3=f ḥr t “he knows how 
to make a lion walk behind him, its 3 upon the ground” (7.4–5). As for the bull, 
sḫr tp=f r t “its head was felled to the ground” (8.25), and yet ʿḥʿ.n p w ʿḥʿ.w 

 
61. Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 30; Bendt Alster, Proverbs of 
Ancient Sumer: The World’s Earliest Proverb Collections (Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 
1997), 135. 
62. Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 28; Alster, Proverbs of Ancient 
Sumer, 12. 
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ḥr-s=f 3=f ḫr r t “the bull stood up behind him, its 3 fallen upon the ground” 
(8.26–9.1). The active polyseme in these lines is the untranslated hieroglyphic 
sign 3. We can read it either as sšd “rope,” which seems fitting, or as fḫ “loosen, 
unleash,” in which case we must render the phrase 3=f ḫr r t “its restraint 
expelled.”63 The scribe’s use of 3 draws attention to the polysemy, because it is 
not the usual sign used for “rope” or “bind” (which is ⁄). In its meaning “rope,” it 
points back to the similar statement about the lion. As “release” it also points back, 
but to the previous tale in which the priest Webaoner enchants a crocodile to 
release a man it had seized (3.24).64 Moreover, the text contains an additional 
paronomastic reference back to the number sfḫ “seven,” used of the crocodile’s 
size (i.e., seven fingers [wax] and seven cubits [real], 2.22–23, 3.13) and the 
seven-day detention of the pharaoh (3.15).65 

Another case appears in the Tale of the Eloquent Peasant in the peasant’s 
charge: mk tw m ḥwr.w n rḫt.j ʿwn-b ḥr ḥḏ.t ḫnms “look, you are a wretch of a 
washerman, an envious one who destroys a friend” (P.3023 + P.Amherst I, ll. 
199–201). The determinative for ḥḏ.t is |, suggesting that we translate it “destroy.” 
However, the existence of an unrelated word ḥḏ.t meaning “white linen,” allows 
us to entertain the reading: “envious of fine clothes.”66 Both readings face 
backwards. As “white linen” the polyseme looks to the washerman, and as 
“destroy,” it faces nḫt-ḥr “violent” in the prior verse. 

Another Egyptian example appears in the Admonitions of Ipuwer (P.Leiden 
1.344), in Ipuwer’s pondering: w pr-ḥḏ r m.w m ḫm.t n bk.w=f nfr s b n.() nsw 
w n=f mʿ.t “what is the treasury for, without its revenues? For the heart of the 
king is happy when truth comes to him” (recto 3.12). Here Ipuwer employs mʿ.t 
both as “truth,” which faces back to b n nsw “the heart of pharaoh,”67 and as 
“tribute,” which faces back to pr-ḥḏ “the treasury.”68 

A particularly involved example occurs in the Demotic Chronicle. In 2/11 we 
read: ʿḥ pẖr p mtre r p ḥry r r t qtyt (n) p t ḏr=f “the moon pẖr’s the water; 
the ruler will make the circuit of the entire land.” As Johnson and Ritner conclude, 
the verb pẖr has three meanings in the text, each of which fits the context that 

 
63. See Christopher J. Eyre, “Yet Again the Wax Crocodile: P. Westcar 3, 123ff.,” JEA 78 
(1992): 281 n. 13; Parys, Le récit du Papyrus Westcar, 48–49, 106. 
64. There is a lacuna here, but Eyre, “Yet Again the Wax Crocodile,” plausibly suggests 
that the verb for “release” here is sfḫ. 
65. This same paronomasia occurs elsewhere in Egyptian. See Ramses Moftah, “Ära-
Datierungen, Regierungsjahre und Zahlwortspiele,” CdE 39 (1964): 51, 54–57. 
66. Even though the determinative that usually goes with ḥḏ.t “white linen” is –. 
67. The heart is naturally connected to mʿ.t, because, according to Egyptian belief, mʿ.t is 
weighed against the heart in the afterlife. 
68. Noted also by Parkinson, Tale of Sinuhe and Other Ancient Egyptian Poems, 1940–
1640 BCE, 192 n. 24. 
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follows.69 The first is “circumambulate, surround,” which anticipates “make the 
circuit.” Yet, since the verb appears with the hand-to-mouth determinative (¡) and 
not the usual legs determinative (Û), one can interpret “enchant” and “control.” 
The former evokes water spells, while the later faces ahead to the ruler. 

An example of unidirectional polysemy in Ugaritic appears in El’s dream 
speech to Kirtu (CAT 1.14.ii.45–46). Since I have discussed the dream in the 
previous chapter (3.8), suffice it to note here that the noun zbl, which is used 
ambiguously in El’s dream message, is understood first as a “sick man” 
conscripted into Kirtu’s military (CAT 1.14.iv.23–24). Yet, later we learn that zbl 
also could mean “ruler, prince,” when Kirtu finds himself on his death bed (CAT 
1.16.vi.35–36). Since both realizations represent successive fulfillments of the 
divine dream, El’s statement constitutes a case of unidirectional polysemy. 

I have had occasion to discuss Yahweh’s stilling/stirring of the sea in Job 
26:12–13 twice in different contexts (2.4.5, 4.1.1). I add here that this form of 
homographic polysemy also constitutes a case of unidirectional polysemy. 
Whether read as “stilled” or “disturbed,” עַגָר  rāḡaʿ faces forward to both the 
calming of the heavens and the smashing of Rahab. An example of unidirectional 
polysemy, this time facing backwards, appears in the Song of the Sea (Exod 15:1–
2): 

 
   ׃םָּיַב הָמָר ֹובְֹכרְו סּוס הָאָּג הֹאָג־יִּכ הָוהיַל הָריִׁשָא
  הָעּוׁשיִל יִל־יִהְיַו ּהָי תָרְמִזְו יִּזָע

 
ʾāšīrāh la-YHWH kī-ḡāʾōh gāʾāh sūs wǝ-rōḵḇō rāmāh ḇay-yām 
ʿŏzzī wǝ-zimrāṯ yāh wa-yǝhī lī lī-yšūʿāh 
 
I will sing to Yahweh, for he has triumphed gloriously, horse and rider he 
hurled into the sea. 
My strength ּהָי תָרְמִזְו  wǝ-zimrāṯ yāh, he is my deliverance. 

 
Here the phrase ּהָי תָרְמִזְו  wǝ-zimrāṯ yāh can mean “and Yah(weh) is (my) might” 
(PS ḏmr) or “and Yah(weh) is (my) song” (PS zmr). As “Yah(weh) is (my) might” 

ּהָי תָרְמִזְו  wǝ-zimrāṯ yāh faces back to יִּזָע  ʿŏzzī “my strength.” As “Yah(weh) is 
(my) song” it looks back to הָריִׁשָא  ʾāšīrāh “I will sing.” 

Unidirectional polysemy in Hebrew also occurs in Ps 2:9: לֶזְרַּב טֶבֵׁשְּב םֵֹערְּת  
םֵצְּפַנְּת רֵצֹוי יִלְכִּכ  tǝrōʿēm bǝ-šēḇɛṭ barzɛl ki-ḵlī yōṣēr tǝnappṣēm “you will break 

them with an iron staff, you will shatter them like pottery.” We can derive םֵֹערְּת  
tǝrōʿēm, from עער  rʿʿ, which renders it “break them,” or we may derive it from 
the root הער  r-ʿ-h, in which case it means “shepherd them.” The latter would 
require us to revocalize as םֵעְרִּת  tirʿēm, but the pre-Masoretic text would be 

 
69. Johnson and Ritner, “Multiple Meaning and Ambiguity in the ‘Demotic Chronicle,’” 498. 
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ambiguous. Both meanings face ahead, the former to םֵצְּפַנְּת  tǝnappṣēm “you will 
shatter them,” and the latter to טֶבֵׁשְּב  bǝ-šēbɛṭ “with a staff.” 

Unidirectional polysemy is not limited to poetry. Jeremy Schipper has drawn 
attention to the polysemous nature of Mephibosheth’s self-debasing speeches to 
David (2 Sam 9:6–8, 19:25–31). For example, when David decrees that 
Mephibosheth and Ziba divide their inherited property, Mephibosheth declares: 
“Let him take it all, as long as my lord the king has come םֹולָׁשְּב  bǝ-šālōm. The 
Hebrew expression can mean “safely” or “in peace.” The former expresses 
concern for David, while the latter reveals his relief that the king has not come to 
kill him as a political opponent. As Schipper concludes: 

 
The reader cannot easily discern whether or not he is loyal to David. He or she 
cannot be sure of Mephibosheth’s intentions based on his speech. Rather than 
clarifying his position, his exchanges with David only add to the ambiguity of 
the situation and the complexity of his character.70 

 
A final demonstration of unidirectional polysemy comes from the Hebrew 

text of Ben Sira from Qumran (Sir 6:22 Ms A). 
 

 אוה ןכ המשכ רוסמה יכ
 החוכנ איה םיברל אלו

ky hmswr k-šmh kn hwʾ 
w-lʾ l-rbym hyʾ nkwḥh 
 
For discipline, like its name, so it is. 
It is not obvious to many. 

 
The polysemy here relies on reading רסומ  mwsr either as a noun derived from 

רסי  y-s-r meaning “discipline,” or as the identically pronounced hophal participle 
from רוס  s-w-r “withdrawn,” as Reymond describes: 

 
Presented with only the first colon of 6:22, a reader might be forgiven for 
connecting רסומ  (“discipline”) to the common verb רסי  “to discipline,” and 
expecting in the next colon to read something about how it causes instruction 
(meyasser, the Piel participle) or how it causes someone to become a chastened 
person (meyussar, the Pual participle). But, in the second colon, the 
understanding of רסומ  as discipline no longer seems entirely satisfactory, and the 
reader must search for another meaning. This disruption of sense and the reader’s 
expectation complements the message of the verse; reading the text demonstrates 
the dedication one must have in order to acquire wisdom.71 

 
70. Jeremy Schipper, “‘Why Do You Still Speak of Your Affairs?’ Polyphony in 
Mephibosheth’s Exchanges with David in 2 Samuel,” VT 54 (2004): 351. 
71. Reymond, “Wordplay in the Hebrew to Ben Sira,” 42. 
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Since both meanings of רסומ  mwsr face forward to contents following the passage, 
this again is a case of unidirectional polysemy. 

The effect of unidirectional polysemy upon the reader/listener is both aural 
and visual. It is one of discovery as well, though the means of discovery differs 
depending on whether it faces forwards or backwards. When facing backwards, 
one cannot discover the polysemy until one reaches the polyseme, whereas when 
facing forwards, one potentially could perceive it when first coming to the 
polyseme, but its multiple meanings would not be reified until afterwards. The 
difference may appear subtle, but it is meaningful, because it determines when 
one is capable of discerning polysemy. In the former case, the process is one of 
thinking back to the matching material that found realization in the polyseme; in 
the latter, it involves thinking back to the polyseme when reaching the matching 
text. Thus, the textual foci are different. Nevertheless, whether facing forwards or 
backwards the polysemy creates textual instability, since multiple meanings must 
be considered either way. 

 
4.1.5. MULTIDIRECTIONAL POLYSEMY 
 
Multidirectional polysemy, frequently called “Janus parallelism” or less often 
“pivotal polysemy,”72 is distinguished from unidirectional polysemy in that it 

 
72. For “Janus parallelism,” see Gary A. Rendsburg, “Janus Parallelism in Gen. 49:26,” 
JBL 99 (1980): 291–93; Eduardo Zurro, “Disemia de brḥ y paralelismo bifronte en Job 
9,25,” Bib 62 (1981): 546–47; Duane L. Christensen, “Anticipatory Paronomasia in Jonah 
3:7–8 and Genesis 37:2,” RB 90 (1983): 261–63; David Toshio Tsumura, “Janus 
Parallelism in Nah 1:8,” JBL 102 (1983): 109–11; Shigeo Takeuchi, “The ‘Kakekotoba’ in 
Hebrew Poetry: Janus Parallelism” [Japanese], BSNESJ 31 (1988): 75–86; Amos Frisch, 
“ םתינעו  (I Reg 12,7): An Ambiguity and Its Function in the Context,” ZAW 103 (1991): 
415–18; Shin’ichi Hisamatsu, “A Janus Parallelism in the Gilgamesh Flood Story,” ASJ 13 
(1991): 419–21; Gary A. Rendsburg, “Notes on Genesis XV,” VT 42 (1992): 266–72; Kar-
rar Husain, “An Asymmetrical Janus Parallelism in the Gilgamesh Flood Story,” ASJ 16 
(1994): 307–8; Scott B. Noegel, “An Asymmetrical Janus Parallelism in the Gilgamesh 
Flood Story,” ASJ 16 (1994): 10–12; Noegel, “Janus Parallelism Clusters in Akkadian Lit-
erature,” NABU (1995): 33–34; W. Horowitz and Sh. Paul, “Two Proposed Janus 
Parallelisms in Akkadian Literature,” NABU (1995): 11–12; Ceresko, “Janus Parallelism 
in Amos’s ‘Oracles Against the Nations,’ (Amos 1:3–2:16)”; Jun Ikeda, “Another Janus 
Parallelism in the Atraḫasis Epic,” ASJ 17 (1995): 342–44; Ikeda, “A Possible Case of 
Janus Parallelism in the Epic of Gilgamesh XI, 130,” ASJ 17 (1995): 338–42; Scott B. 
Noegel, “Janus Parallelism in Job and Its Literary Significance,” JBL 115 (1996): 313–20; 
Noegel, Janus Parallelism in the Book of Job; Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream”; Paul, 
“Polysemous Pivotal Punctuation”; Meir Malul, “Janus Parallelism in the Hebrew Bible: 
Two More Cases (Canticles 4,9.10),” BZ 41 (1997): 246–49; Shigeo Takeuchi, “A 
Polysemous Phrase (kakekotoba) in Psalm 100:3” [Japanese], Exegetica 10 (1999): 107–
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exploits a single word that has two meanings, one of which faces back to a 
previous line, while the other faces forward to one that follows. Since the initial 
discovery of the device in the Hebrew Bible,73 dozens more have been found in 
ancient Near Eastern texts. There are two types of multidirectional polysemy: 
symmetrical and asymmetrical.74 The former obtains in three stichs of poetry 
while the second over one or two. 

Illustrating the device in Sumerian is the following hymn to Inanna (ll. 14–17): 
 
DIĜIR BURU5.ME.EŠ 
ME.E MU.TIN.MÈN 
DIĜIR.A.NUN.NA DI.DA.ME.EŠ 
ME.E SÚN.ZI.MÈN 
SÚN.ZI A.A dEN.LÍL.LÁ.MÈN 
Ù.SÚN.ZI SAĜ.ĜÁ DI.A.NI 
 
The gods are mere sparrows, 
I, I am a falcon, 
The Anunna-gods merely wander about, 
I, I am a rampant/true wild cow 
I am the rampant/true wild cow of Enlil, 
His rampant/true wild cow, who leads the way. 

 
Here we may derive the adjective ZI from ZI(G) “be high, rise” or ZI(D) “true, 
faithful.” As the former, it faces back to DI.DA.ME.EŠ “wander about,” and as 
the latter it looks ahead to SAĜ.ĜÁ DI.A.NI “leads the way.”75 This is a 
symmetrical case. 

An Akkadian example of symmetrical multidirectional polysemy occurs in 
Ludlul bēl nēmeqi in a passage that describes the god Marduk.76 

 
13; John S. Kselman, “Janus Parallelism in Psalm 75:2,” JBL 121 (2002): 531–33; David 
Toshio Tsumura, “Janus Parallelism in Hab. III 4,” VT 54 (2004): 124–28; Herb Basser, 
“Did Rashi Notice a Janus Parallelism in Ezek 20:37?,” JHS 8 (2008): 2–4; Carasik, “Janus 
Parallelism in Job 1:20.” 
 The term pivotal polysemy is used by Daniel Grossberg, “Multiple Meaning: Part of 
a Compound Literary Device in the Hebrew Bible,” EAJT 4 (1986): 77–86; Grossberg, 
“Pivotal Polysemy in Jeremiah XXV 10–11a,” VT 36 (1986): 481–85; Paul, “Polysemous 
Pivotal Punctuation.” 
73. Cyrus H. Gordon, “New Directions,” BASP 15 (1978): 59–66. 
74. Cyrus H. Gordon, “Asymmetric Janus Parallelism,” EI 16 (1982): 80–81*. 
75. Willem H. Ph. Römer, “Eine sumerische Hymne mit Selbstlob Inannas,” Or 38 (1969): 
97–114; Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 27–28, refer to this example 
as a double entendre. See similarly Zackary M. Wainer, “Janus Parallelism in Šulgi V,” 
Bible Lands e-Review (2013/S2): 1–7. 
76. See D. J. Wiseman, “A New Text of the Babylonian Poem of the Righteous Sufferer,” 
AnSt 30 (1980): 101–7; Takayoshi Oshima, Babylonian Poems of Pious Sufferers: Ludlul 
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18. ik-kar-ra[ṭ]-ma za-mar-ma x x a-lit-tuš 
 Yet quickly takes pity … on the one who begets, 
19. id-du-ud-ma ri-ma-š[a] ú-kan-ni 
 He acts quickly and assigns (bad fortune) on the one he loves, 
20. ù ki-i a-ra-aḫ bu-ú-ri it-ta-na-as-ḫa-ra EGIR-šú 
 Yet, like a cow with a calf, he keeps turning back to him. 

 
As Benjamin Foster has noted, ri-ma-š[a] in line 19 can be understood as if 
derived from râmu “love,” but it also resonates rīmu “wild bull.” The former 
follows nicely upon ikkarra[ṭ]ma “takes pity” and the latter anticipates araḫ būri 
“cow with a calf.”77 

An asymmetrical example, first discovered by Kilmer, occurs in the Atraḫasis 
Epic 3.viii.9–17. 

 
9. ki-ma ni-iš-ku-nu [abūba] 
 How we have brought about [the flood], 
10. a-wi-lum ib-lu-ṭu i-na [karaši] 
 yet a man survived [the cataclysm]. 
11. at-ta ma-li-ik i-li ra-bu-ti 
 You, a counselor of the great gods, 
12. te-re-ti-iš-[ka] 
 at [your] command, 
13. ú-ša-ab-ši [qabla] 
 I caused the [destruction]. 
14. ša-ni-it-ti-iš-ka 
 For your praise, 
15. an-ni-a-am za-ma-ra 
 this song 
16. li-iš-mu-ma dI-gi-gi 
 let the Igigi-gods hear! 
17. li-iṣ-ṣí-ru na-ar-bi-ka 
 Let them make famous your greatness! 
 

The form ša-ni-it-ti-iš in line 14 can derive either from šanittu, in which case it 
means “praise,” or from šanītu, in which case we render it “hostility.” The former 
faces ahead to “song,” while the latter looks back to the “flood,” “cataclysm,” and 
“destruction.”78 

 
Bēl Nēmeqi and the Babylonian Theodicy, ORA 14 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014), 
78–79. 
77. Called a “word play” by Foster, Before the Muses, 311 n. 1. 
78. The double meaning was espied by Anne D. Kilmer, “Fugal Features of Atra-Hasis: 
The Birth Theme,” in Vogelzang and Vanstiphout, Mesopotamian Poetic Language, 138, 
and then classified as a Janus parallelism by Scott B. Noegel, “Another Janus Parallelism 
in the Atra-ḫasis Epic,” ASJ 17 (1995): 342–44. 
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Another asymmetrical form of multidirectional polysemy occurs in the Epic 
of Gilgamesh 11.14: šakān abūbi ubla libbāšunu ilānī rabûti “the great gods, their 
hearts wanted to bring about the deluge.” Polysemous here is ubla (from wabālu). 
It can mean “want, desire, yearn for,” or “carry off, sweep away” in the context 
of flooding. The former anticipates libbāšunu “their hearts,” whereas the latter 
relates back to abūbu “flood.” 

For a symmetrical case in Egyptian, I turn to a love poem found in P.Chester 
Beatty I 2.10–3.1. 

 
sw tfj m mk=tw=f 
 It (my heart) has leapt from its place. 
bw d=f ṯj= mss 
 It does not allow me to don a tunic. 
bw wnḫ= pj= bhn 
 I cannot put on my over-garment. 

 
Of note is the noun mss “tunic,” here written SST with the cloth determinative 

™. The consonants mss are polysemous and also can be read “totter, leap.”79 In 
addition, the semantic range of ṯj (here rendered “don”) includes “take, seize.” 
This allows us to render the line “it does not allow me to seize my tottering.” In 
its meaning “totter” mss faces back to tfj “leap,” but as “tunic” it faces forward to 
bhn “over-garment.” 

The Epic of Baal demonstrates the same device in Ugaritic (CAT 1.4.iv.14–
18). I have examined this text above (2.4.4), but not as a case of multi-directional 
polysemy. Here I add that the causative verb šbʿr can mean “shine (like a star)” 
or “leave.” The former anticipates kbkb “star” and the latter reiterates the 
movement of the caravan just prior.80 

Another example from Ugaritic appears in the message of the god El to Kirtu 
in his dream (CAT 1.14.ii.23–27).81 

 
 

23. ša ydk 
 Raise your hands 
24. šmm dbḥ l ṯr 
 to heaven. Sacrifice to Bull, 
24. abk il šrd bʿl 
 your father, El. Adore Baal 

 
79. Though one expects the determinatives Û•, the consonants imply the connection. 
80. Noegel, “Janus Parallelism in the Baal and ʿAnat Story.” The narrator’s use of 
ambiguity in the Ugaritic texts anticipates similar devices in Homer’s Odyssey. See 
Richardson, “Devious Narrator of the Odyssey.” 
81. On the close relationship of polysemy to dreams and their interpretations, see Noegel, 
Nocturnal Ciphers. However, the passage here is not included in that book. 
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25. b dbḥk bn dgn 
 with your sacrifice, the son of Dagan 
26. bm ṣdk w yrd 
 with your offering. And let (Kirtu) descend 
27. krt l ggt 
 from the rooftops. 
 
Notable here is the lexeme šrd in line 24. We may derive it from the root š-

r-d “adore” or take it as a causative of y-r-d “descend” and render the line “adore 
Baal with your sacrifice” or “cause Baal to descend to the sacrifice.” As the 
former, šrd faces back to “raise your hands,” and as the latter it faces forward to 
“let Kirtu descend.” The polysemy is likely strictly visual since the two 
presumably would be pronounced slightly differently (the former as šarid and the 
latter as šārid), though admittedly the sound difference appears negligible.82 

I offer one more demonstration from the Ugaritic Epic of Baal (CAT 
1.4.vii.49–52). After Baal is enthroned, he boasts: 

 
49. aḥdy d ym 
 I myself am the one who reigns 
50. lk ʿl ilm l ymru 
 over the gods, indeed, who commands 
51. ilm w nšm d yšb 
 gods and men, who satisfies 
52. [ʿ ] hmlt arṣ 
 the multitudes of earth. 
 
In line 50, the verb ymru can mean “who commands” or “who fattens.”83 As 

the former it parallels ymlk “who reigns,” and as the latter it faces ahead to yšbʿ 
“who satisfies.” 

A Hebrew example of symmetrical multidirectional polysemy was detected 
by Rendsburg in God’s promise to Abram in Gen 15:1.84 
 

םָרְבַא   אָריִּת־לַא
 ְךָל ןֵגָמ יִכֹנָא
 ׃דֹאְמ הֵּבְרַה ָךְרָכְׂש

 
ʾal-tīrāʾ ʾaḇrām 
ʾānōḵī māḡēn lāḵ 
śǝḵarḵā harbē mǝʾōḏ 

 
82. See Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream,” 303–4. 
83. Though only the nominal form mru “commander” is attested at Ugarit, the flexibility 
of the Semitic root system permits such derivations. Cf. the title mru mlk “commander of 
the king” cited in DULAT, 572. 
84. Rendsburg, “Notes on Genesis XV,” 266–68. 
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Fear not, Abram! 
I am a ןֵגָמ  māḡēn to you. 
Your reward shall be very great! 

 
The noun ןֵגָמ  māḡēn bears the meaning “shield” (if derived from the root ןנג  

g-n-n) or “gift” (if from the root ןגמ  m-g-n). As “shield” it faces back to God’s 
protective command to “fear not,” and as “giver, donor” it faces ahead to ָךְרָכְׂש  
śǝḵarḵā “your reward” (cf. Exod 2:9, 1 Kgs 5:30). The polysemy is highlighted 
for the reader, because Melchizedek had just blessed Abram in Gen 14:20 saying, 
“blessed is El Elyon who has given ( ןֵּגִמ  miggēn) your enemies into your hands.” 
This polysemy functions also like antanaclasis, though in this case the two 
Hebrew roots are not identical.85 

An example of an asymmetrical type in biblical Hebrew appears in Song 1:7. 
 

  הֶעְרִת הָכיֵא יִׁשְפַנ הָבֲהָאֶׁש יִּל הָדיִּגַה
   םִיָרֳהָּצַּב ץיִּבְרַּת הָכיֵא

 
haggīḏāh lī šɛ-ʾāhăḇāh nap̄šī ʾēḵāh ṯirʿɛh  
ʾēḵāh tarbīṣ baṣ-ṣŏhărāyīm 
 
Tell me, O whom my inner-being loves, where do you הֶעְרִת  ṯirʿɛh? 
Where do you cause-(them)-to-lie-down at noon? 

 
At first blush, the verb הֶעְרִת  ṯirʿɛh appears to mean “pasture,” as if derived 

from the verb הָעָר  rāʿāh (PS r-ʿ-y). This meaning anticipates the mention of 
reposing flocks at midday in the next line. However, the verb also may represent 
the Aramaic phonemic reflex /ḍ/ > /ʿ/, and thus serve as a dialectical equivalent 
of the Judahite Hebrew form הָצָר  rāṣāh (PS r-ḍ-y) “desire.” Read in this way, the 
lexeme follows nicely upon the mention of הָבֲהָא  ʾāhăḇāh “loves.” The former 
reading finds support in Isa 27:10, where the roots הער  r-ʿ-h “shepherd” and ץבר  
r-b-ṣ “lie down” constitute a word pair. Reinforcing the latter reading are the word 

 
85. I add that the same roots create a multidirectional polysemy in Ps 18:35–36: “he trains 
my hands for battle, my arms can bend a bow of bronze. You give me your ןֵגָמ  māḡēn of 
victory, and your right hand sustains me; you stoop down to make me great.” As “shield,” 
ןֵגָמ  māḡēn goes with bow in the previous line. As “gift” it follows nicely the verb ןֶּתִּת  tittɛn 

“you give” (cf. the related noun ןָּתַמ  mattān “gift”) and goes with יִנֵדָעְסִת ָךְניִמיִו  wī-ymīnḵā 
ṯisʿāḏēnī “your right hand sustains me.” Note that in Ugaritic, mgn means “entreat with 
gifts,” and that these gifts are often wine or food (in Ugaritic yn and lḥm). Hence, the fitting 
parallel with sʿd “sustain,” which essentially means “feed” (Gen 18:5, Judg 19:5). In Ps 
104:15, the root דעס  s-ʿ-d is used of bread and wine. 
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pairs הצר  r-ṣ-h “desire” and בהא  ʾ-h-b “love” in Prov 3:12.86 As this polyseme 
operates within two poetic stichs, it constitutes an asymmetrical multidirectional 
parallelism.87 The pronunciation of the two readings was likely identical. 

This device was not lost on the Jewish exegetes of the Middle Ages, though 
they did not provide a term for it. In the previous chapter (3.8), I made reference 
to Job 7:6, in which הָוְקִּת  tiqwāh was used for both “thread” and “hope,” the 
former facing the previous stich and the latter looking to the next. This 
observation was made already by Abraham ibn Ezra (1089–1164 CE). Note 
similarly Ps 33:9, in which דֹמֲעַּיַו  way-yaʿămōḏ “and it endured” can also mean 
“and it put to an end.” As Nahum Ben-Yehuda observes,88 David Qimḥi (1160–
1235 CE) already saw this as a case of multidirectional polysemy: “If you desire, 
you can interpret it according to the meaning of that which precedes: concerning 
the creation of the world. Or according to the meaning that comes after it: “the 
L(ord) destroys the plans of nations.”89 

Multidirectional polysemy operates both aurally and visually. It differs from 
unidirectional polysemy in that it allows one to realize the meanings of the 
polyseme only when reaching the supporting lines that follow it. The text that 
precedes the polyseme matches only one of its meanings, so unless 
listeners/readers catch the potential for a double meaning when coming to the 
polyseme, they cannot fully realize its second meaning until the lines that follow 
make it possible. It is only then that the full polysemy is achieved. The effect, 
then, is one of delayed comprehension, and unlike unidirectional polysemy, this 
device creates a false sense of textual stability until after the polyseme is realized. 
Therefore, the device encourages one reading, only to destabilize it afterwards. In 
essence, it is a form of retrospective patterning.90 
 
4.1.6. DOUBLE POLYSEMY 
 
Double polysemy exploits two words in successive stichs, each of which projects 
multiple meanings.91 I have drawn attention to double polysemy in the Sumerian 

 
86. Typically one prefers to find the polyseme in parallelism in each of its meanings with 
lexemes that precede and follow, or to have a word pair in common with them, but this is 
not always possible. Sometimes the context makes the connection obvious. 
87. Noegel, Janus Parallelism in the Book of Job, 154–55. 
88. I thank Nahum Ben-Yehuda for sharing this with me via personal communication on 
December 31, 2019. 
89. The Hebrew reads:  ׃וירחא אבה ןינעה לע וא .םלועה תאירב לע ׃םדקש ןינעה לע ותוא שרפת הצרת םא

 'ʾm trṣh tprš ʾwtw ʿl hʿnyn šqdm: ʿl bryʾt hʿwlm. ʾw ʿl hʿnyn hbʾ ʾḥryw: ḥ  םיוג תצע ריפה ’ח
hpyr ‘ṣt gwym. See similarly Basser, “Did Rashi Notice a Janus Parallelism in Ezek 20:37?” 
90. See Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 64. 
91. Gary A. Rendsburg, “Double Polysemy in Genesis 49:6 and Job 3:6,” CBQ 44 (1982): 
48–51; Rendsburg, “Double Polysemy in Proverbs 31:19,” in Humanism, Culture, and 
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poem Ninmešarra in the previous chapter, where it functioned to demonstrate the 
divine ineffability of Inanna (3.15.2). 

To illustrate double polysemy in Akkadian, I turn to Ea’s command to 
Utnapishtim in the Epic of Gilgamesh 11.25–27: 

 
25. muš-šir mešrām-ma (NÍG.TUKU) šeʾ-i napšāti (ZI.MEŠ) 
 Reject riches and seek life! 
26. [m]a-ak-ku-ru ze-er-ma na-piš-ti bul-liṭ 
 Spurn property and save life. 
27. [š]u-li-ma zēr nap-šá-a-ti ka-la-ma a-na lib-bi eleppi (MÁ) 
 Put the seed of all living creatures into the heart of the boat. 

 
Elsewhere I have discussed the polysemous dimension of Ea’s secret 

warning.92 Specifically, I noted that the line “spurn property, keep living beings 
alive” employs two polysemes: zērma “spurn,” which can be read as ṣêrma 
“construct”; and makkūru “property,” which suggests makūru “boat” (from 
Sumerian MÁ.GUR8), thus reinforcing the two central messages of Ea’s 
instructions.93 As “spurn property” the double polysemy faces backwards. As 
“construct a boat” it faces forward to the mention of the elippu “boat.” Therefore, 
this case of double polysemy is multidirectional as well. 

Representative of double polysemy in Egyptian is a well-known love poem 
in P.Chester Beatty I (C 4.10–5.1), in which the lover extols his beloved as 
follows: 

 
p nty sʿnḫ b= ḫ n= sn.(t)= r pẖr.wt nb.wt wr sw n= r t dmḏ.jt pj= 
wḏ.(t) pj=s(t) ʿq.w n bnr ptr st k snb wn=s(t) r.t(j)=s(t) rnpj ḥʿ.t= 
  
that is what will revive my heart, the spirit of me, my sister, more than any 
medicine. Greater is she to me, than the compendium. 
 
The eye of Horus is her entering from the outside. Seeing her, then, is health. She 
opens her eyes, rejuvenating my body. 

 
The polysemes in these two lines offer a veritable cornucopia of meanings. 

The noun dmḏ.t can mean “amulet” or a “compendium” of medical spells. The 
noun wḏ(.t) is written simply as ‘, and is typically understood as the “eye of 

 
Language in the Near East: Studies in Honor of Georg Krotkoff, ed. Asma Afsaruddin and 
A. H. Mathias Zahniser (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1997), 267–74. 
92. Scott B. Noegel, “A Janus Parallelism in the Gilgamesh Flood Story,” ASJ 13 (1991): 
419–21. 
93. The passage is also rich in paronomasia, especially in the repeated sounds /b/, /l/, and 
/m/, and the phrases muššir mešrê “abandon wealth,” libbi elippi “heart of the boat,” and 
the words zērma “spurn” and zēr “seed.” 
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Horus,” but it also can mean an “amulet” depicting the healing power of the eye 
of Horus. Thus, dmḏ.jt faces back to pẖr.t “medicines” and forward to wḏ.(t), in 
both its senses; and wḏ.(t) looks back to dmḏj.t in both its senses, but as an eye, 
it faces forward to the verb ptr “see.” The polysemes gain added reference in the 
last stich, when the lover states that “seeing her” is snb “health” and then describes 
the opening of her eyes (the verb with the determinative “) as having the power 
to rejuvinate his body.94 

For another demonstration of double polysemy in Egyptian, I point to the 
beginning of the later Book of Thoth (P.Vienna V01), which describes the bas of 
Ra, an esoteric metaphor for “sacred books”: st n nb.[w ḏn]ḥ -r=w ḥl r p rḫ … 
mḥ pj p sẖ nj=f ḏ[w.w ...] n ḏmʿ “they are possessors of wings. They fly to the 
Wise-One (Thoth).… The document is a nest. The books are its/his young ones” 
(col. 3, l. 14–15).95 Richard Jasnow has shown that the line contains two 
polysemes.96 The first is sẖ (= sš), meaning both “nest” and “document,” and the 
second is ḏmʿ, both “papyrus-roll” and “generation.” 

A wonderful example of double polysemy in Ugaritic occurs in the Tale of 
Aqhat (CAT 1.19.i.36–42). In this pericope the hero Danel learns of his son 
Aqhat’s death and mourns by tearing his mantle (ll. 36–37). Afterwards, the 
narrator informs us that Danel: 
 

39. yṣly ʿrpt b 
 Curses the clouds in the 
40. ḥm un yr ʿrpt 
 grievous heat, the (early) rain. “Let the clouds 
41. tmṭr b qẓ ṭl yṭll 
 rain in the summer. Let the dew lay dew 
 
42. l ǵnbm 
 upon the grapes.” 
 
Here both un and qẓ are polysemous. The first we may understand as 

“grievous,” in the sense of a “grievous heat.” The context of the story is, after all, 
a drought. Yet at the same time, we may read it as a reference to Danel’s grief for 

 
94. Noegel, Janus Parallelism in the Book of Job, 179–80. 
95. The fragments of this Demotic text date to the first–second centuries CE. See Richard 
Jasnow and Karl-Th. Zauzich, The Ancient Egyptian Book of Thoth: A Demotic Discourse 
on Knowledge and Pendant to the Classical Hermetica, 2 vols. (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 
2005), 153–54, 158. On the bas of Ra, see Louis V. Žabkar, A Study of the Ba Concept in 
Ancient Egyptian Texts, SAOC 34 (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1968), 49. 
96. Richard Jasnow, “‘Caught in the Web of Words’—Remarks on the Imagery of Writing 
and Hieroglyphs in the Book of Thoth,” JARCE 47 (2011): 300. He also notes that the same 
polysemes occur in the Nag Hammadi Coptic tractate, The Discourse on the Eighth and 
the Ninth. 
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his son, that is, “in the heat of (his) grief.” The former meaning points forward to 
the absence of Baal and the lack of rain (ll. 44–46), whereas the latter points back 
to Danel’s mourning ritual. In addition, qẓ can mean “summer” or “figs” (i.e., 
“summer fruit”). As the former, qẓ faces back to the ḥm “heat” in line 40, and as 
the latter, it faces forward to ǵnbm “grapes.” It is thus a case of multidirectional 
double polysemy.97 

Illustrating double polysemy in Hebrew is a ingenious case, spotted by 
Rendsburg, in the last testament of Jacob (Gen 49:6).98 

 
יִׁשְפַנ ֹאבָּת־לַא םָדֹסְּב   
 יִֹדבְּכ דַחֵּת־לַא םָלָהְקִּב

 
bǝ-sōḏām ʾal-tāḇōʾ nap̄šī 
bi-qhālām ʾal-tēḥaḏ kǝḇōḏī 
 
Let not my person ֹאבָּת  tāḇōʾ their council, 
Let not my being דַחֵּת  tēḥaḏ in their assembly. 

 
Two polysemes are active here—the verbs ֹאבָּת  tāḇōʾ and דַחֵּת  tēḥaḏ. The 

former is vocalized as if it derives from the verb אֹוּב  bōʾ meaning “enter.”  
However, we also can derive it from the verb הָבָא  ʾāḇāh meaning “desire.” The 
verb דַחֵּת  tēḥaḏ is pointed as if it derives from the root דחי  y-ḥ-d, in which case it 
means “unite with, be one with.” However, it also could derive from the root הדח  
ḥ-d-h, meaning “rejoice.” Both verbs require revocalization to achieve their dual 
meanings. To read “desire,” we must point the verb as אֵבֹּת  tōḇēʾ, and to read 
“rejoice,” we must vocalize ְּדַחִּת  tīḥad (a similar double polysemy appears in 
Job 3:6). Nevertheless, the earlier consonantal text would have been ambiguous. 

Demonstrating the Israelites’ keenness for combining polysemous devices is 
Job 14:7, in which the poet achieves a double polysemy by way of two 
contronyms. The line reads: לָּדְחֶת ֹאל ֹוּתְקַֹניְו ףיִלֲחַי דֹועְו תֵרָּכִי־םִא הָוְקִּת ץֵעָל ׁשֵי יִּכ  
kī yēš lā-ʿēṣ tiqwāh ʾim yikārēt wǝ-ʿōḏ yaḥălīp̄ wǝ-yōnaqtō lōʾ ṯɛḥdāl “at least 
there is hope for a tree. If it is cut down it will renew (itself), and its new shoots 
will not fail.” The verbs in question are ףיִלֲחַי  yaḥălīp̄ and לָּדְחֶת  ṯɛḥdāl. The former 
can mean “renew” or “pass away” and the latter “cease” or “survive.”99 Thus, we 
can render the same line more pessimistically: “indeed, there is hope for a tree. If 
it is cut down it might pass away, and its new shoots might not survive” (cf. Ps 
90:5–6). 

 
97. I owe this discovery to my former student Katherine Burge. 
98. Rendsburg, “Double Polysemy in Genesis 49:6 and Job 3:6,” 48–51. 
99. On these meanings, see Gordis, “Studies in Hebrew Roots of Contrasted Meaning,” 
38–41, 50–51. 
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Daniel’s prayer of thanksgiving offers a fine case of double polysemy in 
Aramaic. After God discloses Nebuchadnezzar’s dream to Daniel, the prophet 
proclaims, “he reveals the deep and secret things, he knows what is in the 
darkness, and the light dwells with him” (Dan 2:22). In Aramaic, the line rendered 
“light dwells with him” is אֵרְׁש ּהֵּמִע ]אָרֹוהְנּו[ אָריִהְנּו  ū-nhīrāʾ [ū-nhōrāʾ] ʿimmēh 
šǝrēʾ. It contains two polysemes. The first is אָריִהְנ  nǝhīrā’ “light” or “insight.” 
See, for example, ּוריִהַנ  nahīrū in Dan 5:11, 5:14, which is identified with ּונָתְלְכָׂשְו  

הָמְכָחְו  wǝ-śŏḵlǝṯānū wǝ-ḥŏḵmāh “understanding and wisdom,” and is closer in 
form to the Kethib. The second is אֵרְׁש  šǝrēʾ “dwells,” which also means “loosen, 
(dis)solve,” as in knots or dreams (Dan 3:25, 5:12, 5:16). Moreover, the double 
polysemy here demonstrates multidirectional polysemy as well. As “the light 
dwells within him,” the line looks back to “he knows what lies in darkness” in the 
previous stich. As “insight is solved with him,” it faces forward to “you have 
given me wisdom and power” and “you have made known to us the matter of the 
king” in the next two lines. The multidirectional double polysemy combines 
God’s ability to decode dreams and disclose deep things from darkness. 

Double polysemy has a destabilizing effect on readers/listeners. In addition 
to forcing one to consider the multiple meanings of each polyseme, one must 
contemplate the relationship of one polyseme to the other. Consequently, double 
polysemy has a halting effect on the exegetical process. While it might be possible 
for readers to engage the text by pausing, focusing, and arriving at interpretive 
options, it is virtually impossible for a listener, especially in cases that require a 
change in vocalization. Double polysemy is a natural extension of unidirectional 
and multidirectional polysemy. 

 
4.1.7. BILINGUAL POLYSEMY 
 
Bilingual polysemy occurs when a word or signs may be read as reflecting more 
than one language in a single context. Such cases illustrate the multilingual 
environments of the ancient literati. Inherent in the writing of Akkadian is the use 
of Sumerian. Throughout the history of Akkadian, scribes retained a knowledge 
of Sumerian, even centuries after it had ceased to be a living language. Moreover, 
As Frahm explains: 

 
Mesopotamian scholars regarded these two languages, in spite of their great 
differences, as closely related and, unlike other idioms, capable of conveying 
essential truths. These beliefs provide the foundation for their strategy to 
interpret individual elements of Akkadian words (as well as names and 
logograms) in the light of Sumerian.100 

 

 
100. Frahm, Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries, 72. 
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Therefore, it is not surprising that we should find examples of bilingual polysemy 
in Akkadian texts involving Sumerian. The thirty-third name that the gods bestow 
upon Marduk in Enuma Elish 7.83–84 demonstrates this well. Here we read: 
dA.GILIM.MA šaqû nāsiḫ agî āšir šalgi bānu KI-tim eliš A.MEŠ mukīn elâti 
“dA.GILIM.MA, the lofty, who drives out waves, who marshals snow. Creator of 
the earth above the waters, establisher of the on-high.” An ancient commentary to 
this text reads the Sumerian sign MA in the name dA.GILIM.MA as the equivalent 
of MÚ meaning banû “create, build,” and thus also phonetically as mû, that is, the 
Akkadian word for “water.” Moreover, the Sumerian A also means “water.” Thus 
the commentary sees the name dA.GILIM.MA as meaning bānu erṣetim eliš mê 
“the creator of Earth on top of the waters.”101 As Lambert reminds us, “such 
explanations are often spoken of as folk etymology or word play in the modern 
world, but this may trivialize what was serious to the ancients. To understand their 
thought we must take these matters seriously.”102 

Less expected, yet attested, is a case of bilingual polysemy between Akkadian 
and Egyptian noted by Rykle Borger. In the annals of Sargon II, we find the 
following account in the campaign against rebel Syrians: MSIPA-ʾe kî LÚSIPA ša 
ṣēnašu ḫabta ēdānuššu iparšidma “SIPA fled alone like a SIPA whose flock has 
been stolen.” The Sumerogram SIPA appears twice in the passage. Typically it 
means rēʾû “shepherd” in Akkadian, and certainly this is the sense it bears in the 
second instance. However, the first SIPA is different. The determinative informs 
us that it must be a name or title, and as Borger has shown,103 it is a case of learned 
paronomasia that understands the Akkadian rēʾû as the Egyptian name Ra (rʿ ), 
the sungod pharaoh. This permits us to translate the line “Re fled alone like a 
shepherd (= rēʾû) whose flock has been stolen.” Since the Egyptian pharaoh was 
regarded as the “shepherd” of his people, the barb is particularly apt. This case is 
effective both visually, since the scribe used the Sumerogram SIPA in both 
instances, and aurally, since the polysemy would be realized when recited in 
Akkadian. 

A possible second case of Sumerian/Akkadian and Egyptian polysemy 
appears in a Late Assyrian commentary to the exorcist text known as Marduk’s 
Address to the Demons. In particular, Frahm has questioned whether the signs 
dMES used to designate Marduk reflect the Egyptian ms “give birth,” since the 
context is one of Marduk’s auto-creation.104 

 
101. Discussed by A. R. George, Babylonian Topographical Texts, OLA 40 (Leuven: 
Peeters, 1992), 387. For other forms of bilingual polysemy, see Michalowski, “Where’s 
Al?” 
102. W. G. Lambert, “Etymology,” in A Dictionary of Biblical Interpretation, ed. Richard 
J. Coggin and Jamie Leslie Houlden (London: SCM Press, 1990), 215. 
103. R. Borger, “Das Ende des Ägyptischen Feldherrn SIBʾE = אֹוס ,” JNES 19 (1960): 49–
53. 
104. Frahm, Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries, 358 n. 1708. 
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Egyptian texts have not yielded any evidence of bilingual polysemy. A likely 
reason for this is the Egyptians’ relative early geographic isolation from the other 
cultures of the Near East. This isolation fostered a negative attitude toward non-
Egyptian cultures and languages that also informed its cosmic borders. Indeed, 
Egypt’s closest neighbors, the Libyans, Ethiopians, and Levantine Semites, are 
typically portrayed as subjugated enemies on pharaoh’s footstool and are directly 
identified as embodiments of sf.t “chaos,” the opposite of mʿ.t “truth, justice.”105 
Moreover, even in the fourteenth century BCE, when Egyptians at Amarna 
learned Akkadian, they did so with a select purpose, as Veldhuis observes: “The 
main and perhaps only use of cuneiform in this context was international 
correspondence—there was little virtue in collecting traditional cuneiform 
scholarly literature for its own sake.”106 

Additional evidence for Egyptian knowledge of other languages appears in at 
least three texts that capture foreign tongues for the purpose of style switching. In 
each case, the language is Semitic. In the famous Merneptah (“Israel”) stela, the 
king boasts: nb.w pḫd ḥr ḏd šrm “all the princes (of Syro-Canaan) lie prostrate 
saying, ‘peace’” (l. 26). Here šrm renders the Semitic šalām “peace” in Egyptian. 
The author chose to use this term, and not the ordinary Egyptian word ḥtp “peace,” 
in order to capture the foreigners’ pleas. The Tale of Sinuhe (P.Berlin 3022, l. 
219) also makes reference to the mk of Qedem (or perhaps Qaṭna), which renders 
the Semitic noun mlk “king.”107 Similarly, in the satirical letter in P.Anastasi I, a 
scribe demonstrates his mastery of the scribal arts over his superior by describing 
numerous cities and other topographical features in the land of Syro-Canaan. At 
one point (17.7–17.8), he satirizes his opponent by addressing him as ṯwpr ydʿ, 
the Egyptian reflection of Northwest Semitic spr ydʿ “learned scribe.”108 

 
105. Nevertheless, since the Amarna period, the Egyptians appeared to have developed a 
complex universalistic theological view concerning foreigners and their languages. See the 
comment of Serge Sauneron, “La différenciation des langages d’après la tradition 
égyptienne,” BIFAO 60 (1960): 41: “Au delà de cette question ‘technique’ des langages, 
un point intéressant ressort aussi de cette recension. Dans un monde stable, les différences, 
comme les similitudes, ne sont pas des caractères fortuits, apparaissant à des moments 
donnés de l’histoire: elles sont éternelles, et prévues dès la création.” 
106. Veldhuis, History of the Cuneiform Lexical Traditions, 302. It appears that Hittites  
introduced Akkadian to the Amarna scribes, though the texts also show Mesopotamian 
influence. For additional evidence of knowledge of Semitic in the Bronze Age, see Ariel 
Shisha-Halevy, “An Early North-West Semitic Text in the Egyptian Hieratic Script,” Or 
47 (1978): 145–62; Richard C. Steiner, “Northwest Semitic Incantations in an Egyptian 
Medical Papyrus of the Fourteenth Century B.C.E.,” JNES 51 (1992): 191–200. 
107. See Thomas Schneider, “Sinuhes Notiz über die Könige: Syrisch-anatolische 
Herrschertitel in ägyptischer Überlieferung,” ÄL 12 (2002): 261–63, who suggests that the 
text also refers to the Luwian term for “king” (ḫntwš “Ḫantawattish”). 
108. See Hans-Werner Fischer-Elfert, Die satirische Streitschrift des Papyrus Anastasi I: 
Übersetzung und Kommentar, ÄgAbh 34 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1986), 152; Edward 
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Nevertheless, despite evidence that some Egyptians possessed a working 
knowledge of other languages,109 we lack examples of bilingual polysemy.110 

 
F. Wente, Letters from Ancient Egypt, WAW 1 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1990), 110 
n. 10. The Egyptian text employs the scribe and man determinatives (Ø⁄) after the first 
word, and the hand to mouth determinative (¡), after the second. The scribe also uses group 
writing to spell other Semitic words including mʿrkbt (= Semitic mrkbt “chariot,” 19.7; 
26.1), bk “balsam tree” (= Semitic bʾk, 23.7), and possibly wšb usually meaning 
“respond,” but here (20.4) for “dwell” (= Semitic w/yšb). 
109. Additional evidence for knowledge of Semitic in Egypt includes a number of 
execration texts that transcribe Semitic proper names. See Kurt Sethe, Die Ächtung 
feindlicher Fürsten, Völker und Dinge auf altägyptischen Tongefäßscherben des Mittleren 
Reiches: Nach den Originalen im Berliner Museum herausgegeben und erklärt, mit 33 
Tafeln (Berlin: Verlag der Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1926); Georges Posener, Princes 
et pays d’Asie et de Nubie Textes hiératiques sur des figurines d’envoûtement du Moyen 
Empire, suivis de Remarques paléographiques sur les textes similaires de Berlin par B. 
can der Wall (Bruxelles: Fondation égyptologique Reine Élisabeth, 1940). See also the 
papyrus discussed by Thomas Schneider, “Die semitischen und ägyptischen Namen der 
syrischen Sklaven des Papyrus Brooklyn 35.1446 verso,” UF 19 (1987): 255–82. In the 
New Kingdom, the Egyptian script also was used to write several words and phrases. See 
Shisha-Halevy, “Early North-West Semitic Text in the Egyptian Hieratic Script”; also 
P.Anastasi I, studied by Fischer-Elfert, Die satirische Streitschrift des Papyrus Anastasi I, 
198–200; James E. Hoch, Semitic Words in Egyptian Texts of the New Kingdom and Third 
Intermediate Periods (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994), no. 6; Thomas 
Schneider, “Mag.pHarris XII,1–5: Eine kanaanäische Beschwörung für die Löwenjagd?,” 
GM 112 (1989): 53–63. 
110. In the Achaemenid period there is evidence that some elite Egyptian scribes had a 
working knowledge of Aramaic, and of course, still later, the PGM texts and several 
archives reveal that some scribes knew Greek as well. See Sven Peter Vleeming and J. W. 
Wesselius, “An Aramaic Hymn from the Fourth Century B.C.,” BiOr 39 (1982): 502–9; 
Richard C. Steiner and Charles F. Nims, “You Can’t Offer Your Sacrifice and Eat It Too: 
A Polemical Poem from the Aramaic Text in Demotic Script,” JNES 43 (1984): 89–114; 
Steiner and Nims, “Ashurbanipal and Shamash-shum-ukin: A Tale of Two Brothers from 
the Aramaic Text in Demotic Script,” RB 92 (1985): 60–81; Steiner, “The Aramaic Text 
in Demotic Script: The Liturgy of a New Year’s Festival Imported from Bethel to Syene 
by Exiles from Rash,” JAOS 111 (1991): 362–63; Steiner, “Papyrus Amherst 63: A New 
Source for the Language, Religion, and History of the Aramaeans,” in Studia Aramaica: 
New Sources and New Approaches, ed. M. J. Geller, J. C. Greenfield, and M. P. Weitzman, 
JJSSup 4 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995), 199–207; Steiner, “The Scorpion Spell 
from Wadi Hammamat: Another Aramaic Text in Demotic Script,” JNES 60 (2001): 259–
68; Katelijn Vandorpe, The Bilingual Family Archive of Dryton, His Wife Apollonia and 
Their Daughter Senmouthis (P. Dryton), CH 4 (Brussels: Peeters, 2002); Vandorpe and 
Sofie Waebens, Reconstructing Pathyris’ Archives: A Multicultural Community in 
Hellenistic Egypt, CH 3 (Brussels: Peeters, 2009); Joachim Friedrich Quack, “The 
Interaction of Egyptian and Aramaic Literature,” in Judah and the Judeans in the 
Achaemenid Age: Negotiating Identity in an International Context, ed. Oded Lipschits, 
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Ugarit was an international port in which no less than seven different 
languages are attested, thus it should not surprise us to find cases of bilingual 
polysemy in Ugaritic texts.111 A particularly adept example in the Tale of Kirtu 
also constitutes a case of double polysemy: ʿdb akl l qryt ḥṭt l bt ḫbr “prepare food 
for the city, wheat for the house of Khubur” (CAT 1.14.ii.27–29).112 Here qryt 
means “city,”113 but also reflects the Akkadian qarītu “granary.”114 Similarly, bt 
ḫbr means “house of Khubur,” but also renders the Akkadian bīt ḫubūri  “beer 
room,” that is, a room devoted to the storage and fermenting of grains.115 Thus, 
we have a case of double bilingual polysemy.116 

Biblical scholars thus far have proposed the existence of Hebrew-Egyptian, 
Hebrew-Akkadian, Hebrew-Aramaic, Aramaic-Akkadian, and Hebrew-Greek 
bilingual polysemes. A Hebrew-Egyptian example appears in the insult of 
Pharaoh to Moses in Exod 10:10: םֶכיֵנְּפ דֶגֶנ הָעָר יִּכ ּואְר  rǝʾū kī rāʿāh nɛḡɛḏ pǝnēḵɛm 
“see, indeed evil is before you!” The noun rendered “evil” (i.e., הָעָר  rāʿāh) also 
can be read as the name of the Egyptian solar god Ra, thus allowing us to translate 
the verse: “see, indeed Ra is against you!” The bilingual polysemy on Ra repeats 
in Exod 5:19, 32:12, and possibly occurs in Exod 32:22 and Num 11:1.117 Another 
Hebrew-Egyptian example is that of the name Moses, which we can derive from 
the Hebrew verb for “draw water” ( הָׁשָמ  māšāh, PS m-ṯ-y) or the Egyptian lexeme 

 
Gary N. Knoppers, and Manfred Oeming (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2011), 375–401; 
Marja Vierros, Bilingual Notaries in Hellenistic Egypt: A Study of Greek as a Second 
Language, CH 5 (Brussels: Peeters, 2012). 
111. See Anne-Sophie Dalix, “Exemples de bilinguisme à Ougarit. Iloumilkou: La double 
identité d’un scribe,” in Mosaïque de langues, mosaïque culturelle: Le bilinguisme dans le 
Proche Oriente ancien, Actes de la table ronde du 18 novembre 1995 organisée par l’URA 
1062, ed. Françoise Briquel-Chatonnet, AnS 1 (Paris: Librairie d’Amérique et d’Orient, 
1996), 81–90. On the multilingual erudition of Ugarit’s scribes, see Ignacio Márquez-
Rowe, “Scribes, Sages, and Seers in Ugarit and Syria,” in Scribes, Sages, and Seers: The 
Sage in the Eastern Mediterranean World, ed. Leo G. Perdue (Göttingen; Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 2008), 95–108. 
112. See Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream,” 304–5. 
113. DULAT, s.v. “qryt.” 
114. CAD Q, s.v. “qarītu.” 
115. CAD Ḫ, s.v. “ḫubūru A.” 
116. The passage also constitutes unidirectional polysemy, since qryt as both “granary” 
and “city” points ahead to the next line, the former to ḥṭt “wheat” and bt ḫbr “beer room,” 
and the latter to bt ḫbr as “house of Khubur.” 
117. Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book of Exodus, 72; Gary A. Rendsburg, “Bilingual 
Wordplay in the Bible,” VT 38 (1988): 357–62; Rendsburg, “The Egyptian Sun-God Ra in 
the Pentateuch,” Henoch 10 (1988): 3–15; Rendsburg, “Targum Onqelos to Exod 10:5, 
10:15, Numb 22:5, 22:11,” Henoch 12 (1990): 15–17. 
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mss meaning “infant” (Exod 2:10).118 It also has been suggested that we read the 
name םָח  ḥām “Ham” in Gen 9–10 bilingually as the Hebrew name and the 
Egyptian noun ḥm “servant.” The latter underscores his role as the progenitor of 
the Egyptians (Gen 10:6) and it anticipates Noah’s curse that Ham will become a 
דֶבֶע  ʿɛḇɛḏ “servant” to his brothers (Gen 9:25).119 A final example of a Hebrew-

Egyptian polyseme discovered by Christopher Hays occurs in Isa 14:19. Here the 
prophet describes the fallen king: “you are cast forth away from your grave, like 
a defiled רֶצֵנ  [nēṣɛr].” As Hays shows, the Hebrew noun meaning “shoot,” here 
also reflects the Egyptian nṯr “divinized dead.”120 Hays also has suggested that we 
understand Isaiah’s rebuke of Judah’s covenant with תֶוָמ  mawɛṯ “death” (Isa 
28:15) as a polysemous reference to the Egyptian goddess mwt “Mut,” and 
therefore, as a reference to the Egyptian alliance.121 

A Hebrew-Akkadian example of bilingual polysemy appears in Isa 10:8, 
which Machinist has shown, portrays the Assyrian king as rhetorically asking ֹאלֲה  

םיִכָלְמ וָּדְחַי יַרָׂש  hă-lōʾ śāray yaḥdāw mǝlāḵīm “are not my commanders all 
kings?”122 The noun יַרָׂש  śāray “princes” is a bilingual polyseme that reflects the 
Akkadian šarrū “kings,” even as the Hebrew םיִכָלְמ  mǝlāḵīm reflects the Assyrian 
malkū “foreign rulers.”123 

 
118. The narrative of Moses’s birth encourages one to connect the meaning of his name 
with the statement of pharaoh’s daughter, ּוהִתיִׁשְמ םִיַּמַה־ןִמ  min ham-mayīm mǝšīṯīhū “I drew 
him from the water” (Exod 2:10). However, we then should expect the Hebrew form of his 
name to be יּוׁשָמ  māšūy (masculine singular passive participle), meaning “he was drawn 
(from the water).” It is not until the events at the Reed Sea that the grammatical form of 
the name (singular masculine active participle) is realized, as he draws the Israelites 
through to dry land. Cherry, Paronomasia and Proper Names in the Old Testament, 41, 
sees no paronomasia in the passage, since the daughter’s words “were not intended as a 
play on the name, but as an explanation of the name.” Nevertheless, Cherry was unaware 
of the bilingual polysemy inherent in his name. 
119. Rendsburg, “Wordplay in the Hebrew Bible,” 144–45. On the Egyptian conception of 
peoples that underlies the portrayal of Ham’s sons, see Abraham Malamat, “The 
Conception of Ham and His Sons in the Table of Nations (Gen 10:6–20),” in Knoppers and 
Hirsch, Egypt, Israel, and the Ancient Mediterranean World, 359–60. 
120. He also reads םיִרּוצְנ  nǝṣūrīm in this way in Isa 65:4. See Christopher B. Hays, “An 
Egyptian Loanword in the Book of Isaiah and the Deir ‘Alla Inscription: Hebr. nṣr, Aram. 
nqr, and Eg. nṯr as ‘[Divinized] Corpse,’” JAEI 4 (2012): 17–23. 
121. Christopher B. Hays, “The Covenant with Mut: A New Interpretation of Isaiah 28:1–
22,” VT 60 (2010): 212–40. 
122. Peter Machinist, “Assyria and Its Image in the First Isaiah,” JAOS 103 (1983): 734–35. 
123. William Morrow, “‘To Set the Name’ in the Deuteronomic Centralization Formula: 
A Case of Cultural Hybridity,” JSS 55 (2010): 365–83, has proposed that the Deuteronomic 
expression ֹומְׁש ןֵּכַׁשְל  lǝ-šakkēn šǝmō “to set the name” (Deut 12:11, 14:23, 16:2, 16:6, 
16:11, 26:2) constitutes bilingual polysemy on the Akkadian phrase šuma šakānu “to set 
the name.” A departure from the usual Hebrew expression ֹומְׁש םּוׂשְל  lǝ-śūm šǝmō (Deut 
12:21, 14:24), Morrow suggests that the polyseme has a subversive function: “In the very 
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More recently Shira Golani has advanced the proposal that the famous images 
of swords made into plowshares and spears into pruning hooks (or vice versa) 
found in Isa 2:4, Mic 4:3, Joel 4,10, constitute cases of bilingual Hebrew-
Akkadian polysemy. In particular, she suggests that םָתֹובְרַח  ḥarḇōtām “swords” 
can be understood as “plows” or as a part of a plow (as in m. Kelim 21:2 and in 
Syriac), and that תֹורֵמְזַמ  mazmērōṯ “pruning hooks” echoes the Akkadian 
azmarû “spear, lance.” According to the taxonomy I offer here, one also can 
understand this as a case of double polysemy. Golani concludes that the device 
here “serves for more than just aesthetics, and is not a mere ‘play’ on words. 
Rather, it is a rhetoric device, enhancing the prophetic message, revolving around 
the theme of reversal of war and peace.”124 I add that we also can understand it as 
performative in function. In the process of grasping the polysemy, the weapons 
are transformed. 

An example of Hebrew-Aramaic polysemy appears in Eliphaz’s query (Job 
4:2–3): 

   ׃לָכּוי יִמ ןיִּלִמְּב ֹרצְעַו הֶאְלִּת ָךיֶלֵא רָבָד הָּסִנֲה
 ׃קֵּזַחְּת תֹופָר םִיַדָיְו םיִּבַר ָּתְרַּסִי הֵּנִה

 
hă-nissāh ḏāḇār ʾēlɛḵā tilʾɛh wa-ʿṣōr bǝ-millīn mī yūḵāl 
hinnēh yissartā rabbīm wǝ-yāḏayim rāp̄ōṯ tǝḥazzēq  
 
If one tries a word with you, will it be too much? But who can withhold words? 
See, you have admonished many, you have strengthened weakened hands. 
 
Of note in this passage is the verb ָּתְרַּסִי  yissartā. Typically, exegetes derive 

it from the Hebrew verb רַסָי  yāsar and translate “you have admonished.” 
However, numerous Aramaic features in the book of Job (including ןיִּלִמ  millīn 
“words” in this passage), permit us to read it as if derived from the Aramaic verb 
רַסְי  yǝsar meaning “bind, strengthen.” Supporting the reading is the parallel 
קֵּזַחְּת  tǝḥazzēq “you have strengthened,” and the fact that these two roots and 

meanings appear together elsewhere (Isa 8:11, Hos 7:15). Thus, the bilingual 
polyseme casts Eliphaz as offering an encouraging word that acknowledges Job’s 

 
act of mimicking the dominating culture’s linguistic forms, there is an effort to make an 
ideological expression that serves the interests of the colonized, not the colonizer.… The 
expression lškn šmw simultaneously acknowledges the reality of Neo-Assyrian hegemony 
while also subverting it” (382). The difficulty in seeing the expression as a case of bilingual 
polysemy derives from the fact that the Hebrew root ן-כ-ׁש  š-k-n “set, establish,” while indeed 
cognate with the Akkadian verb šakānu, is well attested in Hebrew. Therefore, while it 
might constitute an allusion to an Akkadian idiom, it cannot be considered polysemy, since 
the expression in Hebrew means the same as it does in Akkadian. 
124. Shira J. Golani, “Swords that are Plowshares: Another Case of (Bilingual) Wordplay 
in Biblical Prophecy?,” Bib 98 (2017): 432–33. 
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prior support of others, while simultaneously suggesting that it is now his turn for 
chastisement.125 

Another case of Hebrew-Aramaic polysemy appears in Exod 16:15, where 
the Aramaic query אּוה ןָמ  mān hūʾ “what is it?” serves as an exegesis for the 
name of the ןָמ  mān “manna” in Exod 16:33.126 

A third case of Hebrew-Aramaic polysemy appears in the story of Jacob and 
Laban when Jacob swears an oath to him by the “ דַחַּפ  paḥaḏ of Isaac” (Gen 
31:53). Here one can read דַחַּפ  paḥaḏ as Hebrew for “terror,” and thus as an epithet 
of Yahweh, or as Aramaic for “flock,” “tribal clan,” or “thigh” (PS pḫḏ).127 The 
polyseme would have operated solely on a visual level. It fits well the Aramaean 
setting of the story and draws attention to key elements in the cycle (cf. Gen 
31:47).128 

Wolters has discovered a fascinating case of Hebrew-Greek polysemy in 
reference to Lady Wisdom in Prov 31:27.129 There we hear that ּהָתיֵּב תֹוכיִלֲה הָּיִפֹוצ  
ṣōp̄īyyāh hălīḵōṯ bēṯāh “she oversees the ways of her household.” Here הָּיִפֹוצ  
ṣōp̄īyyāh can be understood as Hebrew for “she oversees” or as a bilingual 
reference to the Greek noun σοφία sop̄ia “wisdom.” 

An Aramaic-Akkadian bilingual polyseme appears in Dan 2:41, in reference 
to the feet of the statue in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, which Daniel describes as 
composed of רָחֶפ  p̄ɛḥār “clay.” When the king recounted his dream for Daniel 
he did not use this term, but rather the synonym אָּפְסָח  ḥaspāʾ “clay” (Dan 2:33–
34). Daniel’s switch of lexemes provides him with the means for interpreting this 
part of his dream as portending a “divided kingdom” (Dan 2:41). The mantic 
interpretation is akin to Mesopotamian omen texts,130 and rests on the reading of 
רָחֶפ  p̄ɛḥār, not as the Aramaic word for “clay,” but as the Akkadian puḫru 

“assembly (of nations).”131 
The Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar also contain a fine example of bilingual 

Aramaic-Akkadian polysemy: אבל אפקל ןוארקי ןכ לע אמיב יתיא אל הירא  ʾryh lʾ 
ʾyty b-ymʾ ʿl kn yqrʾwn l-qpʾ lbʾ “there is no lion in the sea, therefore they call the 
qpʾ-fish a lbʾ ” (C1 1:165). Here the name אבל  lbʾ means both “lion” (in Aramaic 

 
125. Noegel, Janus Parallelism in the Book of Job, 43–44. 
126. Greenstein, “Wordplay, Hebrew,” 971. 
127. The same bilingual polysemy may be active in Job 3:25, Job 4:14. 
128. Noegel, “Drinking Feasts and Deceptive Feats,” 171. 
129. Al Wolters, “Ṣopîyyâ (Prov 31:27) as a Hymnic Participle and Play on Sophia,” JBL 
104 (1985): 577–87. 
130. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers. 
131. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 148–49. 
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and Akkadian) and also the mythological sea dragon labbu (in Akkadian).132 As 
James Lindenberger remarks, the bilingual polysemy 

 
would indicate an original audience of quite erudite character, able to get the 
point of a rather arcane bilingual pun. The professional scholars of the Neo-
Assyrian court (to whose number Ahiqar belonged, according to both the 
Aramaic narrative and Mesopotamian tradition) were just such a group, and it is 
plausible to attribute the saying to that milieu.133 
 
It is likely that additional examples of bilingual polysemy remain to be 

discovered in Near Eastern texts. The device certainly continued to be employed 
well after the Second Temple Period in rabbinic texts,134 as well as in Greek and 
Latin literature.135 

Bilingual polysemy is a device of high learning and it can operate both aurally 
and visually depending on how it is achieved. It differs from other types of 
polysemy in that it inherently constitutes a cultural statement about the Other. 
Depending on the cultures involved, these statements can be very different. 
Polysemy between Akkadian and Sumerian represents the adoption of Sumerian 
learning and culture by Akkadian speakers. As Piotr Michalowski explains: 

 
that for pedagogical purposes serious language play was a useful tool for 
instilling a sense of the living authority of Sumerian by means of the polyglottic 
simultaneous presence of the vernacular Akkadian embedded in the classical 
tongue. In some respects this would serve a didactic purpose, as it would rehearse 
once again, if on a more profound level, the lessons learned earlier in the study 

 
132. See James M. Lindenberger, “Ahiqar,” OTP 2:502 n. i; Bezalel Porten and Ada 
Yardeni, Textbook of Aramaic Documents from Ancient Egypt, vol. 1 (Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 1986), C1.1: frag. 1, l. 3; recognized as a “bilingual play on words.” 
133. James M. Lindenberger, The Aramaic Proverbs of Ahiqar (Baltimore, MD: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1983), 105, see also 247 n. 299. 
134. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 235–44; Hasan-Rokem, “‘Spinning Threads of Sand,’” 
109–24; Hasan-Rokem, “An Almost Invisible Presence: Multilingual Puns in Rabbinic Lit-
erature,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Talmud and Rabbinic Literature, ed. Martin 
S. Jaffee and Charlotte Elisheva Fonrobert (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2007), 222–39. 
135. See F. Cairns, “Horace’s First Roman Ode (3.1),” PLLS 8 (1995): 91–142; Cairns, 
“M. Agrippa in Horace Odes 1.6,” Hermes 123 (1995): 211–17; David Petrain, “Hylas and 
‘silva’: Etymological Wordplay in Propertius 1.20,” HSCP 100 (2000): 409–21; Philip 
Hardie, Ovid’s Poetics of Illusion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 253; 
Alessandro Barchiesi, ed., Ovidio: Metamorfosi, Volume I (Libri I–II). Traduzione di 
Ludovica Koch (Milan: Fondazione Lorenzo Valla/Arnoldo Mondadori Editore, 2005), 
221; John Moles, “Reconstructing Plancus (Horace, C. 1.7),” JRS 92 (2009): 99; Robert 
Cowan, “Alas, Poor Io! Bilingual Wordplay in Horace Epode 11,” Mnemosyne 65 (2012): 
753–63. 
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of lexical texts. However, we should not underestimate the use of interlingual 
puns and games as a means of developing a sense of Mesopotamian learned 
cultural identity and historical consciousness among the children of elites in Old 
Babylonian times, inscribing Akkadian and Sumerian into one another and 
thereby creating one scholarly world with an ancient pedigree.136 

 
On the other hand, when the text describing Sargon II’s campaigns employs 
polysemy on the Egyptian title “shepherd,” it does so to cast him in a pejorative 
light, as a shepherd in flight. 

Ugaritic texts that polysemously reflect Akkadian appear as displays of 
erudition. Far from being disparaging, they represent the high esteem in which the 
scribes of Ugarit held Mesopotamian learning. In much the same way that 
Akkadian-speaking scribes demonstrated their learning of Sumerian by way of 
bilingual polysemy, the scribes of Ugarit employed the device to illustrate their 
mastery of Akkadian. 

Hebrew texts represent the widest use of bilingual polysemy, because the 
Israelites lived in a geographical location that saw the pervasive influence of 
Mesopotamian, Egyptian, Aramaean, and later Greek cultures. Interestingly, the 
cases of bilingual polysemy that demonstrate knowledge of Akkadian and 
Egyptian occur in polemical contexts that rhetorically debase the dominant 
cultures. Whether one looks to Isaiah’s sally that transforms Mesopotamian kings 
to counselors or Ham’s name that makes of him an Egyptian servant, the contexts 
are derogatory. Even Moses’s bilingual name finds true meaning later in the 
Exodus saga, when he draws the people through the Reed Sea, thus shedding any 
former association with Egyptian origins. 

Quite a different situation obtains in cases of Hebrew polysemy on Aramaic. 
They represent neither a lauding nor a disdain for Aramaean culture, but rather 
the increasing influence of Aramaic as the lingua franca of the region. They 
demonstrate the partial or complete bilingualism of the authors and the cultural 
world in which they lived. 

The sole case of Hebrew polysemy on the Greek word for “wisdom” may 
also serve a polemical end. It occurs in a literary context that describes proper 
behavior by reliance on the fear of Yahweh. Thus, one could see the device as 
reconfiguring Greek wisdom in an Israelite theological context. 

The two cases in Aramaic texts of bilingual polysemy upon the Akkadian 
language are informative when brought into comparison. The one that occurs in 
the biblical story of Daniel takes place in a context that demonstrates the 
Israelite’s mastery of mantic wisdom over and against the Babylonian king and 
his retinue of magicians, sorcerers, and astrologers. The polyseme here serves to 
interpret the king’s dream, and thus seal his fate. However, the same device in the 

 
136. Michalowski, “Where’s Al?,” 199. 
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Proverbs of Ahiqar aims to display Ahiqar’s erudition as a member of the 
Assyrian court. 

The combined evidence shows that both the absence and presence of 
bilingual polysemy reveal cultural attitudes toward other peoples and their 
languages. In the case of Egyptian texts, the absence of the device indicates the 
Egyptians’ perceived superiority of their language and script and their low esteem 
for non-Egyptian cultures. Polysemes that evoke Sumerian in Akkadian texts, 
Akkadian in Ugaritic texts, and Akkadian in Aramaic texts, do the opposite. They 
reflect the perceived superiority of cultures to which the respective authors felt 
culturally indebted. The Akkadian text that contains Egyptian polysemy portrays 
the pharaoh, but not Egyptian culture, in a negative light. This case belongs more 
accurately to the boastful nature of military propaganda. All of the bilingual 
polysemes found in Hebrew serve polemical ends, with the exception of those on 
Aramaic, which signify the changing linguistic landscape of the authors. The 
polysemy involving Akkadian, Egyptian, and Greek manifests negative and/or 
polemical attitudes towards the dominant cultures that the Israelites found 
invasive and oppressive. 

It is worth noting that, with the exception of Akkadian authors who created 
polysemes with Sumerian, the words selected in each case were common enough 
that a generally educated audience probably would know them (e.g., pharaoh, Ra, 
servant, king, assembly, wisdom). The authors did not select arcane terms in the 
target language, because they would have fallen on deaf ears. This speaks to the 
intended audience of the texts, which was likely urban and at least partially 
educated, and it contrasts with cases of polysemy in Akkadian based on Sumerian, 
which were produced in highly educated scribal environments for other erudite 
elites. 

 
4.1.8. POLYSEMY CLUSTERS 
 
When multiple polysemes appear in close proximity they constitute a polysemy 
cluster. I adopt the term cluster from Jonas Greenfield, who used it to describe the 
poetic strategy found at Ugarit and Israel of culling from the repertoire of word 
pairs and associations to create new meaningful contexts.137 So, to use his 
examples, at Ugarit ṣpn “Zaphon” is the name of Baal’s sacred mountain, which 
poets sometimes modify with mrym “summit” or ṣrrt “remote parts.” These 
lexemes are used by Hosea, but transformed, when he proclaims: “Ephraim’s guilt 
is bound up ( רּורָצ  ṣārūr), his sin stored away ( הָנּופְצ  ṣǝp̄ūnāh)” (Hos 13:12). Note 
how one hears the sounds of ṣrrt in ṣārūr, and those of ṣpn in ṣǝp̄ūnāh. See 
similarly Ps 27:5: “He will hide me ( יִנֵנְּפְצִי  yiṣpǝnēnī) in his pavilion on an evil 
day, grant me the protection of his tent, raise me ( יִנֵמְמֹורְי  yǝrōmǝmēnī) upon a 

 
137. Jonas C. Greenfield, “The ‘Cluster’ in Biblical Poetry,” Maarav 55–56 (1990): 159–
68. 
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rock ( רּוצ  ṣūr).” In addition to hearing ṣpn in yiṣp̄ǝnēnī and mrym in yǝrōmǝmēnī, 
the noun ṣūr “rock” recalls Baal’s mountain by allusion to ṣrrt and in its Ugaritic 
cognate ǵr “mountain.” Such examples demonstrate that the Israelite bards were 
working with constellations of words and their associations that long had been in 
circulation (see 5.2.5, 5.2.6). They were picking from “clusters.” I find 
Greenfield’s label especially fitting for describing the general ancient Near 
Eastern poetic strategy of clustering several cases of the same literary device 
within a single work. In this section, I examine only polysemy clusters, but below 
I treat geminate clusters as well (4.2.12).138 

A classic illustration of a polysemy cluster in Sumerian is the Song of the 
Hoe.139 Indeed, Michalowski has shown that the entire text is filled with 
homonymic polysemy on the noun GIŠAL “hoe” and numerous uses of the sound 
/al/ (and /ar/). It is a polyglottal masterpiece that cannot be understood properly 
without knowledge of Akkadian. Just a few examples from many will 
demonstrate. In lines 26–27, we find only one AL sound, but many more lurk in 
the underlying Akkadian. 

 
EREŠ EN Ù.TU.DÈ LUGAL Ù.TU.DÈ 
dNIN.MEN.NA.KE4 TU.TU AL.ĜÁ.ĜÁ 
 
The mistress, to create sovereigns, to create kings, 
Nin-mena established birthing. 
 

In addition to the sound /al/ in AL.ĜÁ.ĜÁ “birthing,” we find TUD = Akkadian 
walādu “bear,” EREŠ = bēltum “mistress,” EN = bēl “sovereign,” and 
dNIN.MEN.NA = Bēlet-ilī  “mistress of the gods.” In line 61, we find: URU 
EN.ŠÈ NU.ŠE.GA ŠU.ŠÈ AL.ĜÁ.ĜÁ “(Ninurta) subdues any city that is 
disobedient to its lord.” Not only do we find the sign AL, here as a prefix 
indicating habitualness, the sign URU, when read as Akkadian, is ālum “city.” 
Similarly, line 98 reads: GIŠAL GIŠTUBŠIK NÍĜ URU DÙ.DÙ.DAM “The hoe 
and corvée basket, those are for building cities.” Here GIŠAL “hoe” is followed by 
URU = ālum “city.” Moreover, lines 83–84 constitute a latent “riddle.” 

 
 

 
138. See Noegel, “Geminate Ballast and Clustering,” 1–18; Noegel, “Bodily Features as 
Literary Devices in the Hebrew Bible” [Hebrew], in Studies in Bible and Exegesis Pre-
sented to Samuel Vargon, ed. Moshe Garsiel et al., SBE 10 (Ramat-Gan: Bar Ilan 
University Press, 2011), 509–31; Noegel, “More Geminate Ballast and Clustering,” in 
History, Memory, and Hebrew Scriptures: Studies in Honor of Ehud Ben Zvi on the 
Occasion of His Sixty-Fifth Birthday, ed. Ian Wilson and Diana Edelman (Winona Lake, 
IN: Eisenbrauns, 2015), 417–32; Noegel, “The Shame of Baʿal: The Mnemonics of 
Odium,” JNSL 41 (2015): 69–94. 
139. See Michalowski, “Where’s Al?,” for the examples used here. 
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AN.ŠÈ AL.TI.RÍ.GU7 MUŠEN DIĜIR.RA.ÀM 
KI.ŠÈ GIŠAL.LÀM ĜIŠ.GI.A UR.RA TIR.RA UŠUMGAL.ÀM 
 
As for the heavens—the wren is the divine bird. 
As for the earth it is the hoe, it is a beast in the canebrake, a lion in the forest. 

 
See how the text employs the sound /al/ in the name of the wren (ALTIRI), thus 
anticipating the GIŠAL in the next line. Plus, the paronomasia between ALTIRI 
and DIĜIR = ilum “divine” explains its identification as a divine bird.140 In turn, 
this encourages us to read the remainder of the passage as a riddle, which one 
might pose as follows: “if one finds /al/ in the heavens in the (name of the) divine 
wren, where does one find /al/ on earth?” The answer: in the UR = kalbu “dog, 
beast” and UŠUMGAL = labbu “lion, dragon.” 

An excellent demonstration of a polysemy cluster in Akkadian is the Epic of 
Gilgamesh 11.43–47. In the previous chapter, I described how Ea instructed 
Utnapishtim to deceive the villagers by telling them that Ea: eli kâšunu 
ušaznanakkunūši nuḫšamma … [ina šer] kukkī … ina līlâti ušaznanakunūši 
šamûtu kibāti “shall rain upon you abundance … in the morning, cakes (kukkū), 
and in the evening, he shall rain down a pouring of wheat (kibātu),” thus masking 
the coming of kukkû “darkness” and kibittu “heaviness.” However, equally 
polysemous in the passage are the verb zanānu, which can mean “provide with 
food” or “rain down,” and the noun nuḫšu “abundance,” which can refer to 
“agricultural yield” or “flood waters.”141 The result is a polysemy cluster. 

Also representing polysemy clusters in Akkadian are the ends of Enuma Elish 
and Ludlul bēl nēmeqi, which list the fifty names of Marduk and the twelve gates 
of Babylon, respectively.142 Both texts offer erudite exegetical readings of the 
names, employing many of the various types of polysemy and paronomasia 
surveyed here. Since I already have commented on the fifty names, I limit my 
examples here to the gates in Ludlul. 

According to Alan Lenzi, the gates through which the sufferer passes at tale’s 
end bear names that are exegetically reflected in the sufferer’s experience. Thus, 
in 5.49, we find: ina bāb dalīli (KÁ KA.TAR.RA) ištāla pīya “in the ‘Gate of 
Praise’ my mouth inquired.” Not only does the sign KÁ (= Akkadian bāb “gate”) 
also mean pû “mouth, but the sign KA (in Sumerian KA.TAR for Akkadian dalīlu 
“praise”) does the same by way of homophony on KÁ. In addition, the sign TAR 

 
140. To Michalowski’s observations I add the paronomasia between ALTIRI “wren” and 
TIR “forest.” 
141. Scott B. Noegel, “Raining Terror: Another Wordplay Cluster in Gilgamesh Tablet XI 
(Assyrian Version, ll. 45–47),” NABU (1997): 39–40. 
142. See Bottéro, “Les noms de Marduk, l’écriture et la ‘logique’ en Mésopotamie 
ancienne”; Lenzi, “Scribal Hermeneutics and the Twelve Gates of Ludlul bēl nēmeqi.” 
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can mean šâlu “inquire, ask.” Hence the line: ištāla pīya “my mouth inquired.”143 
The listing of each of the gates in subsequent lines, each with a polysemous and/or 
paronomastic connection to what follows, constitutes a polysemy cluster. 

As seen many times above, the Egyptian literati relished their abilities to 
create polysemous readings. Nevertheless, there does not appear to have been 
great interest in creating long, sustained polysemy clusters. Instead, Egyptians 
restricted the use of polysemes to one or two in sequence, and placed them 
prominently for particularly heightened effect, such as at the beginning and ends 
of lines. One exception to this is a sustained case of amphiboly in the Instructions 
of Ptahhotep that employs ambiguous grammatical structures. Since I discuss 
amphiboly below, I refer the reader to that section (4.1.14.1). Other rather 
pronounced exceptions to the dearth of polysemy clusters are the so-called “cross-
word” inscriptions, which provide two entirely different readings when read 
vertically or horizontally. Since these belong properly to the category of acrostics, 
I direct the reader to that section (4.1.12). Suffice it to say here that the inscriptions 
are quite remarkable for their linguistic and scriptorial skill.144 

Though the scribes of Ugarit employed many kinds of polysemy, including a 
few cases of double polysemy (see 4.1.6 and 4.1.7), there is no evidence that they 
ever gathered them into sustained clusters, with the exception of idioms involving 
body parts, which I distinguish below (4.1.8.1). Even the polysemes that enhance 
El’s speech to Kirtu in his dream do not follow closely upon each other.145 

A classic polysemy cluster in Hebrew appears in Jacob’s last testament: ןֵּב  
רּוׁש־יֵלֲע הָדֲעָצ תֹונָּב ןִיָע־יֵלֲע תָרֹּפ ןֵּב ףֵסֹוי תָרֹּפ  bēn pōrāṯ yōsēp̄ bēn pōrāṯ ʿălē ʿāyin 

bānōṯ ṣāʿăḏāh ʿălē šūr “Joseph is a fruitful son by a spring, daughters run over 
the wall” (Gen 49:22). There are multiple polysemes in this line. The first are ןֵּב  
bēn and תֹונָּב  bānōṯ, which literally mean “son” and “daughters,” respectively, but 
also can be used figuratively for offspring or the offshoots of plants. The noun 
תָרֹּפ  pōrāṯ can mean “fruitful” or “wild ass.” Thus, we also may translate the line 

“Joseph is a wild ass, a wild ass by a spring, wild colts on a hillside” or “Joseph 
is a fruitful bough, a fruitful bough by a spring. Its branches run over a wall.” 
When we also consider that we may render ןִיָע  ʿāyin as “well” or “eye” and רּוׁש  
šūr as “wall” or “gaze,”146 we can only be dazzled at the author’s dexterity with 
words. 

Equally adept is Isaiah’s famous prophecy against the “drunkards of 
Ephraim” in Isa 28:13. After indicting them for their gluttony and drunkenness 
(28:1) and likening them to wilted flowers (28:1, 28:4), he castigates the priests 
and prophets as being so muddled by liquor that they mistake their hallucinations 

 
143. Lenzi, “Scribal Hermeneutics and the Twelve Gates of Ludlul bēl nēmeqi,” 739. 
144. See J. J. Clère, “Acrostiches et mots croisés des anciens égyptiens,” CdE 13 (1938): 
35–58; Stewart, “Crossword Hymn to Mut.” 
145. See Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream.” 
146. These meanings were noted already by Rashi. 
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for divine visions. They even have befouled their tables with vomit and excrement 
(28:8). He then rhetorically asks to whom might Yahweh offer instruction, 
suggesting perhaps an infant who has just stopped breast feeding (28:9). 
Thereupon follows one of the most enigmatic lines in the Bible (28:10–11). 
 

  ׃םָׁש ריֵעְז םָׁש ריֵעְז וָקָל וַק וָקָל וַק וָצָל וַצ וָצָל וַצ יִּכ
 ׃הֶּזַה םָעָה־לֶא רֵּבַדְי תֶרֶחַא ןֹוׁשָלְבּו הָפָׂש יֵגֲעַלְּב יִּכ

 
kī ṣaw lā-ṣāw ṣaw lā-ṣāw qaw lā-qāw qaw lā-qāw zǝʿēr šām zǝʿēr šām 
kī bǝ-laʿăḡē śāp̄āh u-ḇ-lāšōn ʾaḥɛrɛṯ yǝḏabbēr ʾɛl hā-ʿām haz-zɛh 

 
Scholars have proposed multiple interpretations for the polysemy cluster in verse 
10.147 These include reading וַצ  ṣaw and וַק  qaw as (1) the babbling talk of 
drunkards; (2) the unintelligible sounds a baby might make; (3) abbreviations for 
הָוָצ  ṣāwāh “command” and הָוָק  qāw̄ah “hope”;148 (4) the names of the alphabetic 

letters צ ṣ and ק q in proper sequence, and thus, as a school-master-like 
instructional rebuke that likens his targets to children;149 (5) a sequence of 
imperatives in the Assyrian language that read ṣī lūṣi qī luqqi ṣeḫēru šēme “Get 
out. Let him get out! Wait! Let him wait! Slave!  Listen!”;150 (6) an imitation of 
unintelligible Assyrian;151 (7) baby talk for excrement ( הָֹאצ  ṣōʾāh) and vomit ( איִק  

 
147. Halpern, “‘Excremental Vision,’” offers a convenient survey of previously proposed 
options. 
148. Vincent Tanghe, “Dichtung und Ekel in Jesaja XXVIII 7–13,” VT 43 (1993): 235–60. 
Tanghe also observes that the LXX’s θλῖψιν ἐπὶ θλῖψιν “affliction upon affliction” suggests 
that we render וַצ  ṣaw as רָצ  ṣār “affliction.” He further proposes that וַצ  ṣaw in v. 13 be 
rendered רּוצ  ṣūr “rock,” since a measuring line and stone are found elsewhere as a word 
pair (e.g., Isa 34:11, though there the word used is ןֶבֶא  ʾɛḇɛn). 
149. See William W. Hallo, “Isaiah 28,9–13 and the Ugaritic Abecedaries,” JBL 77 (1958): 
324–38. 
150. The suggestion, which belongs to J. van Selms, “Isaiah 28, 9–13: An Attempt to Give 
a New Interpretation,” ZAW 85 (1973): 332–39, reads וַצ  ṣaw as from the Assyrian verb aṣū 
“go out,” וַק  qaw as from quʾʾūm “wait,” the preposition ל l “to” as the precative particle 
lū, ריֵעְז  zǝʿēr “little” as ṣuḫru “slave,” and šām “there” as an imperative of the verb šemû 
“hear.” The interpretation finds refrain with תֶרֶחַא ןֹוׁשָל  lāšōn ʾaḥɛrɛṯ “foreign tongue” in 
28:11 (cf. וָק־וַק יֹוּג  gōy qaw qāw “the nation [i.e., Assyria] of gibberish” in Isa 18:2, 18:7). 
It is possible that וָק־וַק  qaw qāw here means “power.” HALOT, s.v. “ וָק ” entertains both 
meanings but settles on gibberish. 
151. Thus, Joseph Blenkinsopp, Isaiah 1–39: A New Translation with Introduction and 
Commentary, AB 19 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), 389, who sees the line as 
quoting the opposition by turning their own words against them. In effect they are presented 
with the sounds of another language: “such as the (to them) unintelligble Akkadian they 
are destined to hear in due course from their Assyrian conquerors.” 
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qīʾ),152 thus referring back to the tables of filth (28:8); and (8) an imitation of the 
chirping sounds that necromancers made when practicing their craft.153 Adding 
additional food for thought in 28:17, is Yahweh’s promise to apply judgment “as 
a plumbline [ וָקְל  lǝ-qāw].” Moreover, it remains debated whether the passage 
continues Yahweh’s castigation of the city’s elite or if it constitutes the words of 
Isaiah’s detractors against him. 

Choosing a single interpretation is made impossible by verse 11, which 
bolsters each of the options: “Indeed, with a stammering lip and in a foreign (lit. 
‘another’) tongue, is one who speaks to this people.” The difficulty of verse 10 
has encouraged J. J. M. Roberts to translate the line: “Doo-doo to doo-doo, doo-
doo to doo doo, Yuk-yuk to yuk-yuk, yuk-yuk to yuk-yuk.”154 It is no wonder that 
Isaiah states that the people cannot understand it (28:10). In fact, at least some 
members of the Qumran community as well as some early Christians understood 
the line as evidence of glossolalia.155 As a polysemous cluster, the passage leaves 
us spinning in contemplation. We must consider multiple options while deciding 
upon none. 

Another exquisite polysemy cluster occurs in Job 29:20–23. 
 

   ׃ףיִלֲחַת יִדָיְּב יִּתְׁשַקְו יִדָּמִע ׁשָדָח יִדֹובְּכ
   ׃יִתָצֲע ֹומְל ּומְּדִיְו ּוּלֵחִיְו ּועְמָׁש־יִל
   ׃יִתָּלִמ ֹףּטִּת ֹומיֵלָעְו ּונְׁשִי ֹאל יִרָבְד יֵרֲחַא
 ׃ׁשֹוקְלַמְל ּורֲעָּפ םֶהיִפּו יִל רָטָּמַכ ּולֲחִיְו

 
kǝḇōdī ḥāḏāš ʿimmāḏī wǝ-qaštī bǝ-yāḏī ṯaḥălīp̄ 
lī šāmʿū wǝ-yiḥēllū wǝ-yiddǝmū lǝmō ʿăṣāṯī 
ʾaḥărē ḏǝḇārī lōʾ yišnū wǝ-ʿālēmō tiṭṭōp̄ millāṯī 
wǝ-yiḥălū ḵam-māṭār lī ū-p̄īhɛm pāʿărū lǝ-malqōš 
 
My vigor refreshed, my bow ףיִלֲחַת  ṯaḥălīp̄ in my hand. 
Men would listen to me and ּוּלֵחִיְו  wǝ-yiḥēllū. At my counsel they would ּומְּדִיְו  
wǝ-yiddǝmū. 
 

 
152. J. A. Emerton, “Some Difficult Words in Isaiah 28:10 and 13,” in Biblical Hebrew, 
Biblical Texts: Essays in Memory of Michael P. Weitzman, ed. Ada Rapoport-Albert and 
Gillian Greenberg, JSOTSup 333 (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 2001), 51–54; see also 
Hays, “Covenant with Mut,” 234. Note that 1QIsaa reads יצל יצ  ṣy l-ṣy here and in Isa 28:13. 
153. Karl van der Toorn, “Echoes of Judaean Necromancy in Isaiah 28,7–22,” ZAW 100 
(1985): 199–217. 
154. J. J. M. Roberts, First Isaiah: A Commentary, Hermeneia (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 
2015), 348. 
155. See O. Betz, “Zungenreden und süsser Wein: Zur eschatologischen Exegese von Jesaja 
28 in Qumran und im Neuen Testament,” in Bibel und Qumran: Beiträge zur Erforschung 
der Beziehungen zwischen Bibel- und Qumran-wissenschaft: Hans Bartke zum 22.9.1966, ed. 
S. Wagner (Berlin: Evangelische Haupt-Bibelgesel-schaft, 1968), 20–36. 
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After I spoke they did not ּונְׁשִי  yišnū. My words ֹףּטִּת  tiṭṭōp̄ upon them. 
They waited for me as for rain, for the late rain, their mouths open wide. 
 
There are no less than five polysemes in this brief passage. The first, ףיִלֲחַת  

ṯaḥălīp̄, we can render “renews” ( ףַלָח , PS ḥlp) or “made to pierce” ( ףַלָח , PS ḫlp). 
We may understand the second, ּוּלֵחִיְו  wǝ-yiḥēllū, as “they awaited” (from לַחָי  
yāḥal) or “they pierced” (from לַלָח  ḥālal and repointed as a piʿel ּוּלַחְי  yǝḥallū).156 
The third polyseme, ּומְּדִיְו  wǝ-yiddǝmū, means both “they waited” (from הָמָּד  
dāmāh) or “they were silent” (from םַמָּד  dāmam and repointed as a niphʿal ּוּמַּדִיְו  
wǝ-yidammū), and the fourth, ּונְׁשִי  yišnū, we can translate as “reply” (from הָנָׁש , 
PS ṯny) or “was sharpened” (from ןַנָׁש , PS šnn and repointed as a niphʿal ּוּנַּׁשִי  
yiššannū [cf. Isa 49:2]). Each of these polysemes is strictly visual. Capping off 
the polysemous cluster is the verb ֹףּטִּת  tiṭṭōp̄, whose semantic range includes 
“prophesy, argue against” (Amos 7:16, Mic 2:6, cf. Deut 32:2) and “dew upon” 
(Job 36:27). The result is a concatenation of multiple meanings. 

Representing the polysemy cluster in Aramaic is the famous “writing on the 
wall” that Belshazzar saw appear in his palace: ןיִסְרַפּו לֵקְּת אֵנְמ אֵנְמ  mǝnēʾ mǝnēʾ 
tǝqēl ū-p̄arsīn (Dan 5:25). Each of the words bears multiple meanings that ancient 
and modern commentaries have multiplied.157 The conventional interpretation 
reads each as a verb, and provides Daniel’s interpretation: “numbered, numbered, 
weighed, and divided,” though the last verb also paronomastically anticipates the 
סָרָפ  p̄aras “Persians” (5:26–28).158 Yet, the cryptic writing also suggests units of 

currency: “a mina, a shekel, and two half minas.”159 Furthermore, Wolters has 
pointed out additional examples of paronomasia and the relationship of the written 
cryptogram to the constellations of the zodiac.160 

Encountering a polysemy cluster has an even more dizzying effect on the 
reading/listening process than double polysemy, since it multiplies exponentially 
the text’s meanings and the relationships between the polysemes. The cluster 

 
156. One of the publisher’s anonymous reviewers has suggested the possibility that the 
dagesh in the lamed might reflect the Masoretes’ attempt to preserve both meanings by 
creating an ungrammatical form. See similarly the remarks concerning Job 42:6 by Naph-
tali S. Meshel, “Dramatic Irony and Double Entendre in the Book of Job” [Hebrew], 
Shnaton 25 (2017): 134–35 and n. 80. 
157. See Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 160–62; Marian Broida, “Textualizing Divination: 
The Writing on the Wall in Daniel 5:25,” VT 62 (2012): 1–13. 
158. The root סרפ  p-r-s also could reflect the Akkadian parāsu “interpret, render (divine) 
judgment.” 
159. C. Clermont-Ganneau, “Mané, Thécel, Pharès, et le festin de Balthasar,” JA 8 (1886): 
36–67. 
160. Wolters, “Riddle of the Scales in Daniel 5”; Wolters, “An Allusion to Libra in Daniel 
5,” in Die Rolle der Astronomie in den Kulturen Mesopotamiens; Beiträge zum 3. Grazer 
Morgenländischen Symposium, 23.–27. September, 1991, ed. Hannes D. Galter, GMS 3 
(Graz: GrazKult, 1993), 291–306. 
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destabilizes the text to such a degree that it produces an enigma; hence its use in 
a divine missive to Utnapishtim and in Daniel for the cryptic writing on the wall. 
The clusters that produce the names of Marduk in Enuma Elish and gate names in 
Ludlul bēl nēmeqi also constitute divine mysteries. The polysemy cluster in Job 
reflects well Job’s destabilized life and search for meaning. It is curious that 
Egyptian and Ugaritic texts have yielded no examples of the device, since they do 
contain cases of double polysemy. In the former, it may simply be that examples 
await discovery. In the latter, it may be that the device did not suit the extant 
corpus, which itself is rather small. In general, polysemy clusters can be effective 
aurally and/or visually. 
 
4.1.8.1. POLYSEMY CLUSTERS OF BODY PARTS 
 
A special type of polysemous cluster exploits the literal meanings of idioms 
containing body parts by using them in tandem with literal references to body 
parts as well as polysemes that suggest body parts.161 The result is an assembly of 
human features that provides a subtext that reinforces key themes.162 

In her study of a cuneiform oracular text from Ishchali, Maria de Jong Ellis 
observed a series of idiomatic and paronomastic references to different parts of 
the human body.163 The oracle, which purports to transmit a promise of the 
goddess Kititum (Ishtar) to King Ibalpiel, reads as follows: 

 
1–2 O King Ibalpiel! Thus the goddess Kititum! 
3–4 The secrets [ni5-iṣ-re-tum] of the gods are placed before me, 
5–7 (and) because you even have the words [zi-ik-ru-um] of my name in 

your mouth [pí-ka], 
7–8 I continually reveal the secrets of the gods for you. 
9–13 At the advice of the gods, (and) by the command [ši-ip-ṭì] of Anu, the 

country is given you to rule 
14–15 You will loosen/ransom [ši-in ma-tim] the x of the upper and lower 

country 
16–17 (and) you will amass/ransom the riches of the upper and lower country. 
18 Your economy [ma-ḫi-ir-ka] will not diminish. 

 
161. See Noegel, “Bodily Features as Literary Devices in the Hebrew Bible,” 509–31; Ka-
rolien Vermeulen, “Hands, Heads, and Feet: Body Parts as Poetic Devices in Judges 4–5,” 
JBL 136 (2017): 801–19. 
162. For an outward use of body parts in a list, see the description of idols in Ps 115:4–8, 
where we hear of a mouth, eyes, ears, nose, hands, feet, and throat. 
163. Maria de Jong Ellis, “The Goddess Kititum Speaks to King Ibalpiel: Oracle Texts 
from Ishchali,” MARI 5 (1987): 235–61. I adopt her transliteration and translation in what 
follows. I note that de Jong Ellis credits William Hallo with some of the observations (245 
n. 47). The text is in the Free Library of Philadelphia (= FLP 1674). 
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19–21 Whenever in the land your hand [qa-at-ka] has laid hold, the “food of 
peace” will be secure (for you/for it) [or: will enjoy the “food of peace.”] 

22–24 (And) I, Kititum, will strengthen the foundation of your throne. 
24b–25 I have established a protective spirit for you. 
26 Be ready to hear me! (lit. “May your ear be available [li-ib-ba-ši-a-am] 

to me”!) 
 

Though she did not discuss the feature in depth, de Jong Ellis drew attention 
to the oracle’s use of paronomasia as a means of cataloging body parts.164 For 
example, the text employs the noun šipṭu “command” in line 10, which echoes 
šaptu “lip” and constitutes an orthographic reflection on šiptu “incantation.”165 In 
addition, the oracle mentions “your mouth” (pīka) in line 6, “your hand” (qātka) 
in line 19, and “your ear” (uzunka) in line 26. The phrase “loosen/ransom the land 
of” (šēn mātim) also contains a “(hidden) reference to ‘teeth’ on one and ‘food’ 
in the other, thus reinforcing the conceptual framework with concrete imagery.”166 
To these references I add several more: the seven-fold use of the syllabic sign ka 
(appearing four times as the pronominal suffix -ka), which itself is a Sumerogram 
(KA) meaning “mouth,” the allusion to zikru “penis” found in zikrūm “words” in 
line 5, and the use of libbu “inner body, heart,” resounding in libbašiam “be 
available” (from bašû) in line 26. 

The oracle is filled with orthographic and paronomastic devices that extend 
beyond the mention of body parts. For example, it treats maḫīrka in line 18 
ambiguously as “your economy” or “your rival,”167 and it offers an inclusio that 
connects by way of paronomasia ni5-iṣ-re-tum “secrets” (ll. 3, 7) and na-ṣe2-er-
tam “protective” (l. 25). In addition, the word for “secrets” in the phrase “secrets 
of the gods” employs a peculiar form (i.e., the arcane plural niṣrētu) and non-
normative orthography in order to draw attention to the polysemous readings of 
the signs used to write it. De Jong Ellis notes that by writing the noun with the 
cuneiform sign ni5 = NE, the diviner also hints by way of allusion at the more 
common reading of ni5 as bi2, thus suggesting biṣru (“physician’s bag, 
commentary”), that is, “the tools (used in the activity) of the diviner.”168 Indeed, 
throughout the oracle the diviner alludes to his craft. 

 
It may be no accident that the person who composed the text chose to describe 
the source of the knowledge for the goddess’ message by a term which in 
meaning and in spelling can be thought to contain allusions to the arts of the 
diviner.169 

 
164. de Jong Ellis, “Goddess Kititum Speaks to King Ibalpiel,” 263. 
165. de Jong Ellis, “Goddess Kititum Speaks to King Ibalpiel,” 245 n. 47. 
166. de Jong Ellis, “Goddess Kititum Speaks to King Ibalpiel,” 245. 
167. Noted by de Jong Ellis, “Goddess Kititum Speaks to King Ibalpiel,” 242. 
168. de Jong Ellis, “Goddess Kititum Speaks to King Ibalpiel,” 242. 
169. de Jong Ellis, “The Goddess Kititum Speaks to King Ibalpiel,” 243. 
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The inclusion of bodily features in Akkadian texts may be related to the 
Mesopotamian scribal practice of creating exhaustive lexical lists. Indeed, one 
such list, an Old Babylonian catalogue that lists parts of the human body, contains 
270 entries.170 This practice would provide a background for the oracle’s 
sophisticated referencing (see 5.2.6). As de Jong Ellis observes, the oracle “draws 
on a number of different aspects of Mesopotamian scholarship and textual 
tradition,” which serve “to validate the authenticity of the message itself.”171 The 
oracle’s hidden references to body parts, therefore, underscore the diviner’s 
erudition, and thus establish his credentials. Moreover, the goddess’ urging that 
the king make his ear available to her (i.e., listen closely to her words) in line 26 
may draw attention to the presence of polysemy while establishing the rhetorical 
nature of her plea (see 2.1).172 

The Egyptian script makes wide use of body parts as consonants, ideographs, 
and determinatives. As a result it is difficult to know whether the clustering of 
body parts in Egypt is being manipulated for effect by the ancient scribes or 
simply the way a word or expression is naturally written. Nevertheless, some 
idiomatic clusters do appear deliberate. For example, in the Tale of the 
Shipwrecked Sailor (l. 103), the sailor prefaces his remarks by saying tp-ʿ sḥ 
“before we could reach (land).” One sees in the phrase, which is written Ûx∆∏, a 
head, an arm, toes, and legs. The clever use of signs reinforces the loss of bodies 
that the ship would experience, as the sailor recalls: “then the ship died. Of those 
on board, not one survived” (ll. 106–107). 

Barbara Richter has observed a similar use of the leg sign b four times in the 
following line describing the king’s offering found in the temple at Dendera: 
nḏ= ḥr=ṯ m bs.t m stj ḫntš b=ṯ m wbn.t m wʿr.t “I greet you with what emerges 
from the leg (of Osiris). Your heart rejoices over what appears from the leg.”173 
Not only does the sign b serve as a determinative for stj and wʿr.t, both “leg,” but 
the verb bs.t “emerge” is a combined ligature containing the legs sign Û attached 
to the fish sign ¶, and ḫntš “rejoice” is written with a sign that depicts the 

 
170. Indeed some omen collections use bodily features as an organizing principle. This has 
been observed, for example, in CT 38.1, where “the arrangement of omens 13–16 is based 
on logographic writings for parts of the body: 13: KA, 14: IGI.MEŠ 15: SAĜ, 16: ŠU.SI.” 
Noted by Ann Guinan, “The Perils of High Living: Divinatory Rhetoric in Šumma Ālu,” in 
DUMU-E2-DUB-BA-A: Studies in Honor of Ake W. Sjöberg, ed. Hermann Behrens et al., 
OPSNKF 11 (Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Museum, 1989), 234 n. 38. 
171. de Jong Ellis, “Goddess Kititum Speaks to King Ibalpiel,” 241, 243. 
172. Calls to listen closely often comprise clues to the presence of polysemy and 
paronomasia, because they are intimately tied to ancient Near Eastern conceptions of divine 
wisdom. This was first suggested by Cyrus H. Gordon, “New Light on the Hebrew 
Language,” HebAbst 15 (1974): 29. For a more complete discussion of the evidence, see 
Noegel, Janus Parallelism in the Book of Job, 136–39.  
173. See Richter, Theology of Hathor of Dendera, 198. 
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foresection of a horse dangling its two legs ( ). Moreover, the leg of Osiris is 
associated with the inundation, which is alluded to further by the fish sign in bs.t 
and the lexeme stj, which paronomastically suggests st “pour out.”174 

The Ugaritic corpus also contains examples of this device. In the Epic of Baal 
(CAT 1.16.i.41–42, 46–48), we read: 

 
41. qḥ apk b yd 
 Take your nose in your hand, 
42. [b]rltk bm ymn 
 Your gorge in your right hand … 
46. apnk ǵzr ilḥu 
 Thereupon, the hero Ilḥu 
47. [m]rḥh yiḫd b yd 
 took his spear in his hands, 
48. [g]rgrh bm ymn 
 his lance in his right-hand. 

 
As Watson espied, following the ritual in which the deity touches his nose and 
throat are mrḥ “spear,” which suggests rḥ “nose,” and grgr “lance,” which also 
means “throat.”175 To his observations, I add the clever use of apnk “thereupon,” 
which resounds ap “nose.” When considered in conjunction with the two-fold use 
of both yd “hand” and ymn “right hand,” the clustering of body parts becomes 
obvious. 

The device also has been observed in the Hebrew Bible.176 In the episode 
detailing Gideon’s campaign against the Midianites (Judg 7:1–25), one finds דָי  
yāḏ “hand” used abundantly as a keyword.177 In addition, the word “hand” 
constitutes a partial anagram with the name ןָיְדִמ  miḏyān “Midian,” with which it 
comes into juxtaposition three times (Judg 7:7, 7:14, 7:15). The frequent idiomatic 
use of this body part heightens one’s awareness of others in the story including: 
“ears” (7:3), “tongue” (7:5), “knees” (7:5, 7:6), and “mouth” (7:6), as well as 
idioms that contain body parts, such as םָּיַה תַפְׂש  śǝp̄aṯ hay-yām “lip of the sea” 
for “shore” (7:12), םיִׁשאָר  raʾšīm “heads” for “men” (7:16), ׁשֹאר  rōʾš “head” for 
the “beginning” of the middle watch (7:19), לֵבָא־תַפְׂש  śǝp̄aṯ ʾāḇēl “lip of the 
meadow” for “border” (7:22), and בֵאְזּו בֵֹרע־ׁשֹאר  roʾš ʿōrēḇ ū-zʾēḇ “head(s) of 
Oreb and Ze’eb” for “leaders” (7:25). In turn, these are reinforced by polysemes 
that suggest body parts such as םֵּכְׁשַּיַו  way-yaškēm “get up early” (7:1), which 
suggests םֶכְׁש  šǝḵɛm “shoulder,” ןיֵ֣ע  ʿēn “spring” (7:1), which suggests ןִיַע  ʿayīn 
“eye,” and הָדֵצ  ṣēḏāh “provisions” in 7.8, which reminds one of דַצ  ṣaḏ “side” 

 
174. See Richter, Theology of Hathor of Dendera, 174–75. 
175. Watson, “Puns Ugaritic Newly Surveyed,” 124. 
176. See Exod 4:1–17, Judg 3:12–30, 7:1–25, 1 Sam 5:1–6, Jon 2:3–10, Prov 6:1–35, and 
Prov 8:1–36, in Noegel, “Bodily Features as Literary Devices in the Hebrew Bible.” 
177. It appears in Judg 7:2 (2x), 7:6, 7:7, 7:8, 7:9, 7:11, 7:14, 7:15, 7:16, 7:19, 7:20 (2x). 
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(7:8). The combined impact of the numerous body parts, and the audible 
connection between דָי  yāḏ “hand” and ןָיְדִמ  miḏyān “Midian” intensifies the 
narrative’s central theme that Yahweh has promised Gideon that he would deliver 
the Midianites into his hand (7:7). 

In Aramaic, polysemy clusters involving body parts are best represented by 
the court tale in Dan 5. The account provides the perfect literary context for 
assembling body parts as it centers around the appearance of a man’s hand that 
writes a mysterious cipher upon a wall. The first time the narrator introduces it as 

ׁשָנֱא־דַי יִּד ןָעְּבְצֶא  ʾɛṣbǝʿān dī yaḏ ʾĕnāš “the fingers of the hand of a man” (5:5). 
Nevertheless, we are told that the king perceived it as הָדְי סַּפ  pas yǝḏāh “the palm 
of the hand” (5:5). Later, it is again called אָדְי־יִד אָּסַּפ  passāʾ ḏī yǝḏāʾ “the palm 
of the hand” (5:24). A close look at the pericope reveals a number of other body 
parts that set the stage for the polysemes. These include: ּהֵצְרַח יֵרְטִק  qiṭrē ḥarṣēh 
“joints of his loins” and ּהֵתָּבֻכְרַא  ʾarḵubāṯēh “his knees” (5:6), repeated mention 
of ּהֵראְּוַצ  ṣawwǝʾrēh “his neck” (5:7, 5:16, 5:29 [“your neck”]) and יִהֹויִז  zīwōhī 
“his face (lit. ‘countenance’)” (5:6, 5:9, 5:10), ּהֵבְבִל  liḇǝḇēh “his heart” (5:20, 
5:21, 5:22 [“your heart”]), and ּהֵמְׁשִּג  gišmēh “his body” (5:21). Building upon 
these are ןיִרְטִק  qiṭrīn “knots, enigmas” (5:12, 5:16), which recalls the “joints,” 

אָּיַנָּׁשִל  liššānayyāʾ “languages” (lit. “tongues”) (5:19), and ּהֵדיִּב  bīḏēh “in his 
power” (lit. “hand”) (5:23). Note too how the verb ןִיַנָׁש  šānayīn “changed” in Dan 
5:9 suggests “teeth” (cf. ןִיַּנִׁש  šinnayīn “teeth” in 7:7), and how the verb עַּבַטְצִי  
yiṣṭabaʿ “wet” (5:21) recalls the noun “fingers.”178 Given the concatenation of so 
many body parts and allusions to them, one cannot help but hear ןִיַדיִּב  bīḏayīn “in 
hands” in the repeated introductory particle ןִיַדאֵּב  bēʾḏayīn “then” in various forms 
(5:3, 5:6, 5:8, 5:9, 5:13, 5:17, 5:24, 5:29). In addition, there are two other Aramaic 
words in the story that evoke body parts in Hebrew. The first is the verb םיִׁשְר  
rǝšīm “writing” (5:24, 5:25), which resounds the noun םיִׁשאָר  rāʾšīm “heads.” The 
second is אָיְנַזֹאמ  moʾzanyāʾ “scales” (5:27), which echoes the Hebrew םִיַנְזָא  
ʾŏznayīm “ears.”179 Given the bilingual nature of the book, such interplay between 
Aramaic and Hebrew should not surprise us.180 The use of so many body parts 
and allusions to them adds importance to, even as it embodies, the notion of a 
man’s hand writing hidden code. 

The clustering of body parts differs from polysemy clusters in that it does not 
create an enigma. In fact, this kind of polysemy is unique in that only one of the 
meanings of each polyseme operates in the text, often as part of an idiom or 
metaphor, while the other, the literal meaning of the body part, is significant only 
as part of the collective. Thus, it is the cluster itself that is the most relevant 

 
178. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 158. 
179. The Aramaic term for “ear” is הָנְדֶא  ʾɛḏnāh or אָנְדּוא  ʾūḏnāʾ. 
180. See Bill T. Arnold, “The Use of Aramaic in the Hebrew Bible: Another Look at Bi-
lingualism in Ezra and Daniel,” JNSL 22 (1996): 1–16. On bilingual Aramaic-Akkadian 
polysemy in Daniel, see 4.1.7. 
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feature. Since readers/listeners cannot perceive the cluster without moving 
through a pericope, recognition of polysemy is delayed. Nevertheless, the purpose 
of the device may differ depending on the text. In the Akkadian exemplar, the 
litany of body parts underscores the erudition and authority of the author. In the 
Egyptian, Ugaritic, and biblical texts, the device reinforces key themes, some of 
which focus on body parts or their actions. Of course, one cannot rule out the 
notion that these same texts also represent a display of literary skill. In general, 
the device is effective aurally and visually. 

 
4.1.9. NUMERICAL POLYSEMY 
 
Numerical polysemy occurs when the names of numbers are exploited for non-
numerical meanings.181 Certainly, the scribes of antiquity were as adept with 
numbers as they were with letters, as cases of isopsephy illustrate (see 4.1.10), 
and in many of the writing systems covered in this study, signs or consonants had 
numerical values. Moreover, throughout the ancient Near East one finds a 
“literary” interest in numbers.182 

The Mesopotamian literati sometimes exploited the numerical value of 
cuneiform signs to encode and empower names (see 4.1.10). They also used 
numerals to write the names of some of the main gods in their pantheon. Thus, the 
number 10 = Adad, 15 = Ishtar, 20 = Shamash, 30 = Sin, 40 = Ea, 50 = Enlil,  and 
60 = Anu (also 21).183 Arguably the most famous demonstration of the 
relationship between numbers and divine names is the tradition found in Enuma 
Elish that Marduk possessed fifty names, the last of which was ḫanša “Fifty” 
(7.143–144). Since the number fifty also represented the name Ea, Marduk’s 
name represents the subsuming of his nature and power. Thus, at the end of Enuma 
Elish, Ea proclaims: “let him (Marduk) control the sum of all my rites, let him 
administer all my decrees” (7.141–142). Aside from the numerical values of gods’ 
names, I know of no cases of numerical polysemy in Akkadian texts. 

Egyptian scribes used specific signs for numbers one through ten, but for 
larger decimals they employed signs that also had phonetic and logographic 
values. Thus, the number one hundred (⁄) also could be read as the consonant w, 
1000 as w ḫ “lotus plant,” 10,000 as Æ ḏbʿ “finger,” 100,000 as 3 ḥfnr “tadpole,” 
and 1,000,000 as B ḥḥ, one of eight ḥḥ-gods who holds the sky aloft. Nevertheless, 
while the name of the number and the object used to represent it glyphically were 

 
181. Moshe Garsiel, “Punning upon the Names of the Letters of the Alphabet in Biblical 
Acrostics” [Hebrew], BM 39 (1994): 326. 
182. See, e.g., Yitzhak Avishur, Comparative Studies in Biblical and Ugaritic Languages 
and Literatures (Tel Aviv-Jaffa: Archaeological Center, 2007), 84–107. 
183. On “One” as a name of God in the Hebrew Bible (e.g., Deut 6:4, Zech 14:9, Job 
23:13), see Cyrus H. Gordon, “His Name Is ‘One,’” JNES 29 (1970): 198–99; Gordon, 
“The Seventh Day,” UF 11 (1979): 299–301.  
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based on a similarity of sound, to my knowledge, authors did not have an interest 
in exploiting the numerical value of words or the logographic value of numbers.184 
On the other hand, they do show a great interest in numerical paronomasia, as I 
show below (4.2.7).185 

A textbook example of numerical polysemy in Ugaritic appears in the Epic 
of Baal (CAT 1.5.vi.18–20). When El first learns that Baal has died, the narrator 
describes his mourning ritual of self-mutilation: 

 
18. ydy psltm b yʿr 
 He cuts two incisions with a razor, 
19. yhdy lḥm w dqn 
 He cuts cheeks and beard. 
20. yṯlṯ qn ḏrʿh 
 He furrows the measure of his arm. 
 

Here the poet follows the dual form psltm “two incisions” with two objects, lḥm 
w dqn “cheeks and beard,” and then with the verb yṯlṯ “furrow,” which derives 
from the word ṯlṯ “three.” Thus, he deftly combines numerical polysemy with 
graded numerical parallelism known from other Ugaritic and biblical texts (e.g., 
CAT 1.5.v.8–9, Hos 6:2).186 

An even more sustained demonstration occurs in the Ugaritic Epic of Kirtu.187 
Here again the device appears near numbers and/or numbered sequences, which 
creates a textual environment that the poet exploits for numerical polysemy. For 
instance, El commands Kirtu to make provisions that will last five (ḫmš) or six 
(tdt) months (CAT 1.14.ii.30–31). He then describes Kirtu’s army as “soldiers 
beyond number, archers beyond count” (CAT 1.14.ii.37–38), who “march by the 
thousand [alpm] (like) a downpour, in myriads [rbt] like the early rains” (CAT 
1.14.ii.39–40). Following the description is the counting of marchers: “after two 

 
184. One possible exception to the former is the cryptographic writing of numerals on cubit 
rods that date to at least the New Kingdom. See G. Priskin, “Cryptic Numerals on Cubit 
Rods,” GM 192 (2003): 61–66. The number seven also appears to have been of cryptic 
interest to the Egyptians for unknown reasons. See Warren R. “Dawson, The Number 
‘Seven’ in Egyptian Texts,” Aegyptus 8 (1927): 27–107. 
185. See, e.g., the Prayer to Thoth for Skill in Writing (P.Anastasi V 9.2), which cleverly 
begins “Come to me, Thoth, noble ibis, the god who desires Hermopolis, the letter-scribe 
of the Ennead.” Here the site of Hermopolis, written as 8-nw (i.e., ḫmnw), is followed by 
the Ennead (psḏ.t), which means “9,” thus providing a well-attested parallelism in which 
the B-line contains a larger number than the A-line. Hermopolis (lit. “Eight-town”) was 
named after the Ogdoad, a group of eight primordial deities whose cults were centered 
there. The Ennead was a group of nine primordial deities associated with Heliopolis. While 
this line exploits the numerical value of the Ennead, it does not constitute numerical poly-
semy. 
186. On graded numerical parallelism, see Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 145. 
187. Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream,” 299–316. 
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[tn], two [tn] will march, after three [tlt], all of them” (CAT 1.14.ii.41–42). A 
numerical theme continues in column iii with the description of the march 
according to a seven day typology: “march a day, and then a second [tn], a third 
[tlt], and a fourth [rbʿ ], a fifth day [ḫmš], and a sixth [tdt], then at sunrise on the 
seventh [šbʿ ]” (CAT 1.14.iii.2–4). After attacking the environs of Udum, El then 
instructs Kirtu to “halt, a day and a second [tn], a third [tlt] day, and a fourth [rbʿ 
], a fifth [ḫmš] day, and a sixth [tdt] … then (to proceed) at sunrise on the seventh 
[šbʿ ]” (CAT 1.14.iii.10–12, 14–15). 

The concatenation of so many numerical references within such a short 
pericope offers a rich context for numerical polysemy. Thus, in CAT 1.14.ii.2–3, 
Kirtu mentions a “charioteer [tlt, lit. ‘third’] with chariot horses,” a phrase that 
repeats twice more within the narrative frame (CAT 1.14.iii.24, 36). Note similarly 
the description of Kirtu’s army as containing ṯlṯ mat rbt “a million charioteers” 
(CAT 1.14.ii.36). After describing the march of the soldiers, El tells Kirtu that “the 
sole survivor will lock his house,” using yḥd (lit. “only”) for “sole survivor,” but 
when the narrator describes the fulfillment of this event (CAT 1.14.iv.21), he uses 
aḥd “one.” The archers are referred to as tnn, a noun that naturally evokes the 
number tn “two,” as the second man in the chariot. Note too the use of tn for 
“another man” (lit. “second”) in CAT 1.14.ii.48, which, as noted above, also 
serves a polysemous function. The use of numerical polysemy gives the 
orthographic impression that the text’s soldiers, like its numbers, are beyond 
count. 

Numerical polysemy in Hebrew appears in Qoh 4:8–12. 
 

  ֹול־ןיֵא חָאָו ןֵּב םַּג יִנֵׁש ןיֵאְו דָחֶא ׁשֵי
  רֶֹׁשע עַּבְׂשִת־ֹאל ]ֹוניֵע[ ויָניֵע־םַּג ֹולָמֲע־לָכְל ץֵק ןיֵאְו
 ׃אּוה עָר ןַיְנִעְו לֶבֶה הֶז־םַּג הָבֹוּטִמ יִׁשְפַנ־תֶא רֵּסַחְמּו לֵמָע יִנֲא ׀ יִמְלּו
 ׃םָלָמֲעַּב בֹוט רָכָׂש םֶהָל־ׁשֵי רֶׁשֲא דָחֶאָה־ןִמ םִיַנְּׁשַה םיִבֹוט
   ׃ֹומיִקֲהַל יִנֵׁש ןיֵאְו לֹוּפִּיֶׁש דָחֶאָה ֹוליִאְו ֹורֵבֲח־תֶא םיִקָי דָחֶאָה ּולֹּפִי־םִא יִּכ
   ׃םָחֵי ְךיֵא דָחֶאְלּו םֶהָל םַחְו םִיַנְׁש ּובְּכְׁשִי־םִא םַּג
 ׃קֵתָּנִי הָרֵהְמִב ֹאל ׁשָּלֻׁשְמַה טּוחַהְו ֹוּדְגֶנ ּודְמַעַי םִיַנְּׁשַה דָחֶאָה ֹופְקְתִי־םִאְו

 
yēš ʾɛḥāḏ wǝ-ʾēn šēnī gam bēn wā-ʾāḥ ʾēn lō 
wǝ-ʾēn qēṣ lǝ-ḵol ʿămālō gam ʿēnāw [ʿēnō] lōʾ ṯiśbaʿ ʿōšɛr 
ū-l-mī ʾănī ʿāmēl ū-mḥassēr ʾɛṯ-nap̄šī miṭ-ṭōḇā gam-zɛh hɛḇɛl wǝ-ʿinyan rāʿ hūʾ 
ṭōḇīm haš-šǝnayīm min-hā-ʾɛḥāḏ ʾăšɛr yēš lā-hɛm śāḵār ṭōḇ ba-ʿămālām 
kī ʾ im yippōlū hā-ʾɛḥāḏ yāqīm ʾ ɛṯ ḥăḇērō wǝ-ʾīlō hā-ʾɛḥāḏ šɛy-yippōl wǝ-ʾēn šēnī 
la-hăqīmō 
gam ʾim yiškǝḇū šǝnayīm wǝ-ḥam lāhɛm ū-lʾɛḥāḏ ʾēḵ yēḥām 
wǝ-ʾim yiṯqǝp̄ō hā-ʾɛḥāḏ haš-šǝnayīm yaʿamḏū nɛḡdō wǝ-ha-ḥūṭ ha-mǝšullāš lōʾ 
ḇi-mhērāh yinnātēq 
 
The case of one person [ דָחֶא  ʾɛḥāḏ], with no companion [ יִנֵׁש  šēnī], who has 
neither son nor brother. 
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Yet he amasses wealth without limit, and his eye is never sated with riches [ ־ֹאל
רֶֹׁשע עַּבְׂשִת  lōʾ ṯiśbaʿ ʿōšɛr]. 

For whom, now, is he amassing it while denying himself enjoyment. That too is 
a futility and unhappy business. 
The two [ םִיַנְּׁשַה  haš-šǝnayīm] are better off than the one [ דָחֶאָה  hā-ʾɛḥāḏ], in that 
they have greater benefit from their earnings. 
For should they fall, the one [ דָחֶאָה  hā-ʾɛḥāḏ] can raise his friend; but woe to the 
one who is alone [ דָחֶאָה  hā-ʾɛḥāḏ] and falls with no companion [ יִנֵׁש  šēnī] to raise 
him! 
Further, when two [ םִיַנְׁש  šǝnayīm] lie together they are warm; but how can one 
alone [ דָחֶא  ʾɛḥāḏ] get warm? 
Also, if the one [ דָחֶאָה  hā-ʾɛḥāḏ] attacks, the two [ םִיַנְּׁשַה  haš-šǝnayīm] can stand 
up to him. A three-fold [ ׁשָּלֻׁשְמַה  ha-mǝšullāš] cord is not easily broken! 

 
Note how the number one ( דָחֶא  ʾ ɛḥāḏ) is used idiomatically for someone who 

is “alone” in lines 8, 9, 10 (2x), 11, and 12, and how the number “two” ( םִיַנְּׁשַה  
haš-šǝnayīm) appears variously in lines 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, often with the 
meaning “friend, companion.”188 Moreover, in the consonantal text, the phrase 

רֶֹׁשע עַּבְׂשִת־ֹאל  lōʾ ṯiśbaʿ ʿōšɛr “never sated with riches,” resembles the numbers 
עַבֶׁש  šɛḇaʿ “seven” and רֶׂשֶע  ʿ ɛśɛr “ten.” The passage finishes by making reference 

to a “three-fold” ( ׁשָּלֻׁשְמ  mǝšullāš) cord in line 12.189 The numerical polysemy 
underscores Qoheleth’s point that it is best not to be alone. 

The different uses of numerical polysemy depend upon the writing system 
employed. In Akkadian, cuneiform signs used for writing divine names also had 
numerical values, so that when one wrote a certain number one could evoke the 
name of a god. In Ugaritic and Hebrew, the device takes advantage of the names 
of numbers for nonnumerical meanings. In both, authors exploit literary contexts 
that contain literal references to numbers. In Akkadian, numerical polysemy is 
ensconced in a scribal tradition of secrecy and the knowledge of divine wisdom. 
Only informed readers could access the meaning of the device; listeners would 
only hear the name of the god when the text was recited. In Ugaritic and Hebrew, 
the effect on the reader and listener is the same—a sense of numerical abundance, 
as if the text is multiplying numbers as it unfolds. It is primarily a visual device. 
  

 
188. Note similarly, Deut 32:30: הָבָבְר ּוסיִנָי םִיַנְׁשּו ףֶלֶא דָחֶא ֹףּדְרִי הָכיֵא  ʾēḵāh yirdop̄ ʾɛḥāḏ 
ʾɛlɛp̄ ū-šnayīm yānīsū rǝḇāḇāh “how can one pursue a thousand, and two put a myriad to 
flight.” 
189. Noegel, “‘Wordplay’ in Qoheleth,” 1–28. 
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4.1.10. ISOPSEPHY 
 
Another form of polysemy that involves numbers is isopsephy (called gemaṭria 
in early Jewish parlance).190 Isopsephy involves reading the consonants that 
comprise a word for their numerical values (and in Greek and Latin, also the 
vowels). Nevertheless, some Akkadian signs doubled as numbers, and there is a 
great deal of interest among Mesopotamian scribes in line and tablet counts191—
much like the Israelite םיִרְפֹוס  sōp̄ǝrīm “scribes” (lit. “counters”).192 Indeed, some 
Akkadian scribes encoded their names numerically in colophons.193 For example, 
one text records the signs 21.35.35.26.44.A.21.11.20.42. This permits the 
following equations: 21 = Anu, 35.35 = abu, 26 = GUR (= târu), and 44 = ri. In 
total, the numerical values constitute isopsephy for the name Anu-abu-uttirri.194 
Another case of isopsephy in an Akkadian colophon reads: NU.MUD. 21.33.20. 
LID.30. NAGAR. Decoded, the line reads NU = Akkadian la, MUD = pāliḫ, 21 
= Anu, 33 = zēru, 20 = šu, LID.30.NAGAR = liḫliq, thus producing the reading: 
la pāliḫ Anu zēršu liḫliq “may Anu destroy the seed of the irreverent.”195 These 
are just two examples from several that Erle Leichty has brought to our attention, 
and since his seminal publication additional examples of numerical cryptography 

 
190. For the earliest uses of ἰσόψηφος “isopsephos,” see the epigrams of Leonidas of 
Tarentum (third century BCE), found in Anthologia Graeca 6.321. The term was later used 
in dream interpretation; see Artemidorus Daldianus, Oneirocritica 3.34, 4.24 (second 
century CE). The rabbinic term gemaṭria derives from the Greek γεωµετρία “geometry,” 
and relates to the manipulation of numbers. See Franz Dornseiff, Das Alphabet in Mystik 
und Magie (Leipzig: Tübner, 1925), 91–118; Shmuel Sambursky, “On the Origin and 
Significance of the Term Gematria,” JJS 29 (1978): 35–38. 
191. Note similarly, the observation by Collins, “Kilamuwa Inscription,” 188, that the 
Phoenician inscription has a verse structure of twenty-two lines in accordance with number 
of letters in the alphabet. Also representative is the end of some of Sennacherib’s historical 
inscriptions, e.g., [1 UŠ 11.TA.ÀM] MU.DIDLI MU.SAR-e ITI.si-bu-ti li-mu MUATI-ZU 
LÚ.GAR.KUR URU.LÍMMU-DIĜIR “the line count of the inscription is [71] (lines). 
Sibūti, eponymy of Nabû-lēʾi, governor of the city of Arbela.” See Grayson and Novotny, 
Royal Inscriptions of Sennacherib, 47, l. 72. 
192. Jacob Bazak, “Numerical Devices in Biblical Poetry,” VT 38 (1988): 333–37, offers 
several examples of biblical texts that exploit the number of words in a passage. 
193. Leichty, “Colophon,” 152–53. 
194. See, e.g., Leichty, “Colophon,” 152. 
195. Leichty, “Colophon,” 152–53. 
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have come to light.196 As Hermann Hunger remarks: “The preferred place for 
scribes to play around with the writing system is the colophon.”197 

Mesopotamian scribes did not restrict such devices to colophons. It is by way 
of isopsephy that Sargon II (727–707 BCE) could claim that he built the walls of 
the city of Khorsabad to reach 16,283 cubits so that its size corresponded to the 
numerical value of his name.198 Moreover, isopsephy was employed as a 
hermeneutic in commentaries.199 

While Egyptian hieroglyphic signs had both alphabetic and logographic 
values, they did not do double duty to render numbers, and therefore, one does 
not find isopsephy in Egyptian texts. Similarly, there is no evidence that Ugaritic 
signs doubled as numbers. Hence, the lack of evidence for isopsephy in Ugaritic. 

As discussed above, the alphabet and numbers were intimately connected in 
ancient Israel. Thus the first letter aleph = one, bet = two, and so on up to ten; 
subsequent numbers hold values of ten, that is, twenty, thirty, forty, et cetera, and 
then of hundreds after one-hundred. Yet, how ancient was this correlation? The 
earliest discussion of isopsephy in the Hebrew Bible occurs in rabbinic texts, 
where the device is called gemaṭria. Consequently, scholars debate whether the 
proposed cases represent later eisegetical readings or exegetical traditions passed 
on from an earlier age. Evidence for the latter comes from Akkadian texts, like 
those I discussed above, that employ isopsephy as an exegetical tool.200 Additional 
evidence comes from some biblical acrostics, which appear to reflect an 
awareness of the consonants’ numerical values, in addition to an abecedary and 

 
196. Kurt Jaritz, “Geheimschriftsysteme im alten Orient,” AM 8 (1966): 11–15; C. J. Gadd, 
“Omens Expressed in Numbers,” JCS 21 (1967): 52–63; Hermann Hunger, Babylonische 
und assyrische Kolophone, AOAT 2 (Kevelaer: Butzon u. Berker; Neukirchen-Vluyn: 
Neukirchener Verlag des Erziehungsvereins, 1968); Hunger, “Kryptographische 
astrologische Omina,” 133–45; Pearce, Cuneiform Cryptography; Andrew R. George, 
“Babylonian Texts from the Folios of Sidney Smith, Part Two: Prognostic and Diagnostic 
Omens, Tablet I,” RA 85 (1991): 137–67, esp. 147; Matthew T. Rutz, “Textual 
Transmission between Babylonia and Susa: A New Solar Omen Compendium,” JCS 58 
(2006): 86; Jeremiah Peterson, “A New Source for Diri Tablet 7,” NABU (2007): 5–6. 
197. Hermann Hunger, “Playful Writings in Cuneiform Colophons,” in Haim M. I. Gevar-
yahu: Memorial Volume, ed. Joshua J. Adler, vol. 2 (Jerusalem: World Jewish Bible 
Center, 1990), 34. 
198. Weidner, “Geheimschrift”; Andreas Fuchs, Die Inschriften Sargons II. aus Khorsabad 
(Göttingen: Cuvillier Verlag, 1993), 42:65, pp. 294–295: ŠÁR ŠÁR ŠÁR ŠÁR GÉŠ + u 
GÉŠ + u GÉS + u 1 UŠ 3 qa-ni 2 KÙŠ (ammati) nibīt šumīya mišīḫti dūrīšu aškunma eli 
aban šadê zaqri ušaršidma temmēnšu “I made the measure of its wall 16,283 cubits, 
(equaling) my name, and established the foundation platform upon the bedrock of the high 
mountain.” 
199. Frahm, Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries, 76–79. 
200. Lieberman, “A Mesopotamian Background for the So-Called Aggadic ‘Measures’ of 
Biblical Hermeneutics?”; Tigay, “Early Technique of Aggadic Exegesis.” 
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the names of the consonants (see the discussion of Prov 31:21 below [4.2.7]). 
Nevertheless, the acrostics do not offer definitive proof. Indeed, solid evidence 
for isopsephy does not exist in Israel until the start of the first century BCE, where 
it appears on coins.201 During the monarchic period, evidence from ostraca shows 
that the Israelites used the Egyptian hieratic numeral system.202 Later the 
Mesopotamian sexigesimal system was adopted. This has suggested to some that 
Hebrew isopsephy represents an adaptation of later Greek practice.203 P. R. Weiss 
suggested the existence of isopsephy in the War Scroll from Qumran,204 but his 
proposal has been held in reservation or rejected.205 

On the other hand, it is possible that in early Israel isopsephy was purely an 
exegetical device employed in elite circles, and so perhaps we should not expect 
to find it on common objects.206 Indeed, the most ancient proposals for isopsephy 
in the Bible are exegetical in nature. Thus, b. Ned. 32a states that the 318 soldiers 
who battled with Abram against the kings of the east (Gen 14:14) is an isopsephy 

 
201. See the coins of Alexander Jannaeus minted in the twenty-fifth (i.e., הכ ) year of his 
rule in paleo-Hebrew script. 
202. Yohanan Aharoni, “The Use of Hieratic Numerals in Hebrew Ostraca and the Shekel 
Weights,” BASOR 184 (1966): 13–19; Ivan Tracy Kaufman, “New Evidence for Hieratic 
Numerals on Hebrew Weights,” BASOR 188 (1967): 39–41. There also is an ostracon 
found in Israel that contains only Egyptian numerals and some hieratic logograms with 
Hebrew words, which suggests that the entire text was read in Hebrew. See Shemuel 
Yeivin, “Studies in Comparative Egypto-Semitic,” Kêmi 6 (1969): 63–80. 
203. See Georges Ifrah, From One to Zero: A Universal History of Numbers (New York: 
Viking Penguin, 1985), 267–70. 
204. Pinkas R. Weis, “The Date of the Habakkuk Scroll,” JQR 41 (1950): 149 n. 79. The 
proposal entails reading the three highlighted consonants in 1QM IV, 3–4: דמעמ לדח  

תרובגב םיעשר  ḥdl mʿmd ršʿym bgbwrt “ceased is the stand of the wicked by the might (of 
God),” as 8 + 40 + 2 = 50, and thus as an isopsephy for the company of fifty that goes to 
war against the sons of darkness. However, isopsephy is typically not so selective with 
regard to which letters count across word boundaries but instead counts all the consonants 
of a single word. For additional suggestions of isopsephy in the texts from Qumran, see 
Driver, “Playing on Words,” 127. 
205. For reservations, see William H. Brownlee, “Biblical Interpretation among the 
Sectaries of the Dead Sea Scrolls,” BA 14 (1951), 71 n. 44; Fishbane, “Qumran Pesher and 
Traits of Ancient Hermeneutics,” 97–114. Rejections include: Shani I. Berrin, “Qumran 
Pesharim,” in Biblical Interpretation at Qumran, ed. Matthias Henze (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Eerdmans, 2005), 110–33; Daniel A. Machiela, “The Qumran Pesharim as Biblical 
Commentaries: Historical Context and Lines of Development,” DSD 19 (2012): 313–62. 
206. Note the observation of Abraham Winitzer, “Assyriology and Jewish Studies in Tel 
Aviv: Ezekiel among the Babylonian Literati,” in Encounters by the Rivers of Babylon: 
Scholarly Conversations between Jews, Iranians and Babylonians in Antiquity, ed. Uri 
Gabbay and Shai Secunda, TSAJ 160 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2014), 163–216, that the 
numerical value of the consonants in the expression רּוצְמ יֵמְי  yǝmē mǝṣūr “days of siege” 
in Ezek 4:8 adds up to 390, the very figure appearing in Ezek 4:9. 
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for Abram’s servant Eliezar, whose name equals 318.207 Another proposal has 
been the name Gad in Gen 46:16, because its numerical value is seven, and the 
name appears in a chapter replete with sevens (including the number of his sons) 
and multiples of sevens.208 

In more recent times there have been additional proposals. Addison Wright 
has drawn our attention to a number of cases in Qoheleth,209 though they have 
been met with some skepticism.210 Rüdiger Heinzerling has argued that “using a 
key layed down in the context and a number of statistical observations,” one can 
decode the exaggerated census totals in Num 1 and 26 by isopsephy to produce 
the formula: “Yahweh is One,” as well as the number forty, a reference to the 
years of Israel’s wandering.211 Casper Labuschagne and Israel Knohl have 
suggested that some texts, particularly psalms, contain stanzas of twenty-six 
words (or fifty-two, its double) in order to reflect the name Yahweh (i.e., 
Y+H+W+H = 10 + 5 + 6 + 5 = 26).212 

Whether one sees isopsephy at work in the Hebrew Bible depends to a large 
extent on how one weighs the comparative evidence from Mesopotamia and the 
limited evidence from biblical acrostics, as well as to what degree one sees the 
practice in rabbinic texts as a continuance of older hermeneutic traditions. 

Isopsephy in Aramaic is represented by the well-known proclamation in Rev 
13:18 concerning the name of the beast (666, var. 616). Lying behind the New 

 
207. Tigay, “Early Technique of Aggadic Exegesis,” 179–80; Fishbane, Biblical 
Interpretation in Ancient Israel, 464; Gideon Bohak, “Bereshit Reshit in Gematria: New 
Sources for the Study of the Jewish Esoteric Tradition in the Talmudic and Gaonic Periods” 
[Hebrew], Tarbiz 83 (2015): 513–29. The notion that 318 represents a similar case of 
isopsephy in the Epistle to Barnabas, has been refuted by Reidar Hvalvik, “Barnabas 9.7–
9 and the Author’s Supposed Use of Gematria,” NTS 33 (1987): 276–82. 
208. Sasson, “Word Play in the O.T.,” 969. 
209. For example, יֵרְבִּד  diḇrē “words of” has the numerical value of 216, the number of 
verses in the book, excluding the epilogue. For this and others, see Addison G. Wright, 
“The Riddle of the Sphinx: The Structure of the Book of Qoheleth,” CBQ 30 (1968): 313–
34; Wright, “The Riddle of the Sphinx Revisited: Numerical Patterns in the Book of 
Qoheleth,” CBQ 42 (1980): 38–51; Wright, “Additional Numerical Patterns in Qoheleth,” 
CBQ 45 (1983): 32–43. 
210. See Choon Leong Seow, Ecclesiastes: A New Translation with Introduction and Com-
mentary, AB 18C (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 44. 
211. Rüdiger Heinzerling, “Bileams Rätsel: Die Zählung der Wehrfähigen in Numeri 1 und 
26,” ZAW 111 (1999): 415. Cf. Ps 136, which contains twenty-six verses, thus totaling the 
numerical value of the name Yahweh. 
212.  Casper Labuschagne, “Significant Compositional Techniques in the Psalms: Evidence 
for the Use of Number as an Organizing Principle,” VT 59 (2009): 583–605. See also 
Ronald Youngblood, “Divine Names in the Book of Psalms: Literary Structures and 
Number Patterns,” JANES 19 (1989): 171–81; Israel Knohl, “Sacred Architecture: The 
Numerical Dimensions of Biblical Poems,” VT 62 (2012): 189–97. 
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Testament passage is the Aramaic form of the name רסק ןורנ  “Neron Caesar,” i.e., 
50 + 200 + 6 + 50 + 100 + 60 + 200 = 666 (var. רסק ורנ  “Nero Caesar,” i.e., 50 + 
200 + 6 + 100 + 60 + 200 = 616).213 Isopsephy would live on as a hermeneutical 
practice and would continue to be adopted by later Jewish, Samaritan, and 
Christian exegetes, who would expand its applications.214 

Generally speaking, isopsephy is a visual, not an aural, device. One cannot 
readily unpack the numerical values of signs and words when a text is recited. 
Indeed, isopsephy is a learned device, hermeneutical and/or didactic in purpose, 
and at home in scholarly circles where such matters could be contemplated and 
discussed. It is essentially a form of cryptography. 

 
4.1.11. NOṬARIQON 
 
Noṭariqon (also called acronymy or etymography) is the practice of explaining or 
deriving the meaning of a word by reading the first consonant of each word (or 
signs used to write the word) successively so that they spell out an entirely 
different word or sentence.215 As Stefan Maul observes, one finds noṭariqon in 
Akkadian texts mainly as a hermeneutical tool, and often working across 
languages, that is, Akkadian and Sumerian.216 Thus, one commentary interprets 
the Sumerian KISIM5 “sour milk” (= Akkadian kisimmu) as meaning a 
“shepherd’s pen,” by breaking it up into the Sumerian signs KI “deep place” (= 

 
213. The variant is derived by using the Hebrew/Aramaic alphabet to render the Latin form 
of his name. Josef Schmidt, “Die Rätselzahl 666 in Offb 13:18 Ein Lösungsversuch auf der 
Basis lateinischer Gematrie,” NT 44 (2002): 35–54, argues that the isopsephy here spells 
the name Claudius when based on the Latin numeral system. 
214. See Dornseiff, Das Alphabet in Mystik und Magie, 91–118; Robert K. Johnston, The 
Christian at Play (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1983); Joel Kalvesmaki, Formation of 
the Early Christian Theology of Arithmetic Number Symbolism in the Late Second Century 
and Early Third Century (PhD diss., Catholic University of America, 2006); David 
Derovan, et al., “Gematria,” EncJud 1:424–27; Mark Kiley, “Three More Fishes (John 
21:11),” JBL 127 (2008): 529–31. 
215. “Noṭariqon” derives from the word νοτάριος “shorthand writer, secretary,” which in 
turn derives from Latin notarius “notary.” See Athanasius, Apologia ad Constantium 
imperatorem 2035.011 (fourth century CE); Johannes Chrysostum, Ad Innocentium papam 
2062.094 (fourth–fifth century CE). On the use of “etymography” see Assmann, 
“Etymographie,” 37–63; Frahm, Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries, 70. 
216. See Stefan M. Maul, “Das Wort im Worte, Orthographie und Etymologie als 
hermeneutische Verfahren babylonischer Gelehrter,” in Commentaries—Kommentare ed. 
Glenn W. Most, AKSP 4 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1999), 15–18; Illya 
Vorontsov, “Material und Wesen des Mittleren Himmels,” NABU (2008): 27, has 
discovered noṭariqon in KAR 307 in reference to the stone named saggilmud. The 
noṭariqon associates it with Middle Heaven. 
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Akkadian tarbaṣu “pen”) and SI (= Akkadian rēʾûti) “sheep.”217 In another 
commentary, we find the following interpretation, again based on noṭariqon: ḫur-
da-ti: ḫur-ri da-di, da-du: ma-ra “(the term) ‘Vulva’ (ḫurdatu) means ‘cavity of the 
loved-one’ (ḫurri dādi), where ‘loved-one” (dādu) means ‘son’ (māru).”218 

In some cases, a Sumerian reading of a logogram was used to provide an 
Akkadian etymology. Thus, in a magico-medical commentary, we find: 

 
SAḪAR : eperi : SAḪAR : saḫar u ṣaḫar ištēnma “(the sign read as) SAḪAR 
(in Sumerian means) ‘dust’ (in Akkadian, but note also concerning) SAḪAR 
(that) saḫar and (the Akkadian) ṣaḫar ‘small child’ are one.” (N11-T3) 
 

Here the commentary uses the similarity in sound between the Sumerian reading 
of the logogram for “dust” (SAḪAR) and the Akkadian ṣaḫar “small child” to 
suggest that dust played a role in bringing forth the baby.219 

Jiménez has pointed out that noṭariqon also is employed in Akkadian 
disputation poems, where: “decoding the origin of a word is not simply an 
exercise in etymology: inasmuch as the names are related to the inner nature of 
things, etymology is a true epistemological endeavor.”220 In this context, 
noṭariqon has an appellative function that also seeks to ascertain the true essence 
of a person, place, or thing. 

In chapter 2, I presented a particularly striking case of noṭariqon in Egyptian 
(see 2.4.3). However, such cryptic writing was rather widespread, especially on 
monumental inscriptions of later periods. The Egyptian temple of Esna offers a 
number of fine examples, each of which offers a cryptographic reading of the 
name of a god, for example, Heka, Isis, Khnum, Menhyt, Nebetu, Neith, and 
Osiris. For example, the name of the god Khnum is written as 8≈˚¥. On the 
surface, one may read the inscription as ḫpr.w nṯr mrj “the beloved divine being.” 
However, if one reads just the first consonant of each of the logographic signs it 
yields ḫ + n + m = ḫnm “Khnum.”221 

To date, no examples of noṭariqon have been found in Ugaritic texts. Either 
examples await discovery or the device was not employed. 

 
217. The commentary focuses on the forty-first pirsu-section of Aa (= Ea 8.3), ll. 3–4. 
218. The commentary elaborates the meaning of the text entitled ÉN MUNUS 
Ù.TU.UD.DA.A.NI “Incantation for a Woman in Labor,” ll. 42–43. See now Gabbay, 
“Akkadian Commentaries from Ancient Mesopotamia and Their Relation to Early Hebrew 
Exegsis,” 287–89; discussed also by Frahm, Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries, 
71. 
219. Found in Frahm, Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries, 73. 
220. Jiménez, “‘As Your Name Indicates,’” 88. 
221. Cited in Jochen Hallof, “Esna,” in UCLA Encyclopedia of Egyptology, ed. Willeke 
Wendrich (Los Angeles, CA: UCLA, 2011), 10. By this time, the phonemes ḫ and ẖ had 
become interchangeable. 
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Noṭariqon in the Hebrew Bible has been proposed for Jeremiah’s use of the 
phrase “temple of Yahweh,” which he repeats verbatim three times followed by 
הָּמֵה  hēmmāh “these” (Jer 7:4). The odd line has encouraged some to conclude 

that the three consonants that comprise הָּמֵה  hēmmāh (i.e., h + m + h) are an 
acronym for הֶּזַה םֹוקָּמַה  [h]am-[m]āqōm [h]az-zɛh “this place.”222 Like 
isopsephy, noṭariqon is more common in later rabbinic texts and talismans, where 
it bears a performative and/or ritual function.223 

Another example appears in Esther’s statement to the Persian king:  אֹובָי  
םֹוּיַה ןָמָהְו ְךֶלֶּמַה  [y]āḇōʾ [h]am-mɛlɛḵ [w]ǝ-hāmān [h]ay-yōm “let the king and 

Haman come today” (Esth 5:4). The initial consonants of each of these words (i.e., 
הוהי  yhwh) spell out the divine name Yahweh, which otherwise appears nowhere 

in the book.224 
Some authors use noṭariqon for appellative purposes. Thus, Gen 16:11 

combines עַמָׁש  šāmaʿ “he heard” and הוהי  “Yahweh” to name לאֵעָמְׁשִי  yišmāʿēʾl 
“Ishmael,” Gen 17:4–5 reads םָהָרְבַא  ʾaḇrāhām “Abraham” as the conjunction 
of בָא  ʾ āḇ “father” and ןֹומֲה  hămōn “many (nations),” Gen 31:48 explains the place 
name דֵעְלַּג  galʿēḏ as if derived from לַּגַה  hag-gal “the heap” and דֵע  ʿēḏ 
“witness,” and Judg 6:32 accounts for the name לַעַּבֻרְי  yǝrubaʿal “Jerubaal” by 
noting that the people said לַעַּבַה ֹוּב בֶרָי  yārɛḇ bō hab-baʿal “let Baal contend 
against him.”225 

Noṭariqon continued in Aramaic as an exegetical tool. Thus, b. Shab. 77b 
explains the difficult Aramaic word אתליכותמ  mtwkyltʾ by way of noṭariqon: 

אד ילכת יתמיא  ʾymty tkly dʾ “When will it end?” Elsewhere the rabbis use 
noṭariqon to render the Hebrew word םֵּלִא  ʾillēm “dumb” in Ps 38:14 into 
Aramaic: הילולימ ליקתשיא  ʾyštqyl mylwlyh “his speech has been removed” (b. 
Ḥag. 2b [= Giṭ. 71a]). 

In Akkadian and Egyptian texts, noṭariqon is primarily a visual device, 
because it operates on the level of the sign. Indeed, it constitutes a form of 
cryptography. However, in Hebrew and Aramaic texts, one can detect noṭariqon 
visually, but aurally as well, especially if one is attentive to the paronomastic 
rendering that derives from the device. This is because noṭariqon employed in 
these scripts operates on the level of the consonant. The visual and aural effect of 
noṭariqon generally is one of metonymization. Its function is primarily 
hermeneutic or perhaps didactic. 

 
222. Sasson, “Word Play in the O.T.”; though Alan D. Corré, “ʾēlle, hēmma = sic,” Bib 54 
(1973): 263–64, argues that הָּמֵה  hēmmā is an equivalent to sic. 
223. See Lieberman, “Mesopotamian Background for the So-Called Aggadic ‘Measures’ 
of Biblical Hermeneutics?”; Tigay, “Early Technique of Aggadic Exegesis.” 
224. B. Beitzel, “Exodus 3:14 and the Divine Name: A Case of Biblical Paronomasia,” 
TrinJ n.s. 1 (1980): 7–8. 
225. These examples of noṭariqon, and many more from talmudic and midrashic texts, 
appear in Waldburg, Methods of (Hermeneutical) Transformations, article 4, section 1. 
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4.1.12. ACROSTICS (ALSO TELESTICHS, MESOSTICHS, AND 
MENOSTICHS) 
 
An acrostic is a form of polysemy that works by reading vertically the initial letter 
or sign of the first word in successive lines.226 Since each of the lines also bears 
meanings horizontally, we may consider an acrostic a structural form of 
polysemy. A telestich is an acrostic that reads the final letters or signs of 
successive lines. A mesostich is an acrostic that reads the middle consonants of a 
word (on this form see below under Transposition 4.1.13). When an acrostic, 
telestich, or mesostich spells out a name, word, or sentence it is called a 
menostich. Though telestichs and menostichs are more frequently attested in 
Akkadian and Egyptian texts than in the Hebrew Bible,227 a few do appear. The 
examples illustrated here anticipate the long history that acrostics would have in 
later Greek and Latin literature.228 

 
226. ἀκροστιχίς “acrostic” first occurs in Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Ant. Rom. 4.62 (first 
century BCE–first century CE). Cicero, Div. 2.54.111 (first century BCE), does not employ 
the word, but describes the device. 
227. Clère, “Acrostiches et mots croisés des anciens égyptiens”; Stewart, “Crossword 
Hymn to Mut”; William Michael Soll, “Babylonian and Biblical Acrostics,” Bib 69 (1988): 
305–22. 
228. See, e.g., Ralph Marcus, “Alphabetic Acrostics in the Hellenistic and Roman Periods,” 
JNES 6 (1947): 109–15; Martin L. West, “Magnus and Marcellinus: Unnoticed Acrostics 
in The Cyranides,” CQ 32 (1982): 480–81; Don P. Fowler, “An Acrostic in Vergil (Aeneid 
7.601–4)?,” CQ 33 (1983): 298; James J. Clauss, “An Acrostic in Vergil (Eclogues I 5–8): 
The Chance that Mimics Choice?,” Aevum Antiquum 10 (1997): 267–87; Clauss, 
“Theriaca: Nicander’s Poem of the Earth,” SIFC 4 (2006): 160–82; Denis C. Feeney and 
Damien Nelis, “Two Virgilian Acrostics: Certissima Signa?,” CQ 55 (2005): 644–46; 
Jeffrey Gore and Allan Kershaw, “An Unnoticed Acrostic in Apuleius Metamorphoses and 
Cicero de Divinatione 2.111–12,” CQ 58 (2008): 393–94; Alexei A. Grishin, “Ludus in 
undis: An Acrostic in Eclogue 9,” HSCP 104 (2008): 237–40; Grishin, Acrostics in Virgil’s 
Poetry: The Problem of Authentication (Master’s Thesis: Harvard University, 2009); 
Selina Stewart, “‘Apollo of the Shore’: Apollonius of Rhodes and the Acrostic 
Phenomenon,” CQ 60 (2010): 401–5; Ted Somerville, “Note on a Reversed Acrostic in 
Vergil Georgics 1.429–33,” CP 105 (2010): 202–9; Cristiano Castelletti, “A ‘Greek’ 
Acrostic in Valerius Flaccus (3.430–4),” Mnemosyne 65 (2012): 319–23; Robert Colborn, 
“Solving Problems with Acrostics: Manilius Dates Germanicus,” CQ 63 (2013): 450–52; 
Mathias Hanses, “The Pun and the Moon in the Sky: Aratus’ ΛΕΠΤΗ Acrostic,” CQ 64 
(2014): 609–14; Jan Kwapisz, “Behaghel’s Club,” CQ 64 (2014): 615–22; E. Giusti, 
“Caesar Criss-Crossing the Rubicon: A Palindromic Acrostic in Lucan (1.218–22),” CQ 
65 (2015): 892–94; Jerzy Danielewicz, “One Sign after Another: The Fifth ΛΕΠΤΗ in 
Aratus’ Phaen. 783–4?,” CQ 65 (2015): 387–90; Stephen M. Trzaskoma, “Further 
Possibilities Regarding the Acrostic at Aratus 783–7,” CQ 66 (2016): 785–90; Neil Adkin, 
“Valerius Flaccus’ Laniabor-Acrostic (Argonautica 4.177–84),” CQ 67 (2017): 327–28; 
Evelyn Patrick Rick, “Cicero Belts Aratus: The Bilingual Acrostic at Aratea 317–20,” CQ 
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Since Akkadian is a syllabic system, it lends itself well to these devices.229 
Perhaps the most well-known acrostic in Akkadian occurs in the colophon to 
Ludlul bēl nēmeqi, wherein each of the twenty-seven stanzas begins with a 
different sign, which it repeats for eleven lines, before moving to a new sign. In 
total, the beginning signs of all the stanzas spell out a-na-ku sa-ag-gi-il-ki-[i-na-
am-u]b-bi-ib ma-áš-ma-šu ka-ri-bu ša i-li ú šar-ri “I, Saggil-kīnam-ubbib, the 
exorcist, am adorant of the god and the king.”230 

Two learned prayers from Khorsabad, one to Marduk and another to Nabu, 
also contain acrostics that read “Nabu-ušebši, the exorcist.”231 Moreover, both 
prayers contain telestichs. The telestich in the prayer to Marduk reads: “the 
servant who proclaims your lordship.” The one in the prayer to Nabu records: “the 
suppliant servant who reveres you.”232 Moreover, the author, presumably Nabu-
ušebši, alerts the reader to the presence of the acrostic by noting that the rēš miḫilti 
u qīt miḫilti ana šinīšu iššassû “one can read the start and end of each line in two 
(directions).”233 Another lengthy acrostic in an Assyrian hymn to Marduk reads: 
“I am Assurbanipal, who has called out to you. Give me life, Marduk, and I will 
praise you.”234 

An exorcistic prayer from the first millennium BCE contains thirty-six lines 
that are grouped into sections of four. Each of the sections begins and ends with 
the same sign, which allows one to read it vertically as spelling ú-š-ab-du-du ma-
ru-uš-tu “I will cause him to pity the distress” on the left and right of the 
incantation.235 The imbedding of words and use of script is especially applicable 
to this text since it calls upon Nabu, the patron god of scribes. 

 
69 (2019): 222–28; Matthew Robinson, “Looking Edgeways. Pursuing Acrostics in Ovid 
and Virgil,” CQ 69 (2019): 290–308. 
229. See William W. Hallo, “New Viewpoints on Cuneiform Literature,” IEJ 12 (1962): 
14–15. For a comparative look at acrostics, see Brug, “Biblical Acrostics and Their 
Relationship to Other Ancient Near Eastern Acrostics,” 283–304; Klaas Spronk, “Acrostics 
in the Book of Nahum,” ZAW 110 (1998): 209–22. 
230. See Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature, 63; Oshima, Babylonian Poems of 
Pious Sufferers, 121–23. 
231. W. G. Lambert, “Literary Style in First Millennium Mesopotamia,” JAOS 88 (1968): 
131–32; R. F. G. Sweet, “A Pair of Double Acrostics in Akkadian,” Or 38 (1969): 459–
60; Oshima, Babylonian Poems of Pious Sufferers, 473–77. 
232. For another acrostic hymn to Nabu, see S. A. Strong, “A Hymn of Nebuchadnezzar,” 
PSBA 20 (1898): 154–62. 
233. As noted by Foster, Before the Muses, 620, but not by Lambert, “Literary Style in 
First Millennium Mesopotamia,” 130, who suggested it meant to recite the prayers twice. 
234. A. Livingstone, Court Poetry and Literary Miscellanea, SAA 3 (Helsinki: Helsinki 
University Press, 1989), 6–10. 
235. Published with a number of similar acrostics and telestichs already by S. A. Strong, 
“On Some Babylonian and Assyrian Alliterative Texts-I,” PSBA 17 (1895): 131–51. See 
too the crossword-like inscriptions on two sixth century BCE Babylonian cylinders 
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Since many cuneiform signs have multiple values, authors may use them with 
one value to create the vertical reading of the acrostic, while exploiting them for 
a different phonetic value when read horizontally. Thus, for example, in the 
Babylonian Theodicy, we find: 

 
140. bi-it-bi-ti-iš lu-ter-ru-ba lu-nu-ʾi bu-bu-ti 
 From house to house I will go (lit. “enter”), I will drive  
 away hunger. 
141. bi-ri-iš lu-ut-te-ʾe-lu-me su-le-e lu-ṣa-a-[a-ad] 
 I will roam around from one place to another/hungrily, I will  
 pr[owl] the streets.236 
142. pi-is-nu-qiš ana qer-bi lu-t[er-ru-ba … ] 
 Wretchedly, I will en[ter] inside […] 

 
Note that when read vertically, the first sign in each line is read as bi, even though 
one must read it horizontally as pi in the third line. This occurs quite often in the 
poem,237 and it is a feature shared by lexical lists organized acrographically.238 

Egyptian scribes often exploited their script for its ability to communicate in 
multiple directions, sometimes with stunning results. An astonishing hymn to the 
goddess Mut inscribed on a limestone stela bears two entirely different readings 

 
discussed by Paul-Alain Beaulieu, “Divine Hymns as Royal Inscriptions,” NABU (1993): 
69–71. 
236. Oshima, Babylonian Poems of Pious Sufferers, 141, reads bīriš as “side, ridge” rather 
than “hungrily.” This creates a case of unidirectional polysemy. 
237. The acrostic in the third strophe (ll. 23–33) relies upon the reading ku, but l. 26 must 
be read qú. The fifth strophe (ll. 45–55) relies upon ak, but ll. 46 and 53 start with aq, and 
l. 50 with ag. The sixth strophe (ll. 56–66) relies upon gi, but ll. 61 and 65 must be read ge. 
The seventh strophe (ll. 78–88) relies upon the reading ki, but l. 83 starts with qí, and l. 87 
with qé. The twelfth strophe (ll. 122–132) relies upon the reading up, but ll. 125, 127, 128, 
130, and 132 must be read ub. The thirteenth strophe (ll. 133–143) relies upon bi, but ll. 
135 and 142 start with pí, and ll. 136, 138, 139, and 143 start with bé. The fourteenth 
strophe (ll. 144–154) relies upon ib, but ll. 145 and 148 start with ep and l. 147 with ip. 
The twentieth strophe (ll. 210–220) relies upon the reading ri, but ll. 216, 218, and 220 
start with re. The twenty-first strophe (ll. 221–231) relies upon the sign BU (= bu [first line 
is broken]), but ll. 224–228, 230 must be read pu. The twenty-fourth strophe (ll. 254-264) 
relies upon le, but ll. 255, 256, 258-262, and 264 start with li. The twenty-sixth strophe (ll. 
276–286) relies upon šar, but ll. 280 and 285 read it as sar. The twenty-seventh strophe (ll. 
287–297) relies upon the reading re, but ll. 288, 290, 292, and 295 must read it as ri. See 
Oshima, Babylonian Poems of Pious Sufferers, 157, 358. 
238. Thus, one lexical text lists successive entries that begin with same cuneiform sign, 
ḪAR, though one must read each with the following phonetic values: ḫur, mur, ur5, ara3, 
and kin2. See Veldhuis, History of the Cuneiform Lexical Traditions, 166–68. 
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when read vertically or horizontally. Though partly damaged, the vertical reading 
runs eighty lines and the horizontal one extends to sixty-seven lines.239 

The lack of vowels in the Egyptian script and existence of homophones in the 
language help to create the flexibility required for such linguistic feats. For 
example, in another Egyptian “cross-word,” the poet uses the sign ß for mwt 
“mother,” when read horizontally, but as the goddess “Mut,” when read vertically. 
Similarly, when read in one direction, the signs iw are understood as w meaning 
“to be,” but when read in another, with the determinative ·, they are understood 
as ()w “adoration.” Such incredible creativity is much more difficult to achieve 
in purely phonetic scripts.240 

The Ugaritic corpus has yielded no alphabetic acrostics, though the system 
for ordering the alphabet is known.241 However, the texts do offer cases of what 
Watson has called “quasi-acrostics” or “anaphoric alliteration,” in which a poem 
begins successive lines and/or stichs with the same consonant.”242 Thus, CAT 
1.14.iv.19–22:243 

 
19. aṯr ṯn ṯn hlk 
 After two, two went, 
20. aṯr ṯlṯ klhm 
 After three, all of them. 
21. aḥd bth ysgr 
 A bachelor closed up his house. 
22. almnt škr tškr 
 A widow became a mercenary. 

 
Each successive line starts with an a-aleph. See similarly CAT 1.6.ii.30–35: 
 

tiḫd bn ilm mt 
 She seizes divine Mot. 
b ḥrb tbqʿnn 
 With a sword she splits him, 

 
239. See Stewart, “Crossword Hymn to Mut.” 
240. See similarly the bilingual Demotic and Greek inscription on the Stela of Moschion 
in Rachel Mairs, “‘Proclaiming It to Greeks and Natives, Along the Rows of the 
Chequer-board’: Readers and Viewers of Greek, Latin and Demotic Acrostich 
Inscriptions,” CQ 67 (2017): 228–46. For an image of the object, see Jeffrey Spier, 
Timothy Potts, and Sara E. Cole, eds., Beyond the Nile: Egypt and the Classical World 
(Los Angeles, CA: Paul Getty Museum, 2018), 151. 
241. Aaron Demsky, “Abecedaries,” in COS 1:362–65. 
242. W. G. E. Watson, “Quasi-Acrostics in Ugaritic Poetry,” UF 12 (1980): 445–47; 
Watson, Traditional Techniques in Classical Hebrew Verse, 89–91, 431–34; Yogev and 
Yona, “Opening Alliteration in Biblical and Ugaritic Poetry,” 108–13. 
243. Watson, Traditional Techniques in Classical Hebrew Verse, 432. 
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b ḫtr tdrynn 
 With a sieve she winnows him, 
b išt tšrpnn 
 With fire she burns him, 
b rḥm tṭḥnn 
 With a millstone she grinds him, 
b šd tdrʿnn 
 In a field she sows him. 

 
This stanza employs the preposition b at the start of each line after the first. 
Sometimes the device builds upon successive uses of the same verbal con-
struction. This occurs in CAT 1.15.iv.14–16:244 

 
14. tšmʿ mṯt [ḥ]ry 
 The woman Hurray obeyed: 
15. tṭbḫ šmn [m]rih 
 She slew the fattest of her fatlings, 
16. tptḥ rḥbt yn 
 She opened flagons of wine. 
 

Watson suggests that 
 

it is probable that the quasi-acrostic, which is basically an extension of initial 
alliteration, was originally just a by-product of pervasive parallelism and that it 
was only made overt when the oral poetry of ancient times was committed to 
writing.245 
 
Nevertheless, I suggest that at least four cases in Ugaritic constitute 

meaningful menostichs. The first occurs in the Tale of Kirtu (CAT 1.16.i.12–17): 
 

ybky wyšnn 
 He cries, and gnashes his teeth, 
ytn gh bky 
 He makes his voice heard while crying, 
b ḥyk abn [n]šmḫ 
 “In your life, our father, we delighted. 
bl mtk ngln 
 In your not-dying we rejoiced. 
k klb b btk nʿtq 
 Like a dog you pass into your (eternal) house, 
 

 
244.  Observed by Yogev and Yona, “Opening Alliteration in Biblical and Ugaritic Poetry,” 
111. 
245. Watson, Traditional Techniques in Classical Hebrew Verse, 434. 
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k inr a[p] ḫštk 
 Like a cur into your grave.” 

 
Here the quasi-acrostic reads y-y, b-b, k-k, thus twice spelling ybk “he cries,” the 
central theme of the stanza and the very verb that chiastically starts and ends the 
first two lines.246 When the stanza is repeated in the third person feminine 
imperfect in apparent reference to Thitmanit, it fittingly spells t-t, b-b, k-k, that is, 
tbk “she cries” (CAT 1.16.ii.35–39). 

A second possible acrostic appears in the Epic of Baal (CAT 1.1.iii.24–25): 
 

ygly ḏd i[l w ybu] 
 He enters E[l]’s mountain [and comes] 
[qrš mlk] ab šnm 
 [To the tent of the king], the Father of Years. 
l [pʿn il yhbr wql] 
 A[t El’s feet he bows down and falls]. 

 
Here the entrance of the god Kothar-wa-Ḫasis is marked by a partial acrostic 

that spells yql “he falls,” thus perfectly matching the subject matter. In fact, the 
same verb concludes the third line. The passage is repeated in CAT 1.2.iii.5–6, 
and again in 1.4.iv.23–25 and 1.6.i.34–36, where it refers to Anat, that is, tql “she 
falls.” 

A third case occurs in the same text, in the mouth of Mot (CAT 1.6.vi.14–16): 
 

aḫym ytnt bʿl spuy 
 “My brothers, O Baal, you gave as my food, 
bnm umy klyy 
 My mother’s sons for my consumption!” 

 
The brief acrostic spells ab “father,” in a context that employs the words 
“brothers,” “mother,” and “sons.”247 

Immediately afterwards, we find yet another menostich in the description of 
the battle between Baal and Mot (CAT 1.6.vi.16–22): 

 
ytʿn k gmrm 
 They eye each other like fighters, 
 

 
246.  Long after catching this acrostic, I came upon Yogev and Yona, “Opening Alliteration 
in Biblical and Ugaritic Poetry,” 113 n. 16, who arrived at this observation independently. 
They do not note that it repeats in a different person later in the text. 
247. Cf. Song 8:2 יִּמִא תיֵּב־לֶא ָךֲאיִבֲא  ʾăḇīʾăḵā ʾɛl bēṯ ʾimmī “I would bring you into my 
mother’s house.” Here the phrase ָךֲאיִבֲא  ʾăḇīʾăḵā “I would bring you” suggests יִבָא  ʾăḇī 
“my father.” Such devices evince a desire to cluster terms for family members. 
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mt ʿz bʿl ʿz 
 Mot is fierce, Baal is fierce, 
yngḥn k rumm 
 They gore each other like aurochs, 
mt ʿz bʿl ʿz 
 Mot is fierce, Baal is fierce, 
ynṯkn k bṯnm 
 They bite each other like serpents, 
mt ʿz bʿl ʿz 
 Mot is fierce, Baal is fierce, 
ymṣḫn k lsmm 
 They drag each other like runners, 
mt ql bʿl ql 
 Mot falls, Baal falls. 

 
When read acrostically, the passage offers a four-fold repetition of the name y-m 
“Yam.” The subtle integration of Yam into the battle with Mot forces us to recall 
Baal’s previous deathmatch with Yam, from which he emerged victorious (CAT 
1.2.iv.15–27). The parallel fights and the nature of the conflicts reveal aspects of 
Baal’s character. Mark Smith explains: 

 
Yamm and Mot are cosmic figures, and they show Baal’s heroism in equally 
cosmic stature and proportions. Furthermore, as Yamm represents the chaotic 
waters and Mot signifies death in its cosmic proportions, Baal embodies order 
and life in equal, if not greater, universal proportions.248 
 
Most acrostics in the Hebrew Bible proceed alphabetically from the first letter 

(aleph) to the last (taw), but there are a variety of ways this is achieved.249 A new 
letter can commence with every line (Pss 25, 34, 145, Prov 31:10–31, Lam 1, 2, 
4), couplet (Ps 37), or even every stich/half-line (Pss 111, 112).250 The acrostic in 
Lam 3 moves to a new alphabetic letter every fourth verse, repeating the acrostic 

 
248. Mark S. Smith, Introduction with Text, Translation and Commentary of KTU 1.1–1.2, 
vol. 1 of The Ugaritic Baal Cycle (Leiden: Brill, 1994), 19. 
249. See K. C. Hanson, Alphabetic Acrostics: A Form Critical Study (PhD diss., The 
Claremont Graduate School, 1984); David Noel N. Freedman, “Acrostic Poems in the He-
brew Bible: Alphabetic and Otherwise,” CBQ 48 (1986): 408–31; Freedman and David 
Miano, “Non-Acrostic Alphabetic Psalms,” in Flint and Miller, Book of Psalms, 87–96; N. 
M. Sarna, “Acrostics,” EncJud 1:368–69; Thomas Renz, “A Perfectly Broken Acrostic in 
Nahum 1?,” JHS 9 (2009): 2–26; Roland Meynet, Les huit psaumes acrostiches 
alphabétiques (Rome: Gregorian & Biblical Press, 2015). 
250. Paul W. Gabelein Jr., “Psalm 34 and Other Biblical Acrostics: Evidence from the 
Aleppo Codex,” in Sopher Mahir: Northwest Semitic Studies Presented to Stanislav Segert, 
ed. Edward M. Cook (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1990), 127–43. 
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letter in each of the three successive verses.251  The acrostic in Ps 119 starts with 
a new letter every ninth verse. Some broken or fragmentary alphabetic acrostics 
are also present in Nah 1:2–8,252 Prov 24:1–22,253 and Prov 29:22–27.254 It is 
worth noting that while Israelite poets typically start the twenty-second verse of 
an acrostic with the letter ׁש š, they also could use a ׂש ś, because the diacritic that 
distinguishes the two consonants was an invention of a later age (e.g., יִׂשיִׂש  śīśī 
“rejoice” in Lam 4:21, םיִרָׂש  śārīm “princes” in Ps 119:161, ׂשָׂש  śāś “rejoice” in 
Ps 119:162, יִּתְרַּבִׂש  śibbartī “I hope” in Ps 119:166, etc.). Nevertheless, this does 
suggest that the acrostic was primarily a visual device, since the two consonants 
were pronounced differently. 

Various functions have been proposed for acrostics. Some might have been 
employed as mnemonics255 or to convey a sense of order.256 Those in 
Lamentations might have provided readers with a tool for interacting with their 
emotions through reason.257 

Scholars have pointed out the presence of several menostichs as well, each of 
which is imbedded in an acrostic. After moving through the entire Hebrew 
alphabet, the poet of Ps 34 adds an extra line that begins: “Yahweh redeems the 
life of his servants.” The addition allows the poet to start the last verse with the 
verb הֶדֹוּפ  pōḏɛh “redeems,” and thus with the letter פ pe. This produces an inner 
acrostic and menostich in which the first, center, and final lines of the poem read 
acrostically as ףַלָא  ʾālap̄ “learn.”258 A nearly identical menostich using the same 
verb appears in Ps 25. It also has been suggested that Ps 145 contains a reverse 
mini-acrostic in lines 11–13. Here the initial consonants of the first words (i.e., 

דֹובְּכ  kǝḇōḏ “glory,” ַע יִדֹוהְל  lǝ-hōḏīʿa “to make known,” and ָךְתּוכְלַמ  malḵūṯḵā 

 
251. J. Renkema, “The Meaning of the Parallel Acrostics in Lamentations,” VT 45 (1995): 
379–82. Mitchell First, “Using the Pe–Ayin Order of the Abecedaries of Ancient Israel to 
Date the Book of Psalms,” JSOT 38 (2014): 471–85, argues that the earlier order of the 
alphabet explains a number of acrostics including Lam 2–4, Prov 31 (LXX), and Pss 9–10, 
25, 34, 37. 
252. Duane L. Christensen, “The Acrostic of Nahum Once Again: A Prosodic Analysis of 
Nah 1, 1–10,” ZAW 99 (1987): 409–14; Spronk, “Acrostics in the Book of Nahum”; Aron 
Pinker, “Nahum 1: Acrostic and Authorship,” JBQ 34 (2006): 97–103. 
253. Victor A. Hurowitz, “An Often Overlooked Alphabetic Acrostic in Proverbs 24:1–
22,” RB 107 (2000): 526–40. 
254. Victor A. Hurowitz, “Proverbs 29:22–27: Another Unnoticed Alphabetic Acrostic,” 
JSOT 92 (2001): 121–25. 
255. Soll, “Babylonian and Biblical Acrostics.” 
256. Hillers, Lamentations. O. Palmer Robertson, “The Alphabetic Acrostic in Book I of 
the Psalms: An Overlooked Element of Psalter Structure,” JSOT 40 (2015): 225–38, argues 
that the acrostics in Psalms organize the poems into smaller sections. 
257. Assis, “Alphabetic Acrostic in the Book of Lamentations.” 
258. Brug, “Biblical Acrostics and Their Relationship to Other Ancient Near Eastern 
Acrostics.” 
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“your kingdom”) in each verse offer a reverse spelling of ְךֶלֶמ  mɛlɛḵ “king,” a 
keyword throughout the poem.259 Though the line starting with the letter נ nun is 
lacking in Ps 145, it appears in the version from Qumran (11QPsa). When one 
reads the first two words of Lam 5:1–3 in conjunction with a half-line acrostic, 
the text yields the menostich: איִבָּנָה ּוהָיְרַכְז  zǝḵaryāhū hān-nāḇīʾ “Zechariah the 
prophet.”260 Philippe Guillaume has suggested that this is followed in Lam 5:19–
22 by an acrostic, telestich, and menostich that produces: דְֹמ םָר ָךיֶהֹלֶא  ʾɛlōhɛḵā 
rām mǝ[ʾ]ōḏ “your God is exalted greatly.”261 Other menostichs have been 
suggested, but with varied success (e.g., Ps 2,262 Ps 9,263 Ps 10,264 and Lam 5:17–
18265). 

Israelite poets sometimes further enhance the art of Hebrew acrostics by 
matching the alphabetic letters comprising an acrostic with the names of those 
letters. In Prov 31:10–31, the lines beginning with the letters י yod, כ kaph, and פ 
pe use the words ָהיֶדָי  yāḏɛyhā “her hands,” ּהָּפַּכ  kappāh “her palms,” and ָהיִּפ  pīhā 
“her mouth,” respectively. Another way to enhance an acrostic is to emphasize 
the acrostic letter in the verse. Thus, the beth verse in Prov 31:11 contains no less 
than four ב beths: ּהָלְעַּב בֵל ּהָּב חַטָּב  bāṭaḥ bāh lēḇ baʿǝlāh “the heart of her husband 
trusts in her.” The same can be said of the lines in this poem that begin with the 
letters ו waw, ל lamed, פ pe, and צ ṣade.266 In this way, some acrostics demonstrate 
what Ceresko has rightly called “alphabetic thinking.”267 As seen above (4.1.10), 
they also can demonstrate “numerical thinking.” 

The quasi-acrostics known to Ugaritic texts also appear in the Hebrew Bible, 
and some of them show an awareness of alphabetical arrangement.268 Thus, Prov 
22:2–3 reads: 

 
259. Watson, “Reversed Rootplay in Ps. 145.” 
260. Siegfried Bergler, “Threni V, Nur ein alphabetisierende Lied? Versuch Einer 
Deutung,” VT 27 (1977): 304–20; A. Rosenfeld, “An Acrostic in Lamentations 5” 
[Hebrew], Sinai 110 (1992): 96. 
261. Philippe Guillaume, “Lamentations 5: The Seventh Acrostic,” JHS 9 (2009): 1–6. 
262. Marco Treves, “Two Acrostic Poems,” VT 15 (1965): 81–90, refuted by Barnabas 
Lindars, “Is Psalm 2 and Acrostic Poem?,” VT 17 (1967): 60–67. 
263. Patrick W. Skehan, “A Broken Acrostic and Psalm 9,” CBQ 27 (1965): 1–5. 
264. Treves, “Two Acrostic Poems,” refuted by Lindars, “Is Psalm 2 and Acrostic Poem?” 
265. Bergler, “Threni V, Nur ein alphabetisierende Lied?”; but supported in part by 
Guillaume, “Lamentations 5.” 
266. See M. Garsiel, “Punning upon the Names of the Letters of the Alphabet in Biblical 
Acrostics” [Hebrew] BM 39 (1994): 313–34. 
267. Anthoy R. Ceresko, “The ABCs of Wisdom in Psalm XXXIV,” VT 35 (1985): 99–
104. See also Garsiel, Story and History of David and His Kingdom, 104–8, who finds the 
device at work in the lyrics reported in 1 Sam 18:7. See also Victor A. Hurowitz, “Addi-
tional Elements of Alphabetical Thinking in Psalm XXXIV,” VT 52 (2002): 326–33. 
268. See Patrick W. Skehan, “Strophic Patterns in the Book of Job,” CBQ 23 (1961): 125–
42. 
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The rich [ ריִׁשָע  ʿāšīr] and the poor meet together. 
The maker [ הֵֹׂשע  ʿōśēh] of them all is Yahweh. 
A prudent man [ םּורָע  ʿārūm] sees the evil and hides himself, 
But the fools [ םיִיָתְפּו  u-p̄ṯāyyīm] pass on and are punished. 
 

The first three lines begin with the consonant ע ʿ and the last with a פ p, the very 
next consonant in the Hebrew alphabet.269 See similarly Exod 15:11–13: 

 
Who [ יִמ  mī] is like you, among the mighty, O Yahweh? 
Who [ יִמ  mī] is like you, glorious in holiness? 
Fearful [ אָרֹונ  nōrāʾ] in praises, doing wonders? 
You stretched out [ ָתיִטָנ  nāṭīṯā] your right hand the earth swallowed them. 
You have led [ ָתיִחָנ  nāḥīṯā] the people with your love whom you have redeemed, 
You have guided [ ָּתְלַהֵנ  nēhaltā] them with your strength to your holy habitation. 

 
This passage repeats the consonant מ m at the start of the first two lines, and then 
the consonant נ n at the start of the next four. The latter consonant follows the 
former in alphabetical order.270 

The Israelite writers’ attention to the alphabet also appears in Zeph 3:8. 
 

  דַעְל יִמּוק םֹויְל הָוהְי־םֻאְנ יִל־ּוּכַח ןֵכָל
  תֹוכָלְמַמ יִצְבָקְל םִיֹוּג ףֹסֱאֶל יִטָּפְׁשִמ יִּכ
  יִּפַא ןֹורֲח ֹלּכ יִמְעַז םֶהיֵלֲע ְךֹּפְׁשִל
 ץֶרָאָה־לָּכ לֵכָאֵּת יִתָאְנִק ׁשֵאְּב יִּכ

 
lāḵēn ḥakkū lī nǝʾum YHWH lǝ-yōm qūmī lǝ-ʿaḏ 
kī mišpāṭī lɛ-ʾĕsōp̄ gōyīm lǝ-qŏḇṣī mamlāḵōṯ 
li-špōḵ ʿălēhɛm zaʿǝmī kōl ḥărōn ʾapī 
kī bǝ-ʾēš qinʾāṯī tēʾāḵēl kŏl hā-ʾārɛṣ 
 
Therefore, wait for me says Yahweh, for the day when I arise as a witness. 
For my decision is to gather nations, to assemble kingdoms, 
To pour out upon them my indignation, all the heat of my anger; 
For in the fire of my passion all the earth shall be consumed. 

 
As noted in the Masora, this brief passage is one of twenty-six pangrams in 

the Hebrew Bible. A pangram is a passage that contains every letter of the 
alphabet.271 However, this passage also includes the five sophît or “final” forms, 

 
269. Found in Yogev and Yona, “Opening Alliteration in Biblical and Ugaritic Poetry,” 111. 
270. Yogev and Yona, “Opening Alliteration in Biblical and Ugaritic Poetry,” 111, cite the 
passage, but do not observe the alphabetic order of the consonants. 
271. The other passages include Exod 16:16, Deut 4:34, Josh 23:13, 2 Kgs 4:39, 6:32, 7:8, 
Isa 5:25, 66:17, Jer 22:3, 32:29, Ezek 17:9, 38:12, Amos 9:13, Hos 10:8, 13:2, Zech 6:11, 
Song 3:8, Dan 2:45, 3:22, 4:20, 7:19, Qoh 4:8, Esth 3:13, Ezr 7:28, 2 Chr 26:11. There are 
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and three of the six begadkepat letters (i.e., ת פ כ ד ג ב  ḇ, ḡ, ḏ, ḵ, p̄, ṯ) that retain 
their aspirated and non-aspirated pronunciations (i.e., beth, kaph, and taw). 

Elsewhere, Israelite authors appear to have delighted in including the same 
consonant in every word of a particular verse. Thus, each word in 2 Kgs 14:12 
contains the consonant י yod: [ ויָלָהֹאְל[ ֹולֳהָאְל ׁשיִא ּוסֻנָּיַו לֵאָרְׂשִי יֵנְפִל הָדּוהְי ףֶגָּנִּיַו  way-
yinnāḡɛp̄ yǝhụḏāh li-p̄nē(y) yiśrāʾēl way-yānusū ʾīš (ʾyš) lǝ-ʾāhŏlō [lǝ-ʾohālāw] 
“and Judah was struck before Israel; and they fled every man to his tent.” Though 
the yod in ׁשיִא  ʾyš and ויָלָהֹאְל  lǝ-ʾohālāyw are not consonantal, they are visually 
present. Such devices, most of which the Masora records, appear to represent a 
display of erudition.272 

The acrostic that concludes the Hebrew text of Ben Sira from Qumran 
(51:13–30 = 11QPsa XXI, 11–17, XXII, 1) represents a continuation of earlier 
traditions.273 Though only a little more than the first ten verses remain, it stands 
as a fitting crown for a text that contains many other examples of polysemy and 
paronomasia in the name of wisdom.274 

Acrostics also appear in Aramaic in late antiquity, and many are found 
imbedded in Targumic manuscripts.275 However, scholars debate whether they 
represent a continuation of practice in biblical times or the influence of a tradition 

 
also three passages that contain every letter of the alphabet except the ס samekh, which 
appears at the end of the verses as the abbreviation for the setumah: Isa 17:11, Dan 5:7, 
Neh 3:15. 
272. Thus, the Mp to 2 Kgs 14:12 states that there are six other verses that contain seven 
words, each containing the consonant י yod. Actually, there are ten others: 2 Sam 22:49, 
Ezek 14:1, 30:19, Hos 6:2, Ps 3:6, 68:2, Job 7:13, Song 1:2, 1 Chr 4:36, 2 Chr 25:22. I 
thank David Marcus for this information. In his Mm 729, Gerard Weil, ed., Massorah 
Gedolah, 2nd ed. (Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 2001), 88 lists eleven verses that 
start and end with the consonant נ nun (Lev 13:9; Num 32:32; Deut 18:15; Jer 50:8; Pss 
46:5, 77:21, 78:12; Prov 7:17, 20:27; Song 4:11; 1 Chr 12:2). See also Israel Yeivin, 
Introduction to the Tiberian Masorah, trans. E. J. Revell (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 
1980), 73–74, for similar observations. At the same time, one must be cautious when 
counting letters and verses due to variations in the manuscript traditions. See the sobering 
study of Sheldon Epstein, Bernard Dickman, and Yonah Wilamowsky, “Symmetrically 
Designed Sifrei Torah: A Quantitative Analysis,” Ḥakira: The Flatbush Journal of Jewish 
Law and Thought 5 (2007): 171–225. 
273. See Isaac Rabinowitz, “The Qumran Hebrew Original of Ben Sira’s Concluding 
Acrostic on Wisdom,” HUCA 42 (1971): 173–84. 
274. See Reymond, “Wordplay in the Hebrew to Ben Sira.” 
275. See Pereira, Studies in Aramaic Poetry (c. 100 B.C.E.–c. 600 C.E.), 58–109; Michael 
Sokoloff and Joseph Yahalom, eds., Jewish Palestinian Aramaic Poetry from Late 
Antiquity [Hebrew] (Jerusalem: Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1999); Yosef 
Ofer, “Acrostic Signatures in Masoretic Notes,” VT 65 (2015): 230–46. 
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that was more widespread during this period. Functions proposed for these 
acrostics range from the didactic and the liturgical to the mystical.276 

Since an acrostic is an organizational form of polysemy, it is primarily a 
visual device. This is especially the case when a text is written on a scroll, for it 
is the acrostic that first meets the eye in the process of unscrolling.277 One also 
must view the Akkadian and Egyptian acrostics as visual devices, since they 
depend on polyvalent readings of individual signs. One cannot access these 
acrostics aurally without reading them aloud vertically. Whether this was done 
before or after reciting the text or at all, is impossible to know, but either way one 
cannot recite the text in both directions simultaneously. The same can be said of 
Hebrew pangrams, which one discovers only through study. On the other hand, 
Hebrew acrostics may have been as accessible to listeners as to readers, since they 
depend on the order of the Hebrew alphabet, which any literate Israelite would 
have committed to memory as a child. Moreover, some Hebrew acrostics also 
employ the name of the consonant or a paronomastic reflection of it in the line to 
which it belongs, thus offering clues to the letters of the acrostic. For both readers 
and listeners the effect that acrostics have is one of delayed fulfillment, or in the 
Akkadian and Egyptian texts, delayed comprehension. Israelite poets composing 
alphabetic acrostics structurally convey the notion that their poem is instructive, 
perhaps even successively pedagogical, since the alphabet is the foundation of 
education. Thus, one learns successive lessons from the poem as one learns 
consecutive letters of the alphabet. This differs from the Akkadian and Egyptian 
acrostics, which appear to be displays of piety and erudition. 

 
4.1.13. TRANSPOSITION 
 
Devices of transposition involve replacing one letter with another based upon a 
recognized standard of order or value. To demonstrate transposition in Akkadian, 
I turn to an inscription of Esarhaddon in which Marduk shortens the period of 
Babylon’s abandonment from seventy to eleven years simply by reversing the 
cuneiform signs that comprise the numerals:  

 
He had written seventy years as the number for its abandonment, but the 
compassionate Marduk quickly softened his heart and, reversing the order, 
pronounced eleven years (as the period) of its resettlement.278 

 

 
276. See Pereira, Studies in Aramaic Poetry (c. 100 B.C.E.–c. 600 C.E.), 107–8. 
277. I thank Julia Hejduk for this observation. 
278. See R. Borger, Die Inschriften Asarhaddons, Königs von Assyrien (Graz: Weidner, 
1956), 15, episode 10; Paul Beaulieu, “An Excerpt from a Menology with Reverse 
Writing,” ASJ 17 (1995): 5. 
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The fate of the city was changed simply by reversing the ligature from (GÉŠ + U 
= 60 + 10) “seventy” to (U + DIŠ = 10 + 1) “eleven.” The cuneiform signs GÉŠ 
and DIŠ are identical, but read with different values when preceding or following 
the U sign. 

Paul Beaulieu has pointed to a similar transposition of the numerical values 
of Akkadian signs that produces different results in a philological commentary 
that focuses on sacred numbers. Here the signs U + DIŠ (i.e., GÉŠ) “eleven,” 
which also may be read as the god “Nergal,” are reversed and multiplied to 
produce the equation GÉŠ x U (60 x 10) “six hundred.” In this way, the 
commentary is able to correlate the chthonic god Nergal with the six hundred 
denizens of the underworld known as the Anunakki.279 

Since Egyptian distinguishes numerals from other signs, a reversal of the type 
known in cuneiform is impossible. Moreover, while there is some evidence for 
Egyptian abecedaries, it is incomplete, and there is no way to know if such an 
order was standardized across time and across all of Egypt. Thus, there is no way 
to know how the available Egyptian signs might have provided opportunities for 
learned readings when metathesized. Consequently, we cannot demonstrate the 
presence of transposition in Egyptian. 

The Ugaritic corpus provides no evidence of alphabetic transposition, despite 
the existence of abecedaries that inform us as to how they ordered their alphabetic 
script.280 

We are far better off in biblical Hebrew, since the order of the alphabet is 
well known. However, most of the proposed cases of transposition in the biblical 
corpus have come from periods long after the biblical texts were composed. Even 
the term for transposition in Hebrew, “atbash” ( ׁש′′בתא  ʾṯḇ′′š), derives from a later 
period.281 Still, the evidence for literary transposition is compelling. 

In Hebrew, “atbash” operates by replacing the first letter of the alphabet with 
the last, the second with the penultimate, the third with the antepenultimate, and 
so on. Hence, the name “atbash,” which juxtaposes the first and last, and second 
and penultimate letters of the alphabet, that is, aleph (א), taw (ת), bet (ב), and šin 
 Though some consider atbash an exegetical device of a later generation who .(ׁש)
imposed such readings on biblical texts, the clear use of atbash on a twelfth 
century BCE abecedary from ʿIzbet-Ṣarṭa shows it to be in use well before the 
Israelite monarchy.282 Moreover, scholars often treat atbash as if it functions as a 

 
279. See Beaulieu, “Excerpt from a Menology with Reverse Writing,” 5. 
280. Demsky, “Abecedaries,” COS 1:362–65. 
281. In later rabbinic circles, atbash was considered a form of gemaṭria. See Derovan et 
al., “Gematria.” 
282. Aaron Demsky, “A Proto-Canaanite Abecedary Dating from the Period of the Judges 
and Its Implications for the History of the Alphabet,” Tel Aviv 4 (1977): 19–20; M. 
Köszeghy, “Zur ךׁשׁש -Frage,” ZAW 117 (2005): 616–20. 
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cipher,283 though there is limited evidence that it served such a purpose.284 I have 
argued elsewhere that atbash was employed as a performative device of 
illocutionary power.285 

There are three types of transposition in the Hebrew Bible. The first employs 
a word that makes little sense unless it is transposed. In this group, I place Jer 
25:26, 51:1, 51:41, and a possible fourth case spotted by Cyrus Gordon in 1 Kgs 
9:1.286 The most famous of them appears in Jeremiah’s prophecy that a number of 
nations will drink the wrath of Yahweh: “and last of all, the king of ְךַׁשֵׁש  šēšaḵ 
shall drink” (Jer 25:26). As the Targum translates and medieval Hebrew 
commentators observe, the consonants in the word ְךַׁשֵׁש  šēšaḵ are a transposition 
for לֶבָּב  bāḇɛl “Babylon.” Here the meaning Babylon is the only one that makes 
sense. Jeremiah encapsulated the destruction of Babylon by turning its name into 
a meaningless heap of letters. 

A second type of transposition makes perfect sense both as it appears and 
when transposed. All of these occur in Jeremiah (Jer 18:2–4, 20:8, 22:10, 25:20–
26, 25:30, 25:38; 34:14, 48:2).287 See, for example, Jer 48:2, where the prophet 
declares: 
 

Moab’s glory is no more.  
In Heshbon they have planned evil against her (saying):  
“Come, and let us cut her off [ הָּנֶתיִרְכַנְו  wǝ-naḵrīṯɛnnāh] as a nation!” 
You too, Madmen, shall be silenced.  
The sword is going [ ְךֶלֵּת  tēlɛḵ] after you. 

 
When transposed, ְךֶלֵּת  tēlɛḵ “going” becomes לַכָא  ʾ āḵal “devour,” which also 

is used in reference to swords (e.g., Deut 32:42, 2 Sam 2:26). The devouring 
sword is anticipated nicely by putting the ironic statement הָּנֶתיִרְכַנְו  wǝ-
naḵrīṯɛnnāh “let us cut her off” into the Moabites’ mouths. The device thus offers 
a linguistic tie that underscores the lex talionis inherent in the Moabites’ 
punishment. Moreover, the end of this prophecy offers an inclusio of sorts by 
using לַכָא 	ʾāḵal “devour” again, this time to describe a fire that will destroy the 
Moabites (Jer 48:45). 

 
283. See Mark Leuchter, “Jeremiah’s Seventy-Year Prophecy and the ימק בל/ךשש  Atbash 
Codes,” Bib 85 (2004): 503–22; Richard C. Steiner, “The Two Sons of Neriah and the Two 
Editions of Jeremiah in Light of the Two Atbash Code-Words for Babylon,” VT 46 (1996): 
83–84. 
284. Marjo C. A. Korpel, “Kryptogramme in Ezechiel 19 und im ʿIzbet-Ṣarṭa-Ostrakon,” 
ZAW 121 (2009): 70–86. 
285. See Noegel, “Ritual Use of Linguistic and Textual Violence in the Hebrew Bible and 
Ancient Near East.” 
286. Noted in Sasson, “Word Play in the O.T.,” 969. 
287. Scott B. Noegel, “Atbash in Jeremiah and Its Literary Significance: Part 1,” JBQ 24 
(1996): 82–89; “Part 2,” JBQ 24 (1996): 160–66; “Part 3,” JBQ 24 (1996): 247–50. 
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A third type of transposition is even more sophisticated in that the consonants 
to be transposed appear vertically in the form of a mesostich. It is in such a light 
that Marjo Korpel suggests we read Ezek 19:1–5.288 Here the third consonant in 
the first word of each successive line produces the consonants ׁשעמת  ṯmʿš, which 
is a transposition for בזיא  ʾyzb(l) “Jezebel,” and thus it identifies the metaphorical 
lioness in line 1. The letter lamed needed to form the name Jezebel derives from 
hypothesizing that line 5 originally read הָלֲחַמ יִּכ אָכִּתַו  wa-tiḵāʾ kī maḥălāh “but 
she was shaken when he remained ill (referring to Jezebel’s son Ahaziah),” and 
that Ezekiel changed it to הָלֲחֹונ יִּכ אֶרֵּתַו  wa-tērɛʾ kī nōḥălāh “when she saw she 
had despaired.” The third letter kaph in אָכִּתַו  wa-tiḵāʾ would thus be a lamed in 
transposed form.289 

Aramaic forms of transposition appear in some of the incantation bowls from 
Late Antiquity, in which the consonants ץמ  mṣ stand as a cipher for the sacred 
name הי  yh “Yah.” Thus, we read: ץמ ץמ ץמ ץמ ץמ ץמ םושבו  w-b-šwm mṣ mṣ mṣ 
mṣ mṣ mṣ “and in the name of Yah, Yah, Yah, Yah, Yah, Yah” (MS 2053/278, 9–
10). It also appears in magical formulae in manuscripts from the Cairo Genizah: 

הנסב השמל ילגתיאד אליחדו ארביג הבר ץמ ץמד הימשב  b-šmyh dmṣ mṣ rbh gybrʾ w-
dḥylʾ d-ʾytgly l-mšh b-snh “in the name of Yah, Yah, the great, mighty, and 
awesome, who appeared to Moses in the bush.”290 

Transposition is a learned device that appears to have been performative in 
purpose, with the transposing of signs or consonants intending to manipulate a 
change or reversal in reality. Its use in magic texts, perhaps to conceal the divine 
name or to avoid saying it, would suggest the same. Since it is impossible to hear 
the polysemy inherent in transposition, we must consider it solely a visual device. 
Nonetheless, it is not readily accessible visually either, unless one contemplates 
it as a transposition. In many ways, transposition is a device of concealment that 
requires study to reveal its secrets. 
  

 
288. Korpel, “Kryptogramme in Ezechiel 19 und im ʿIzbet-Ṣarṭa-Ostrakon.” 
289. A later form of transposition involves substituting the letter ט ṭ for ח ḥ, and the letter 
 b, etc. It is known as atbaḥ or “the alphabet of Ḥiyya” (b. Sukk. 52b). Some of the ב ʾ for א
later rabbis used it to explain the writing on the wall in Dan 5 (b. Sanh. 22a, cf. b. Shab. 
104a). Since it represents a later development, it falls outside of this study. See Derovan et 
al., “Gematria”; Yakir Paz, “From Encoding to Decoding: The AṬBḤ of R. Hiyya in Light 
of a Syriac, Greek and Coptic Cipher,” JNES 74 (2015): 45–65. 
290. On atbash in both sets of texts, see Matthew Morgenstern and James Nathan Ford, 
“On Some Readings and Interpretations in the Aramaic Incantation Bowls and Related 
Texts,” BSOAS 80 (2017): 191–231. 
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4.1.14. AMPHIBOLY 
 
Amphiboly (also called amphibology) is the employment of an ambiguous 
morphology or grammatical structure for polysemous effect.291 There are three 
types of amphiboly in ancient Near Eastern texts. The first suggests multiple 
readings by combining two different morphologies into a single form, while at the 
same time making a clear reading of one or the other impossible. This type of 
amphiboly is sometimes referred to as farrago,292 forma mixta, portmanteau, or a 
blend. A second type of amphiboly derives from nonnormative grammatical 
structures beyond the word level that can be read in multiple ways. A third type 
combines an infinitive absolute (sometimes called a tautological infinitive) 
derived from one root with a finite verb derived from another. The last type is 
found only in biblical Hebrew. 

 
4.1.14.1. AMPHIBOLY: MIXED MORPHOLOGY 
 
Demonstrating the first kind of amphiboly in Akkadian is the Hymn to Shamash, 
which states about Shamash: šūt ikkamsā el-let-si-na ta-paṭ-ṭar (l. 163). The 
phrase el-let-si-na ta-paṭ-ṭar is a conflation of enneta paṭāru “dispel the troops” 
and illata paṭāru “pardon the sins.”293 Consequently, we may read the line as “you 
(Shamash) dispel the troops for those who bow down” or “you (Shamash) pardon 
the sins of those who bow down,” while it does not quite say either. As Foster 
remarks, the amphiboly suggests that “the submissive are spared the discipline 
reserved for the others.”294 

An example of this type of amphiboly in Egyptian appears in P.Harris, a 
delightful Ramesside love poem, in which the scribe cleverly applies a 
determinative that belongs with one word to another, thus suggesting both 
meanings, while grammatically providing neither. In the poem, the lover declares 
to her beloved: gb=k wḥ ḥr qb.t= phr n=k mrw.t= “your arm rests on my arm, 
for my love has surrounded you” (5.3–5.4). The noun qb.t normally means 
“breast,” but here it takes the arm determinative (k). The determinative 
encourages us to read it as gb “arm,” thus representing a coalescing of the 
phonemes /q/ > /g/ known to occur in this period. However, the use of gb “arm” 
immediately prior make us think twice. Thus, the phrase suggests both “your arm 

 
291. The term ἀµφιβολία “amphiboly” occurs first in Aristotle, Poet. 1461a25 (fourth 
century BCE). 
292. Glück, “Paronomasia in Biblical Literature,” 70–72. 
293. As observed in CAD K, s.v. “kamāsu.” 
294. Foster, Before the Muses, 542 n. 3, adds “if intentional.” 
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rests on my arm” and “your arm rests on my breast,” but grammatically offers 
neither.295 

Visual forms of this type of amphiboly occur in the temple of Hathor at 
Dendera. In fact, several inscriptions combine signs normally not found together 
in order to create new ideograms. In one case, the scribe has written nb.t wn.t 
“the lady of Iunet (i.e., Dendera)” by replacing the head of the cobra sign ∞ with 
the cow-head sign 9 in order to emphasize Hathor’s bovine and serpentine 
manifestations.296 

A possible case of amphiboly of this type in Ugaritic occurs in the Epic of 
Baal (CAT 1.5.ii.6): yraun alyn bʿl. The form yraun contains two different aleph 
signs a and u. The odd orthography forces one to consider both yra “fear” and un 
“misfortune, grief.” As such it foreshadows CAT 1.5.vi.15, in which El descends 
from his seat in un “grief.” 

The first type of amphiboly appears in Hebrew in Jotham’s parable, in which 
the Olive replies to the other trees that would make him king: “have I ceased 
yielding [ יִּתְלַדֳחֶה  hɛ-ḥŏḏaltī] my rich oil, by which God and men are honored, 
that I should go and wave above the trees?” (Judg 9:9). Here, the verb combines 
two different morphologies—either it is a first person singular perfect hiphʿil of 
the verb “cease” or a first person singular perfect qal of the same root, preceded 
by an interrogative he. If the former, the vowel under the ḥet should have been a 
šewa or ḥateph-seghol. If the latter, then we would expect to see a qameṣ rather 
than a ḥateph-qameṣ as the vowel marking the first syllable of the verb.297 While 
both readings are possible in the consonantal text, neither is possible in the 
vocalized text. Thus, the Masoretes pointed the verb so that it contains elements 
of both readings. 

Ezekiel’s description of his vision while God afflicted Jerusalem also 
contains amphiboly of this type: “while they were smiting and I רַאֲׁשאֵנ  nēʾšăʾar, 
I fell upon my face and I cried out” (Ezek 9:8). As seen already by Radaq, the 
form רַאֲׁשאֵנ  nēʾšăʾar combines the qal conjugation (in the imperfect tense) and 
niphʿal conjugation (in the past tense) of the verb רַאָׁש  šāʾar “remain” into one 
form. As he explains, the device allows the prophet to express concisely the notion 
that he looked around and saw no one and the observation that he alone remained. 
Other proposed cases of amphiboly include ְּתְדַֹליִו  wī-yolaḏǝt in Gen 16:11 and 
Judg 13:5, 13:7 (combining ְּתְדַֹליְו  wǝ-yolaḏǝt and תֶדֶֹליְו  wǝ-yolɛḏɛṯ), ּולֲאֹגְנ  
nǝḡoʾălū in Isa 59:3 and Lam 4:14 (combining ּולֲאְגִנ  niḡʾălū and ּולֲאֹג  ḡoʾălū), ֹףּדַרִי  

 
295. Fox, Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs, 22 n. b, suggests this 
reading is an aural error or “deliberate pun.” 
296. Richter, Theology of Hathor of Dendera, 288–89, 430. 
297. Jan Joosten, “Hechadalti forma mixta?,” ZAW 102 (1990): 96–97. 
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yiradōp̄ in Ps 7:6 (combining ֹףּדְרִי  yirdōp̄ and ףֵּדַרְי  yǝraddēp̄), and ֹףּדְנִהְּכ  kǝ-
hindōp̄ in Ps 68:3 (combining ףֵדָּנִהְּכ  kǝ-hinnādēp̄ and ֹףּדְנִּכ  ki-ndōp̄).298 
 
4.1.14.2. AMPHIBOLY: AMBIGUOUS GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURES 
 
I know of no cases of amphiboly in Akkadian texts that rely upon deliberately 
ambiguous grammatical structures.299 However, in Egyptian we find this type of 
amphiboly in the fifth maxim of the Instructions of Ptahhotep (P.Prisse 6.3–6 [ll. 
90–98]).300 

 
90. w ḫsf=tw=s n sw ḥr hp.w=s 
 He who transgresses its laws is punished, 
91. w.t pw m ḥr ʿwn-b 
 it is what escapes the attention of the greedy. 
92. n nḏj.t ṯ.t ʿḥʿ.w 
 It is the small-minded that seizes riches, 
93. n pw ḏj.t mn sp=s 
 but crime never managed to land its rewards. 
94. w=f ḏd=f sḫt= r= ḏs= 
 Who ever says, “I snare for myself,” 
95. n ḏd.n=f sḫt= ḥr ḥn.t= 
 does not say “I snare for my needs.” 

 
298. Cited by Joosten, “Hechadalti forma mixta?,” 97. The two sets of superimposed 
vowels (pataḥ and qamaṣ) on the word ינפ  pny in Exod 20:3 and Deut 5:7, and on תחתמ  
mtḥt in Exod 20:4, represent different reading traditions that divide or join the verses, and 
not mixed forms. Beitzel, “Exodus 3:14 and the Divine Name,” 10, characterizes the line 

זַּב ׁשָח לָלָׁש רֵהַמ  mahēr šālāl ḥāš baz “swift is (the) booty, speedy is (the) prey” (Isa 8:1) 
as a case of farrago. Nevertheless, strictly speaking, each of the words makes grammatical 
sense, even if the combined reading lends the line a helter-skelter, if not speedy, feel. 
299. This type of amphiboly resembles the device known as slesa that first appears in 
Sanskrit poetry in the sixth century CE. See Yigal Bronner, Extreme Poetry: The South 
Asian Movement of Simultaneous Narration (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2010).  
300. R. J. Williams, “The Sages of Ancient Egypt in the Light of Recent Scholarship,” 
JAOS 101 (1981): 6, refers to this passage as an example of amphiboly, and in support he 
cites the works of Fecht, Der Habgierige und die Maat in der Lehre des Ptahhotep, 5. und 
19. Maxime, and Burkard, Textkritische Untersuchungen zu ägyptischen Weisheitslehren 
des Alten und Mittleren Reiches. However, these scholars use the word amphiboly to refer 
to all sorts of lexical or semantic ambiguity (i.e., polysemy generally), not just to polysemy 
that derives from portmanteau or nonnormative morphology, grammar, or syntax. 
Nevertheless, this particular passage does exhibit some amphiboly in addition to polysemy. 
Fecht (p. 12) reads ʿwn-b in l. 91 as ḫm-ḫ.t. Guglielmi, “Der Gebrauch rhetorischer 
Stilmittel in der ägyptischen Literatur,” 493–95, also uses amphibolie for various types of 
ambiguous devices. 
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96. wn pḥ.wj mʿ.t wḥ=s 
 The final part of what is right is its endurance, 
97. ḏdw s w t= pw 
 of which a man says “that is my father.” 

 
As Gerhard Fecht has shown, several aspects of this pericope make it 

amphibolous. First, is the s in hp.w=s (l. 90). One cannot tell if it is a pronominal 
suffix attached to hp.w or if it is attached to w.t, making it a causative, that is, 
sw.t.301 The options are thus hp.w “the laws” or hp.w=s “its laws” (referring to 
Maat in l. 88) and w.t “way” or sw.t “escape.” The line may be read as “he who 
transgresses the law is punished” or “he who transgresses its (Maat’s) law is 
punished.” 

Line 91 reads: “it is what escapes the attention of the greedy” or “it is a distant 
thing in the sight of the greedy.” Enhancing the amphiboly are cases of polysemy. 
The verb sw (l. 90) can mean “happen, pass, escape, become distant” or “fell, 
chop off, strike.” The preposition ḥr (i.e., π) “in the sight of, attention of” that 
follows also can be understood as the noun “face.” This permits us to read w 
ḫsf=tw n sw ḥr hp.w as “he who escapes the attention of the laws is punished” or 
“he who strikes the face of the law is punished.” Underscoring the notion of 
striking is the determinative ¶, which appears after ḫsf “punish.” 

In line 92 the verb ṯ appears with the determinative ¶, suggesting it means 
“take” or “rob.” However, the verb also means “bring forward” or “use.” In 
addition, the noun ʿḥʿ.w appears to mean “possessions, heaps, riches” since it 
carries the determinative [. However, in the context of mooring a boat, which 
immediately follows, it suggests its other meaning “landing, location, position.” 
Moreover, ʿḥʿ.w can mean “life.” Thus, we may render the phrase n nḏj.t ṯ ʿḥʿ.w 
as “it is arrogance that robs possessions” or “it is arrogance that takes (its) 
landing,” or “it is arrogance that uses (its) position,” or even “it is arrogance that 
takes (one’s) life.” In line 93, it is sp=s that is polysemous. Indeed, sp possesses 
many varied meanings including “times, quality, choice, affair, thing, article, 
topic, point, nature, character, and measurement.” The verb mn usually means 
“moor, land, dock,” but it can be euphemistic for passing beyond death, in the 
sense of mooring in the afterlife.302 Thus, we may translate n p ḏj.t mn sp=s as 
“corruption has never brought its articles to harbor” or “corruption has never 
become immortal.” The four lines that comprise this passage are an exquisite 
example of amphiboly. Moreover, adding to the nautical language of the passage 
is the mast sign F, which provides the triconsonantal value ʿḥʿ in the word ʿḥʿ.w. 

 
301. Fecht, Der Habgierige und die Maat in der Lehre des Ptahhotep, 5. und 19. Maxime, 
15–16. 
302. See, e.g., the Tale of Sinuhe B 310. A similar use of nautical terminology has been 
proposed for the literary texts known as Menna’s Lament. See Hans Goedicke, “‘Menna’s 
Lament,’” RdE 38 (1987): 71. 
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Amphiboly also occurs in lines 95–96, where we can understand sḫt as 
“acquire” or s “man” + ()ḫ.t “thing(s), possession(s), wealth.”303 Also 
amphibolous is line 97: wn pḥ.wj mʿ.t wḥ=sj. The orthography permits us to read 
the last word as wḥ=sj or wḥ=s. Thus, we may read the line: “in the end it is Maat 
that endures” or “the final part of what is just, is its endurance.”304 

In Ugaritic, this type of amphiboly appears in El’s charge to Kirtu that he: šrd 
bʿl b dbḥk bn dgn bm ṣdk (1.14.ii.24–26). I have discussed this passage above 
under multidirectional polysemy (4.1.5). Suffice it to add here that the grammar 
is ambiguous. One cannot tell whether šrd is an imperative (or perhaps jussive 
form) of the root š-r-d “serve, honor,” or if it is a š-causative form of the root y-r-
d “cause to descend/set down.”305 

For an example of this type of amphiboly in Hebrew, I turn first to Isa 6:13: 
ׁשֶֹדק עַרֶז םָּב תֶבֶּצַמ תֶכֶּלַׁשְּב רֶׁשֲא ןֹוּלַאָכְו הָלֵאָּכ רֵעָבְל הָתְיָהְו הָבָׁשְו הָּיִרִׂשֲע ּהָּב דֹועְו  

ּהָּתְבַּצַמ  wǝ-ʿōḏ bāh ʾ ăśirīyyāh wǝ-šāḇāh wǝ-hāyṯāh lǝ-ḇāʿēr kā-ʾēlāh wǝ-ḵā-ʾallōn 
ʾăšɛr bǝ-šallɛḵɛṯ maṣṣɛḇɛṯ bām zɛraʿ qoḏɛš maṣṣaḇtāh. J. A. Emerton has 
identified the passage as ambiguous, because we can divide it two different ways. 
The first permits us to translate: “and though a tenth remains there it will be 
destroyed again like a terebinth and like an oak, in which are stumps when they 
have been felled; holy seed is their stump.” The second parses the passage: “and 
though a tenth remains there, it will be destroyed again. Like a terebinth and like 
an oak, in which are stumps when they have been felled, (so) the holy seed is their 
stump.”306 Adding to the amphiboly is the verb רַעָּב  bāʿar, which Torsten Uhlig 
notes, can mean “burn” or “destroy, plunder.” The former encourages the first 
reading, the latter the second.307 

Paul Raabe has espied a number of examples of amphibolous passages in the 
Psalms.308 A brief example occurs in Ps 4:9: יִנֵביִׁשֹוּת חַטֶבָל דָדָבְל הָוהְי הָּתַא־יִּכ  kī 
ʾattāh YHWH lǝ-ḇāḏāḏ lā-ḇɛṭaḥ tōšīḇēnī. The placement of דָדָב  ḇāḏāḏ “alone” is 

 
303. Fecht, Der Habgierige und die Maat in der Lehre des Ptahhotep, 5. und 19. Maxime, 
22. 
304. A less sustained example of amphiboly of this type occurs in an inscription in the 
temple of Hathor at Dendera. According to Richter, Theology of Hathor of Dendera, 36–
38, each of the paronomastic words in the line ḫ.t ḫ.t m ḫ.w=s permits multiple readings. 
The word ḫ.t may be understood as “divine eye,” “shining one,” “uraeus,” or “cow;” the 
verbal construction ḫ.t as “is effective” or “is luminous”; and the phrase m ḫ.w=s as “in 
its elements” (i.e., the Divine Eye), “in her creative powers,” or “in her magical spells.” 
However, Richter does not employ the term amphiboly. 
305. See Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream.” 
306. J. A. Emerton, “The Translation and Interpretation of Isaiah vi.13,” in Interpreting 
the Hebrew Bible: Essays in Honor of E. I. J. Rosenthal, ed. J. A. Emerton and S. C. Reif 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 85–118. 
307. Torsten Uhlig, The Theme of Hardening in the Book of Isaiah: An Analysis of 
Communicative Action, FAT 2/39 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2009), 81–82. 
308. Raabe, “Deliberate Ambiguity in the Psalter.” 
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ambiguous. One may attach it to God or the believer and thus render: “for you 
alone, Yahweh, make me dwell in safety” or “for you, Yahweh, make me dwell 
alone in safety.” Some amphibolous passages in the Psalms employ indeterminate 
verbal subjects and pronouns to extend over several verses. Such is the case for 
Ps 7:12–17, about which Raabe states: 

 
By the time one finishes reading the poem, one is not sure who does the 
repenting, whose weapons are prepared, and for whom! Upon reflection, the 
reader realizes all options are true. Unless God repents, the wicked will die. And 
unless the wicked repent, they will die by killing themselves. Here the ambiguity 
is caused by the unspecified verbal subjects and the indeterminate suffixal 
antecedents.309 
 
Richard Steiner has pointed out another fine case of this type in Gen 49:10: 

םיִּמַע תַהְּקִי ֹולְו ]ֹוליִׁש[ הֹליִׁש ֹאבָי־יִּכ דַע ויָלְגַר ןיֵּבִמ קֵקֹחְמּו הָדּוהיִמ טֶבֵׁש רּוסָי־ֹאל  lōʾ 
yāsūr šĕbɛṭ mī-yhūḏāh ū-mḥōqēq mib-bēn raḡlāw ʿaḏ kī yāḇoʾ šīloh [šīlō] wǝ-lō 
yiqqǝhaṯ ʿammīm “the rod will not depart from Judah, nor the staff from between 
his legs, as long as men come from Shiloh, and unto him shall the obedience of 
the peoples be.”310 The translation is only provisional, since there are different 
ways of understanding the sentence depending on how one understands the 
preposition דַע  ʿaḏ, here rendered “as long as.” One also can read it as “until,” 
“forever,” or even “not ever.” In fact, the entire passage is loaded with polysemy. 
As a double entendre, the passage alludes to the tradition reported in Gen 38 in 
which Judah gave Tamar his staff as collateral (with the staff between the legs 
providing added sexual euphemism). The first stich may be a curse, that is, “the 
rod (punishment) will not depart from Judah.” Or it may refer to the rulership not 
departing from Judah’s hand. Moreover, the word [ֹוליִׁש] הֹליִׁש  šīloh [šīlō] “Shilo” 
may be read as a dialectical reflex of the words הֹל יַׁש  šāy lōh “tribute belongs to 
him.”311 

In Ps 17:14, the Psalmist advises: ּוחיִּנִהְו םיִנָב ּועְּבְׂשִי םָנְטִב אֵּלַמְּת   [ ָךְנּופְצּו ָךְניִפְצּו [  
םֶהיֵלְלֹועְל םָרְתִי  ū-ṣp̄īnḵā [ū-ṣp̄ūnḵā] tǝmallēʾ ḇiṭnām yiśbǝʿū ḇānīm wǝ-hinnīḥū 

yiṯrām lǝ-ʿōlǝlēhɛm “As for your treasured ones, fill their bellies. Their sons shall 
be satisfied, and have something to leave over for their young.” Of interest here 
is the grammatical ambiguity posed by the words םיִנָב ּועְּבְׂשִי  yiśbǝʿū ḇānīm. One 
can read םיִנָב  ḇānīm “sons” either as the subject or object of the verb, that is, their 

 
309. Raabe, “Deliberate Ambiguity in the Psalter,” 225. 
310. Richard C. Steiner, “Four Inner-Biblical Interpretations of Genesis 49:10: On the 
Lexical and Syntactic Ambiguities of דַע  as Reflected in the Prophecies of Nathan, Ahijah, 
Ezekiel, and Zechariah,” JBL 132 (2013): 33–60. 
311. Steiner, “Four Inner-Biblical Interpretations of Genesis 49:1”; Steiner, “Poetic Forms 
in the Masoretic Vocalization and Three Difficult Phrases in Jacob’s Blessing: תֵאְׂש רֶתֶי  
(Gen 49:3), הָלָע יִעּוצְי  (Gen 49:4), and הֹליִׁש ֹאבָי  (Gen 49:10),” JBL 129 (2010): 219–26. 
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sons shall be satisfied” or “they will be sated with sons.” As such, this case of 
amphiboly illustrates multidirectional polysemy as well. As the subject, “sons” 
parallels םֶהיֵלְלֹוע  ʿ ōlǝlēhɛm “their young,” but as the object, it forces one to rethink 

םָנְטִב  ḇiṭnām as “their issue, progeny”—the notion being here that one’s children 
also may be one’s sustenance.312 

A final demonstration of amphiboly appears in Ben Sira (4,21; Ms A): שי יכ  
ןחו דובכ תשב שיו ןוע תאשמ תאשב  ky yš bšʾt mśʾt ʿ wn w-yš bšt kbwd w-ḥn “for there 

is a shame that causes one to bear guilt, and a shame (that causes one to bear) 
honor and grace.” The syntax is ambiguous. Either the second stich reflects the 
ellipsis of the participle and can be rendered as above, or the second stich is in the 
construct state, which allows us to interpret it “there is a shame of honor and 
grace.” As Reymond remarks, “the juxtaposition of words that should be mutually 
exclusive is jarring and makes the reader pause and, subsequently, reflect on Ben 
Sira’s message that not all shame is bad.”313 Note also that Ben Sira alerts us to 
the amphiboly by employing the odd orthography for “shame” ( תאשב  bšʾt) in the 
first stich, which is also visually striking immediately before תאשמ  mśʾt (see 
above 2.5). 

 
4.1.14.3. AMPHIBOLY: INFINITIVE ABSOLUTE AND FINITE VERBAL 
FORMS 
 
A third type of amphiboly combines an infinitive absolute derived from one root 
with a finite verb derived from another. It appears only in biblical Hebrew, and 
only a handful of these exist (Isa 28:28, Jer 8:13, 42:10, 48:9, Zeph 1:2).314 The 
prophecy against Judah in Jer 8:12–13 will demonstrate: 

 
 

 
312. The masculine suffix on “bellies” should not deter us. Cf. ָךְנְטִב  ḇiṭnǝḵā “your womb” 
in Ps 132:11. For other examples of amphiboly, see Jonathan Breuer, “Dissonance between 
Masoretic Accentuation and Vocalization in Verse Division (of the Biblical Text)” 
[Hebrew], in Jubilee Book for Rabbi Mordechai Breuer, ed. M. Bar-Asher (Jerusalem: 
Academon, 1992), 191–242. 
313. Reymond, “Wisdom of Words in the Wisdom of Ben Sira,” 236. 
314. Scott B. Noegel, “A Slip of the Reader and Not the Reed: (Infinitive Absolutes with 
Divergent Finite Forms). Part I,” JBQ 26 (1998): 12–19; “Part II,” JBQ 26 (1998): 93–100. 
On the existence of the infinitive absolute construction in other Semitic languages, see 
Yoo-Ki Kim, The Function of the Tautological Infinitive in Classical Biblical Hebrew, 
HSS 60 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2009); Holger Gzella, “Emphasis or Assertion? 
Remarks on the Patronomastic Infinite in Hebrew,” BiOr 67 (2010): 488–98. Though 
Targumic Aramaic employs an infinitive absolute construction when rendering the same 
in Hebrew texts, there is no case in which the translator employed different roots for the 
infinitive and finite forms. Even for the Hebrew cases I examine below, the Targumim 
render the infinitive absolute and finite forms from the same roots. 
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  ּוׂשָע הָבֵעֹות יִּכ ּוׁשִבֹה
  ּועָדָי ֹאל םֵלָּכִהְו ּוֹׁשבֵי־ֹאל ׁשֹוּב־םַּג
          ׃הָוהְי רַמָא ּולְׁשָּכִי םָתָּדֻקְּפ תֵעְּב םיִלְפֹּנַב ּולְּפִי ןֵכָל
  ןֶפֶּגַּב םיִבָנֲע ןיֵא הָֹוהְי־םֻאְנ םֵפיִסֲא ףֹסָא
 ׃םּורְבַעַי םֶהָל ןֵּתֶאָו לֵבָנ הֶלָעֶהְו הָנֵאְּתַּב םיִנֵאְּת ןיֵאְו

 
hōḇīšū kī ṯōʿēḇāh ʿāśū 
gam bōš lōʾ yēḇōšū wǝ-hikkālēm lōʾ yāḏāʿū 
lāḵēn yippǝlū ḇan-nōp̄līm bǝ-ʿēṯ pǝqudāṯām yikāšlū ʾāmar YHWH 
ʾāsōp̄ ʾăsīp̄ĕm nǝʾum-YHWH ʾēn ʿănāḇīm bag-gɛp̄ɛn 
wǝ-ʾēn tǝʾēnīm bat-tǝʾēnāh wǝ-hɛʿālɛh nāḇēl wā-ʾɛttēn lāhɛm yaʿaḇrūm 
 
Are they ashamed of the abomination they do? 
Indeed, they are verily not ashamed, they do not even know to be humiliated. 
Therefore, they will fall among the fallen, in the time of their punishment they 
shall stumble, says Yahweh. 

םֵפיִסֲא ףֹסָא  declares Yahweh. 
No grapes on the vine, no figs on the fig tree, the leaves all withered, that which 
I gave them shall pass from them. 

 
Amphibolous is Yahweh’s proclamation: םֵפיִסֲא ףֹסָא  ʾāsōp̄ ʾăsīp̄ēm. The 

infinitive absolute derives from the root ףסא  ʾ-s-p “gather,” but the finite verb 
derives from the verb ףוס  s-w-p “make an end of.” In suggesting the meaning 
“gather,” the phrase anticipates the agricultural reference in the next line: “no 
grapes on the vine, no figs on the fig tree, the leaves all withered” (Jer 8:13).315 In 
suggesting a violent “end,” the pronouncement follows Jeremiah’s guarantee that 
the people of Judah “will fall among the fallen, in the time of their punishment 
they shall stumble” (Jer 8:12). The prophet has cleverly prepared the 
listener/reader for a similar verbal surprise just prior. Note how in 8:12, he 
employs an infinitive absolute form followed by the expected finite verb of the 
same root in ּוֹׁשבֵי־ֹאל ׁשֹוּב  bōš lōʾ yēḇōšū “they are verily not ashamed.” 
However, immediately following we hear the infinitival form םֵלָּכִהְו  wǝ-hikkālēm 
“to be humiliated,” which by parallelism would suggest that the finite form ּומְלָּכִי  
yikkalmū “they are humiliated” would come next; but instead we hear ּועָדָי ֹאל  lōʾ 
yāḏāʿū “they do not even know,” which is derived from a wholly different verb.316 
This, then, prepares us for the amphiboly of םֵפיִסֲא ףֹסָא  ʾāsōp̄ ʾăsīp̄ēm, which 
functions like a multidirectional polysemy, but by combining different roots 
where a single root would be normative. 

Amphiboly causes immediate confusion for readers/listeners, because it 
deliberately breaks the normative rules of morphology, grammar, and syntax. It 
produces polysemy by creating nonnormative forms and arrangements. As a 

 
315. For ףָסָא  ʾ āsāp̄ in reference to agricultural yields, see Exod 23:10, Jer 40:10, Job 39:12. 
316. I thank one of the publisher’s anonymous reviewer for this observation. 
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result, when one comes upon a case of amphiboly, one’s first reaction is to assume 
that the text is in error. It is not until one continues reading/listening that one 
realizes that the morphological and grammatical peculiarities represent 
polysemous neologisms. It is this rupture of language that makes amphiboly 
unique among the known types of polysemy. It operates both aurally and visually. 

 
4.2. TYPES OF PARONOMASIA 

 
Unlike polysemy, paronomasia operates across word divisions and is primarily a 
sound device, though all forms of paronomasia are effective visually as well in a 
consonantal system. There are twelve ways that ancient scribes could create 
paronomasia. These include: homoeopropheron, homoioteleuton, anastrophe, 
epanastrophe, parasonance, homonymic paronomasia, numerical paronomasia, 
bilingual paronomasia, anagrammatic paronomasia, hendiadic paronomasia, 
rhyme, and geminate parallelism and clustering. The sound effect produced in 
each case we may call alliterative. 

 
4.2.1. HOMOEOPROPHERON 
 
Homoeopropheron is the repetition of the initial sounds of words.317 Examples of 
homoeopropheron occur in Sumerian texts, though the writing system demands 
that we count the intervening vowel as well. See, for example, a prayer in the form 
of a poetic letter sent to Enki by one Sin-šamuḫ.318 

 
LÚ IN.NA SU.LUM.MAR.ŠÈ BA.KU4.RE.EN 
NAM.TAR.MU BA.KÚR.E.EN 
 
The taunter has made me enter into shame, 
estranged my fate. 

 
Observe how the sounds /kur-en/ in KU4.RE.EN “enter” paronomastically 
anticipate KÚR.E.EN “estrange.” This example also represents a case of end 
rhyme (see 4.2.11). 

See too the following proverb: 
 
GUD SÚN GU7.A.GIM 
GIRI6 (GÍRxKÁR) GU4.UD.DÈ.ZA 
 

 
317. The term ὁµοιοπρόφερον “homoeopropheron” appears first in Martianus Capella, 
Grammaticus Latinus 5.167 (fifth century CE). 
318. William W. Hallo, “Individual Prayer in Sumerian: The Continuity of a Tradition,” 
JAOS 88 (1968): 83; Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 33. 
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Like an ox that has eaten malt, 
is your jumping/dancing with your feet. 

 
Here the sound of the noun GUD “ox” in the first stich finds paronomastic balance 
with GU4.UD “jump” in the second stich.319 

Another pithy proverb exploits the similarity in sound between two 
biconsonantal signs: 

 
[EN].GIM DÙ SAĜ.GIM DU 
[S]AĜ.GIM DÙ EN.GIM DU 
Build like a [lord], walk like a slave! 
Build like a slave, walk like a lord! 

 
In this case, the poet emphasizes the paronomasia between DÙ “build” and DU 
“walk” by placing the nouns they govern in chiasmus.320 

One more Sumerian example from a bilingual Shuilla prayer of Nanna-Suen: 
 
AMAR BÀN.DA SI GUR4.GUR4.RA 
Á.ÚR ŠU.DU7 
SU6 ZA.GÌN.NA SÙ.SÙ ḪI.LI 
LA.LA MA.AL.LA.TA 
 
Impetuous calf with sturdy horns, 
Perfected limbs. 
Adorned with a lapis lazuli beard, 
Full of voluptuousness and allure. 

 
Paronomasia in this passage occurs between SU6 “beard” and SÙ.SÙ “adorn.”321  

Ludlul bēl nēmeqi demonstrates homoeopropheron in Akkadian. Near the 
end of the first tablet we read: arḫu innamma inammera dšamši (dUTU) “the moon 
will change and the sun will shine.”322 Here the initial consonants of the word 
innamma “will change” are repeated immediately afterwards in inammera “will 
shine.”323 

 
319. Alster, Proverbs of Ancient Sumer, 63, 370; Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian 
Literature,” 34. 
320. Alster, Proverbs of Ancient Sumer, 71; Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian 
Literature,” 33. 
321. Ake W. Sjöberg, Der Mondgott Nanna-Suen in der sumerischen Überlieferung 
(Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell, 1960), 166; Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian 
Literature,” 34. 
322. Line 120 of the third fragment published by Wiseman, “New Text of the Babylonian 
Poem of the Righteous Sufferer,” 107. 
323. Noted as a “sound play” by Wiseman, “New Text of the Babylonian Poem of the 
Righteous Sufferer,” 107. 
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A particularly striking case of homoeopropheron occurs in the Atra-ḫasis 
Epic 1.93, in which the divine vizier Nusku rouses the god Enlil from his sleep by 
saying: bēlī bīnū būnuka “my lord, the sons are your nobility.”324 In addition to 
repeating the phoneme /b/ in each of the three words, the statement twice repeats 
the /n/. 

The Epic of Gilgamesh also demonstrates the device. When the hunter brings 
a prostitute (Shamhat) to a watering hole that the wildman Enkidu frequents, he 
tells her to reveal her nakedness to Enkidu when she sees him. As he promises: 
dādušu iḫabbubu eli (UGU) ṣēri (EDIN)-ki “his love will caress and embrace 
you” (1.86). Shortly after this, the narrator tells us: urtammi šamḫat dīdāša 
“Shamhat untied her skirts” (1.18).325 The use of dīdāša “her skirts,” reminds us 
of dādušu “his love.”326 Afterwards we are informed: ipussuma lullâ šipir sinnište 
“she treated the man to the work of a woman” (1.192), and ultu išbû lalâša “after 
he (Enkidu) was sated with her delights” (1.195). Homoeopropheron between 
lullâ “man” and lalâša “her delights” connects the two statements. 

A particularly sustained example of homoeopropheron in Akkadian appears 
in the Hymn to Shamash (ll. 178–181). 
 

178. [m]u-šaḫ-lu-ú u4-mu mu-še-rid an-qul-lu ana erṣetim qab-lu u4-me 
 Who makes the day to shine, who sends down scorching heat to the earth at 

midday, 
179. [m]u-šaḫ-miṭ ki-ma nab-li erṣetim ra-pa-áš-tum 
 Who makes the broad earth glow like flame, 
180. [m]u-kar-ru-ú u4-me mu-ur-ri-ku mušâti 
 Who yet shortens the days and lengthens the nights, 
181. [mu-šab-šu-]u ku-ṣu ḫal-pa-a šu-ri-pa šal-gi 
 [Who causes] cold, frost, ice, and snow. 

 

 
324. W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard, Atra-ḫasīs: The Babylonian Flood Story (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1969), 49, leave the word būnu untranslated. I take it to mean “nobility,” since 
the emphasis is on the gods’ relationship to Enlil. This emphasis continues in l. 94 with the 
query: mārū ramānika minšu tādur “why do you fear your own sons?” On the translation 
“nobility,” see CAD B, s.v. “būnu C.” 
325. The use of the verb ramû “untie” here (i.e., in urtammi) is powerful in its subtlety. In 
1.180, the hunter first had told the prostitute: rummî kirimmīki “Release (lit. ‘untie’) your 
hold,” a statement that repeats the /r/, /m/, and /k/ sounds. Interestingly, when the event 
happens, we are not told that she “released” (i.e., ramû) her hold, but instead that she 
“untied” (i.e., ramû) her skirts. The audience is thus expecting to hear one paronomastic 
phrase, but instead is treated to another. 
326. As caught by Benjamin R. Foster, “Gilgamesh: Sex, Love, and the Ascent of 
Knowledge,” in Love and Death in the Ancient Near East: Essays in Honor of Marvin H. 
Pope, ed. John H. Marks and Robert M. Good (Guilford, CT: Four Quarters Publishing 
Company, 1987), 24. 
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Homoeopropheron obtains both vertically, in that each of the successive lines 
starts with /mu/ (the first two with /mušaḫ/), and horizontally through the 
repetition of the /mu/ sound in ūmu “day” and mušērid “sends down” in line 178, 
murriku “who lengthens” and mušâti “nights” in line 180, and mušabšû in line 
181. Here erṣetim “land” (2x), kīma “like,” and rapaštum “broad,” and the two-
fold appearance of ume “day,” offer additional repetition of the sound /m/. 

An Egyptian case of homoeopropheron appears in P.Westcar in a description 
of how the goddess Meskhenet approached newly born triplets of the royal house: 
ʿḥʿ.n ms.n sj msḫn.t r=f “then Meskhenet approached him” (10.20).327 Here the 
consonants of the verb ms “approach” are repeated in the same order in the name 
msḫnt “Meskhenet.” This example also represents paronomasia for appellative 
purposes. 

On the Stela of Neferabu (BM 589 verso, ll. 6–7), Neferabu states that the 
god Ptah made him m ww.w n wj.t w= m ḏr.t=f “like the dogs of the street, I 
being under his hand (i.e., power).” Here the consonants w repeat four times: 
twice in the word ww.w “dogs,” once in wj.t “street,” and again in the copula 
w. 

Similarly, in the Hymn to Amun-Ra inscribed on the stela of Suty and Hor, 
Amun is praised as follows: snhp=k r wbn dw.w ḥḏḏw.t=k wb=s r.tj ʿw.t “you 
rouse to rise at dawn, your brightness, it opens the eyes of the flocks” (l. 7). Note 
how the first consonants in wbn “shine” repeat in wb “opens.” 

The Prophecy of Neferti offers a similar example in line 51: wr p.t ḫ=tw=s 
m wbn [w] rʿ wd=f sw rmt [wb] n=f wn wnw.t “it (the measure) is measured to 
overflowing. Ra will withdraw from humankind, his shine exists for but an hour.” 
Here the phonemes /w/ and /b/ repeat in wbn “overflowing” and wbn “shine,” and 
the /w/ and /n/ repeat in wn “exists” and wnw.t “hour.”328 

On the granite monolith inscribed with the Triumph Hymn of Thutmosis III 
(CM 34010.9–10), we read: r=s s-ḥq m nbd.w-qd m=s mj.w nb.w=sn m nsr.t=s 
“she (Pharaoh’s uraeus) made easy prey of the perverse-minded, she consumed 
those in their entirety, with her flame.” Homoeopropheron here occurs between 
nbd.w “peverse” and nb.w “entirety.” 

A final demonstration in Egyptian was noted by Lawrence Stager.329 It 
appears near the end of the famous Merneptah Stela, and boasts that, due to the 
pharaoh’s might, ḫrw ḫpr.w ḫr.t “Hurru has become a widow.” The sounds /ḫ/ 
and /r/ repeat in all three words, and the sound // in the first and last. This case 
also serves an appellative function. 

 
327. Parys, Le récit du Papyrus Westcar, 70–71. 
328. The use of wbn “overflowing” and wbn as “shine” also constitutes homonymic 
paronomasia (see 4.2.6). 
329. Lawrence E. Stager, “Merneptah, Israel, and the Sea Peoples: New Light on an Old 
Relief,” EI 18 (1985): 56. 
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There are numerous cases of homoeopropheron in Ugaritic. See, for example 
the Rephaim Text (CAT 1.22.i.4–8): 

 
4. ṯm 
 There 
5. ṯkm bm ṯkm aḫm qym il 
 shoulder to shoulder, brothers, attendants of El. 
6. blsmt ṯm y[ʿ ]bš šm il mtm 
 There mortals … the name of El, 
7. yʿbš brkn šm il ǵzrm 
 … heroes bless the name of El. 
8. ṯm ṯmq rpu bʿl … 
 There Thumuqan (and) the shades of Baal … 

 
The passage presents some difficulties such as the unknown etymon ʿbš. 

Nevertheless, the presence of homoeopropheron is clear in the thrice repeated 
particle ṯm “there” and the divine name ṯmq “Thumuqan.” Supporting the 
homoeopropheron is the two-fold use of ṯkm “shoulder.” In addition, line 17 
makes reference to the mythological toponym ṯmk “Thamuku.” 

See also the phrase drkt dt drdrk “the dominion of your eternity” in the words 
of the craftsman god Kothar-wa-Ḫasis to Baal (CAT 1.2.iv.10). Here the sounds 
/d/ and /r/ in drkt “dominion” resound in drdr “everlasting,” which the relative 
pronoun dt assists. The prominence that the poet gave this line also is evident in 
that he gave the stich its own line on the tablet.330 

A Hebrew example of homoeopropheron occurs in the prophet Isaiah’s 
declaration that Yahweh will bring upon the people חָפָו תַחַפָו דַחַּפ  paḥaḏ wā-p̄aḥaṯ 
wā-p̄āḥ “terror, pit, and a snare” (Isa 24:17), also found in Jer 48:43, and in partial 
form in Lam 3:47. Each of the nouns begins with the letters pe and ḥet (and an a-
vowel). 

See similarly Isa 26:1, which begins: לֵחָו תֹומֹוח תיִׁשָי הָעּוׁשְי ּונָל־זָע ריִ֣ע  ʿīr ʿoz 
lānū yǝšūʿāh yāšīṯ ḥōmōṯ wā-ḥēl “we have a strong city, he (Yahweh) established 
salvation, walls, and a rampart.” The first two words begin with an ʿayin (ע), the 
second two with a yod and šin ( ׁשי ), and the last two with a ḥet (ח). 

Hosea 10:10 offers a particularly fine example: םֶהיֵלֲע ּופְּסֻאְו םֵרֳּסֶאְו יִתָּוַאְּב   
]םָתֹנֹוע[ םָתֹניֵע יֵּתְׁשִל םָרְסָאְּב םיִּמַע  bǝ-ʾawwāṯī wǝ-ʾɛssŏrēm wǝ-ʾussǝp̄ū ʿălēhɛm 

ʿammīm bǝ-ʾŏsrām li-štē ʿēnōṯām [ʿōnōṯām] “when it is my desire, I will chastise 
them, and the peoples shall be gathered against them, when they are tied to their 
two rings.” Here the prophet immediately follows the verb םֵרֳּסֶא  ʾɛssŏrēm “I will 
chastise them” with ּופְּסֻא  ʾussǝp̄ū “shall be gathered,” which repeats the first two 
phonemes /ʾ/ and /s/. The use of םָרְסָא  ʾŏsrām “they are tied” does as well, and 

 
330. See Jonathan Yogev, “Visual Poetry in the Ugaritic Tablet KTU 1.2,” UF 46 (2015): 
447–53. 
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provides homonymic paronomasia with םֵרֳּסֶא  ʾɛssŏrēm “I will chastise them.”331 
See too Hosea’s complaint that םיִדָק ףֵֹדרְו ַח ּור הֶֹער םִיַרְפֶא  ʾɛp̄rayīm rōʿɛh rūaḥ wǝ-
rōḏēp̄ qāḏīm “Ephraim shepherds the wind, and pursues the east wind” (Hos 
12:2). Following the /r/ in Ephraim are three successive words beginning with the 
sound /r/. 

The device also appears in Yahweh’s description of Leviathan: ־ןֶב ּוּנֶחיִרְבַי־ֹאל
עַלָק־יֵנְבַא ֹול־ּוכְּפְהֶנ ׁשַקְל תֶׁשָק  lōʾ yaḇrīḥɛnnū ḇɛn qāšɛṯ lǝ-qaš nɛhpǝḵū lō ʾaḇnē 

qālaʿ “an arrow (lit. ‘son of a bow’) does not make him flee, slingstones are turned 
into stubble” (Job 41:20).332 The chiastic arrangement allows for the juxtaposition 
of תֶׁשָק  qāšɛṯ “bow” and ׁשַקְל  lǝ-qaš “into stubble,” which lets the poet repeat the 
consonants ק qoph /q/ and ׁש šin /š/ in close succession. 

Shalom Paul has drawn attention to another example of homoeopropheron in 
Amos’ prophecy concerning Samaria’s elite: םיִחּורְס חַזְרִמ רָסְו  wǝ-sār mizraḥ 
sǝrūḥīm “the revelry of those who stretch themselves shall pass” (Amos 6:7).333 
The phonemes /s/ and /r/ in רָס  sār “shall pass” are identical to the first two 
consonants in םיִחּורְס  sǝrūḥīm “those who stretch themselves.” 

Proverbs 23:13 offers another demonstration: ּוּנֶּכַת־יִּכ רָסּומ רַעַּנִמ עַנְמִּת־לַא  
תּומָי ֹאל טֶבֵּׁשַב  ʾ al timnaʿ min-naʿar mūsār kī ṯakkɛnnū ḇaš-šēḇǝṭ lōʾ yāmūṯ “do not 

withhold correction from the child, for though you beat him with a rod, he will 
not die.” In Hebrew, the words “withhold” and “from the child” are juxtaposed as 

רַעַּנִמ עַנְמִּת  timnaʿ min-naʿar. The very root of the verb resounds in the 
preposition ִמ mi- “from” and noun רַעַנ  naʿar “boy.” The effect is achieved 
syntactically by placing the direct object after the indirect object. 

The Moabite stela of King Mesha (ca. 840 BCE) also illustrates 
homoeopropheron. We hear the initial consonants רק  /qr/ repeated several times 
when the king boasts that he built banks for the reservoir “inside the city [ ברקב  

רקה , b-qrb h-qr], but there was no cistern inside the city at Qarho [ רקה ברקב  

החרקב , b-qrb h-qr b-qrḥh]” (ll. 23–24). The latter demonstrates an appellative 
function as well. 

See also the boast of King Azitawadda in his Phoenician inscription (KAI 
26A.6–7): סס לע סס ךנא לעפו רעפ תרקע ךנא אלמו  w-mlʾ ʾnk ʿqrt pʿr w-pʿl ʾnk ss 
ʿl ss “I filled the arsenals of Paar, and I added horse upon horse.” Note how the 
verb לעפ  pʿl “added” (lit. “made”) immediately follows upon the toponym רעפ  
pʿr “Paar,” the two sharing their first two consonants. Later the king similarly 
promotes his success at making his subjects live תמענ תבשבו םענמבו עבשב  b–šbʿ 

 
331. Noted as a “pun” by Morris, Prophecy, Poetry, and Hosea, 87. The qere/kethib םָתֹניֵע  
[ םָתֹנֹוע ] ʿ ēnoṯām [ʿōnoṯām] raises the question of whether one should read “their two rings” or 
“their iniquities.” 
332. The words ּוּנֶחיִרְבַי־ֹאל  lōʾ yaḇrīḥɛnnū also can mean “do not penetrate, pass through” 
(cf. Exod 26:28, 36:33). I thank one of the publisher’s anonymous reviewers for this 
observation. 
333. Paul, Amos, 210. 
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w-b-mnʿm w-b-šbt nʿmt “in satedness, and in pleasantness, and in pleasant living” 
(B, ll. 12–13). Visual homoeopropheron occurs here between עבש  śbʿ “sated” and 
תבש  šbt “living” (lit. “dwelling”). Assisting the device is the repeated preposition 

םענ b “in” and the use of the root ב  n-ʿ-m “pleasant” twice with different nuance. 
The book of Daniel contains a number of cases of homoeopropheron in 

biblical Aramaic. In particular, observe the frequent use of the phrase לאֵּיִנָּד הָנְּד  
dǝnāh dānīyyēʾl “this Daniel” (Dan 2:24), which appears in various forms (Dan 
6:4, 6:6, 6:29), as well as the phrase יִהֹונָבְרְבַרְל בַר םֶחְל  lǝḥɛm raḇ lǝ-raḇrǝḇānōhī 
“a great feast for his nobles” (Dan 5:1). See also Dan 6:22: אָּכְלַמ־םִע לאֶּיִנָּד ןִיַדֱא  

יִיֱח ןיִמְלָעְל אָּכְלַמ לִּלַמ  ʾĕḏayīn dāniyyɛʾl ʿim malkāʾ mallīl malkāʾ lǝ-ʿālmīn ḥĕyī 
“then Daniel said to the king, O king, live forever!” There also are the repeated 
consonants mem and lamed ( למ ) in אָּכְלַמ לִּלַמ אָּכְלַמ  malkāʾ mallīl malkāʾ “said to 
the king, O king,” which are bolstered by their appearance in a different order in 

ןיִמְלָעְל  lǝ-ʿālmīn “forever” and the preposition םִע  ʿim “to.” Another instance of 
homoeopropheron occurs in Daniel’s vision in which he sees a קֵפָנְו דֵגָנ רּונ־יִּד רַהְנ  
nǝhar dī nūr nāḡēḏ wǝ-nāp̄ēq “stream of fire issued and came forth” (Dan 7:10).334 
Each of the primary words in the line begins with a nun (נ). See similarly the 
repeated initial qaph (ק) in  qāl qarnāʾ mašrōqīṯāʾ  ]סֹורְתַק[ סֹורָתיִק אָתיִקֹורְׁשַמ אָנְרַק לָק
qīṯārōs [qaṯrōs] “the sound of the horn, pipe, harp” (Dan 3:5, 3:7, 3:10, 3:15). 
Adding to the device is anagrammatic paronomasia between סֹורָתיִק אָתיִקֹורְׁשַמ  
mašrōqīṯāʾ qīṯārōs, which exploits the sounds /q/, /ṯ/, and /r/. The repeated listing 
of these instruments, along with אָרָמְז יֵנְז ֹלכְו הָיְנֹּפְמּוס ןיִרֵּתְנַסְּפ אָכְּבַס  sabḵāʾ 
pǝsantērīn sūmponyāh wǝ-ḵŏl zǝnē zǝmārāʾ “trigon, psaltery, dulcimer, and all 
kinds of music,” also represents onomatopoeia by replicating the sounds of 
musical instruments.335 

Like most cases of paronomasia, homoeopropheron is primarily an aural 
device, though one also can appreciate it visually. Since it involves the repetition 
of the initial sounds of words, it is tied to syllable formation, and so we may deem 
its effect accentual or emphatic. In Hebrew and Aramaic, where the accent tends 
to fall on final syllables, it perhaps serves as a counter-accent or paronomastic 

 
334. A brief case of homoeopropheron also introduces Daniel’s vision in 7:2: עַּבְרַא ּורֲאַו  
wa-ʾărū ʾarbaʿ “behold the four (winds of heaven).” 
335. The dulcimer does not appear in Dan 3:7. Homoeopropheron with the zayin (ז) also 
obtains in the phrase אָרָמְז יֵנְז  zǝnē zǝmārāʾ “kinds of music,” as does anagrammatic 
paronomasia between the words הָיְנֹּפְמּוס ןיִרֵּתְנַסְּפ  pǝsantērīn sūmponyāh, which repeat the 
sounds /p/, /s/, and /n/ in a different order. A similar case involving onomatopoeia appears 
in the Egyptian text Neferkare and the General (P.Chassinat I, X + 2/x + 7-x + 13), as noted 
by Jay, Orality and Literacy in the Demotic Tales, 103: s [rf spr] n mn-nfr spr r […] [..]. 
=f m ḥs ḥs.w m šmʿ šmʿ.w m t t[.w m g]w mw[.w r] pr spr n mn-nfr […] “now the 
[pleader] of Memphis had reached […] He was [prevented (?)] by the singing of the 
sin[gers, the music] of the musicians, the acclamations of the a[cclaimers, and the 
w]histling of the whist[lers, until] the pleader of Memphis went forth […].” 
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prelude to the accent. In poetry it is likely that it contributed to the rhythm or 
meter of musical accompaniment. Homoeopropheron lends cohesiveness to a text. 
Often it encourages one to form meaningful relationships between the words 
involved, to see them as embodying a transformation from one thing to another, 
or to connect action to consequence. 
 
4.2.2. HOMOIOTELEUTON 
 
Homoioteleuton is the repetition of the final sounds of words.336 An example of 
this device occurs in the Sumerian tale of the Return of Ninurta to Nippur (ll. 92–
93).337 

 
LUGAL GIŠRAB AN.NA GÚ.GAL DIĜIR.RE.E.E 
KIŠIB.LÁ dENLÍL.LÁ ZI.ŠÀ.ĜÁL É.KUR.RA 
 
O sovereign shackle of An, foremost among the gods, 
Seal-bearer of Enlil, inspired by Ekur. 

 
As Cooper has shown, the poet has repeated the final sound /gal/ in the words 
LUGAL “sovereign,” GÚ.GAL “foremost,” and ZI.ŠÀ.ĜÁL “inspired.” 

In Akkadian, we find homoioteleuton in Ludlul bēl nēmeqi, in which the 
erudite sufferer laments: šarru šīr ilī dšamši ša nišīšu “the king, flesh of the gods, 
who is the sun of his people” (1.55). Note how both dšamši “sun” and nišīšu “his 
people” repeat the syllable /ši/. Reinforcing the homoioteleuton is 
homoeopropheron between šarru “king” and šīr “flesh,” the relative pronoun ša 
“who,” and the suffixed pronoun šu “his.” 

Assonantal homoioteleuton also occurs in the Hymn to Shamash, which 
records the people praising the sun god: šinama palḫaka [i]štammara zikirka 
“they in their reverence of you, laud the mention of you” (l. 165). Observe how 
each of the four words in this line ends with /a/. Reinforcing the homoioteleuton 
is the repeated a-vowel in the syllables /na/, /pal/, /ḫa/, /tam/, and /ma/. 

The Instructions of Amenemope (P.BM 10474) demonstrate homoioteleuton 
in Egyptian. I refer to Amenemope’s advice in 16.1–5: 

 
m rj rj mt n mdw.t n ʿḏ 
 Do not brush aside with false words, 
 

 
336. We first find the term ὁµοιοτέλευτον “homoioteleuton” in Aristotle, Rhet. 1410b1 
(fourth century BCE); Demetrius Phalereus, Demetrius on Style 26 (fourth century BCE). 
In Quintilian’s day (9.3.77), rhetors usually employed homoioteleuton at the end of stichs 
in a tricolon. 
337. See Cooper, Return of Ninurta to Nippur, 72–73, 162, who lists it in an appendix 
labeled “rhyme, alliteration, and assonance.” 
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mtw=k rmn kj m ns.t=k 
 So as to brush aside a man by your tongue. 
m rj rj ḥsb t nkt mtw=k sʿḏ pjw=k ʿr 
 Do not assess a man who has nothing, and thus falsify your stylus. 
r gm=k wḏ ʿ.t n nmḥ 
 If you find a large debt against a poor man … 

 
Here the final consonants in ʿḏ “false,” resound in the realted verb sʿḏ “falsify,” 
and wḏ “debt.” 

Homoioteleuton also appears on the stela of Suty and Hor. Note in particular 
line 10, which characterizes Amun-Ra as ẖnm.w mn ḥnmm.t “a Khnum and Amun 
for humanity.” The three words repeat the final consonants n and m, in one case 
anagrammatically. 

A pronounced case of homoioteleuton appears in an Ugaritic incantation for 
sexual potency (CAT 1.169.1). The exorcist uses the line tgḫṭk r[ḥt] bʿl “may the 
hand of Baal cast you out” at the beginning of the incantation (tgḫṭk appears again 
in l. 2). The final consonants ḫṭ in tgḫṭk repeat in the verb gḫṭ “cast out” and the 
noun r[ḥt] “hand.” Paronomasia on these same consonants recurs in line 5: ḫṭ nqh 
uqrb ḫṭ tḥta l gbbk “he has prepared the staff, he has brought the staff near, that it 
may harm your body.” In particular, note the euphemistic use of ḫṭ “staff (i.e., 
penis)” and the verb ḫṭa “harm.” 

Homoioteleuton also occurs in an Ugaritic incantation against the evil eye 
(CAT 1.96.5–13). 

 
5. tpnn ʿn 
 The eye of 
6. bṯy ʿn bṯt tpnn 
 the wizard distorts, the eye of the witch distorts. 
7. ʿn mḫr ʿn pḫr 
 (As for) the eye of the tax collector, the eye of the potter, 
8. ʿn ṯǵr ʿn ṯǵr 
 (and) the eye of the gatekeeper: The eye of the gatekeeper, 
9. l ṯǵr tṯb ʿn pḫr 
 will revert to the gatekeeper, the eye of the potter, 
10. l pḫr tṯb ʿn mḫr 
 will revert to the potter, the eye of the tax collector, 
11. l mḫr tṯb ʿn bṯy 
 will revert to the tax collector, the eye of the wizard, 
12. l bṯy tṯb ʿn [bṯt] 
 will revert to the wizard, the eye of the witch, 
13. l bṯt t[ṯb …] 
 will revert to the witch … 

 
Observe how the final phonemes /ḫ/ and /r/ repeat in mḫr “tax collector” and 

pḫr “potter.” Additional paronomasia appears between bṯy “wizard” (and the 
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female form bṯt “witch”) and tṯb “revert,” which in themselves represent a 
reversal, and thus likely were intended to contribute to the efficacy of the spell. 
Moreover, both /ṯ/ and /r/ further resound in the repeated noun ṯǵr “gatekeeper.” 

A concise example of homoioteleuton in Ugaritic appears in the Epic of Baal 
(CAT 1.2.iii.15–16): šmʿ mʿ [ʿṯtr yṯ]ir ṯr il abk “hear now, O Athtar, Bull El, your 
father, will avenge.” Note how the final consonants of šmʿ “hear” repeat in mʿ 
“O.” The homoioteleuton is strengthened by repetition of the sounds /ṯ/ and /r/ in 
ʿṯtr “Athtar,” yṯir “he will avenge,” and ṯr “bull.” 

Homoioteleuton appears in the Hebrew Bible in the prophecy of Nahum: 
םִיַּכְרִּב קִפּו סֵמָנ בֵלְו הָקָּלֻבְמּו הָקּובְמּו הָקּוּב  būqāh ū-mḇūqāh ū-mḇullāqāh wǝ-lēḇ 

nāmēs ū-p̄īq birkayīm “Desolation, devastation, and destruction! Heart(s) melt, 
knees buckle” (Nah 2:11). Observe how the prophet ends each of the first two 
nouns with the syllables /ḇūqāh/ and the third with /ḇullāqāh/. 

See also Prov 12:25: “anxiety in a man’s heart depresses him [ הָּנֶחְׁשַי  
yašḥɛnnāh], but a kind word cheers him up [ הָּנֶחְּמַׂשְי  yǝśammǝḥɛnnāh].” The verbs 
for “depress” and “cheer up” share a ḥet (ח) as their final consonant. The poet has 
used these verbs in conjunction with identical suffixes in order to repeat the sound 
/ḥɛnnāh/ at the end of each stich. 

Lady Wisdom employs homoioteleuton in Prov 9:4: “‘whoever is simple turn 
[ רֻסָי  yāsur] here,’ to those who lack [ רַסֲח  ḥăsar] judgment she says it.” The 
highlighted words share the same two final consonants ס samech /s/ and ר resh 
/r/. Enhancing the visual impact of the device is the defective spelling of רֻסָי  yāsur. 
Homoioteleuton continues in 9:7 with רֵֹסי  yōsēr “he who chastises.” 

We also find homoioteleuton at work in Job 28:16: “it (wisdom) cannot be 
purchased with the gold of Ophir [ ריִפֹוא  ʾōp̄īr], with precious onyx or sapphire 
[ ריִּפַס  sappīr]. Here the sound /pīr/ occurs at the end of the words “Ophir” and 
“sapphire.” See also Job’s complaint about God: יַלָע ץֻרָי ץֶרָפ־יֵנְּפ־לַע ץֶרֶפ יִנֵצְרְפִי   

רֹוּבִגְּכ  yip̄rǝṣēnī p̄ɛrɛṣ ʿal pǝnē p̄ārɛṣ yāruṣ ʿālay kǝ-ḡibbōr “he breaches upon me 
breach upon breach, he runs upon me like a warrior” (Job 16:14).338 The final two 
consonants of the verb “breaches” (i.e., ץר  rṣ) repeat in the two cognate nominal 
forms ץֶרֶפ  p̄ɛrɛṣ “breach,” and in the first verb of the second stich ץֻרָי  yāruṣ “he 
runs.” As Seow observes, the impact is visual as well: 

 
The repeated bilabial p opens to a glide, y, thus graphically (and phonologically) 
representing the eventual breach that spells the end of Job.… The conservative 
spelling of ץרי  (as opposed to ץורי ) enhances the poetry.339 

 
In Aramaic, we find homoioteleuton in the description of Nebuchadnezzar’s 

transformation, during which ןיִרְּפִצְכ יִהֹורְפִט  ṭip̄rōhī ḵǝ-ṣiprīn “his nails (became) 

 
338. If the fricativization of the פ /p/ did not yet take place, then the repeated consonant 
would have been even more pronounced. 
339. Seow, “Orthography, Textual Criticism, and the Poetry of Job,” 80. 
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like birds’ (talons)” (Dan 4:30). Here the last two consonants of both roots are 
identical ( רפ  pr). See also Daniel’s interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, 
which includes a kingdom that will never be קִּדַּת קִבְּתְׁשִת  ṯištǝḇīq tadīq “left over, 
but it shall break” (Dan 2:44). Both verbs end with the consonant ק /q/, supported 
by a preceding /i/ vowel. 

The late antique Aramaic double acrostic and astrological poem known as 
The Moon Was Chosen also illustrates homoioteleuton. In lines 21–22, we find: 
“if it (the light) is abundant like snow [ הָּגְלָת  ṯālgāh] in the middle of Elul, know 
then that it will be struck with snow [ הָּגְלַת  ṯālgāh]. There will be great strife [ ּוּגַלְפ  
p̄ǝlagū] in the world.”340 Here the last two consonants of the root for “snow” (ל /l/ 
and ג /g/) repeat in the verb for “strife” ( ּוּגַלְפ  p̄ǝlagū). 

Homoioteleuton is primarily an aural device, though like homoeopropheron, 
it works visually as well. Its effect on the listener/reader is similar to that of 
homoeopropheron, as it creates cohesion and encourages meaningful connections. 
However, since it relies on the repetition of final sounds, the paronomastic 
inflection differs. In Hebrew and Aramaic, where the accent typically falls on the 
final syllable, homoioteleuton provides added emphasis. As with 
homoeopropheron, it may have played an accentual role in poetry with regard to 
the musical rhythm or melody that supported it. 

 
4.2.3. ANASTROPHE 
 
Anastrophe is the use of nonnormative syntax (also considered a type of 
hyperbaton) for paronomastic effect.341 An excellent demonstration in Akkadian 
occurs in the Epic of Gilgamesh 1.37–39. 

 
340. Pereira, Studies in Aramaic Poetry (c. 100 B.C.E.–c. 600 C.E.), 86, 313. 
341. The word ἀναστροφή dates as least to Athenaeus of Naucratis, Deipnosophistae 
11.493d (third century CE). Hyberbaton is a more general term for the employment of 
nonnormative syntax for effect. Another type of hyberbaton is hysteron proteron, which 
involves the use of nonnormative syntax that displaces the normative temporal sequence. 
Unlike hysteron proteron, anastrophe has no temporal consequence. An example of 
hysteron proteron in the Hebrew Bible appears in Job 14:10: ׁשָלֱחֶּיַו תּומָי רֶבֶגְו  wǝ-ḡɛḇɛr 
yāmūṯ way-yɛḥĕlāš “a man dies and grows weak.” Here becoming weak should precede the 
mention of dying. For hysteron proteron in Ugaritic see Oswald Loretz, “Die Figur 
Hysteron Proteron in KTU 1.14 I 28–30,” UF 33 (2001): 299–302. For the device in 
Akkadian see Kai Alexander Metzler, “Perfekta im jungbabylonischen 
Weltschöpfungsepos,” in Ex Mesopotamia et Syria Lux. Festschrift für Manfried Dietrich 
zu seinem 65. Geburtstag, ed. Oswald Loretz, Kai Alexander Metzler, and Hanspeter 
Schaudig, AOAT 281 (Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 2002), 474–77. On the equation of 
hysteron proteron and the early rabbinic usage of רָחּואְמּו םָּדְקּומ ןיֵא  ʾ ēn mūqdām ū-mǝʾūḥār 
“there is no early or late,” see Steiner, “Muqdam u-Meʾuḥar and Muqaddam wa-
Muʾaḫḫar.” As Steiner notes, the rabbinic treatment of anastrophe, under the expression 
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37. ši-i-ḫu dGIŠ-gím-maš gít-ma-lu ra-šub-bu 
 So tall, Gilgamesh, perfect, awesome, 
 
38. pe-tu-ú né-re-bé-e-ti ša ḫur-sa-an-ni 
 Who opened passes in the mountains, 
39. ḫe-ru-ú bu-ú-ri šá kišād (GÚ) šadî (KUR) 
 Who dug wells on the hills. 

 
Here the text fronts the adjective šīḫu “tall” in line 37, rather than placing it 

after the name Gilgamesh where one would expect it syntactically. While the 
syntax emphasizes the king’s height,342 it also has a paronomastic effect in that it 
allows the poet to start three consecutive stichs with a word ending in /u/. 
Buttressing the anastrophe is repetition of the sounds /b/ and /r/ in the words 
rašubbu “awesome,” nērebeti “passes,” and būrū “wells.”343 

Anastrophe in Egyptian occurs in the Tale of the Shipwrecked Sailor, in the 
sailor’s reports about a fearful moment when a wave struck the ship, ripping it 
apart: 

 
f.t ṯw rj=f wḥmj.t nwj.t m=f n.t mḥ ḫmn n ḫt ḥ(w)ḥ n= s(y) ʿḥʿ.n dp.t 
m(w)t=t() n.tj.w m=s n sp wʿ m ḥr-ḫ.w= mk w r gs=k 
 
the wind blew repeatedly, a wave over it of eight cubits. Only the mast, it (the 
wave?) broke it for me. Then the ship died. Of those on board, not one survived, 
except me, and see I am beside you. (ll. 103–108) 
 

Here the broken syntax in the line n ḫt ḥ(w)ḥ n= s(y) “only the mast, it (the 
wave?) broke it for me,” conveys the fear and confusion of the moment,344 while 
also providing an opportunity to repeat the sound /ḫ/, found in ḫmn “eight” and 
ḫ.w “except,” and the consonant ḥ, found in wḥmj.t “repeat,” mḥ “cubit,” ʿḥʿ 
“then,” and ḥr “upon.” Adding to the striking image is the prosopopoeial death of 
the ship and the employment of a number of hieroglyphs with nautical 
significance, including the sail (d) in the noun ṯw “wind,” the mast (F) in ʿḥʿ 

 
סָרֹוסְמ אָרְקִמ   miqrāʾ mǝsōrās “inverted verse,” differs in that it represents clauses that are 

out of temporal order. Over time, it became synonymous with hysteron proteron.  
342. George, Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic, 783, suggests the inversion may be for 
emphasis. 
343. The effect continues with the first two words of l. 40: ēbir ayabba “he crossed the 
ocean.” Note also in l. 37 the repetition of the phonemes /g/, /l/, and /m/ in dGIŠ-gím-maš 
gitmālu “Gilgamesh, perfect” (i.e., dGIŠ is a logogram that was read as gilga). See George, 
Babylonian Gilgamesh Epic, 84. The line also appears in ll. 1.35, 211, 218. 
344. On the use of confused syntax to express excitement here, see Rendsburg, “Literary 
Devices in the Story of the Shipwrecked Sailor,” 22. 
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“then,” and the harpoon (A) in wʿ “one,” in addition to the expected boat 
determinative (A) in dp.t “ship.”345 

I am aware of no cases of anastrophe in Ugaritic texts. Given that it appears 
in so many other Near Eastern texts, it may be just an accident of discovery. 
Perhaps future researchers will change this state of affairs. 

An example of anastrophe in Hebrew occurs in Reuben’s statement after 
returning to the pit and finding Joseph gone.346 In a panic he asks his brothers 

אָב־יִנֲא הָנָא יִנֲאַו ּוּנֶניֵא דֶלֶּיַה  hay-yɛlɛḏ ʾēnɛnnū wa-ʾănī ʾānāh ʾănī ḇāʾ “the child is 
not, and I, to where shall I come?” (Gen 37:30). The awkward syntax conveys 
Reuben’s anxiety and creates a paronomastic relationship between the consonants 
aleph, yod, and nun in the two-fold use of יִנֲא  ʾănī “I,” and in ּוּנֶניֵא  ʾēnɛnnū “is 
not” and הָנָא  ʾānāh “where.” Abetting the anastrophe (and homoeopropheron) is 
the repeated a-vowel. 

Anastrophe occurs in conjunction with antanaclasis in Daniel 5. The court 
tale relates how the king commanded his servants קֵּפְנַה  hanpēq “to bring out” the 
sacred vessels that once belonged to the temple of Yahweh (Dan 5:2). We then 
are told that ּוקִּפְנַה  hanpiqū “they brought” them so that the king and his entourage 
could drink wine from them (Dan 5:3), when suddenly, the fingers of a man’s 
hand הָקַפְנ[ ּוקַפְנ[  nǝp̄aqū [nǝp̄aqāh] “appeared” (Dan 5:5). Arnold observes that 
the antanaclastic change in meaning of the verb קַפְנ  from “bring” to “appear” 
presents a peʾal form in an atypical usage, and that the sudden switch in syntax 
from verb-subject, as opposed to subject-verb in lines 2, 3, and 6, serves “to 
dramatize divine retribution against human sin.”347 Combined with the 
antanaclasis, the anastrophe “demonstrates God’s response both to Belshazzar’s 
mindless sacrilege and to Nebuchadnezzar’s former arrogance in ‘bringing forth’ 
the vessels from God’s temple.”348 

Much like amphiboly, anastrophe initially causes confusion for 
listeners/readers. It encourages them to think the text is in error, because it relies 
on nonnormative syntax. The paronomasia in anastrophe contributes to the 
confusion by lending the line a tongue-twister type quality. In direct discourse, it 
often conveys emotional excitement or fear by creating anacoluthons. In 
narration, it can communicate speed, confusion, and mayhem. It is effective 
aurally and visually. 

 

 
345. For similar cases of prosopopoeia involving ships, see Isa 23:1, Jon 1:4. 
346. Gary A. Rendsburg, “Confused Language as a Deliberate Literary Device in Biblical 
Hebrew Narrative,” JHS 2 (1998–1999): 6–8. 
347. Arnold, “Wordplay and Narrative Technique in Daniel 5 and 6,” 481; David M. 
Valeta, “Polyglossia and Parody: Language in Daniel 1–6,” in Bakhtin and Genre Theory 
in Biblical Studies, ed. Roland Boer (Atlanta, GA: Society of Biblical Literature, 2007), 
91–108. 
348. Arnold, “Wordplay and Narrative Technique in Daniel 5 and 6,” 481–82. 
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4.2.4. EPANASTROPHE 
 
Epanastrophe occurs when the author repeats the final syllable of one word or line 
in the first syllable of the next.349 It is not common in Akkadian, but it does exist. 
See, for instance, two examples from the Hymn to Shamash (ll. 36–37):350 

 
36. šá di-gì-gì la i-du-ú qí-rib lìb-bi-šá 
37. dšamaš (UTU) bir-bir-u-ka ina ap-si-i ú-ri-du 
 
The depth of which the Igigi know not. 
Shamash, your glare reaches down to the Apsû. 

 
Here the last syllable of the first stich /ša/ resounds in the first word of the second 
stich, dšamaš, even though the latter is written logographically. Witness also lines 
136–137, in which the sound /ka/ ends the first line and starts the second:351 

 
[ina] šu-ru-bat ṣēri (EDIN) re-ʾ-ú i-maḫ-ḫar-ka 
[ka]-par-ri ina te-še-e na-qí-du ina LÚnakri (KÚR) 
 
The shepherd [amid] the terror of the steppe confronts you, 
The herdsman in warfare, the keeper of sheep among enemies. 

 
A particularly sustained example of epanastrophe appears in Enuma Elish 4.13–
16, in which each of the successive verses begins with the same syllable that ends 
the previous line (i.e., /ni/, /ti/, and /ka/).352 

 
13. dmarūtuk at-ta-ma mu-tir-ru gi-mil-li-ni 
14. ni-id-din-ka šar-ru-tu4 kiš-šat kal gim-re-e-ti 
15. ti-šab-ma i-na puḫri lu-ú ša-qá-ta a-mat-ka 
16. GIŠkakkī (TUKUL)-ka a-a ip-pal-ṭu-ú li-ra-i-su ma-ki-ri-ka 
 
You are Marduk, our avenger, 
We have given you kingship over the sum of the whole universe. 
Take your seat in the assembly, let your word be exalted, 
Let your weapons not miss the mark, but may they slay your enemies. 

 
See also the clever use of the device in Enuma Elish 6.7–8.353 

 
349. The word ἐπαναστροφή “epanastrophe” appears first in Hermogenes of Tarsus, Peri 
Ideon 1.12 (second century CE). 
350. See Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature, 128–29. 
351. Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature, 134–35. 
352. W. G. Lambert, Babylonian Creation Myths, MC 16 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 
2013), 86–87. 
353. Lambert, Babylonian Creation Myths, 110–11. 
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7. lu-ub-ni-ma lullâ (LÚ-U18-LU-a) a-me-lu 
8. lu-ú en-du dul-lu ilānī-ma šu-nu lu-ú pa-áš-ḫu 
 
I will create Lullû-man. 
On whom the toil of the gods verily will be laid that they may rest. 

 
Not only does epanastrophe connect the two lines with the syllable /lu/, but the 
sound /lu/ is morphemically meaningful to the passage, as it suggests the creation 
of the first man lullâ (LÚ-U18-LU-a). In fact, the sound /lu/ also starts the first line 
as a precative particle in “I will create” (lubnima), and it appears in “man” 
(amēlu), “toil” (dullu), and “verily” (lū). It also is supported by the sound /la/ in 
lullâ “Lullû-man” and ilānī “gods.” Moreover, LÚ means “man” in Sumerian. 

A fine example of epanastrophe in Egyptian appears in the Pyramid Texts of 
King Unas (Spell 273, §519): f w wns nsb=f sbš.w m.w dšr.t “Unas detests 
licking the coils of the red (crown).” Here the /s/ and /b/ of nsb “licking” repeat 
in sbš.w “coils.” 

Epanastrophe in Ugaritic texts occurs visually, but not aurally, in the Epic of 
Baal: 

 
tḫtṣ[b] bn qrytm 
tmḫṣ lim ḫp y[m] 
 
(Anat) battl[es] between the two towns, 
She fought the peoples of the se[a] shore (CAT 1.3.ii.6–7) 

 
Though the consonants tm end the first line and start the second, they would not 
have sounded the same. The last word in the first line would have been vocalized 
qiryatēmi and the first word in the second line as timḫaṣu. 

There also are a few cases of near epanastrophe, again effective only visually. 
In the Epic of Baal (CAT 1.4.vi.4–5), the divine craftsman Kothar-wa-Ḫasis 
implores Baal: 

 
šmʿ mʿ l al[i]yn bʿl 
bl ašt ur[bt] b bhtm 
 
Please listen, O mi[ght]iest Baal, 
Shall I not install a win[dow] in the house? 

 
Note how the name bʿl “Baal” at the end of the first stich is resounded in the 
negative particle bl “not” in the second. The first would have been pronounced 
baʿlu and the second bal. 

See similarly in the same text (CAT 1.4.vii.49–51): 
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aḥdy d ymlk ʿl ilm 
l ymru ilm w nšm 
 
It is I alone who reign over the gods, 
Indeed who fattens gods and men. 

 
Again, we have a case of near visual epanastrophe between ilm “gods” 
(pronounced ʾilīma) and lymru “indeed who fattens” (pronounced la-yimraʾu). 

We can appreciate epanastrophe in Hebrew in Qoheleth’s contention that God 
tests humankind םֶהָל הָּמֵה הָמֵהְּב־םֶהְׁש תֹואְרִלְו  wǝ-li-rʾōṯ šǝ-hɛm bǝhēmāh hēmmāh 
lāhɛm “so that they can see for themselves they are like animal(s)” (Qoh 3:18). 
The end of הָמֵהְּב  bǝhēmāh “animal(s)” produces the same sound as the start of 
the next word הָּמֵה  hēmmāh “they.” Assisting the epanastrophe is additional 
repetition of third person masculine pronoun in םֶהְׁש  šǝ-hɛm “that they” and םֶהָל  
lāhɛm “for themselves.”354 

Visual epanastrophe appears in the line יַלְגַרְל תֶׁשֶר ׂשַרָּפ  pāraś rɛšɛṯ lǝ-raḡlay 
“he has spread a net for my feet” (Lam 1:13). The first word ends with the sounds 
/rś/ and the second begins with /rš/. Though the letters śin and šin are distinguished 
in speech, they are visually identical in the pre-Masoretic consonantal text. 

An Aramaic case of epanastrophe occurs in Daniel’s vision of a fourth beast 
that will אָעְרַא־לָּכ לֻכאֵת  ṯēʾḵul kŏl ʾarʿāʾ “devour the entire earth” (Dan 7:23). 
Note how the last syllable of the first word and the first two consonants of the 
next are both לכ  /kl/. A more sustained use of epanastrophe occurs in the artful 
repetition (with slight variation) of the introductory formula לאֵּיִנָּד ןִיַדאֵּב  bē-ʾḏayīn 
dānīyyēʾl “then Daniel” (Dan 2:14, 2:17, 2:19 [2x], 4:16, 5:13, 6:22). In Dan 6:4, 
it is strengthened by the addition of the demonstrative pronoun: הָנְּד לאֵּיִנָּד ןִיַדֱא  
ʾĕḏayīn dānīyyēʾl dǝnāh “then this Daniel.” This phrase also demonstrates 
homoeoproheron as noted above (4.2.1). 

Epanastrophe is certainly an aural device, but its reliance on juxtaposition 
also makes it a visual one. Epanastrophe lends the text a reduplicating, stuttering 
effect that naturally compels one to connect the words involved, almost as if they 
are one. In the Akkadian and Ugaritic examples, epanastrophe joins one line to 
the next. Thus, it also can serve a structural purpose. 

 
4.2.5. PARASONANCE 
 
Parasonance occurs when two or more roots are employed that contain the exact 
same radicals, and in the same order, except one.355 Demonstrating parasonance 

 
354. Beitzel, “Exodus 3:14 and the Divine Name,” 8. 
355. Sasson, “Word Play in the O.T.”; cf. Glück, “Paronomasia in Biblical Literature.” 
Parasonance and anagrammatic paronomasia are more specific terms for what Isaac Ka-
limi calls metathesis. See I. Kalimi, Metathesis in the Hebrew Bible: Wordplay as a 
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in Akkadian is the narrator’s report in the Epic of Gilgamesh about the hunter 
complaining to his father about the wildman Enkidu: 

 
130. [um-tal-li bu]-ú-ri šá ú-ḫar-ru-ú [ana-ku] 
 [He has filled in the] pits that I dug. 
131. [ut-ta-as-si-iḫ n]u-bal-li-ia šá uš-n[i-lu] 
 [He has uprooted] my traps that I laid. 
132. [uš-te-li ina qātī-ia] bu-lam nam-maš-šá-a šá ṣē[ri  
 (EDIN)] 
 [He has set free from my hand] the herd, the animals of  
 the steppe. 

 
Parasonance obtains here between būru “pits” (l. 130) and būlu “herd” (l. 132), 
and also between būlu “herd” (l. 132) and nuballīya “my traps” (l. 131). 

Parasonance also appears in the Egyptian stories found in P.Westcar. While 
describing the amazing feats of a magician who could transform a wax crocodile 
into a living one, the narrator relates: wn=n=f m ḏr.t=f msḥ n mnḥ “in his hand 
it was a crocodile of wax” (4.2–3).356 The nouns msḥ “crocodile” and mnḥ “wax” 
share two of their three consonants. The device continues in the next two verses: 
“Then the chief lector priest Ubainer reported (wḥm) the thing that the commoner 
had been doing in his house with his wife (ḥm.t) to the majesty (ḥm) of the king 
of Upper and Lower Egypt, justified” (4.4–5). Each of the highlighted words 
contains the consonants ḥ and m, found in msḥ “crocodile” and mnḥ “wax.” 

See also the love poem in P.Harris 500 (2.2–2.3): “my heart is not lenient 
with your love, my wolf cub [wnš]! Your liquor is your lovemaking. I will not 
abandon it until blows drive (me) away to the land of Hurru to spend my days 
[wrš] in the marshes.” Here wnš “wolfcub” and wrš “spend the day” differ in only 
one root consonant. 

In the Tale of the Eloquent Peasant, the peasant tells the overseer: r hj=k r 
š n mʿ.t sqd=k m=f m mʿ.w “if you go down to the Lake of Truth, you shall sail 
in it with a breeze” (P.3023 + P.Amherst I, ll. 85–86). The noun mʿ.t “truth” 
differs in only one consonant from mʿ.w “breeze.”357 

 
Literary and Exegetical Device (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2018). See similarly N. H. 
Tur-Sinai, “Metathesis in the Biblical Text” [Hebrew], in vol. 2 of The Language and the 
Book (Jerusalem: Mosad Byalik, 1948–1955), 106–49. 
356. Parys, Le récit du Papyrus Westcar, 32–33. 
357. Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 1:183 n. 10, refers to this as a “wordplay.” 
The same lexemes are used similarly in the Harper Song inscribed on a pillar in the hall of 
the tomb of Paser (TT 106). Line 7 of that text reads: tw=k ḥr mʿ.w ṯw nfr mʿ.t “you sail 
with the good wind of righteousness.” Espied also by Lichtheim, “Songs of the Harpers,” 
203 n. j, who notes that the sail determinative d does double duty for both (inscription on 
pl. III). 
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Similar parasonance on these consonants appears in the Tale of the 
Shipwrecked Sailor, in which the storyteller describes the sailors of his mission: 
m=sn p.t m=sn t mʿk b=sn r m.w “they see the sky, they see the land, fiercer 
their hearts than lions” (ll. 28–30). The repeated verb m “see” reverberates in 
mʿk “fierce” and m.w “lions.” 

In Ugaritic, we find parasonance in the Tale of Aqhat (CAT 1.17.vi.30–32): 
 
k bʿl k yḥwy 
 Like Baal, when he revives, 
yʿšr 
 He prepares a banquet,  
ḥwy yʿšr 
 Prepares a banquet for the revived, 
w yšqnyh 
 And he offers him drink,  
ybd w yšr ʿlh 
 Intones and sings over him, 
nʿm[n wy]ʿnynn... 
 with pleasant (sound) he choruses … 
 
Parasonance exists between the repeated form yʿšr “he prepares a banquet” 

and yšr “he sings” (i.e., /y/, /š/, and /r/) and between nʿmn “pleasant (sound)” and 
yʿnynn “he choruses” (i.e., /n/ and /ʿ/). 

An exquisite case of parasonance occurs in the performative speech of 
Kothar-wa-Ḫasis to Baal in the Epic of Baal (CAT 1.2.iv.8–10). 

 
8. ht ibk 
 Now your enemy 
9. bʿlm ht ibk tmḫṣ ht tṣmt ṣrtk 
 Baal, now strike your enemy, now vanquish your foe! 
10. tqḥ mlk ʿlmk drkt dt drdrk 
 Take your eternal kingship, your everlasting dominion! 
 
Note in particular the parasonance between tmḫṣ “strike,” tṣmt “vanquish,” 

and ṣrtk “your foe” (i.e., the first two share the phonemes /m/ and /ṣ/, the latter 
two share /ṣ/ and /t/). Additional parasonance occurs between mlk “kingship” and 
ʿlmk “your eternal” (/m/, /l/, and /k/) and between drkt “dominion” and drdrk 
“your everlasting” (/d/, /r/, and /k/), cited above as a demonstration of 
homoeopropheron. The latter is supported by the relative pronoun dt, which 
repeats two consonants in drkt “dominion.” 

In the Hebrew Bible, we find the device in the story of how Yahweh punished 
“Babel” ( לֶבָּב  bāḇɛl) by “confusing” ( לַלָּב  bālal) the language of its people (Gen 
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11:9). The two roots involved differ in only one radical letter, each of which the 
other possesses.358 

The famous cry of Isaiah works similarly: הָקָדְצִל חָּפְׂשִמ הֵּנִהְו טָּפְׁשִמְל וַקְיַו  
הָקָעְצ הֵּנִהְו  wa-yǝqaw lǝ-mišpāṭ wǝ-hinnēh miśpāḥ li-ṣḏāqāh wǝ-hinnēh ṣǝʿāqāh 

“he (Yahweh) hoped for justice, but behold bloodshed, for righteousness, but 
behold a cry” (Isa 5:7). Technically speaking, only הָקָדְצ  ṣǝḏāqāh “righteousness” 
and הָקָעְצ  ṣǝʿāqāh “a cry” constitute parasonance, since they differ in only one 
radical. Nevertheless, the parasonance is strengthened by the repetition of the 
consonants mem, pe, and šin in טָּפְׁשִמ  mišpāṭ “justice” and the mem, pe, and śin 
in חָּפְׂשִמ  miśpāḥ “violence.” Of course, in the pre-Masoretic text, the two words 
would be visually parasonantic, because the šin and śin would both appear as ש. 

Jeremiah’s pronouncement against Judah offers a dazzling case:  
הָוהְי־םֻאְנ םֶכְתֶא ּוכְּׁשִנְו ׁשַחָל םֶהָל־ןיֵא רֶׁשֲא םיִֹנעְפִצ םיִׁשָחְנ םֶכָּב ַח ֵּלַׁשְמ יִנְנִה יִּכ  kī hinǝnī 

mǝšallēaḥ bāḵɛm nǝḥāšīm ṣip̄ʿŏnīm ʾăšɛr ʾēn lāhɛm lāḥaš wǝ-niššǝḵū ʾɛṯḵɛm 
nǝʾum YHWH “Lo, I will send serpents against you, adders that cannot be 
charmed, and they will bite you, declares Yahweh” (Jer 8:17). Parasonant here 
are ַח ֵּלַׁשְמ  mǝšallēaḥ “send,” םיִׁשָחְנ  nǝḥāšīm “serpents,” ׁשַחָל  lāḥaš “charmed.” 
Note too that ּוכְּׁשִנ  niššǝḵū “bite” is parasonant with םיִׁשָחְנ  nǝḥāšīm “serpents.”359 
Moreover, the parasonance onomatopoetically resounds the hissing of a snake 
(see 3.2). 

Consider the following two case of parasonance from the Hebrew text of Ben 
Sira from Qumran. The first occurs in Sir 40:13 MS B: ןתיא לחנכ לוח לא לוח  ḥwl 
ʾl ḥwl k-nḥl ʾytn “From sand to sand like an eternal wadi.” This brief line repeats 
the noun לוח  ḥwl “sand” before the noun לחנ  nḥl “wadi” with which it shares two 
consonants.360 The shared consonants bespeak a shared essence that the simile 
invites us to compare. 

The second case appears in Sir 4:9 MS A. 
 

 ויקיצממ קצומ עשוה
 רשוי טפשמב ךחור ץוקת לאו

 
hwšʿ mwṣq m-mṣyqyw 
w-ʾl tqwṣ rwḥk b-mšpṭ ywšr 

 
358. Noegel, “Ritual Use of Linguistic and Textual Violence in the Hebrew Bible and 
Ancient Near East.” Jonathan Grossman, “The Double Etymology of Babel in Genesis 11,” 
ZAW 129 (2017): 362–75, argues that Gen 11:9 also reflects a derivation of the name Babel 
from the Akkadian verb babālu, meaning “sweep away (of people or animals), carry off 
with water.” On double etymologies, see also Yair Zakovitch, “A Study of Precise and 
Partial Derivations in Biblical Etymology,” JSOT 15 (1980): 31–50; Zakovitch, “Explicit 
and Implicit Name-Derivations.” 
359. See the discussion by Rüdiger Schmitt, Magie im Alten Testament, AOAT 313 
(Münster: Ugarit-Verlag, 2004), 110–12. 
360. Reymond, “Wordplay in the Hebrew to Ben Sira,” 51. 
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Deliver the oppressed from their oppressors, 
let your spirit not dread just judgment. 
 

Note how קצומ  mwṣq “oppressed” and ויקיצמ  mṣyq “oppressors,” share two of 
their three consonants with ץוקת  tqwṣ “dread.” Reymond observes that implicit in 
the verse is the notion “that oppression survives due to the fear or trepidation of 
those responsible for applying justice.”361 

Several cases of parasonance in Aramaic appear in Daniel’s description of 
Nebuchadnezzar’s transformation into a wild man: 

 
ןיִרֹותְכ ]וְיִּוַׁש[ יִוְׁש אָתְויֵח־םִע ּהֵבְבִלְו דיִרְט אָׁשָנֲא יֵנְּב־ןִמּו ּהֵרֹודְמ  אָּבְׂשִע  אָּיַדָרֲע־םִעְו 
 תּוכְלַמְּב ]הָאָּלִע[ אָיָּלִע אָהָלֱא טיִּלַׁש־יִּד עַדְי־יִּד דַע עַּבַטְצִי ּהֵמְׁשִּג אָּיַמְׁש לַּטִמּו ּהֵּנּומֲעַטְי
 ]ּהַלֲע[ ּהֵיַלֲע םיֵקָהְי הֵּבְצִי יִּד־ןַמְלּו אָׁשָנֲא

 
ū-min bɛnē ʾănāšāʾ ṭɛrīḏ wɛ-liḇǝḇēh ʿim ḥēwṯāʾ šɛwī [šawwīyǝw] wɛ-ʿim 
ʿărāḏayyāʾ mɛḏōrēh ʿiśbāʾ ḵɛṯōrīn yɛṭaʿămūnnēh ū-miṭṭal šɛmayyāʾ gišmēh 
yiṣṭabaʿ ʿaḏ dī yɛḏaʿ dī šallīṭ ʾĕlāhāʾ ʿillāyāʾ [ʿillāʾāh] bɛ-malḵūṯ ʾănāšāʾ ū-
l-man dī yiṣbēh yɛhāqēm ʿălayēh [ʿălah] 
 
He was driven from the sons of men, his heart was made like the beasts, and 
his dwelling was with the onagers; he was fed grass like oxen, and his body 
was wet with the dew of heaven, until he knew that God Most High ruled 
in the kingdom of men, and that he appoints over it whomever he desires. 
(Dan 5:21) 
 

Note in particular דיִרְט  ṭǝrīḏ “driven,” ּהֵרֹודְמ  mǝḏōrēh “his dwelling,” and אָּיַדָרֲע  
ʿărāḏayyāʾ “onagers,” which share the consonants ד d and ר r. See also אָּבְׂשִע  
ʿiśbāʾ “grass,” עַּבַטְצִי  yiṣṭabaʿ “wet,” and הֵּבְצִי  yiṣbēh “desires,” the first two of 
which share ע ʿ and ב b, and the latter two, צ ṣ and ב b. 

Parasonance also occurs in the Proverbs of Ahiqar: קבע יה הדקי תשא ךל דיקפ  
]י[תדבע  pqyd lk ʾ št yqdh hy ʿ bq ʿ bdt[y] “(when a royal word) is commanded to you, 

it is a burning fire, hurry, do it!” (C1 1:87). Here דיקפ  pqyd and הדקי  yqdh share 
the phonemes /q/ and /d/. The verbs קבע  ʿbq “hurry” and י[תדבע[  ʿbdt[y] “do it” 
share /ʿ/ and /b/, though this also constitutes homoeopropheron.362 

A pronounced case of parasonance in Old Aramaic occurs in the Sefire Treaty 
Inscription (3.A.4–6) of the eighth century BCE. There we read: 

 
361. Reymond, “Wordplay in the Hebrew to Ben Sira,” 44. On parasonance in the scrolls 
from Qumran, see James E. Harding, “The Wordplay between the Roots לשכ  and לכש  in 
the Literature of the Yahad,” RdQ 19 (1999): 69–82. 
362. The Aramaic Levi Document contains at least one case of parasonance in 13:11. 

הנידמו תאמ יסכנ ןובסניו  w-ynsbwn nksy mʾt w-mdynh “and they will seize the possessions 
of land and country.” Note the repetition of the sounds /n/ and /s/ in the first two words. 
See Greenfield, Stone, and Eshel, Aramaic Levi Document, 111–12. 
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If a fugitive flees from me [ קרק ינמ קרקרי  yrqrq mny qrq], 
 Pacify them [ םהקרת הקר  rqh trqhm] and restore them to me. 
And if they do not [dwell] in your land [ ךקרא  ʾrqk], 
 Pacify [ וקר  rqw] (them) there. 
 

Here the consonants ר /r/ and ק /q/, which form the start of the root קרק  q-r-q 
“flee,” also appear in the root הקר  r-q-h “pacify,” and again in קרא  ʾrq “land.”363 

Parasonance continued to have a long life in Jewish literature, as 
demonstrated by b. ʿErub. 65b: “a person can be identified by three things: his 
drinking habits ( וסוכב  b-kwsw), his spending habits ( וסיכבו  w-b-kysw), and the way 
he behaves when he is angry ( וסעכבו  w-b-kʿsw).”364 All of the highlighted words 
share the sounds /k/ and /s/, plus the preposition /b/. 

Since parasonance involves the exact repetition of two of the three 
consonants in a Semitic root, it comes the closest to repeating the entire lexeme. 
Consequently, parasonance forces listeners/readers to differentiate between the 
two words. A differing first radical is the easiest to catch; others can be harder to 
distinguish. In Egyptian, parasonance is primarily an aural device, whereas in the 
consonantal scripts, like Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Aramaic, it is both aural and 
visual. In some texts, it encourages one to think that the words involved are 
related, or that one should contemplate a relationship between them. 

 
4.2.6. HOMONYMIC PARONOMASIA 
 
Homonymic paronomasia exploits words that sound alike, but have different 
derivations.365 It differs from polysemy in that the device operates between words, 

 
363. Noted by Bezalel Porten, “The Root Pair בשיñבוש  in Jeremiah,” in Hamlet on a Hill: 
Semitic and Greek Studies Presented to Professor T. Muraoka on the Occasion of His Sixty-
Fifth Birthday, ed. M. F. J. Baasten and W. Th. van Peursen, OLA 118 (Leuven: Peeters, 
2003), 381. 
364. Observed by Yona, “Rhetorical Features in Talmudic Literature,” 84, along with other 
examples. 
365. The earliest attestation of the word ὁµωνυµία “homonymy” appears in Aristotle, Rhet. 
1404b (fourth century BCE). Alejandro Diez-Macho, “La Homonimia o Paronomasia = al-
muyanasa = lašon nofel ʿal lašon,” Sefarad 8 (1948): 293–321; “La Homonimia o 
Paronomasia = al-muyanasa = lašon nofel ʿal lašon,” Sefarad 9 (1948): 269–309. On the 
difficulty of differentiating polysemy and homonymy, see G. R. Driver, “Confused Hebrew 
Roots,” in Occident and Orient, Being Studies in Semitic Philology and Literature, Jewish 
History and Philosophy and Folklore in the Widest Sense, in Honour of Haham Dr. M. 
Gaster’s Eightieth Birthday, ed. B. Schindler (London: Taylor’s Foreign Press, 1936), 73–
82; Joshua Blau, “Über Homonyme und Angeblich Homonyme Wurzeln,” VT 6 (1956): 
242–48; Moshe Held, “Studies in Biblical Homonyms in the Light of Akkadian,” JANES 
3 (1970–1971): 46–55; Hospers, “Polysemy and Homophony”; Adina Moshavi, “On 
Distinguishing Polysemy from Generality in the Biblical Hebrew Verb: An Analysis of the 
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not within a single word. Moreover, the relationship between words is 
paronomastic, and thus not exact. This distinguishes it from antanaclasis (see 
4.1.3). Homonymic paronomasia may involve homographs, but this is not always 
the case, because words do not need to look identical to sound alike (cf. English 
air and heir). Also, in the case of Egyptian, which does not record vowels, 
homonymic paronomasia is based entirely on consonants. 

Two excellent examples of homonymic paronomasia in Sumerian occur in 
the poem Ninmešarra. The first, in line 16, reads: BILUDA GAL.GAL.LA 
NÍĜ.ZU A.BA MU.UN.ZU “the rites are yours, who else could know their 
meaning?” Here the first sign ZU means “yours,” whereas the second ZU means 
“know.”366 In line 27, we find: NIN.ĜU10 Á NI.ZA NA4ZÚ ZÚ Ì.GU7.E “my lady, 
through your own power, the tooth grinds (even) flint.” As Zgoll notes, the first 
sign NAZÚ means “flint,” whereas the second ZÚ, a homonym of the former, 
means “tooth.”367 Though in each case the signs appear visually identical, they 
would have been pronounced differently. 

Illustrating homonymic paronomasia in Akkadian is the Legend of Sargon, 
King of Battle (ll. 16–17), where we read: “We have invoked [Sargo]n, king of the 
universe [kiššati] ‘Come down to us, that we may receive strength [kiššūti], for we 
are no warriors.’” Here the noun kiššatu “universe” echoes in kiššūtu “strength” in 
the next line.368 Though the two sound similar, they are etymologically unrelated; 
the former derives from kašāšu and the latter from kašādu. 

Egyptian writers also made use of homonymic paronomasia. Indeed, we find 
it in all types of texts and in all periods of Egyptian history. One of the most 
extensive displays appears in the Contendings of Horus and Seth (P.Chester 
Beatty I, recto). I discussed this text in the previous chapter with regard to its use 
of paronomasia in deceptive speech and literary contexts involving trickery (3.7). 
Suffice it to add here that the use of w.t for both “flock, herd” and “office” 
represents homonymic paronomasia. 

 
Verb ׁשקב ” [Hebrew], Leshonenu 67 (2004): 31–48; Mehahem Zevi Kadari, “Homonymy 
and Polysemy in the New Modern Hebrew Lexicon of the Hebrew Bible,” in Biblical 
Hebrew in Its Northwest Semitic Setting, ed. Steven E. Fassberg and Avi Hurvitz 
(Jerusalem: Magnes Press; Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2006), 149–53. 
366. Zgoll, Der Rechstfall der En-ḫedu-Ana im Lied nin-me-šara, 2–3, 173. 
367. Zgoll, Der Rechstfall der En-ḫedu-Ana im Lied nin-me-šara, 4–5, 173; cited by Klein 
and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 33. 
368. Foster, Before the Muses, 252, refers to this as a “word play.” A similar case occurs 
in Sennacherib’s Annals II 1-2: UN.MEŠ KUR.KUR ki-šit-ti ŠU.MIN-ia INA ŠÀ ú-še-šib 
UN.MEŠ KUR LÚkaš-ši-i ú KUR LÚya-su-bi-gal-la-a-a “I populated the land with those 
that I had conquered. The people of the land of the Kassites and the land of the 
Yasubigallai.” Here kišitti “I conquered” (from kašādu) is echoed in kaššī “Kassites” (from 
kaššû). The paronomasia is reinforced by the word order of the two verses, which both 
begin with UN.MEŠ KUR = nišī māt (mātāti for KUR.KUR). 
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Another, more concise, example appears in the tomb of Qenamun in a song 
about a garden festival. The text in question reads: šsp ʿnḫ n ḏsr nṯr=k ẖr ʿnḫ ws 
n ḥr=k mr.t “receive a bouquet, that your god has sanctified, bringing life and 
prosperity to your dear face” (11). The song employs the homonyms ʿnḫ 
“bouquet” and ʿnḫ “life.” 

The Tale of Two Brothers (P.D’Orbiney, BM 10183) contains a number of 
cases of homonymic paronomasia. In particular, it adopts the same homonymic 
paronomasia that occurs in Contendings of Horus and Seth, just discussed, in 
which w.t appears for “flock, herd” and “office” (1.2). As such, the device fits 
well the political interpretation of the story.369 It occurs again when Anubis’s wife 
takes a piece of ʿ ḏw “fat” to make it look like she had been beaten ʿ ḏ.w “unjustly” 
(4.6). In 4.8, the narrator says that her husband returned home to find her 
seemingly sick (lit. ʿḏ.w “falsely” sick). The device appears yet again, first when 
the sea ʿš “calls” to the ʿš “pine tree” (10.7), and it is enhanced again when the 
woman coaxes the pharaoh to šʿd “cut down” the ʿš “pine tree” (12.4); 
paronomasia that repeats in 12.6 and 12.7–8. We find it one last time when 
Anubis’s beer and wine ḥw “ferment” (12:10). The lexeme recalls Bata’s 
reference to Anubis’s wife’s k.t t ḥw.t “vagina that is rotting” (7.8), and the ḥw.t 
“sore” heart of the washerman grieved by his quarrels with pharaoh (11.1). 

The Tale of the Eloquent Peasant (P.3023 + P.Amherst I, ll. 253–254) 
employs homonymic paronomasia in the peasant’s plea to the overseer: sḥtm.w m 
rdj ḥtm=tw “Destroyer, let not perish!” The entreaty employs two homonymic 
verbs. The first is a causative conjugation of ḥtm “provide.” The second ḥtm is an 
unrelated verb that means “perish.”370 The peasant’s eloquence brings into focus 
the overseer’s maltreatment of the peasant, by suggesting that the overseer is 
doing the opposite of what is expected of him. 

In a statement reminiscent of Yahweh’s punishment on Babylon (Gen 11:7–
9), Ramesses III’s Poem of Victory states: sḏm.w mdw.t rmṯ ẖr šms nsw r=f stwh 
mdw.t=sn pn[ʿ ]=f ns=w “they (the captives) heard the (Egyptian) language in 
serving the king. He (Ramesses) banished their language, he changed their 
tongue” (ll. 3–4). The passage connects the nsw “king” with the people’s ns=w 
“tongue” (lit. “their tongue”) by way of homonymic paronomasia. 

In the Admonitions of Ipuwer (P.Leiden I 344, r.12.5–6), Ipuwer laments: 
n(n) ʿš-n.()-ḥ.t m wnw.t=sn … n ʿš.n=tw n=k m šw d r=s “there are no pilots 
on duty … no one can call upon you, being one free of aggression against it.” The 

 
369. See Thomas Schneider, “Innovation in Literature on Behalf of Politics: The Tale of 
the Two Brothers, Ugarit, and 19th Dynasty History,” Ägypten und Levante 17 (2008): 
315–26. 
370. Noted by Lichtheim, Ancient Egyptian Literature, 1:183 n. 22, who simply calls it a 
“wordplay.” 
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poet here exploits the compound noun ʿš-n.()-ḥ.t “pilot” for its relationship to 
the verb ʿš.n “call” (with the marker of the perfect).371 

To demonstrate homonymic paronomasia in Ugaritic, I turn to the Tale of 
Kirtu (CAT 1.16.v.24–25), in which the god El asks his royal sons seven times 
which of them can remove a zbl “sickness.” Though the column is fragmentary, 
the frequent repetition of zbl “sickness” is clear (12, 15, 18, 21, 25, 28, 50). When 
none of the sons steps forward, El quips: 

 
24. ṯb bny l mṯbtkm 
 Stay seated on your seats, 
25. l kḥṯ zblk[m…] 
 On your princely thrones. 

 
El employs zbl “princely” as a not-so-subtle indictment of the noble’s 

ineffectuality. The use of zbl first for “sickness” before using it for zbl “princely” 
constitutes homonymic paronomasia. This example also represents antanaclasis 
(see 4.1.3). 

The Hebrew Bible contains numerous examples of homonymic paronomasia. 
Qohelet 7:6 illustrates it well: ליִסְּכַה קֹחְׂש ןֵּכ ריִּסַה תַחַּת םיִריִּסַה לֹוקְכ יִּכ  kī ḵǝ-qōl 
has-sīrīm taḥaṯ has-sīr kēn śǝḥōq hak-kǝsīl “like the crackling of the thorns under 
the cooking-pot, such is the laughter of a fool.” Qoheleth exploits the homonymity 
of םיִריִּסַה  has-sīrīm “the thorns” and ריִּסַה  has-sīr “the cooking-pot.” The 
connection between the thorns and the fool is strengthened by repetition of the 
phonemes /s/ and /ī/ in ליִסְּכַה  hak-kǝsīl “the fool,” and the liquid lamed /l/, which 
shares alliterative space with the rolled liquid reš /r/.372 It is emphasized further 
by the phrase ליִסְּכַה קֹחְׂש  śǝḥōq hak-kǝsīl “laughter of the fool,” which imitates 
the sound of crackling thorns (see 3.2). 

Demonstrating homonymic paronomasia in Aramaic is Daniel’s 
interpretation of the writing on the wall: סָרָפּו יַדָמְל תַביִהיִו ְךָתּוכְלַמ תַסיִרְּפ סֵרְּפ  
pǝrēs pǝrīsaṯ malḵūṯāḵ wī-yhīḇaṯ lǝ-māḏay ū-pārās “Peres—your kingdom is 
assessed, and it is given to the Medes and Persians” (Dan 5:28). Here Daniel 
decodes the enigmatic סֵרְּפ  pǝrēs via paronomasia that identifies it with תַסיִרְּפ  
pǝrīsaṯ “assessed” and the homonym סָרָפ  pārās “Persia.”373 

 
371. Parkinson, Tale of Sinuhe and Other Ancient Egyptian Poems, 1940–1640 BCE, 197 
n. 97, refers to this as a “wordplay.” 
372. See Noegel, “‘Wordplay’ in Qoheleth.” 
373. The meaning “assessed” is in accordance with the divinatory use of Akkadian parāsu 
“render legal (divine) verdict.” Of course, it also means “cut off,” so multiple meanings are 
possible. See CAD P, s.v. “parāsu.” 
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The plaster wall inscription from Deir ʿAlla (eighth century BCE) also 
exhibits the device.374 The text, which records the visions of Balaam, son of Beor, 
the seer vilified in Num 22–24, describes a topsy turvy world that operates 
contrary to nature: יחרפע הרצו ץחנ ינב ]דס[ח הנעי ןמחר לקו רשנ תפרח רגעסס יכ  

תרשנ ררד הפנע  ky ssʿgr ḥrpt nšr w-ql rḥmn yʿnh ḥsd bny nḥṣ w-ṣrh ʿprḥy ʿnph drr 
nšrt “Indeed the swift reproached the raptor, and the voice of vultures cried out. 
The st[ork has] the young of the nḥṣ-bird, and tore up the chicks of the heron” 
(Combination I, ll. 7–8). Here the consonants in רשנ  nšr “raptor” echo soon 
afterwards in the verb תרשנ  nšrt “tore up.” 

In the Aramaic Sefire inscription, we also find an excellent visual case amidst 
the stela’s curses (1.A.22–23). 

 עבשי לאו לע ןקניהי היסס עבשו
 עבשי לאו לגע ןקניהי הרוש עבשו
  עבשי לאו רמא ןקניהי ןאש עבשו

 
w-šbʿ ssyh yhynqn ʿl w-ʾl yśbʿ 
w-šbʿ šwrh yhynqn ʿgl w-ʾl yśbʿ 
w-šbʿ šʾn yhynqn ʾmr w-ʾl yśbʿ 
 
May seven mares suckle a colt, but may it not be satisfied. 
May seven cows suckle a calf, but may it not be satisfied. 
May seven ewes suckle a lamb, but may it not be satisfied. 
 

Each of the three curses starts with the number עבש  šbʿ “seven” and ends with the 
verb עבש  śbʿ “satisfy.” The homonymic paronomasia is visually striking, 
constitutes homoioteleuton, and creates an inclusio.375 

Even more than parasonance, homonymic paronomasia forces 
readers/listeners to differentiate the lexemes involved. At the same time, one 

 
374. The language in which the inscription is recorded is debated. Gary A. Rendsburg, 
“The Dialect of the Deir ‘Alla Inscription,” BiOr 50 (1993): 309–29, argues that it is 
Israelian Hebrew, a dialect of northern Israel. Dennis Pardee, “The Linguistic 
Classification of the Deir ʿAllā Text Written on Plaster,” in The Balaam Text from Deir 
ʿAlla Re-Evaluated: Proceedings of the International Symposium Held at Leiden 21–24 
August 1989, ed. I. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij (Leiden: Brill, 1991), 100–105, posits 
that it is Aramaic. Edward Lipiński, Studies in Aramaic Inscriptions and Onomastics II, 
OLA 57 (Leuven: Peeters, 1994), 168–70, opines that it represents a North Arabian 
linguistic substratum or possibly a dialect that has borrowed some words from a pre-Islamic 
Arabian dialect. 
375. The paronomasia here is discussed by Melissa Dianne Ramos, Spoken Word and 
Ritual Performance: The Oath and the Curse in Deuteronomy 27–28 (PhD diss., University 
of California, Los Angeles, 2015), 89, 93, who also ties it to the oral performance and 
mnemonics of the texts. The second curse also appears in Sefire 1.A.22–23. For stylistic 
parallels in Ugaritic and biblical texts, see Greenfield, “Stylistic Aspects of the Sefire 
Treaty Inscriptions,” 12–15. 
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cannot help but link them. In Sumerian and Akkadian texts that employ 
homographs for homophones, the device is effective aurally and visually. 
However, in Akkadian and Egyptian texts that use different signs for the same 
sounds, it is primarily an aural device. In Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Aramaic, it 
operates both aurally and visually. Ancient authors exploit it generally to highlight 
words’ interconnectedness, to underscore an irony, or to promote the notion of a 
causal or transformative relationship between them. 

 
4.2.7. NUMERICAL PARONOMASIA 
 
Numerical paronomasia occurs when words are used that suggest or relate to 
numbers, but cannot be read as numbers themselves. While Mesopotamian scribes 
show a great deal of interest in the numerical values of their cuneiform signs (see 
above 4.1.9, 4.1.10), to date scholars have discovered no cases of paronomasia on 
the names of numbers, even in contexts where numbers are plentiful. 

However, in ancient Egypt, numerical paronomasia abounds. In fact, Bau-
douin van de Walle has suggested an affinity between Egyptian numerical 
paronomasia and Hebrew and Greek acrostics, because the consonants in Hebrew 
and Greek double as numbers.376 Yet the Egyptian signs for numbers are not 
employed, and so I treat the phenomenon separately. A wonderful demonstration 
in Egyptian occurs in Spell 99 of the Book of the Dead, in which the celestial 
ferryman tells the deceased, here called a ḥk.j “magician,” that if he cannot count 
his fingers, he will not receive transport. Kurt Sethe long ago observed that the 
deceased’s response, which constitutes the oldest form of “this little piggy went 
to market,” evokes the numbers one through nine in paronomastic ways: “I know 
how to count [my fingers]: take one [wʿ.t], take the second alone [sntj wʿ.tj], 
quench [ʿḫm] it, remove it, give [d] it to me. You have wiped [fd] at it, be friendly 
[snsn.t] towards me; do not let go [sfḫḫ] of it; have no pity [ḫtb] on it; make the 
Eye bright [sḥḏ]; give the Eye to me.”377 The highlighted terms evoke the numbers 
wʿ “one,” sn “two,” ḫmt “three,” fd “four,” dw “five,” srs or ss “six,” sfḫ “seven,” 
ḫmn “eight,” and psḏ “nine.” Far from being a whimsical demonstration of the 
deceased’s ability to count, the vignette demonstrates a performative ritual to 
evoke the Eye of Horus.378 

 
376. Baudouin van de Walle, “Formules et poèmes numériques dans la littérature égyp-
tienne,” CdE 60 (1985): 371–78. 
377. Kurt Sethe, “Ein altägyptischer Fingerzühlreim,” ZÄS 54 (1918): 16–39. 
378. See Sethe, “Ein altägyptischer Fingerzühlreim,” 27–28, who draws attention to a 
similar device in the Pyramid Texts, Spell 670, §1978: fd.n=f ḏw.t r.t NN m fd-nw=f hrw 
ḫm.n=f r.t r=f m ḫmn.nw=f hrw “he has wiped away [fd] the evil, which was NN, on his 
fourth [fd-nw] day. He has canceled [ḫm] what has been done against him on his eighth 
[ḫmn.nw] day.” He also highlights a ritual to Amun (p. 18 n. 1): ʿb.n=k psḏ.t m d.t.wy=k m 
nṯr 10 ṯnw m ḏbʿ.w=k m nṯr 10 ṯnw p m sḥ=k “you have gathered the gods (lit. ‘Ennead’) 
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A love poem found in P.Chester Beatty I also illustrates numerical 
paronomasia. Each of its stanzas is numbered, and the opening words of each 
stanza contain lexemes that remind one of that number. Thus, ḥw.t mḥ.t sn.nw.t 
“the second full stanza” begins with sn= “my brother,” ḥw.t mḥ.t ḫmt “the third 
full stanza” begins ḫmt.n b= “my heart expected,”379 the ḥw.t mḥ.t fdw.t “fourth 
full stanza” starts with fd sw b= “a fleer it is, my heart,” and the ḥw.t mḥ.t dw.t 
“fifth full stanza” opens with dw= nb.t “I will praise the Golden-One” (i.e., 
Hathor).380 

In the Hymn to Amun, one finds numerical paronomasia between the number 
of the stanza and its introductory verse, which proceeds by digits to tens and then 
hundreds to the perfect number one thousand.381 

 
Sixth full stanza [ḥw.t mḥ.t-ssw]: 
Each region [sw] succumbs to the fear of you, 
 its inhabitants are curbed at your glory … 
Seventh full stanza [ḥw.t mḥ.t-sfḫ]: 
Misery is dissolved [sfḫ] in Thebes, city of Ra, Mistress of cities, which conquers 

whatever is useful to the Universal Lord … 
Ninth full stanza [ḥw.t mḥ.t-psḏ]: 
The Nine gods [psḏt] who came out of the Ocean 
 gather to worship you, great of awe … 
Tenth full stanza [ḥw.t mḥ.t-mḏw]: 
Thebes is more famous [mt] than any city, 
 water and earth were here in the First Time … 
Twentieth full stanza [ḥw.t mḥ.t-ḏwt]: 
How pleasantly you ferry [ḏ3.w tw], O Harakhte, 
 in performing your eternal duty every day … 
Thirtieth full stanza [ḥw.t mḥ.t-mʿb]: 
The harpoon [mʿb] is in the Evildoer, 
 who has fallen by its blade … 
Fortieth full stanza [ḥw.t mḥ.t-ḥmw]: 
The One who crafted [ḥmw] himself, 
 whose shapes are unknown … 

 
with your two hands as ten gods, counted on your fingers, as ten gods, counted on your 
toes” (P.Berlin 3055, l. 15, 2/3); as well as a line from the tomb inscription of Harhotep (ll. 
414–415): ʿq.n= m ḏbʿ sḥ n sr “I have entered in a finger and toe of Osiris.” 
379. The fifth stanza also contains the paronomastic line ḫm.t b= “my heart was ignorant.” 
380. The words “first full stanza” do not appear, but the first line of the poem (and the last!) 
is wʿ.t “one, unique-one.” The ḥw.t mḥ.t srs “sixth full stanza” is less paronomastic as it 
starts with sw.n=f “he passed by.” The seventh and final stanza simply repeats the number 
sfḫ “seven” by opening with “for seven days” and concluding with “seven days.” 
381. Jan Zandee, De Hymnen aan Amon van Papyrus Leiden I 350, OudMed 28 (Leiden: 
Rijksmuseum van Oudheiden, 1947); passage cited from Loprieno, “Puns and Word Play 
in Ancient Egyptian,” 14. 
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In the Admonitions of Ipuwer (P.Leiden I 344, r.12.13–14), we read: mk kj 
ḥr wd.(t) r kj sn=tw r wḏ.(t).n=k r šm s 3 ḥr w.t gmm=tw m s 2 “look, one 
person sets (himself) against another, one transgresses what you commanded. If 
three men go on a road, two are found.” The brilliance of this line rests in the use 
of sn “transgress,” which echoes sn “two,” thus anticipating the numbers three 
and two in the next line.382 

The Tale of Sinuhe (P.Berlin 3022, ll. 110–112) too exhibits numerical 
paronomasia. There the hero recounts: pr.j pw nn sn.nw=f dr.n=f s(j) r-dr=s 
dd.n=f ʿ ḥ=f ḥnʿ= ḫmt.n=f ḥwt(f)=f w “a champion was this one without a double. 
He drove out the whole of it. He said he would fight with me. He thought to rob 
me.” The noun sn.nw “double” reminds us of snw “two,” while ḫmt “thought” 
recalls ḫmt “three.” Moreover, the larger number naturally follows the smaller. 

As demonstrated above (4.1.9), Ugaritic scribes were adept at spicing literary 
contexts filled with numbers with numerical polysemy. They also did so with 
numerical paronomasia. Thus, in the Kirtu Epic, El’s two-fold reference to “Udum 
of the rains” (rbm) in CAT 1.14.iii.4, 29, recalls the rbt “myriads” of soldiers (CAT 
ii.40), while the lowing of the alp “ox” during the siege (CAT 1.14.iii.18), recalls 
the “marches by the thousand (alpm)” (CAT 1.14.ii.39). 

An example of numerical paronomasia in Hebrew appears in the account of the 
Chronicler: םיִפָלֲא תֶרֶׂשֲע ריִעֵׂש־יֵנְּב־תֶא ְךַּיַו חַלֶּמַה איֵּג ְךֶלֵּיַו ֹוּמַע־תֶא גַהְנִּיַו קַּזַחְתִה ּוהָיְצַמֲאַו  
wa-ʾămaṣyāhū hiṯḥazzaq way-yinhaḡ ʾɛṯ ʿammō way-yēlɛḵ gēʾ ham-mɛlaḥ way-
yaḵ ʾɛṯ bǝnē śēʿīr ʿăśɛrɛṯ ʾălāp̄īm “then Amaziah grew strong and led his people, 
and he went to the Valley of Salt and smote the Children of Seir, ten thousand” (2 
Chr 25:11 = 2 Kgs 14:7). As espied by Kalimi, the name ריִעֵׂש  śēʿīr “Seir” 
paronomastically anticipates the number תֶרֶׂשֲע  ʿăśɛrɛṯ “ten.”383 In fact, this 
example is also anagrammatic in nature. 

Vermeulen has examined a literary strategy which employs linguistic devices 
of doubling in biblical narratives that reference twins. In particular, she 
demonstrated that Israelite authors employed several devices, including dual 
forms, gemination, doubled vocabulary, polysemy, and paronomasia on the 
number two, in order to match form to content. With regard to numerical 
paronomasia she pointed to the narrator’s description of the births of Perez and 
Zerah: “and it came to pass, when she travailed, he put out a hand, and the midwife 
took and bound upon his hand some scarlet [ יִנָׁש  šānīy], saying: ‘This one came 

 
382. This is followed in 13.1 by an allusion to the number one in the statement n() mrw.t 
s pw wʿ “one is beloved.” 
383. I. Kalimi, An Ancient Historian: Studies in the Chronicler, His Time, Place and 
Writing, SSN 46 (Assen: Van Gorcum, 2005), 72. On paronomasia in the Chronicles 
generally see Kalimi, “Paronomasia in the Book of Chronicles,” 27–41; Kalimi, 
“Paronomasie im Buch der Chronik: Ein Beitrag zur literarischen Forschung an der 
Arbeitsweise des Chronisten,” BZ 41 (1997): 78–88; and Weiss, “Derivation of Names in 
the Book of Chronicles.” 
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out first [ הָֹנׁשאִר  riʾšonāh]’” (Gen 38:28). The noun יִנָׁש  šānīy “scarlet” suggests 
יִנֵׁש  šēnīy “second,”384 thus perfectly (and also paronomastically!) anticipating 

הָֹנׁשאִר  riʾšonāh “first.”385 I add to her observations that the inversion of numbers, 
here second before first, reinforces the pattern of ultimogeniture that pervades the 
Genesis patriarchal narratives (e.g., Isaac over Ishmael, Jacob over Esau, Judah 
over Reuben). Vermeulen also points to Song 4:2: “your teeth [ ְךִיַּנִׁש  šinnayīḵ] are 
like a flock of shorn-ones, who come up from the washing; all of whom are 
twinned [ תֹומיִאְתַמ  maṯʾīmōṯ].” This time the noun םִיַּנִׁש  šinnayīm “teeth” (here 
with suffix) paronomastically evokes םִיַנְׁש  šǝnayīm “two” in the context of 
twinning. 

In fact, the strategy of doubling also appears in narratives that feature pairs 
or the doubling of amounts, that is, not necessarily texts that employ the noun 
“twin.” Thus, in the acrostic poem of the woman of valor we read: ּהָתיֵבְל אָריִת־ֹאל  

םיִנָׁש ׁשֻבָל ּהָתיֵּב־לָכ יִּכ גֶלָּׁשִמ  lōʾ ṯīrāʾ lǝ-ḇēṯāh miš-šālɛḡ kī ḵŏl bēṯāh lāḇuš šānīm 
“She does not fear for her household on account of snow, because all of her 
household are dressed in a scarlet” (Prov 31:21).386 Here “scarlet” also can mean 
a “two-ply-garment,”387 which, when followed by ׁשֵׁש  šēš “linen” in the next 
verse, allows us to hear ׁשֵׁש  šēš also as “six” by way of numerical paronomasia. 
The doubleness of the garment finds contextual reinforcement in the use of תיֵּב  
bēṯ “household,” a lexeme that also suggests the name of the letter ב b, that is, 
which doubles as the number two. Moreover, as if to emphasize the reference to 
“two” the poet has employed תיֵּב  bēṯ twice in the verse. Bolstering the pivot 
function of the polyseme םיִנָׁש  šānīm is the fact that the verse in which it occurs 
occupies the central position of the acrostic, that is, it is the last word in the 
eleventh of twenty-two lines (the acrostic ל l line). Thus םיִנָׁש  šānīm divides the 
poem into two equal halves. Moreover, at the very center of this verse is the phrase 

גֶלָּׁשִמ  miš-šālɛḡ “on account of the snow,” whose segholate pausal form allows 
one to hear in it the word לָׁשָמ  māšāl “proverb.” 

 
384. See similarly םיִנָׁש  šanīm in Prov 31:21; Victor A. Hurowitz, Proverbs: Introduction 
and Commentary [Hebrew], vol. 2 (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 2012), 601. 
385. See Karolien Vermeulen, “Two of a Kind: Twin Language in the Hebrew Bible,” 
JSOT 47 (2012): 135–50, who observes that many of the cases involve repetition and gem-
inate clustering (see 4.2.12), which also emphasize the dualities present in the text. There 
may be an analogue to this device in the following Sumerian proverb: KA5.A MÁŠ.BI 
MU.UN.ŠUB MÁŠ.TAB.BA.NI ÀM.I.I “the fox dropped her young. Her twins came out.” 
As Alster, Proverbs of Ancient Sumer, 416, notes: “Since MÁŠ means ‘young’ (of an 
animal), MÁŠ.TAB.BA means ‘double cubs,’ but also ‘twin.’” Cited by Klein and Sefati, 
“Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 35 n. 39. 
386. See Scott B. Noegel and Corinna E. Nichols, “Seeing Doubles: On Two of a Kind,” 
JSOT 45 (2019): 1–12. 
387. See Gary A. Rendsburg, “Literary and Linguistic Matters in the Book of Proverbs,” 
in Perspectives on Israelite Wisdom: Proceedings of the Oxford Old Testament Seminar, 
ed. John Jarick, LHBOTS 618 (London: Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2016), 120–21. 
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Numerical paronomasia has differing effects on listeners/readers depending 
on how it is used. The Egyptian examples show it to be a structural device that 
organizes text into discrete units. On the other hand, it also creates expectation 
and alertness. Once one realizes the device is present, one not only expects other 
numbers to follow in sequence, but for paronomasia to follow those numbers. 
Thus, the device is anticipatory and primarily aural in effect. In Ugaritic and 
Hebrew, it is both aurally and visually effective. Numerical paronomasia 
generally suggests connections and relationships and/or gives the impression that 
numbers are multiplying in the text. In Hebrew, it reinforces the very real 
interconnectedness between consonants and numbers. 
 
4.2.8. BILINGUAL PARONOMASIA 
 
Bilingual paronomasia involves homonyms or near-homonyms that operate 
across languages. As noted above, many, if not most peoples of the ancient Near 
East were multilingual, and elite scribes in major urban centers often were trained 
in multiple languages and scripts. 

As with cases of bilingual polysemy, Akkadian examples of bilingual 
paronomasia are achieved by way of Sumerian. One of the most sophisticated 
examples appears in the god Anu’s description of his newborn son Marduk in 
Enuma Elish 1.101–102: 

 
101. ma-ri-ú-tu ma-ri-ú-tu 
 “The son Utu, the son Utu, 
102. ma-ri dUTU-ši dUTU-ši šá DIĜIR.DIĜIR 
 The son, the sun, the sunlight of the gods!” 

 
The statement understands the Sumerian signs AMAR.UD, normally used to 

write “Marduk,” as a combination of the Akkadian noun māru “son” and the 
Sumerian UTU “sun.” What makes Anu’s statement especially effective is the 
description of Marduk given in the previous line: meš-re-tu-šu šu-ut-tu-ḫa i-lit-ta 
šu-tur “his limbs were gigantic, he was surpassing at birth” (l. 100). The line 
anticipates Anu’s statement visually. Note how the sign re in meš-re-tu-šu “his 
limbs” occurs three times as ri in ma-ri “son,” and the sign ut in šu-ut-tu-ḫa 
“gigantic” appears logographically in the quotation twice as UTU. The sign lit in 
i-lit-ta also is very close to AMAR, the first component in Marduk’s name.388 
Enuma Elish is replete with bilingual Sumerian-Akkadian devices.389 

 
388. The sign differs only by lacking two Winkelhaken at the right end of each of its two 
horizontal wedges. 
389. This is especially the case in the list of Marduk’s fifty names at the end of the epic. 
See Bottéro, “Les noms de Marduk, l’écriture et la ‘logique’ en Mésopotamie ancienne.” 
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Another Akkadian-Sumerian case of bilingual paronomasia occurs in the 
Song of Erra, in which Marduk asks: “where is the mēsu-tree, the flesh of the 
gods, the ornament of the king of the universe? That pure tree, that august 
youngster (eṭlu) suited to supremacy” (1.150–152)? Here the Akkadian mēsu-tree 
evokes the Sumerian MES meaning “youngster,” thus anticipating the Akkadian 
eṭlu “youngster” shortly thereafter.390 

Ottervanger espied another case of bilingual paronomasia in the Tale of the 
Poor Man of Nippur.391 In particular, he observed the interplay between the 
Akkadian infinitive šumʾud “to increase” and the Sumerian signs ŠUM (= tabāḫu 
“slaughter”) and UDU (= immeru “sheep”) in line 92: NU.BÀN.DA ana šúm-ʾu-
ud ma-ka-li-šú ŠUM-uḫ UDU.AS4.[LUM] “The chief slaughtered a pasil[lu] 
sheep to in[cre]ase his meal.” 

We lack strong evidence for the existence of bilingual paronomasia in 
Egyptian texts. As discussed in conjunction with bilingual polysemy, this state of 
affairs is likely to be attributed to a negative attitude toward foreigners.392 
Nevertheless, a possible case of paronomasia between Egyptian and Semitic 
occurs in the Poem on the King’s Chariot.393 The pertinent passages read: 

 
6. The handgrip [ṯ] of your chariot [mrkb.t (Semitic)], 
7. takes away [t=s] the troops’ courage and pride, whereas the side panels 

[bt.w (Semitic?)]  
8. of your chariot are Bata [bt] lord of  
9. Saka [sk] who is in the arms of Bastet [bs.tt], 
10. sent out against all foreign countries. The weapons [ḥm.t] of your (chariot) 
11. are the steering oars [ḥm.t] behind the foreign lands. The javelin [n] of 

your chariot— 
12. the terror of you [nrw=k] enters into them (i.e., the foreigners). 

 
390. First observed by Luigi Cagni, The Poem of Erra, SANE 1.3 (Malibu, CA: Undena 
Publications, 1977), 35 n. 45. Dalley, Myths from Mesopotamia, 314 n. 22, notes that the 
same paronomasia appears in the late third millennium poem Shulgi King of Abundance, 
and cites Klein, Royal Hymns of Shulgi, King of Ur, 11. Moreover the sign MES occurs 
again in the very next line in “its foundation” (i-šid-su), but there the sign is read 
phonetically as šid. Moreover, the MES sign is suggestive of dMES, which stands for 
Marduk, who speaks these lines to Erra. On polysemy and paronomasia in this poem, see 
Noegel, “‘Word Play’ in the Song of Erra.” 
391. Ottervanger, Tale of the Poor Man of Nippur, 36. 
392. Even as late as the Ptolemaic era, dream interpreters preferred to translate dreams in 
Egyptian rather than Greek. See Stephen Kidd, “Dreams in Bilingual Papyri from the Ptol-
emaic Period,” BASP 48 (2011): 113–30. On the central role of polysemy and paronomasia 
in Egyptian dream interpretation, see Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers. 
393. Cited in Loprieno, “Puns and Word Play in Ancient Egyptian,” 19; W. R. Dawson and 
T. E. Peet, “The So-Called Poem on the King’s Chariot,” JEA 19 (1933): 167–74; Alan R. 
Schulman, “The So-Called Poem on the King’s Chariot Revisited. Part I,” JSSEA 16 (1986): 
19–49; Guglielmi, “Zu einigen literarischen Funktionen des Wortspiels,” 495–96. 
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13. The sword [ḥrp (Semitic)] of your chariot 
14. terrifies [ḥr=f] those who are in your hand …  Recto 6–14 
 
1. The knife [sf.t] of your 
2. chariot—when your right arm smites [sf.t], the hills 
3. collapse … 
 
14. As for the thong [mḫ] 
15. of your chariot, it 
16. binds [mḫ=f] those who are evil.  Verso 1–3, 14–16 

 
In addition to the paronomasia between Egyptian words (mostly homonymic or 
examples of homoeopropheron), there are two, or perhaps three, cases of 
paronomasia between languages. The Semitic noun mrkb.t “chariot” resounds in 
the bt.w “panels” (perhaps a Semitic word itself), and in bt “Bata” and bs.tt 
“Bastet.” The Semitic noun ḥrp “sword” finds balance in the Egyptian ḥr=f 
“terrifies” (lit. “he is terrified”). Since this text appears only on school ostraca, we 
can say that such devices were passed on in the scribal academies, the Egyptian 
Houses of Life. Nevertheless, it is possible that the Semitic words employed in 
the text already had become part of the Egyptian language. 

Though Ugaritic texts have produced evidence for bilingual polysemy, thus 
far no cases of bilingual paronomasia have been discovered. 

In Hebrew, we find an excellent example of bilingual paronomasia in Jon 3:7, 
in which we are told that the “decree [ םַעַט  ṭaʿam] of the king and his great ones” 
is to “let them not taste [ ּומֲעְטִי  yiṭʿămū] a thing.” The noun םַעַט  ṭaʿam means 
“taste” in Hebrew, but “decree” in Aramaic.394 In addition, the Hebrew םַעַט  ṭaʿam 
also means “sense, judgment,” which calls into question the ridiculousness of the 
king’s decree that animals should fast, pray, and wear sackcloth.395 This example 
also constitutes a form of antanaclasis. 

Berrin has suggested the possibility that the Pesher to Nahum (3–4 I, 4–6) 
from Qumran interprets the Hebrew noun ףֵֹרט  ṭōrep̄ “prey” in Nah 2:13 with the 
verb הָכָנ  nāḵāh “smite,” because the root ףרט  ṭ-r-p in Palestinian Aramaic also 
bears the meaning “hit, throw down.”396 If this is the case, we have yet another 
example of bilingual paronomasia. 

 
394. Rendsburg, “Wordplay in the Hebrew Bible,” 142. 
395. I thank one of the publisher’s anonymous reviewers for this observation. The reviewer 
also suggested that םַעַּטִמ  miṭ-ṭaʿam in Jon 3:6 paronomastically suggests the Aramaic 

םַעַּדִמ  mid-daʿam “anything,” which is the semantic equivalent of Hebrew הָמּואְמ  
mǝʾūmāh “anything” near the end of the passage. However, I have been more restrictive in 
positing which consonants have paronomastic relationships, and I do not see ט ṭ and ד d as 
an alliterative pair. 
396. Berrin, Pesher Nahum Scroll from Qumran, 147 n. 55. 
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An Aramaic example of bilingual paronomasia occurs in the narrator’s 
description of Nebuchadnezzar’s transformation during which ּהֵמְׁשִּג אָּיַמְׁש לַּטִמּו  

עַּבַטְצִי  ū-miṭṭal šǝmayyāʾ gišmēh yiṣṭabaʿ “his body was wet from the dew of 
heaven” (Dan 5:21). The Aramaic noun םֶׁשֶּג  gɛšɛm “body” is homonymous with 
Hebrew םֶׁשֶּג  gɛšɛm “rain.” While ּהֵמְׁשִּג  gišmēh only can be read as “his body” 
in this context, the bilingual paronomasia is strengthened by the fact that his body 
became “wet” with the “dew of heaven.”397 Indeed, “dew” and “rain” constitute a 
well-known word pair (e.g., Deut 32:2, 2 Sam 1:21, 1 Kgs 17:1, Job 38:28, and in 
Ugaritic). 

Bilingual paronomasia is a display of erudition. In Akkadian and Egyptian, it 
is primarily an aural device, whereas in the consonantal scripts it is effective both 
aurally and visually. As with bilingual polysemy, it demonstrates cultural attitudes 
toward the target language involved. Thus, Akkadian texts that employ 
paronomasia on Sumerian reflect the high esteem in which Sumerian culture and 
learning were held. If the Egyptian example truly reflects the deliberate use of 
Semitic words, it is telling that the objects that the words represent are 
appropriated in the poem and also culturally as the weapons of pharaoh. In 
essence, like the horse-drawn chariot itself, it has become thoroughly Egyptian. 
Paronomasia between Hebrew and Aramaic reflects the growing influence of 
Aramaic as the lingua franca. 
 
4.2.9. ANAGRAMMATIC PARONOMASIA 
 
An anagram is a word that contains the same consonants as another word, but in 
a different sequence.398 Anagrams function on both visual and aural registers. 
Nevertheless, the inherent repetition of consonants across words qualifies 
anagrams as forms of paronomasia. 

A case of anagrammatic paronomasia in Akkadian occurs in the Tale of the 
Poor Man of Nippur, in which the poor man approaches the mayor with a šulman 
“gift” in his šumēlišu “left hand” (ll. 29, 35). Here the consonants m and l are 
reversed. 

Enuma Elish 4.57 describes the armor of the god Marduk thusly: naḫlapta 
apluḫti pulḫāti ḫalipma “he was garbed in a ghastly armored garment.”399 The 
sounds /ḫ/, /l/, and /p/ appear in each of the four words, but in a different order. 

Note similarly the Hymn to Shamash, which says of the sungod: [m]ukarrū 
ume mūrriku mušâti “he shortens the days and lengthens the nights” (l. 180). Note 
that [m]ūkarru “shortens” and mūrriku “lengthens” are consonantal anagrams of 

 
397. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 158. 
398. The noun “anagram” derives from the verbs ἀναγραµµατίζειν and ἀναγραµµατισµός 
first attested in Artemidorus Daldianus, Oneirocriticus 4.23 (second century CE); PGM 
13.107 (fourth century CE). 
399. The alliterative rendering is that of Foster, Before the Muses, 374. 
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each other, though the former derives from karû and the latter from arīku. 
Moreover, [m]ukarrū and mūrriku reverse the length of each other; the former 
ends with a long ū vowel, while the latter starts with one. 

Another particularly apt demonstration of anagrammatic paronomasia in 
Akkadian comes from the Atra-ḫasis Epic 1.39–40, in which the narrator 
describes the actions of the primordial Igigi gods: 

 
39. [i-da-bu]-bu-ma i-ik-ka-lu ka-ar-ṣi 
 They [were complaining], backbiting, 
40. [ut-ta-az]-za-mu i-na ka-la-ak-ki 
 Grumbling in the excavation. 

 
The verb ikkalū “backbiting” (from akālu lit. “eat”) anticipates the 

anagrammatic kalakku “excavation.” Assisting the anagram is additional 
repetition of the phoneme /k/ in the noun karṣu “calumny.” Moreover, the 
repetition of the sounds /k/ and /l/ suggests a word not present in the text, namely 
ikkillu “clamor, din, cry.” Indeed, we are soon told (1.76–77) that the gods became 
so angry that they set fire to their tools and raised a “loud noise” (here the noun is 
rigmu). Fittingly, as if to remind us of the anagrammatic paronomasia in this 
passage, the text states that the noise disturbed the god dkal-kal “Kalkal” (1.74–
76). Moreover, the next time the noun kalakku “excavation” appears (1.147), it 
again is reinforced with paronomasia on the same consonants. Thus, when the 
chief god asks why the Igigi gods have declared war, they say: 

 
146. ku-ul-la-a[t ka-la i-li-ma ni-ig-ra-am tu-qú-um-ta]m 
 Every single [one of us gods has declared] war. 
147. ni-iš-ku-u[n x  x-ni i-na ka-la-ak-ki  
 We have … our […] in the [excavation]. 

 
Observe how kullat kala “every single one” anticipates kalakki “excavation.”400 

Anagrammatic paronomasia appears in Egyptian as well. In the Tale of the 
Eloquent Peasant, the peasant tells the overseer: ḫ f wdn.w ḥmw m sbn sw m gs 
ḫ m rj nwd.w “Plumbline supporting the weight. Rudder, do not drift. Beam, do 
not tilt. Plumbline, do not misdirect” (P.3023 + P.Amherst I, ll. 122–123). 
Consonantally, wdn.w “weight” and nwd.w “misdirect” are anagrams of each 
other. 

See also the Pyramid Texts of King Unas, on the east wall of the antechamber: 
wns p wnm rmt ʿnḫ m ntr.w nb n.w ḫʿ wp.wt n ḫmʿ wp.wt m. kḥ.w spḥ sn n 
wns “Unas is he who eats humans and lives on all gods, lord of messengers who 
dispatches instructions. It is horn-grasper in Kehau who lassoes them for Unas” 
(Spell 273, §509). Two paronomastic relationships exist here between wp.wt 

 
400. This line repeats in 1.159–161. 
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“instructions” and wp.wt “horns,” and between kḥ.w “Kehau” and ḥk.w “magic” 
(in §506). The latter is anagrammatic. The consonants wp occur again: wpw.t pw 
hb.w=f r ḫsf “he is the messenger who is sent to punish” (§511). 

The Tale of Sinuhe (P.Berlin 3022, ll. 24–25) exhibits anagrammatic 
paronomasia in Sinuhe’s statement: sdm.n= ḫrw nm n mnmn.t “I heard the sound 
of the bleating of goats.” Here nm “bleating” and mnmn.t “goats” are partial 
anagrams.401 

In the Admonitions of Ipuwer (P.Leiden I 344, r.14.14–15.1), Ipuwer 
proclaims: mḏj.w nḏm.w ḥnʿ km.t m-m r=f s nb ḥr smmw sn=f ḏm.w ṯs=n n=n 
ḫpr.w m pḏ.t() “the Medjay are sweet toward Egypt; how, when every man slays 
his brother, and the youth whom we raised for ourselves have become bowmen 
(having fallen to destroying).”402 Note in particular the anagrammatic relationship 
between mḏj.w “Medjay” and ḏm.w “youth,” which finds support from partially 
anagrammatic paronomasia with nḏm.w “sweet.” 

There also is the case of the magical rn “name,” found on two ostraca with a 
divine determinative, whose consonants are metathesized to produce nr, thus 
suggesting “terror” (from nr) and “protection” (from nr).403 

An Ugaritic case of anagrammatic paronomasia occurs in the Epic of Baal in 
reference to Baal’s servant who prepares his meal (CAT 1.3.i.4–7): 
 

4. qm yṯʿr 
 He arises, prepares 
5. w yšlḥmnh 
 and he feeds him. 
6. ybrd ṯd lpnwh 
 Slices a breast before him 
7. b ḥrb mlḥt 
 with a salted knife. 

 
The anagrams in this passage are yšlḥmnh “feeds him” (from the root l-ḥ-m) and 
mlḥt “salted” (from m-l-ḥ). 

A clever example from Hebrew enhances Job’s cry that he would have rather 
been stillborn, like infants who רֹוא ּואָר  rāʾū ʾōr “never saw light” (Job 3:16). The 
two words are anagrams of each other. Elihu’s statement about God also employs 
the device: םָנְזָא ץַחַּלַּב לֶגִיְו ֹויְנָעְב יִנָע ץֵּלַחְי  yǝḥallēṣ ʿānī ḇǝ-ʿōnyō wǝ-yiḡɛl bal-

 
401. The usual translation for mnmn.t is “cattle,” but the determinative in B is 2 (not ⁄). 
Indeed, goats are what one expects to see in the Lavant, not cattle. The same word and 
determinative appears in B 84, 103, 112, 144, 147, 240 and for ʿw.wt ḫs.wt “wild goats” 
in B 89. 
402. In 14.2 of the same text we also find the anagrammatic phrase wrs.w n.w sr.w 
“headrests of officials.” 
403. Georges Posener, “Le mot égyptien pour désigner le ‘nom magique,’” RdE 6 (1964): 
214. 
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laḥaṣ ʾŏznām “he delivers the afflicted from his affliction, and opens their ears 
through distress” (Job 36:15). The verb ץַלָח  ḥālaṣ “deliver” is an anagram of the 
noun ץַחַל  laḥaṣ “distress.”404 Seow suggests that the visual component of the 
anagram conveys additional meaning: “Visually the first two radicals mirror each 
other. The point is that suffering may, ironically, be the mirror image of 
rescue.”405 

Wilhelm Rudolph observed an anagrammatic turn of phrase in Hosea’s 
prophecy to Judah and Ephraim.406 Here Yahweh follows his plea ב ּוׁשָת ָךיֶהֹלאֵּב  
bē-ʾlōhɛḵā tāšūḇ “and you must return to your God” (Hos 12:7) with the promise 

םיִלָהֳאָב ָךְביִׁשֹוא  ʾōšīḇḵā ḇā-ʾŏhālīm “I will cause you to dwell in tents” (Hos 
12:10), which both reverses the order of the verb and object and rearranges the 
consonants in “God” to form “tents.” As Morris notes, the preposition beth for 
“to” here is not normative, but still deliberate, as the “spelling was altered to make 
a wordplay more evident.”407  

Proverbs 14:19–20 offers another example: ־לַע םיִעָׁשְרּו םיִבֹוט יֵנְפִל םיִעָר ּוחַׁש
׃םיִּבַר ריִׁשָע יֵבֲהֹאְו ׁשָר אֵנָּׂשִי ּוהֵעֵרְל־םַּג ׃קיִּדַצ יֵרֲעַׁש  šaḥū rāʿīm li-p̄nē ṭōḇīm ū-ršāʿīm 

ʿal šaʿărē ṣadīq gam lǝ-rēʿēhū yiśśānēʾ rāš wǝ-ʾōhăḇē ʿăšīr rabīm “the evil bow 
before the good, and the wicked at the gates of the righteous. The poor man is 
hated even of his neighbor, but the rich has many friends.” As Rendsburg has 
shown, the passage offers a clever manipulation of consonants, specifically 
between the words םיִעָׁשְר  rǝšāʿīm “wicked,” יֵרֲעַׁש  šaʿărē “gates,” and ריִׁשָע  ʿăšīr 
“rich.” Each word is an anagram of the other. Bolstering the paronomasia is ׁשָר  
rāš “poor,” and homoeopropheron between םיִעָר  rāʿīm “evil” and ּוהֵעֵר  rēʿēhū “his 
neighbor.”408 

The Mesha stela from Moab also illustrates the device. When describing the 
spoils he took during the campaign against Nebo, King Mesha brags: 

 
I killed the entire population: seven thousand men and male foreigners, and 
women and female foreigners, and servant women [ תמחר  rḥmt]. For I had put it 
to a ban [ התמרחה  hḥrmth] for Ashtar Kemosh. (KAI 181.17) 
 

 
404. Noegel, Janus Parallelism in the Book of Job, 144; adopted by Seow, “Orthography, 
Textual Criticism, and the Poetry of Job,” 84. 
405. Seow, “Orthography, Textual Criticism, and the Poetry of Job,” 84. 
406. Wilhelm Rudolph, “Eigentümlichkeiten der Sprache Hoseas,” in Studia Biblica et 
Semitica: Theodoro Christiano Vriezen qui munere professoris theologiae per XXV annos 
functus est, ab amicis, collegis, discipulis dedicata, ed. W. C. van Unnik and A. S. van der 
Woude (Wageningen: Veenman, 1966), 317. 
407. Morris, Prophecy, Poetry, and Hosea, 88 n. 59. 
408. Rendsburg, “Literary and Linguistic Matters in the Book of Proverbs,” 114, 
categorizes these examples simply as alliteration. However, one may taxonomize each of 
the examples offered in this fine article more specifically if one recognizes that alliteration 
is not a device, but rather the aural effect of many different devices. 
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Here תמחר  rḥmt “servant women” and התמרחה  hḥrmth “put it to a ban” are 
anagrams. 

A fine case of anagrammatic paronomasia in Aramaic occurs in Daniel’s 
prophesy that Nebuchadnezzar will become like a wild beast: “seven times [ ןיִנָּדִע  
ʿidānīn] will pass over you until you know [ עַּדְנִת  ṯindaʿ ] that the Most High rules 
the kingdom of men” (Dan 4:29). 

We also find the device in the visions of Balaam inscribed at Deir ʿAlla 
(Combination II, l. 10). In a rather fragmentary portion of the text we read: ןה  

שנאי ןאנשת  hn tšnʾn yʾnš “If you are unkind to him (lit. ‘hate him’), he will be 
weak.” The two verbs here are visual anagrams of each other, the first from the 
root ś-n-ʾ and the second from ʾ-n-š. 

 
4.2.9.1. PALINDROME 
 
A palindrome is a specific form of anagram in which the consonants of one word 
are read the same way forwards or backwards or appear in another word in reverse 
order. Uri Gabbay and Claus Wilcke spotted a Sumerian palindrome in a bilingual 
inscription of Gudea (iii.8′–9′). The pertinent passage and its Akkadian and 
English translations read: 

 
KUR E.ḪULḪU-LU-ÚḪ // ma-as-sú-nu ú-{x}-pár-ri-dam 
And frightening the foreign land // and frightened their land. 
 

As the editors remark: 
 

ḪÙL!.ḪÙL! (with one vertical in the end instead of the broken one) is 
unorthographical for LUḪ.LUḪ and LUḪ, to be read ḫuluḫ, and agrees with 
parādu... LUḪ looks like an intentional palindrome.… It is interesting to note 
that this palindrome works on the level of logograms, not on those of phonemes 
or syllabograms.409 

 
An Akkadian palindrome appears in the Tale of the Poor Man of Nippur: ana 

iriš širi u šikāri rēšti lummunu zīmūšu “due to his craving for meat and beer, his 
face was disfigured” (l. 8).410 Note how irīš “craving” mirrors šīri “meat.” The 
same palindrome appears in the Poem of Erra III A: “in vain will the sick man be 

 
409. Uri Gabbay and Claus Wilcke, “The Bilingual Gudea Inscriptions CUSAS 17, 22: 
New Readings and Interpretations,” NABU (2012): 99 n. 18. They cite Manfred Krebernik, 
“Zur Entwicklung des Sprachbewusstseins im Alten Orient,” in Das geistige Erfassen der 
Welt im Alten Orient: Sprache, Religion, Kultur und Gesellschaft, ed. Claus Wilcke 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 2007), 48. 
410. The name of the sungod Šamaš, like its Sumerian counterpart UTU, also constitutes a 
palindrome, though I know of nowhere in Akkadian literature that this aspect of the name 
is exploited. 
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craving [irrišma] after some roast meat [šīri] for his voluntary offering [bibil 
libbišu]” (l. 24). However here, bibil “offering” and libbi “voluntary” (lit. “heart”) 
also are virtual palindromes.411 

An Egyptian example of palindromic paronomasia is the name of the famous 
sage ptḥ-ḥtp “Ptahhotep,” whose teachings represent the wisdom of ancient 
Egypt. Whether read forwards or backwards the name reads the same. That this 
was recognized by the Egyptians is clear from the cryptographic use ḥtp “peace” 
for ptḥ “Ptah” in other texts.412 

Another example, examined by Stefan Bojowald, is the phrase wbn m nbw 
“arise in gold,” said of Amun, Hathor, Ra, Horus, Isis, Ra-Horakhty, and Mut in 
their solar aspects.413 Though we do not know what the vowels are, its consonants 
read the same way in either direction. 

Reverse ligatures appear to possess performative functions in Egyptian texts. 
Hence, the Pyramid Texts, Spell 236 (§ 240) in the tomb of Unas, which records 
kbbhjtjtjbjtjšs as a cypher for sš tj-bjtj jtj hb bjk “the scribe, Thoth, the king, 
sovereign, the ibis, the falcon.” The text conveys the notion that the one before 
Osiris is none other than the deceased king who stands before him [ḫft lit. “face 
to face”] to serve as his scribe.414 Elsewhere we find palindromes as cryptographs: 
gn for ng “bull of sacrifice,”415 nr for rn “name,”416 and n-m-jw for mn 
“Amun.”417 

An Ugaritic example of palindromic paronomasia occurs in an incantation 
against the evil eye (CAT 1.96.12–13). I have examined this spell in relation to 
homoioteleuton (4.2.2), but it also contains an anagram. 

 
411. The phrase bibil libbi is a common idiom for “voluntary offering.” Note too that there 
is additional polysemy here involving lummun, which in this line means “disfigured,” but 
in l. 2 was used to describe Gimil-Ninurta as a lummunu amēlu “poor man.” Noted by 
Dietrich, “‘Armer Mann von Nippur,’” 342. 
412. See Friedrich Junge, Elephantine XI. Funde und Bauteile, DAIAK Archäologische 
Veröffentlichungen 49 (Mainz am Rhein: Philipp von Zabern, 1987), pl. 47g, pp. 76–77. 
413. Stefan Bojowald, “A Wordplay between the Egyptian Words WBN ‘Arise’ and NBW 
‘Gold?,’” AOASH 64 (2011): 357–62, characterizes the phrase as a “wordplay” but does 
not describe it as a palindrome. 
414. Bernard Matthieu, “Les formules conjuratoires dans les pyramides à textes: quelques 
réflexions,” in La magie en Égypte: à la recherche d’une définition. Actes du colloque 
organisée par le musée du Louvre les 29 et 30 Septembre 2000, ed. Yvan Koenig (Paris: 
Musée du Louvre, 2002), 191, 203, fig. 4. 
415. Pierre Montet, Scènes de la vie privée dans les tombeaux égyptiens de L’ancien 
Empire (Paris: Strasbourg University, 1925), 138–39. 
416. Posener, “Le mot égyptien pour désigner le ‘nom magique,’” 214. 
417. Bernard van Rinsveld, “Un cryptogramme d’Amon,” in Individu, société et spiritualité 
dans l’Egypte pharaonique et copte: Mélanges égyptologiques offerts au Professeur Aristide 
Théodoridès, ed. Christian Cannuyer and Jean-Marie Kruchten (Ath-Brüssel-Mons: Illustra, 
1993), 263–68. 
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12. l bṯy tṯb ʿn [bṯt] 
 will revert to the wizard, the eye of the witch, 
13. l bṯt t[ṯb … ] 
 will revert to the witch. 

 
Note specifically the verb tṯb “will revert” and bṯt “witch,” which are palindromes 
of each other. Such linguistic reversal fits with the overall structure, theme, and 
aim of the text to reverse the harm that has been done to the victim and revert it 
to the one who cast it. We may thus attribute a performative function to this case 
of anagrammatic paronomasia.418 

An example of palindromic paronomasia appears in Hebrew in the incipit of 
the oracle of Agur: לָכֻאְו לֵאיִתיִאְל לֵאיִתיִאְל רֶבֶּגַה םֻאְנ  nǝʾum hag-gɛḇɛr lǝ-ʾīṯīʾēl lǝ-
ʾīṯīʾēl wǝ-ʾuḵāl “thus says the warrior to Ithiel, even to Ithiel and to Ukal” (Prov 
30:1). The name לֵאיִתיִאְל  lǝ-ʾīṯīʾēl reads the same way forwards and backwards. 
By repeating it twice verbatim, the oracle draws attention to the device. 

A palindrome appears in Job’s rhetorical query to his friends: לֵפָּת לֵכָאֵיֲה  
תּומָּלַח ריִרְּב םַעַט־ׁשֶי־םִא חַלֶמ־יִלְּבִמ  hă-yēʾāḵēl tāp̄ēl mi-bǝlī mɛlaḥ ʾim yēš 

ṭaʿam bǝrīr ḥallāmūṯ “is tasteless food eaten without salt, or is there flavor in the 
juice of a pursain-plant?” (Job 6:6). The nouns חַלֶמ  mɛlaḥ “salt” and תּומָּלַח  
ḥallāmūṯ “pursain-plant” are palindromes of each another. 

In Gen 38:7, we find: הָוהְי יֵניֵעְּב עַר הָדּוהְי רֹוכְּב רֵע יִהְיַו  wa-yǝhī ʿēr bǝḵōr 
yǝhūḏāh raʿ bǝ-ʿēnē YHWH “and Er, Judah’s firstborn, was evil in eyes of 
Yahweh.” Here רֵע  ʿēr “Er” and עַר  raʿ “evil” are palindromes. The device here 
draws attention to the man and his deeds. 

Aelred Cody has suggested an even more elaborate palindrome in Isa 40:4: 
הָעְקִבְל םיִסָכְרָהְו רֹוׁשיִמְל ֹבקָעֶה הָיָהְו  wǝ-hāyāh hɛ-ʿāqōḇ lǝ-mīšōr wǝ-hārḵāsīm lǝ-

ḇiqʿāh “the rugged land shall be made a plain, the impassable-country a broad 
vale.” In particular, he suggests, that if one emends the difficult hapax legomenon 

םיִסָכְרָהְו  wǝ-hārḵāsīm to a presumed original םיִׁשֹור  rōšīm “mountain tops” (a 
later attested spelling for םיִׁשאָר  rāʾšīm), the four nouns following the initial verb 
constitute a perfect palindrome. If the emendation is accepted, the effect is both 
aural and visual and embodies the theme of reversal in the poem.419  

An implicit palindrome also occurs in Gen 6:8–9. As Sasson pointed out, the 
entire passage is craftily constructed so that it ends with the fronted predicate: ־תֶא

ַח ֹנ־ְךֶּלַהְתִה םיִהֹלֱאָה  ʾɛṯ hā-ʾĕlohīm hiṯhallɛḵ nōaḥ “with God walked Noah.” 
 

It is rather obvious that this inversion was purposely made in order to take 
advantage of a sentence which thus began and ended in the name of Noah. 

 
418. See James Nathan Ford, “‘Ninety-Nine by the Evil Eye and One from Natural 
Causes’: KTU2 1.196 in Its Near Eastern Context,” UF 30 (1998): 252 n. 171. 
419. Aelred Cody, “A Palindrome in Isaiah 40:4b: Allowing Restoration of an Original 
Reading,” CBQ 66 (2004): 551–60. 
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Additionally this sequence of ten words no doubt underscored the fact that Noah 
formed the tenth generation since creation.420 

 
Sasson adds that the inverted syntax allowed the author to end the verse with the 
consonants ח–נ–כ  k-n-ḥ, which are a palindrome for the name of his illustrious 
ancestor ְךֹונֲח  ḥănōḵ “Enoch,” who also “walked with God” (Gen 5:22, 5:24). 

Anagramatic paronomasia differs from parasonance in that it involves all 
three of the consonants of a Semitic root, instead of just two, and in a shuffled 
sequence, rather than in the same order. Therefore, it is more difficult to achieve 
given that it restricts the lexical repertoire. Creating palindromes limits the 
repertoire even more. While anagrammatic paronomasia comes even closer than 
parasonance to repeating the entire lexeme, the jumbled sequence of its 
consonants resists easy identification while listening/reading. Nevertheless, the 
alliterative effect of the device invites comparison and contrast. Anagrammatic 
paronomasia often appears to be performative in function enacting reversals, 
inversions, overturnings, and the like through the transposing of signs and 
consonants. In Egyptian, anagrammatic paronomasia, along with its palindromic 
subset, is primarily an aural device, whereas in Akkadian, and in the consonantal 
scripts, like Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Aramaic, it can operate on both visual and aural 
registers. 
 
4.2.10. HENDIADIC PARONOMASIA 
 
A hendiadys is an idiom that combines two words to convey a single idea or 
action.421 Some cases of hendiadys also possess a paronomastic effect. There also 
are forms that employ three words, called hendiatris.422 According to the Arab 
grammarians, this device usually fell under the heading عابتا  itbāʿ.423 Numerous 
examples of hendiadic paronomasia exist in English, for example, fiddle-faddle, 

 
420. Jack M. Sasson, “Word-Play in Genesis 6:8–9,” CBQ 37 (1975): 165. The passage 
reads: ַחנ־ְךֶּלַהְתִה םיִהֹלֱאָה־תֶא ויָֹתרדְּב הָיָה םיִמָּת קיִּדַצ ׁשיִא ַח ֹנ  nōaḥ ʾīš ṣaddīq tāmīm hāyāh bǝ-
ḏorōṯāw ʾɛṯ hā-ʾĕlohīm hiṯhallɛḵ nōaḥ “Noah was a righteous man, he was blameless in his 
age; Noah walked with God.” 
421. See E. Z. Melamed, “Hendiadys (ΕΝ ΔΙΑ ΔΥΟΙΝ) in the Bible” [Hebrew], Tarbiz 16 
(1945): 173–89. 
422. An extraordinary case of five verbs joined (with one following a pause) appears in 
Gen 25:34: הָֹרכְּבַה־תֶא וָׂשֵע זֶבִּיַו ְךַלֵּיַו םָקָּיַו ְּתְׁשֵּיַו לַכֹאּיַו  way-yōʾḵal way-yēšt way-yāqām 
way-yēlaḵ way-yīḇɛz ʿēśāw ʾɛṯ hab-bǝḵōrāh “he ate and he drank, and he got up, and he 
left, and Esau despised the birthright.” However, this passage does not constitute 
paronomasia. 
423. Joseph Reider, “Itbaʿ in Hebrew and Aramaic,” JQR 24 (1934): 321–30. The term 
also was used periodically for cases of parasonance. 
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flim-flam, higgledy-piggledy, hocus-pocus, hodge-podge, hub-bub, jibber-jabber, 
and topsy-turvy.424 

I know of only one case of hendiadic paronomasia in Sumerian, the 
exclamation Ú.LUM A.LAM, which essentially means “hurry scurry.”425 

Both nominal and verbal hendiadys appear in Akkadian texts, the latter 
mostly in hymns.426 Nevertheless, only a few of them appear to be paronomastic. 
One might suggest as exceptions liqeamma alkam “I shall proceed” (lit. ‘let me 
take and I come’), found in Old Babylonian letters,427 and the rare hendiatric 
example in the Cuthah Legend (l. 121): arkīšunu ardud aḫmuṭ urriḫ “after them I 
harried, I hurried, I hied.”428 

An excellent example of hendiadic paronomasia in Egyptian is the relatively 
common idiom ʿḏ wḏ “safe and sound.”429 It also appears in the Admonitions of 
Ipuwer (P.Leiden I 344, r.12.13), in which Ipuwer prophesies the coming of ẖrw 
ẖnnw “noise and tumult.” The equally paronomastic rw.tj-wr.tj “double gate” 
occurs in the Tale of Sinuhe (P.Berlin 3022, l. 189). 

Another case of hendiadic paronomasia appears in the inscription detailing 
Hatshepsut’s expedition to Punt.430 There we hear how she opened the road to 
Punt and obtained access to ḫtj.w-ʿnt.jw “myrrh-terraces” (49.6–7, 52.9).431 

An example in Ugaritic occurs in the Tale of Aqhat, when Anat laments the 
death of Aqhat, crying: abky w aqbrnh “I shall weep and I shall bury him” (CAT 
1.19.iii.5, 20, 34). A case of hendiatristic paronomasia occurs in Baal’s urgent 
message to the goddess Anat in the Epic of Baal: ḥšk ʿṣk ʿbṣk “hasten, hurry, 
rush!” (CAT 1.3.iv.11). The repetition of the /ṣ/ and /k/ phonemes reinforce the 
singularity of action.432 

 
424. Cf. the German Kuddelmuddel meaning “mess, muddle, mix up.” 
425. Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 41–44. 
426. See the important study by Wasserman, Style and Poetry in Old-Babylonian Literary 
Texts, 5–28. 
427. Discussed by Sergey Loesov, “Marginalia on the Akkadian Ventive,” in Babel und 
Bibel: Annual of Ancient Near Eastern, Old Testament, and Semitic Studies, ed. Leonid 
Kogan, OC 3 (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2006), 110. 
428. Noted by Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 235, but as an onomatopoeia. 
429. For example, the idiom occurs with some variation in a Middle Kingdom letter, an 
inscription of Thutmosis I, and another belonging to a high priest of Osiris under Thutmosis 
III. See Francis L. Griffith, The Petrie Papyri: Hieratic Papyri from Kahun and Gurob 
(London: Bernard Quartich, 1898), 32.12; Kurt Sethe, Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, vol. 4.1 
(Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1906), 56.16, 209.14. 
430. The numeration here follows that of Adriaan De Buck, Egyptian Readingbook 
(Chicago, IL: Ares Publishers, 1948). 
431. In 50:6, we encounter the expanded form ḫtjw n.w ʿntjw. 
432. The line appears also in CAT 1.1.ii.1, 21–22, iii.10, 1.3.iii.18. 
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The Hebrew Bible contains a number of examples of hendiadic 
paronomasia.433 Such include: דָנו עַנ  naʿ wǝ-nāḏ “perpetual wanderer” (Gen 4:12), 

קֹוצָמְבּו רֹוצָמְּב  bǝ-māṣōr ū-ḇ-māṣōq “in dire siege” (Deut 28:53), יִנֹמְל ַא יִנֹלְּפ  pǝlonī 
ʾalmonī “someone” (1 Sam 21:3), םֹאְתִּפ עַתֶּפ  pɛṯaʿ piṯʾom “suddenly” (Isa 29:5), 

רָדָהְו דֹוה  hōḏ wǝ-hāḏār “glory and splendor” (Ps 21:6), ׁשַעְרִּתַו ׁשַעְגִּתַו  wa-tiḡʿaš 
wa-tirʿaš “rocked and quaked” (Ps 18:8),434 הָמֹוחְו לֵח  ḥēl wǝ-ḥōmāh “wall and 
rampart” (Lam 2:8, cf. Isa 26:1), בֵרֹואְו בֵיֹוא  ʾōyēḇ wǝ-ʾōrēḇ “enemy and 
ambusher” (Ezra 8:31), and םּותְּכַּיַו םּוּכַּיַו  way-yakūm way-yakṯūm “they smote and 
defeated them” (Num 14:45). Martin Noth also once proposed that the names 

דָדיֵמּו דָּדְלֶא  ʾɛldāḏ ū-mēḏāḏ “Eldad and Medad” (Num 11:26–27) were fictitious, 
because of their inherent paronomasia.435 

An example of hendiadic paronomasia in Aramaic occurs in Dan 2:14 in the 
phrase םֵעְטּו אָטֵע  ʿēṭāʾ ū-ṭʿēm “counsel and discretion” used to describe Daniel’s 
response to the captain of the king’s guard. For a paronomastic hendiatris, see 

אָּיַנָּׁשִלְו אָּיַמֻא אָּיַמְמַע  ʿamǝmayyāʾ ʾumayyāʾ wǝ-li-ššānayyāʾ “peoples, nations, 
and languages” (Dan 3:4, 3:7, 3:31, 5:19, 6:26, and 7:14). Dan 7:23 also provides 
an example: ּהַּנִקְּדַתְו ּהַּנִׁשּודְתּו  ū-ṯḏūšinnah wǝ-ṯadqinnah “and trample it, and 
break it.” 

Given that hendiadic paronomasia involves juxtaposition, syndetic or 
asyndetic, it naturally operates aurally and visually. It is its juxtaposition that 
distinguishes it from other forms of paronomasia. It reinforces what the 
paronomasia also achieves—a union of forms or motions. Like polysemy, it 
combines two meanings into one, but without the elegance of singularity. In texts 
that preserve vowels, the device also is as assonantal. The sing-song effect 
perhaps contributed to making some examples of hendiadys common sayings. 
When combining nouns, hendiadic paronomasia can be metonymic (e.g., “noise 
and tumult” = “chaos,” “wall and rampart” = “defense system”), whereas when 
combining verbs, it can give the perception of totality or combined force and 
speed (e.g., “smote and defeated” = “destroyed,”  “I harried, I hurried, I hied” = 
“I sped”). 
  

 
433. Most cases in Hebrew are syndetic, whereas in Arabic, most are asyndetic. See Reider, 
“Itbaʿ in Hebrew and Aramaic,” 323, who offers a number of additional examples from the 
Hebrew Bible. The breaking up of a hendiadys also is a device in the Hebrew Bible. See 
E. Z. Melamed, “Break-Up of Stereotyped Phrases as an Artistic Device in Biblical 
Poetry,” in Studies in the Bible, ed. Chaim Rabin, ScrHier 8 (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 
1961), 115–53. 
434. The pair in Ps 18:8 also constitutes a case of homoioteleuton. 
435. Martin Noth, Numbers: A Commentary, trans. James D. Martin (Philadelphia, PA: 
Westminster Press, 1968), 90; cited also by Cherry, Paronomasia and Proper Names in 
the Old Testament, 122. Cf. b. Ḥul 19a: אנעדי קליב אלו אנעדי קליח אל אנא  ʾnʾ lʾ ḥylq ydʿnʾ 
w-lʾ bylq ydʿnʾ “I know neither Hillak nor Billak” (i.e., “I know no authoritative opinions”). 
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4.2.11. RHYME 
 
Rhyme is rare in ancient Near Eastern texts, but it is attested in small portions.436 
An example of end rhyme from Sumerian occurs in the Gudea cylinder B 12.26–
13.2: 

 
AN.KÙ.GE ZI.DÈ.ÉŠ MU.ĜAR 
dEN.LÍL.E SAĜ.BA GUR BÍ.DAR 
dNIN.ḪUR.SAĜ.KE4 IGI.ZI BA.ŠI.BAR 
 
Holy Anu established (the temple) properly, 
Enlil wound the turban round its head. 
Ninhursag looked at it favorably. 

 
Here the signs GAR, DAR, and BAR provide the rhyme.437 End rhyme also occurs 
in the first five verses of the poem Ninmešarra, each of which concludes with the 
sound /a/.438 
 

NIN ME ŠAR.RA U4 DALLA È.A 
MUNUS ZI ME.LI9 GÙR.RU KI.ÁĜ AN URAŠ.A 
NU.GIG AN.NA SUḪ.KÉŠE GAL.GAL.A 
AGA ZI.DÈ KI.ÁĜ NAM.EN.NA TÚM.MA 
ME INIM.BÉ ŠU SÁ DU11.GA 
 
Queen of all the Mes, too many to count, rising as a brilliant light. 
Woman, most energetic, clothed in terrifying brightness, beloved of Anu and 
Uras. 
Anu’s hierodule, you are above all the suḫkeše-pectorals, 
You, who love the right aga-crown, who is fitting for the en-priestood, 
Empowered with all of its seven Mes. 

 

 
436. P. Schmalzl, “Der Reim in Hebräischen Texte des Ezechiel,” TQ 79 (1897): 127–133; 
C. F. Burney, “Rhyming in the Song of Songs,” JTS 10 (1908–1909): 554–57; Glück, “As-
sonance in Ancient Hebrew Poetry,” 71–84; Stanislav Segert, “Assonance and Rhyme in 
Hebrew Poetry,” Maarav 8 (1992): 171–80; Jeremy Corley, “Rhyme in the Hebrew 
Prophets and Wisdom Poetry,” BN 132 (2007): 55–69. 
437. Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 24 n. 4. For other, perhaps less 
convincing, attempts to establish rhyme in Sumerian, see Raymond-Riec Jestin, “La rime 
sumérienne,” BiOr 24 (1967): 9–12; Jestin, “La rime interne en sumérien,” RA 63 (1969): 
115–20; Claus Wilcke, “Formale Gesichtspunkte in der sumerischen Literatur,” in 
Sumerological Studies in Honor of Thorkild Jacobsen on His Seventieth Birthday, June 7, 
1974, ed. Stephen J. Lieberman, AS 20 (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1975), 
205–316. 
438. Zgoll, Der Rechtsfall der En-ḫedu-Ana im Lied nin-me-šara, 2–3, 173. 
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In Akkadian, one finds rhyming couplets (also called homoioteleutic 
couplets), especially in incantations, doxologies, and exclamations.439 See, for 
example, an incantation against Wardat-lilîm (YOS 11, 92).440 
 

28. [b]īt errubu 
 The house I enter, 
29. [l]ā terrubīma 
 you shall never enter! 
30. [ēma] rutī addu 
 [Wherever] I spit, 
31. [lā ta]lappatīma 
 [you shall not] touch. 

 
Note how the first and third lines end in /u/ and the second and fourth in /īma/. 

This kind of “grammatical rhyming” in incantations appears to have served a 
performative function while also, according to Wasserman, “signaling the 
transitional point between the recitanda and the agenda sections of the magical 
procedure.”441 

A sustained example of rhyme in Akkadian occurs in the Song of Erra III D 
5–7:442 

 
5. tam-tam-ma dal-ḫa-ta šad-de-ma gam-ra-ta 
 The oceans you convulse, the mountains you finish off. 
6. UN.MEŠ (nišī)-ma re-da-ta bu-lam-ma reʾa-a-ta 
 Men you govern, the herds, you shepherd. 
7. é-šar-ra-ma pa-nu-uk-ka é-engur-ra-ma qa-tuk-ka 
 Esharrama is before your face, Engurrama is in your hands. 
 

Note how every word ends in /a/, with every other word (starting with the first) in 
the entire passage ending in /ma/, every other word (starting with the second) in 
the first two lines ending in /ata/, and every other word in the final line ending 
with /ukka/.443 

The Egyptian script records no vowels, making it impossible to identify cases 
of rhyme. It is possible that some cases of rhyme existed, but without knowing 
the vowels, one only can speculate. 

 
439. See Wasserman, Style and Form in Old Babylonian Literary Texts, 157–73. 
440. Offered in Wasserman, Style and Form in Old Babylonian Literary Texts, 162. 
441. Wasserman, Style and Form in Old Babylonian Literary Texts, 168. 
442. Observed by Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 230. On the use of rhyming couplets 
in Akkadian, see also Wasserman, Style and Form in Old Babylonian Literary Texts, 157–
73. See especially p. 168, where he characterizes the function of rhyming couplets as 
performative speech acts. 
443. See Noegel, “‘Word Play’ in the Song of Erra.” 
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Since Ugaritic does not record vowels, proposing the existence of rhyme 
depends on reconstructing the text.444 With this in mind, Watson suggested that 
the poet has created end rhyme in the Epic of Baal (CAT 1.2.i.36–37) by repeating 
the enclitic particle mā. I cite the text below with the vocalization reconstructed 
in parentheses:445 

 
ʿbdk bʿl yymm (ya-yammu-mā) 
ʿbdk bʿl [nhr]m (naharu-mā) 
bn dgn asrkm (ʾasiruka-mā) 
 
Baal is your slave, O Yamm, 
Baal is your slave, O River, 
Dagan’s son, your prisoner. 

 
See also in the same text (CAT 1.2.iv.10) (also with vocalization reconstructed):446 

 
tiqqaḥu mulka ʿālamikā 
darkat dīt dār dārikā 
 
Assume your eternal kingship, 
Your everlasting dominion. 

 
Biblical Hebrew offers a handful of examples of rhyming, though not all 

proposals have been convincing.447 The lament of Jeremiah offers one of the more 
profound examples: יָּוַד יִּבִל יַלָע ןֹוגָי יֵלֲע יִתיִגיִלְבַמ  maḇlīḡītī ʿălē yāḡōn ʿālay libbī 
ḏawwāy “when in grief I would seek comfort, my heart is sick within me” (Jer 
8:18). Strengthening the repetition of the consonants beth, gimmel, lamed, and 
mem is assonance of the short and long a- and i-vowels. See also Isaiah’s prophecy 
of הָכּובְמּו הָסּובְמּו הָמּוהְמ םֹוי  yōm mǝhūmāh ū-mḇūsāh ū-mḇūḵāh “a day of tumult, 
trampling, and terror” (Isa 22:5). The same vocalic structure (/ū/ >/ā/) repeats 
three times and finds reinforcement in the repetition of the beth and mem. 

 
444. As discussed in the introduction, the Ugaritic script has three different ways of writing 
the consonant aleph depending on whether it takes an a, i, or u vowel, but this is the only 
exception. 
445. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 230, records the enclitic particle as mī, based on a 
reconstruction by Frank Moore Cross, “The Song of the Sea and Canaanite Myth,” JThC 
5 (1968): 3 n. 8. I opt for an enclitic particle as found in Akkadian.  
446. Also suggested by Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 230 n. 29. 
447. See, for example, the early effort of Burney, “Rhyming in the Song of Songs.” Corely, 
“Rhyme in the Hebrew Prophets and Wisdom Poetry,” 56, argues that “rhyme can have a 
decorative role, contributing to the euphony of the poetry.” He also suggests it can intensify 
expressiveness and aid memory. Most of the examples cited in this work rely on the 
repetition of gender matched nouns and verbal and pronominal suffixes. 
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Rhyme appears, though not frequently, in later Aramaic texts too, such as the 
Targum Jonathan to 2 Sam 22, and the acrostic poems A Dispute Arose and O 
Have Mercy on Us, though often these involve repeated suffixes.448 

Some cases of hendiadic paronomasia also constitute miniature rhymes, as 
seen above. I add the following: ףֶצֶק ףֶצֶׁשְּב  bǝ-šɛṣɛp̄ qɛṣɛp̄ “in a torrent of anger” 
(Isa 54:8), ּוֹהבָו ּוהֹת  ṯōhū wā-ḇōhū “formless and void” (Gen 1:2), and the Aramaic 
idiom אָּיַמֻא אָּיַמְמַע  ʿamǝmayyāʾ ʾumayyāʾ “peoples (and) nations” (Dan 3:4, 3:7, 
3:31, 5:19, 6:26, and 7:14). 

Rhyme is primarily an aural device, one that also depends on repetitive vowel 
sequences. It is closely tied to the accents and rhythms of a text, and thus, it 
provides emphasis and focus. Most cases occur at the ends of lines and words, and 
thus usually involve pronouns. Nevertheless, rhyme is also structural in that the 
repeated sounds lend continuity and cohesiveness. The patterns that rhyme creates 
contribute to the lines’ perceived similarity. Rhyme also may be connected to the 
musical accompaniment of some texts. 

 
4.2.12. GEMINATE PARALLELISM AND CLUSTERING 
 
Geminate clusters have as their primary characteristic the clustering of geminate 
forms in close proximity, often, but not always in parallelism. Geminate here is 
not restricted to the grammatical geminate forms, that is, those forms derived from 
Semitic roots whose second and third radicals are identical, but includes any verb 
or noun derived from roots that contain any two identical root consonants, whether 
second and third, first and third, or more rarely, first and second. Since 
reduplicated and some quadriliteral forms also constitute gemination of this sort, 
they are included as well. The aim of a geminate cluster is a general sense of 
ballast, and unlike word pairs, which bards employed as parallels of sense or 
meaning, geminate clusters belong generally to the realm of sound devices, and 
serve to balance one stich’s use of gemination with gemination in another.449 
Thus, geminate clusters draw connections not between particular consonants or 
vowels, but between geminating forms, each of which is naturally alliterative. 

Geminate parallelism occurs in Sumerian texts, but it is important to keep in 
mind that reduplication in Sumerian is not restricted to verbs, but can express 
pluralization in nouns and intensification in adjectives. Nevertheless, the aural 
effect functions similarly to that in the other languages examined here. A fine 
example occurs in the Lugalbanda Epic (2.87): 
 

PIRIĜ.KUR.RA TÉŠ.BI DU7.DU7.GIM 
SU.ZI ḪÉ.EM.DU8.DU8 

 
448. See Pereira, Studies in Aramaic Poetry (c. 100 B.C.E.–c. 600 C.E.), 38–39, 41–42, 67. 
449. Noegel, “Geminate Ballast and Clustering”; Noegel, “More Geminate Ballast and 
Clustering.” 
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Like mountain lions that attack each other, 
It (the net of the Anzu bird) is filled with terror. 

 
Note how DU7.DU7 “attack, gore” in the first stich parallels DU8.DU8 “fill” in the 
second.450 This example also constitutes homonymic paronomasia. 

A second example, also paronomastic in nature, occurs in a proverb: 
 
NÌ.MAḪ KÚ.KÚ.E  
Ù NU.UM.ŠI.KU.KU 
 
He who eats too much, 
cannot sleep. 

 
Here KÚ.KÚ “eat” finds a parallel with KU.KU “sleep.”451 

There are numerous examples of geminate parallelism and clustering in 
Akkadian. At times they operate over short distances. Thus, in the Epic of 
Gilgamesh, the great monster of the Cedar Forest is described as: dḫumbaba 
rigmašu abūbu “Humbaba, his voice is the Deluge” (2.122). The geminate abūbu 
“Deluge” resounds the geminated name dḫumbaba “Humbaba.” 

Other examples are carried over multiple lines. So, in Ludlul bēl nēmeqi 3.7–
8, we find:452 

 
7. [u]r-ra u mu-šú iš-ten-iš a-na-a[s-su-us] 

Day and night alike I groan, 
8. MAŠ.GE6 (šuttu) mu-na-at-tú mal-ma-liš šu-um-r[u-ṣa-ku] 

In dream and waking moments I am equally wretched. 
 
In this passage the geminate form anassus (from the verb nasāsu) in the A line 
has inspired the use of the reduplicate malmališ in the B line. 

See similarly the Contest between the Tamarisk and the Palm, in which the 
Tamarisk gloats:453 
 

5. … [iš-p]a-ra-ak-ma qé a-ma-ḫa-aṣ ú-la-ba-a¡ um-ma-nam-ma 
… I am a weaver and beat up the threads. I clothe the troops. 

6. [… m]a-aš-ma-ša-ak-ma bi-it i-li-im ú-la-al 
[…] I am the exorcist and purify the temple. 

 

 
450. Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 33. 
451. Alster, Proverbs of Ancient Sumer, 24; Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian 
Literature,” 34. 
452. Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature, 48–49. 
453. Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature, 156–57. 
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The A line’s ummanamma “troops” finds ballast in the B line’s use of the 
reduplicated noun mašmaššu “exorcist” and in the geminate verb elēlu/ullulu 
“purify.” 

See also Enuma Elish 1.42–43: 
 

42. i-zu-uz-ma il-ta-si e-li ḫar-mi-ša 
She was furious and screamed at her lover, 

43. mar-ṣi-iš ug-gu-gat e-diš-ši-ša 
Delirious, she was beside herself with rage. 

 
The geminate verb ezēzu “be furious” in the A line finds a match in the B line’s 
uggugat “rage,” and also in the imitation geminate form ēdiššiša “herself” (lit. 
“alone herself”), from ēdiššī plus the suffix ša. As this and other examples 
demonstrate, the device does not constitute gemination in the service of 
alliteration, but rather the repetition of consonants in the service of gemination. 
The alliterative effect here thus aims to mimic or amplify other geminates. 

There is a good deal of evidence for geminate parallels and clustering in 
Egyptian texts as well. See, for example, the following line in the Prophecy of 
Neferti (P.St. Petersburg 1116 B): jw sb.w n.w dndn=f ẖk.w-b n.w šfšf.t=f “the 
rebels to his wrath. The disaffected to his awe” (ll. 64–65). Here dndn “wrath” 
provides a geminate parallel for the reduplicate šfšf.t “awe.” 

Similarly, in the Tale of Wenamun (P.Moscow 120), the Tjeker people, in 
search of Wenamun, respond to the question of why they have come to Byblos by 
saying: r.n=n j m-s n br.w qnqn sp 2 nt.j tw=k wḏ=w r km.t m nj=n r.w n 
ṯtṯt.w “we have come after the damaged ships, we have come after the damaged 
ships that you are sending to Egypt with the one with whom we have a quarrel” 
(2.72). Here qnqn “damaged” (2x) is followed by ṯtṯt.w “quarrel.” 

Egyptian love poetry also exhibits the device. In P.Turin 1996, we read: nj= 
km.w ršrš ʿḏʿḏ n p m= “your gardeners are joyful, they exult at the sight of 
me” (2.8). The short line contains three geminates: ršrš “joyful,” ʿ ḏʿḏ “exult,” and 
m “sight.” Moreover, other lines in this stanza often end in geminated forms 
(e.g., bsbs “fennel” [2.5], sqbb “make cool” [2.6], grg “equipment” [2.10], šbb 
“kneaded-bread” [2.10], swtw.t “journey” and m “see” [2.14]). Finally, I note 
that the geminate tḫtḫ “totter,” in t ʿ .t-ḥnq.t tḫtḫ m tḫ “the place of drinking totters 
with drunkenness” (2.13), adds to the gemination cluster and paronomastically 
anticipates tḫ “drunkenness.” 

The Instructions of Amenemope (P.BM 10474) gives ample evidence of the 
device. For example, as Amenemope instructs: m rj nḥb ṯtṯt rʿ-mʿ p t-rʿ mtw=k 
dbdb=f n mdw.(t) “do not cause a quarrel with a hot mouth. Do not strike him with 
words” (5.10). Here ṯtṯt “quarrel” is followed by dbdb “strike.” Later he adds: m 
jr snsn.t n=k p šmm mtw=k ẖnẖn=f r sḏd “do not fraternize with a hothead nor 
approach him for a conversation” (11.13), which employs snsn “fraternize,” šmm 
“hothead,” and ẖnẖn “approach.” These lines are then followed by a veritable 
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tapestry of geminate forms including qnqn “beating” (12.5), tmm “people” (12.7), 
ṯtṯt “quarrel” (12.10), pp “make bricks, knead” (12.17), and once again ṯtṯt 
“quarrel” (13.1). This is continued with ʿšʿš “gullet” (14.8), ww “confused” 
(14.14), swnwn “flattery” (14.15), snn “prostrations” (14.16), and qnqn “beating” 
(14.16). We also find šmm “hothead” (15.13) and snsn “fraternize” (15.14). 
Amenemope does not use this device again until chapter 22, but there he does so 
frequently: tmm “people” (22.11), kjwj “population” (22.13), snsn “fraternize” 
(22.14), sḫsḫ “run, hurry” (22.17),  ṯtṯt “quarrel” (22.20), and m “see” (22.22). 

I have had occasion to reference the sophistication of P.Westcar several 
times. Not surprisingly, the device examined here features in one of its passages. 
Specifically, it is employed in a statement concerning the magical reattachment 
of a goose’s head: ʿḥʿ.n ḏd.n ḏd ḏd.t=f m ḥk.w wn.n p smn ʿḥʿ ḥr ḥbb ḏḏ=f 
m-m.tt ḫr-m-ḫt spr=f wʿ r wʿ ʿḥʿ.n p smn ʿḥʿ ḥr gg “then Djedi said his spell of 
magic and the goose stood up, waddling, its head likewise. After one had reached 
near and behind the other, the goose stood up, cackling” (8.20–23).454 The brief 
statement is loaded with gemination. Its three reduplicated forms (ḥbb 
“waddling,” ḏḏ “head,” and the onomatopoeic gg “cackling”) are supported by 
the name ḏd “Djedi,” the verb ḏd “speak,” and the noun ḏd.t “spell.” As such, the 
text creates “imitation geminates” to support true geminate forms. Note also the 
natural gemination in the expression wʿ r wʿ “the one … the other.” Also 
suggestive of gemination is ḫr-m-ḫt “near and behind.” The entire passage about 
the smn “goose” (S8nk) is visually enhanced by the frequent use of the legs and 
feet determinative Û used of movement. We see it repeated four times in the verb 
ʿḥʿ (twice for “stood up” and twice modally for “then”) and in ḥbb “waddling,” 
spr “reached,” and ḫr-m-ḫt “near and behind.” Moreover, the verb ḥbb 
“waddling” is spelled Hb˙ab˙aÛ, which provides two more feet (the phonetic 
letter b = b) and contains and echoes the ba-bird ˙, which is used for a “revived 
spirit.” The reader is thus presented with a flurry of feet and bird images that 
accent the goose’s magical revival. 

Egyptian monumental inscriptions give evidence of the device as well. In the 
Annals of Thuthmosis III inscribed at Karnak, we read of the king’s battle at 
Megiddo (ll. 86–87):455 

 
w=sn ḥr fd m gbgb […] mkt m ḥr.w n snḏ ḫ.n=sn ssm.wt=sn wrr.wt=sn n.w nb 
ḥr ḥḏ tḥ=tw st m tbtb m ḥbs=sn r dm n st ḫtm n n n rmṯ dm pn ḥr [sh n=sn] r 
ṯbṯb sṯr ḥr r dm pn ts ḥ nn r mšʿ n ḥm=f rd.t b=sn r ḥq n n ḫ.t n n n ḫr.w 
w=[sn ḥr ḥq] mkt m t .t 
 

 
454. Parys, Le récit du Papyrus Westcar, 56–58. 
455. Kurt Sethe, Urkunden der 18. Dynastie, vol. 4.3 (Leipzig: Hinrichs’sche Buchandlung, 
1905), 658. 
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They (army of Megiddo) fled, falling headlong [toward] Megiddo with fearful 
faces, they having abandoned their horses and chariots of gold and silver in order 
that they be dragged and hoisted by their clothes into this city. Now because the 
people had sealed this city against th[em, they let down] their garments in order 
to hoist them up into the city. Now only if the army of his majesty had not set 
their minds to looting the possessions of those enemies, th[ey] would have 
[taken] Megiddo at that time. 
 

This short pericope contains four geminate (here reduplicate) forms. In l. 86, we 
find gbgb “flee” and tbtb “hoist,” and in line 87, and the variant ṯbṯb “hoist.” 

The device occurs several times in the Poetical Stela of Thutmosis III (CM 
34010). The paean to victory comprises ten stanzas that begin .n= d= tt=k X 
“I (Amun) have come, I have caused to trample down X,” where X is another 
people or region. The gemination in  “come” and tt “trample down” inspires 
gemination in the very next verses in these stanzas in several places. In line 4, 
Amun declares: sʿj= šfšf=k m ẖt nb.(w)t ḏ= hmhm.t ḥm=k ḫt pḏ.wt psḏ.t “I 
magnified your charisma in every body. I caused that your majesty’s war-cry 
reach the nine bows.” Note the presence of šfšf “charisma” and hmhm.t “war-cry,” 
and the pseudo-gemination caused by pḏ.wt psḏ.t “nine bows.” This occurs again 
in slightly different form in line 8: m nḫt m wsr wḏ.n= n=k sḏm=sn hmhm.t=k 
ʿq.(w) m bb.w “in might and strength that I ordained for you, they heard your 
war-cry and entered holes.” Here hmhm.t “war-cry” occurs with bb.w “holes,” 
the latter perhaps suggestive of pharaoh’s b “power.” Another geminate variation 
occurs in line 18: ḏ= tt=k m.jw w.w ḥr.jw b wḏ-wr ẖr hmhm.t=k “I let you 
trample the islanders, those from the heart of the Great Green beneath your war-
cry.” Here tt “trample” occurs with hmhm.t “war-cry.” The gemination reaches 
a climax in line 20: ḏ= tt=k pḥ.w t.w šnn.t šn wr ʿrf(w) m ḫfʿ=k ḏ= m=sn 
ḥm=k m nb dm.t ṯ m dgg.t=f r mrr=f “let you trample the ends of lands; what 
Ocean circles is enfolded in your fist. Let them see your majesty as falcon-winged 
(lit. “lord of the wing”) who takes what he espies as he desires.” Here we find tt 
“trample,” šnn.t “encircle,” m “see,” dggt “espy” (written defectively with g 
twice just for the effect), and mrr “desire.”456 This is followed in lines 23–24 with: 

 

 
456. This might be a hitherto unrecognized poetic feature of monumental texts. See, e.g., 
the victory stela of Ramesses II at Abu Simbel (C. 20), where we find ḫḫ “swift” (l. 16), 
ḥḥj “seek” (l. 16), ss “ash” (l. 20), sksk “destroy” (l. 20), nḥ “terrible,” instead of the 
expected nḥ (l. 21), ḫḫ “flourish” (l. 28), m “see” (l. 28), ḥʿʿ “rejoice” (l. 28), and ʿbʿ 
“boast” (l. 28). The Poem of Victory of Ramesses III also demonstrates an interest in 
geminated forms in its use of hbhb “traverse” (l. 5), followed by ptpt “trample” (l. 8), and 
sksk “destruction” (l. 10). See too the Triumph of Sheshonq I inscribed at Karnak (l. 9): 
w=k m wnwn ḥr ḫft.jw=k tt.n=k sb.w r=k “you circle (like Horus) over your enemies. 
You have crushed who rebel against you.” Here wnwn “circle” parallels tt “crush.” 
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wtt.n= m [ḥʿw]-nṯr ḏḥw.tj-ms ʿnḫ.(w) ḏ.t r n= mrr.t nb.t k= sʿḥʿ.n=k wnn= 
m k.t nḥḥ sw swsḫ r p.t ḫpr 
 
Whom I begot from the divine flesh: Thuthmosis (III), living forever, who has 
done for me all that my ka-spirit desired. You erected my sanctuary in eternal 
work(manship), made longer and wider than ever before. 

 
Note here the use of the geminates wtt “begot,” mrr.t “desired,” sʿḥʿ “erected,” 
wnn “sanctuary,” nḥḥ “eternal,” and swsḫ “made wider,” in such a brief passage. 

The device also was known to the bards of Ugarit as the Epic of Baal 
demonstrates (CAT 1.4.iv.14–18): 

 
14. yšṯn aṯrt l bmt ʿr 
 He sets Asherah on the back of an ass, 
15. l ysmsmt bmt pḥl 
 On the beautiful back of a donkey. 
16. qdš yuḫdm šbʿr 
 Qadish seizes, he leads. 
17. amrr k kbkb l pnm 
 Even Amrar like a star before him, 
18. aṯr btlt ʿnt 
 Marches the Virgin Anat. 

 
This passage clusters several reduplicated forms. Note, for example, smsmt 

in line 15, as well as amrr and k kbkb in line 17. Here again, the poet’s word 
choice appears to have been influenced by a desire for reduplicated forms. Also 
of note is that one of the geminate forms exploited by the bard is a personal name, 
specifically the god Amrar. 

Geminate ballast is achieved a bit later again (CAT 1.4.v.54–55): 
 

54. ḥš trmmn hk[lm] 
 Quickly you shall erect a palace 
55. b tk ṣrrt ṣpn 
 In the midst of the summit of Saphan. 

 
Earlier in the Baal cycle, Baal’s mountain is called ǵry il “my holy mountain” 

(CAT 1.3.iii.29) and mrym ṣpn the “heights of Saphan” (CAT 1.3.iv.r.1, 1.4.iv.1, 
1.4.v.23, 1.5.i.11), but here the phrase used is ṣrrt ṣpn “summit of Saphan.” The 
geminate ṣrrt was employed in order to match the geminate form trmmn “you 
shall erect” in the previous stich. 

See similarly the reference to the Kirta’s son Ilḥu (CAT 1.16.i.48–49): 
 

48. grgrh bm ymn 
 His lance in his right hand, 
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49. wyqrb trẓẓh 
 And sets out on his march. 
 

Here the passage balances the appearance of the reduplicated noun grgr “lance” 
in the first line with the quadriliteral form trẓẓ “march.” 

Elsewhere in the Epic of Baal, we find yet another geminate cluster (CAT 
1.4.vii.45–49): 
 

45. dll al ilak lbn 
 I will send a delegation to the son of the gods, Mot, 
46. ilm mt ʿdd lydd 
 A herald to the beloved 
47. il ǵzr yqra mt 
 of El, the hero. He will call Mot 
48. bnpšh ystrn ydd 
 with his throat, instruct the beloved 
49. bgngnh aḥdy dym 
 with his insides, I alone reign. 

 
Several geminates create the cluster in this passage including dll “delegation” 

(l. 45), ʿdd “herald” (l. 46), ydd “beloved” (ll. 46, 48), and the reduplicate form 
gngn “insides” (l. 49). 

A final example in Ugaritic appears in the Tale of Aqhat (CAT 1.17.ii.30–
45), in which the following passage repeats four times: yšlḥm kṯrt w yššq bnt hl[l] 
snnt “he dines the Katharat, and wines the radiant daughters of the moon” (ll. 30–
31). Here we find the geminates hll “moon” and snnt “radiant,” as well as the 
pseudo-geminate yššq “wines” (i.e., a causative form of the verb šqy). The 
repetition of the verse to mark the passage of seven days allows the narrator to 
employ the geminate ordinals ṯlṯ “third” (l. 34) and ṯdṯ “sixth” (l. 37), and to 
reference the seventh (of the) ymm “days” (l. 39). When the seventh day arrives, 
we then are told: tbʿ b bth kṯrt bnt hll snnt “the Katharat leave his house, the radiant 
daughters of the moon” (ll. 39–40). This permits the poet to repeat the geminates 
hll “moon” and snnt “radiant,” and to double the /b/ sound in b bth “from his 
house.” The column becomes fragmentary after this, but it is clear that line 42 
contains the geminate forms ysmsmt “delights” and ḫllt “childbirth.”457 

An impressive example of geminate parallelism and clustering in Hebrew 
occurs in Ps 74:13–14. 
 

   ׃םִיָּמַה־לַע םיִניִּנַת יֵׁשאָר ָּתְרַּבִׁש םָי ָךְּזָעְב ָּתְרַרֹופ הָּתַא
 ׃םיִּיִצְל םָעְל לָכֲאַמ ּוּנֶנְּתִּת ןָתָיְוִל יֵׁשאָר ָּתְצַּצִר הָּתַא

 
 

457. Other examples of geminate clustering that appear in CAT 1.18.iv include qdqd “pate” 
(l. 22) and ṯlṯid “thrice” (l. 23). 
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ʾattāh p̄ōrartā ḇǝ-ʿozzǝḵā yām šibbartā rāʾšē ṯannīnīm ʿal ham-māyīm 
ʾattāh riṣṣaṣtā rāʾšē liwyāṯān tittǝnɛnnū maʾăḵāl lǝ-ʿām lǝ-ṣīyyīm 
 
You parted the sea by your strength; 
 you broke the heads of the Tannin in the waters. 
You crushed the heads of Leviathan, 
 and you gave him for food to the people of the wilderness. 

 
The passage parallels four geminate forms. Three are true geminates forms: 

רַרָּפ  p̄ārar “break,” ןַנָּת  tānan “Tannin,” and ץַצָר  rāṣaṣ “crush.” The fourth is the 
first- and third-radical geminate verb ןַתָנ  nāṯan “give” (in ּוּנֶנְּתִּת  tittǝnɛnnū “you 
gave him”). By placing the latter verb in the second person and adding a suffix, 
the poet was able to geminate both the taw (ת) and the nun (נ) as well, creating an 
imitation geminate. This allowed for additional paronomasia with םיִניִּנַת  ṯannīnīm 
“Tannin” and ןָתָיְוִל  liwyāṯān “Leviathan.” Adding to the cluster is םיִּיִצ  ṣīyyīm 
“wilderness,” which geminates the letter yod (י). As these stichs demonstrate, the 
use of one geminate form inspired the use of others in the same passage. 

A shorter example occurs in Isa 29:9: ּוֹעׁשָו ּועְׁשַעַּתְׁשִה ּוהָמְתּו ּוהְמְהַמְתִה  
hiṯmahmǝhū ū-ṯmāhū hištaʿašʿū wā-šoʿū “stupefy yourselves, and be astonished! 
Blind yourselves, and be blind!”458 The parallel between the geminate roots ההמ  
m-h-h and עעׁש  š-ʿ-ʿ is bolstered by homoeopropheron with the verbs הַמָּת  tāmah 
and a qal form of the verb עַעָׁש  šāʿaʿ. 

An example in prose can be found in 2 Sam 6:16: זֵּזַפְמ דִוָּד ְךֶלֶּמַה־תֶא אֶרֵּתַו  
ּהָּבִלְּב ֹול זֶבִּתַו הָוהְי יֵנְפִל רֵּכְרַכְמּו  wa-tērɛʾ ʾɛṯ ham-mɛlɛḵ dāwīḏ mǝp̄azzēz ū-mḵarkēr 

li-p̄nē YHWH wa-tiḇɛz lō bǝ-libbāh “when she (Michal) saw the king, David, 
leaping and laughing before Yahweh, she despised him in her heart” (2 Sam 6:16). 
Two geminates appear side by side in this passage; the verb זֵּזַפְמ  mǝp̄azzēz 
“leaping” (from the root זזּפ  p-z-z) and רֵּכְרַכְמ  mǝḵarkēr “laughing” (from the root 
ררכ  k-r-r).459 The gemination is enhanced by paronomasia between the zayin, 

mem, and pe in זֵּזַפְמ  mǝp̄azzēz “leaping” and the zayin and bet in זֶבִּת  tiḇɛz “she 
despised.” Moreover, these geminate forms recall two reduplicate forms in 2 Sam 
6:5, where David dances to the sounds of םיִלֶצְלֶצְבּו םיִעְנַעַנְמִב  ḇi-mnaʿnǝʿīm ū-ḇ-
ṣɛlṣɛlīm “sistrums and cymbals.” Both cases also represent types of hendiadys. 

Sustained cases of geminate clusters in Aramaic occur in the prose and 
poetry sections of Dan 4 and 7.460 The former chapter gives an account of 
Nebuchadnezzar’s dream. It includes the following forms: ןַנְעַרְו  wǝ-raʿnan 

 
458. Glück, “Assonance in Ancient Hebrew Poetry,” 82, treats the passage as assonance. 
459. On the meaning of this verb as “laugh” or “to play with the fingers of one’s hand or 
hands,” see Avishur, Comparative Studies in Biblical and Ugaritic Languages and 
Literatures, 9–13. Note that the parallel passage in 1 Chr 15:29 replaces the phrase with 

קֵחַׂשְמּו דֵּקַרְמ  mǝraqqēḏ ū-mśaḥēq “dancing and laughing.” 
460. The Aramaic cases do not appear in Noegel, “More Geminate Ballast and Clustering,” 
as I restricted that piece to Hebrew examples. 
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“flourishing” (Dan 4:1), ןיִרֹהְרַה  harhorīn “imaginings” (Dan 4:2), ןיִּלָע[ ןיִלֲלָע[  
ʿālălīn [ʿāllīn] “came” (Dan 4:4), לֵלְטַּת  taṭlēl “took shade” (Dan 4:9), ּוצִּצַק  qaṣṣiṣū 
“and cut off” (Dan 4:11), יִהֹוׁשְרָׁש  šŏršōhī “its root” (Dan 4:12, 4:20, 4:23), ּהֵבְבִל  
liḇǝḇēh “its heart” and בַבְלּו  ūlḇaḇ “and the heart” (Dan 4:13), אָּיַּיַח  ḥayyayyāʾ “the 
living” (Dan 4:14), םַמֹוּתְׁשֶא  ʾĕštōmam “appalled” (Dan 4:16), יִהֹותֹחְּת  tǝḥōṯōhī 
“under it” and ןָנְּכְׁשִי  yiškǝnān “dwelled” (Dan 4:18), יַנָבְרְבַר  raḇrǝḇānay “my 
lords” (Dan 4:33), םֵמֹורְמּו  ū-mrōmēm “and extol” (Dan 4:34), and the pseudo-
geminate forms ּהַּנִנְּתִי  yitninnāh “he gives it” (Dan 4:14, 4:22, 4:29) and רָדְו רָּד  
dār wǝ-ḏār “generation to generation” (Dan 4:31).461 

The geminate cluster forms in Dan 7 include: אָיְליֵל  lēlyāʾ “the night” (Dan 
ןָבְרְבַר ,(7:2  raḇrǝḇān “great” (Dan 7:3), בַבְלּו  ū-lḇaḇ “and the heart” (Dan 7:4), 

הָנָיְנִת  ṯinyānāh “second” and ןיִעְלִע  ʿilʿīn “fangs” (Dan 7:5),462 אָיְליֵל  lēlyāʾ “the 
night,” ןִיַּנִׁש  šinnayīn “teeth,” and ןָבְרְבַר  raḇrǝḇān “great” (Dan 7:7), ןָבְרְבַר לִּלַמְמ  
mǝmallīl raḇrǝḇān “speaking great things” (Dan 7:8), ןיִביִבְׁש  šǝḇīḇīn “flames” and 

יִהֹוּלִּגְלַּג  galgillōhī “its wheels” (Dan 7:9), ּהֵּנּוׁשְּמַׁשְי  yǝšammǝšūnnēh “ministered 
(to) him” and  ”wǝ-ribō rabwān [riḇǝḇān] “a myriad times a myriad ]ןָבְבִר[ ןָוְּבִר ֹוּבִרְו 
(Dan 7:10), אָתָבְרְבַר  raḇrǝḇāṯāʾ “great” and הָלֱּלַמְמ  mǝmallĕlāh “spoke” (Dan 
אָיְליֵל ,(7:11  lēlyāʾ “the night” and יֵנָנֲע  ʿănānē “clouds” (Dan 7:13), אָּיַמְמַע  
ʿamǝmayyāʾ “the peoples” (Dan 7:14), אָתָבְרְבַר  raḇrǝḇāṯāʾ “great” (Dan 7:17), 

ןָבְרְבַר לִּלַמְמ  mǝmallīl raḇrǝḇān “speaking great things” (Dan 7:20), and לִּלַמְי  
yǝmallīl “speak” (Dan 7:25). 

The device appears in some texts from Qumran. The Aramaic Levi Document 
displays it in 4QLevia XIII, 2: “Listen to the word of your father Levi, and pay 
attention to the instructions of God’s friend [ דידי  ydyd]. I instruct you, my sons, 
and reveal the truth to you, my beloved [ יביבח  ḥbyby].”463 See also the Genesis 
Apocryphon: “how splen[di]d and beautiful is the image of her face, how [  ] and 
[fi]ne [ קיקר  rqyq] is the hair of her head. How lovely are her eyes, and how 
desirable [ גגר  rgg] is her nose … how lovely [ אאי  yʾʾ] are her breasts … entirely 
[ לילכ  klyl]” (1QApGen XX, 1–3).464 

Since geminated and reduplicated nominal and verbal forms appear far less 
frequently in Near Eastern languages than their standard counterparts, they draw 
attention to themselves. When clustered, geminate forms punctuate a text with a 
percussive feel, one that is often not tied to the strictures of parallelism. In essence 
they are a form of repetition, as can be seen in that they often appear in poetic 
texts with repeated verbs and nouns, and while each geminated word constitutes 

 
461. Anticipating the geminate cluster in Dan 4 are two more geminate forms at the end of 
Dan 3: אָּיַמְמַע  ʿamǝmayyāʾ (Dan 3:31) and ןיִבְרְבַר  raḇrǝḇīn (Dan 3:33). 
462. I render “fangs” with Richard M. Frank, “The Description of the Bear in Dn. 7,5,” 
CBQ 21 (1959): 505–7. To his observation, I add ןינת יעלע  ʿlʿy tnyn “fangs of the dragon” 
in the Proverbs of Ahiqar (C1 1.90). 
463. See Greenfield, Stone, and Eshel, Aramaic Levi Document, 102–3. 
464. See Pereira, Studies in Aramaic Poetry (c. 100 B.C.E.–c. 600 C.E.), 24. 
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its own contained form of paronomasia, as a cluster they are not necessarily in a 
paronomastic relationship to each other. Thus, while they are visually obvious, 
geminate clusters are primarily aural devices, possibly tied to the musical 
accompaniment as rhythmic accents. 

 
4.3. COMPLEXITIES 

 
A testament to the genius of the ancient literati is the fact that often one finds 
several types of paronomasia and polysemy employed in tandem. Indeed, the 
virtuosity of the ancients appears to have known no bounds. See, for example, the 
rhetorical question of Ereškigal to her gatekeeper in the Akkadian Descent of 
Ishtar, when she learns that her sister Ištar has demanded entrance to her kingdom: 
annītume anāku itti dAnunakki mê ašatti “this one, now, even I, should I drink 
water with the Anunakki?” (l. 32). The anacoluthon both captures the queen’s fear 
while permitting the interplay of a number of devices that are more easily 
appreciated by looking at the line in transliteration: an-ni-tu-me-e a-na-ku it-ti da-
nun-na-ki A.MEŠ a-šat-ti. Note first how the emphatic particle me (normally ma) 
paronomastically anticipates mê “water” (written logographically as A.MEŠ). 
Homoeopropheron obtains by way of the repeated sound /an/ in annītu “this,” 
anāku “I,” and dAnunakki. Observe as well how the cuneiform a- sign in both a-
na-ku and da-nun-na-ki (themselves a case of homoioteleuton) and a-šat-ti, 
envelope the logographic reading of the same sign in A.MEŠ “water.” The words 
itti “with” and ašatti “I shall drink” also constitute homoioteleuton. Moreover, the 
an- sign in annītu is identical to the divine determinative d that classifies the 
Anunakki. Indeed, the brief line is veritably awash with the water of divinity. 
Moreover, the erudite author managed to integrate into this densely packed verse 
the signs an (2x), ki, and šat, which, when understood for their logographic values, 
evoke AN “heaven,” KI “earth,” and KUR “underworld,” the very cosmological 
boundaries that Ištar seeks to breach. 

The combining of devices also occurs in Lam 1:20: 
 

יִל־רַצ־יִּכ הָוהְי הֵאְר  ּורָמְרַמֳה  
יִתיִרָמ   ֹורָמ יִּכ יִּבְרִקְּב יִּבִל ְךַּפְהֶנ

 
rǝʾēh YHWH kī ṣar lī mēʿay ḥămarmārū 
nɛhpaḵ libbī bǝ-qirbı̄ kī mārō mārīṯī 
 
See O Yahweh, for I am in distress, my innards burn, 
My heart is turned within me, for I have grievously rebelled. 

 
The lament contains a number of devices. Parasonance obtains between ּורָמְרַמֳח  
ḥămarmārū (from רַמָח  ḥāmar) and יִתיִרָמ ֹורָמ  mārō mārīṯī (from הָרָמ  mārāh). The 
repetition of the consonants מ m and ר r also creates a geminate (and pseudo-
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geminate) parallel. In addition, since prior to the passage we have heard of 
weeping and tears (Lam 1:16), it is difficult not to hear “bitterness” (from רַרָמ  
mārar), in the use of the verb הָרָמ  mārāh “rebel.” See, for example, יִכֶּבַּב רֵרָמֲא  
ʾămārēr bab-beḵī “I will show bitterness while weeping” in Isa 22:4. 

A final demonstration of the brilliance of ancient poets to combine devices 
appears in Jer 8:18: יָּוַד יִּבִל יַלָע ןֹוגָי יֵלֲע יִתיִגיִלְבַמ  maḇlīḡītī ʿălē yāḡōn ʿālay libbī 
ḏawwāy “when in grief I would seek comfort, my heart is sick within me.” I 
already have discussed this line above in the context of rhyme (4.2.11). However, 
the passage is far more complex. Of special note is the hapax legomenon יִתיִגיִלְבַמ  
maḇlīḡītī, which Robin Baker has recently shown to be a phrase that 
simultaneously constitutes bilingual paronomasia and contronymic polysemy. It 
also contributes to a mesostich that offers a cryptic anagram.465 The phrase offers 
bilingual paronomasia, because the poet here draws on the Akkadian balag 
“lamentation.” It is contronymic, because the Hebrew root גלב  b-l-g means “shine, 
flash, smile.” Since this hardly fits the context, some commentators have rendered 
the word ad sensum. It contributes to a mesostich, because the second consonant 
in each of the words in the verse spells out ובל גלב  blg lbw “the balag-lamentation 
of his heart.” In turn, this is an anagram for לבב ולג  glw bbl “they go in exile to 
Babylon.” As Baker concludes, “The encryption of an anagram and an acrostic to 
provide esoteric commentary on the surface text that we find in our passage is 
characteristic of the Babylonian and Assyrian scholarly tradition.”466 

 
465. Robin Baker, “Jeremiah and the Balag-Lament? Jeremiah 8:18–23 Reconsidered,” 
JBL 138 (2019): 587–604. 
466. Baker, “Jeremiah and the Balag-Lament?,” 603. 
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5 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
 
Since all of the ancient Near Eastern polysemous and paronomastic devices 
examined in this study are remarkably consistent in form and usage over such a 
long period of time, and across languages and geographic boundaries that were in 
nearly constant cultural exchange, we may safely regard their use as deliberate. In 
Mesopotamia and Egypt, the divinatory and priestly literati transmitted these 
learned conventions along with other elements of their wisdom in their scribal 
academies and Houses of Life. At Ugarit, the diviner-scribes, who were 
multilingual and steeped in Mesopotamian learning, integrated as many of the 
devices into their own works as their writing system allowed. As Mesopotamian 
learning was held in high regard, it is likely that the scribes’ adoption of its devices 
aimed to emulate the prestigious craft of their dominant neighbor.1 We know less 
about scribal education in Israel, but as I have argued elsewhere, it was likely in 
priestly and prophetic circles that such literary devices circulated.2 In any event, 
there can be no doubt that Israelite scribal culture experienced influence from both 
of its superpower neighbors.3 Indeed, one of the most important findings of this 
book is that it demonstrates that, with few exceptions, most of the devices were 
in use throughout the long history of the Near East, and so they must have been 
learned conventions that were transmitted from culture to culture, likely from the 
dominant powers of Mesopotamia and Egypt to the Levant. 

Throughout the Near East, polysemy and paronomasia generally did not have 
restrictions of genre, whether in poetry or prose. They occur in psalms, laments, 

 
1. Perhaps, most obviously, see Andrew R. George, “The Gilgameš Epic at Ugarit,” AuOr 25 
(2007): 237–54; However, it is Egyptian influence that one finds in Ugarit’s artistic remains. 
2. Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers, 177–82. 
3. See Carr, Writing on the Tablet of the Heart, 47–61, 84–90; Michael Fox, “Gauging 
Egyptian Influences on Biblical Literature,” in Zevit, Subtle Citation, Allusion, and 
Translation in the Hebrew Bible, 228–41. Gary A. Rendsburg, How the Bible Is Written 
(Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2019), 464–65, argues that Egyptian prose narratives 
influenced the development of Israelite literature.  
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love songs, parables, riddles, magical and divinatory texts, prophecies, epics, 
chronicles, and even historical inscriptions and some letters.4 We also find them 
in direct and indirect discourse. Yet, not every device appears in every genre or 
discourse, nor is every type attested in every Near Eastern language (see figs. 2–
3). Moreover, not all devices serve every purpose. Of course, one must be cautious 
in drawing sweeping conclusions from the distribution of the devices, because the 
textual corpora we have are not commensurate across languages. There are far 
fewer texts in Hebrew, Ugaritic, and Aramaic than in Akkadian and Egyptian. In 
addition, the study of these devices still has a long way to go, so many gaps in our 
knowledge remain. Such limits notwithstanding, some preliminary observations 
are possible. 

 
5.1. PREFERENCES AND DISTRIBUTION 

 
Common to Akkadian, Egyptian, Ugaritic, Hebrew, and Aramaic are the 
following polysemous devices: double entendre, antanaclasis, unidirectional 
polysemy, multidirectional polysemy, double polysemy, polysemy clusters (of the 
body parts type), acrostics, and the following paronomastic devices: 
homoeopropheron, homoioteleuton, epanastrophe, parasonance, homonymic 
paronomasia, anagrammatic paronomasia, hendiadic paronomasia, and geminate 
parallelism and clustering. Anastrophe occurs in all of these languages except for 
Ugaritic, and amphiboly (of the mixed morphology type) occurs in all except for 
Aramaic.5 I omit here any discussion of Sumerian unless to remark on the 
antiquity of some of the devices, because there are far too few formal studies on 
these devices in that language to allow for even a cursory analysis. 

The distribution shows that the cultures examined here shared a fundamental 
belief in the utility of employing these devices in their compositions and in 
passing them down to future bards from generation to generation over many 
centuries. It is their long and venerated history that legitimated their use; their 
sheer antiquity lent compositions authority. To what extent they were employed 
in each language depends on many factors. In some cases, one can attribute the 
lack of a device to the fact that an exhaustive search for it has not been undertaken 
in each language, or to the relatively small corpora of Northwest Semitic texts as 
opposed to Mesopotamian and Egyptian texts. In other cases, one may cite 
restraints in the language and writing system or the cosmological worldview 
informing that system. 

An examination of the rarest devices bears this out. Amphiboly of the 
infinitive absolute type appears only in biblical Hebrew, and thus, we must 
consider it an Israelite innovation. Numerical polysemy appears only in Akkadian, 

 
4. Only economic texts appear devoid of such devices.  
5. The lack of attestation of the latter two features in Ugaritic and Aramaic, respectively, 
likely relates to the small corpora of literary texts written in these languages. 
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Ugaritic, and Hebrew. Isopsephy occurs only in Akkadian, Hebrew, and Aramaic. 
Neither device appears in Egyptian, because the Egyptian writing system did not 
use numerical signs polysemously as consonants or words.6 The lack of 
contronymic polysemy in Egyptian is a reflection of the lack of contronyms 
generally in the language.7 It is possible that the lack of contronymic polysemy in 
Ugaritic is an accident of discovery due to the small lexical inventory, since we 
do find it in Hebrew and Aramaic. Indeed, Northwest Semitic generally has more 
contronyms. One may attribute the complete absence of bilingual polysemy and 
paronomasia in Egyptian texts to a cultural attitude concerning the superiority of 
the Egyptian language over the tongues of Egypt’s neighbors. 

Those devices shared by Akkadian and Northwest Semitic, but not Egyptian, 
include bilingual polysemy and numerical polysemy (possibly also rhyme). In 
Mesopotamia and Syro-Canaan, bilingualism was normative, and even embraced, 
so naturally we find cases of bilingual polysemy in Akkadian, Ugaritic, Hebrew, 
and Aramaic, and bilingual paronomasia in Akkadian, Hebrew, and Aramaic. This 
was not the case in Egypt. In Akkadian, numerical polysemy was grounded in the 
polyvalency of cuneiform signs and a long tradition of learning in mathematics, 
whereas in the Egyptian script it was impossible. Its use in Ugaritic and Hebrew 
probably represents a natural extension of a scribal interest in polysemy and the 
script’s ability to achieve the device.8 Perhaps ultimately it also reflects 
Mesopotamian influence. As for rhyme, the Egyptian writing system records no 
vowels, so we cannot know for certain if poets employed rhyme. Its use in Ugaritic 
has been postulated based on our knowledge of comparative Semitics. 
Nevertheless, even its appearance in Sumerian, Akkadian, Hebrew, and Aramaic 
is very limited. 

Only two devices occur in Egyptian and Northwest Semitic, but not 
Akkadian: amphiboly (of the ambiguous grammar type) and numerical 
paronomasia. A lack of the former in Akkadian is likely due to a scarcity of 
research on the topic, since examples of anastrophe do appear. One might infer, 
from the Mesopotamians’ interest in mathematics and their use of isopsephy and 
numerical polysemy, that they would have employed numerical paronomasia, but 
as far as I am aware, no cases have come to light. If they did not employ it, perhaps 
this registers a conceptual distinction between numerals and words. Cuneiform 

 
6. In Egyptian, the signs for 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10,000, 100,000, and 1,000,000 do possess 
non-numerical values, but to my knowledge they are not used polysemously. In Ugaritic, 
most numbers are written phonetically. Some numbers are written logographically in 
administrative texts, but the signs that also hold consonantal value, e.g., 1 (g), 2 (ṣ), 3 (l), 
and 6 (y) are used unambiguously. 
7. It is impossible to know why the Egyptian language possesses no contronyms, but 
perhaps it relates to the Egyptian cosmological worldview in which opposites, like mʿ.t 
“order” and isf.t “chaos,” cannot share equal time or space. 
8. I attribute the lack of attestation in Aramaic again to the small literary corpus. 
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signs simultaneously could possess syllabic, logographic, and numerical values, 
whereas numerals, when spelled out, only had mathematical values. Alternatively, 
the use of numerical paronomasia in Ugaritic and Hebrew might reflect Egyptian 
influence, since the device is more common in that language.9 

A statistical analysis of the distribution of devices in each of the languages 
can only be basic and approximate, but even so, the broad patterns that emerge 
from the data are by no means arbitrary. For instance, the data reveals that all of 
the polysemous and paronomastic devices appear in Hebrew (see figs. 2–3). After 
Hebrew, Akkadian contains the largest number of them: fifteen of the seventeen 
polysemous devices and twelve of the thirteen paronomastic types. Ugaritic is 
next containing eleven of the seventeen polysemic types and eleven of the thirteen 
paronomastic kind. Egyptian has the least: ten of seventeen polysemous devices 
and eleven of the thirteen paronomastic ones. That Hebrew contains all of the 
devices should not surprise us, since throughout its history, Israel negotiated the 
cultural influences of its dominant neighbors both to the east and south (as well 
as native Canaanite influence). Thus, it contains those found in Akkadian, but not 
Egyptian, and vice versa. 

Many of the devices are attested in both Egyptian and Mesopotamian texts, 
so it is difficult to speak of their place of origin. Nevertheless, that Egyptian texts 
contain the least number of devices is a likely testament to the influence of 
Mesopotamia over the Northwest Semitic world. This is further borne out in that 
when a device is absent in Ugaritic, it is never lacking in Akkadian, though in five 
cases it is lacking in Egyptian; whereas when a device is absent in Egyptian, it 
can be lacking in Ugaritic, but never in Akkadian or Hebrew.10 

Thirteen of the devices enjoyed such a long and pervasive usage that they 
eventually made their way west, where they were labeled in Greek and/or Latin 
(fig. 4). At that time, many of them were employed as tools in dream divination 
and magic, or in the art of public speaking, otherwise known as rhetoric. Of 
course, one can find some of the other devices in Greek texts too, even though we 
do not possess Greek (or Latin) terms for them. 

With regard to which devices are most frequently attested, I can offer an 
assessment based only on the examples that I have collected from published works 
on the subject. Though not an exact science, general tendencies are relatively 
clear. Among the most common devices of polysemy are double entendres, 
antanaclasis, unidirectional polysemy, multidirectional polysemy, and noṭariqon. 
Acrostics appear with relative frequency in Hebrew and later Aramaic, though 
they are far more rare in Akkadian, Egyptian, and Ugaritic. 

 
9. I would expect Aramaic to contain examples of the device, but none have come to light 
as of yet. 
10. When a device is lacking only in Ugaritic, e.g., noṭariqon, polysemous clustering, and 
anastrophe, I opine that it is due to the small corpora of Ugaritic texts, since I find it unlikely 
that such devices were known in Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Israel, but not in the wider Levant. 
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We may account for the general frequency of some devices, like double 
entendres, by pointing to their social utility. The need to mask offensive or 
socially uncomfortable topics in softer language would appear to be nigh 
universal. We should expect to see it employed from Sumerian to Aramaic, and 
well beyond. Postulating reasons for the frequency of the other devices is more 
difficult. One reason may be ease of production. For example, it certainly is easier 
to create cases of antanaclasis than bilingual polysemy. It also is possible that 
some devices were considered especially effective, meaningful, or learned. They 
could have been understood as evidence of the exceptional abilities and authority of 
the author. Still others, like acrostics, might have represented the vogue of their day. 

The most frequently attested paronomastic devices overall are 
homoeopropheron, parasonance, anagrammatic paronomasia, hendiadic parono-
masia, and geminate parallelism and clustering. Numerical paronomasia is more 
frequently found in Egyptian, and less so in Hebrew. Again ease of employment 
likely played a factor, in the same way that difficulty must have contributed to a 
device’s rarity. Cases of hendiadic paronomasia likely were produced by common 
usage, and thus remained in wider and more sustained circulation. If I am correct 
in positing the connection of some cases of geminate parallelism and clustering 
to needs produced by musical accompaniment, then the influence of musical 
tastes, which tended to be conservative in the Near East generally until the modern 
age, also might account for a device’s use.11 The high frequency with which 
geminate parallelism and clustering appears in Egyptian texts, as opposed to 
Akkadian texts, suggests the possibility that its use in Ugaritic and Hebrew 
reflects Egyptian influence. Accordingly, it perhaps also represents the influence 
of Egyptian musical tastes in the Levant.12 

The following devices appear first in Sumerian: contronymic polysemy, 
double entendre, antanaclasis, unidirectional polysemy, multidirectional 
polysemy, double polysemy, bilingual polysemy, polysemy clusters, noṭariqon, 
homoeopropheron, homoioteleuton, homonymic paronomasia, bilingual 
paronomasia, palindrome, hendiadic paronomasia, rhyme, and geminate 
parallelism and clustering. Since some of them, like double entendre, could be the 
result of parallel development, and because many of the others appear in Sumerian 
texts composed by Akkadian speakers, it is impossible to make definitive claims 
of origins. Nevertheless, one can say that they are among the most ancient 
compositional devices in the Near East. 

 
11. One also sees a connection between music and literature in the frequent references to 
musical sounds as a focus device in biblical narratives. See I. Kalimi, “Human and Musical 
Sounds and Their Hearing Elsewhere as a Literary Device in the Biblical Narratives,” VT 
60 (2010): 565–70. 
12. Some evidence for such influence appears in the Tale of Wenamun (2,69), in which we 
find Egyptian songstresses in the service of a Byblian prince. 
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In general, the aforementioned paronomastic devices occur more often than 
those involving polysemy. This too, we can explain by recognizing that it is far 
easier to repeat consonants than to find words with multiple meanings. Indeed, it 
is far more difficult in most languages to find homonyms or words with wide 
semantic parameters than words that share one or two consonants. Nevertheless, 
it is possible that many polysemous devices were primarily intended for erudite 
readers, since they cannot be recited without pause and discussion. On the other 
hand, paronomastic devices, while also visually effective, primarily aimed to 
reach listeners, who may or may not have been literate. 

Once we obtain a more complete picture of how pervasively the scribes of 
each culture employed each device, we will be able to determine whether certain 
types occur only in certain textual genres or if some are attested more frequently 
at certain periods. Perhaps then we will be able to say more about the relationship 
between these textual devices and cultural attitudes concerning script and language. 

 
5.2. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND STRATEGIES 

 
Despite the wide array of types of polysemy and paronomasia and the many kinds 
of functions proposed for them, a few fundamental principles and strategies 
appear to inform most of them. These include ambiguity, repetition and variation, 
delayed comprehension, metaphor and metonymy, clustering, rare words, and the 
regarding or disregarding of certain phonemes and morphemes. 

 
5.2.1. AMBIGUITY 
 
One of the fundamental principles informing all types of polysemy is ambiguity. 
It is important to emphasize that ambiguous signs, words, and lines do not leave 
a text impenetrable to understanding, and thus incapable of conveying meaning. 
Rather, they pack the text with interpretive options, contingencies, and points of 
view—they overload their contexts with meanings.13 When we encounter them 

 
13. A useful starting point for understanding literary ambiguity, and one often cited by 
biblical scholars, is William Empson, Seven Types of Ambiguity: A Study of Its Effects on 
English Verse (New York: New Directions, 1966). Empson distinguishes his seven kinds 
of ambiguity by placing them on a scale of effectiveness from the coherent to the confusing 
and contradictory. Though offering many insights, Empson’s focus on Western literature 
means that he contextualizes the latter part of the scale in negative terms—as inarticulate, 
incongruous, nonsensical, even accidental. Yet, as this study has shown, even the most 
enigmatic cases of ambiguity in Near Eastern texts, e.g., polysemy clusters, are deliberately 
formed to create enigmas that imbue a text with divine wonder. In addition, the social 
means of textual production that inform his corpus are not informed by the ontology of the 
spoken and written word. Moreover, Empson treats ambiguity generally as a major 
component of poetic language that provides readers with pleasure. Therefore, his 
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we find ourselves in a kind of thought loop that forces us to focus, rethink, and 
contemplate each alternative possibility. The engine that powers the looping 
process is the exegetical assumption that a text must have a single meaning and 
that proper training will compel a text to yield that meaning to the exegete’s tools 
and skills. Even for some modern scholars, resigning themselves to the notion that 
ancient bards intended some of their signs, words, and passages to be polyvalent, 
may feel contrary to their training and the exegetical enterprise generally. Or they 
may even be unsettling, especially when perceived as the agenda of skeptics 
steeped in postmodern methodologies. Yet, at this point, the evidence for 
polysemy in ancient Near Eastern texts is beyond doubt. Indeed, while the 
existence of such devices remained too slippery to grasp for many scholars of 
earlier generations, contemporary scholarship increasingly has come to grips with 
it. Moreover, if we factor into our understanding of ancient polysemy and 
paronomasia the ancients’ perceived ontology of the spoken language and written 
script, such cases of ambiguity take on added import, for they multiply the agency, 
effect, and perceived power of the living word or sign. 

 
5.2.2. REPETITION AND VARIATION 
 
Another principle informing cases of paronomasia and polysemy is that of 
repetition and variation. This is well in keeping on a larger scale with its 
appearance as a staple feature of ancient Near Eastern narrative and visual art. 
Robert Alter’s observations with regard to the effect of repetition and variation in 
narrative are applicable here: they can “serve the purposes of commentary, 
analysis, foreshadowing, thematic assertion, with a wonderful combination of 
subtle understatement and dramatic force.”14 Moreover, the repetition of signs, 
consonants, and similar sounding words represents an extension of the verbatim 
repetition of signs and lexemes (e.g., ploce, anaphora) and the repetition of the 

 
classification of ambiguity is of limited help for understanding ancient Near Eastern texts. 
For a more recent attempt to refine our understanding of ambiguity in biblical texts, see 
David H. Aaron, Biblical Ambiguities: Metaphor, Semantics and Divine Imagery, BRLAJ 
4 (Leiden: Brill, 2001). 
14. Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative (New York: Basic Books, 1981), 91. On 
repetition and variation in biblical lists, see Meir Paran, Forms of the Priestly Style in the 
Pentateuch: Patterns, Linguistic Usages, Syntactic Structures (Jerusalem: Magness Press, 
1989), 179–237, who refers to this as “concluding deviation.” See also Stanley Gevirtz, 
“Evidence of Conjugational Variation in the Parallelization of Selfsame Verbs in the 
Amarna Letters,” JNES 32 (1973): 99–104; Gevirtz, “On Canaanite Rhetoric: The 
Evidence of the Amarna Letters from Tyre,” Or 42 (1973): 162–77. See also Gary A. 
Rendsburg, “Variation in Biblical Hebrew Prose and Poetry,” in Built by Wisdom, Estab-
lished by Understanding: Essays on Biblical and Near Eastern Literature in Honor of 
Adele Berlin, ed. Maxine L. Grossman (Bethesda, MD: University of Maryland Press, 
2013),197–226. 
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same root in different verbal and nominal formations (e.g., metaphony, 
polyptoton, polyprosopon), devices not under consideration here.15 The repetition 
creates a rhythm of expectations that variation subverts. Together they produce 
contrast. 

A few cases from Hebrew and Aramaic texts are especially instructive in this 
regard. Hosea’s prophecy against Israel is an excellent starting point: ןֵּכ םָּבֻרְּכ  

ריִמָא ןֹולָקְּב םָדֹובְּכ יִל־ּואְטָח  kǝ-rubām kēn ḥāṭʾū lī kǝḇōḏām bĕ-qālōn ʾāmīr “as 
they increased, the more they sinned against me; I shall turn their honor into 
shame” (Hos 4:7). The use of the proposition ְּכ kǝ “as” before םָּבֻר  rubām “they 
increased” encourages one to think at first that the same consonant starting the 
very next stich (i.e., in םָדֹובְּכ  kǝḇōdām) might also be the same preposition, 
especially because assonance abets the comparison between םָּבֻרְּכ  kǝ-rubām and 

םָדֹובְּכ  kǝḇōḏām. However, the reader/listener soon realizes that the consonant is 
part of the noun “honor.”16 

Verbs also can play the trickster. Psalm 79:5 reads: חַצֶנָל ףַנֱאֶּת הָוהְי הָמ־דַע  
ָךֶתָאְנִק ׁשֵא־ֹומְּכ רַעְבִּת  ʿaḏ-māh YHWH tɛʾĕnap̄ lā-nɛṣaḥ tiḇʿar kǝmō-ʾēš qinʾāṯǝḵā 

“How long, O Yahweh, will you be angry forever, will your jealousy burn like 
fire?” Since the first verb one encounters occurs in the second person masculine 
singular (i.e., ףַנֱאֶּת  tɛʾĕnap̄ “you will be angry”), one is encouraged by way of 
parallelism and grammatical form to hear the second verb, רַעְבִּת  tiḇʿar as a second 
person masculine form, that is, “you will burn.” However, it is not until one hears 
the final words ָךֶתָאְנִק  qinʾāṯǝḵā “your jealousy,” that one realizes that it alone is 
the third person feminine singular subject of the verb “burn” (the second person 
masculine and third person feminine forms are identical in this conjugation). 

A more sustained case involving prepositions occurs in Isa 24:2, a prophecy 
of doom that proceeds in merisms: 
 

 רֶׁשֲאַּכ הֶׁשֹּנַּכ הֶֹוּלַּכ הֶוְלַּמַּכ רֵכֹוּמַּכ הֶנֹוּקַּכ ּהָּתְרִבְּגַּכ הָחְפִּׁשַּכ ויָֹנדאַּכ דֶבֶעַּכ ןֵֹהּכַּכ םָעָכ הָיָהְו
 ֹוב אֶׁשֹנ

 
15. On the strict repetition of roots, see already Israel Eitan, “La répétition de la racine en 
hébreu,” JPOS 1 (1920): 171–86. On anaphora in Ugaritic, see Yogev and Yona, “Visual 
Poetry in the Ugaritic Tablet KTU 1.4.” See also Shamir Yona, “A Type of Expanded 
Repetition in Biblical Parallelism,” ZAW 119 (2007): 586–601. See also the comment of 
Klein and Sefati, “Word Play in Sumerian Literature,” 24: “The most important formal 
characteristic of Sumerian poetic language is the verbal repetition of one or more words, 
phrases, or whole sentences (i.e., poetic lines)—mostly in continuous lines, occasionally 
in alternate lines—to demarcate or emphasize a stanza or part of a poem.” A representative 
example of this approach in Egyptology is Richter, Theology of Hathor of Dendera. 
16. I thank my graduate student Corinna Nichols for this astute observation and for 
discovering another example in Deut 32:11: “As a vulture [ רֶׁשֶנְּכ  kǝ-nɛšɛr] stirs up his nest, 
hovers over his chicks, spreads his wings [ ויָפָנְּכ  kǝnāp̄āw], takes them, carries them on his 
pinions.” I suggest that it might be fruitful to look for the same device using other 
prepositions as well. 
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wǝ-hāyāh ḵā-ʿām kak-kōhēn ka-ʿɛḇɛḏ ka-ʾḏōnaw kaš-šip̄ḥāh kag-gǝḇīrtāh kaq-
qōnɛh kam-mōḵēr kam-malwɛh kal-lōwɛh kan-nōšɛh kaʾăšɛr nōšɛʾ ḇō 
 
It shall be, as with the people, so with the priest, as with the servant, so with his 
master, as with the maid, so with her mistress, as with the buyer, so with the 
seller, as with the lender, so with the borrower, as when the creditor becomes the 
debtor. 

 
In this passage, we hear twelve successive repetitions of the consonant kaph (כ, 
both as k and k). We must read the first eleven as the preposition “as, like” 
attached to nouns.17 When one arrives at the twelfth, one naturally expects a 
similar use. However, this time one encounters the compound relative pronoun 
“which, when.” The repetition and variation catches readers/listeners off guard, 
forcing them to pause and contemplate the change. The pause allows one to realize 
that the last merism involves contronyms—the terms for אֶׁשֹנ  nōšɛʾ “creditor” and 
“debtor” are identical. In effect, the variation underscores the prophet’s point that 
the fates of those in opposite social positions will be the same. 

Repetition and variation lie at the very heart of paronomasia. At times they 
can support poetic themes. In the hymn to Sarai’s beauty in the Genesis 
Apocryphon from Qumran (1QApGen XX, 2–8a), we find כ /k/ and ל /l/ repeated 
in every bicolon and tricolon, save for 4a, 8b, and 10b.18 

 
1a. How [ המכ  kmh] splen[di]d and beautiful is the image of her [ םלצ הל  lh ṣlm] 
face, 
1b. How [ אמכ  kmʾ] [ ] and [fi]ne is [ הל  lh] the hair of her head. 
2a. How [ אמכ  kmʾ] lovely are [ הל ןוהל  lhwn lh] her eyes, 
2b. And how desirable is [ הל  lh] her nose, 
2c. All [ לוכ  kwl] the radiance of her face [ ]. 
3a. How [ אמכ  kmʾ] fair is [ הל  lh] her breast, 
3b. And how [ אמכו  wkmʾ] beautiful is all her [ לוכ הל  lh kwl] whiteness. 
4a. Her arms how beautiful, 
4b. And her hands how [ אמכ  kmʾ] perfect [ ןילילכ  klylyn], 
4c. And [ ] is all [ לוכ  kwl] the appearance of her hands. 
5a. How [ אמכ  kmʾ] lovely are her palms [ אהיפכ  kpyhʾ], 
5b. And how long [ ןכירא  ʾrykn] and delicate 
5c. Are all [ לוכ  kwl] the fingers of her hands. 

 
17. The repetition, but not the variation, was noted by Glück, “Assonance in Ancient He-
brew Poetry,” 78. 
18. I adopt the transcription and translation of Peter Y. Lee, Aramaic Poetry in Qumran 
(PhD diss., Catholic University of America, 2011), 451–52. James C. VanderKam, “The 
Poetry of 1QApGen. XX, 2–8a,” RevQum 10 (1979): 57–66, observes the repetition of the 
root הלע  ʿ-l-y in 7–9, and the juxtaposition of the repeated root רפש  š-p-r, but not the 
repeated כ /k/ and ל /l/. See also Pereira, Studies in Aramaic Poetry (c. 100 B.C.E.–c. 600 
C.E.), 22–26. 
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6a. Her feet [ אהילגר  rglyhʾ] how [ אמכ  kmʾ] beautiful, 
6b. And how [ אמכו  wkmʾ] perfect [ הל ןהל המלש  šlmh lhn lh] are her legs. 
7a. And every [ לכ  kl] virgin [ ןלותב  btwln] and bride [ ןאלכ  klʾn] 
7b. Who enters into a bridal-chamber [ ןונגל  lgnwn] 
7c. Is not [ אל  lʾ] more beautiful than she. 
8a. And above all [ לוכ לעו  wʿl kwl] (other) women 
8b. Her beauty is beautifulness. 
9a. And her beautifulness is the highest [ אילעו  wʿlyʾ], 
9b. Higher [ אלעל  lʿlʾ] than all of them [ ןהלוכ  kwlhn]. 
10a. And along with all [ לוכ  kwl] this beauty, 
10b. Much wisdom is with her, 
10c. And her handiwork [ לד  dl] is lovely. 

 
The concatenation of the repeated consonants lends the poem cohesiveness while 
reinforcing its central theme of the לוכ  kwl “totality” of ןילילכ  klylyn “perfection.” 
Russell Cherry describes well the literary effect of the strategy. 

 
When extended throughout an entire pericope or beyond, the use of repetition 
can achieve even more significant effects upon the literary unit. In such 
examples, the repeated words become structurally meaningful and serve to 
integrate the thought and direction of the passage. This integration creates 
continuity over a much broader spectrum, and causes the reader or hearer to look 
both backwards and forwards, and consequently to rethink previous perceptions 
and interpretations.19 

 
5.2.3. DELAYED COMPREHENSION 
 
Closely related to repetition and variation is the principle of delayed 
comprehension. Poets employing it create linguistic expectations that they later 
manipulate, exploit, or subvert, but they do so without relying on repetition. We 
have seen this already in divinatory texts and narratives that report omens that 
receive interpretations later.20 However, this also occurs generally with polysemy 
in poems and narratives. Illustrating this is the Egyptian Tale of the Shipwrecked 
Sailor, which twice employs the particle  mk “behold” (ll. 2, 10), but then 
soon uses the same signs for m ʿ=k “in your hand” (l. 16). Then, in line 29, one 
encounters the adjective mʿk “fierce,” spelled . Thus the author has 
twice set up the reader to see the words “in your hand” and “fierce” as “behold.” 

Ellen Davis has shown that Isaiah similarly manipulates expectations in a 
prophecy concerning Judah: לֹוּפִי ְךִיַלָע ְךָּתִא רָג־יִמ יִתֹואֵמ סֶפֶא רּוגָי רֹוּג ןֵה  hēn gōr 

 
19. Cherry, Paronomasia and Proper Names in the Old Testament, 130. 
20. See 3.13.1, and Noegel, Nocturnal Ciphers; Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream.” 
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yāḡūr ʾ ɛp̄ɛs mē-ʾōṯī mī ḡār ʾ ittāḵ ʿ ālayiḵ yippōl (Isa 54:15).21 The strategy involves 
three homophonous verbs: רּוּג  gūr I “dwell”, רּוּג  II “quarrel, gather together,” and 

רּוּג  III “fear.”22 The use of these verbs is the “means by which the poet 
deliberately impedes understanding, causing the reader to reconsider phrases for 
which the intended meaning is not the only or the most obvious one.”23 The 
context of Judah’s future freedom from fear just prior to the verse encourages one 
to understand the start of the pronouncement as “if anyone fears, it is not from 
me.”24 Yet, one also can read it: “there is nothing at all to fear apart from me.” 
Equally ambiguous are the phrases ְךָּתִא רָג־יִמ  mī ḡār ʾittāḵ, which can mean 
“whoever quarrels with you” or “whoever dwells with you,” and לֹוּפִי ְךִיַלָע  ʿālayiḵ 
yippōl, which can mean “will fall on account of you” or “will defect to you” (cf. 
2 Kgs 25:11, Jer 21:9). The latter could imply the conversion of resident aliens or 
opponents in warfare. Nevertheless, the passages that follow promise an Israelite 
victory over violent contenders, thus forcing one to realize that ְךָּתִא רָג־יִמ  mī ḡār 
ʾittāḵ must mean “whoever quarrels with you.” Davis concludes that the prophet’s 
use of polysemy: 

 
delays the audience’s comprehension, giving them pause to recall the promises 
and the power of Israel’s God. Grappling to resolve the ambiguities resident in 
the verbal phrases, they are forced to set this divine word in the fuller context of 
the prophet’s message, so that the injunction against fear echoes even through 
the warning of further conflict (liv 15a), and the assurance of vindication before 
their enemies (liv 15b) carries with it a reminder of the charge to draw into the 
sphere of God’s salvation even the strangers among whom they now dwell. 
Through this strategy of delayed comprehension, the prophetic word provides 
for those who will attend to it a hedge against the opposite dangers of capitulation 
and vindictiveness.25 

 
James Roberts espied another example in Isa 5:11.26 The passage reads: יֹוה  

םֵקיִלְדַי ןִיַי ףֶׁשֶּנַב יֵרֲחַאְמ ּוֹפּדְרִי רָכֵׁש רֶֹקּבַב יֵמיִּכְׁשַמ  hōy maškīmē ḇab-bōqɛr šēḵār 
yirdop̄ū mǝ-ʾaḥărē ḇan-nɛšɛp̄ yayīn yaḏlīqēm “woe to those who rise early in the 
morning that they may chase strong drink; who tarry late into the evening that 

 
21. Davis, “Strategy of Delayed Comprehension.” Cf. David Toshio Tsumura, “Statement-
Development-Twist-Denouement: The AA'XB Pattern in Biblical Hebrew Poetry,” in 
Prince of the Orient: Ancient Near Eastern Studies in Memory of H. I. H. Prince Takahito 
Mikasa, ed. Ichiro Nakata et al., Orient Supplement 1 (Tokyo: The Society for Near Eastern 
Studies in Japan, 2019), 269–72, who cites several biblical poetic passages in which third 
line shifts expectations by dramatically altering the context. 
22. HALOT, s.v. “ רּוּג  I, II, III.” 
23. Davis, “Strategy of Delayed Comprehension,” 218–19. 
24. With Rashi. 
25. Davis, “Strategy of Delayed Comprehension,” 220. 
26. Roberts, “Double Entendre in First Isaiah,” 41–43. 
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they may pursue wine!” Here the prophet manipulates one’s expectations by way 
of artful syntax that creates a surprise twist at the end of the verse. When one 
encounters the plural suffix at the end ֵם־  -ēm, instead of the third person plural 
verbal ending ּו -ū, one is forced to reconsider the line’s syntax. It is at that moment 
that one realizes that “wine” cannot be the direct object, like “strong drink” in the 
previous stich, but rather it is the subject. To wit, the drinkers pursue strong drink 
in the first stich, but the wine now chases them in the second. It is not until the 
end of the line that we realize we must translate the second stich as “who tarry 
late into the evening so that wine pursues them!” Moreover, the verb קַלָּד  dālaq is 
polysemous meaning both “pursue” and “inflame.”27 

Authors also can employ a strategy of delayed comprehension across 
narrative units. Duane Christensen’s example from Jonah is representative.28 As 
he informs us, Jonah’s proclamation that humans and animals ּועְרִי־לַא  ʾal yirʿū 
“shall not feed” (Jon 3:7), fits its immediate context of fasting, but it also suggests 
“shall not be evil,” anticipating the references to turning from evil and the eventual 
repentance of the Ninevites (Jon 3:8, 3:10, 4:1, 4:2); a connection reinforced by 
the chiastic structure of the chapter as a whole. Christensen similarly points to the 
narrator’s ambiguous comment in Gen 37:2 that Joseph ןֹאּצַּב ויָחֶא־תֶא הֶֹער  rōʿɛh 
ʾɛṯ ʾɛḥāw baṣ-ṣoʾn, a phrase that one can read as “shepherding with his brothers 
among the flock” or “shepherding his brothers among the flock.” The latter 
anticipates Joseph’s later role as ruling over his brothers (cf. Ps 78:71) and 
sustaining them (Gen 45:8–11). From a functional standpoint, both cases of 
polysemy are referential in nature, whereas from a literary perspective, we might 
consider them examples of foreshadowing. 

A final example, brought to our attention by Baruch Halpern and Richard 
Friedman, is the prophesy of Jonah to the Ninevites: “forty days more, and Nine-
veh will be overthrown [ תֶכָּפְהֶנ  nɛhpāḵɛṯ]” (Jon 3:4). Since the story begins with 
Yahweh commanding Jonah to go to Nineveh and speak against it on account of 
its evilness, one expects Jonah’s message to refer to the city’s destruction. 
However, when the people and king proclaim a fast even for the animals, and God 
repents of the evil he was going to bring upon the city, readers/listeners become 
aware that תֶכָּפְהֶנ  nɛhpāḵɛṯ in Yahweh’s prophecy does not mean “will be 
overthrown,” but rather “will be turned around,” as in “repent” (already b. Sanh 
89b).29 Yet it is not until we reach the end of Jonah 3 that we realize this. 

 
27. HALOT, s.v. “ קַלָּד  I, II.” The polysemy was discussed by Yellin, “Polysemy in the 
Bible,” 6–7. 
28. Christensen, “Anticipatory Paronomasia in Jonah 3:7–8 and Genesis 37:2.” 
29. Observed by Baruch Halpern and Richard Elliott Friedman, “Composition and Paro-
nomasia in the Book of Jonah,” HAR 4 (1980): 79–92; Jack M. Sasson, Jonah: A New 
Translation with Introduction, Commentary, and Interpretation, AB 24B (New York: 
Doubleday, 1990), 29. 
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Inherent in a strategy of delayed comprehension is an element of deception. 
The author deludes hearers/readers into accepting one interpretation only to 
destabilize that reading with another. The strategy creates an exegetical loop for 
interpreters who must rethink the previous reading in the light of a changed 
context. The process compels contemplation. Depending on the writing system, 
this contemplation inevitably focuses first on individual signs or words, but 
naturally extends to larger sections of text. Moreover, the sense of discovery that 
occurs when one comprehends polysemy instills in the reader/listener a feeling of 
owning the text, even as it enhances memory. 

 
5.2.4. METAPHOR AND METONYMY 
 
Also fundamental to the creation and use of polysemy and paronomasia are 
metaphor and metonymy. The study of metonymy and metaphor has undergone 
significant conceptual changes over the last several decades. For many years, 
metaphor and metonymy were considered figures of speech that occupy opposite 
poles in the nonliteral application of language: the former exploiting the similarity 
between signs and words, the latter underscoring their contiguity. The former was 
seen as substituting, while the latter was understood as associating. George Lakoff 
and Mark Turner then proposed that we understand metonymy as entailing 
ontological mappings within a single conceptual domain, but metaphor as 
operating across separate conceptual domains.30 More recently, criticism of this 
approach has focused on the vagueness of what constitutes a domain, which since 
led Yves Peirsman and Dirk Geeraerts to argue that metonymy constitutes a proto-
typical category with derived/extended forms.31 My interest here is not in 
explaining polysemy and paronomasia through the lens of various approaches to 
metaphor and metonymy, but simply to note that, regardless of how one perceives 
them to operate, we may view many ancient Near Eastern cases of polysemy as 
metaphoric and/or metonymic in nature.32 

 
30. George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago, IL: University of 
Chicago Press, 1980); George Lakoff and Mark Turner, More Than Cool Reason: A Field 
Guide to Poetic Metaphor (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1989); Lakoff, “The 
Contemporary Theory of Metaphor,” in Metaphor and Thought, ed. Andrew Ortony, 2nd 
ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 202–51. 
31. Yves Peirsman and Dirk Geeraerts, “Metonymy as a Prototypical Category,” CL 17 
(2006): 269–316. 
32. For a useful collection of essays on the topic of metaphor in biblical studies, see Pierre 
van Hecke, ed., Metaphor in the Hebrew Bible, BETL 187 (Leuven: Peeters, 2005). On the 
relationship between metaphor and multivalency in Mesopotamian and Ugaritic texts, see 
Simoneta Ponchia, “Some Reflections on Metaphor, Ambiguity and Literary Tradition,” in 
Of God(s), Trees, and Scholars: Neo-Assyrian and Related Studies in Honour of Simo 
Parpola, ed. Mikko Luuko, Saana Svärd, and Raija Mattila, StudOr 106 (Helsinki: Finnish 
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One primarily sees this in cases of double entendres and riddles, which 
operate almost entirely within the world of metaphor, and in the polysemous 
clustering of body parts, which involves both the metaphoric use of idioms and 
the metonymic association of each member with the whole body. Metonymy also 
informs the use of parasonance, noṭariqon, and hendiadic paronomasia. 
Parasonance employs some, but not all, of the consonants that comprise one word 
in another. Noṭariqon literally creates a single word by combining the initial parts 
of several words or the sounds of the signs used to write them. Hendiadic 
paronomasia forms a single concept or action by combining two separate words. 
Loprieno’s remark concerning the significance of metaphor and metonymy in the 
production of paronomasia and polysemy in Egyptian texts is equally applicable 
to the other languages in this study: 

 
while in Western tradition the pun is a figure of ambiguity, in ancient Egypt it 
belongs to the domain of the metaphor, or perhaps more precisely of 
metonymy—since it established contiguity within the semantic continuum of 
(broadly speaking) homophones. One of the main intents of Egyptian word play, 
therefore, is the scientific classification of the world and its entities.33 

 
While metaphor and metonymy do not inform all cases of Near Eastern polysemy 
and paronomasia, they do constitute two fundamental principles by which many 
forms operate. 
 
5.2.5. CLUSTERING 
 
A number of devices studied here generally involve the phenomenon of 
clustering. Whether based on the practice of memorizing lexica or not, there is no 
doubt that the ancient literati often felt compelled to gather like to like, whether 
sounds, devices, or lexical themes. Indeed, even paronomastic devices like 
homoeopropheron, homoioteleuton, epanastrophe, and parasonance involve the 
clustering of similar sounds. Homonymic paronomasia and antanaclasis too rely 
on mirroring likeness to achieve their effects. Cases of numerical polysemy and 
numerical paronomasia often appear in pericopes that contain hyperbolic 
numerical references (e.g., of military troops) or in which the ordinary use of 
numbers otherwise abounds.34 Polysemy and paronomasia on body parts similarly 
occur in accounts in which a particular member is central to the text or in which 

 
Oriental Society, 2009), 399–407; Joseph Lam, “Metaphor in the Ugaritic Literary Texts,” 
JNES 78 (2019): 37–57. 
33. Loprieno, “Puns and Word Play in Ancient Egyptian,” 13. 
34. Biblical texts that feature twins or twinness also contain paronomasia on the number 
two and the doubling of consonants. See Vermeulen, “Two of a Kind”; Noegel and Nichols, 
“Seeing Doubles.” On other kinds of clusters, see Noegel, “Shame of Baʿal.” 
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bodily features appear unambiguously in other ways. Therefore, strategies of 
clustering amplify their literary contexts. This suggests that, when one encounters 
literary contexts in which some objects or themes appear in abundance, it would 
be prudent to look for polysemy and paronomasia clusters. 

5.2.6. RARE WORDS 

Another common strategy is the use of rare words and/or orthography. Whether 
for polysemy or paronomasia, poets often sought uncommon words or forms in 
order to achieve their desired effect. Certainly this is the case for Egyptian bards, 
for as The Complaint of Khakheperresonbe (BM 5645, rt. 2–3) informs us, 
Egyptian texts aim for ḫn.w ḫmmj ṯs.w ḫpp.j m mdw.t m.t tm.t sw šwy.t m wḥmm.jt
“unknown phrases, strange verses in a new speech which does not pass, free from 
repetition.”35 An inscription in the temple of Hathor at Dendera is equally 
fascinating. It reads: nb.t p.t ḥnw.t nṯr.w nb.w “Lady of heaven, mistress of all the 
gods.” Of particular interest are the nouns nb “lady” and nb “all,” which are both 
written with the reclining bovine sign  rather than the more common sign • in 
order to emphasize Hathor’s manifestation as a cow.36 

However, the strategy of using rare words and forms is most pronounced 
among Mesopotamian scribes. Chaim Cohen and Jacob Klein have shown that 
Akkadian texts exhibit a more frequent use of hapax legomena than found in the 
Hebrew Bible, even though Akkadian texts constitute a much larger corpus.37 The 
use of rare words in Mesopotamian texts cannot be divorced from the long-lived 
scribal tradition of creating exhaustive lexical lists, a practice deeply rooted in 
priestly and divinatory conceptions of secrecy and the guarding of divine 
knowledge. Cohen and Klein conclude that “the rationale for such massive usage 
of hapax legomena in the lexical lists (including the large percentage of foreign 
words therein) can only be the scribes’ desire to take pride in and exhibit their 
vast erudition.”38 Lexical lists embodied scribal knowledge and power and 
provided the raw materials for literary compositions and commentaries.39 

The production of lexical lists at Emar and Ugarit, along with evidence for 
cuneiform culture further south at Apheq, Ashqelon, Hazor, and Megiddo in the 
Late Bronze Age, reveal that Mesopotamian educated elites transmitted their 
traditions well beyond their geographic borders.40 Such texts also constitute part 
of the diplomatic archive at Amarna, Egypt, though Hittite and Babylonian 

35. Translation by Parkinson, “Literary Form and the Tale of the Eloquent Peasant,” 171,
who also discusses the use of hapax legomena in the Egyptian Tale of the Eloquent Peasant. 
36. Richter, Theology of Hathor of Dendera, 346–349, 545.
37. See Cohen and Klein, “Akkadian Hapax Legomena.” 
38. See Cohen and Klein, “Akkadian Hapax Legomena,” 105. 
39. Frahm, Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries, 88–94. 
40. Veldhuis, History of the Cuneiform Lexical Traditions, 304. 
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intermediaries likely produced them. It is widely assumed that, after the 
disruptions that led to the collapse of Bronze Age palace societies, the practice of 
creating lexical lists ceased in the Northwest Semitic world. As evidence, scholars 
point out that excavations at Iron Age sites in the Levant have yielded no lexical 
lists. Nevertheless, the lack of lexical texts may be more apparent than real. 

The widespread use of papyrus or wax writing boards as the writing medium 
of choice virtually ensured that many records would not survive from this time. 
Witness, for example, the entire Phoenician literary record, which no longer 
exists, except in fragments recorded in later textual traditions. Glenn Markoe 
explains: 

 
The legacy of Phoenician as a language has been clouded by the almost complete 
loss of a literary record. Of the various Phoenician and Punic compositions 
alluded to by the ancient classical authors, not a single work or even a fragment 
has survived in its original idiom. An explanation may be sought in the dramatic 
transformation in writing medium that accompanied the introduction of the 
cursive alphabetic script. Perishable materials such as wood, ivory, papyrus, and 
parchment now replaced the durable baked clay medium of the cuneiform 
tradition. Very few have survived the humid environment of the coastal Levant.41 

 
This situation also explains the exiguous textual record of ancient Israel. The 
entire Hebrew Bible represents only a small portion of the Hebrew language in 
use, and the earliest surviving biblical texts we possess, the texts from Qumran, 
stand at the end of a thousand-plus year history of textual production in Israel.42 
It is safe to assume that Israel’s literary output was probably far greater than has 
survived today. This context might explain the lack of lexical lists. 

Moreover, there is some evidence, though it is admittedly circumstantial, for 
the use of lexicons when creating some literary devices. In particular, it is 
reasonable to think that word pairs and rare words may have been culled or learned 
from lists.43 Postulating the existence of lexical lists also might inform a number 
of the devices that involve clustering, like geminate forms and body parts (see 
4.1.8.1).44 Even if lexical lists were not transmitted in writing, some form of oral 

 
41. Glenn E. Markoe, Phoenicians (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2000), 110. 
42. See Edward Ullendorf, “Is Biblical Hebrew a Language?,” BSOAS 34 (1971): 241–55. 
43. Note that the two lexemes for “moth” found in parallelism in Isa 51:8, i.e., סָס  sās and 

ׁשָע  ʿăš, appear in cognate form in sequence in an Akkadian lexical list. Thus, sāsu “moth” 
follows ašāšu “moth” in ḪAR-ra = ḫubullu XIV, 268–269, and in two other copies replaces 
it. See Benno Landsberger, The Fauna of Ancient Mesopotamia. 2nd part. ḪAR-ra = ḫubullu. 
Tablet XIV and XVIII. MSL 8.2 (Rome: Pontificium Institutum Biblicum, 1962), 30. 
44. Cf. the recent comment by Jeffrey L. Cooley, “Judean Scribalism, Documentary 
Epistemology, and the Name לארׂשי ,” in The Scaffolding of Our Thoughts: Essays on 
Assyriology and the History of Science in Honor of Francesca Rochberg, ed. C. Jay 
Crisostomo et al., AMD 13 (Leiden: Brill, 2018), 236, about the appellative paronomasia 
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thesaurus likely was in use.45 The statement that Solomon’s wisdom included the 
knowledge of all botanical life, near and far, as well as animals, birds, and fish, in 
addition to three thousand proverbs and one thousand and five songs (1 Kgs 5:12–
13), suggests that some forms of wisdom were embodied in lists. While obviously 
one cannot prove this at present, I aver that the use of word pairs, rare words, and 
some clustering devices in the service of polysemy and paronomasia likely have 
their origins in list-making traditions.46 
 
5.2.7. PHONEMES AND MORPHEMES: COUNTED AND UNCOUNTED 
 
A close examination of each type of polysemy and paronomasia reveals that the 
literati entertained different strategies when it came to which features of their 
language were poetically meaningful to each device. This is particularly 
noticeable in consonantal texts, especially Hebrew and Aramaic, in which various 
linguistic features, such as the waw-copula, the definite article, and verbal and 
nominal affixes, do not count in the construction of some devices. Proverbs 1:33 
demonstrates this well: הָעָר דַחַּפִמ ןַנֲאַׁשְו חַטֶּב־ןָּכְׁשִי יִל ַע ֵֹמׁשְו  we-šōmēaʿ lī yiškān 
bɛṭaḥ we-šaʾănan mip-paḥaḏ rāʿāh “he who obeys me shall dwell securely, and 
shall be quiet without fear of evil.” Note how the homoeopropheron between ַע ֵֹמׁשְו  
we-šōmēaʿ, ןָּכְׁשִי  yiškān, and ןַנֲאַׁשְו  we-šaʾănan does not take into account the waw-

 
informing the name Israel that the angel provides Jacob in Gen 32: “The interpretation of 
the moniker is not literal, in the sense the interpretation does not offer exclusively valid 
equivalencies for each of the name’s components. It should, rather, be qualified as a process 
of synonymous interpretation, the kind we see in Mesopotamian word lists like malku-
šarru. That is to say, the scribe chooses to identify the components of the name from a 
spectrum of possible equivalents, none of which are intrinsically prioritized.” 
45. On Mesopotamian school traditions of the Late Bronze Age as the ultimate influence 
on Israelite scribes, see William M. Schniedewind, The Finger of the Scribe: The 
Beginnings of Scribal Education and How It Shaped the Hebrew Bible (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2019). 
46. This tradition was continued into later times when the Masoretes marked and collected 
the Bible’s hapax legomena, a practice that abetted their poetic needs, as observed by 
Gérard E. Weil, “Prolegomenon: Nehardea, Sura, Tiberias—From Rab Hamnuna’s 
Masorah to the Masorah Magna,” in The Massorah Magna: Part One, Massoretic 
Dictionary or the Massorah in Alphabetic Order, ed. S. Frensdorff (New York: Ktav, 
1968), xxi: “I think I can affirm that the presentation of these rare or peculiar forms and 
the systematic search for them found their raison d’être in the service of a budding 
liturgical poetry … at the period when the art of liturgical composition was beginning to 
develop, the Hebrew language had become substantially a fixed liturgical language, and 
evolved no further in its classical form. The language of the Bible was limited to the 
subjects treated in it, and the vocabulary at the sacred poets’ disposition was necessarily 
scanty. For want of a rich and sacred vocabulary, the liturgical poets seized upon rare forms 
and utilized them freely, on this base the art of liturgical poetry was built.” 
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copula attached to the first verb ( עַמָש  šāmaʿ) and the noun ( ןַנֲאַׁש  šaʾănan), or the 
verbal prefix of the second verb ( ןַכָׁש  šāḵan), because only the triliteral roots are 
meaningful to make the repetition of the first consonant šin (ׁש) effective. While 
such features are morphemically meaningful, they are poetically insignificant. 

See similarly Prov 5:3: הָרָז יֵתְפִׂש הָנְֹפּטִּת תֶפֹנ  nōp̄ɛṯ tiṭṭōp̄nāh śip̄ṯē zārāh “for 
the lips of a foreign woman drip honey.” Homoioteleuton obtains between תֶפֹנ  
nōp̄ɛṯ and יֵתְפִׂש  śip̄ṯē and anagrammatic paronomasia occurs between תֶפֹנ  nōp̄ɛṯ 
and הָנְֹפּטִּת  tiṭṭōp̄nāh. Note, however, that the yod (י) marking the construct state 
of יֵתְפִׂש  śip̄ṯē(y) “lips of” is not counted as the final consonant contributing to 
homoioteleuton, because it serves as a vowel marker. Moreover, the phrase תֶפֹנ  

הָנְֹפּטִּת  nōp̄ɛṯ tiṭṭōp̄nāh “honey drips” also constitutes parasonance, if we consider 
the verbal affix as required by grammar and not counted toward the device; for 
then the roots involved are תפנ  n–p–t and ףטנ  n–ṭ–p.47 

Isaiah’s prophecy concerning the Valley of Vision also demonstrates this: 
הָרְעָּׁשַה ּותָׁש ֹתׁש םיִׁשָרָּפַהְו  wǝ-hap-pārāšīm šōṯ šāṯū haš-šāʿrāh “and the horsemen 

set themselves in array at the gate” (Isa 22:7).48 Homoeopropheron between the 
infinitive absolute construction ּותָׁש ֹתׁש  šōṯ šāṯū “set themselves in array” and 

הָרְעָּׁשַה  haš-šāʿrāh “the gate” does not count the definite article. In addition, 
parasonance between םיִׁשָרָּפַה  hap-pārāšīm “the horsemen” and הָרְעָּׁשַה  haš-
šāʿrāh “the gate” disregards the nominal plural ending םִי - -īm. 

There is also the case of homoioteleuton in the description of 
Nebuchadnezzar’s transformation: ןיִרְּפִצְכ יִהֹורְפִטְו  wǝ-ṭip̄rōhī ḵǝ-ṣippǝrīn “and his 
nails (became) like birds’ (talons)” (Dan 4:30). Note how neither the copula ְו wǝ, 
masculine suffix יִהֹו  ōhī, preposition ְכ ḵǝ, nor the masculine plural ending ןִי  īn 
count towards the device. 

Three more examples of anagrammatic paronomasia, noted long ago by 
Samuel Waldburg,49 will suffice to show that only the triconsonantal roots matter 
for some devices: the phrase םֶכיֵרּוחַּב בֶרֶחַב  ḇa-ḥɛrɛḇ baḥūrēḵɛm “(I killed) with 
the sword your young men” in Amos 4:10, the words יִתאָצָמ  māṣāʾṯī “I have 
found” and ּוּנֶצְּמַאְת  ṯǝʾamṣɛnnū “will strengthen them” in Ps 89:21–22, and בֶרֶקְּב  
bǝ-qɛrɛḇ “inside” and םיִרָקְּבַל  lab-bǝqārīm “mornings” in Ps 101:7–8. The phrase 
in Amos ignores the plural nominal suffix םֶכ  ḵɛm. The two verbs in Ps 89 do not 
count the verbal affixes יִת  ṯī and ְת ṯǝ, and pronominal suffix ּוּנ  nnū. In Ps 101, the 
anagram is achieved despite the prepositions ב b and ל l, and nominal plural 
ending םִי  īm. 

Periodically in this study I have emphasized the importance of recognizing 

 
47. Thus, contrary Arthur Keefer, “Sound Patterns as Motivation for Rare Words in Proverbs 
1–9,” JNSL 43 (2017): 38, who sees the passage as a challenge to the taxonomy of known 
devices. Indeed, anagrammatic paronomasia and/or parasonance describes the device. 
48. Glück, “Assonance in Ancient Hebrew Poetry,” 80, treats this passage as a case of 
assonance. 
49. Waldburg, Methods of (Hermeneutical) Transformations, article 2, section 12. 
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that the ancients’ understanding of etymology is not the equivalent of ours and 
that poets often sacrificed correct grammar to meet poetical needs. Yet, the 
examples above also reveal a general appreciation for the importance of the 
consonantal root structure underlying their grammar. Hallo similarly has noticed 
that when Israelite authors employ pejorative etymological paronomasia to 
foreign names, they do so always on the non-theophoric parts, suggesting that 
they were well aware of the proper etymologies of the names.50 Whether poets 
elected in some cases to create false etymologies by connecting unrelated roots or 
in others to disregard morphemes in favor of root structures, depends entirely on 
the device they chose to employ. Indeed, some other devices do not disregard 
these morphemic features, but rely upon them. For instance, geminate parallels 
and clusters often take advantage of verbal affixes and nominal suffixes when 
they contribute to the doubling of sounds found in the root of a word.51 This 
indicates that different devices had different rules and expectations or could be 
manipulated by poets for their own needs. In some cases, such as those devices 
that disregard the copula and definite article, it might suggest that the device 
originated from a language that does not possess such features. Alternatively, it 
might suggest that the tradents had an understanding of free versus bound 
morphemes, even if they did not preserve terms for such. At the very least, the 
evidence again demonstrates the flexibility of grammar in the service of poetics. 

One also must acknowledge that some of the polysemous devices known to 
the ancients could not have been caught when the text was read aloud unless they 
involved homophony. Consider, for example, the many learned polysemous 
readings of Marduk’s fifty names in Enuma Elish, for which the author 
recommends contemplation and instruction: “they (the names) should be 
remembered; a leading figure should expound them, the wise and learned should 
confer about them” (7.145–146). In fact, any pause and meaningful analysis of 
the names would frustrate a smooth recitation of the text. Thus, we must envision 
the learned discourse on erudite readings and cases of visual polysemy as taking 
place in educational circles, where masters could share their commentaries and 
transmit their hidden wisdom to pupils. In effect, the true depth of knowledge 
contained in polysemes had to be glossed over during recitation.52 
 
5.2.8. RECITATION, POLYSEMY, AND AUTHORITY 
 
Above, and in chapter 2, I noted that the smooth recitation of ancient texts 
precluded options for pausing and discussing any polysemous devices they might 

 
50. Hallo, “Scurrilous Etymologies,” 773. 
51. Even particles and suffix formations could serve as tools of the craft in ancient Israel. 
See Michael B. Shepherd, “Is It ‘To Him’ or Is It ‘Not’? Intentional Variation between ול  
and אל  in the Hebrew Bible,” JSOT 39 (2014): 121–37. 
52. The same can be said of some Ugaritic texts. See Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream.” 
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contain, and that the very presence of such devices strongly suggests the existence 
of oral traditions. Alternative readings must have been explicated in the scribal 
academies, Houses of Life, and discipleship societies. In much the same way that 
we teach Akkadian, Egyptian, Ugaritic, or Hebrew texts today, rare words, 
grammatical curiosities, and other textual devices would have provided teaching 
moments for transmitting the deeper aspects of ancient Near Eastern learning. In 
essence, we may consider every text that contains polysemy as two overlapping 
texts: one as an object of study and another as an object of recitation.53 The former 
was an erudite matter between masters and pupils, and sometimes committed to 
commentaries.54 The latter constituted an authoritative interpretation of its 
ambiguities, one informed by the ideology of scholarly elites. Any dissonance 
between the two texts (unless homophony is involved) naturally points to a device 
whose function is meaningful primarily for the learned, for if it could not be espied 
and expounded during recitation, then its purpose must lie beyond the literary and 
rhetorical. 

 
5.3. FILLING THE GAPS 

 
While the foregoing conclusions are preliminary and highlight a few areas where 
scholars might look for promising research directions, a number of desiderata 
strike me as particularly critical to the field. I offer them below. 

 
5.3.1. COMPREHENSIVE FOCUSED STUDIES 
 
Foremost among the immediate needs are exhaustive studies on all topics related 
to the phenomena of polysemy and paronomasia in ancient Near Eastern texts. 
Most texts, literary and otherwise (including the biblical books), have not been 
mined for their use of any one device, and very few studies exist of individual 
devices in any one language. Thus, the field lacks comprehensive data. Even 
relatively straightforward studies such as homoeopropheron in Job, or 
homoioteleuton in the Ugaritic texts, anastrophe in the Epic of Gilgamesh, or 
geminate clustering in the monumental inscriptions of Ramesses III, just to name 
a random few, would provide useful information for assessing issues of preference 
and distribution.55 Alternatively, one could select a particular text and examine it 
for each of the devices listed in the comparative taxonomy offered here. Much 
work remains. 

 
53. See Noegel, “Kirtu’s Allusive Dream.” 
54. Though evidence for oral traditions exists in Mesopotamia from very early times, 
commentaries as a genre do not appear until the late second millennium BCE. On the 
various kinds of commentaries and their relationship to oral traditions, see Frahm, 
Babylonian and Assyrian Text Commentaries. 
55. A welcome recent exception is that of Richter, Theology of Hathor of Dendera. 
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5.3.2. DISTRIBUTION OF PHONEMES 
 
It also would be useful to the field to look for patterns in the specific phonemes 
used in each paronomastic device.56 The importance of this is perhaps most 
obvious in paronomasia that has an onomatopoeic function. In chapter 3, I showed 
how some Akkadian texts employed sibilants to mimic the sounds of drinking and 
kissing, whereas in Egyptian, the same sounds evoked the sound of the wind. In 
Hebrew, sibilants imitated the hissing of snakes. Isaiah resounded the tools of the 
blacksmith by hammering the sounds /t, ṯ/, /ḥ/, and /k/ again and again. Elsewhere 
the prophet characterizes the mutterings of necromancers as birds’ chirping by 
repeating the emphatic affricate /ṣ/ (Isa 8:19). Yet this is just a starting point. One 
might ask also whether some phonemes are preferred when rendering 
paronomasia in certain genres like laments, prayers, or love songs. One also could 
examine whether particular paronomastic devices show a preference for certain 
phonemes, or if certain phonemes are shared among various devices.57 There 
certainly is evidence that some paronomastic relationships were desired enough 
to be repeated over a long period of time. We have seen how Sargon and his son 
Sennacherib both took advantage of the homonymic paronomasia between kiššatu 
“universe” and kiššūtu “strength” (4.2.6). Egyptian bards appear to have enjoyed 
using the sign pḥ “end” for paronomastic and polysemous ends (3.1, 3.3, 4.1.2). 
Several Egyptian texts also reveal an interest in marking poetic stanzas with 
numerical paronomasia (4.2.7). Some paronomastic preferences appear in biblical 
texts as well. Such is the case for the expression חָפָו תַחַפָו דַחַּפ  paḥaḏ wā-p̄aḥaṯ 
wā-p̄āḥ “terror, pit, and a snare,” which occurs in Isa 24:17, Jer 48:43, and in 
abbreviated form as תַחַפָו דַחַּפ  paḥaḏ wā-p̄aḥaṯ in Lam 3:47. One also finds 
numerous cases of paronomasia between the roots לׁשמ  m-š-l “rule” and לׁשמ  m-
š-l “parable,”58 the roots ׁשוב  ḇ-w-š “shame,” ׁשבי  y-b-š “wither,” and ׁשבל  l-b-š 
“clothe,”59 and between the roots בוׁש  š-w-ḇ “turn, return,” בׁשי  y-š-ḇ “sit, dwell,” 
and הבׁש  š-b-h “take captive.”60 Other common cases involve the use of רוג  g-w-r 

 
56. Julia Puglisi, a PhD candidate at Harvard University, has informed me that she is 
employing computer programming to ascertain the existence of various paronomastic 
patterns in some Egyptian texts. Such work is a desideratum. 
57. Eyre, “Performance of the Peasant,” 16, observes the need for similar studies in 
Egyptian. 
58. See, e.g., Joel 2:17 as discussed by Yellin, “Polysemy in the Bible,” 2; Yellin, Pesher 
to Habakkuk (1QpHab XIII, 9) discussed above (3.13.3); also Isa 14:4–5, 14:10. 
59. See, e.g., Johanna Stiebert, The Construction of Shame in the Hebrew Bible: The 
Prophetic Contribution (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2002), 126–27; Noegel, 
“Shame of Baʿal.” 
60. See, e.g., Hos 12:7–10 (see 4.2.9), the Tale of Kirtu, the Mesha stela (see 3.1), and 
Porten, “Root Pair בוש–בשי  in Jeremiah,” 381, who also notes the same paronomasia in the 
Aramaic Sefire inscription. 
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for both “dwell” and “fear,”61 or הלג  g-l-h for “reveal” and “exile,” sometimes in 
a paronomastic relationship with ליג  g-y-l “rejoice.”62 Greater attention to such 
patterns might yield insights into ancient conceptions of sound and language. 
 
5.3.3. MICRO AND MACRO CONSIDERATIONS 
 
Future researchers also should consider whether the polysemous or paronomastic 
features they examine obtain on more than one level. I have shown how some 
devices operate at the level of signs, lexica, sentences, or even narratives, 
depending on the writing system, but it is well-recognized that many other kinds 
of devices and strategies found in ancient Near Eastern texts can occur on both 
micro and macro levels. Ambiguity, as we have seen, was fundamental to many 
of the devices. Yet in Sumerian, it was a generative force in the production of 
poetry, as Vanstiphout notes: it “was recognized and consciously used as a 
technical tool or even as a subject for poetic language.”63 Repetition and variation, 
parallelism, and chiasmus can occur within and between lines, but also as part of 
larger narrative programs.64 Lists of ten that highlight the importance of the 
seventh and tenth items also can inform compositional structures.65 Authors can 

 
61. Davis, “Strategy of Delayed Comprehension,” 218–19; Landy, Hosea, 128. 
62. Landy, Hosea, 128. 
63. See H. L. J. Vanstiphout, “Ambiguity as a Generative Force in Sumerian Literature,” 
in Vogelzang and Vanstiphout, Mesopotamian Poetic Language, 155–66. 
64. The narrative reflection of chiasmus is called a “ring structure” (also called “envelope 
structure”). See Gershon Brin and Yair Hoffman, “The Use of Chiasmus in the Bible” 
[Hebrew], in Moshe Zaidel Jubilee Volume: Studies in Biblical Research, ed. E. Eliner et 
al. (Jerusalem: Israel Society for Biblical Research, 1962), 280–88; John S. Kselman, 
“Psalm 72: Some Observations on Structure,” BASOR 220 (1975): 77–81; Jonah Fraenkel, 
“Chiasmus in Talmudic-Aggadic Narrative,” in Chiasmus in Antiquity: Structures, 
Analyses, Exegesis, ed. John W. Welch (Hildesheim: Gerstenberg, 1981), 183–97; Murray 
H. Lichtenstein, “Chiasm and Symmetry in Proverbs 31,” CBQ 44 (1982): 202–11; Robert 
H. O’Connell, “Isaiah XIV 4b–23: Ironic Reversal through Concentric Structure and 
Mythic Allusion,” VT 38 (1988): 407–18; Michael G. Hasel, “Israel in the Merneptah 
Stela,” BASOR 296 (1994): 45–61; Marian Broida, “Closure in Samson,” JHS 10 (2012): 
2–34; Gregory T. K. Wong, “Psalm 73 as Ring Composition.” Bib 97 (2016): 16–40. 
65. Compare the observations of Sasson above (4.2.9.1) with regard to the ten word line in 
Gen 6:9 that starts and ends with the name Noah, and which ends with consonants that 
provide a palindromic relationship between the names Noah and Enoch. This chapter also 
contains a literary structure that highlights the seventh and tenth names in the list, i.e., 
Enoch and Noah. On the seventh and tenth structure in Gen 6, see Jack M. Sasson, “A 
Genealogical ‘Convention’ in Biblical Chronography?,” ZAW 90 (1978): 171–85. For the 
structure elsewhere, see Rendsburg, “Notes on Genesis XV”; Scott B. Noegel, “The 
Significance of the Seventh Plague,” Bib 76 (1995): 532–39; Jonathan Grossman, “The 
Structural Paradigm of the Ten Plagues Narrative and the Hardening of Pharaoh’s Heart,” 
VT 64 (2014): 588–610. 
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demonstrate lex talionis on the lexical level or over the course of an entire story,66 
and antanaclasis can occur in Akkadian on the sign level, but Hebrew poets sustain 
it through variations over entire narratives. Polysemy too can take place on the 
sign and lexical levels and over several lines as polysemy clusters. 
Multidirectional polysemy has a macro counterpart in what Watson has called the 
pivot-pattern,67 and on a macro level we find it operating as “narrative 
ambiguity.”68 Strategies that involve deception obtain on the lexical and line level, 
but also across narratives.69 As research continues on these devices, I aver that it 
will be useful to consider whether they obtain on multiple levels.70 
 
5.3.4. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DEVICES 
 
Another promising avenue for research is to determine whether there exist formal 
relationships between the various polysemous and paronomastic devices, and 
between them and other literary devices. For instance, Kselman has shown that 
chiasmus sometimes integrates cases of paronomasia to strengthen the parallel.71 
Such is the case in Esau’s statement about Jacob in Gen 27:36: 
  

 
66. Noegel, “Drinking Feasts and Deceptive Feats,” 163–80. 
67. Wilfred G. E. Watson, “The Pivot Pattern in Hebrew, Ugaritic, and Akkadian Poetry,” 
ZAW 68 (1976): 239–53; more recently described by Katharine Dell and Tova Forti, “Janus 
Sayings: A Linking Device in Qoheleth’s Discourse,” ZAW 128 (2016): 115–28, 
unfortunately, without reference to Watson’s work. 
68. See, e.g., Yellin, “Polysemy in the Bible”; Robert Gordis, “Rhetorical Usages in the 
Sacred Writings,” 253–67; Paran, “Double Meanings in the Bible”; S. Molen, “The Identity 
of Jacob’s Assailant: Wrestling with Ambiguity in Gen 32:23–32,” Shofar 11 (1993): 16–
29; Allen Mark Darnov, Equivocal Narrative in the Hebrew Bible (PhD diss., Jewish The-
ological Seminary, 2006); Grossman, Ambiguity in the Biblical Narrative and Its 
Contribution to the Literary Formation; Grossman, “Use of Ambiguity in Biblical Narra-
tives of Deception and Deceit,” 483–515; Eric Ortlund, “Intentional Ambiguity in Old 
Testament and Ugaritic Descriptions of Divine Conflict,” UF 38 (2007): 543–56; Ingram, 
“Riddle of Qohelet and Qohelet the Riddler”; Gregory D. Cook, “Naqia and Nineveh in 
Nahum: Ambiguity and the Prostitute Queen,” JBL 136 (2017): 895–904. 
69. On ambiguity and deception, Scott B. Noegel, “Sex, Sticks, and the Trickster in Gen. 
30:31–43,” JANES 25 (1997): 7–17; Noegel, “Drinking Feasts and Deceptive Feats”; 
Grossman, “Use of Ambiguity in Biblical Narratives of Deception and Deceit.” 
70. I also wonder whether there might be a conceptual overlap between the use of 
contronyms and merisms. 
71. Kselman, “Semantic-Sonant Chiasmus in Biblical Poetry.” See also his “A Note on 
Gen 7:11,” CBQ 35 (1973): 491–93, and his “Psalm 72.” Watson, Traditional Techniques 
in Classical Hebrew Verse, 326, 389–91, also finds a relationship between chiasm and 
“quasi-acrostics.” 
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 םִיַמֲעַפ הֶז יִנֵבְקְעַּיַו
 חָקָל יִתָֹרכְּב־תֶא
 יִתָכְרִּב חַקָל הָּתַע הֵּנִהְו

 
way-yaʿqǝḇēnī zɛh p̄aʿămayīm 
ʾɛṯ bǝḵōrāṯī lāqāḥ 
wǝ-hinnēh ʿattāh lāqaḥ birḵāṯī 
 
He has deceived me these two times: 
he took away my birthright, 
and behold, now he has taken away my blessing. 

 
Here יִתָֹרכְּב  bǝḵōrāṯī “my birthright” paronomastically (anagrammatically) and 
chiastically matches יִתָכְרִּב  birḵāṯī “my blessing” in the next stich. See similarly 
Ps 147:15: 
 

 ץֶרָא ֹותָרְמִא ַח ֵֹלּׁשַה
  ֹורָבְּד ץּורָי הָרֵהְמ־דַע

 
haš-šōlēaḥ ʾimrāṯō ʾāreṣ 
ʿaḏ mǝhērāh yārūṣ dǝḇārō 
 
He sends out his commandment upon earth, 
his word runs swiftly. 
 

Abetting the chiasmus here is homoioteleuton between ץֶרָא  ʾāreṣ “earth” in the 
first stich and ץּורָי  yārūṣ “runs” in the second. 

Antanaclasis also can form an inclusio. Thus, in Hos 11:5, the verb בּוׁש  šūḇ 
means “return” at the start of the first stich, and “repent” at the end of the second, 
forming a linguistic bookend: “No! They return [ בּוׁשָי  yāšūḇ] to the land of Egypt, 
and Assyria is their king, because they refuse to repent [ בּוׁשָל  lā-šūḇ].”72 

Guglielmi has noted the close relationship in Egyptian texts between 
numerical paronomasia and structural devices like inclusio and ring structures. As 
a tool of compositional order, he relates it to the acrostics of other ancient Near 
Eastern texts.73 The numbering of poetic stanzas (ḥw.t lit. “house”) and the 
paronomastic reflection upon the numbers does resemble the consonantal 
acrostics that paronomastically resound the name of the consonant and its sound 
in the line that follows. Indeed, it is useful to recall that when we read consonantal 
acrostics vertically, we may read them numerically or alphabetically, whereas 
when we read them horizontally, we can do so only alphabetically. 

 
72. One finds several such inclusios in Deutero-Isaiah. 
73. Guglielmi, “Wortspiel,” col. 1289. 
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Moreover, some passages testify to the virtuosity of poets who employ 
multiple devices simultaneously. Such is the case with Prov 30:33: בָלָח ץיִמ יִּכ  

ביִר איִצֹוי םִיַּפַא ץיִמּו םָד איִצֹוי ףַא־ץיִמּו הָאְמֶח איִצֹוי  kī mīṣ ḥālāḇ yōṣīʾ ḥɛmʾāh ū-mīṣ 
ʾap̄ yōṣīʾ ḏām ū-mīṣ ʾ appayīm yōṣīʾ rīḇ “for the churning of milk brings forth curd, 
and the wringing of the nose brings forth blood, and (so) the forcing of wrath 
brings forth strife.”74 Antanaclasis obtains in the three-fold use of ץיִמ  mīṣ, which 
means “churn” in the first case, “wring” in the second, and “force, oppress” in the 
last (cf. ץֵּמַה  ham-mēṣ in Isa 16:4). The repetition of ץיִמ  mīṣ also displays 
parasonance with the three-fold use of the verb איִצֹוי  yōṣīʾ “bring forth.” When 
used with blood, the repeated sounds /m/ and /ṣ/ recall the verb הָצָמ  māṣāh “drain 
(blood)” (cf. Lev 1:15, 5:9). The passage’s focus on the “source” of anger, also 
suggests that one hear אָצֹומ  mōṣāʾ “source.” More antanaclasis occurs between 
ףַא  ʾap̄ “nose” and םִיַּפַא  ʾappayīm “anger” (lit. “noses”)—also a clever use of a 

body part. The noun םָד  ḏām means both “blood” and “homicide.” In addition, the 
noun הָאְמֶח  ḥɛmʾāh “curd” suggests הָמֲח  ḥamāh “anger” (Dan 3:13, 3:19 [ אָמֶח  
ḥɛmā’]).75 The result is a veritable potpourri of polysemy and paronomasia. 

Some of the polysemous devices examined in this book depend upon 
parallelism to be effective. Others rely on repetition. Still others are achieved 
through the phenomenon of clustering.76 It remains to be seen whether the ancient 
literati employed other devices in tandem, and if so, to what end. 
 
5.3.5. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AURAL AND VISUAL REGISTERS 
 
Most previous studies on polysemy and paronomasia in ancient texts typically 
focus only on their aural aspects and the effects they have on listeners. Yet, most 
aural devices simultaneously operate visually. Conversely, many visual devices 
also operate aurally. In some, the relationship between the aural and visual 
registers is especially close. Acrostics, for example, are perhaps more 
immediately apparent visually than aurally, especially in consonantal scripts and 
when read from a scroll. Some cases of paronomasia are as striking to the eye as 
they are to the ear. Akkadian texts can exploit the polysemy of signs to convey 
information that is not accessible when recited. Egyptian texts, too, often exploit 
the use of determinatives, which communicate information visually, but are not 
read aloud. 

It is important to recognize that the aural and visual registers are not in 
competition in ancient texts, but rather exist in a symbiotic relationship. 
Demonstrating this well are geminate clusters. The geminate forms do not always 

 
74. See Weiser, “Wordplay in the Book of Proverbs,” 147. 
75. Some of these observations belong to Schökel, Manual of Hebrew Poetics, 29. 
76. On the cluster and its relationship to “wordplay,” chiasmus, and half-line (internal) 
parallelism in Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Hebrew, see Watson, Traditional Techniques in 
Classical Hebrew Verse, 24, 113–26. 
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occur in perfect parallelism, but rather spice the text periodically in both nominal 
and verbal forms. The repetition of forms with doubled consonants achieves a 
balanced sonic effect that works within the confines of parallelism without being 
held to its conventions. 

One also sees the symbiotic relationship between the aural and visual in the 
tablets and scrolls on which we find the texts. In most cases, poetic texts are not 
written stichometrically, as one might see them printed in modern editions, but in 
linear sequence without punctuation. Nevertheless, some devices are most 
visually apparent on the tablet and scroll when not laid out stichometrically. 
Therefore, when studying Near Eastern texts one must keep in mind that the 
ancients composed them with both the aural and visual in mind. 

 
5.3.6. MUSICAL CONNECTIONS 
 
A number of the devices appear to accentuate or emphasize rhythmic aspects of 
the texts in which they appear, and consequently, it is reasonable to think that the 
musical accompaniment might have influenced their use. Especially relevant here 
is the use of homoeopropheron, homoioteleuton, rhyme, and geminate parallels 
and clusters. Insofar as the devices evince the influence of Mesopotamian or 
Egyptian scribal culture in the Levant, they also may reveal the prestige of 
Mesopotamian and Egyptian musical tastes.  

 
5.3.7. RENDERING BIBLICAL HEBREW POLYSEMY AND PARONO-
MASIA IN THE TEXTUAL WITNESSES 
 
Another topic that requires attention is the ways in which the Bible’s textual 
witnesses (LXX, Targumim, Vulgate, and Peshitta) handle cases of Hebrew 
polysemy and paronomasia.77 Rendering literary devices of any text into another 
language is extremely difficult. One only can approximate paronomasia by using 
consonants with similar sounds in the target language (if they exist!) or by 
imitating the paronomasia with different consonants, but translating polysemy is 
virtually impossible unless one resorts to epexegesis (i.e., adding lines to capture 
the multiple meanings of a polyseme).78 We have seen this in chapter 4 with the 
Akkadian translations of Marduk’s polysemous Sumerian names. Of course, 

 
77. Nearly fifty years ago Mathias Delcor, “Homonymie et interprétation de l’Ancien Tes-
tament,” JSS 43 (1973): 40–54, drew our attention to the way that the witnesses treat 
homonyms, though his eye was trained upon the potential methodological problems they 
posed for exegesis. 
78. In an important, but largely neglected study, Charles Fritsch, “Homophony in the Sep-
tuagint,” in Proceedings of the VIth World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem: World 
Union of Jewish Studies, 1977), 115–20, shows that the LXX attempts to render some 
Hebrew terms with similar sounding Greek words. 
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translating a text into a related language (e.g., Hebrew to Aramaic) offers more 
opportunities to capture such devices, because the languages possess similar 
phonetic inventories and cognate vocabulary, but even then, difficulties exist. See, 
for example, the contronym faithfully rendered into Aramaic in the previous 
chapter (4.1.1). Though scholars have begun to examine the witnesses for what 
they can tell us about translation technique,79 only a few studies pay attention to the 
treatment of Hebrew literary devices, and they focus almost entirely on the LXX.80 

 
79. See Emanuel Tov, “The Septuagint,” in Mikra: Text, Translation, Reading and 
Interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity, ed. Martin 
Jan Mulder (Assen: Royal Van Gorcum; Philadelphia, PA: Fortress, 1988), 161–88; Tov, 
The Text-Critical Use of the Septuagint in Biblical Research, 3rd ed. (Winona Lake, IN: 
Eisenbrauns, 2015); Isaac L. Seeligmann, “Problems and Perspectives in Modern 
Septuagint Research,” Textus 15 (1990): 169–232; Staffan Olofsson, God Is My Rock: A 
Study of Translation Technique and Theological Exegesis in the Septuagint, CBOT 31 
(Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1990); Olofsson, The LXX Version: A 
Guide to the Translation Technique of the Septuagint, CBOT 30 (Stockholm: Almqvist & 
Wiksell International, 1990); Joachim Schaper, Eschatology in the Greek Psalter, WUNT 
2/76 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1995), 69–70, 91. Less work has been done with regard to 
translation technique in the Syriac and Latin traditions. 
80. These have come from the scholars focused entirely on the LXX. See Emanuel Tov, 
“Loan-Words, Homophony, and Transliteration in the Septuagint,” Bib 60 (1979): 216–36; 
Jan de Waard, “‘Homophony’ in the Septuagint,” Bib 62 (1981): 551–61; Hans Ausloos, 
“LXX’s Rendering of Hebrew Proper Names and the Characterization of the Translation 
Technique of the Book of Judges,” in Scripture in Transition: Essays on Septuagint, 
Hebrew Bible, and Dead Sea Scrolls in Honour of Raija Sollamo, ed. Anssi Voitila and 
Jutta Jokiranta, JSJSup 126 (Leiden: Brill, 2008), 53–71; W. Edward Glenny, Finding 
Meaning in the Text: Translation Technique and Theology in the Septuagint of Amos, VTS 
126 (Leiden: Brill, 2009); Hans Ausloos, “Judges 3:12–30: An Analysis of the Greek 
Rendering of Hebrew Wordplay,” in Text-Critical and Hermeneutical Studies in the 
Septuagint, ed. Johann Cook and Hermann-Josef Stipp, VTSup 157 (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 
53–68; Ausloos, “The Septuagint’s Rendering of Hebrew Toponyms as an Indication of 
the Translation Technique of the Book of Numbers,” in Textual Criticism and Dead Sea 
Scrolls Studies in Honour of Julio Trebolle Barrera. Florilegium Complutense, ed. Andrés 
Piquer Otero and Pablo A. Torijano Morales, JSJSup 158 (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 35–50; 
Ausloos, Bénédicte Lemmelijn, and Valérie Kabergs, “The Study of Aetiological 
Wordplay as a Content-Related Criterion in the Characterisation of LXX Translation 
Technique,” in Die Septuaginta: Entstehung, Sprache, Geschichte, ed. Siegfried Kreuzer, 
Martin Meiser, and Marcus Sigismund, WUNT 286 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2012), 273–
94; Ausloos and Lemmelijn, “Etymological Translations in the Septuagint,” in Die Sprache 
der Septuaginta, ed. Eberhard Bons and Jan Joosten, HSep 3 (Gütersloh: Gütersloher 
Verlaghaus, 2016), 193–201; Marieke Dhont, “A Two-Faced Translation? The Greek 
Rendering of Hebrew Janus Parallelism in Job,” ZAW 126 (2014): 111–16; Dhont, “Double 
Translations in Old Greek Job,” in Die Septuaginta–Orte und Intentionen 5. Internationale 
Fachtagung veranstaltet von Septuaginta Deutsch (LXX.D), Wuppertal 24.–27. Juli 2014, 
ed. Siegfried Kreuzer, Martin Meiser, and Marcus Sigismund (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 
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Nevertheless, preliminary research on the topic is promising. In a previous 
publication, I showed that the various witnesses sometimes capture the polysemy 
of the Hebrew text.81 See, for instance, Yahweh’s rhetorical question from the 
whirlwind (Job 39:19–20): 
 

Do you give the horse its strength? 
Do you clothe his neck with הָמְעַר  raʿmāh? 
Do you make him quiver like locusts, his majestic snorting (spreading) terror? 
 

On the one hand, the noun הָמְעַר  raʿmāh suggests the meaning “thunder,” or by 
expansion “terror.” On the other, the form appears to be the Hebrew equivalent of 
the Arabic معر  raʿim “mane.”82 The former meaning anticipates the quivering in 
the next stich (cf. Isa 29:6, Ps 77:19), whereas the latter follows the horse in the 
previous line—another case of multidirectional polysemy. The Targum translates 
with אָפְקּוּת  tūqp̄āʾ, both “strength” and “anger (terror?),” while the Vulgate 
renders ad sensum with hinnitum “neighing.” However, the Syriac tries to capture 
both senses of the Hebrew by taking a compromise approach with אניז  zynʾ 
“terrifying clothing,” that is, “armor.” The LXX is especially clever in its use of 
φόβον “terror,” for it paronomastically evokes φοβήν “mane.” 

Natalio Marcos has observed a similar effort by the LXX translators to reflect 
paronomastic passages in Judges. For example, the Old Greek reproduces the 
sonority of הָדיִח םֶכָל אָּנ־הָדּוחָא  ʾāḥūḏāh nāʾ lāḵɛm ḥīḏāh “let me put a riddle to 
you” with προβαλῶ ὑµῖν πρόβληµα (Judg 14:12).83 He also points out that, though 

 
2016), 475–90; Dhont, “Stylistic Features in OG Job: An Example, Job 5:6–7,” JNSL 42 
(2016): 51–60; Dhont, “Literary Features in the First Cycle of Speeches in LXX Job,” in 
XV Congress of the International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies, ed. 
Wolfgang Kraus, Michaël van der Meer, and Martin Meiser, SCS 64 (Atlanta: SBL Press, 
2016), 357–74; Valérie Kabergs, Creativiteit in het spel? De Griekse weergave van 
expliciet Hebreeuws woordspel op basis van eigennamen in de Pentateuch en Twaalf 
Profeten (PhD diss., Leuven, 2015); Elizabeth Backfish, “Transformation in Translation: 
An Examination of the Septuagint Rendering of Hebrew Wordplay in the Fourth Book of 
the Psalter,” JBL 137 (2018): 71–86; Backfish, Hebrew Wordplay and Septuagint Trans-
lation Technique in the Fourth Book of the Psalter, LHBOTS 682 (London: T&T Clark, 
2019). On the Vulgate, see Matthew A. Kraus, Jewish, Christian, and Classical Exegetical 
Traditions in Jerome’s Translation of the Book of Exodus: Translation Technique and the 
Vulgate (Leiden: Brill, 2017). 
81. See Scott B. Noegel, “Wordplay and Translation Technique in the Septuagint of Job,” 
AuOr 14 (1995): 33–44. 
82. See Marvin H. Pope, Job (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1973), 311; Robert Gordis, 
The Book of Job: Commentary, New Translation and Special Studies (New York, NY: 
Jewish Theological Seminary, 1978), 461; HALOT, s.v. “ הָמְעַר .” 
83. Natalio Fernández Marcos, “The Septuagint Reading of the Samson Cycle,” in Samson: 
Hero or Fool?, Erik Eynikel and Tobias Nicklas (Leiden: Brill 2014), 90–93. 
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the Old Greek does not render the repetition of consonants in לָכֲאַמ אָצָי לֵכֹאָהֵמ  
mē-hā-ʾōḵēl yāṣāʾ maʾăḵāl “out of the eater, something to eat,” Codex Vaticanus 
is more successful. It translates: τί βρωτὸν ἐξῆλθεν ἐκ βιβρώσκοντος (Judg 14:14). 

Recently, Elizabeth Backfish observed a number of cases in the Psalms in 
which the LXX translator was able to mimic the presence of paronomasia in the 
Hebrew text, though with different consonants in the Greek. For example, Ps 91:7 
reads: ףֶלֶא ָךְּדִּצִמ לֹּפִי  yippōl miṣṣidḵā ʾɛlǝp̄ “a thousand will fall from your side.” 
The LXX responds in kind to the repeated פ /p/ and ל /l/ by translating “side” with 
κλίτους and “one thousand” with χιλίας.84 See also the homoeopropheron created 
by the repeated ע /ʿ/ and פ /p/ in Ps 104:12: “The birds ( ףֹוע  ʿōp̄) of heaven dwell 
with them, from among the foilage ( םִיאָפֳע  ʿop̄āʾyīm) they lift up a voice,” which 
the LXX faithfully renders with its own case of homoeopropheron by means of 
πετεινὰ “birds” and πετρῶν “rock,” respectively.85 

It also has been observed that the authors of the LXX sometimes chose not to 
transliterate names, as is their usual practice, but translate them in order to retain 
appellative function of the Hebrew paronomasia in the passage. Gen 3:20 
demonstrates this well: “Adam called the name of his wife Eve ( הָּוַח  ḥawwāh), 
because she is the mother of all living ( יָח  ḥāy).”86 Rather than transliterate Eve’s 
name, the LXX translates it Ζωή “Life” to connect it to all ζώντων “living 
things.”87 See similarly Num 11:3: “the name of that place was called Taberah 
( הָרֵעְבַּת  taḇʿērāh), because the fire of Yahweh burned ( הָרֲעָב  ḇāʿărāh) among 
them.” The LXX captures the paronomastic link between the name of the town 
and the verb “burn” by using Ἐμπυρισμός “Burning” and the verb ἐξεκαύθη 
“kindle,” respectively.88 This is the case also in Judg 2:4–5: “the people lifted up 
their voice, and they wept ( ּוּכְבִּיַו  way-yiḇkū). And they called the name of that 
place Bochim ( םיִֹכּב  bōḵīm).” Again, rather than transliterate the name of the town, 
the LXX has opted to translate it, employing ἔκλαυσαν “they wept” and 
Κλαυθµῶνες “Weepings” to capture the connection.89 

 
84. Backfish, “Transformation in Translation,” 80. She also notes the presence of לֶפֹא  ʾ ōp̄ɛl 
“darkness” in the previous verse. 
85. Backfish, “Transformation in Translation,” 84. It is possible, as Backfish notes, that 
the translator chose the noun “rock” here, either because the hapax legomenon was 
unknown, or in order to achieve the paronomasia. 
86. On the meaning of this name, see Jack M. Sasson, “The ‘Mother of All …’ Etiologies,” 
in ‘A Wise and Discerning Mind’: Essays in Honor of Burke O. Long, ed. Saul M. Olyan 
and Robert C. Culley, BJS 325 (Providence, RI: Brown Judaic Studies, 2000), 205–20. 
87. Ausloos, “Judges 3:12–30,” 54. However, see already, Zakovitch, “Explicit and Im-
plicit Name-Derivations,” 170–71 n. 5, not cited by Ausloos, who lists this passage and 
many other examples of the LXX translating, rather than transliterating, a name. 
88. Ausloos, Lemmelijn, and Kabergs, “Study of Aetiological Wordplay as a Content-
Related Criterion in the Characterisation of LXX Translation Technique,” 289–90. 
89. Ausloos, “LXX’s Rendering of Hebrew Proper Names and the Characterization of the 
Translation Technique of the Book of Judges,” 57–58. 
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Even this brief survey of examples illustrates that the translators of the early 
textual witnesses sought to preserve, wherever possible, the polysemy and 
paronomasia of the Hebrew text. The evidence from the witnesses reveals that the 
tradents recognized such devices long after they were authored. The evidence 
should give pause to textual critics, for some added glosses in the witnesses might 
not represent a different Hebrew Vorlage, but rather epexegesis in an effort to 
capture the text’s multivalency.90 As research on translation technique in the 
witnesses continues, it is my hope that scholars will pay greater attention to the 
treatment of such devices. 
 
5.3.8. THE NEED FOR GREATER PRECISION 
 
The typology offered here aims to serve a comparative enterprise by establishing 
greater precision in terms of vocabulary so that future researchers can set aside 
the unhelpful practice of applying vague labels to the phenomena, such as 
“alliteration,” “pun,” “wordplay,” and the like. We are at a stage in the field when 
it no longer suffices simply to label a device indistinctly. Indeed, even a casual 
perusal of previous publications on the subject (and I include my own!) shows 
that greater accuracy is possible.91 Moreover, as we have seen, different 
polysemous and paronomastic devices have different effects on listeners and/or 
readers, and so grouping them all under vague rubrics only obscures this. Only by 
classifying the phenomena with greater exactitude and analyzing their aural 
and/or visual effects can we come to understand the full repertoire of devices 
employed by the ancient bards and the preferences for their use. Only then will 
we be able to appreciate their influence upon later cultures that were heirs to the 
literary legacy of the ancient Near East.92 

 
90. Efforts to render biblical paronomasia continued into much later times as well. See, for 
example, Isidore of Seville (636 CE), Origines sive Etymologiae, XI, who rendered the 
paronomasia between the nouns םָדָא  ʾāḏām “human/Adam” and הָמָדֲא  ʾăḏāmāh “soil” 
(Gen 2:7) into Latin with homo and humus, respectively, thus capturing the linguistic tie 
that marks their shared essence. See William D. Sharpe, “Isidore of Seville: The Medical 
Writings; An English Translation with an Introduction and Commentary,” TAPS 54 (1964): 
38. On the meaning and implications of the man’s connection to soil, see Noegel, “Scarlet 
and Harlots,” 35–39. The implications of the witnesses’ treatment of polyvalency for 
textual criticism has been observed also by Seow, “Orthography, Textual Criticism, and 
the Poetry of Job,” 84, who notes double readings in the Old Greek (Job 9:3, 32:16), Syriac 
(Job 4:21, 15:26, 19:27), Vulgate (Job 20:25), and Targum (Job 20:10). 
91. Most studies on alliteration are more accurately defined as addressing cases of 
homoeopropheron, homoioteleuton, parasonance, or anagrammatic paronomasia. Since each 
of these devices has a different effect on readers/listeners, we do well to distinguish them. 
92. Indeed, a number of the devices studied here also made their way into Syriac, and 
medieval Hebrew and Arabic literature. See Andras Hamori, “Notes on Paronomasia in 
Abu Tammam’s Style,” JSS 12 (1967): 83–90; Hamori, On the Art of Medieval Arabic 
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5.4. FUNCTION 
 
Finally, the research here reveals that though devices of sound and meaning can 
possess multiple functions, in many cases, these devices are less stylistic and 
rhetorical than performative. In this sense, we may think of the function of these 
devices in an etymological sense, as “the action of performing; discharge or 
performance of (something).”93 Naturally, these finds raise the question as to 
whether other so-called literary devices, such as chiasmus, inclusio, repetition, 
parallelism, hyperbaton (i.e., anastrophe, hypallage, hysteron proteron), merism, 
and ring structure, to name a few, also possess performative functions. As research 
on ancient Near Eastern texts continues to advance, it will be useful if scholars 
consider this possibility and ask whether our understanding of the rhetorical and 
literary has influenced the way we think of “literature” and its manifold “devices.” 
 

 
Literature (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1974); J. H. Charlesworth, “Parono-
masia and Assonance in the Syriac Text of the Odes of Solomon,” Semitics 1 (1970): 12–
26; Suzanne Pinckney Stetkevych, “Sarah and the Hyena: Laughter, Menstruation, and the 
Genesis of a Double Entendre,” HR 36 (1996): 13–41; Heinrichs, “Tajnīs”; Pereira, Studies 
in Aramaic Poetry (c. 100 B.C.E.–c. 600 C.E.); Pereira, “Word Play in the Hymns of 
Ephrem the Syrian,” in Noegel, Puns and Pundits, 251–65; Fedwa Malti-Douglas, “The 
Names of the Blind in Al-Safadi: Towards an Onomastic Rhetoric,” in Noegel, Puns and 
Pundits, 291–303; David S. Segal, “Pun and Structure in Medieval Hebrew Poetry: The 
Case of Shmuel Hanagid,” in Noegel, Puns and Pundits, 307–24. 
93. Oxford English Dictionary (2017), online. 



FIGURE 2. POLYSEMOUS DEVICES 
 
Polysemous Device Sumerian Akkadian Egyptian Ugaritic Hebrew Aramaic 

Contronymic 
polysemy 

X X   X X 

Double entendre X X X X X X 

Antanaclasis X X X X X X 

Unidirectional 
polysemy 

X X X X X X 

Multidirectional 
polysemy 

X X X X X X 

Double polysemy X X X X X X 

Bilingual polysemy X X  X X X 

Polysemy cluster  
(other) 

X X   X X 

Polysemy cluster  
(body parts) 

 X X X X X 

Numerical polysemy  X  X X  

Isopsephy  X   X X 

Noṭariqon X X X  X X 

Acrostic  X X X X X 

Transposition  X   X X 

Amphiboly  
(mixed morphology) 

 X X X X  

Amphiboly  
(ambiguous 
grammar) 

  X X X  

Amphiboly  
(infinitive absolute) 

    X  

 
  



 
 

FIGURE 3. PARONOMASTIC DEVICES 
 
Paronomastic Device Sumerian Akkadian Egyptian Ugaritic Hebrew Aramaic 

Homoeopropheron X X X X X X 

Homoioteleuton X X X X X X 

Anastrophe  X X  X X 

Epanastrophe  X X X X X 

Parasonance  X X X X X 

Homonymic 
paronomasia 

X X X X X X 

Numerical 
paronomasia 

  X X X  

Bilingual paronomasia X X   X X 

Anagrammatic 
paronomasia 

 X X X X X 

Palindrome X X X X X  

Hendiadic 
paronomasia 

X X X X X X 

Rhyme X X ? X X X 

Geminate parallelism 
and clustering 

X X X X X X 

 
  



 
 

FIGURE 4. DEVICES WITH GREEK TERMS AND THEIR ATTESTATION (FROM 
EARLIEST TO LATEST) 

 
Greek Term Source and Date 

πολύσηµος “polysemy” Democritus, Frag. 26 (sixth–fifth ca. BCE) 

ἀµφιβολία “amphiboly” Aristotle, Poet. 1461a25 (fourth ca. BCE) 

ὁµοιοτέλευτον 
“homoioteleuton” 

Aristotle, Rhet. 1410b1 (fourth ca. BCE) 
Demetrius Phalereus, Demetrius on Style 26 (fourth ca. 
BCE) 

ὁµωνυµία “homonymy” Aristotle, Rhet. 1404b (fourth ca. BCE) 

ἀναστροϕή “anastrophe” Athenaeus of Naucratis, Deipnosophistae 11.493d 
(third ca. BCE) 

ἰσόψηφος “isopsephos” Leonidas, Epigrams (third ca. BCE), found in 
Anthologia Graeca 6.321; Artemidorus Daldianus, 
Oneirocriticus 3.34, 4.24 (second ca. CE) 

παρονοµασία “paronomasia” Cicero, Or. 2.63.256 (first ca. BCE); Rutilius Lupus, de 
Figuris sententiarum et elocutionis 1.3 (first ca. BCE–
first ca. CE) 

ἀκρόστιχίς “acrostic” Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Ant. Rom. 4.62 (first ca. 
BCE–first ca. CE); Cicero, Div. 2.54.111 (first ca. 
BCE) 

ἀναγραµµατίζειν / 
ἀναγραµµατισµός “anagram” 

Artemidorus Daldianus, Oneirocritica 4.23 (second ca. 
CE); PGM XIII 107 (fourth ca. CE) 

ἐπαναστροφή “epanastrophe” Hermogenes of Tarsus, Peri Ideon Logou 1.12 (second 
ca. CE) 

νοτάριον “noṭariqon ” Athanasius Apologia ad Constantium imperatorem 
2035.011 (fourth ca. CE); Johannes Chrysostum, Ad 
Innocentium papam 2062.094 (fourth–fifth ca. CE) 

ὁµοιοπρόφερον 
“homoeopropheron” 

Martianus Capella, Grammaticus Latinus 5.167 (fifth 
ca. CE) 

ἀντανάκλασις “antanaclasis” Quintilian, uses “contraria significatio,” Inst. 9.3.68 
(first ca. CE). Greek occurs in the Scholiast to 
Apollonius Rhodius, Argonautica 1.746 (fifteenth ca. 
CE) 
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